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Pickett, Methodist Missionary to hidia." PhD. dissertation, E.
Jones School of World Mission and

Seminary, Wilmore,
Jarrell Waskom Pickett
to

1956, directed

The

an

resulting report,

was

KY.

(1890-1981),

Methodist

missionary in

Christian Mass Movements in India,
not

just

on

widely regarded

the hidian subcontinent, but

deeply impressed by Pickett's findings

and

insights

was

missiology

that 30 years

as a

beyond.

Donald A.

who later founded the Church Growth Movement. Pickett's ideas

McGavran's

hidia from 1907

ambitious social survey of Dalit Christians at the start of the 1930s.

study, influenced missions,
who

Stanley
Evangelism, Asbury Theological

so

classic

One of those

McGavran,

influenced

later, he inscribed in his, just-published,

How

Churches Grow, "To J. Waskom Pickett, at whose fire I lit my candle."
To

date,

biography reveals

no

scholarly account

of J. Waskom Pickett has been written. This first

the methods of his social surveys, devised with the

Wilson and the kistitute for Social and

Religious

Research

examining Pickett's people

paradigm

for

movement

(ISRR).

It

help

of Warren H.

explains, through

village evangelism,

the debt Donald

McGavran felt he owed his mentor. Other Pickett contributions to missions and

missiology, including

his formative work in

also chronicled. Described, too,

are

setting

up the United Mission to

Nepal,

are

his roots in the Holiness Movement, his well-known

parents (L. L. Pickett and Ludie Day Pickett), his Asbury College exposure the modem
mission movement, his

editorship

Christian Council of India, his
that clouded India's

of the Indian Witness, his roles in the National

leadership

Independence

and

of relief efforts

Partition,

pursuant

and his fateful

to the communal riots

relationships

with

pivotal

Indian leaders
as

well

as

(including

key missions

Jawaharlal Nehru, Mohandas K. Gandhi, and B. R.

leaders such

as

John R. Mott, E.

Stanley Jones,

Ambedkar),

and V. S.

Azariah).
Although

Pickett

was

strategies, exemplified by his

not

own

a

theologian,

his

advocacy

empirical studies,

recommendations and

innovations, qualify him

missiological pioneers

of the last century.

fresh

as one

of research-based missional

conclusions, and prototypical

of the most innovative

�2001

Arthur Gene McPhee
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Ceylon
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Transliteration

With

regard

Unless the terms

are

I have

non-Enghsh words,

to

widely known (like sari),

endnote the first time

they

are

used. In

adopted

generally

example,

have used those that

addition,

untouchable instead of Dalit,

of Sri Lanka, and

according

to

mass

sources

orthography),
spellings

I have

in the

is

example,

and/or time

in

a

few

universally known
quoting,

(due

use ones

of my

majority

unless

during

and

glossary

have been

the

where

an

era

or are

orthography,

�

described

Ceylon

older term is

vary

offensive,

or

preferred

�

also

the

the

for

new name or

new one

spelled

which would make such judgment calls

viii

instead

consistent with the

and Muslim instead of Moslem.

unnecessary, does not exist.

(for

systems of

(for example, Jubbulpore

I have sometimes

accepted,

for the

movement). Where spellings

that reflect the time
for that

or an

replaced by new

period being

of Mumbai, and

Islam instead of Mohammadanism

the uniform

a

to the introduction of various

sources

cases

provided

names

Bombay instead

Mohammedanism and Muhammadanism

Unfortunately,

current

movement instead of people

I most often

Jabalpur). However,

spelling

were

following procedures.

I have defined them in the text

convenience of the reader. Where outdated terms and
ones, I

the

(for
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Preface
What follows
Evie and I

Bishop

interrupted

their ashes
�

my wife's

a

brown

important

had

granite

to search for the grave of Methodist

missionary,

volume

However,

my

at

a

brought

us

to the

marker in the shadow of two cedar trees.

on

the

before,

brother, who had earlier lived in Wilmore, had mentioned that

I knew just two

time,

deeply shaped

was

cemetery in Wilmore, Kentucky, hi 1994, my wife

daily walk

about

things

Bishop

Pickett: that he had

published

conversion movements in 1930s hidia, and that his conclusions
of Donald A. McGavran, father of the Church Growth

thinking

Movement.' I had also read

I

a

buried there. A brief inspection of the cemetery

were

At the
an

our

in

J. Waskom Pickett and his wife Ruth Robinson Pickett. Two weeks

family reunion,

spot

began

one

curiosity refused

of his books. The

Dynamics of Church Growth (1963).

to leave it at that. Within

digging through boxes of, then,

days,

at

nearby Asbury College,

unsorted Pickett papers, which Mrs. Pickett donated

after her husband's death in 1981.
Soon I

was

discussing

Theological Seminary,
impact

on

children

the

McGavran. hi

were

all still

with my academic advisor, Dr. Everett M. Hunt of Asbury

possibility of focusing

an

living,

someone

ought

bypassed my proposal

Dr. Hunt

consider

writing the biography instead.
a

several

grounds

(1933),

based

missiological
for

on a

a

on

Pickett's

offhand comment, I also observed that, since Pickett's

surprise,

From

my doctoral dissertation

to write his

and

and historical

picked

up

biography
on

perspective,

as

well. To my

my aside. I left

I could

agreeing

to

think, offhand, of

hfe of Pickett. His book. Christian Mass Movements in India

massive social survey,

plus

his influence

Church Growth Movement had established his reputation
xiii

on

Donald McGavran and the

as one

of the

important

missionaries of the twentieth century. Moreover, Pickett's study of mass

influenced,
he

come

not

just McGavran,

to direct the

but the whole mission

scientific survey of that scale? Further grounds for
his role in

organizing

National Christian Council of hidia. And I
the chief architects of hidia's
not

expected

to write

a

was

My reluctance finally was

not

was

University of Chicago's
general importance
in

of scholarly

In

historiography.

Martin

a

original
him

�

time

assemble facts about his
and

In

lapses
or

a

biography included

as

his

leadership

in the

I remained undecided. I had

days

encouragement of three missions

Seminary's

phone

well

a

of his close ties to many of

Wilbert Shenk; and the

by Hunt, Marty affirmed the

and recommended

biography

advantage

Pickett

as

letter solicited

a

overdue. And in

remark about the

as ever more

Marty.

and carry out

I wanted to!

set aside with the

"Should I do this?"

biography of Pickett was

Nepal,

for

sure

historians: my advisor. Dr. Everett Hunt; Fuller

a

just learning

independence. Still,

biography and

design

writing

the famous United Mission to

in South Asia. But how had

scene

And where had he learned to

study?

movements had

query to

some

background reading

Shenk, he replied that

a

succession of conversations, Hunt echoed my

of writing

now

instead of later, for

�

to

paraphrase

after the death of an individual, it becomes harder to

her life. Files

are

purged,

attics and basements

are

cleaned

cleared, and fewer people remain who knew the individual up close.

Actually,
However, it

was a

approaching 90,

a

book-length

account of Pickett's life did

letdown to all.

exist,

an

autobiography.

By the time Pickett began writing it, he was

in frail health, and far removed from most of the details he

recall. As Sir Richard Burton wrote,

Nevertheless, thanks

"Autobiographers generally begin

to the assistance of his former

sought to

too late."

secretary. Colleen Gilmore, he had

at

least gotten it done.
Pickett wrote

thematic outline,

My Twentieth Century Odyssey (1980) by hand trom

recording

events

as

they

came

xiv

to mind

on

a

half-sheets of 8V2

rough,
x

11 paper.

Because he employed

telling

of his life

was

repetitious, and, here
what he'd written

invaluable,
clues for

not

�

and

sleuthing

accounts

missing.^

etc.

�

for what

they

the

one

material has

consistently demonstrated both

and shorter, written and

quotations

reconstructions. Also,
as

in them, and

on

a

he grew older,

As I assembled this

gave

transferred to

some

some

accounts

is,

biography,

they remembered.

me access

public

hidia and introduced

Bishop

daughter,

often

out,

though

as a

of

some

the faults

were

supply of

the

with

primary materials,

While the

ones.

veracity and general

details,

must be

to

accuracy of the late

regarded
or

slips

corroborating

loose

as

in

a

bit of

stories tended to grow. Nevertheless,
on

the whole,

I found

no

quite

shortage

Several who knew

as

I have

remarkable.

of primary documents for

by those who

knew

him, including his children,
and other items stored away

personal records, photographs,
they showed

me

has since been

collections.

One of the Pickett

law and

orderly

autobiographical pieces, including his

tape-recorded

in garages, basements and attics. Some of what

to

�

the facts of Pickett's life. Nor did I find any reluctance

Pickett to tell what

generously

came

potential biographer,

occasion Pickett retouches events

said, the reliability of his late

establishing

fragmentary,

were

an

sources.

the accounts in Pickett's later

hagiography, and,

�

book, Pickett's reminiscences

did tell, but, to

book-length

accounts, the

stick to that

Some of it got in twice! Nevertheless,

hi most cases, I have been able to corroborate

interviews,

always

there, contained glosses. When the book

patchwork persisted into

only

and did not

precluded. Moreover, his

was

of the handwritten

topical arrangement

a

me

John and

children, Douglas, accompanied
to many of the

places

and

people

me on

my initial research

his father knew. A son-in-

Margaret Sagan funded the trip. Several

James K. Mathews and Susan

published manuscripts. Others,

Billington Harper,

XV

persons,

made available

contacted via the Internet,

trip

provided me

including

yet-to-be-

with useful leads

and hard-to-fmd information of a

brevity's

general

more

sake not the details of their

help,

As I review the

of this

sources on

assembling

are

nature. Most of their names, but for

listed in my

biography,

I

Acknowledgments.

am

amazed at the

which I have relied: books, letters,
maps, newspaper accounts,

variety of
public records,

questionnaires, site visits, photographs, completed applications, passports, guest books,
tape recordings, genealogies, interviews, speech and
Some discoveries moved
E.

me

deeply,

Stanley Jones, tape-recorded

Kentucky
was,

likely,

around 1970.

their last

meeting.

became

Featured, also,

are

events,

places,

and

one

days

people. Hopefully,

Raj,

missionary enterprise
faithfully portray the

as

living

or

this

room

been friends since

Although

the times and forces that

of the

dining

notes, the hitemet, etc.

memoirs

by Pickett
in

shaped

Wilmore,

college days,

him

day, it

and this

a son

^movements, institutions,

�

all of these

not

�

man

era.

in his world.

xvi

just

but also the hidian milieu he encountered

the movements and events he knew, and the Methodist
it functioned in his

of

is not about him alone.

portrayal credibly reflects

accomplishments,

and

the story which follows is about

of the great missionaries of his

J. Waskom Pickett's life and

in those

side-by-side,

They had

I should add this final note.

Kentucky who

as

in someone's

probably

�

such

sermon

That,

at

least, has been

my aim: to
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"The Church Growth Movement includes all the

resources

of people, institutions, and

dedicated to

publications
growth, beginning
22).
2.

expounding the concepts and practicing the principles of church
with the foundational work of Donald McGavran" (Rainer 1993:21-

for

example, were the several pages he had written
United Mission to Nepal, in which he had played a key role.
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Prologue
In the

summer

of 1981, when Donald McGavran

from his West-Coast home

Columbus, Ohio
entered

McGavran

and

was

Donald Anderson McGavran

�

was

missionary training
enterprise

an

legitimacy of traditional
A. Scherer's

Pickett lived,

fragile health.

by then the best-known missiologist

an era

mission work^

most

exciting enterprise

diffusing his

not easy in

Ugly Missionary,

department

theological
someone

Bishop

�

a

are

preparing

of his life

�

not

to

an

discoveries about church

of accretive

in North

come

to the

retire,

institutionally
growth.

cynicism regarding

To

the

mood noted in soon-to-appear titles like James

Missionary, Go Home!, Ralph Dodge's The Unpopular Missionary, and

John Garden's The
idea of a

to be in

reported

was

most

center for

was

at

J. Waskom Pickett.' As he

Bishop

past 60. Just when

McGavran, in 1961,^ launched the

sell such

stopped

remarkable, because after nearly four decades in India, he had

United States to stay until he

based

old, he drove

this would be their last visit, for Pickett had celebrated his

ninety-first birthday in February

America

mentor.

the Methodist retirement home where

probably thought

83 years

the United States. On his way, he

across

to visit his old friend and

Wesley Glen,

was

or

all

published

institute of church

growth

in 1964.'' McGavran had
with ecumenical

schools. However, interest in his overture

who had found

gold

on

was

appeal

to several

uniformly cool.

top of the mountain," McGavran later told

1

proffered the

"I felt like

a

friend.

2

"But when I
The sole

came

to the

exception

to

valley

to announce my

discovery,

the response

the brush-off was Northwest Christian

in

College

was a

Eugene, Oregon.

So, there, in 1961, McGavran began his histitute of Church Growth with
student who

though,

came on

McGavran himself�through his
in

missiology,

his

one

student

the recommendation of Waskom Pickett, h did not take

for the school to grow in numbers and

new

writing

and controversial

reputation.

and his students

Nor

�

was

it

emerged

long

as a

perspectives commandeering

ho-hum."^

�

a

long,

until

household word

much of its

conversation.''
McGavran owed much to Pickett, hi his words:

Many people have been involved in the discovery of church growth. While
God has granted me a part in the process, I neither invented church growth
nor am solely responsible for it. Indeed I owe
my interest in church growth
to a great Methodist bishop, Jarrell Waskom Pickett. In 1934, he kindled
my

McGavran

concern

was

1933 and read

that the Church grow. I lit my candle at his fire.^

referring

to

Pickett's, Christian Mass Movements

by McGavran

in

early

1934. The book

Pickett directed for India's National Christian Council

movements" that
had

developed

Christ.

were

occurring throughout the

about the

validity, motivations,

Opponents argued

was no

Christian

conclusions, though, seemed,

survey of the so-called "mass

vigorous

debate

won

individually,

that the groups

their social and economic status, and that

professions

to many, to

social survey

on a

Indian subcontinent. A

that believers should be

proof that their

a

�

based

India, published in

and results of these group decisions for

becoming Christian were merely out to improve
there

was

in

had

improved their

extinguish the

lives. Pickett's

criticisms. When his book

3

appeared, therefore, "a chorus of praise"^ greeted it. However,
more

none

of the cheers

was

enthusiastic than McGavran's:
Here is

a book which should be read
by every minister and church leader in
the East and in the West. As he reads it his vision will
widen, his heart will

leap

for joy, he will

see

the world

enthusiasm will be kindled, and
McGavran

God, and its

question:
ever

name

began his

review

through the eyes of Christ, missionary
missionary support will be renewed.**

by proclaiming:

"There has

come a

is 'Christian Mass Movements in hidia.'" He concluded it with

"Is this extravagant

praise?

months later, in another

century.'"

of the

later commented that McGavran's

passionate

associated with

Pickett was,

no

as

the most

doubt, amused. He

endorsement reminded him of "the

a new

convert.""

When J. Waskom Pickett's Christian Mass Movements in India
and Donald McGavran

were

already acquainted,

of retreating to Landour, Mussoorie
northeast of Delhi in the

American

missionary mothers

them for

by rail

a

for both their families

the hot

was

in the habit

were

the location of the Woodstock

attended.'^ Every year, in late March

July.

out, he

season.'^ Mussoorie, 170 miles

The whole

or

pack

School,

early April,
new

family, except the father,

few weeks in the hottest part of the summer, would

to Dehra

came

would take their children to Mussoorie for the

year. The mothers would stay until

join

during

Himalayan foothills,

which the children of both families

a

..." A few

concur.

review, McGavran extolled Pickett's volume

significant missionary publication

traditionally

by

It is the most extravagant review this reviewer has

written, but he believes that when the book is read, readers will

enthusiasm

book sent

school

who would

up and joumey

Dun.''' From Dehra Dun, they would travel, by bus, five miles

across

the

4

plain

to

every

Rajpur,

hairpin

and then several

turn.

more

Part way up the

would disembark and continue

on

miles up

a narrow

at the

mountain,

switchback, with scenic vistas

Sunny

View bus terminus,

foot to Landour.'' Coolies carried the

The school age children spent their first two years in
were

required

women

for

graduation.

The school year

purchased Woodstock, originally

mid 1850s

as a

American,'*

over

cooperating

children

were

They

purchased

many

during

walli kothi

milkman's

house),

no

where Pickett often

Mussoorie

preached
as a

which British residents had

apartments for families whose
Eastwood Estate, which

cottages, and servants' quarters. For several

two

doubt

a

reference to the

in the

Ellengowan

summers

child, when his

India-�made their annual
late 1920s.

purchased

three years later.

original

owner.

as

dudh

Eastwood

apartments.

The McGavrans lived in the

to

all of them

the hot season, the Picketts lived in Eastwood House, also known

House contained six

come

nearby estates,

in the school. The Methodists

(the

it in the

They opened

estate.

participation began

then remodeled the houses into

consisted, initially, of a large bungalow,
years,

more

management of the school from the American Presbyterian

missions

built in the 1800s.

ten

A group of British

long.

cooperating missions,

Mission and it became coeducational. Methodist
The

they

luggage.

kindergarten;

nine months

multi-dwelling

school. In 1923, several

girls'

took

a

was

at

own

pilgrimage there.

'^

House

near

the

Kellogg Church,'^

of the 1930s. Donald McGavran had first

parents

missionaries in central

�

He got

acquainted

with Pickett there in the

5

When McGavran read Pickett's

he had

study,

just begun

his second term

as

field

secretary for the 70-missionary hidia mission of the United Christian Missionary Society.
He later wrote:
As I read Waskom Pickett's Christian Mass Movements in India, my eyes
were opened. I suddenly saw that where
people become Christians one by
and

one

are seen as

outcastes

by

their

own

people,

as

traitors who have

another

joined
community, the church grows very, very slowly. The one by
one "out of my ancestral community into a new low community" was a sure
recipe

for slow

growth. Conversely,

where

followers of the Lord Jesus Christ while

society,

there the

gospel

was

sometimes

men

and

women

in their

could become

segment
remaining
accepted with great pleasure by
own

of

great numbers.'^
Pickett's book, McGavran

Upon reading

growth

he

to

investigate

the

of the church in the mid-hidia area, where British, Swedish, American, and

German missions
stations

immediately decided

growing

were

and that the overall rate of growth

fact-finding survey.^"

a

only

was

11 of the 145 mission

less than 1

percent

a

year,

the interdenominational Mid-India Christian Council to engage Waskom

persuaded

Pickett for

at work. When he discovered that

were

The council

agreed,

with the

that

stipulation

McGavran accompany Pickett.
When the time came, McGavran not
but became

a

coauthor of the

whom McGavran rehed

study.^'

frequently

In

over

only traveled

addition, his

with Pickett

escort became

the next 45 years. Pickett's

a

as

his assistant

trusted friend upon

groundwork

the fountainhead of many of McGavran's most valuable ideas. His counsel

first McGavran

sought

particularly when

�

it

came

to

book

writing projects.

McGavran began the Institute of Church Growth at Northwest Christian
he called

on

Pickett, who had just completed three years

as

was

became

often the

When

College

in 1961,

Professor of World Missions

at

Boston

University,

to

inaugurate

the institute's annual Church Growth Lectures.^^

Three years later, McGavran became the first dean of the School of World Mission at
Fuller

in

Theological Seminary in Pasadena,

nearby Glendale,

objections

to

speak.

to McGavran's

to its

new

McAlister

Because of his

move

mind about the school and

even

Library.

donated

a

good fi-iends,"

seven

wrote

So when McGavran

18, 1981, he

was,

no

seventy-fifth birthday,

his

on

colleagues

India
and

Festschrift.'^'' Only one participant could trace
missionary to

as a

years in

India

�

parked his

82-year-old

J. Waskom

Glendale, McGavran visited him often. "We

McGavran, "until he moved
car

at

to

Columbus."^*'

Wesley Glen Retirement

Home

on

August

doubt, deeply moved by the prospect of this, perhaps final, meeting

with his old friend. However, the
when he went

living

Seminary,^^ changed his

substantial part of his book collection

On McGavran's

McGavran's life back to his first term

remained

a

was

visits, Pickett, who had expressed

to the very conservative Fuller

former students honored him with

Pickett.^' During Pickett's

California. He invited Pickett, who

meeting

was

not to be.

inside, had died the previous day."

Pickett,

as

McGavran learned

Eastwood
For several years, during the hot season, the Picketts lived in Eastwood House, also
as dudh walli kothi (the milkman's house).

known

8
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L

Reported

in

a

letter from McGavran to J. T. Seamands,

2. The Institute for Church Growth

the
3.

was

August 22,

1986.

founded in 1960; however, it did not open until

following year.
McGavran,

but

on a

as we

shall see,

was

opposed

to

some

elements of traditional missions too,

different front.

4.

Despite the titles, the critiques were as much of missions as missionaries. Scherer,
example, focused rather substantially on the damage done by Western
denominationalism, individualism and paternalism.
5. The friend
Hunter

was

m. May

fellow

missiologist, George

G. Hunter HI. Interview with

George

for

G.

1996.

6. This is not to say that McGavran's views were unfamiliar in missiological circles. The
Bridges of God (1955), which laid out the foundation of his church growth thinking, and
How Churches Grow: The New Frontiers

widely read
1960,
bi-monthly publication
of McGavran's Global Church Growth Bulletin in 1964, the move to Fuller Theological
Seminary in 1965, and the publication of Understanding Church Growth in 1970, made
his mark indelible. For detailed accounts, see Vernon Middleton' s "The Development of
a Missiologist" (1989), especially chapter seven, and Herbert Works' "The Church
Growth Movement to 1965" (1974).

of Mission (1959)

had both been

and reviewed. But the establishment of the institute in

7.

McGavran and Hunter

(1980:14).

8. "Chorus of praise": The Guardian

9. McGavran's review

the

authority

the

(Madras),

(1934) appeared

in

March 15, 1934, p. 3.

Sahayak Patrika,

a

weekly pubhcation

under

of the Christian Council of Mid India.

10. The review

appeared

in World Call

(1935),

to which McGavran

was a

frequent

contributor.
11.

Tippett (1973:7).

12.

Tippett (1973:5).

13. In

fact,

some

of the Pickett and McGavran children

One, p. 141 in Jones, Wilkie and McGee

(1954).

were

classmates. See

Appendix

9
14. Dehra Dun

(elevation 2,200 feet)

in the foothills of the

British in 1 8 1 6 at the end of the Gurka Wars. It

was

Himalayas

was

ceded to the

the northern terminus of a road and

railway line. Mussoorie, just 20 miles farther north and nearly 4,700 feet higher, was
ideal sight for residential schools and for relief from the blistering heat farther south.
15.

Although,

the 1930s

was

an

since the 1960s, the bus has gone all the way to Kulri, the bus terminus in
"Sunny View"; in the 1940s it was "Kincraig," one mile above the old

"Surmy View" terminus.

Information

provided by Douglas Pickett,

son

of J. Waskom

Pickett.
16. These included the United

Presbyterian, Methodist,

United Church of Canada,

Church of the Brethren, Disciples of Christ, Assemblies of God, the American
and two Mennonite missions (McGee 1954).
the author, March, 1996. The house
McGavran's denomination.

17. Personal interview

Disciples,

by

18. Middleton

(1989:8).

19. McGavran

(1986:56).

20. In
More

an

often,

as

in his

McGavran's article,
21

.

See

1986 letter to J. T.

August 22,

was

owned

Baptist,

by the

Seamands, McGavran reports the number

as

ten.

February 2, 1989 letter to David L. Cook, he uses eleven. Cf
"My Pilgrimage in Mission" (McGavran 1986:56).

Pickett, McGavran and Singh (1936).

given in 1962, were pubhshed as Dynamics of Church Growth
(1963). Subsequent speakers included such mission and church growth luminaries as
in
Eugene Nida in 1963, Louis Luzbetak in 1974, Stephen Neill in 1978, Harvie Conn
1980, Paul Yongii Cho in 1984 and George Hunter in 1989.

22.

Pickett's lectures,

Expressed objections: "He did not like the
Fuller Seminary
McGavran, in a letter to
23.

"

24.

Tippett (1973).

25.

Tippett (1973).

fact that I had joined the very conservative
David L. Cook, February 2, 1989.

Pickett moved to Dearborn, Michigan (close to his daughter, Margaret, and
her husband John Sagan) for five years before his final move to Columbus.
26.

Actually,

27. McGavran to J. T. Seamands,

August 22,

1986.

Chapter

The

1

Application

'

"My parents devotion

to missions not

only brought about my dedication
missionary, but was certainly a chief influence
in makingfive other
young people who lived with the Picketts while
studying at Asbury offer themselves to God for missions.
to

our

Lord 's service

as a

�

When, in 1909, Professor

J.W.P.

J. Waskom Pickett and his younger

brother, Willard

Lee, arrived home for Christmas following Waskom's first

semester of teaching at

University in Indiana,

who

was a

student at

a

the

professor

was

only 19.^ Willard,

related schooP and roomed with Waskom. As

Wilmore, Kentucky train station up Main Street, they passed
other

businesses, and,

on

months before, the two

One

buildings
house

only

had stood.

:just

�

can

was

the

largest buildings
guess Waskom's

Perhaps

two years

the 14-acre main

right,

the

before.'

had

thoughts

milestones associated with the two

perhaps

Japan

with his best friend

now a

Stanley Jones,

they walked

bank,

Asbury College

from the

pharmacy,

a

campus,

and

where, nine

as

he

surveyed

the

him of another fire

plots
�

where the

at the Pickett

it reminded him of certain events and

buildings:

conversations about Africa, India,

five years younger,

bumed.'*

sight reminded

Or

a

Taylor

classes taken and classes

and other mission

taught;

fields; literary society debates

pastor in India; the Boys' Conference; the
10

11

wonderful

revivals, especially

women, 12

now

men);

or

one

likely

more

�

the

�

a

in 1905; his 1907

graduating

two-year-old decision,

class of 16

decision that he

a

(four
was

just

ready to implement.
If the last of these

possibilities

was

not at the forefront of Pickett's

that moment, it would not have been very far in the
his

joining

for Christmas would not have

family

Hill," (later, "Pickett's Hill")
roof, although by
own.

now

was never

background.

eclipsed

dull at Christmas

Waskom's two older

at

Even the prospect of

it. The house
not with

�

step-brothers

thoughts

were, like

"Hallelujah

on

under the

eight boys
himself,

their

on

However, this year, beyond the usual family festivities and the celebration of Jesus'

birth at the Methodist
about which he

was

envelope tucked

Church, Waskom

brimming

away in his

If all the Picketts

arrived

�

though

such

was

(Waskom's

oldest

.

case

and her

the young

�

something

�

daughters-in-law;

and his

L. Pickett

men

Day Pickett

family;

Deets' bride of two years; and younger brothers

publisher, author,

.

on

his

agenda

contained in

man

�

something

a

large

was an

Deets

would have been welcomed

called "Mama"

other

step-brother)

in

evangelist, hymn writer,

fact, he

and

Annie,

Ludo, Wilbur, Eulice, and Leroy.

and sometimes controversial debater. He

fit-looking (though,

and

Lowry Pickett

the Reverend

(his

by

by her children

was an

was

editor,

composer,

astute

expert fund-raiser, and extraordinarily self-disciplined. In appearance, he
handsome

�

home for Christmas when Waskom and Willard

not the

step-brother)

Fifty-year-old L.

.

else

luggage.

were

by boarders

something

with excitement

their father, L. L. Pickett; mother, Ludie
"Mama Ludie"

had

habitually exhausted

businessman,
was a

from

overwork)
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and

impeccably groomed.

was

trimmed above the

neatly

strong, yet

were

His black hair,

warm.

When he

suit, white, starched shirt, and

physical

appearance,

unshakable

"I

was

however,

convictions,

uncompromising
always

a

herself

a

standards.

Methodist

her

was

his

Perhaps

intensity.^

ever

a

E.

or

young

the

More

large

no

he

wore a

dark

striking than his
of strong faith and

doubt about his

Ludie

Day Pickett,

L. L.'s second

wife,

manner

was

was

held dear

petite,^

immediately caught people's

added,

as

"a brilliant and

by all.

and described

attendon.

saintly person,

"Years ago I walked down

elderly woman appeared

a

on

street in

the

My companion said, 'That is Bishop Pickett's mother.'"

house.

remembered her as, "one of the most

Stanley Jones
a

saintly women

dozen children in the home I cannot remember that I

upset in those years I lived with the family. She

was

�

was a man

to be left in

of Wilmore. A wonderful

cheerful, and always with
It

was

James K. Mathews described her

known. With about

her ruffled

usually was

Pickett

gray. His eyes

this is what Waskom had in mind when he admitted,

irenic, refined

Kentucky town

Similarly,

and he

straight back,

completely

word, exquisite, in all its definitions. Though she

bishop

verandah of

�

was

thin, hand-knotted bow tie.

devoted to both literature and music."'" He
the little

the left and combed

moustache

large

traveling

was

on

bit afraid of him.

"timid,"'

as

a

His

and to be with him

Forty-one-year-old
She was, in

ears.

parted

a

was

I have

ever saw

always poised, always

radiant faith in God.""

true. When the Pickett house

Stanley Jones, looking

into the

caught

fire just after New Year's in 1907,

buming building,

hallway. Framed by encircling flames,

it

was

could

see a

motto

on

the wall in

still readable. The motto said, "Trust in

the Lord." After the fire,
saw

Stanley told "Sister

in the house. He wrote later, "Her smile

said, 'Stanley, that is exactly what I

am

Pickett" that the motto

was

I

doing.

heavenly when

am

trusting

continued, "And everybody who knew her knew that it
Sometime
removed firom the

comer was a

Christmas

on

envelope

return

in his

luggage,

a

with

Papa

four-page

horizontally centered,

Church, 150

in Courier

typeface,

Fifth

the last

she turned to

thing he

me

and

in the Lord.'" Jones

beaufifiilly true.'"^

and Mama close

by,

Waskom

form, hi the form's upper left

address, typeset in small caps. It read: BOARD

Methodist Episcopal

OF THE

Day, perhaps

was

was

OF

FOREIGN MISSIONS

Avenue, New York. Just below,

the form's title announced: "APPLICATION

OF THE CANDIDATE."
Waskom smoothed the form and

dipped

his pen into

Personal History, where the first line called for Full

name,

ajar

of black ink. Under

he wrote "Jarrell Waskom

Pickett." Under Residence, he answered:

"Wilmore, Kentucky." Under When and where

born, he added, "Febmary 21, 1890,

Marshall, Texas."'^

In

1890, the tiny northeast Texas community of Waskom's birth had

achieved the status of a
80. There

stops,

no

near

were no

name.

signs announcing

public schools,

catfish

were

moss.

So

there

were

�

the

In those

in

no

days,

there

was no

Interstate 20

"Last Gas in Texas." There

Dairy Queen,

no

nearby Caddo Lake,

Curley's

which

was

not

�

were no

not

yet

even a

route

diesel tmck

Little Catfish Restaurant. But the
fi-amed in cypress and

deer, and the piny woods, and the rolling terrain.

Spanish
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In those

days,

to

speak

brother. Dr. Asbury B. Waskom
Holiness

Camp

in

July 1886,

12-pound Pickett baby

�

of Waskom

was

to

speak

of either the local banker

co-founder of the

pioneer physician,

�

nearby

and among the most-loved persons around

�

and, later, the

town

was

�

or

his

Scottsville

for whom the

named.''* The infant's first

name was

Jarrell, honoring the business partner of his father.
Waskom

delivery,

never

the Pickett

the pastorate of the

got

to know the town of his birth. Just three weeks after his

family rode

Gospel

train to

a

Mission Tabernacle and the

called, "The Way of Faith." Both
also served

as

books

printed by the

were

Columbia, South Carolina, where L. L. took

were

business manager from
mission

In addition to his local

as

related to the Oliver

August

writing

from

and editorial

Edgefield,

Lowry and

1891 to

responsibilities,

projects.

of a

Gospel

January

weekly paper

Mission where L. L.

1893. Some of his first

well."

weekdays, conducting evangelistic meetings
on

editorship

L. L.

was

routinely on

at churches and

February 7, 1891,

the road

campgrounds,

One of his letters home offers

South Carolina and dated

some

and

on

working

detail.'* The letter,

is addressed to Masters

Deets Pickett.

My Dear

Little

Boys,

I must take time in the rush and strain of much hard work to write to
you. I do not write to you
with work. I write from 5

as

often

or

6 to 12

as

I
or

might

if I

15 letters

preaching twice a day & trying to study a little
particularly for my book on the Sabbath.
I want you boys to be studious, work hard
earnest

men

that

Grandma,

Mama & I may

be

men

till

they leam

to

in

was

not

so

hard

these

day
a general

a

pressed

fimes, besides

way &

and try to make noble,
be ashamed of I see

never

some

lounge around the saloons, and waste their
boys have the foolish notion that they can
chew & smoke tobacco, play cards, swear.

young men who drink whiskey,
lives in idleness and sin. Some
never

on
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and drink

whiskey. But O how wicked and foolish such conduct is. It
degrades the whole life; makes the mind dull and stupid, the body diseased
lazy & trifling, and the soul hard, impenitent & sinful.
I want my boys to keep entirely clear of such things as these. I count on
you shunning sin in all its forms, so that you may love God and everybody,
live to a noble purpose, a life of genuine usefiilness and consequent
happiness.
This life of loving God and working for Him will be a life of sweet
mean

memory to all who love you, leave many friends to miss you and weep over
you when you are gone, and will bring you a crown of life and great glory
when in the last great Day of Judgement, you stand before God.

God bless &
Love to

save

you both.

Grandma, Mama, Little brother [Waskom] &
From

you both.

y'r
Papa.

Father, Mother, Grandmother, Lowry, Deets, Waskom, and Ludo Carradine'^

(the

Pickett)

newest

Wilmore, Kentucky.

continued to live in South Carolina until 1 894 when
Located there

in the year of Waskom's birth.

was a new

hi those

holiness

college opened

days, Wilmore, Kentucky,

they moved to

four years

was

"hardly

earlier,

a

village."
Only three or four houses broke the monotony of the open country and
practically only one street, the present main street, existed. There were no
side-walks for many years later, and the brave pedestrians had to compete
with loaded wagons and buggies for the turnpike. Because of the college,
the town was beginning to grow, but it was still not much of a town.''
When the Picketts arrived in

had

a

large

couple

�

house buiU. The

former slaves

To

us

Pickett

�

only other house

and their three

on

L.

purchased

the hill

daughters.

was

four

acres

of land and

occupied by a black

Waskom wrote of them:

boys they quickly became Uncle

Willis and Aim

Swope.

.

.

.

much of the time that I lived there and she was
allowed to cook for every meal enough to meet the hunger of all her

Aunt Ann cooked for

always

Wilmore, L.

family.'"

us
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Waskom

slave

was

owners.

disappointed when, later,
He

opposed slavery

was

quick

a

justifiable

reflecting

"Uncivil War"

The fourth question

Waskom wrote,

John

men

women

students could not

educationally

they had

both

slaves in order to free them. Waskom

comes

out of evil and that the

never was

freeing

of slaves

example.^'

In what institution

or

institutions

were

you educated?

was

founder of Asbury

interested in

College,^' wanted

establishing

an

to birth "a real

institution "where

religious

could hold their salvation; and where unsaved and unsanctified

only be encouraged but urged to get

saved and sanctified and

prepared

for their life's work"'''

Hughes
reasons:

out that

"Asbury College."

Wesley Hughes,

and

of his ancestors had been

the Civil War, told his children that there

good

was an

asked.

salvation school."'^ He

young

on

some

grandfathers by pointing

bought

but that sometimes

war

following the

to defend his

and had sometimes

remembered that L. L.,

he learned that

chose Wilmore

first, because it

accessability by rail.

was

as

the site of his

centrally located

The chief centers in

new

holiness school for two main

in the state; and, second, because of its

Kentucky (commercial

and

otherwise)

were

Louisville, Lexington and Frankfort. The Q & C (Queen & Crescent) Railway not only
offered

regular

Wilmore

was

local trains to Wilmore but

the

Q

& C's greatest stock

long-distance

connections

as

well. For

shipping point between Cincinnati

and

a

time,
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Chattanooga. Yet,
the

reputation

due in part to its

of a laid-back

community of "quiet,

sentiment makes law" and where

suggested that,

if Wilmore had

month later, there

were

In addition to

growing holiness population,

a

two bold

Asbury,

sentiment

public
police

refined homes" where

was

attempts

Wilmore

to rob the Wilmore

was

something to

agent. By then, his mother

English

was

(Ironically,

less than

that, due

to

Deposit Bank.)"

home to another school

�

a

Presbyterian

purchased by Asbury in 1906.'*

do with that, for he had become

attached to the school ,too

days

after Waskom entered

�

Asbury College

the overcrowded conditions in the

students had

inquired

from Vilonia

as a

Asbury' s

financial

teacher of grammar and

about

boarding

at

in 1903, his mother

boys' dormitories,

two of the

the Pickett house. One of them,

Arkansas, had been enrolled the previous year. The other

student, Stanley Jones from Baltimore. Ludie said she had agreed
ten dollars

In

a

month, they would receive board and have the

subsequent years,

after

room

Darby's departure, Stanley and

reported

Asbury

Virgil

L.

Darby

was a new

to take them in. For

that contained L. L.'s
Waskom would share

room.'^

Waskom

for

a

literature.
A few

library.

"public

unified. The Jessamine Journal

court it would "die of rot."

institufion called Bellevue whose campus would be
Waskom's father had

Wilmore maintained

answered the next

degrees

question,

which asked for the date of his

received. He wrote: "1907 A.B.

degree"

and "1908 A.M.

graduation

degree."

and

a
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Remarkable

earlier, when he

degree

�

friend, Stanley, and
From the

of the

alphabet by

she had

age two.

morning

day. By the

�

so

that he could

time he turned

of educating children

only

believed that children should be
Waskom to

taught
By the
at

time the

a

year

recognize both

family

arrived in

breakfast, reporting

on

the

aptitude

and

served to enhance those

reading fluently by age
lower and upper

case

Wilmore, Waskom

noteworthy events

New Testament and

six, he had read all of the

with his

graduate

close.'^

Waskom Pickett demonstrated unusual

and,

paper

with his A.B.

postpone receiving his

his Master of Arts

philosophy

Day Pickett

Accordingly,

on

to

graduated

several others with whom he had become

beginning,

four.

the

requested, instead,

working

His mother's

attributes. Ludie

reading

it seems, Waskom could have

16. He

was

meanwhile

intelligence.

as

letters

was

of the

portions

of the

Old.''
Since Waskom's
until he

was

six and

a

birthday came

half But he

soon

in

February,

he could not enroll in

kindergarten

made up for his late start.

eligible to enroll, I was put in kindergarten at nine o'clock the
first day, promoted to the first grade an hour later, and to the second grade
in the afternoon. The next day I was promoted to the third grade, and after
month was advanced to the fourth grade on condition that I pass an
examination in arithmetic. The next day I passed the examination. Quick
promotions ceased then. But I completed high school in May and entered
college in September when I was thirteen.'"
When I

The

next two

other than

was

questions

English

had to do with

languages.

The first

a

asked. What languages

have you studied? Waskom wrote: "Latin 6 years, Greek 4, German
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1, Spanish Vi year." The second asked, Do you acquire languages readily? Without

hesitation, he answered, "Yes."

Waskom had,

Although,
had

taught

several

during

Arkansas Holiness
year before

the

College,

so

far, taught only

previous

he had

two years.

taught

Latin

one

language

he

Taylor,

at

course

In the 1908-1909 school year, at

(along

with

history

that, while completing his Master of Arts degree

at

and

Asbury,

The

English).

he had lectured in

Greek and Latin.
New Testament Greek

old, his father began

proficient,
Each

so

L. L.

evening,

translating

to teach him.

purchased

son

to

a

was

verse.

was

One

[my] immaturity.

Because of his

tutoring.

One

beneficiary

of his

We became

course

reading

that he

was more

the mistake of correcting the

and

some

proficient

professor's

thought

good friends."''

classmates often called upon Waskom for

proficiency with

during

Then he

'

quickly discovered

day he made

Jones. Because of a conflict with another

introductory Greek

years

reasonably

verse.

The two continued to take turns

completed.'

language skills,

seven

he had become

translation twice. Waskom wrote, "He resented my action, but after
attributed it to

just

of Westcott & Hort's Greek New Testament.

Waskom

college,

professor.

When Waskom

passage and read and translated the first

until the entire passage

in Greek than his

specialty.

copies

take the next

When he got to

his

By the time he was eight,

two

the father chose

called upon the

was

class,

Greek

Jones

was

was

his

new

friend, Stanley

not able to take

his first semester. Brother

Stanley,

who

Asbury's

enjoyed

20

language study and regarded
learning

of his

Stanley was

new

able to

both classes

roommate's

overcome

crucial,

as

dilemma,

was

keenly disappointed. Upon

Waskom offered to be his tutor. As

the schedule

problem, qualifying by

a

result,

examination for the

second year Greek class.

Waskom must

conceming

the

have

been

slightly

applicant's ability to play

he answered without hesitation

Waskom
both his parents

hymns
to

and

his first

amused

was

were

hymn

quick to

books

as

his

was

only

Nonetheless, while Waskom did,

meetings.

to

musical

In that way,

college tuition.''

the piano

1 8 It

and

was

was

wrote two

at

organ,

to

answer

or

a

lead in

question

singing. Again,

no

musical

publishing.
called

the

ability at

was as

�

ironic, since

well known for his

He wrote the words and music

"Abiding

and

Confiding in

well-known, "Speak

hymns,

all

and she

was a

to my

the

Soul, Dear

wonderful

pianist.

least, inherit his parents' appreciation for music, the

accomplishment

though,

or

his

musicians. L. L. Pickett

preaching

Jesus."''' Ludie Day Pickett also

came

penned

confess that he had

Lord."" Among his many other hymns

closest he

he

this time, "No."

accomphshed

when he

hymn

�

as

he eamed

was

selling his

enough,

over

father's

hymn books

two summers, to

cover

at camp

half of his

21
The boy professor skimmed

contained items

dealing

with the

live to be 91, indicated in his

this

one

In the

envelope

for his

physician

underwent
examiner

a

over

the second section of the

applicant's physical

answers

that his health

out.'* So,

on

the

which

condition. Waskom, who would
was

good.

from which Waskom retrieved the
to fill

apphcation,

Monday

application

another

was

form,

after Christmas, Waskom

medical examination that confirmed his assertion of good health. The

was

Dr. H. L.

McLean, the college physician and

owner

of one of the town's

drug stores."
In addition to

also described his

a

or

a

the status of the

her appearance.

ruddy complexion.

waist and

certifying

At five

Waskom, it revealed, had black hair,

a

little

requested

while,

on

his

he mailed

separately on New Year's Day.

picture

its wrapper, the board's

or

the medical report
gray eyes, and

feet, nine inches, he weighed 146 pounds, had

34-inch chest. For

board had of Pickett. As

applicant's health,

this would be all the

application blank,
But since he

a

3 3 -inch

description the

he had

a

photo made,

forgot to put his

correspondence secretary could

mission

name on

which

the

not know whose

photo

he had received.'^
The medical form did not ask about childhood diseases, but Waskom could have
told

an

interesting story conceming the

loved to tell the story. He would
When I

was

in

college

I

mumps. In

fact, though, it

was

Stanley Jones

begin:
staying at the home of L. L. Pickett.
from the grandmother to the baby. Waskom

was

Everyone got the mumps

.

.

.

had

a

who

22
very prosperous
Pickett, and she
At this

to

a

point, Stanley protested, "No,

higher authority: "Lord,

Determined not to miss

lump

to go away.

new

approach

Stanley Jones

to

evangelism!"

would

always

�

although,

a

professional team."'

imagine
this

mumps

punch

Whenever the two

men

for the

it, he said, "Stanley, if

I think I could pray them

away".

helping

That is how Jones

line: "Salvation

spoke together

by mumps

�

a

in North America,

ask to introduce Waskom and, then, tell this

"sanguine."

story."*"

not include Waskom's childhood

February 1908,

It did not

Stanley were both strong
was a

speak to

which it described

as

The older,

together,

slightly taller

and he also

strong second baseman and, in fact,

Waskom and

and

was

his athleticism.

athletes and loved sports. Baseball and

opportunity to play that position

batting ability,

year of rooming

adding

their favorites. Waskom

would be offered the

ball and

praying

in fact, it had been malarial fever.'" The report also described

Waskom and

curve

"You cannot

bout with fever in

Waskom's temperament:

skating were

he spent hours

yesterday,

were

noted, the medical report did

as

diseases, it did record

typhoid

saying

protested

have mumps. I don't believe I'll have them."

it had! When Waskom heard about

conclude the story,

Although,

ice

busy to

Jones later claimed that Waskom credited the incident with

him toward conversion,

invariably

showed it to Mrs.

Sister Pickett, I can't be ill now." He also

next-day preaching appointment,

By morning,

completely away."

would

a

I'm too

a

pray my mumps down to the size yours

can

you

of jaws. I felt

lump in my jaw,
said, "Stanley, you've got them."''
pair

for the Louisville Colonels,

a

thinner, Stanley was known for both his

the fastest skater in Wilmore. In their first

Stanley ran twice

a

week to

High Bridge where

23
the

Q

back

more

& C trains crossed the

was

Kentucky River.

From the Pickett house to

nine miles. From the second year on, however,

than

"Physical

the

forms of alcoholic beverages,

of tobacco, from

other narcotic

about this issue, hi

family

�

fact, just

accepted the nomination
were

all

drugs? Firmly,

The Pickett

Some

Stanley became

too

busy to

and

run

occasional mile before breakfast.'*'

an

The final question under

use

High Bridge

his critics,

a

total abstainer from

and from

opium, cocaine, and

Waskom wrote, "Yes."

and, indeed, the entire community'*'*

two years

earlier, Waskom's father,

of the Prohibition

concerned that he had

responded to

Condition" asked: Are you

Party

and had

"quit preaching

run

�

felt very

strongly

L. L. Pickett had

for Govemor of Kentucky.

and gone into

politics."

Pickett

"I had my orders from the skies." He added:

explaining,

always been a prohibitionist never voted an old party ticket in my
life; indeed, I don't see how a Christian can though I know that some do.
But the Bible says, "Be ye not unequally yoked with unbelievers," "come
out from among them and be ye separate"; nor does it add, "except in
politics." God's people ought to yoke up with Him in their business, their
political, their marital, home and social life, as well as in other church

I have

�

�

matters.'**
At

first, Ludie Day Pickett

was

opposed

to L. L.'s

after much prayer, husband and wife concluded that it
would

campaign

as a

preacher,

not

a

politician.

was

running

for govemor. But,

important. However,

Pickett
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Though

However, he

govemor.

Ludie

it would not be his last

Day took

up the

never

fight

lost his

too

�

Temperance Union."^

would,
new

recording secretary,

accept other roles

The

too:

paper); and,

next section

so, is your

candidate

wife

for

a

for

as

he

penned

his

race

president

was

not

alcohol and tobacco.

active in the Women's

the

answer on

application

sympathy

editor of the

of the

application,

next 15 years.

he

its

(the

Kentucky chapter of the WCTU."*^

missionary purpose?

and persons

as

She would

White Ribbon

Kentucky

wanted to know if the candidate

with your

for

so.

post she would continue in for the

conceming children

dependent

upon him

was

It also

or

about marital intentions. To this one, Waskom

married and, if

queried

the

her for support. One

responded,

"I have

no

marriage."

place

to

in the

days

get acquainted with

concem on

school year, it

Asbury,

time when his mother

And

for 23 years,

Asbury College,
easy

preaching against

already done

corresponding secretary;

of the

in full

question inquired
plans

a

for

L. L. Pickett lost the

doubt, have been reminded that the Kentucky WCTU had just elected her

no

WCTU's

passion

in fact, had

Waskom could not recall

Christian

foray into politics;

the

was

a

when Waskom Pickett

young

lady.

That the school

part of some holiness parents. When,
announced that

was a

student,

was

was

coed at all

not

an

was cause

at the start of the 1906-1907

nearby Bellevue College

had been

purchased by

and that the female students would be housed there instead of on the main
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campus,

change

one

could almost hear the collective

sigh

of relief An announcement of this

stated:
Now you can send your daughter to this wonderful institution assured that
she will board and lodge and have her playgrounds on an entirely separate
campus, and yet be near enough identified with Asbury to enjoy the
marvelous spiritual influence of this school, and also the instruction of the
very able

faculty.'"

Rules at the school forbade male students from

except by special permission. Dating

night,
to

the young

Asbury

men

was

strictly

forbidden.

could visit the young ladies in the

when Pickett

was

working

on

talking

with female students,

Occasionally,

on a

parlor. Jay B. Kenyon,

his Master of Arts

degree,

Saturday

who

came

and who later became

Dean, described how the process worked:
The young men were very delighted but, nonetheless, horrified at the
prospect of associating with beautiful women. The boys would get together

dormitory, get down on their knees and pray faithfully and earnestly
(and plenty loud), that the Lord would protect them as they went up to the
parlor to visit with the young ladies. When they knew the Lord had
answered their prayers, they would go up to the parlor, walk in, and the
in the

them at the door. The young ladies would be seated
side of the room, and there would be chairs on the other side for the

matron would meet
one

young
As the young

engage in

men

men

to

occupy.'"

arrived, they were escorted

long-distance

student and

instructed to form
the first. The

a

chapel

were

a new

young

�

innovation

men were

to march with the

about

be heard

and would

of the Administration

circle; then the

gentlemen

�

given

Asbury College (1907-1908),

part-time teacher,

for students, held in the

to the chairs and

conversation that could

In Waskom's final year at

graduate

on

was

by

when he

added. At

Building,

a

an

hour to

all

present.

was

fall

both

reception

the young ladies

were

told to form another circle around

lady next

to whom each

was

standing
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and to

converse

and repeat the

had talked to

chapel

as a

large sign

for three minutes. After three minutes,

strolling

conversation. This continued for

practically every girl. Kenyon,

rather stark

over

the

they were

place.

No

platform that

who

an

reported

hour

to

or

step back

so, until every

girl
boy

the innovation, described the

doubt, that would have made all the

came

one

noticeable

more

into view with each circuit. The

a

read:

sign

Evangelization of the world in this generation."
Whether Waskom

was

attracted to any of the young

known. But if he had elaborated
he

would,

no

on

the

application's question

doubt, have answered pretty much

as

his friend

campus is not

women on

about marital intentions,

Stanley Jones

had

on

his:

contemplate marriage provided the proper person can be found. As yet I
have not been able to satisfy myself that I had found one suitable to God and
me & adapted to do missionary work. This does not mean that I have gone
with one young lady after another to try them, for I have never gone with
anyone regularly for about five years.''
I

A GLANCE AT THE fourth section of the

religious
were

life of the candidate. The first

one

nine

questions conceming the

had to do with parents: Are your parents,

or

they, if deceased, members of the church? If so, of what denomination? Waskom

responded: "They are both

members of the M.E.

Wilmore, Kentucky. My father was
has been

an

evangelist

for 20

L. L.

Pickett,

was

bom

a

Church South at

[Methodist Episcopal]

pastor for years in Texas and South Carolina and

years."

Waskom's father, Leander
as

application revealed

Lycurgus Pickett, who,

Febmary 8,

1859 at Bumsville,

as an

adult,

Mississippi

was

near

�

known

only

luka." His
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father, James Cochrane Pickett, who, for

'Tighten" Jim,
when he

was

later. "Pa"

was

just

was

bom in

two.

reasons now

forgotten,

bore the nickname

Hendersonville, North Carolina in 1812. His mother died

The mother he knew

was

the

woman

"Pa" married three years

about 52 at the time; his bride, about 31.''*

The James Pickett

family was

a

praying family,

and L. L. credited this for his

faith.

My father always kept up family prayers. I was also taught to pray every
night which was the cause of my conversion. As to date of conversion I
give Sept. 1873. As to real time of my conversion I don't know. I
commenced trying to be religious in May 1870 though I never made a public
profession of religion till 1873 and I don't know just the time I was
converted
and yet thank God I know it. I know it well and enjoy it
�

continually.'*
In March

profession

of faith

year and

a

on

the frontier met

provided support
leaders for

potential

County, Arkansas,

where he had made his

half earlier. Six months after that, he

And, in July 1877, when he

Methodists
classes

a

16, L. L. Pickett formally joined the Methodist

was

Church South, in Ouachita

Episcopal

exhort.

1875, when he

was

weekly in

18, he

was

licensed to

groups of about

a

was

preach.

licensed to

In those

days,

dozen, called classes. The

and encouragement for young Christians and recommended

licensing. Those,

like young Leander, who became exhorters and

preachers gained valuable experience and feedback

in

sermon

development

and

public

speaking.
Methodists and

Pickett's

early

Baptists

sermons were

often did

dehvered to

things together in

Baptists.

church to invite him to become their pastor

�

an

that era,

His abilities led

invitation he

so

one

accepted.

many of L. L.

country Baptist
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Then, about 1 879,

which upset the

by sprinkling,
after which he
then

resigned

a new

was

Methodist

Baptists.

convinced that the

from the

Baptist

In November 1
Texas Conference. The

began his
received

career as a

baptism

880,

at

only biblical

applied

circuit rider.

for

was

Many

years

later, in

a

admitted

was

baptized

several hundred

1885, while serving in Dangerfield, Texas, he refused
trouble.

to

baptize babies

study of the

issue

sprinkling.

He

in the North Texas

on

trial to the North

ordained

a

deacon. Thus

first year of responsibility, 65 persons

and 96 became members. Pickett

baptize

membership

December 4, he

During his

Over the next four years, he would

15-month

form of baptism is

Dallas, L. L. Pickett
on

a

began

Church South."

Episcopal

following year,

arrived and

L. L. undertook

church and

Annual Conference of the Methodist

preacher

to

all of them

more.

baptize

by sprinkling.

But, in the

two

women

autumn of

and got into

letter to Walter N. Vemon, Waskom remembered the story

like this:

legislation allowing candidates for
they would be baptized my Father

When the General Conference enacted

baptism

to choose the mode

by

which

wrong decision had been made. When two ladies, sisters and
school teachers, I understand, asked to be baptized by immersion and

insisted that

a

admitted to the church, Father said he could not conscientiously immerse
They quoted the Discipline and demanded that he immerse them.

them.

Presiding Elder'^ ordered him to comply with their demands. He
was brought to trial in the Annual Conference. Bishop Joseph
Key presided. The Conference [in 1885] found him guilty of disobeying his
officers and voted to locate'' him unless he changed his attitude. He
preferred location to violation of his conscience.''"
His

refused and

This may

explain

a

curious entry

on a

questionnaire

L. L. Pickett filled out

soon

afterwards.*' The questionnaire asked for the date of the signer's conversion, the date and
conference where he

was

admitted

on

trial, the details of his ordination

to the

diaconate.
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and the facts of his ordination

Bishop

as

elder. Under "Date,

and

place. Conference,

by what

ordained Deacon," L. L. wrote: "December 4th, 1881, Greenville, North Tex.,
under

Kavanaugh." However,

Bp

"Date, place. Conference, and by what Bishop ordained

Elder," he inscribed the mischievous remark: "Not enough water!"
A short while

Immerse: with

an

Argument

Baptismal Salvation."
Pickett, the
read:

same

"By Rev.

and located
In the

by

later, L. L. Pickett published
on

Infant Baptism,

booklet called.

and Some Points

The first edition alone sold 5,000

Bishop Key who

L. L.

a

located his

father,

that Conference for not

wrote the

consenting to practice

L. L. Pickett made it clear that he had

felt to be their

summarized the

or

justified by

a

the

Theory of
Waskom

foreword.*'' The byline

Pickett, Formerly of North Texas Conference, M.E. Church, South,

68-page booklet,

they

Against

copies.*' According to

immersion for

no

beloved brethren for their action in the matter of my location, for
which

Why I Do Not

duty under the

constriction

they gave

baptism."*'

with

quarrel

they evidently did

the

Discipline."**

for his refusal to immerse as, first, "immersion is not

reasons

fair construction of the

Scriptures"; and, second,

"my

"our

that

He

taught in,

[Methodist]

standards condemn immersion."*^

Despite

the controversy, L. L. Pickett remained

a

Church. As time went on, he divided his time between his

evangelism,

and formal

Baptist ministers

on

"sprinkled hundreds

public

this

debates.

subject

Many of the

member of the Methodist

publishing business,

debates

of baptism. Waskom

of people who had

loyal

were

with

reported that,

Disciples

as a

previously been immersed."*^

itinerant
and

resuh, his father
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The debates

agreed

upon

proposition
wrought

by both

were

sides. For

read: "The

in the soul

conducted

to strict rules. A

teach that entire sanctification is

to

regeneration.

Mr. Pickett

Each debate would be timed. Each debater would have

conform to the rules of decorum found in
One series of debates

was on

Pickett and the President of Kentucky
seats. Each debate would take three

Each session would include

a

a

proposition

a

Hedge's Logic

a

work of cleansing

affirms;

Mr. Smith

or some

similar standard.

the mode of baptism. An agreement between L. L.

University�

days.

30-minute

Each

called for 20 debates in 20 county

day would

consist of three sessions.

presentation by one

to be immersed would meet the

stream, and those who wished

to be

of the

debaters, followed by

Other issues

on

which L. L. Pickett wrote

dangers

of Catholicism; temperance and

(Pickett

was a

was

the

premillennialist).

incongruity

and

or

at

a

each

nearby

would meet L. L. Pickett at the

family's delight,

baptized by immersion,

Following

university president

baptized by sprinkling

local Methodist church. Much to the Pickett
over, 135 persons had been

denies."*'

moderator. Each would

ten-minute rebuttal from the other. The debaters would alternate roles.

debate, those who wished

would be

in the Pickett-Smith debate of 1896, the

example,

Scriptures

subsequent

according

over

when the debates

600

debated

by sprinkling!^'

over

prohibition; holiness,^'

were

the years

were:

the

and the return of Christ

Another favorite theme based in his

premillennialism

of following Christ and materialism.^'

Rags and hunger, squalor and want, wretchedness and misery hang over
against these massive fortunes and overflowing luxuries of the rich, creating
a great contrast with the spirit of the holy Christ. He who denied himself
and became poor and homeless and shelterless and pillowless for the
salvation of men will judge the covetousness and selfishness which hoards
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while others

hunger,

bloats while others

beg,

and fattens while others

starve.^''
L. L. Pickett estabhshed his

reputation

his first collection of hymns,^' established his
based in Louisville,

According

Kentucky),

to Waskom

edited and

a

month for

a

and launched his

company

prolific

career

a

weekly Christian

paper

his

and in most

cases

publishing business,

of sanctification in which

Christians to hve

m

sinlessness and

increasingly opposed

the music for

L. L. Pickett

a

address,

to denounce all those who

growing paranoia

distressed

by this

emphasis,

teaching clung

hi part, their

multiplication

state of

would go

as a

to

of the

an

the

opposition

bishops

enables

sprang

evangelists,
on

the

led them, in their annual

movement.^^ As might be expected,

affairs, and said so.�

Dorough.^" They continued to reside

by their middle

leader in the

Spirit

of holiness

had two sons, James Lowry, bom in 1880, and Elbert Deets, bom

(like Waskom)

published

threatened their hold

of the Methodist

championed

L. L. Pickett married Mellie

than 440

quickly emerged

publishing enterprises

By 1894,

was

the

and

church.

L. L. Pickett

editing.

However, the Methodist hierarchy

perfection.^^

the movement and its

meetings, associations,

more

post-conversion baptism

from fears that the unchecked and unsanctioned

camp

of writing and

called, "The King's Herald";

Methodist holiness movement. Followers of the holiness

understanding

it would be

(though

booklet of about 50 pages on some religious subject every
number of years; wrote 49 books during 48 years in ministry;

(and) wrote words
hymns.

Through

publishing

print

Pickett, his father

pubhshed

published

in Texas. That is where he put into

names.

in Texas and

August 29,

Soon after Deets'

1885. Both

birth, MeUie died.^'

It
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is

likely

that L. L.'s mother, whose husband had died about two years earlier,

came

to

assist with the children.^' L. L. may have been ill too.^'
L. L. had little formal education

for

learning.

knowledge
his

On his own, and with the

of the Bible,

pubhc debates,

Stanley Jones

five months to be exact

help

they cited,

but

of tutors, he

ability to

he astonished opponents

almost any biblical text
E.

the

including

�

acquired

but he had

�

a

passion

a

remarkable

read the New Testament in Greek.^'* In

by not only stating chapter

by repeating

and

verse

for

its context word for word. As

remembered:

His

had the most amazing knowledge of the
[Waskom's] father
I
ever known. I have seen people stand up in
of
man
have
scriptures
any
testimony meetings to give passages of scripture, and as they would repeat
them, without hesitation, he would give chapter and verse.
.

Such

knowledge brought

college degree kept him
missionary.
Methodist

dampen

He had

Episcopal

from

applied

.

.

L. L. Pickett much

realizing

for

his fondest dream of going to Asia

overseas

Church South but

respect. Nevertheless, the lack of a
as a

service to the Board of Missions of the

was

turned

his enthusiasm for missions however. He

down.^* The disappointment did

regularly took

not

collections for

missions^^ and strongly supported the church's missionary emphasis in his writing and

preaching.
spirit of holiness enlists its possessor heartily into every effort for
the evangelization of the world. Some people claim to be wonderfully
saved, and to be constantly on shouting-ground, who take no interest in the
great work of filling the dark comers of earth's habitations of cmelty with
"the knowledge of the glory of the Lord." But it is a spurious holiness that
can say daily "Thy kingdom come," and yet tighten the purse strings or give
stingy pittances when money is being raised to send the representatives of
Jesus into the "regions beyond."^*
The true
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In the late

kindle

a

statewide

1880s, L. L. Pickett preached frequently in Louisiana and helped
from which

Wesleyan revival,

the famed Lake Arthur camp

meetings,

1887-1888 school year, he conducted

Female

College.^'

There he met the

Waskom's mother. Her
1867 in

name was

a

and

woman

Ludie

Bayou Tunica, Louisiana.'"

a new

revival

other great holiness

emerged

holiness school at Hudson.

meeting

at another

preachers,
During the

school, Mansfield

who would become his second wife

She

Carrington Day.

Her parents

were

was

bom

Lemuel P. and

on

�

and

March 3 1

,

Emily (Alexander)

Day."
Ludie, who had eamed A.B. and M.E.L. degrees
teach

English

grammar and

literature.'' She also served

at

as

Mansfield, had stayed

organist

in the

on

to

college church,

which is where she and L. L. Pickett met. Just two weeks after the close of the revival

services, Pickett wrote

despite

to her from

the fact that she had

widower,

or a

Texas, inviting her

frequently

to become

declared that she would

Texan." The 30-year-old evangelist and the

married in late 1888,

probably on the

Like her husband, Ludie had
turned down. Unlike her

his wife. She

never

marry

a

accepted,

preacher,

21 -year-old teacher

were

fifth of December.'''

applied

to the

Board of Foreign Missions and been

husband, however, she had been

a

college graduate.

Waskom

explained what happened:
Mother

.

.

When she

.

accepted, contingent upon passing a health examination.
in Nashville for the examination she feU perfectly well.

was

was

.

But when the Medical

Secretary put his

.

.

thermometer in her mouth, it

registered her temperature as a ftill degree above normal. She was then
asked to keep thrice a day records for a month and come to Nashville again.
And,

once more

disappointing. The secretary reported to
Day shows a tendency toward tuberculosis and

the result

Board that "Miss Ludie

a

was

the
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probably would
of either
Ludie
in

infancy.

not last

Day Pickett

L. L. had

hoped

succession of temporary

Give

sought

to

year

gave birth to

for at least

bom, he learned they would have

The Picketts

Asia." That ended the last

anywhere in
of my parents for personal service
a

seven

one

no more

one.

daughter

missionary.''

one

of whom

�

Vemon

and cried when, after

children. As

daughters (college

adopt

sons,

as a

students at

a

Day

�

died

Leroy was

kind of consolation,

Asbury) stayed

hope

a

with the Picketts.

Three of them became missionaries.'*

Also

the date of your conversion.

of your reception

into the Methodist

Episcopal

Church. To this query, Waskom gave Febmary, 1907 for the former, and "M.E. Church

(South)

1 896

�

M.E. Church

When Waskom

on

the

join the

church to

was

of church

importance

come

Sept

9

by

membership.

their

son

At the close he

to the front and be welcomed

'Amen comer'. His invitation

was

his response to the latter.

as

six, the Pickett family's pastor preached

90, J. Waskom Pickett still recalled the

the adults and

letter"

moment: "I

impressed me

received into ftiU

so

altar, then stood with him

When

Stanley Jones

as

he

encouraged

was

Sunday night

all who wished to

members. When he

sitting

was

almost

in the first pew in the

much that I walked

went to the altar at

later that he had settled for church

was

membership."'^

at the

as

one

over

L. L. and Ludie

and stood with

Day Pickett knelt by

received.'^

15, he wanted reconcihation but said

membership."

in the months and years that followed he remained

Waskom could have echoed Jones, for

on

the

same

trajectory

as

before. He
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was

agreeable, respectful,

chess, and church

activities, he

�

gave

and studious. He liked

baseball, the daily newspaper, playing

pretty much in that order. But, despite his involvement in church

no

extraordinary interest

real evidence of a conversion. Even in
in

In the words of his

things spiritual.

college,

he showed

no

friend, Stanley:

days, he had not found himself spiritually, but had a very keen mind
wide acquaintance with world happenings. I think he studied the

In those

and

a

newspaper

distinctly

more

a man

The situation

"filled with the

a

young

man

he

was

of world affairs.'""

was

substitute. But two years
was

than he studied his books. As

quite opposite

with Jones. True, at 15, he had embraced

later, he embraced "the real

Holy Spirit."'"'

Of these

thing."'"'

And

a

year after

a

that, he

he wrote:

experiences,

important strings with which I was to begin my Song
of Ascents
first, the string of reconciliation; I was forgiven, converted,
bom again, with the past blotted out or transformed. Second, the string of
adequacy I was cleansed by the Holy Spirit in both conscious and
subconscious minds and unified within, and given power by that same Holy
Spirit to witness for my Lord.'"'
My lyre had

two very

�

�

Stanley had been
College,

but after his

ministry moved

interested in

law and

began to

conversion, "the law dropped away,

to the

Henry Clay Morrison in

Dr.

Hughes

and of the

an

evangelisfic

college.'"'

as

so

at Baltimore

margin,

He

preaching,

which

was

City

and the

the resuh of hearing

series in BaUimore. Morrison

Morrison's

impressed Stanley.

do

went to the

center."'"" He became interested in Asbury

Dr.

old southem orators,

studying

was a

friend of

in the tradition of the

said, "I feU if Asbury could make

me

preach

like Morrison, I would like to go there."'"* And he did.
While Waskom and

on a

yearly basis. One

Stanley were

students at

such visitation of God

Asbury,

happened

in

revival broke out almost

Febmary 1904. "Like

a
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thunderbolt it broke upon us," said

College
or

was

again.

who

the theater of indescribable

called to the

came

one

foreign

Four

scenes

in which students

mission fields."'"^ A year

Like those that would

Stanley Jones

there, "and for about

was

occur

later,

on

two weeks the

were

saved

or

February 18, 1905,

in 1907 and 1908, it

was

sanctified

revival
As E.

unexpected.

remembered it:

or

five of us students

were

in the

of another student, Jim
about ten o'clock at night. I remember 1
room

Ballinger, having a prayer meeting
was almost asleep with my head against the bedclothes where I was
kneeling, when suddenly we were all swept off our feet by a visitation of the
Holy Spirit. We were all filled, flooded by the Spirit. Everything that
happened to the disciples on the original Pentecost happened to us. Here I
am tempted to tone down what really happened, or to dress it up in garments
of respectability by using noncommittal descriptive terms. In either case it
a betrayal of one of the most sacred
would be dishonest and perhaps worse
who
have looked on me as an
of
a
of
God.
To
some
life,
my
gift
gifts
�

"intellectual" it will
For three

come as a

shock. But shock

it could be said of us

four

or no

shock, here

goes.

said of those at the

days
original Pentecost, "They are drunk." I was drunk with God. I say, "for
three or four days," for time seemed to have lost its significance. The first
night I could only walk the floor and praise him.'"^
or

as was

Waskom recalled that Jones' floor- walking and

night
came

.

.

.

loudly

upstairs

sleep."""

and

continuously."'*"

and said:

But the

"Stanley,
did

suggesfion

At about two in the

no

good;

for

I

was

recollected, "I

responded to

was

on

"all

through the

L. L. Pickett

giveth his

out of the

finally

beloved

quesUon.

rippled through the school,

beyond joined

those in the

ahar.'" Affected perhaps, but missing from the

young Waskom. As he later

think, perhaps,

morning,

Stanley, sleep

power intensified. Hundreds from Wilmore and
at the

went

the Word of God says, "The Lord

The revival of 1905 left few undisturbed. As it

community

praising

its

Asbury

stream of

seekers,

was

below the average age in my class, and I

that revival less than did

many.""'
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The

following

by Stanley Jones.'"

undergraduate,

(1906) featured

year

did he

finally turn
days

fire. All that

Waskom had other

to say

earlier,

on

term

as an

commitment to God.

were

surely

among the most difficuh of

the second of January, he had lost home and

left of the house

was

things

barely gotten
on

his mind

Stanley was preparing to

perhaps,

deep

of them led

on

Hallelujah

Hill

was

charred timber

Then, just 15 days after the fire, Waskom's ill and aged step-grandmother,

Melissa Pickett, who had

away,

with

one

that, during Waskom's final

of February that year

young Waskom's life. A month

and ash.

series of smaller revivals,

But not until the year after

The first gray

belongings by

a

for

good.

For

goodbye to his

a

leave

B. F.

Haynes, had

buming

house

alive, passed away.""

well. With commencement just three months

not

for another Baltimore

just

summer

but,

uncertain of his future, uncertain of his faith, about

fiiend, those days

month, another revival occurred. It is

president,

as

�

16-year-old,

close

out of the

not

never seen

as

must have been

celebrated

anything

hard. However, late in the

as some

of the others,

Asbury's

like it. He wrote:

conceming a revival now in progress at
I have never seen
Asbury College Chapel
exaggerated.
It had no beginning, has no leader
anything approximating this meeting.
and needs none, and possesses every feature of a most genuine, phenomenal
and divine work of the Spirit. It just came from the Father, breaking out in
the Boys' Conference and the first thing we knew there was a mighty,
unprecedented, indescribable, phenomenal, spiritual conflagration among
I wish to record

a

bit of history

which cannot be

...

...

I haven't told half the story. It cannot be told in human words. I wish I
could portray its grandeur, its glory and its graciousness. The work is not a
us.

week old yet. I know not when it will

However, it

was

close."'

not the ferment of that revival that

level that month. His

was

to

be

a

quieter,

more

transported

Waskom's life to

thoughtful transformation.

a new
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Coming
Waskom recalled

from

a

Sunday morning worship

feeling deeply the

I went out for

a

long

service at the Methodist Church,

need for God to take

walk alone. But

over

his life. He said:

I went it seemed that God

everywhere

speaking to me. And I came back late in the afternoon and then went to
evening service in the Methodist Church. And the pastor, who preached
a very ordinary sort of sermon, closed by saying, "h seems to me that God
has been speaking to someone here during the service
and maybe before
the service
and that I ought to ask anyone who knows that this is true of
or
to
come forward and kneel. And some of us can
him,
her,
join that one in

was

the

�

�

prayer.""*
Waskom

immediately

felt that the invitation

was

for him and went forward and knelt at

the altar. Then:

saintly mother knelt at my side and then others.
And they were praying for me, as I was praying for myself rather quietly
in confrast to a good deal of the praying that had been going on during that
year in the college. But in a way that has never ceased, my mind and heart
hi

minute

a

or

two, my

�

�

filled with wonder and with love for God, and within a week after that
experience, I knew very definitely that God wanted me to be a missionary."^

were

The

of being

thought

a

minister in the United States

Those who wished to find God in America would have
to

help

soon

them. So, if he

were

to become

narrowed his focus to two

Of what church

believe in the

infallible

rule

Methodist

are

you

offaith

Episcopal

trouble.

occurred to Waskom.

Many would be

minister, it would certainly be

places: Japan

now a

Scriptures of the

a

no

never

member?

and hidia.

Old and New Testaments

to

M.E. Church." Do you

be the word

sincerely

Church ? "I do." Do you approve

He had

"^

"Upland, hidiana,

and practice? "I do." Do you

overseas.

eager

of God,

the

believe the doctrines

only

of the

of the government and Discipline
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of the Methodist Episcopal
worker? "As
for

organizer

teacher in two

Kentucky

For

�

In

"success in

fact, that,

to become that kind of

Asbury was, indeed,

Christian

work included each time. Lecturer and

was

the

winning

as we

souls for Christ"

have seen, is

was

why Stanley
He

soul-winning preacher.

was

substantially

Jones
not

came

to

disappointed.

good training ground.

a

One of the best
skills

a

Prohibition Committee. Instructions at altar." Have you had

Asbury boys,

through preaching.
Asbury

(2) colleges, Bible

employment as

winning souls for Christ? "I have felt that my efforts have been successful."

in

success

a

Church? "I do." Have you had

opportunities

"Boys' Conference."

for students who desired to

Here is Waskom Pickett's

develop

their

preaching

description of it.

Asbury at that time was the [Boys'
Conference]"' It met at 6:30 every evening from Monday through Friday
and adjoumed at 7 o'clock. One member preached for 15 or 20 minutes.
For each service, a critic was appointed who made a speech about the values
and the fauhs of the sermon. Prayers were offered before and after the
sermon. Each college senior and junior who had joined the Conference was
assigned to counsel with one or more of the younger men in the
Conference.''"

A

The

were

become

during
the

student

organization was

students

not

unique

a

run

serving

as

organization

entirely by

pastors

or

in

students

college chapel

or

at the

to

assistant pastors in

member until his senior year in

all four of his years there.

hoping

college,

By his second

Methodist Church

�

become ministers.

Kentucky
but

Many of these

churches. Waskom did

Stanley preached frequently

year, he

preached

"always

to

a

fuU

from time to time in

house.""'
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Students could

First, they could do

so

develop

under the

Elizabeth Sheffield Allen,
and the

Curry

a

me

of the

came

a

number of other

"expression"

to head up the

of the

help

death!""' The following

settings

University of Tennessee

Expression Department."'

what others may do, but

too.

teacher. In 1906, Miss

time, several students, including Stanley Jones,

ended with the words, "I cannot

give

guidance

particularly gifted graduate

School in Boston,

commencement

their elocution skills in

At

gave orations. Jones

as

for

excerpt"" gives something of the

me

give

me

Africa

or

flavor of 1 8-year-old

Waskom's orations:
"Follow thou me" and "Go

thou, and preach the kingdom of God"

are

explicitly individual, yet not limited to one, but are universal in apphcafion.
provisions we must include every man of every nation, in every
clime and every walk of life. "In whatsoever calling he is found, let every
man therein abide with Christ." Let him use the carpenter's bench, the

Under their

merchant's desk, the artist's studio, the Governor's mansion, the senator's
chair, the palace or the throne as the pulpit fi-om which to preach Jesus.
Preach him

precept and
Another

Prohibition

study class

but had

for

Asbury had two

opportunity to

the

joined

enter

an

competition,

societies also afforded

Society"

and "The Columbian

the Intemational

Asbury chapter not only participated

oratorical contest. The

and

possibly on

to the

Stanley were

Society."

Stanley Jones

in

a

making the best

nationals."'

students.

They were

skills.

"The

Members of the societies had to leam

grace, and freedom of expression."*

another. Waskom Pickett and

one

opportunity to develop public speaking

of them when Waskom and

parliamentary law, platform
one

developing declamatory skills was

Students who

go to the state

Literary

Athenian

setting

Society.

speech would

by tongue and pen, by devoted life, by godly example, by
practice, by service and sacrifice.

were

They

also had to debate

both members of The Columbian
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Society. They were required

to debate

each other about

once a

month. Said Waskom,

years later:

Needless to say, he, who was six years older than I, won most of those
debates. But I got much satisfaction because I was the youngest member of
the

society

the

society.'"

and

was so

Of course, the best

pulpit

of a local church

often called

Do

�

student pastor

as a

Waskom's

YOU BELIEVE

writing
a

career

life

to

long

to meet the

missionary work

two years earher.

card to go to the

question

In

revivalist.

youth

call

to

gave Waskom the

in his wallet. If not, it

�

if possible.

certainly

came

to

at

and late conversion

It had been

just

a

year since word had

in the

�

late in terms of his

never came.

the foreign mission field? The limited

responded:

"The Word of God

responded:

opportunity to
Asbury,

Perhaps

reaffirm

Waskom had

he

even

gives

come

me

to consecrate

"h is."

a

decision made

signed

a

pledge

had the card in front of him

mind.

As Waskom wrote down his response, he must have
too.

was

Stanley was constantly in

in the foreign field? Waskom

field

pubhc speakers

need of the lost." Is it your purpose

1907, in his senior year

foreign

for young

for that sort of preparation

special

a

or

space did not encourage detail. Waskom

The latter

or

opportunity

that you have

sufficient call. I

your

to debate with the oldest member of

public learning setting

demand for the latter. But because of his

college

on

thought

of his old friend

from the RMS Teutonic that

Stanley
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Jones

was

imagined,

at last

his way to the field

on

�

but India.

As

though

it

not Africa

was

as

he had

long

had written then:

Stanley

I feel constrained to let you know how I fare
so far on my eastward
voyage. It is really true that God will "bless thy
out."
I
As waved good-bye to my brother and sister, standing upon
going
we are

nearing

old

England

the docks in New

York, strange sensations of holy joy flooded my soul and I
knew I was in his will. Our native land, how sweet, but to the wholly
surrendered soul, God is its home and His presence is its native

atmosphere."^
Since then, Jones' letters had

reported,

among other

things:

his wish to

missionaries of his Lucknow church seek "the fullness of the
distribute to native

Urdu, his

new

preachers

longing

letters. But now, here he

However, in just

it

�

two

to follow

was

pen into the ink for the next

was a

the

blessing;""' his plan to

books";""

and his

struggles

with

language.

Waskom's

there

"thousands of holiness

see

Stanley was piqued,

actually applying, taking

question,

he knew that his

step!

youth was

still

As he

dipped

his

against him.

months, he would be 20. In the eyes of those searching for maturity,

when he would be

on

if any,

where he

to the best

even

was

approaching

�

he could feel

the field himself

What SPECIAL field,

pondering, perhaps

doubt, by his friend's

the first

vast difference between 19 and 20. The hour

can use me

no

do you

prefer?

Here he wrote, "I want to be led of the Lord

advantage." But,

dreaming of,

a

in his

heart, Waskom

particular place. So,

after

was

already

writing the previous
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sentence and

up all the allotted room, he inserted

taking

first word of the sentence. It

was

missionary enterprise

punctuated everywhere:

in the

library;

in artifacts of the

pieces;

on

Asbury,

extraordinary to

was

museum;

the campus

more,

just

above the

community's passion

say the least. The

primacy of missions

of missionary volumes

preponderance

college

thing

"India.""'

Waskom's time at

Throughout

one

on

literature tables

on

for the

was

the shelves of the

containing promotional

walls that featured maps of far-off lands; in classes, conversations, and

chapel

addresses; in posted letters from Asburians already abroad; in the intemational character
of the student

body;

in the presence of visiting missionaries and

lands; in the spiritual fervor of young
the mission

the Band

prayer

field; and,

Meetings,

most

women

men

in the

ever-growing popularity

and 30-minute

Meetings,

from other

to prepare themselves for

pledged

prominently of all, perhaps,

Volunteer Mission

of

noonday missionary

meetings."'
Asbury had begun

All students

were

were

homelands of Persia and
The

a

missionary society,

urged to join.

missionaries. Both

same

year,

Three years

study classes

with 50 members, in

Japan (although only the
a

preach

student from Persia did

Student Volunteer Band

was

organized.

anywhere, anytime

fifth year.

intimately acquainted with the challenges

two

in their

so

for

sure)."'

It consisted of

for Jesus Christ.

met to leam about the countries to which students

to become

only its

later, in 1 898, the school funded its first

intemational students who would return to

students who committed themselves to go

was

and

speakers

hoped

to

go..""

Weekly
The idea

of those lands ahead of time.
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conducted

Noonday prayer meetings
student

one

"Pentecostal.""'

as

band conducted

evening

one

Sunday

Each week,

was

nowhere

students in 1886.

was

on

college

and

that

it,

venue was

gathering,

God

D. L.

more

Moody's

of those

present signed

to go to

the

a

than at

On

July 16,

addressed the

A. T.

gathering.

conference

a

a

world in this

embraced it,

generation.""^
was

not to convert the

get the message out,
to

The idea,

unevangehzed portions

From his

so

that all

it took

world,

nor

originated
new

speech

shape

that

for

Foreign
some

The SVM

conference for

at Mt. Hermon

men

had

prayed

with the Princeton

editor of The

came

a

"desirous

they were

of the world."

They

Foreign

Missionary

Review

the germ of an idea that

evangelization

of the

in the minds of those who

civilize it, but to find

people everywhere

it."' By the end of the conference,

summer

group of 21 young

pledge affirming

Pierson, the

as

Asbury."^

ground

would become the watchword of the Volunteer Movement: "the

respond

responsible

host of new missionaries. As the event

"The Princeton Declaration" because it

of the World,

keenly

evening,

God would raise up

permitting,

Missionary Society.

to

were

campuses. But it may be stated with

Young Men's Christian Association's first

The

ever more

willing,

called

of the student volunteer members of the

one

its potency feU

School In Northfield, Massachusetts. Each

continued,

passionate affairs, described by

afternoon services. In addition, the students

widespread

from the

emerged

that, from

were

the influence of the Student Volunteer Movement for

days,

(SVM)

justification that
had

band

service each month."*

In those

Missions

by the

would have the

hundred had

signed

enough messengers

opportunity to
the

pledge.
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After the conference,
had

happened

to as many

a

dehberate effort

coUege

John N. Forman undertook the task,

securing
"the

over

apostle

2000 volunteer

to the

visiting

made to

1 62 schools

good management

even more

Under his direction,

a

formal structure

Its purpose

to lead students to consider the call of

(1)

volunteers in their

preparation

permit,

signed

to become

Although he

a

to

to

secure

to

unify

(3)

to

him when

to

leaders

organize it.'"'

and preserve the movement.

foreign missions; (2)

to unite volunteers in

enough

the SVM

pledge

to

guide

an

volunteers to meet the needs of

consistently met those goals.

card that

Asbury with no

was one

Convention in Nashville.'"' So

quoting

nervous

foster the interest and support of students who

early 1920s,

revised

Comell student

simply

overseas were

For all

SVM

stated: "It is my purpose, if

foreign missionary."

came

Jones, by his junior year,

a

a

secretary)

time, half to three-fourths of all American missionaries going

volunteers who had
God

adopted

was

for the mission field;

boards; and (5)

remain at home.'"' Until the

YMCA

(then Intercollegiate

"organized aggressive movement"; (4)
the various mission

Mott,

skills. Because of its loose structure,

urged

Mott

signatures.

21 -year-old John R.

was

of the SVM, in 1888,

that

the next year and

during

those of Samuel Zwemer, later called

following year, they got

One of the "Mt. Hermon 100"

was:

the word about what

Robert Wilder and

possible.

signatures, including

spread

Muslims," and Robert Speer, who became the great Presbyterian

missions statesman.'"" The

from Iowa with

as

campuses

was

of three

idea of going to the mission field,

representing Asbury

impressed were they by John

they returned.

That

was

R.

Stanley

at the Student Volunteer

Mott, they couldn't stop

Waskom's first introduction to Mott.
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"Through them," he said,
heroes.

.

Soon, Waskom, hke

.

signature

"I became indebted to Dr. Mott. He became

the SVM

to

Stanley
their campus

Jones'

pledge

to become

speech,

this

going

God's

reply to

meeting
never

not

am

him was,

and announced,

guessed he was

a

missionary had

Volunteer Movement

Africa. On his way to the
and I

many other students of his

of my

generation,

had put his

pledge.

meetings.

meeting,

so

one

he

people
"Lord

prayed,

in there until you

"According to

your

faith,

"Somebody is going

asked him to

...

give
so

SVM roots too. For

I want

me

give

speech

a

missionary

a

you." So,

of

on

to go from

one."'"' According

be it unto

one

to

Jones,

he went into the

to the mission field from this

the one, but he later reflected, "From that moment, I

He

meefing."
was

gnpped.'""*
After

nerve

to tell

signed this

signing

the

his mother.

without first

pledge,

Showing her the card,
talking

mother

was

for

day to

pray that you

to

prayers."'"^

one

answer

the

it

over

with

he

our

you." But,

Not

wanting to

a

to

I should not have

instead of being distressed, his
�

missionary in

pressure

get up the

your father

some

or

I

have failed

�

part of Asia. This is

him, they had

never

an

revealed their

But, of course, he had known of their deep interest in missions.

he came to

questions

might become

days

apologized, "Perhaps

ecstatic. "Oh, no!" she said. "Neither of us

secret prayer.

When

it took Waskom Pickett two full

were

section VI,
about

Evangelistic Work,

being

and ordination. He wrote

a

licensed to

Waskom may have been

preach, membership

series of "No's."

in

an

surprised

that

Annual Conference,
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Under Educational Work, the next
do administrative work, such
sensitive about his

phase."

The next

question asked,

scale." To the final

committed to

come

back

teaching

�

Wliat

he had

�

evening

Waskom

he had

President

as a

so

was

far

more

success

and research

honors in 1907 in

though both

a

graduate

a

was

already well along
had

on

both

as an

arrived

a

thought

assistant in

his Master of Arts

hoped to

to

beg

off his

pastoral assignment

Lucknow, India, and, after much prayer, he

Haynes told Stanley that

degree,

be elsewhere. On

of full-time

by train just prior to

come

planning to

Episcopal

preaching,

but when

teach, he accepted.

contract to

however, he had

Board had just offered him

small

men were

young

in the M. A. program, and Jones

had materialized. He

offered him

on a

commencement

to the Board of Foreign Missions of the Methodist

nothing

in this

to say.

devoted to missions.'"* But,

expected, Stanley

As it turned out,

President

from

ever

have you made for

special preparation

perfimctory. Stanley, however,

applied

Haynes

As

me

Waskom,

foreign missionary service, they were, by graduation time,

Waskom's choice

Church, but

might keep

Stanley both graduated with

Latin and Greek. Since he

April 30,

institution?

What experience have you had? Give positions held and

�

place

Waskom and

an

age alone

of an

applicant answered, "Independent study

request

in each

which featured

the principalship

youth, wrote, "My

educational work? The

length of time

as

section, the form asked. Are you qualified to

was

the

teaching

at the

opening

of the fall term.

commitment. The Mission

English language

church in

convinced God wanted him to accept it.

if Waskom could be

persuaded

to

teach the classes, he
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could be released. Because of his age,

difficulty visualizing teaching
was

his M.A. However,

to go to India and start

After

Waskom

was

ambivalent. He had

Latin and Greek to students all older than he. Then, there

Haynes

assured him that he could do

both,

so

his M.A., Waskom wanted to enroll in Vanderbilt

School of Theology, but L. L.

experience

He

in Asia

urged

or

Waskom to at least wait until he had several

America."" Meanwhile, Waskom got

from C. L. Hawkins, President of Arkansas Holiness

College was

very small and very

new.

would mark the start of just its third session. When Waskom got

dorm

was

optimistic

frame of mind. Enrollment

that all the students

Waskom

was

were

at

just

the

right

sort of place to

begin

a

1908

there, he found the

was

up. The
were

teaching

new

boys'

anticipating

career

�

except

least two years older than he.

stayed with

a

farm

family,

where

breakfast and yams for lunch and supper. The

grits

contract,

was a

September 15,

ten eager teachers

nearing completion. And, including him,

their first classes."' It

letter

signed.

Arkansas Holiness

an

a

in Vilonia, Arkansas.

College,

Hawkins wanted him to teach there in the fall. Enclosed with the letter
which Waskom returned

University's

He did not approve of seminaries; in

firmly opposed.

was

fact, he called them "cemeteries."

college community in

freed

Stanley was

the work for which he became renowned.'"'

obtaining

years of ministry

though,

and boiled okra. But the year

was

they served

menu

not to end

him

also included

apple pie

for

frequent servings

happily.

February I fell ill with fever which the local doctor mistakenly diagnosed
as typhoid and recommended that I go to a hospital for treatment. The
President of the college telephoned to Little Rock to enquire if I could be
In

of
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admitted there. The

put

on a

doctor found that it
return to

one

boys'

of a bucket

rooms

had

home

were

was

occupied, so I was
our family

At home

Kentucky.

But I

me.

the effort to

brigade,

recuperating, Asbury College

eating breakfast,

ignited

a

an

not allowed to

was

the blaze

collapsing.

was

burned.

Early

one

alarm sounded. A defective flue in

fire in Music Hall."'

extinguish

inferno, hi minutes it

already an

that every bed there

to my home in

malaria that afflicted

was

was

when the students

of the

me

Arkansas."'

While Waskom

morning,

reply was

train to take

Despite

the

hopeless.

was

The fire

rapid deployment

The

building was

quickly spread

to the three-

story Administration Building, whose 900-seat chapel, museum, recitation rooms, and
hall held

many memories for

so

of the campus, but the

Waskom."" With its handsome towers, it

conflagration swiftly reduced

After his recovery, Waskom
"Am

now

teaching

Greek and Christian

Taylor University had
Named for the great

the

one

dormitory,

mile south of the

lodging
with

University was

and

an

to teach at

Evidences,"

William

departments,

a

theological

to Fort

it

was

the

academy

application.

Wayne

the most

community to
on

in

1816."*

prestigious

itself It

of the

was

the "Pan Handle" branch of

that contained its main

North of the campus
an

on

in Indiana.

and 145 miles from Columbus. The

Chicago

ten-acre campus

university had
and

little

of Upland, Indiana

169 miles from

a

a

Taylor University

he wrote

Taylor,

pride

smoldering pyre."'

a

long history, going back

village

observatory.

and meals. The

seven

on

university population was

Pennsylvania Railroad,

heart of the

a

missionary bishop,

holiness schools. The
located

signed

it to

the

was

were

for

building,

several other

high

brick

buildings

school students,

school. The school also had

a

a

used for

college

building

lots for

50

sale. The trustees

good place

for

a

hoped,

young educator to

Waskom skipped the

questions

and industrial work. For

Wray,

now

at

in time, that

Taylor

would be its

be, but this

own

city. Taylor, then,

young educator's heart

was

was a

elsewhere.

in the next two sections, which had to do with medical

references, he listed the following: Professor and

Taylor but formerly members

Jones of Wilmore; and the Reverend E.

of the

Asbury community;

Stanley Jones.

With that, the

Mrs. Newton

the Reverend A. P.

application

was

complete.
Two

days later,

Asbury stationary

and

on

Monday the twenty-seventh,

penoaed

a

he got out

some

of his old

letter to accompany the form. He wrote:

application for foreign service. The physical report
accompanies it. My choice of work would be the educational, but when I
said I was anxious to teach or preach, I meant that I wanted to reach India
and would be subject to the direction of the Board
willing to serve in
either capacity.
It would be a great treat, personally, to enter the educational work in

I enclose my

�

Lucknow, India

English speaking
feel
is

sure

my old roommate and classmate of '07 is pastor of the
church there. I am praying that the Lord may lead me and

�

that He has in

Upland,

applying to

you at this time.

My permanent address

Indiana.
Yours for Christ

(Prof)

J. Waskom Pickett
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J. Waskom Pickett's Parents

Lycurgus Pickett and Ludie Day Pickett were deeply interested in missions and
disappointed that the opportunity to serve in some foreign field had not
come to them. When Waskom announced his intention of pursuing missionary service,
his mother told him, 'TSleither of us your father or I have failed for one day to pray that
This is an answer to our prayers."
you might become a missionary.
Leander

had both been

�

.

.

.

�
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CHAPTER 1 : NOTES

1. Pickett

2. The

(1980:10).

key

of background material

JWP's

youth, family and hometown of
following: (1) My
Century Odyssey (Pickett 1980); (2)
the weekly newspaper, the Jessamine Journal, which chronicled events in Wilmore,
Kentucky during the time JWP was growing up, and, in fact, even the comings and goings
of JWP's father, L. L. Pickett; (3) the Pentecostal Herald, which published articles by
L. L. Pickett and news items about Asbury College and the Pickett family; (4) Asbury
College records (although the most important ones were destroyed by fires in 1909 and
1924); and Asbury college histories, especially those by McKee (1926) and Thacker
(1990).
When covering common ground with My Twentieth Century Odyssey, I call
attention, when necessary, to the autobiography's inaccuracies, discrepancies, and
telescoping of two or three events into one (I usually do so in endnotes), but more often, I
sources

Wilmore have been the

on

Twentieth

make the corrections without comment. The reader will notice that I often quote JWP's
handwritten drafts instead of the book. This is because they often contain unused

material that did not make the final cut. Since the drafts and revisions

are

often out of

sequence, unnumbered,
simply odd pages, I cite only box and folder numbers. All
these are located in the Asbury College Archives in Wilmore, Kentucky (abbreviated
or

ACA).
3.

Probably the Academy,

4. Pentecostal

a

high

school which

was

then

run

by Taylor University.

Herald, March 24, 1909, p. 5.

5. The Pickett house

fire, which occurred on January 2, 1907, destroyed the house and its
January 16, 1907, p. 9; February 6, 1907, p. 7; February

Pentecostal Herald:

contents.

13, 1907, pp. 9,10.
6. Fellow Louisville

Asbury College,

pubhsher, Henry Clay Morrison, who,

wrote

in 1910, became President of

of him:

Rev. L. L. Pickett is

an

intense

man.

He will be remembered in this

world,

long after he has gone to a better one, as a prolific writer, and earnest
distributor of religious books, especially of that class of books that call
higher and
1901:vii)

attention to the

(L.

L. Pickett

7. hiterview with
8. Pickett
9.

Margaret Sagan,

(1980:1)

Woodring (1996:22)

better

JWP's

things

of religious

experience.

daughter, September

1995.
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10.

Eulogy

11. Jones

12. Jones

for JWP, delivered to the Methodist

bishops.

Mathews

(1981 :2).

(1936a:l)
(1936a: 1)

13. Pickett's

original application

the Archives

to the Board of

General Commission

Foreign

Missions is in the archives of

Archives and

Division,
History, the United
Methodist Church, located at Drew University (hereinafter, UMCA), accession no. 12597-3:06. Unless, otherwise noted, all references to Pickett materials at UMCA refer to the
Bishop and Mrs. J. Waskom Pickett Correspondence Files, which, at the time of my
investigation, were ordered chronologically as follows:

Accession No
Mission Files

on

Folder

1909-1910

1189-4-3-10

1911-Aug 1912
Sep 1912-Dec 1915

1109-5-2:34

1109-5-2:35

2

1916-1917

1109-5-2:36

3

1918-1921

1922-1923

1111-4-2:10
1111-4-2:11

2

1924

1111-4-2:12

3

1925-1926

1111-4-2:13

4

1927-1928

1111-4-2:14

5

1929

1111-4-2:15

6

1930

1111-4-2:16

7

1931-1932

1111-4-2:17

8

1933

1111-4-2:18

9

1934

1111-4-2:19

10

1935
1936

Jan

1936-Aug

1185-4-3:02

2

Sep

1936-Dec 1936

1185-4-3:03

3

Jan 1937-Jun 1937

1185-4-3:04

4

Jul 1937-Dec 1937

1185-4-3:05

5

Jan 1938-Jun 1938

1185-4-3:06

6

Jul 1938-Dec 1938

1185-4-3:07

7

Jan

1185-4-3:08

8

Jun 1939-Dec 1939

1185-4-3:09

9

1940

1185-4-3:10

10

1941

1113-5-1:25

1

1942

1113-5-1:26

2

1943

1113-5-1:27

3

Jan 1944- Jul 1944

1113-5-1:28

4

Aug

1185-4-3:01

Admin. Files

Date

1259-7-3:06

1939-May

1939

1944-Dec 1944
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14.

J. W.

1113-5-1:29

5

1945

1113-5-1:30

6

1946

1113-5-1:31

7

Jan 1947- Jun 1947

1113-5-1:32

8

Jul 1947-Dec 1947

1113-5-1:33

9

Jan 1948-Jun 1948

1113-5-1:34

10

1113-5-1:35

11

1113-5-1:36

12

July 1948-Aug 1948
Sep 1948-Dec 1948
Jan 1949-May 1949

1113-5-1:37

13

Jun 1949-Dec 1949

1125-5-2:12

1

1950

1125-5-2:13

2

1951

1125-5-2:14

3

1952

1125-5-2:15

4

1953

1125-5-2:16

5

1954

1125-5-2:17

6

1955

Lively (1906);

John Paul

(1906).

15. "Records of the Oliver

GospelMission: 1891-1899." Asbury Theological Seminary
Gospel Mission. The records include a photocopy of the
from which the information in this paragraph
Mission,
Gospel

Archives. ARC 1994-000 Oliver
minutes of the Oliver
comes.

16. A

The

typescript of this letter was sent to JWP in 1980 by a niece, Barbara McClatchey.
original was in her mother's possession. Her mother was the daughter of J. Lowry

Pickett, Waskom's eldest half-brother.
17. Named for the famous holiness

evangelist, Beverly

Carradine.

18. American Holiness Movement.

Although its antecedents dated back to the 1830s,
following the Civil War. By the 1 890s it
had spawned a number of holiness schools, Asbury College among them. The movement
emphasized a post-conversion work of the Holy Spirit variously called "entire
sanchfication," "Christian perfection," "the second blessing," "the second work of grace,"
"the higher Christian life," "the rest of faith," and "full salvation." Like the modem
the Holiness Movement

came

into full bloom

Charismatic Movement, its support base came from many traditions. At the forefront of
however, were the Methodists. John Wesley's Plain Account of Christian

the movement,

Perfection (1794),
Check

the Bible commentaries of Adam

Clark, and John Fletcher's Last

launching the movement. Two key
leaders in the early years of the movement were Charles G. Finney and Phoebe Palmer.
However, by L. L. Pickett's era a new generation of leaders was in place. The emergence
of camp meetings, holiness organizations, annual conventions, prayer bands, holiness
publishers and publications, a growing holiness hymnody, and itinerating holiness
preachers all contributed to the spread of the movement. Denominational leaders at first
to

Antinomianism

(1907)

were

instmmental in

55

tolerated the

phenomenon,

then trivialized

it, and finally opposed it.

From the 1880s on,

conflict between members of the movement and their denominations resulted in the

establishment of many

independent

holiness churches and denominations

(for example,

Daniel

Sidney Warner's Church of God, the Association of Pentecostal Churches in
America, the Church of the Nazarene, and the Missionary Church Association). From the
mid- 1800s, the doctrine of "the

baptism of (or "with") the Holy Spirit," based on Acts 2,
was an important source of
preaching and teaching in the movement. However, when, in
the early 1900s, some holiness groups insisted on speaking in tongues as the
authenticating sign of Spirit Baptism, a fracture emerged resulting in modem
Pentecostalism.
The

following are some key sources on the Holiness Movement: Donald W.
Dayton,
Higher Christian Life: a Bibliographic Overview (1985); Donald W.
Dayton, Theological Roots of Pentecostalism (1987); Melvin E. Dieter, The Holiness
Revival of the Nineteenth Century (1980); Charles Edwin Jones, A Guide to the Study of
the Holiness Movement (1974a); Charles Edwin Jones, Perfectionist Persuasion: the
Holiness Movement and American Methodism, 1870-1936 (1974b); Charles Edwin Jones,
"Hohness Movement" in Dictionary of Pentecostal and Charismatic Movements (1988);
John L. Peters, Christian Perfection and American Methodism (1956); H. E. Raser,
"Holiness Movement" in Dictionary of Christianity in America (1990); Timothy L.
Smith, Revivalism and Social Reform in Mid-Nineteenth Century America (1957);
Vincent Synan, The Holiness Pentecostal Movement in the United States (1971).
The

19. McKee

20.

(1926:16-17).

Typescript

of JWP's handwritten

manuscript

on

the

early history of Asbury College.

of JWP's handwritten

manuscript

on

the

early history of Asbury College.

ACA 1:2a.
21

.

Typescript

ACA 1:2a.

first, Hughes called the school. The Kentucky Holiness College. A few months
later, however, he changed it to Asbury College. He chose the new name because Bishop
Francis Asbury had, exactly 100 years earlier, founded Bethel Academy less than three

22. At

and

a

23.

Hughes (1923:99).

24.

Hughes (1923:99-100).

25.

My "snapshot"

half miles fi-om the

new

school's site.

of Wilmore is

a

composite

October 28, 1904 and November 25, 1904.
26. Pentecostal Herald,

August 1, 1906,

p. 13.

based

on

items in the Jessamine Journal,

56
27. In his

(1980:5). However,
account,

JWP says that he and Jones were roommates from the start
he did not remember the details correctly. For a more accurate

autobiography,

see

Jones' letter to his former teacher Miss Nellie

1 1

September
Logan

Nellie

,

Logan, which

he

penned

1903. That letter and other Jones letters from the Pickett house

collection at

28. Pickett

(1980:7).

29. Pickett

(1980:5).

30. Pickett

(1980:5).

history recorded by JWP
Morrison-Kenyon Library, Asbury College. See also,
(1980:5-6).

33. Pickett

(1980:2).

on

in the

Asbury Theological Seminary.

31. Audiocassette: Personal

32. Pickett

are

on

August 8, 1971.
(1980:5-6).

Located in the

Pickett

34. Another

hymn, for which L. L. Pickett composed the music, "Where the Healing
(or "The Healing Waters"), was the theme song in Oral Robert's early
ministry. From it came the title of his magazine. Healing Waters (Harrell 1985:1 12).
Waters Flow"

35. Pickett

36. The

(1980:4).

completed

form is dated December 27, 1909. UMCA.

37. The

signature on the report matches
history of Asbury College (1990:37).

the Dr. McLean described

38. JWP letter to the Board of Foreign Missions.

39. Jones

(1968:343).

40. Jones

(1968:343);

41. The
wrong.

reason

Perhaps

for

Pickett

calling

it

Dr. McLean

42. Pickett

(1980:1 11).

43. Pickett

(1980:6);

January 7,

by Thacker in

his

1910. UMCA.

(1980:10-11).

typhoid is related to the original diagnosis, which was
simply copied it from another, uncorrected record.

JWP handwritten

autobiographical

notes

(ACA 15:2).

description of Wilmore in the Pentecostal Herald (June 5, 1907, p. 2)
community as follows: "Wilmore has not a single saloon. Tobacco,
profanity and such indecencies are prohibited."
44. A

characterized the

57
45. Pickett's letter of acceptance

appeared

in the Pentecostal Herald,

July 26, 1907,

p. 10.

46. L. L. Pickett

(1907:3).

47. JWP

letter, quoted in A Glorious Past and a Promising Future by Patsy Woodring
(ca. 1995:20). According to information provided to me by Patsy Woodring of the
Kentucky WCTU, Ludie joined the organization in 1890, the year Waskom was bom.
48.

Woodring (ca 1995:19-22).

49. Pentecostal Herald,

August 1, 1906,

50.

Kenyon (1956:62).

51.

Kenyon (1956:60-61).

p. 13.

Application to the Methodist mission board for a missionary assignment. Dated
April 30, 1907. Located in the E. Stanley Jones correspondence, held by the Archives
Division, General Commission on Archives and History, the United Methodist Church
the Methodist Center at Drew University. Location Number: 1259-7-2:64.
52.

in

genealogical mformation gives luka, but L. L. Pickett gave his
nearby
birthplace
possible that he was bom between the two
communities, which are only a few miles apart. In retirement, JWP sought out his roots,
gathering genealogical information from various sources and even traveling to
Mississippi in search of local records. At least two of his brothers also pursued the
family's history. Although it has gaps, Deets Pickett, with the help of a Daughters of the
53. JWP's collected

Bumsville. It is

as

American Revolution researcher
A few additional facts

come

out

was

in

a

able to

up with the best overview. ACA 1 :9.
questionnaire filled out by L. L. Pickett.

come

credentials

ACA 1:7.

(ACA 1:9), Leander L.
Pickett's father, James Cochrane Pickett, was bom in 1812. According to L. L.
{Pentecostal Herald. January 30, 1907, p. 9), his step-mother, Melissa, was bom on
Febmary 3, 1833. Since the month of their wedding is not known to me, the statement of
their ages at marriage may be one year off. Melissa died in 1907 in Wilmore, Kentucky.
54.

According

to J. W. Pickett's

56. Ministerial credentials

57. Pickett
58. The

genealogical

information

questionnaire (circa 1885).

(1980:2-3).

equivalent

of today's District

Superintendent.

ACA 1:7.

58
59. To be located
Local church

voluntarily
evangelists,

was

to cease to be

membership

were

as

was

a

circuit rider and Annual Conference member.

usually retained. Those, like Pickett, who located
preachers. Many became itinerant

sometimes allowed to remain local

Pickett did.

60. JWP to Walter N. Vemon, March 15, 1962 (Vemon
in My Twentieth Century Odyssey. Pickett (1980:3).
61.

Ministerial credentials

questionnaire (circa 1885).

62. L. L. Pickett

(1891).

63. L. L. Pickett

(1891:3-4). Preface

to the second

1967:137).

Another account is

ACA 1:7.

edition.

64. Letter from JWP to Walter N.

Vemon, March 15, 1962. Quoted in Methodism
(Vemon 1967:137). Note: The second edition of L. L.
Pickett's book (1891), the only edition I could locate, does not contain the mentioned
foreword, h does contain an introduction, but it is by H. R. Withers. However, The Book
and its Theme (L. L. Pickett 1890:5-6) does contain an introduction by Joseph S. Key,
suggesting that JWP was confused about the book, though not the fact.

Moves Across North Texas

65. L. L. Pickett

(1891:1).

66. L. L. Pickett

(1891:3).

67. L.L.Pickett

(1891:3).

68. Vemon

(1967:137).

69. L.L.Pickett
70. hi

(1897:7).

1908, Kentucky University's

changed to Transylvania University to
avoid confusion with State University, Lexington Kentucky (whose name was changed
1916 to University of Kentucky).
71. Pickett

(1980:3-4).

72.

titles of L. L. Pickett's

name was

published works on these themes include:
Postmillennialism and the Higher Critics (1923); Uncle Sam or the Pope, Which?
(1916); The Booze Devil and How to Kill Him (1914); and The Pickett-Smith Debate
Entire Sanctification, A Second Blessing (1897).
Sample

Kostlevy (1997) who demonstrates this
Pickett, including the one I have reproduced in the text.
73. See William

74. L. L. Pickett

(1901:37-38).

in

on

with several passages from L. L.

59
75. Pickett

76. Shaw

(1980:2).

(1956:10).

77. William

Kostlevy (1996:1-2) describes the doctrine as emerging from "the matrix
teaching that "Christians need a second religious experience of
purification and empowerment following conversion." He adds: "This experience

of

Methodism" and

.

remains

a

distinctive element of doctrine in the Holiness movement and

as

.

.

such has

affected

virtually all denominations in the Wesleyan tradition."
representative studies of the doctrine of Christian perfection are: Mark Guy
Pearse, Thoughts on Holiness (1844); John L. Peters, Christian Perfection and American
Methodism (1956); A. B. Simpson, The Fourfold Gospel (1925a); A. B. Simpson, Wholly
Sanctified (1925b); and L. L. Pickett, The Pickett-Smith Debate on Entire Sanctification,
a Second Blessing (1897). For a brief
description of the Holiness Movement and sources
on the history of the movement, see note 13 in this
chapter.
A few

78. C. E.Jones

(1974b:91-92).

79. L. L. Pickett

(1896).

80. "Mellie" is the

spelling in Deets Pickett's family history information (ACA 1 :9).
However, in The Encyclopedia of World Methodism, the spelling is "Millie." "Pickett,
Elbert Deets." Harmon (1974).
81. It is not certain whether Mellie Pickett died in childbirth

later.

date

is based

or some

weeks

or

months

the

that L. L. Pickett had been

a

widower for three years when he met Ludie
months later, probably on December 5, 1888.

whom he would marry

a

My

approximation

on

82. In his 1909 medical exam, Waskom
1812, died at age 71.

knowledge
Carrington Day,

reports that his grandfather, who

83.

"Nothing done here yet (Jan 16 [1885? or 1886?]) My health
nothing at all." Ministerial credentials questionnaire (ACA:1 :7).
health

was a

consequence of the loss of his

84. Pickett

(1980:1).

85. Pickett

(1980:1);

Jones

wife,

was

few

bom in

is such I have done

If L. L. Pickett's poor
the year would be 1886.

(1936a: 1).

86.

My Twentieth Century Odyssey. Pickett (1980:1,9). Some of the details also appear
in various notes Pickett wrote for use in addresses about his personal pilgrimage.
87. "I

energies on collections for missions
Ministerial credential's questionnaire. ACA: 1:7.
spend

my

and

circulating

our

literature.

.

.

."

60
88. L.L.Pickett
89. The

college

1930 when it
90. Some

(1890:250)
was

ran

established in 1854

out

of funds with

by Dr. Henry Thweatt; it remained
which to operate. Harper (1949:155).

active until

sketches

give Ludie Day Pickett's birth date as March 31,1 868.
Woodring (1996:22), however, gives March 31, 1867, which fits best with other known

biographical

facts.
91. I did not turn up any additional background on Ludie Day Pickett's parents, except
that her mother apparently died in childbirth at age 31
information provided by JWP in
�

the 1909 medical report sent with his
also had a sister.
92. M.E.L.

was a

93. Pickett

(1980:8).

94. Some

sources

masters

degree

say December

95. Pickett

(1980:9).

96. Pickett

(1980:9).

97. Pickett

(1980:4).

98. Audiocassette: Personal

in

application

English

to the Methodist mission board.

literature.

5, 1889, but they

are

history recorded by JWP

incorrect.

on

Asbury College Library.
99. Jones

(1968:26).

100. Jones

(1936a:l).

101. Jones

(1968:27).

102. Jones

(1968:53).

103. Jones

(1968:62).

104. Jones

(1968:63).

105. hi

1910, he would become the school's President.

106. Jones
107.

(1968:65).

Quoted

in Thacker

(1990:51).

She

August 8,

1971. Located in the

61
108. Jones

(1968:68-69).

109. Audiocassette: Personal

history recorded by

Located in the

JWP

on

August 8,

1971

history recorded by JWP

on

August 8,

1971. Located in the

.

Asbury College Library.
110. Audiocassette: Personal

Asbury College Library. In the tape, Waskom Pickett suggests that L. L. Pickett was, at
first, cautious about the revival (apparently due to the lack of emotional restraint), but he
soon came

111. Jones
112.

around and embraced it

authentic.

as

(1968:69).

Nevertheless, he described it

history recorded by JWP

on

as a

August 8,

"wonderful revival." Audiocassette: Personal
1971

Located in the

.

113. Pentecostal Herald,

February 28, 1906,

114. Pentecostal Herald,

January 30, 1907,

occurred

just

15

days apart.

She

115. Pentecostal Herald, March

was

Asbury College Library.

p. 1.

p. 9. Her escape from the fire and her death

75.

6, 1907, p. 5. See also, Pentecostal Herald, April 3,

1907, p. 6.
1 16. Audiocassette: Personal

history recorded by JWP

on

August 8,

1971

history recorded by JWP

on

August 8,

1971

.

Located in the

Asbury College Library.
117. Audiocassette: Personal

.

Located in the

Asbury College Library.
118. The presence on campus of a student from Japan may have had something to do
with Waskom's interest in Japan. The visit of the Japanese preacher Juji Nakada

{Pentecostal Herald, April 3, 1907,

p.

holiness themes may also have been

a

6)

who had

preached

three

powerful

sermons on

factor.

organization, hi his memoirs, he calls
"The Men's Conference" (ASA 15:2); and in a speech on the early history of Asbury
College he calls it, the "Asbury District Conference" (ACA 1:2a).
119. Pickett

was

confused about the

name

of the

it

120. JWP's handwritten memoirs. ACA 15:2. McKee (1926:84-85) described the same
feature. He says the meetings were presided over by a "bishop" whose term would last
for two weeks. Presiding elders would oversee the spiritual interests of "districts." The
sermon

out

critic

was one

of the senior students. His

"objectionable doctrines, bad

job

was

grammar, and awkward

help the speaker by pointing
gestures."
to
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121. JWP's handwritten memoirs. ACA 15:2. hi the

in Wilmore

preacher
Stanley was

faced

ever

a

larger

or more

same

always

came

when

preach."

to

122. Pentecostal

Herald, October 24, 1906,

123. Pentecostal

Herald, June 20, 1906,

124. Pentecostal

Herald, October 7, 1908, p.

125. McKee

(1926:86).

126. McKee

(1926:86-87).

127. JWP's handwritten

manuscript

on

p.

13; November 21, 1906, p. 13.

pp. 2-3.

the

11.

early history

128. Part of a letter from Jones, in which he described

including the
1908, p.l2.

notes, JWP adds, "No other

eager audience than

1907 version of modem

luggage mixups!

129. Pentecostal Herald,

May, 19, 1909,

p. 10.

130. Pentecostal Herald

May, 19, 1909,

p. 10.

131. A careful examination of the

of Asbury

some

of his

College.

ACA 1 :2a.

shipboard adventures,
January 8,

Pentecostal Herald,

onginal application suggests

that this, indeed,

was

the

case.

Herald, October 3, 1906, p. 13; Febmary 28, 1906, p. 1; March 21,
13; June 17, 1908, p. 13. The foregoing not only contain descriptions of the

132. Pentecostal

1906, p.

organizations and items listed in the preceding paragraph, but are representative of the
prominence of missions in the many Asbury reports contained in the issues of the
Pentecostal Herald that were published during JWP's years as a student.
133. The

graduating

students who

were

Oroomiah, Persia, and J. M. Matsumoto
134. These

praying
June 17,

for

of

only to educate those going to the fields, but also those interested in
supporting missions but without plans to go in person. Pentecostal Herald,

were
or

by the society were B. L. Sarmast
of Kobe, Japan. Thacker (1990:33).

fimded

not

1908, p. 13.
Herald, October 3, 1906, p. 13. It was Gillis
the supreme need of the mission field. McKee (1926:81).

135. Wilham P. Gilhs in the Pentecostal

who led E.

Stanley

Jones to

see

136. Pentecostal Herald, June 17, 1908, p. 13.
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137. That the

Asbury community's resulting

contribution to the mission field in

personnel and other ways was considerable is well established by Thacker (1990) and
McKee (1926). For accounts of the SVM itself, see the fohowing: Robert P. Wilder's
Great Commission: the

Missionary Response of the Student Volunteer Movements in
Europe (1936), the firsthand account of one of the Mt. Herman 100
and one of the original two ambassadors of the SVM to the campuses of North America;
John R. Mott's Evangelization of the World in This Generation (1910); Lotz's "The
Evangelization of the World in this Generation' : the Resurgence of a Missionary Idea
among the Conservative Evangelicals" (1970) and Westlake's "The Evangelization of the
World in This Generation" (1983), two theses that explore the origin and meaning of the
SVM Watchword; Wallstrom's Creation of a Student Movement to Evangelize the World
(1980), a brief but very good summary of and reflection on the early years of the SVM;
Beahm's "Factors in the Development of the Student Volunteer Movement for Foreign
Missions" (1949); and Showaher's "The End of a Crusade: The Student Volunteer
Movement for Foreign Missions and the Great War" (1990) for a persuasive account of

North America and

the

for the decline of the movement.

reasons

138. Whether A. T. Pierson invented the Watchword is

disputed (Hutchison 1987:99;
11) but is, in the end, of secondary importance. What matters is that, through the
SVM, the Watchword became the theme of thousands of mission-minded students.

note

139. "The Student Volunteer Movement did not
Watchword
Its

meaning

.

.

.

helped bring
explained by Wilder

was

We do not

mean

so

much

produce

the Watchword,

in the Student Volunteer Movement"

to

at the 1891 SVM

the conversion of the world

.

as

the

(Wilder 1936:84).

Convention in Cleveland, Ohio:
Nor, in the second place,

.

.

do I think any of the volunteers mean the Christianization of the world
We do mean, however, that every intelligent, thoughtful, sincere volunteer
.

believes and prays for the evangelization of the world before
that simple phrase is meant simply this: the presenting of the
a manner

to every soul in this world that the

with it shall rest
For

more on

the

meaning

on

(1970:1-65),
140. Wilder

(1936:23-25).

141. Fisher
142. Mott

(1983).

(1952:10).

143. Pentecostal Herald, March 21, 1906, p. 13.

145. Jones

(1952:12).
(1968:71-72).

die, and by
gospel in such

we

for what is done

(Wallstrom 1980: 19)
Watchword, see Wilder (1936:84-90),

(1939:8).

144. Fisher

.

each man's head for himself

and defense of the

and Westlake

responsibility

.

Lotz
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146. .Tones

(1968:72).

147. Pickett

(1980:10).

148. Pentecostal Herald, June 19,

1907, p. 1.

149. Sources for this

paragraph are Jones' Song of Ascents (1968:73); JWP's handwritten
(ACA 15:2); JWP's My Twentieth Century Odyssey (1980:6-7); and a personal
history, tape recorded by JWP on August 8, 1971, and located in the Asbury College
Library.
memoirs

150. Pickett

(1980:7).

151. Pentecostal Herald, October
152. Pickett
153. Music

14, 1908, p. 13.

(1980:7).
Hall, originally built

as a

girl's dorm,

was one

of several frame dorms for

boys. Hughes (1923:125).
154. For

description (and photo)
(1923:125).
a

155. The fire

was

but

was

of the

eight-year-old brick structure,

see

Hughes

only disastrous for the school, which had under-insured the
buildings,
nearly so for the town, "a small village of 800 inhabitants who
depended largely on the college for its trade and support." McKee (1926:47). For some
months, there was serious talk of moving the college from Wilmore to the Louisville area
or to Paintsville. Thacker (1990:80-82). For details on the fire: Jessamine Journal,
March 19 and
156.

not

26, 1909; Pentecostal Herald, March 31, 1909:1.

Ringenberg(1973).

Chapter 2

of India

Dreaming

"/ wrote to the Board that I would accept their

appointment

to

Peru unless

they decided on further consideration to send me to India in accord with
the wishes of Bishop Warne and Stanley Jones.
the
After a week
Board informed me that I would be sent to India. A wonderful sense of
assurance filled my heart, soul, and mind.
Ever since then I have been
.

.

assured that God wanted

me

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

in India.

�J.W.P.

Handling
was

Associate

Waskom's

application

Corresponding Secretary George

general corresponding secretary,
Fowles' duties

application,
Wray

at the Board of Foreign Missions in New York

was

he

A. B.

overseeing missionary recruitment.

immediately wrote

to

on

January 7,

Professor

time,

a

Leonard, and three associate secretaries. One of

Stanley Jones

for their assessments of Waskom. That

week later,

M. Fowles. There were, at that

When he received Waskom's

and to Professor and Mrs. Newton

was on

Thursday,

December 30, 1909. A

Wray had already responded.

pleasure in stating that bro. Pickett is a young man of fine attainments
Bro. Pickett
and thorough consecration to the cause of Christ.
in
his
class.
He meets the
with
one
of
the
best
honor, being
graduated
apostolic requirement "apt to teach." He knows how to preach to the
edification of all who hear. In whatever sphere of missionary labor, I have
not a particle of doubt that he will have splendid success.'

I have

.

.

.

.

...

�
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.

.
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Mary Gilbert Wray's letter,

spoke

of his

mailed two

days later, provided

"high ideals, magnetic personality,

his earnestness of purpose, enthusiasm,
conversational

ability.

was

similar

representation

She

and courteous manner." She described

leadership,

She added that he

a

"a

brilliant mind,

logical speaker,"

quick sympathy, and
and

"deservedly

popular."'
Stanley Jones' reply,
the

personality
His

and

on

disposition

disposition

February 2,

of the young

offers

perhaps

the best

description we have

of

applicant:

is of the type called sweet and he would no doubt win his
people here. He has a good deal of tact &

way into the hearts of the

knowledge of men. I lived in the same room with him for several years &
from my experience with him, I have seen nothing that would not allow him
to work harmoniously with others. He completed his college course very
early proving his perseverance and determination. As to his teachability, I
cannot say very much since I have not known him in that capacity. He
always had, however, a faculty for imparting knowledge which would no
doubt fit him for school work. His manner is especially pleasing. He is
very whole souled in all that he does. He was always keen at debating."
Jones also commented

on

young Waskom's

background, realism,

and

maturity.

[Waskom's] home is an excellent Christian one a sample of real home
piety. His call is not a fancied notion, as the dark side of mission was
always presented at Asbury College. Moreover, he is older than his years.
He always was.'
�

Jones' series of responses

seem

to

mirror

questions

about candidates.* His letter also reveals that he

hidia.
Lai

Previously,

Bagh Church,
Jones

he had cabled

which he

was

was

thought

Waskom, urging him

to

was

then

asking

the board wanted Waskom for

apply for the pastorate

of the

vacating.'

anxious to have Waskom

rekindling of their friendship

the mission board

come

to the Lai

and for the freedom it would

Bagh Church,

give him

to

both for the

plimge

full time

67

into the

evangelistic

increasingly

work he loved.

fi-ustrated

burden the unreached
not

a man

free in

our

by

desk

masses.

During his
His forte

duty.

Writing

mission to do

to the Pentecostal

tied hand and foot with work that must be done,
its nature."^ Jones added that workers had to

1,000 dollars

a

often

ledger too

to

himself became

dmdge,

you be "a

the heart of Jones'
off

even

�

"office

man on

being

were

with

in

of the

�

raising the

"one

missionary force.

500

he

ate." Jones lamented

visit to the

must be "a

man

missionary

villages."

of affairs?"' At

of paperwork but the

buildup

or

missionary said

left to native workers while the

not the

is

and that the multitudes the

only an occasional

was

Everyone

particularly spiritual in

everything he

fire," he despaired, when you

complaint, however,

abridgement

reported that

superceded the prayer closet

missionary had come to preach
a mere

glue

it is not

too much time

month needed for their support. He

the fact that the

can

although

his

Herald, he contended, "There is

work in all Southem Asia.

spend

had licked postage stamps until he could taste

How

people-work not paperwork,

was

evangelistic

Lucknow, Jones had become

two years in

leveling

He wrote:

Appeals are sent, prayers are offered, the crjdng needs are depicted of how
broken-down missionaries are bravely trying to hold the work together until
reenforcements

come

and yet

only an occasional

recmit arrives. But

time he arrives another tired worker is ordered home
of a
man

breakdown,
in

place

all the

gain

of the arrival of the

regular.

The

sum

so

of a

although

Now

BACK IN THE

the work has gone

fifteen years ago,

apace.'"

classroom in hidiana, Waskom

between the board and his references

missionary is a raw
Many stations

total is not added to.

today than they had

have less missionaries in them

by

new

by the

the doctor because

^was

�

�

unaware

growing restless.

of the
On

correspondence

Febmary 10,

he wrote

68
to

Fowles, "My heart bums within

wants

on

I would be

me.

my

apphcation.'"

currently,

no

'

openings

glad

me

to

begin

work

on

foreign

land where I beheve God

to hear from you and leam of the progress made in

Fowles

responded that

existed. He

the board had not

suggested that,

forgotten

deciding

him but

that,

unlike the situation in America,

they

could seldom forecast "educational vacancies" overseas."

Dismayed
Waskom

replied

assignment,

he

to leam that the board

on

was

Febmary

16

anxious to

was

only thinking of him for educational work,

that, although his experience best suited him for

"get

into the

fray

a

school

soon." Could he be considered for other

work?

gospel to the perishing
of North hidia. Could I be sent there to study the language and help as I
might be able, being in preparation for the ministry or school work as the
exigencies of the situation determine?"

I would be

glad

to

preach the precious

tmths of the

He added that within the month he needed to advise

enclosed the message he'd received from
would be

especially pleased

Fowles

replied

to be

associated with

that had the board known of Waskom's openness to
now

serve

in

areas

puzzling,

all the vacancies

openings."

for Waskom had all

along

other than educational. Was the board

Waskom next wrote two months later,

letter not to Fowles but to the

"I

[Jones]," he wrote."

would, however, keep Waskom in mind for fiiture
also

He

Stanley about the opportunity in Lucknow.

work, he could have sailed that spring, but

encouraging but

Taylor University of his plans.

on

filled.

They

Fowles' response

indicated his

dragging

April

were

evangelistic

was

willingness to

its feet due to his

youth?

17. This time he addressed his

"Corresponding Secretary of the

Board of Foreign

69

Missions." He

was

explained that,

writing to inquire

about

at the

an

urging

autumn

of Bishop John E. Robinson of Bombay, he

departure

for hidia. Robinson, bom in freland

and trained in the U.S., had been in hidia for 36 years. He
stint

as

editor of the Indian Witness, he

Asia. Much in demand

as a

prominent cheek-bones,
attention. But it

was

his

speaker,

nearly

"the

reality and

people

freshness of his

to

Taylor. Perhaps

was

Robinson's visit

of the

seek

campaign,

Robinson

the

proposed

in India,

with his

letter to the board,

On

or

serving

about

was

certain, but their first

related to the nationwide

confirming his

admission to the
The

professor's

and his

encounter

the

culminating

cover

event

Chicago.

'^

further

Church.'^ He followed up

professor."

Waskom received the letter he

The board would

in

given the opportunity for
Bowen

likely

was

interest in hidia, he

interest in the young

instmcted him to report to the Candidate Committee at

following Monday, May 2.

eyes,

laymen's campaign that

Foreign Mission Board to

possibly at Bombay's

Friday, April 29,

in South

evoked instant

religious experience"

that Pickett be examined there and

on

ovm

compassionate

forthcoming Men's National Missionary Congress

conversation

as

long

a

him.'*

invitation from the

an

Owing to

.

well known in America

then in progress, for when he learned of the young

urged him to

then 61

neatly-trimmed beard

How Robinson and Pickett met is not

at

as

and slender face,

long

thick mustache, and

that drew

encouraging nature

was

was

Chicago's

was

waiting

for. It

Hotel Stratford the

his travel costs and,

as

well,

see

to his

congress' sessions.'"

campaign,

to be crowned at the Men's

generated by the Laymen's Missionary Movement."

National

Missionary Congress,

Over its seven-month course.

was

70

100,000

had assembled in

men

Chicago, including ministers

a

hundred cities. Three thousand leaders

from 40 Methodist

missionaries from Latin America, Africa, the

fitting, then,

was

the motto

distinguished speakers:
Among the speakers

on

"UNTO HiM SHALL

Phillippines, China, Japan,

THE

was

hung

GATHERING OF

as a

THE

and hidia. Most

backdrop

James Mills Thobum of hidia, of whom Pickett had

long heard

to the

NATIONS Be."''

two of Waskom's heroes: John R. Mott and the

were

expected in

conferences and Methodist

Episcopal

the immense banner that

were

legendary

and would there have the

thrill of meeting."

One

can

Waskom's excitement

imagine

about to have both the interview he

was

mission leaders of the

was

moving

the

mefropolis

must

was

regisfration

was on

a new

master

Chicago.

some

fee

He

of the great

paid

for! After

finally on the move toward his great goal.
the

Sfreet, the White Sox

ahead with

to make his way to the

and the chance to meet

�

Mayor Busse's Chicago
onto Maxwell

his train steamed into

with his travel and five-dollar

day

months of waiting, it seemed that he

moving

sought

as

move

were

too. Dozens of pushcart vendors

moving

plan. However,

as

to

Comisky Park,

Waskom

stepped

and the

were

city

from the train

Stratford, whatever thoughts he had of the kaleidoscoping face of

certainly have been secondary to

those of the committee that would

shortly affirm or deny his candidacy.
When his examiners
his

answers.

At the

same

his holiness roots and

were

time,

was

he

done, Waskom, for the

thought he

had detected

most

some

part, felt satisfied with

guardedness conceming

fearfiil, therefore, of the committee's response

theological views.'" However,

his

anxiety was

to his

short lived. When the committee called

71

him back, it

was

told the young

to

warmly endorse his candidacy. One member.
he

professor

for the vacant

perfectly qualified

was

Methodist school in Callao, Peru.'' Thus, Waskom

May 11,

Fowles wrote

asking him

to

consider

going

was

Dr. Homer

Stuntz,

even

of the

principalship

entirely unprepared when,

not

to Peru instead of

on

hidia.'* Waskom

responded:
Stuntz's remarks at the committee

Following Bro.
what I ought to
would have

me

meeting, I considered

do should this situation present itself, and feel that the Lord
say that I will bury any preference of my own and accept the

providential ruling in this case.
I have never felt that I could say positively where the Lord wanted me.
I do know that the Lord has called me to his work, and applied to you to be
sent to hidia because I thought I saw the Lord's hand opening the way.

decision of the Board

as

the

If Bro. Stuntz feels that my work will count most in Peru, and
divinely commissioned Board agrees, I will be glad to go there."
Fowles'
that he would

reply

came on

momentarily have

Wednesday, May
his

answer.

our

18. Waskom knew without

Unfolding the letter,

he read the

a

doubt

following:

Dear Brother Pickett:

Your letter of May 13 is at hand. I have just had

Robinson in

regard

to you

and he insists that

a

talk with

Bishop

want you in India and has

they

make arrangements for your outgoing. He advises us to
have you go to our English church at Lucknow.
Bishop Robinson has
will
he
if
taken quite a liking to you and
only turn out to be as good
says
you

requested

that

we

.

a

.

.

your friend Stanley Jones he will be satisfied.
At the Board meeting yesterday you were appointed as a missionary of

missionary as

in the way now to your sailing as soon as you
can make arrangements to go. Please advise S. O. Benton of this office
about the date you wish to sail so that he can secure steamship tickets for

this Board. There is

you. All
Benton.

questions

nothing

in

regard to

your passage will be answered

by Dr.

If you have any freight you had better send it on to us as soon as
convenient. I presume you will not have much if any to go, as you have

no

enclosing
goods to take along with you. However,
in case you want
to
service
will
be
of
which
about
you
shipping
suggestions
120
cubic feet of
are
allowed
You
to send a few boxes of goods by freight.
fi-eight for which the Board will pay.

household

I

am

some

72
I

congratulate

trust that you

Kingdom

are

you upon your

acceptance

as one

about to enter upon a career of

of our missionaries and
to the

great usefulness

of God.

Sincerely yours,
George
The

news

could not have been

God's will in the matter, Waskom had

friend, Stanley. Although he
Waskom

was

a

be too soon? I have heard that

agreeable. Although still

imagined himself following

a

uncertain of

in the

of his

footsteps

only of India.

to Benton. He said he wished to confer with his

Still, he did have

date.

Fowles.'*

reconciled to Peru, he had dreamed

immediately wrote

parents before finalizing

more

M.

missionary

a

date in mind: "Would

should not

begin his

August the 1"

work in the hot

season,"

he wrote."
Waskom's

concem

reflected cautions from

thinking

of the annual

heat of the

plains

missionary handbooks

Bishop

Robinson

or

practice

was

surprise us. Very likely,

Stanley Jones. Or, perhaps,

migration of missionary

the

�

about the heat should not

against

Waskom

was

families to the hill stations to escape the

well known. Or, he may have read

that cautioned

it

summer

one

of the

arrivals. One of them said, for

example:
The
was

frightful mortality among European troops in the East some years ago
due partly to their being dispatched without the slightest reference to

the time of their arrival. All Mission Secretaries should make careful

inquiries on this point. From mere thoughtlessness, a young Missionary
may require to land at Madras when the scorching winds of the Camatic are
setting in; or to disembark at Calcutta when the whole of Bengal is a
steaming swamp. The beginning of November is a good time to arrive.'"
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Accentuating the

concem were

the

imaginative journalists

and missionaries. One claimed that

sometimes

degrees!"

her

160

topped

Another described

hair, made the fatal mistake of sitting in the

wamed that "even

shining moon?

a

crack in

a

of sleeping out doors in the

sun

thick helmet" could

"Some have been

of a few

exaggerated reports

paralyzed,

a

temperatures

overly
on

the

plains

missionary who, having washed

to hasten its

spell

drying.

death. And

The

same

sleeping

writer

under

others have turned green and died

as a

a

result

bright moonlight".''

However, whatever Waskom may have read about the dangers of heat, cholera,

tuberculosis, snakebite, mad dogs, scorpion stings
service in

hidia,

he

Benton, "I rejoice
enthusiasm

was

was

.

.

.

certainly not put

that I shall

soon

or

off by them!

be

any other

perils associated with

Upon the contrary,

preaching the gospel

in

as

he wrote to

needy hidia.""

His

also apparent in his next letter to Fowles:

hardly imagine how happy I became yesterday upon receipt of
letter.
I waited two years to get old enough to be a missionary and
your
when I applied I feh that I just could not wait longer. My heart is full now

You could

...

because the realization of my desire is
hi response to Waskom's

conferring with Benton,
will encounter

on

proposal

did suggest

your joumey to

waiting

so

of an

near.'"

August

1

departure, Fowles,

after

another month "on account of the heat you

Lucknow."" Waskom replied:

I have consulted with my father about the date of my sailing firom New
York. He feels that I ought not to go before the T' of October or perhaps

a

little later in the month.

My mother wants

to

see me

Conv. of the W.C.T.U. which meets in Baltimore.
after the

Convention,

she

can

do

delegate to the Nat.
If I sail just before or

off and she is to be

as

she

a

hopes.

I have been at home very little in the last two (2) years and I want to
please Mamma in any way I can in these last months of my stay here.
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necessarily be away from home most of the time between now
Sept. and perhaps as Papa insists, I ought to stay at home that month.
Will it be satisfactory to the Board to let me wait until the date in
I will

and

October when my mother can see me leave?
My heart is so full of desire to begin my work, but I realize my parents
desires should be considered. I delayed writing to you until I could consult
them.

.

.

.

Yours in

Christ,

J. Waskom

hi

a

clear for his

sending

a

subsequent letter,

departure anytime

box of books for

for another

applicant

who

Waskom had

m

England

mother's

summer

and

on

dated

more

to

hoping

India, and he offered

to be

general

he asked what bed

that Waskom

was

now

going

an

unsolicited endorsement

appointed."

questions though.

the Continent "for

suggestion,

Waskom announced that the way was

after October 1. He also mentioned that he would be

shipment

was

July 16,

Pickett'*

Would it be

educational

possible to spend

purposes?" And,

clothing he would need. (Ludie

off to India without

a

wife

.

.

.

with

some

time

at his

fretted all

no one

to care for

him.)'*

Meanwhile,

from

June

convened. Waskom

was

14-23, the Edinburgh World Missionary Conference had

certainly aware

discussions at the Men's National

prominent

Missionary Conference in Chicago,

Pentecostal Herald, which he read
of the Methodists in India, also

of it. It had been

faithfully.

was

The Indian Witness,

interested in the

Edinburgh

a

in the addresses and

as

well

as

in the

weekly publication

Conference. It had
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previewed

it in March, and

and reflective articles

Edinburgh

Carey,

its message and

not the first modem

one

hundred years

fimctioned

as

held at

Cape Town,

conventions: New York

and New York

regional gatherings

(1900).

were

�

was

history,

a

missionary conferences,

missionary

Its featured

speakers

(1854), Liverpool (1860),

which included not just

The 1910

a

Edinburgh

Conference

less well-known

The Indian Witness

from the conference would prove

attracted

leading figures

more

reported,

the

consequential

�

was more

meeting

aggregate

of the

got fi"ont-page

like the

working

in Madras two years

planners hoped that what resulted
than the event itself"'

accomplished significant goals.

its establishment of a Continuation Committee, which later

(IMC).

an

Conference fulfilled that wish. The conference itself, with

its interdenominational character,

Missions Council

several

the New York Ecumenical

ten-day Edinburgh

as

(1878 and

(1902), Shanghai (1907), plus

attention. In contrast, the

earlier."' In fact,

beginning shortly

the greatest attention. The newspapers covered its

�

and

India, William

London

and future Presidents of the United States

�

the most

conferences had met. Some

church, but past, present

conference in Madras in 1 902

was

the first of which, he

Missionary Conference, which, including 2,500 regular delegates,

agenda daily.

but it

to

South Afiica."" Since then,

working conferences."' Of these,

perhaps, 200,000, got

evaluative

meaning.''

missionary conference,

Others�Madras

attendance of,

stream of

earlier, pioneer missionary

several "intemational"

mid-century,

1888),

that the conference

had dreamed of a series of world

proposed, might be
after

pondered

was

significant. Exactly

now

The IMC would be

a

But its real

give birth

council of councils

legacy was

to the Intemational

that

�

is, it would be

a
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gathering of representatives

from national and

committees. Its role would include
mission
and

settings, providing

expanding national

and

surveying

airing

a

movement

opportunities

conferences, offering

Missionary Conference

Hundred," had become

as a

a

was

naturally to

across

his selection

trademark skills

�

the

as

the

chair at

capacity to

conflict, summarize positions
conference

was

side

the

setting

for the

The

already promoted

reputation
There

Edinburgh.

unite diverse

as

secretary of the
the work of

and trust he had

was no

gained

disappointment.

participants, project

and reports, and maintain

missionary

rigorous

a

clear

control

�

led
His

vision,

manage

served the

admirably."'

To those

feature

globe.

a

John R. Mott, to

leader in the international

and, in fact, led the pack."" Though still in his thirties,

Christian missions all

and needs,

student. Mott, like several others of the

Student YMCA and chairman of the SVM, he had

on

to

stimulating fellowship.

Waskom had been attracted

"Mt. Hermon One

facilitating cooperative efforts, promoting

future world-wide missions

World

state of affairs in various

periodical (the International Review of

of emerging missions concerns, and

writings

analyzing the

regional councils, responding

Chairing the Edinburgh
whose

and

for mutual counsel,

publishing occasional pieces including
Missions), planning

missions councils and

regional

representing

the remarkable

platform

India at the

display

Edinburgh Conference,

of unity that

astonished them but also

enthusiastically reported:

prevailed.

To

see

its most

impressive

certain leaders side

greatly encouraged them.

As

one

by

observer
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amazing Assembly, so vast that the eye can hardly take it in [there
1,355 delegates], so orderly that there is no confusion, so harmonious
that it might have been drilled and prepared beforehand, an Anglican Bishop
is sitting side by side with a Nonconformist minister; a black man is sitting
by an American pastor; an Anglican monk or nun is sitting by a Chinaman
in native costume; a Japanese or Korean in European dress, with gold
spectacles, is sitting by an equally civilized Finn, or German, or Dane. All

In this
were

ranks of all nations

Among

the

are

delegates

Robinson, and Bishop James

missionary congress.

"outcastes" could be
Indian

Indigenous

won

to

reported

racial condescension and for

on

the

mass

met at the

Bishop

John E.

Chicago

conversion movements to

Christ."' Thobum spoke of the missionary's caU.."*

participants

everyone's

Pickett's recent advocate.

said, offered hope that the bulk of India's fifty million

included Dr. K. C.

India,""'

told about his conversion

Azariah who got

were

Thobum, whom Waskom had

M.

he

Man of the Church of North

Chatterjee

from India

Robinson

Christianity in India which,

united."*

and V. S.

through

and

"the Grand Old

Azariah, the future Bishop of Domakal.

Alexander Duff in 1854.'� But it

attention with his

friendship

Chatterjee (Chartterji),

unexpected

and

was

young

impassioned plea against

cooperation between missionaries

and Indian

Christians."
In

with

a

anticipation of the Edinburgh Conference,

list of issues its readers in India

indigenous

hoped

to

see

the Indian Witness had

discussed

�

come

among them the

church:

there is none more fascinating [or]
of India
problems
than
that
which deals with the indigenous
absorbing interest,
church, the significance of its existence, the determination of its present
sfrength and equipment, the absolute importance of its spiritual and
intellectual training, and its present day potentiality.''

Among
...

the

of more

.

.

.

.

.

.

up
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Another matter of concem

recmits. As Pickett's
received
years to

no

no

was

or

As James K.

no

nothing!

'thataway'"."

well

I

was

or

went to hidia 28 years

the

given

a

missionary task;
passport and

Given this state of affairs, and the

Lucknow Methodists had

could deal with that deficit

England, America,

and

�

Both these

training

Methodism's

aware

high

in

no

new

a

for many

wrote: "I

later,

ill-

was

language orientation;
was

college

no

told that hidia

attrition rate for

for

missionaries

missionaries,

of study where

fact, perhaps, three such colleges: in

Germany.'"

concerns

the establishment of indigenous churches and

�

for missionaries

largest mission

of it young Pickett

�

station

was.

cross-

suggest that the level of missiological discussion in
was

Almost

fairly sophisticated.

certainly,

he

was

interest of many Lucknow Methodists in the

Edinburgh

What is unclear is how

following the Edinburgh

coverage in the Pentecostal Herald.^^ But did he have any

his future

missionary

change

ticket and

a

lately been discussing proposals

missionary recmits

cultural

kind of preparation for

orientation whatever. Nor would that

for hidia

...

some

illustrates, prior to their departure

Mathews, who

special training

anthropology,

the need for

experience

special training

come.

prepared:

was

inkling

of the

Conference

enlightened

including

�

some

in

congregation?

Whatever the answer, he

was

congregation was unusually high.
Pentecostal Herald

detailing

(Isabella Thobum College
in which he

certainly aware that

H. C. Morrison had just

the level of education in the

published

article in the

an

his visit to Lucknow's Methodist churches,

for

women

pointedly underscored

and Reid

College

the culture and

for

men'*),

intelligence

and

colleges

publishing house,

of Lucknow's
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Methodists." Moreover, the Indian Witness, published in Lucknow, which offered the
best clue to the

sophistication

perhaps including

in

were

some

it

was

not until 1856 that

was

they finally found
a

Stanley Jones

They did

in 1852, started

then

many stateside

had described the Lai

a

not

begin their work there

Scottish

fimd for

someone

cause

until the

missionary Alexander Duff,

sending

willing to go.'*

He

was

hish-bom

and had for

of missions.'' Butler and his wife,

Clementina Rowe Butler, who became

arguably the best-known missionary couple

nineteenth century, sailed fi-om Boston

on

September 23.

On November 29,

At that time hidia

the

reign of Elizabeth

During the 1700s,
Company,

in part

was

I with

a

they reached Lucknow,

challenged

the states of the

stability to

the land.

of the

on

Butler's choice of a home base.

trading centers,

began during

Calcutta among them.

the domination of the British East hidia

Mogul Empire

the start of the nineteenth century, the British had
reasonable

1856 and arrived in Calcutta

under British control. The British presence

the French had

by inciting

April 9,

few scattered

the

missionaries to hidia, but

preacher in the New England Conference

time used his pen to promote the

readers,

correspondence.

appeal by the great

an

Episcopal Church,

William Butler, who
some

detail in his

latecomers to hidia.

mid-1 850s. hi response to

Methodist

subscribers, also had

Pickett himself And of course

Bagh congregation

Methodists

of its hidia

overcome

to attack the British. But

those

challenges

and

by

brought

80
the

During
the second

sons

eighteenth century and

of titled

English

estate)

came

to hidia

troops,

were

responsible

seeking

families

(sons who would

their fortunes

for order in the

the first half of the nineteenth, not

army officers. These

as

days

signed treaty, by the

virtual

octogenarian Bahudur

Shah

of Oudh

place

a

mission

on

last of the

(the

feeling

early December.

on as

Mogul empires, ruled by

reception

One

authorities, the Butlers could

forced them to

bright spot

came

Allahabad, who helped Butler by providing him with
Janvier, who signed

a

the part of the locals and the lack of

on

the part of the British

to live in Lucknow. The cool

arrived there in

was

11).*�

Because of deep anti-Western

enthusiasm for

officers, with their

of collecting them, and, contrary to

severe measures

annexing

parents'

antipathy provoked by

�

taxes and

few of

when the Butlers arrived. But there

great antipathy toward the British in that part of hidia

increasingly oppressive

not inherit their

a

a

move on

from the

to

a

Bareilly. They

Presbyterians

young hidian

not find

in

Christian, Joel

Butler's aid. Thus, Janvier became the first hidian Methodist

preacher.
hi

the

mid-May 1857, only about

Anglo-hidian War erupted.*'

hidian foot-soldiers

four months after the work in

Bareilly had begun,

Rumors had been rife for weeks that the

(called sepoys)

of the

Bengal Army might

rebel.

British-paid

Adding to existing

tensions, the British further provoked the Bengal Army, which consisted largely of
Brahmans, by
Burma

a

regulation that made

(which caused

it

possible

to send fiiture

fears of caste-breaking), and

balked at certain commands. The final straw

was

troops into such places

by their harsh

as

treatment when soldiers

probably more fiction than fact, but it
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made

no

difference. Rumor had it that the bullets for the

Enfield rifle

fat fi-om

^bullets which had to be bitten before

�

pigs (imclean

the sepoys. When
revolt

was

to

Muslims)

they refused

inevitable. On

and

cows

to load their

newly-issued breech-loading

loading

(sacred

to

were

�

greased

This

Hindus).

with animal

greatly disturbed

rifles, they were beaten and manacled;

May 10, in Meerut, while

most of their British officers

church, three regiments mutinied, releasing prisoners and killing the few officers

They then marched

off to Delhi where there

were

only a handfiil

where hidian soldiers welcomed them with open gates. After
who had become the

unwitting symbol

of the revolt,

they

a

were

on

in

duty.

of British troops and

reinstating the

set out to kill all

old emperor,

foreigners

and

Christians."

Overnight the

revolt

spread to

other outposts and became

took months for the British to put down. Just four
wamed to leave

Bareilly.

Cawnpore.

Others

Himalayas.

At first

they finally agreed
A few

preaching
you the

one

It

them to seek

to go to Naini

to

after the Butlers' retreat,

when word

was none

too

came

soon,

as

were

to accompany them to

in the foothills of the

the situation grew

more

ominous,

Tal.*'

the text, "Fear not, little

of the

safety at Naini Tal,

leave at all, but

fiiU-scale war, which

after the event, the Butlers

Presbyterians implored them

they hesitated

days

kingdom"

meeting.
but

on

urged

The

days

a

hi

congregation escaped,

in

Bareilly.

Janvier

flock, for it is the Father's good pleasure

of the outbreak. Janvier

a

the first Methodist martyr in India.*"

fighting empted

few moments, the
an

give

immediately closed the

insurgents

Anglo-hidian named

to

was

were

at the door. All

Maria Boist. She became
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The Butlers

were

fortunate to have gotten

away.*' They were the only

missionaries to survive the rebellion. All the others,
fled to

Cawnpore,

were

killed** in

a massacre

"too

including

shocking

the

Presbyterians

for the

who had

polite English

to

mention".*'
On the very

Humphreys

Taj

wrote to them and

Mahal

they

sang the

arranged

doxology.

traveled to Naini Tal, where, for the time
British orders to stay. There, Butler
devastated

Bareilly,

of the

Residency,

early work in Lucknow

of some

recruits arrived

orphans.

on

by the

now

included

soldiers in the cantonments,
care

two

more

to meet them at

families, the

The next

being,

day,

the

Agra. There,

they arrived in
under the dome

Janvier met them and

women

and children

began regular worship services,

arrogantly

officials at Lucknow, chastened

the

Bareilly,

were

they
still under

then went back to

and from there to Lucknow.

hi confrast to their

long siege

out in

and the Pierces set sail firom Boston to join the Butlers. When

Calcutta, Butler
of the

day when fighting broke

cool

fall of the

open-air preaching

Within

a

year,

in

on

city at

welcomed him and

class-meetings

the scene,

reception

the end of June

(1857)

and the

helped him purchase property.

in the bazaars,

English

worship

The

for British

and Hindustani, three schools, and

by September

including James

Butler's first visit, the British

of 1859, still

more

missionary

M. Thobum and Edwin W. Parker.

As Butler had intended from the start, Lucknow became the administrative and

educational center of what

emerged

as

the North hidia Conference. Unlike Methodism's

other conferences in Southem Asia, which

emerged

from small

beginnings. North hidia
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Conference

was

J. H. Messmore
It

intended from its

depicted

[the North

be the

inception to

missionary center it became.

As

it in 1907:

India

Conference]

sprang into existence from the brains of

John P. Durbin and William Butler, who had before decreed that such
conference would be. Dr. Butler's first scheme for the India Mission

a

presented to the Missionary Society in March 1857, provided for a force of
twenty-five male missionaries occupying six central stations. Forty-nine
years after this scheme was forwarded to New York, the report of the Fortysecond Session of the North India Conference was published, showing that
there were twenty male missionaries on the field; and, with one or two
exceptions, occupying the stations mentioned in Dr. Butler's draft of March
10, 1857.**
For

someone

for

setting

used to

starting

a

college towns,

especially its

�

must

have been

cognizant. Still,

to confirm his initial

time of his

largest mission station,

educational institutions

enterprise would have surprised
seems

Waskom was, Lucknow

missionary career. By the

Lucknow contained Methodism's

station

as

seen

was

�

represented

appointment
and the

persisting.*'

an

ideal

there in 1910,

growth

of the

Of these facts, Waskom

firsthand for the first time, the scale of the

him. hideed,

an

article he would write six years later,

surprise.

Along with the common idea of the missionary as a frock-coated, silk-hatted
brother singing psalms to naked cannibals, is the popular misconception of a
mission station as a mud hut in the jungle.
A mission station, on the contrary, is usually placed in a large city,
centrally located with reference to a very wide area, and comprises an
assembly of buildings, organizations and people which gives it the air of a
large American University.�
This, then,
summer.

was

the

ministry setting

for which Jarrell Waskom Pickett

was

packing that
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In

late

September 1910,

to Wilmore for

children then
On

a

just before

family reunion.

living"

would be

together

September 25, 1910,

at the

same

Waskom gave

they

Deets

on

introduced them to the General

Secretary,

on

home

time.'"

Sunday evening

farewell address to his

at the Wilmore

father, boarded

1 50 Fifth Avenue. There

Fowles, with whom Waskom had carried

came

L., Ludie Day, and all the

a

station, he said

frain for New York.''

checked into their hotel and made their way to the

of the Board of Foreign Missions

When

a

following day,

his mother and brothers and, with his

Once in New York,

departure, Lowry and

It would be the last time L.

friends at the Methodist church. The

goodby to

Waskom's

most of his

headquarters

they met George M.

correspondence.'"

Fowles

Dr. A. B. Leonard.

entered the

Secretary's office, he was sitting at his table with his
back to the door. Dr. Fowler [Fowles] addressed the big man and said, "I
have brought Waskom Pickett, our newest missionary, and his father to
meet you. He will leave for India tomorrow." Dr. Leonard said, "Well, sit
down, [Fowles]. I'm busy now. I'll be able to talk to you soon." We
waited what seemed like a half-hour but was probably about ten minutes.
When we were introduced. Dr. Leonard said, "Is this boy going to India?
He is too young to be a missionary. You should cancel his passage. Where
did you think of sending him?" Dr. [Fowles] replied, "Bishop Wame, in
India, has accepted him as successor to Stanley Jones at Lucknow. We
"
can't change that."
That

we

night,

at the

hotel, L. L. tried

anyone. Waskom "distressed him"

believer who

was

baptized by the

Saturday,
Baltic II,

was

newspapers."

October 1, the

scheduled to sail,
If Waskom

to

persuade

by saying he

wrong mode.

purchased

a

son

to agree

never

did not believe God would

to immerse

penalize

a

'*

day Waskom's ship,

promised to

his

the British White Star steamer,

be fair and

warmer

New York Times that

according to

the

morning (a virtual certainty
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for

Waskom)

he would have

Woodrow Wilson

paid

running

was

a

penny and

learned, among other things, that

for Govemor of New

Winslow Homer, had died at his home in Maine.
been the column

on

Baltic would be

one

heading

for

departing ships

on

artist,

Of most interest, however, would have

that

steamships departing

day,

and

one

of two

Liverpool, England.'*

seven-year-old ship

was a

and that the reclusive

page 13. There the paper announced that the

often transatlantic

Soon Waskom and his father
The

Jersey

were

must have been

an

at the

pier

from which the Baltic would sail.

handsome vessel, with four masts and two fimnels. It

wide at the beam, with
the Teutonic

on

a

gross

which E.

tonnage of nearly 24,000

Stanley

for the two Kentuckians. It

impressive sight

Jones had sailed.

was

tons

At that

709 feet

long

and 75 feet

considerably larger than

�

time, it could accommodate

425 passengers in first class, 450 in second class, and 2,000 in third class. The Baltic had
been in the
the

one

news

Republic
of the

and Florida, which had collided at

ships

After

joined the

the year before when it rescued

line

a

to radio the Titanic that there

while, the

waiting

to

two

men

more

sea.

was

said their

than

A

a

thousand passengers from

couple

of years later it would be

ice in the area."

goodbyes,

and the younger of the two

embark. Soon J. Waskom Pickett's Indian

odyssey would be

underway.

Baltic II ARRWED

at

Liverpool

week tour of Wales and

Along the way he

six

days

later. From there, Waskom set out

England, visiting Cardiff, Stratford-on-Avon,

visited

a

number of Methodist

clergymen.

on a

two-

and London.

After that he spent three
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weeks in Paris, Florence, Rome, and

there,

on a

ship originating

booked passage to

mind

�

across

everything

never

mountam

won

Naples.*"

girls

before

women

�

water and the occasional

sisters

�

one

seen a woman

with corncob

out and he struck up

join them,

he

From

of the P&O line, Waskom had

from the adventures of Odysseus to the

although their daily competition

He had

ship

in

glimpse

shipwrecks

of a distant

a

in her late teens, the other in her

attracted him, their

smoking

a

hi the

pipes),

daily chess

early twenties.

cigarette smoking repelled

cigarette (although

he had

seen

him.

Kentucky

end, however, Waskom's love for chess

conversation with them. When

accepted, losing his

of Paul.

shoreline,

little to arrest one's attention, histead, Waskom took notice of the

was

game of two hish
But

a

were

the Meditenranean must have called all sorts of
schoolboy

However, other than the blue
there

Liverpool�probably

days

Bombay.*'

The voyage

images to

in

His last two

Naples.

they offered him

match with the older sister but

the chance to

defeating the younger

one.

Although their smoking
won

his admiration.

shocked him, the devoted Christian life of the sisters

Upon boarding

learned there would be

no

chaplain

the

ship

back in

aboard. After

Liverpool,

examining

the young

women

the passenger list and

finding no clergyman mentioned, they had gotten the captain's permission to
public Bible study each morning
When the
over

girls

and

a

prayer and

learned that Waskom

the services. Waskom remembered, "I

praise

was a

had

service each

conduct

a

evening.

missionary, they asked him to

take

mildly objected but when they persisted I
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yielded

and from that

day

to the

day

of arrival in

Bombay conducted morning

and

evening

services".*'

Upon
Canal,

an

arrival at Port

Said, arrangements

glimpse

whose ancestors slashed their way to

and that Mohammed

sprinkle

his

was

through the

prophet. They saw

body of the

sailing

the

receding hills was

charged

the

true God

one

with the

as

well

operation

the Gulf of Suez

Red Sea. For the student of the

into the world

ship's

Mt.

to those

entering the canal,

we

of Adam and Eve, the land of the Hebrews'

Watching

There

shipway.

view and, later, the main
was

was

their first African faces there too,

belonging

Twelve hours and 118 miles after

Waskom, this

empire.

Suez

of the East and met the weathered faces of those

Europe claiming that theirs

of British and French faces

and maintenance of the

navy.

made for passage

80-million dollar ribbon of blue that linked Britain to its eastern

the passengers got their first real

as a

were

wake from the

all

came

from, ft

40-year sojourn,

came

Bible, like

into

young

sailing past the world

was

and the

port of Solomon's

fantail, Waskom knew that somewhere in the

Sinai, and somewhere behind that, old Jerusalem, and Gahlee, and

the Dead Sea, and the site of Jesus' Great Commission to go into all the world with the

gospel.

But of course the real attraction

halfway down the

Arabian coast, the

Aden at the bottom of the

peninsula

Arabian Sea. hi fact, India

was a

was

still

supposed
...

full

and

seven

a

long way off

crew.

During the

.

.

beyond

location of the tomb of Eve

beyond the Gulf of Aden,
days

of sailing

beyond

Meanwhile, the Bible studies and worship services
passengers and

.

grew

last week, several passengers

the

.

Jiddah

.

.

beyond

gateway to the

that.

steadily, drawing both

sought spiritual counsel
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from the young

missionary.*' Among them was the captain.

voyage, he informed Waskom that he wished to become
pray for him, his

wife, and his children?*"

announcement that

night,

this

one

From the

a

On the final

of the

Christian, and would Waskom

bridge,

the

captain made

for all the passengers: sometime before

said, they would be in Bombay Harbor.

evening

another

breakfast, he
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R.M.S. Baltic
J. Waskom Pickett's Indian

odyssey began
Liverpool to New

(E)

aboard R.M.S. Baltic in 1910. At the time of

her maiden voyage from
York six years earlier, the ship was the largest
in the world. She could accommodate 425 first class, 450 second class and 2,000 third
class passengers, plus a crew of 560. The year before Pickett sailed, the great ship and its
crew were involved in rescuing the survivors of the Republic-Florida collision.
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Chapter 3

First

Assignment

"My judgement is that I was made a considerably better missionary by
arriving in India when I did than I could have been had I been held back
for further training in America and had arrived in India a few years later
when I would have been less adjustable to Indian ways and thought.
�J.W.P.

By six o'clock
of hills and

backdrop

much different from
Hotel

overlooking

a

the next

morning,

Waskom

deck.' Silhouetted against

was on

brightening sky, Bombay was already in

today's

modem

the harbor, and

following year.' histead,

There

city.

no

were no

Gateway to

the inner harbor

�

skyscrapers then,

hidia arch. That would

�

wandering

into

threshold. It
India

portal, however,

Bombay's beehive

was

there that

one

was

city itself

the

streets that

first

Bombay was
no

Taj

come

one

caught sight

It

was

served

upon

as

Mahal

the

with the old Castle and Malabar Hill

port side and Elephanta Island and its cave-temples starboard
subcontinent's real

view. Old

on

the

gateway. The

stepping

ashore and

got the distinct feeling of crossing

of

�

both

as

a

reflection and

promise

a

�

the

beyond.
Like Calcutta, the

midway along India's
when the

city of Bombay was

westem coast

Portuguese took

it

over

on

the

product

the Arabian Sea, it

in 1534. It

was
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of colonialism.

was an

Lying

obscure island

they who christened it

Bon

village

Bahia,

or

98

"Good

Bay."" Nevertheless, they preferred Goa,
Charles n of England

Bombay to King
custodial

an

period under Captain

annual

sum

of ten

pounds

in

largest

a

fort, which

of Bombay's

between

seven

Farther on,

emerged.

was

dowry.'

There followed

Company

leased

a

brief

Bombay for

gold.
for

a

Gerald

deepwater port,

Aungier,

an

early British

islands, lured thousands of Gujarati traders, Parsi shipbuilders, and

Muslim and Hindu workers to

decades later,

part of a royal

Cook. Then the East hidia

Realizing the potential
govemor of the

as

farther to the south, and in 1661 gave

the

a

them

Bombay by promising
to be known as "the

came

islands.

Beyond

the fort,

Castle,"

a

ramshackle settlement known

Esplanade

�

an

open

that served

area

religious
was

walled-in

freedom. A few

buih

as

Girgaum,

European-style

Native Town

as

on

town

emerged.*

defensive buffer,

the

hi

parade ground,

sports field, and community common.' Nevertheless, despite substantial growth and
it

not until after its

development during the

East hidia

exodus in 1858 that the

city really began

of Waskom's arrival in

India, Bombay was firmly established

center on

sparked by the

surge into

(or "railways,"

America and

Egypt.

in

percolate

�

so

much

as

so

that

abmpt

by now,

the year

the dominant industrial

place'.

prominence during the half-century before Pickett's

emergence of a few small textile

the raikoads

were

to

was

the subcontinent.*

Bombay's
was

Company's tenure,

as

the British called

The first of the mills

The first railroad

was

arrival

mills, strengthened by the coming of

them),

and solidified

by events

in

established in 1854. By 1860, six

(in 1853) connected Bombay to Thana,

miles.'" Governor-General DaUiousie urged fiirther development, but it

a

more

distance of 22

was

the
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unnerving "mutiny"
unexpected

of 1 857-1 858 that

violence and

escalation of the

rapid

insurrection shocked both the British
of the

posts

war were

as

well

as a

Sepoy Revoh

by revolutionaries,

a

When the British

stunned Parliament

Company."

It then asserted the

reorganized

the army to prevent

were

system helped make possible

artillery. However,

over

was

its

Much of that

areas

taken

princes

and

repeat of the calamity. The rapid expansion of the rail

the real benefit of the railroad

crisscrossed the country, with

a

East India

all the feudal

costly)

more

the centers

at dozens of other

control of the

responded by dissolving the

less

development. By 1910,

Although

Only a tip-off prevented

(therefore,

a

widespread

a

uprisings

finally regained

sovereignty of the raj
a

into

and British authorities.

simultaneous series of rural rebellions.

Bombay.

joining

public

fiill head of steam." The

a

Delhi, Lucknow and Cawnpore, there

similar outbreak in

annually."

finally fiieled

smaller

more

catalytic

than 25,000 miles of broad and
more

and

mobile army and

effect

narrow

on

gauge track

than 65 million tons of raw materials

freight went

to

which

Bombay,

industrial

freighted

by now had two major trunks

it to commercial centers in north and central India and to all the back country

vihages between.'"
The

Eighty percent were migrants

from rural districts." Most of them faced

Overcrowding, famine, disease,
Between 1899 and 1901, almost

people),
of the

Pickett contained 979,000

Bombay that greeted the 20-year-old

hi the decade

feculent streets and deficient

one

leading up

Cowley Fathers wrote,

to

fourth of the

grim

people.
fixtures.

drainage guaranteed

city's population

died

it.

(195,000

1906, deaths outnumbered births by 405,000. One

"The vocation of the

Bombay Mission

seems

to be

100

especially to

prepare

people for death

After

being with us

short time death carries

a

them off
hi contrast to the

the

Bombay� across
best

luxury hotel

sporting

events

the other

Bombay

Esplanade contained elegant imperial residences,

in hidia,

�

misery of the perimeter slums,

yacht club, and

a

including Saturday

a

stadium for

afternoon

Although
an

Parsis numbered

elite and influential

the seventh century,

band of Parsis

this time south to

�

cotton and other

Parsis
E.

were

goods,

first to the

arrived in

him

a

and

a

86-year-old

they found

where

migrated to Gujarat,

Portuguese,

freedom to

Gujarat Parsis

and then to the British.� Not

moved

years

earlier, it

was

"a

Naoroji,

Liverpool. Naoroji

Parliament and

three-time

was

When

stove-pipe hatted" Parsi

railway station,

early nationalist movement

Dadabhai

by accident,

by newcomers to Bombay.

delivered him to the

both London and

a

open to

Bombay population, they were

blanket.'' From the ranks of the Parsi community

most celebrated leaders of the

was

races were

Sometime after the Islamic conquest of Persia in

Bombay three

guided him through customs,
pillow

and

Bombay where they became wealthy as entrepreneurs, selling

who

1910)

of the

often among the first Indians encountered

Stanley Jones

the

Parsis.'*

only 6 percent

community."

university,

horse-racing." Mostly Europeans

their Zoroastrian beliefs. A thousand years later, many

practice

again

a

many

British

observing military reviews

attended the horse races, but in contrast to the British Yacht Club, the

moneyed non-Europeans too, including

a

�

and

acquired

came some

for

of the

in India. Chief among them

(in

who had founded the first Indian-owned firm in
also the first Indian elected to Britain's

president of the Indian National Congress." Although a few
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had become Christians, most Parsis remained Zoroastrians.''
landmarks in

topped
the

Bombay were the

"tower"

(or dakhma)

cylindrical

funeral

building

on

the best-known

Malabar Hill, each open-

for the

disposal

of the bodies of

departed.'"
Besides

on

a

Parsis' Towers of Silence

Among

Parsis, Bombay was home

the subcontinent: to Hindu,

who

virtually

to

religious

and ethnic group

Muslim, Christian, Sikh, Buddhist, Jain,

and

spoke Hindustani, Marathi, Gujarati, Hindi, English, Punjabi, Urdu,
to name. For sheer

more

diversity and variety,

of which Pickett had toured
As the American

Bombay.

kaleidoscope

his stopover in

on

even

New

Europe

[were]

compared

and its

.

.

.

and too many

on

�

each

the streets of

was

Broadway,

"a
and

even

tame, and brown, and dull."'' On the whole of the

diversity

and

a

better

starting place

for

complexity and wonder that was hidia:

its past

future, its stability and its volatility, its wealth and its wretchedness, its cultures

and its cults, its

though who
In

were

of the

nothing

with which "the Strand,

subcontinent, J. Waskom Pickett could not have found

glimpsing something

had

�

to those

Jew;

York, London and Paris

writer, Price Collier, put it, Bombay in 1910

of moving color"

the boulevards of Paris

hope

lieutenant
see

and its

despair.

K

was

all there

�

all there

on

the streets of Bombay,

could take it in?

a

final conversation with the Irish sisters, Waskom and the young

surprised to

would be

win

every

leam

they were

staying with their uncle

all

going to

Lucknow. The sisters

women

explained that they

and aunt for about three months. Their uncle

was

govemor'* of the United Provinces of Agra and Oudh (Awadh). "Maybe we

you there!"

they told Waskom."
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Once the

boarded. He

ship

secured, the Reverend C.

was

bearing letters

came

from Waskom's

Jones.'* Waskom opened the telegram first.
INDIA AND LUCKNOW." A

given

the

may abound to every

would not,

brethren, have

pressed

were

ignorant

out of measure, above

Waskom asked if anything had

anything

Anglo-hidian Methodist,
from

telegram

a

2 Corinthians 1

telegrapher

all

the received

of our trouble which

came

Stanley lately.

to

Hill

sufficiency in

verse

read: "For

to us in

was

God is

("And

strength, insomuch that we despaired

happened

Stanley

:8, followed, but the

2 Corinthians 9:8

always having

good work"). However,

you

an

It said: "HEARTY WELCOME FROM

able to make all grace abound toward you; that ye,

things,

Hill,

family and

scripture reference,

mistake. Jones had

verse was a

B.

not

all

we

Asia, that
even

aware

we

of life!'"'
of

except that Stanley was getting married.'"

�

Waskom's

ship

arrived in

Bombay on November 20."

is not known, but since Jones had

already moved

Bagh Church was anxious

replacement,

for his

long he spent

How

50 miles north to

Sitapur

it would not have been

there

and the Lai

more

than

a

few

days.
Waskom

was

glad he had packed

passengers and hotel guests
second class ticket

on

the

where he would have to
was

the fastest and

addition to the

Imperial Mail.

were

sheets and

a

expected to provide their

Bombay Mail, which would

change trains

there

Mail trains would

for he learned that train

own

linens. He

deliver him to Delhi

for the final stretch." In those

highest priority train on

Bombay Mail,

pillow,

were

the route,

the

pick up

mainly because

Punjab Mail,

and

drop

days,

Frontier

off mail

bags

purchased
or

a

Agra,

the mail train

it carried mail. In

Mail, Kalka Mail, and

on

the

fly at

small
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stations.

They stopped only

local trains carried

at the

larger

They carried

ones.

the

opportunity to

class would have been

catch up

more

on some

luggage space.'"

was

given
The

sleep.

a

only

additional benefit of first

Even so, the dust

Waskom arrived at Lucknow's station

emerged

slower

private compartment and,

was

terrific. Before the

880-mile journey's end, Waskom had brushed off his clothes at least

he

only;

parcels.''

With his second class ticket, Waskom

perhaps,

first class mail

from his

church. It included

coach, he

was

greeted by

missionary bishop,

a

a

dozen times."

Tuesday, probably December 6.'*

on a

welcoming party

Frank W. Wame; the

from the

As

English

bishop's daughter

and

secretary, Edith; the district superintendent, John Wesley Robinson; representatives of
Lucknow's two Methodist
several government and

colleges;

a

of the Methodist

representative

railway workers;

and

some

Publishing House;

privately employed individuals."

The Kaukab, the official Methodist vemacular paper, announced his arrival.'* The

following Tuesday,

the announcement

was

repeated

in the Indian Witness:

The Kaukab says: "On Tuesday of last week Rev. J. W. Pickett, for some
years a professor in the Taylor University, in America, arrived in Lucknow,
to take the work of the

English speaking Methodist Episcopal

Church here.

As the pastorate has been vacant for some weeks and the burden of
supplying the pulpit had fallen on men busy in their own departments, he
was

most

cordially welcomed by the missionaries,

and also

by the

congregation.""
Waskom

bungalow,

which

bungalow was
the word, but

was

not

a

was

shown to the Lai

just

Bagh ["Red Garden"]

left of the church

the mstic house

building

or summer

capacious residence,

in the

Church and to his

same

yard.

In

India,

a

cottage Americans think of when they hear

with kitchen,

living room, dining

area, two

or

three
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bedrooms, bath, and
a

big house

for

a

a

large veranda.""

single

church itself

�

a

at the

was no

gothic-style, cross-shaped

by bricks standing

structure in gray

prominent

feature of the

manifestly of Westem
On
informal

Saturday,

reception

part of his first

descent

compound.

the child of sentiment,

new

teased him about his faux pas. Later, he

were

church's deaconess, took Waskom

appointed to,

so

that

soaring

unimpeachably
it

was

like home.

the church held

College,

Waskom corrected the
Wame for

on a

some

as

an

a

bishop

and

embarrassing him.""
that members of the

their pastor. When Helen

Ingram,

the

first round of visits to the church families, the

way he could take the work

Stanley Jones

had been

Stanley could stay on."'

Waskom knew his job would not be easy. First, the

low

with

guests, Bishop Wame gave

apologized to

about the loss of Jones

majority asked if there wasn't

was

�

place

a

Saturday night's reception, Waskom leamed

grousing

end. However, the

pastor."' There, young Pickett got to meet a substantial

congregation."' Speaking for the 200

Even before

on

congregation,

perhaps:

in the hall of the Isabella Thobum

mistakenly called Pickett "Prichard."

welcome but

church

Like much of its

�

for the

was

hi front and around

plaster finish,

roofline, spire-topped tower, pointed-arch windows, and butfresses
the most

It

exception.

months, Waskom would be its only

nearby Deaconess Home."'

areas, bordered

well-kept garden

were

Lal-Bagh parsonage

man, and for the next several

occupant. He would take his meals
the house

The

congregation was clearly in

spirits. Since Jones' departure, worship attendance had declined steadily."*
Second, Waskom

was

coming

into his

new

responsibilities with no knowledge

of British-Indian conventions. On his first visits with Miss

Ingram,

the deaconess, she
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had introduced him to
In

Kentucky that

She

some

young

Third, although he
that he would need to

imperative,

was

spend

courses

for there

who

were

British, and he had called them "Sir."

preacher that only menials
coming

to

an

in Urdu and Hindi."* The

was

general agreement that
learning within

seemed shocked.

Ingram

addressed others

English-speaking church,

much of his first term

main difficulties of language
at

men

how you honored your seniors. But Miss

was

quickly informed the

study, including

older

a

concentrating

on a

latter, especially,

"Sir.""'

Waskom knew

required program of

were

if missionaries did not

year,

as

regarded

the

overcome

they were unlikely to

as

overcome

them

all."'

Finally,
his

Waskom had

no

pastoral experience, yet

parishioners would inevitably compare him
In

the fmal

January,

he

Waskom described

evening. Bishop

he

began his work,

was

as

set

J. W. Pickett

apart

"the most

as a

deacon

was

dignified clergyman

Frank W. Wame ordained him

"third ordination" took

as an

when Mrs. Lois Lee

place

"ordained"

by Bishop

he knew

predecessor.

the North India Aimual Conference met at the Lai

day, Sunday the eighth,

morning service,

with his

as

Bagh

Church. On

three times! In the

�

William F. McDowell, whom

I have

ever

known."'" In the

elder. And,

as

Wame put it,

a

Parker, the saintly widow of Bishop

Edwin W. Parker, added her benediction."
More than 40 years

earlier, Mrs. Parker, along with

inspired Methodist women to rally to
Now past 90, she

today,

approached

the need for

a

Mrs. Clementina

mission focus

young Pickett and said, "I have

but in neither service did the

bishop

say how

seen

on women

Butler, had
and

girls."

you ordained twice

long you should

serve

in India

as a
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minister. Kneel down here and let

years."
meant

a

pray that you may

serve

in India for at least 50

Pickett wrote of that moment, "I knelt and neither ordination earlier that

more

to

me

than her

population

the fourth

largest

to

came

of about 270,000,

Lucknow, the old capital of the kingdom of Awadh'"

making

in British India. From

center of the Hindustani

day

prayer."''

When J. Waskom Pickett

had

me

a

it the

largest city

in the United Provinces and

distance, the city that

was

said to be the purest

language," had a stately, architecturally rich appearance.

However, up close the splendor faded into the standard trappings of a crowded Oriental
the banks of the Gumti

town. Situated

on

manufacturing,

educational establishments,

as

the

headquarters

of Oudh's

section of European

shops.

principal

Also

River,

Lucknow

parks (it was

was

known for its

called "the

city of parks"),

court. On the eastern side of the

prominent was

city was

and

a

city's large military cantonment and

the

fort.'* The pohtical fortunes of Lucknow had been in decline since the time of the AngloIndian War of 1857,
Awadh

although positive change was

(mispronounced

"Oudh"

by the British)

in the works." The old lands of

had

once

had their

own

chief

commissioner, but after the uniting of Awadh with the North-west Provinces in 1877, the
chief commissioner's job
smaller and

(to

was

merged

with that of the lieutenant govemor, who resided in

the rebuffed citizens of Lucknow)

inferior Allahabad.

What next,

they

asked�the removal of Judicial Commissioner's Court to Allahabad too? Had that fmal

bmsh-off occurred,

as

they feared

�

and it

nearly did

�

it would have reduced the
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importance
or

of Lucknow still further to the level of a

Meerut.'*

and wealth

illustrious

Because of its

stronghold was
a

to

man, Harcourt

the

city

tax

revenues),

status

capital

important

as an

the eventual reincarnation of Lucknow

some

divisional

like

Bareilly

size, high culture, manufacturing, grain exports, landed

(and consequent high

history,

mere

as

as

Muslim center, and

provincial political

inevitable. But the real savior of Lucknow

Butler, who

power

was

not its karma but

deputy commissioner of Lucknow (1906-1908)

beautified

and enhanced its amenities.

improved roads, installed street
lighting. When the new Lieutenant-governor Hewett (1907-1912) showed
his enthusiasm for improving the area around Government House [where
the lieutenant govemor would stay on visits to Lucknow], he was delighted:
"it will all be for the glory of Lucknow. The better Government House is
made the longer L. G.'s wiU stay there.""

He created

Butler

was

unmitigable

insure it lived up to
served

as

gardens,

restored monuments,

in his

everything he

heutenant govemor

provmcial system

advocacy of Lucknow,
said it

(1918-1920),

of dyarchy,

as

A few years later, when Butler himself

and then, with the advent of the

the United Province's first govemor

only continued to bring improvements
plans to

was.

and he spent lots of tax money to

and

prestige

to the

city,

but

new

(1921-1923),

he not

developed long-range

insure that what he started would continue.*"

If, in 1910, Lucknow

was

not the

of Methodism in India.. Of the Methodist

missionaries, nearly one
work� at Reid

College

in ten

was

provincial capital,
Episcopal

Publishing House (which operated

was

certainly the capital

Church's 341 India-based

in Lucknow. Most

for men, Isabella Thobum

it

were

College

14 presses valued at

absorbed in institutional

for women, the Methodist

150,000 dollars), and the Lai
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Bagh

Church. Lucknow, at that time, contained two

Central Hindustani Church,

a

thriving

Methodist

of 400 under the

thriving congregation

Jashwant R. Chitambar; and the somewhat smaller,

though healthy,

congregations:

leadership

Lai

Bagh

of

Church to

which Pickett had been called. Besides the Board of Foreign Missions of the Methodist

Episcopal Church,

other boards at work in Lucknow in those

were

the Board of Foreign Missions of the Reformed

Missionary Society,
the

days

Seventh-Day Adventist Mission Board,

the

the Church

Episcopal Church,

Wesleyan Methodist Missionary Society,

and the Zenana Bible and Medical Mission.*'

Despite
Though he

his

lacked Jones'

organizationally he
For

doggedness.

experience,
his

youth

and

inexperience,

eloquence,

had his

example, although Pickett

But

was

perhaps

by it. Instead,

he

employed

often than not

his

of his limited

as a

goad

to

improve

on

the road. His

district

community,

superintendent. Robinson, though, was

territory,

the district of Oudh,

was

average, 50 miles wide. It contained about five million

in nine circuits.*' Nevertheless,

out his

than 50 miles

tumed to others in the

3,000 Christians (mostly "Untouchables") scattered among 50

grouped

it

gift was

probably would have sought

constantly itinerating. So, instead, Waskom

on

his best

Stanley was recently married, headquartered more

including John Wesley Robinson, his

long and,

make his mark.

and skills.

old friend for advice, but

more

began to

keenly conscious

If Stanley Jones had been closer, Waskom

away, and

soon

preached compellingly. Administratively and

predecessor beat.

he refiised to be bridled

knowledge

he

J. W. Pickett

or

though Robinson was

about 250 miles

people, including

60 centers of work

often away, his
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responsibilities
those

in Lucknow insured that he

responsibihties

paper.*'

Hindustani

was

was

seldom away for

long

stretches. One of

the formidable task of editing the Kaukab-i-Hind, the

The work of readying the newspaper

almost every hidian worker in the

Hindustani-speaking

was

areas

time-consuming, but,

of the church

was

since

being

touched, it was, in Robinson's reckoning, well worth it.*"
When Waskom had been in Lucknow for about three weeks,

Englishman

presented
secure a

came

to the parsonage. He arrived in

himself in

military manner.

governor's lady,

h

was an

uniformed
and

stunning horse-drawn carriage

He had come, he

Upon opening the letter, Waskom

response.

heutenant

a

a

a

said,

to deliver

discovered that it

a

letter and to
from the

was

invitation to dine with Their Excellencies

a

few

evenings later.*'
As

soon as

Superintendent

the

aide-de-camp left, Waskom

Robinson's house to seek his counsel, for

also uneasy. How

was a

boy preacher

to know.

Britishers didn't

handle their

even

on

ignorance, but his

both

legs

from

Kentucky to

On his Atlantic

aristocrats, he wanted

confessed that

rode his

bicycle

to District

although he was excited,

was

conduct himself among British

crossing,

he had observed that cultured

knives, forks and spoons like Americans.

of his voyage to hidia he had been embarrassed

discomfort had been

he

He

by his

cultural

relatively inconsequential. Now, though, by

acceptmg this dinner invitation, stemming from his shipboard friendship with the hish

sisters, his ignorance would be

proprieties

of conduct mattered

on

a

conspicuous display to people

for whom established

great deal! To all this. Superintendent Robinson
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listened

but since in his 1 8 years in India he had

empathetically,

home of any
In

high official,

The

princes,

Anglo-Indian War

highest

authorities

were

in

were

charge

�

Hardinge.

the

viceroy

who, when Pickett

loyal

under the

(under

a

came

to

were

formed, with their

and the administrative

expanded to

own

authority of the

to the

Lucknow,

crown

was

and the

during the

Charles

provinces:

govemor, lieutenant govemor

province

princely states

authority of the king's

Three branches of authority maintained order in the

and the army. In 1836, when the

was

the rulers of the

was

�

the civil administration

Provinces

ultimately under parliament

of one-third of the subcontinent's 1,800,000

square miles. The remainder, "British India,"

representative

was

descendants of those who remained

of 1857,

been invited to the

"Be natural."

only offer,

1910, the imperial governance of South Asia

in London. In India, the

viceroy.

in the end he could

never

or

of Bengal became too

the judiciary;

chief commissioner);

large,

the North-west

lieutenant govemor. In 1 877, Oudh

was

added

lieutenant govemor of the North-West Provinces

mclude the additional

territory.

In

1902, the

name was

changed to

United Provinces of Agra and Oudh.
The current Lieutenant Govemor

hishman, in his
he

was

in

a

variety of posts

years older than Pickett

and had

govemor.**

seated at the

Sir Leslie Alexander Selim Porter. An

fifties. Sir Leslie had entered the hidian Civil Service in 1876, when

only 22, just two

lieutenant
was

late

was

right

At

was now.

Since that time, he had served

only recently been temporarily appointed "officiating"

dinner, Waskom, because he

of the lieutenant

was

the

govemor's wife, who,

only clergyman present,

as

hostess, called upon him

Ill
to offer thanks for the food. Her

In

all, 1 8

were

At

Excellency's husband

present.

one

point, speaking loudly enough

asked if Waskom realized how fortunate he

clergyman to
appointed

a

Lucknow. Waskom

Methodist

being appointed

replied

was

to be

appointed

that he would
But

clergyman anywhere.

to Lucknow in

for all to hear, the lieutenant govemor

why,

Methodist

as a

regard himself fortunate

he asked, should he be

due to the great
one

colleges they have

of the

colleges

to be

grateful

for

particular?

"Because," replied the lieutenant govemor, "the Methodists

for whom

table.*'

sat at the other end of the

was

are

highly respected

established here."** He then lauded Isabella Thobum,

named,

perhaps,

as,

the ablest educator he had

ever

known.*'
After

on

dinner, Waskom undoubtedly told the

two Irish sisters whom he had met

board details of his joumey to Lucknow and about his

Whether he

ever saw

impact. Many years

them

later he

Meeting the

acceptably

arriving.

is not known, but their brief fHendship had

a

deep

...

on

the

ship

en

route to

India has exercised

a

all the rest of my years. It enabled me to serve India
than I could have done without a better understanding of

across

British ralers than I had
In the months that

possessed.�

followed, the advantages of acquaintance with the lieutenant

govemor became manifest. There was, at that

had been

since

acknowledged:

Irish sisters

strong influence
more

again

experience

long associated with relief work

in

time,

a severe

food

shortage.

India, invited Waskom

to serve

Porter

on

the

,

who
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District Famine Relief Committee. Waskom not

further his network of relationships with local officials.

accepting it, expanded

The committee's first

magistrate,

who served

as

Nawab of Jehangirabad,
Muslims

are

pork chops,

only welcomed the opportmiity but, by

a

meeting was

over

breakfast at the home of the district

chair. Also present, and seated next to Waskom,

wealthy Muslim

forbidden to eat

pork,

landlord with limited

Waskom

was

surprised

helping.

Waskom's face

the
Because

ruling powers.

when the cook served them

confounded when without hesitation the nawab ate two, and

when he took still another

was

apparently betrayed

flabbergasted
his

surprise,

because the nawab tumed to him, smiled, and said, "Padri, aren't these the best mutton

chops you have

ever

tasted?"''

The committee's

were

goals

were

achieved. From the

able to solicit about 800,000 mpees

distributed

according

About

grandson

of a

superintended

to where there

midyear in

was

roughly $275,000

�

191 1, Waskom

was

asked to

prominent Methodist lay member.

it. However, the

a

time,

responded that

children in consecrated

Methodists had

ground

and

was

they

then

no

argued

conscience

that the

the burial in the Methodist section. When the

chaplains

Waskom wrote

grave for the infant's

chaplain, having

infant

the British civil

Accordingly,

are

a

letter

burial, giving the time

leamed that the child

unbaptized, refused, emphasizing that government cemeteries
Waskom

which

�

bury the unbaptized

At that

all cemeteries for Christian burials.

they would need

landlords and others,

need."

requesting the Lucknow chaplain to prepare
when

big

consecrated

was

ground.

against burying unbaptized

chaplain had no authority to prevent

chaplain refused to budge,

Waskom went
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to

see

the district

magistrate,
of the

strongly disapproved

on

whose relief committee he had served. The

chaplain's

attitude but said he had

no

magistrate

authority to give

him

orders. Waskom then went to the Lucknow commissioner, Arthur Saunders, who

occupied the
with much
Pickett

next level of

trepidation,

explained

the yoirng

commissioner could do

preacher went to

situation. Porter

wrote

a

requested. Furthermore,

Reverend Pickett for
Pickett's

relationships

early dealings

with those in

As it was, however,

news

an

conscience

on non-

The lieutenant
that the British

were

for the

baby's

apologize

taught him the

previous

the

burial

by

in person to the

value of cordial

contacts with the lieutenant

success

brought congratulations

Especially gratifying was word
and Oudh to desist from

of a

and thanks firom

general

order to

imposing matters

of

Anglican clergymen.'"

govemor's

very much in

subcontinent's 300 million

to

delivery to

immediate interview would have been remote indeed.

Anglican chaplains throughout Agra

Anglican

either. So,

clerical duties.''

Without his

of Pickett's

victims of similar bmsh-offs.

chaplain

with British officials

authority.

govemor, his chance of getting

plot prepared

Porter ordered the

interfering with his

nothing

Lieutenant Govemor Porter. When

letter for immediate

The letter commanded him to have the

chaplain.
the time

the

authority, but the

people,

interference in Pickett's behalf punctuated the fact

charge

in hidia in the year of his arrival. Of the

234 million of them answered

directly to

British

mle." Nothing better symbolized this hold than the December of 1911 grand coronation
durbar for

King George

V and his announcement of the transfer of the

Calcutta to Delhi. Since 1857, the

only alarming ripple

in the calm

sea

capital

from

of the British

Raj
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had been the nationwide protests and
"adminish-ative" decision

it'*

�

to

partition Bengal.

�

rioting

of 1905,

"concocted in the dark,"

even more

settled. Public

Peasant movements remained

was

not

yet

on

had

the scene.*"

was as

the

son

Understandably, then,
substantial

change

remote. After

disruptions

And, although
were more

were

Gokhale put

Congress

sporadic

and focused

Curzon's

anti-partition and

king's month-long visit,

isolated, fragmented,

from London, his interests at the time

celebrity he

by Lord

loyalist politician

in jail, and the hidian National

were

the hands of loyalists.'* Now, in the year of the

Gandhi

as

on

Within two years, however, most of the

Swadeshi" extremist leaders

situation seemed

brought

on

the

than

political

and not worrisome.

single issues."

young Jawaharlal Nehru

personal

back in

was

political,

was

home

and any small

of Motilal Nehru.*'
the

missionaries, like

most everyone

in the air. The prospect of hidian self-rule

else, sensed

anytime

soon

no

seemed

all, with the bestowal of a nationwide rail system, the benefits of mostly

fair and effective governance, the emergence of English

as a

lingua franca,

the recent

withdrawal of restraints upon the hidian press, and the freedom to assemble, what
additional benefits could
To work in

although,

the

hidia, missionaries had to sign

a vow

of allegiance to Britain,

sign the pledge,

ft was,

in their behalf by the Methodist Board of Foreign Missions, hi those

required pledge was

freedom to preach the
there

offer?

in fact, the American Methodist missionaries did not

instead, agreed to

days

independence

was no reason

gospel

not much of an issue anyway, hi the

and

serve

to be less than

present climate of

the church without state interference

supportive

or

control,

of the status quo. Moreover, the voices of
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those

pressing nationalistic

There had, of course, been

Bengal

in 1905, which

was

claims

quite

a

were

not

hubbub

yet loud enough

over

Lord Curzon's

later reversed.*' But in

was

calm after 1907

here to stay

geographical

were

appeared to

corroborate.

boundaries, and

even

isolated

the

thinking.

emasculation of

viceroy's political

thing,

which the relative

Bolstering the impression that

events like the transfer of the

center of British influence in

an

other

imprudent

perspective,

recklessness and its outcome seemed to non-Indians

political

provoke

to

capital

the

raj

from Calcutta to the

Delhi, further adjustments of provincial

the 1911 census, all of which

pointed

to

a

consolidation of British

power.

In 191

area

1, the DEATH roll for the Oudh Distiict

severely.

One sick

When Waskom

churchgoer

was

a

response,

found the man's corpse in the bedroom. All the other
run

away in

outlying villages.

gospel, whispered

Certain

priests

certain

come

by.

he went into the house. He

family members were

up ill-will among the

were

were

also

dead,

For

ignorant, especially

opposed to

the Christian

spreading the disease.*"

duties, Pickett leamed that,

magisterial responsibilities.

required to present certificates

so

and other leaders, who

around that the Christians

In addition to his clerical

affected the

fear.*' Not only did the plague affect church

members, missionaries, and workers, it stirred
in

plague

sent word to Pickett that he wished him to

arrived, he could not raise

and all the servants had

A

unusually large.

example, military and

fi-om government officials

or

as a

clergyman,

civilian

he also had

pensioners were

clergymen

to receive their
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The purpose

monthly pensions.
Pickett's
Indian

congregation was

woman.

He

asked Waskom to

Waskom

came

an

was

to prove

to Pickett in the middle of the

certify that he

was

alive

letter from the head clerk of the District
Dear

alive. One such

pensioner in

Irishman, retired from the Indian Army and married

happy to oblige. However,

was

they were

so

days

an

month, said he had been ill, and

that he could get his

several

to

monthly allowance.

later he received the

following

office:

Magisfrate's

Holy Sir:

You have

signed

a

statement the Old Soldier Johnson

was

alive and

appeared before Your Holiness on the 15* of October. You are kind and
helpflil, but for our records we must know whether the pensioner was alive
on

Waskom
Johnson

the first of the month.
suppress his

managed to

indeed also alive

was

One of the most
grew out of a

wedding he

Anglo-Indian

woman

on

laughter just long enough to solemnly certify that Mr.
October 1.*'

satisfying experiences
solemnized

who

was

during his

of young Pickett's initial term in India

first year

�

Roman Catholic and

a

Englishman. Although they seemed poorly matched,
church, Waskom was encouraged
were

serious about

the sick in

they also

a

mission

hospital

serve

that

was run

and

and neither

was

was an

participating in a

sessions with them that

long they became interested

Church. Before long,

Jesus.** Pickett reflected that

world, how much better the

of a young

in

they

helping

by the American Reformed Episcopal Church;

Bagh

give "adequate attention to

wedding

young Protestant who

pre-marital

God. Before

became members of the Lai

persons to faith in

example

wanting to

after several

the

they had

led three other

if the whole church would model their

ill and otherwise disabled

state of human affairs would be

people

today."*'

all

over

the
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In the
His

name was

young

summer

Julam

of 191 1,

Qadir.**

He

in Moradabad and

men

a

Muslim

boy in

explained

was

his late teens

that he

interested in

was

acquainted

friends

selling

purchased

Bibles

one

on a

men

baffled. The

was

Within

two young

was so

ripped

a

few weeks,

men

over

thought

bought

came

Julam

preaching

it apart,

some

repeatedly spitting

to Julam that

curse

it.

on

them

maybe they knew

or

God

ever

though,

caught him reading
Julam obtained

a

a

Bible

again he

copy of the
room

Gospel

would kill him.

of Mark from the

and read it when his father

was

same

not

Eventually he tumed his

to Jesus.

day,

Julam' s father, who

railway station that his
reading his New

traveling to Agra,

to go to

was

to

be in

train had been in

a

Testament. He beat the

Agra on business

wreck.

some

a

boy severely and
boy to

few mpees and told him to take

missionary for protection.

for

a

Returning home,

instmcted his four wives to confine the

Julam's mother gave him

there,

they knew

another copy of the New Testament and took it

he had met earlier. He hid it in his

One
at the

men

Methodist

irritated that he and

around. Later, he obtained another New Testament and Psalms.
life

some

However, his father discovered him reading it and burned it. After beating Julam,

he wamed him that if he

young

his home. He

with

who sold them the New Testament did not

in ways that Muslims didn't. So he
home.

near

of the New Testaments and

However, when the young
try to strike them, he

street

to the parsonage.

God in the way that

knowing

him.*' He recounted that just the previous year he had heard
Christ and

came

a

the next
his

week, leamed

he walked in

day,

room.

on

before

Instead,

train to Lucknow and,

once
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Since the detached kitchen at the parsonage
decided to let Julam stay there for the time
Christian

College,

Jashwant Rao

lying beside
several

on

the streets. One

a nurse

Pickett of his

baptized him,
day a

man.

Jones

immediately

brought

arrived at Pickett's residence with

they finally released Julam

which he would not

time district

principal of Lucknow
a

week

tutoring

after that, the lad

group of Muslims attacked him and left him

and he

insisted that he wanted to continue with his sfreet

opportunity.

and

Waskom

a

him to

a

After

hospital.

note from Julam

notifying

hospitalization.

When

style,

being used,

Pickett and the

the road. A Christian discovered him and

days,

not

Chitambar, each spent several hours

Julam. Two months later Chitambar

began preaching

being.

was

give up,

So Waskom wrote to

superintendent.
agreed.

After

a

included

came

back to Pickett's kitchen, he

preaching. However,

denouncing Islam

Stanley Jones

in

a

half in

Sitapur. By then Jones

Sitapur,

Julam

preaching

and Hinduism at every

was

was a

employ the

Waskom wanted to know if he could
year and

his

part-

young

admitted to the

seminary in Bareilly.'"
The year 1912 found Waskom

feeling more

instead of holding revival services at Lai

railway headquarters
Jones

came

individuals

from

�

at

Bagh,

confident and

the church

pitched

a

for the second week. When the

many of them

railway workers

and

meetings concluded,

Stanley

58

had committed their lives to Christ.

�

Twelve had joined the church. Waskom continued to hold services there

basis, and the membership continued to

March,

tent next to the

nearby Char Bagh. Waskom preached the first week,

Sitapur

In

accepted.

grow

�

so

rapidly,

on a

in fact, that the

bimonthly

railway
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authorities

promised

to build

a

church at the site for joint

use

with the local Church of

England congregation.''
By the spring
second

of 1912, J. Waskom Pickett

Sunday in Lucknow,

in December of 1910, he had been

parsonage to the church when he

Robinson, and her
Ruth,

were

eldest

1 1 and 15.

daughter had just graduated

has sent

he

moming,

me

my

into the

first

was

from

Church

high

on

churchyard.''

to call her.

immediately attracted to

a

close

fiiendship

When,

on

July 9,

country. When the

the

couple

had

a

girls,

Miriam and

as

She had been bom in

with Jones and Pickett,

her. The

thought

came

to

saw

him, "God

developed between the 22-year-old pastor and

Waskom

proposed

to

news

as a

Waskom's "blond

did come, it

sophomore after

a

was

For that Waskom would

newest

missionary bishop,

good; however,

graduated

it contained

from Northwestern

year at Isabella Thobum

four year wait," Pickett remembered, "but she

angel"'" as he

her, she responded that her heart

parents' consent."

should wait until Ruth had

which she would enter
meant

Elizabeth Fisher

to that church. When Waskom

wait, since Ruth's father, just appointed India's

proviso:

from the

School in Naini Tal. The

March 9, 1895, for,

appointment had been

said yes but that she would first need her

out of the

The

school with honors.

�

have to

walking

Superintendent's wife,

17-year-old daughter of the District Superintendent

came

love. On just his

wife.""

By 1912,
the

Bagh

Wesley Robinson's

Ruth that

the District

They had been attending Wellesley

the parsonage of the Lai
John

saw

daughters coming

two

deeply in

also

was

was

worth

was

a

University,

College.

waiting for!"'*

"That
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When Ruth entered Isabella Thobum

college

shared the

she and the President of the

The other Ruth Robinson

same name.

John E. Robinson, who had

College,

was

persuaded the mission board

the

daughter

of Bishop

to interview Pickett in

When Waskom's Ruth took up residence in the dorm, the chance of their mail
confused became apparent.
to his fiance

might

Understandably,

reach the wrong

When Ruth Robinson

by

was

on an

The

sense

of humor. A favorite

to

chcular recessed
You did this

get

as

area at

by flicking

board. A second

family game
or

four

the discs with your
at the

same

the center and, if possible, off the

playing

feh

Pets

goats and

cats

were

all

vigor!

standard reward of two

annas

the

piano.

play correctly on
John

be his

finger

area

were

was

(one eighth

was a

fun

place

to

be.'' There

possible

into

surrounded

from behind

�

or

close to

altogether

�

�

a

The

a

line

near

the

edge

of the

away from

^which John Robinson

always
Rabbits,

danger of rabies kept that policy

singing hymns,
mpee)

a

by eight obstacle-pegs.

allowed in the Robinson household.

of a

was,

With four, you formed two teams.

time, knock your opponent's discs

and John Robinson offered

for each

hymn

the

girls

a

could leam

'"^

Wesley Robinson was rarely sick.

ability to

that his letters

nervous

Croquinole.'* Croquinole was played

as

was

acceptable�but no dogs.

firm." One of the family's great joys

to

was

people.

the board's center that

do with

bit

It did not hurt that John Robinson had

laughter.

many small wooden discs

object was to,

duty-bound to

home

growing up,

octagonal wooden board by two

object was

a

being

bishop's daughter.

all accounts, much love and much

hearty

Waskom grew

Chicago.

let go of pressing matters

One secret of his

long enough to

good

health seemed to

enter into one of the forms of
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recreation he

Among the
1912

the

�

matched

bat,

outdoor activities he loved

bishop

new

against

the

became

College ballfield into

"a secret

claimed)
A

to

putting

typical day in the

finished

Scripture

pray. Then

a

pitch that

all his

was

was

weight

pulao,

John

day.

was

program, and

a

She had loved
and died

good

an

infant

son

shortly after his

care

began with

they would sing

the

was a

turn to

though

weighed

a

hymn

(he

pounds.'"'

family gathered

verse

around

they
by verse,

and father would

same

table, the sisters

quotations,

and other

priority.'"'

those who knew her,

constant

ten

favorite dish. When

favorite

trip,

an

exceptional

supporter of her husband's work and

encourager too. Her love for her

daughters

was

plain

for all to

see.

too�her firstborn�but little Paul had become ill with fever

first

birthday.'"'

school in the hills, Elizabeth not

personal

What the others didn't know

Ruth and Miriam would read in turn,

according to

were

almost in the dirt clear out of the

of interest to the children held first

and hostess. She

of

�

46-year-old Robinson's

Wesley Robinson's

After this,

Elizabeth Robinson was,

helpmate, mother,

the

made of sisham wood that

heard talk of mission affairs, father's most recent
matters. But what

summer

The Lucknow missionaries

all join in the Lord's prayer. Around that

they would

detective stories.

and muscle into the home run, he had

Robinson household

eating, father, mother,
lesson for the

legend.

nearby mosque.

a

reading

was

tennis and baseball. That

local baseball

weapon"� a bat

the breakfast table for peas
were

were

students. When it

language

that, in addition

later

the

a

to the amazement of all, he hit

Lucknow

was

One of his favorite recreations

enjoyed.

When the

girls

were

old

enough to begin

only accompanied them but stayed on to provide

for them. Her sometimes

fragile health

may have also contributed to her
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decision to remain. Elizabeth

people.

She

was never

was a

and she cared

lively conversationahst,

deeply for

satisfied unless she had done her best for others. The hidian

Christians loved her.'""
The hot

separation.

season was

probably the

most difficult for the

Six years earlier, John Robinson had written to

a

family,

because it meant

friend:

Mrs. Robinson has had to be away to the hills seven months this year, and I
batched it down here in the heat. Most of the time. West, who was also

alone,
mind

came
...

and lived with

is the hardest

me.

thing

That is

a

part of life
faced.'"'

.

.

.

[that]

to my

that has to be

He added:
We have reached the

place

in

our

family also

where the children have to be

away from home nine months in the year. Ruth is now eleven and is in
Wellesley school. She is doing nicely and will go into the sixth standard
soon. She just passed her Junior Trinity College music examination and is

really quite a pianist for a girl of her age. We are beginning to plan the
home going on her account. If she passes the government examinations
each year she has only three years after this in Wellesley and then will be
ready for college. But as that would take her through college in America in
her seventeenth or eighteenth year, we will probably keep her here a year
after finishing school before going home.'"*
Thus, in 1912,
both

the father's response to the desire of Waskom and Ruth to be married

positive ("yes")

and

according

to

plans ("waif).

The decision of the General Conference to add

Wesley Robinson

and the election of John
for the Robinson

even more

separation.

For

family.

travel for the

thing,

to the

it meant

missionary husband

For Elizabeth

of her life had centered

one

was

an

additional

office, had
a move

to

missionary bishop,

two immediate consequences

Bombay;

for another, it meant

and father.'"' Both added up to

more

family

Robinson, the transition would be especially difficult, for much

on

the

care

of her husband and

children, and the absence of either
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had

been

always

rule. For John

more

difficult;

now,

long separations

Robinson, there would be

new

fi-om both would,

challenges,

parents'

Bombay could

never

be like

coming home

to

bring,

in

the whole

or

an

the

to make it

family sensed that

taking

on

unusual way.

Robinson in this work

had

�

For the

possible.

this

of more church
hi

Atlantic to America and

was

not

responsibility,

fact, it may have seemed
so

clearly ordained

man

just

who had been

it

that God had

the

Wesley Robinson
pride

.

.

.

held

a

the Marmora, been

delayed

John

Wesley Robinson's

hfe� and his

end

would end in

.

.

Europe
on

.

this

wanted John

and

May 24

life

across

the

would

God's man, John

largest ship,

line, the "unsinkable" Titanic}'^'^ Had not his connecting

ship,

Near the

who

bishop

was on

actually spared his

way to

man

so

reservation for the maiden voyage of the world's

of the White Star

duties

another ecclesiastical

�

...

episcopal

but that God's hand

making his

Minneapolis that spring

new

to them that God

receive 686 out of 738 votes for the office of missionary

new

Ruth, going

home for 20 years, and hers and Miriam's for their whole lives.'"*

promotion
move

come

Lucknow, which had been her

Yet, despite the family froistrations that John Robinson's
would

than ever, be the

but with them would

pressures too, and greater isolation from those he loved best. For

"home" to

the

more

in

reaching Marseilles,

exciting chapters

family's�might never have been written

of 1912, John R. Mott visited India

Japan the following April.

Committee had asked Mott to work at

the next

After

as

part of a larger Asian

Edinburgh 1910,

setting up

national

at

of

all.""

tour that

the Continuation

missionary councils

in various
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countries. This grew out of the committee's
to the work

largest help

leaders of the church

Council. This he

beginning

that "if it

were

on

the mission field

to the tasks most

as

planned

set about

doing

in India

in mid-November, followed

by

through
a

requiring co-operative

tour of India would result in

with all their work coordinated

a

through

a

National

impressed than

speak twice

I had

were

held in Madras,

and liked what he heard. "I

expected to be,"

he

Missionary

number of sectional conferences

Bombay, Jubbulpore,

Allahabad, Lahore, and Calcutta. Pickett, for whom Mott had been
heard Mott

seven new

national conference in Calcutta from

December 18-21. The sectional conferences

days,

to render the

abroad, there was need of taking counsel with missionaries and

consideration and action."'" Mott's

provincial coimcils,

recognition

a

hero since

was even more

college

favorably

said."'

One immediate response I made to him was to organize a group of young
men and women to study his books, particularly one entitled, The Decisive

of Christian Missions. In the class were six students of Lucknow
Christian College. All six became intensely interested in Christian service

Hour

and five of them later entered such service

as

ministers

or

teachers in

Christian schools.'"
In

gains

m

1913, the Lai Bagh Church

financial

stability,

evangelism (expressed
of Sunday

worship

saw

increased benevolence

in the support of a

at Char

fresh conversions every month,

Bagh).

new

giving,

a

were new

permanent church

�

Since many of the

facilities at Lai

and, until then,

Bagh.

and renewed interest in

district worker in Tirhoot and in the start
new

British roots and worked for the Oudh and Rohilkhand

provide

noteworthy

an

converts at Char

railway line,

interim

chapel.""

Bagh had

the agent
In the

The missionaries, students, government

agreed to

works, too,

employees.
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businessmen, railway workers, and others who called the church home welcomed with
enthusiasm the additions of a social hall next door and
Just

as

happily,

Commission

on

English Work

Methodist

Still,

as

Waskom welcomed

�

benefaction to the young

South Asian culture,

affection of the Lai
where he

from

was

and the

Kentucky,

intellect

or

Bagh Church,

as

was

was

deeply gratefiil

no one

a new

thus

far, hidia's

for the

language,

very best

and

headway he had

earning

recognized better than he
be. Later,

he would shake his head. How had he

the kindness of the Lucknow

jobs with the

off to America for her last two years of

learning

concluded the

new

editor of its official organ. The

�

missionary he hoped to

personality,

of hrust two

Ruth Robinson

�

Waskom

tennis court out back.'"

down, his psyche felt strangely split between

thing,

missionary

college. Moreover, although

adapting to

one

badges

secretary, and also

year three wound

fulfillment and frustration. For

in

as

as

a

retrospective
and the

congregation,

Pickett.

the trust and

the difference between

looking back

managed

at the

at all? Not

boy preacher
by resiliency,

Only the providence

friendship

made

of God,

of Ruth could account for

it. As he wrote in refrospect:
I have

never

ceased to wonder that

a

congregation that

included most of the

officers of two great colleges could accept and allow to remain as pastor the
green and immature young man that I then was or that the aforesaid young
woman

could accept the

marry him."'

proposal

of that young

man

and become

engaged to
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English Methodist Church,

assignment was to the congregation that met here. The previous
Stanley Jones. The building, like many in Methodist hidia, was built
father-in-law, John Wesley Robinson.

J. Waskom Pickett's first

pastor had been E.

by Pickett's

fiiture

Lucknow
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CHAPTER 3: NOTES

1. JWP handwritten
2. JWP

autobiographical

3. In 191

king

autobiographical
notes.

notes. ACA 15:1.

Typescript.

ACA 13:38a.

ceremonial gateway was built in connection with the first-ever visit of a
and queen of England the same gateway through which Lord Louis Mountbatten,

the last

1,

a

�

Viceroy of India, departed when

India received its

independence from Britain in
arriving ship, a

1947. It still stands and for decades was, from the weather decks of an
newcomer's first glimpse of India.
4. The British

corrupted

the

Portuguese

"Bom Bahia"

(Good Bay)

to

"Bombay."

However, the Kolis, fisherfolk, who were the first inhabitants of the islands, used to call
the islands "Mumba" for Mumbadevi, a Hindu deity to whom a temple is dedicated at
Balbunath. The

new

official

name

for

Bombay�as

of 1996�"Mumbai,"

comes

from

those roots.
5. This

was on

the occasion of Charles II's

marriage

to Catherine of Braganza

(of

Portugal).
6. The

layout

of South Asian Colonial cities like

Bombay and

Calcutta

generally
(1993:360-

followed this pattern, but with individual differences. Bnmn and Wilhams
361) outline 1 1 characteristics of South Asian city structure.

description of how the Esplanade was used in the everyday life
community, though in an earlier day, see Elizabeth Hewat (1950:6).
7. For

a

of the

8. After 258 years, the East India Company came to an end as it had come into being
royal decree. On August 12, 1858, the British Crown began governing India through a

�

series of appointed
9. Hewat

viceroys,

who

were

like

kings

^by

abroad.

(1950:186).

along this line on April 16,
people from Bombay to Thana in

10. The first train in all of Asia made its maiden joumey

1853. Three steam locomotives

just three quarters
distance

as

pulled

of an hour. Thobum

three miles instead of 21

20

cars

and 400

(1906:17)

is mistaken when he reports the

.

(1906:17-18) says: "During the mutiny of 1857-8 the government was
badly crippled by a lack of facilities for transporting froops. After this disastrous
experience. Lord Dalhousie influenced the government to connect by rail the large cities
and military stations." Actually, though, Dalhousie' s main efforts came prior to the
Anglo-hidian War. In 1856, as he was leaving office, he wrote in his summary minutes to
11. Thobum
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his directors that he had worked to establish "three great engines of social improvement,"
namely, uniform postage, the telegraph, and railways (Wolpert 1993:228). Nevertheless,
Thobum is

right

impetus

get

to

in his observation that the so-called

on

mutiny weighed heavily as

12. The Proclamation of Queen Victoria
to maintain control

(Philips

and

(November 1, 1858)
Wainwright 1962:10-1 1).

Buchanan

(1934: 190). For more on the development
produced by the Railway Board [of India] (1966).
13.

an

with the task.

clarified Britain's resolve

of the

railways,

see

the

history

14. Three other factors also contributed to

Bombay's rise: (1) The American Civil War.
When the Union blockade frustrated efforts to buy Southem cotton, Britain tumed east.
Overnight, Bombay became the world's leading exporter of cotton. (2) The Suez Canal.
Although the American war was temporary, the opening of the Suez Canal in 1869
protracted the city's mercantile edge by abbreviating the shipping distance to Europe. (3)
The continual inflow of masses ofpeople. This was another legacy of the expanding
railroads. Industrialization could not have succeeded without

migration

from the

enormous

and continual

countryside.

15. The statistics in this

paragraph
Development (1988:449-451).

come

from Paul Bairoch's Cities and Economic

(1950:317-318). Nevertheless, despite the wretched conditions,
migration did not slow and industrialization proceeded.
16. Hewat

the in-

�

17. Brunn and Williams
18. India's Parsis

(1993:361).

(or Parsees)

Subcontinent from Muslim
19.

According to

an

21. Jones

census

Bombay in

come

descended from Persian Zoroastrians who fled to the

persecution in the

India-wide

about 50,000 Parsis in
20. The first Parsi to

were

to

seventh and

taken the

eighth centuries..

following year,

there

were

altogether

1910.

Bombay was Dorabji Nanabhoy Patel

in 1640.

(1968:75).
Congress was hidia's first national political movement. For its
operated out of Bombay and was subsidized by moneyed merchants like

22. The Indian National

first 30 years it

Naoroji.
23. Parsi is

an

ethnic term. Zoroastrian is the

religious designation.
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24. To this

day, when a Parsi dies, the corpse is washed, dressed, and covered with a
procession of priests, family and friends accompany the body to one of the
towers. Upon reaching it, the family and friends of the deceased remain in a small
grove
outside, while the corpse-bearers climb a few stairs to an elevated entrance and deposit
the body on a platform inside. Then they remove the cover and the
clothing. When the
exposed body is left alone, circling vultures and crows descend and tear the flesh from the
bones. This takes 30 to 60 minutes. Afterwards the bones are
deposited in a pit where
chemicals reduce them to ashes. The reason for this procedure is to avoid
contaminating
the earth (through burial), fire (through cremation), or water
(through submersion) since

white cloth. A

all three

sacred to Zoroastrians.

are

25. Collier

(1911b:145).

Price Collier

series of articles for Scribner's

(1911a; 1911b; 1911c; 191 Id; 191 le) wrote a
Magazine that give an American's picture of India in

1910.
26. Pickett identifies him

governed by
27. JWP

a

as

the govemor, but until 1921, the United Provinces

lieutenant govemor

(Henige 1970:185).

autobiographical notes. Typescript.

28. Pickett

were

ACA 13:38a.

(1980:16).

29. Both Pickett

and E.

(1980:16)

Stanley Jones (1968:344) give

accounts of this.

30. Pickett wrote that Hill

stated, "The only thing I know is that he got married a few
weeks ago" (1980: 16). However, since Jones' marriage had not yet taken place, but was
to take place shortly, it seems more probable that he said something like, "The only thing
I know is that he is getting married."
31. Indian Witness

32. Pickett

was

66{2):3

possibly

.

conflised about the train

on

which he traveled. In another

place,

he called the train, "The Pride of India" although this may have been a descriptive name
used by the railroad. See JWP's handwritten recollections. ACA 13:15. Douglas Pickett
remembers that the
needed to make

Bombay Mail went from Bombay to Delhi. If so, JWP would have
a change. Note from Douglas Pickett to the author, January 1997.

33. Mail trains information from the Indian

Railway Fan

http://www.cs.yale.edu/pub/pai/irfca-current.html.
34. Stewart
35. Pickett

(1899:11-12).
(1980:16).

Club Association. Internet:
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36. Deduced from the amiouncement of his arrival

Indian Witness
37. Pickett

�

apparently,

on

page 1 1 of the December

20, 1910

two weeks later.

(1980:16-17).

38. The Kaukab-i-Hind
39. Indian Witness

(Star

of India)

was

published

in Roman Urdu.

(40)5 1:11.

40. The size of missionary

bungalows was not due to extravagance. In those days before
ceiling
conditioning, larger buildings with verandas and very high
ceilings were thought to minimize the unhealthy effects of the extreme heat of June, July
and the surrounding months. Moreover, the missionaries hosted many visitors, both from
America and other parts of hidia, and, frequently, they used one or more rooms for
Sunday school, Bible studies, and other church ftmctions. For example, during all of
Waskom and Ruth Pickett's seven years in Arrah, Bihar (see chapter five), the Methodist
Church held its worship services at their bungalow.

electric

41. Pickett

fans and air

(1980:17).

time, the Lai Bagh English congregation had no fellowship hall. Not long
after Pickett's arrival, however though they were doubtless already in the works ^both
a social hall and outdoor tennis courts were added. Nonetheless, as pastor, Pickett made
good use of them (Pickett 1980:99).

42. At that

�

�

43. Indian Witness

AQ{5\):\\.

44. Pickett

(1980:17).

45. Pickett

(1980:17).

46. Annual

Report of the Board of Foreign

Missions

of the Methodist Episcopal

Church

(1910:217).
47. Pickett

(1980:125).

48. Vemacular studies for the missionaries consisted of three standards (Lower, Middle
and Proficiency) of two sections each. The Urdu and Hindi of the Lower Standard were

compulsory. The Middle and Proficiency Standards required fiirther studies in either
Urdu or Hindi, the candidate's choice. All candidates were expected to pass the first
section of the Lower Standard within a year and both sections by the end of the second
and
year of residency. Examinations took place on the day before Annual Conference
were conducted under the direction of at least six examiners appointed by the bishop. As
an example, the
Report of the Board of Examiners for 1912 reports that Pickett passed
examinations in: "Divine Library of the Old Testament" by Kirkpatrick, Homiletics,
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of Christian Doctrine"

(also the second year's work of this), and all
the Lower Standard Urdu and Hindi requirements. Report of the Forty-Eighth Session of
the North India Conference (1912:60-66).

"System

by

Sheldon

49. Murdock

(1899:71). In fact, some advised not placing new missionaries like Jones
settings such as the Lucknow English church:
Some Missionaries are crippled in the language for life by spending the first
year in a Presidency town.
European society is a temptation, and many
of the Natives speak English. The study of the vemacular is dull, dry work,
especially in the hot weather; the Missionary thinks he sees some
providential call to preach or teach in English, and the vemacular is laid
aside in a great measure, for a more convenient season, which in general

or

Pickett in

.

In

never comes.

.

some cases

.

the Home Committees

in fault.

are

Missionaries intended for up-country stations have actually been directed to
spend a year or two at first in a Presidency town, to give part of their time to

English work,
of a few very

professedly studying the language. Except in the case
superior men, the results in general are lamentable. (Murdock
while

1899:72)
At

a

conference of the Church

Missionary Society at Liverpool,

C. B.

Leupolt

of Benares

put it this way:

Every Missionary Committee should

make it

a

law,

as

inflexible

as

the laws

Missionary is going to a new
English for a year and a
anything
sphere
half, even though he be appointed a teacher in one of the English colleges.
He should be requested the first year and a half entirely in studying the
language of the new scene of his efforts; and if he does not acquire the
language in that year and a half, he will never leam it at all. (Murdock
1899:72)
of the Medes and Persians

ever

were, that

of labor should have

no

to do with

50. JWP

autobiographical

notes.

Typescript.

ACA 13:38a.

51. JWP

autobiographical

notes.

Typescript.

ACA 13:38a.

52. Robert

(1996:145).
(1903:128-129).

See J. H. Messmore's The

Life of Edwin

Wallace Parker

autobiographical notes. Typescript. ACA 13:38a. He added, "Throughout the
whole of my ministry I have hoped and prayed for women to be given full ministerial
rights, including election as bishops. That wonderful day has not yet arrived, but I hope it
53. JWP

will

come

soon."

54.

Or,

the British

as

55. Hindustani: the

came

lingua

to refer to it: Oudh.

franca of northem India based

on a

dialect of Westem Hindi.
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56. From
Methodist

description in the Annual Report of the Board of Foreign Missions of the
Episcopal Church (1911 :228).

a

57. Robinson

(1997).

58. Robinson

(1997:196).

59. Robinson

(1997:202).

60. Robinson

(1997:202). See "Butler, Sir (Spencer) Harcourt,"
National Biography (1949).

Report of the Board of Foreign
Church (1910:194; 214-218; 222-223).

61

.

The Annual

62. This information is based

Missions

in the

Dictionary of

of the Methodist Episcopal

letter from Robinson to the pastor and congregation of
the Lindell Avenue Methodist Episcopal Church in St. Louis, Missouri. October 18,
on a

1911. UMCA.

importance of the Kaukab-i-Hind, which was published in Roman-Urdu, is seen
in the fact that the weekly had survived a full generation even though its editors had been
missionaries with more than a frill plate of other responsibilities (Price 1907).
63. The

64. Robinson to the Lindell Avenue ME

Church, St. Louis, Missouri. October 18, 191 1.

UMCA.
65. rWP

autobiographical

notes.

Typescript.

ACA 13:38a.

explains why Porter's name does not appear on Henige's hst (1970:185) of
heutenant governors and why Sir John Hewett' s name appears for the years 1907-1912.
Porter's appointment as "Officiating" Lieutenant Govemor, in 1910, was apparently
subsitutionary; likewise, in 1911, also the year he retired, his continuation as Lieutenant
Govemor, sub. pro tern, or "Acting Lieut.-Gov." (Riddick 1998:294) suggests he was
serving in place of the long-term appointee, Hewett. See "Porter, Sir Leslie (Alexander
Selim)," in Who Was Who, 1929-1949 (1094) and Who Was Who in British India
(Riddick 1998:294); and "Hewett, Sir John (Prescott)," in Who Was Who, 1941-50, (535)
and (Riddick 1998:171).
66. This

Seating was carefiilly planned, as was every other detail of formal dinner parties,
it was by her dinner parties that the hostess was judged a success or failure in British
India. And as Maud Diver, the novehst put it in The Englishwoman in India (1909),
"India is the land of dinners, as England is the land of five o'clock teas." Quoted in
MacMillan (1988:163).
67.

for
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68. The Methodist

colleges

were

well known.

They

received government grants and

trained many of the provincial government's clerks. In fact, the first successful
adaptation of shorthand ever made to an hidian language, which had been adopted
the government offices,

69. Isabella Thobum

received

a

was

the

by

all

product of Reid's professors (Pickett 1916:12).

bom in 1840 in Clairsville, Ohio. When she was 26, she
letter from her brother in India (written with a quill made of a vulture's
was

feather!). In it he shared his dream for women's education in India. In 1 870 the dream
began to materialize with Miss Thobum's arrival in Lucknow. She observed immediately
the imperative of raising the status of women through the education of young girls and
began planning her first school. "No people ever rise higher as a people, than the point to
which they elevate their women," was her constant refrain {Isabella Thobum College,
Lucknow: Prospectus 1992-1993; Mathews (1955:98).
Balhol, establish around 1263, is believed to be the oldest College in Oxford
University. John de Balliol was forced to start the college after he kidnaped the Bishop of
Durham. He was made to pay for upkeep and study of 16 scholars. Archbishop Cranmer
and Bishops Latimer and Ridley were all bumed to death for their Protestant beliefs at the
site of the college.
Pickett said in his autobiographical notes that he wished he had written Porter's
remarks down, but, as nearly as he could remember, that was what the L.G. said. His
atfribution of this statement to the heutenant govemor may, therefore, be erroneous.
Porter went to Queens College, Belfast, not to Oxford. However, Arthur Leslie Saunders,
Commissioner of Lucknow, who may well have been present,
So

was

Lieutenant Govemor Hewett, in whose

place

Porter

70. JWP

autobiographical

notes.

Typescript.

ACA 13:38a.

71. JWP

autobiographical

notes.

Typescript.

ACA 13:38a.

72. JWP

autobiographical

notes.

Typescript.

ACA 13:38a.

73. JWP

autobiographical

notes.

Typescript.

ACA 13:38a.

74. Pickett

(1980:23).

75. Collier

(191 le).

76.

graduate
serving.

was a

was

of Balliol.

Wolpert (1993:273).
emerged to protest the partition encouraged hidians to
own country" and to boycott British goods as a step toward

77. The Swadeshi Movement that

buy only goods

"of one's

home mle.

grating,
East Bengal and

several of Lord Curzon's so-called administrative reforms

78.

Although

was

his decision to make into

a

separate province the mostly Muslim

were

it
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Assam that

brought riots, boycotts and bloodshed. Despite representations to the
contrary, Curzon's motives were clearly to quell nationalist fervor in populous Bengal.
By imposing a partition based on rehgion, his aim was to divide the fledgling movement.
It was, in the words of Curzon

himself, an attempt to "dethrone Calcutta" as "the centre
intrigue"(Chandra 1989:124). Especially worrisome to the British
authorities was Bal Gangadhar Tilak from Maharashtra, for he represented the beginning
of a new, more aggressive style of anti-British Indian leadership. They promptly shipped
him off to a six-year stay in a Burmese prison. Cf Chakrabarti (1992), Chandra
(1989:124-145), Sarkar (1973), and Nehru (1946:352-355).

of successful

excellent feel of the peasant movements in India between the end of the
Anglo-Indian War in 1858 through the time of Pickett's first term in India, see David
79. For

an

Hardiman's collection of readings. Peasant Resistance in India, 1868-1914 (1992),
especially the Introduction where the editor's summation and analysis may be found.
80. Cf Gandhi's

(1983)

Autobiography:

for Gandhi's

own

the

Story of My Experiments with Truth, Parts I -IV
youth, schooling, and years of activism in Afiica.

account of his

important political fiiends was Jawaharlal Nehru, firee India's
possible that JWP's acquaintance with Nehru began as early as
hiM>; Twentieth Century Odyssey (1980:25), JWP says:
My acquaintance with Jawaharlal Nehru began in 1912 when I had been in
India less than three years. When it was announced that he [Nehru] was on
a short visit to his homeland between terms of University study in England
and would be speaking in a local college, I was eager to meet him and wrote
asking if he could spare ten or fifteen minutes. Instead, he invited me to
It was eight or
have tea with him between his lectures in the college.

81. One of JWP's most

first Prime Minister. It is
1912.

...

nine years later that I met him a second time.
However, in an introduction to Nehru (Pickett 1962:18) that

accompanied an article by
spoke of the second meeting "h
Together (Nehru 1962:16-17),
as "my first meeting with
was eight or nine years later that I met him a second time"
Mr. Nehru." (In the unedited manuscript sent to publisher, Pickett uses the words, "my
very first personal contact with him," ACA 21 :29a) That the two accounts are referring
to the same meeting is clear fi-om the descriptive detail. However, the conflision doesn't
end there. In a sfiU earher article (Pickett 1956a:l 1), JWP wrote, "I had known him from
1926." And in a still earher article (Pickett 1954:8), he described "an acquaintance of 38
years" with Nehru, which would put their first meeting in 1916. I have no way of
accounting for the discrepancies. Though it is impossible to say for sure, I think it is most
likely that they first met when Nehru was chairman of the Allahabad City Council. If so,
their fiiendship began after the autiimn of 1923, making Pickett's 1926 date the most
JWP

the Indian leader in

�

�

reliable marker.
82. Lord Curzon
years

viceroy in India in 1905. ft
that the province of Bengal, which then included Bihar
was

the British

recognized for
and Orissa, was too big for
had been
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provincial administration to oversee. Lord Curzon decided to remedy the situation by
uniting Assam, which previously had been part of the province, with 15 eastem districts
of Bengal to form a new, mainly Muslim, province. However, when the scheme was
announced, hidian nationalists and Hindu businessmen from West Bengal, who
confroUed much of the political and commercial life of Bengal and therefore regarded
the emasculation of the province as a disfranchisement remonstrated vigorously and
called for mass protest meetings and boycotts. Ignoring them, Curzon bulldozed ahead.
Curzon's action did more than anything to transform the Indian National Congress to a
national movement. In 191 1 East and West Bengal were reunited and Bihar and Orissa
were made a new province. The compromise appeased the Hindus of
Bengal, but,
the
Muslims.
predictably, galled

one

�

�

,

83. Related in

an

interview with Elizabeth

Lacy,

J. Waskom Pickett's

daughter. Winter,

1995.

84. In the Annual

Report of the Board of Foreign Missions of the Methodist Episcopal
Wesley Robinson wrote:

Church (191 1:228-229), John
Reference to
been

our

statistics will show the death roll for the district to have

exceptionally heavy.

eight of our workers.
their parting testimony is a legacy of

Included

...

we

must count

ill spare them here, but
sfrength and trust to this section of the infant church. The recmdescence of

We

can

severely. Not only did it come
workers, but it again stirred up the
enmity of the ignorant; and not only were our workers personally greatly
persecuted, but their work was, in places, almost entirely stopped by the
violent outbreaks of prejudice and superstition against our religion, owing to
the news being spread among the ignorant villagers that the Christians were
spreading the disease among the Hindus and Mohammedans, they
themselves being immune because of magic and necromancy.

the black

plague

last

season

affected

us

very

to the homes of our missionaries and

85. Pickett

(1980:126).

86. JWP handwritten draft for

My

Twentieth

87. JWP handwritten draft for My Twentieth
88. I have also found the
89. Pickett

(1980:51).

90. Pickett

(1980:51-53).

name

Century Odyssey.

ACA 15:1.

Century Odyssey. ACA

15:1.

spelled "Gulam Quader."

report of District Superintendent L. A. Core in the Annual Report of the
Board of Foreign Missions of the Methodist Episcopal Church (1912:210).
91

.

From the
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92. Pickett

(1980:22).

93. "God has sent

Pickett's

daughter,

me
on

my wife." From an interview with
September 23, 1995.

94. "Blond

angel": from an
daughter, on September 23,

interview with

Margaret Sagan,

Margaret Sagan,

J. Waskom

J. Waskom Pickett's

1995.

95. Pickett said that he
was

proposed "about eighteen" months after their first meeting, which
(1980:22). An entry in the Pickett's Landour guest book sets the
July 9, 1912. ACA 2:4 (Addendum).

in December 1910

exact date

as

96. Pickett

(1980:22).

97. Much of the

Stanley
Clemes,

background on the

Robinsons contained in these

W. Clemes' tribute to J. W. Robinson

with the

the little book

on

help

the occasion of the

98. Clemes

(1935:21).

99. Clemes

(1935:21).

100. Clemes

paragraphs

comes

from

(1935).
good friend of the Robinsons,
of the Picketts and other Robinson relatives and fiiends, published

bishop's

A

seventieth

birthday.

(1935:20).

(1935:19, 21). Shisham is a common hardwood of the Indian Rosewood
family. Compared with white oak, which, along with ash, was the favorite wood for
baseball bats in that era, shisham is 12 percent heavier (not an asset), 26 percent harder,
and 12 percent stronger in bending strength. It seems that shisham would have made a
good bat and would have been competitive with bats of ash, oak, or hickory made in the
U.S. Source: Woodweb and Woods of the World: Indian Rosewood, Dalbergia
101. Clemes

latifrolia.

Internet:

http://www.woodweb.com/~treetalk/Indian_Rosewood/wowhome.html.
102. Clemes
103. The

(1935:20).

pain

of that ordeal

was

poignantly shared

in letters from both Elizabeth and her

husband. ACA 1:10; 1:11.
104. This

portrait

of Elizabeth is

compiled

at the time of her death in June of 1935.

11 issues of the Indian Witness,

by friends
27 and July

from various brief tributes written

Several

were

published

in the June

65(26); 65(28).

105. This was, of course, the practice for virtually all missionary famihes. Mrs.
Robinson took the responsibility of making a home for her daughters in the hot season.
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first in Almora and, when

they were

old

enough

for school, in Naini Tal. Indian Witness,

65(26)3.
106. Letter firom J. W. Robinson to J. Edward
1894. ACA

Newsom, from Lucknow, November 27,

1:11).

Bishops in the American Methodist tradition have gone by two names: general
superintendent and bishop. Of the two, the former is the broader title, for it encompasses
churchwide, adminisfrative, and temporal duties, not just ecclesiastical and spiritual ones.
According to Methodist polity general superintendents are considered one of the pastors
in each of the churches in their charge. Together, the bishops share one general
superintendency for the whole church. It has been assumed (and required) that the
general superintendents itinerate. Their task has been viewed as an apostolic one, after
the model established by the apostle Paul and exemplified by Francis Asbury and, of
course, John Wesley whom Asbury called "an apostolic man." The work of the bishop,
then, was to be global rather than local, moving about rather than sitting still, visiting
rather than being visited. In a way, the bishop was to be a symbol of the church in
mission
the church on the move for God. Even the local preachers were kept in
motion: riding circuits; moving from appointment to appointment. Of course, the work of
the general superintendent was to superintend as well
to oversee the building up of the
churches. One key to this was the authority to appoint leaders to settings where their
particular gifts were needed, and to appoint them again as they were needed elsewhere.
But as the church's mission abroad spawned new communities of faith, the difficulties of
superintendency across oceans led, first to short-term overseas assignments for some of
the general superintendents, and, eventually, to the appointment of "missionary bishops,"
whose roles somewhat mirrored those of the general superintendents but who lacked full
connection, i.e., their sphere of influence and authority was geographically restricted.
Although some criticized the creation of an underclass of bishops, the missionary
bishop's knowledge of a specific region, its cultures, its languages, its special needs, plus
his ability to really cover the "circuit" of that region made much sense. Among the
missionary bishops for India were: James Mills Thobum (1888-1908), whom JWP had
met in Chicago; Edwin W. Parker (1900-1901), whose widow prayed for JWP following
his ordination as elder; Frank W. Wame (1900-1920), JWP's bishop in Lucknow; John E.
Robinson (1904-1920), who got JWP his interview with the Candidacy Committee;
Wilham F. Oldham (1904-1912), a missionary bishop who became a general
superintendent; and, now, John W. Robinson (1912-1920). hi 1920, the General
Conference put aside the office of the missionary bishop in favor of supervision by
resident general superintendents. This eliminated the distinction between a domestic and
foreign episcopacy. At that time, the remaining missionary bishops, including Wame and
J. W. Robinson, were elected general superintendents. For a more complete account of
the development and role of the Methodist episcopacy, on which the preceding is based,
see James K. Mathews' Set
Apart to Serve (1985). Cf "Missionary Bishops" in Harmon
(1974:1632); and Harper (1936:41-46; 124-131).
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108. The Robinsons

move

to India the

109. The Titanic struck

night

.

one

Illinois, where daughter,
would

married

on August 27, 1 891
He was a young theological
of
studies
left
at
Biblical Institute in Evanston,
Garrett
year
Ruth, would also hve while attending Northwestern. They

were

student from Iowa with

following year.
an

iceberg

and sank about 1,600 miles from New York

on

the

of April 14-15.

110. Clemes

(1935:18).

111. From Mott's Infroduction to The Continuation Committee

1912-1913

Conferences

in Asia

(1913:9).

112. Fisher

(1952:12).

113. Fisher

(1952:12).

Fiftieth Anniversary Session Report of the North India Conference
(1914:124-125). Reprinted in the Annual Report of the Board of Foreign Missions of the
Methodist Episcopal C/zwrc/z. (1913:40).
1 14. JWP in the

115. Pickett

(1980:99).

116. He mentions

Taylor,

having had the

latter two

responsibilities

dated October 21,1914. UMCA.

1 1 7. JWP handwritten memofr

(n.d.).

ACA 1:1.

in

a

letter to James M.

Chapter 4

The
"While I

Long Joumey

left India for

the

solitary reason

Home

that the British tuberculosis

expert convinced Bishop Warne that I should go, I admit that I welcomed
the chance it gave me to see my fiancee again, who was then a sophomore
in Northwestern

University.
�JWP

In

Unless

1914,

most Americans could

they were well-to-do

reduced to armchair tourists,
American

reading public

depicting

life in

lived

or

some

example,

the

missionaries,

of living in exotic lands like India.

even

the most venturesome

imagining their exploits through the writings

were

of others. The

included many such vicarious adventurers. Exotic tales

far-off Timbuktu

traveled in strange

accounts of humorous

or were

only dream

settings

customs,

were

were

in demand. Not

some

who had

only too happy to oblige with spellbinding

hungry cannibals,

following Edgar Allan

surprisingly,

Poe-like

and horrific conditions.

portrait of a beleaguered

Take, for

Lucknow

bishop.

awfully tormented with a bad case of prickly heat. He had
nearly mad by mosquitoes, fleas and bed-bugs; he had been
startled by huge muskrats running across his feet as he sat at his desk,
making cold chills creep up his back, thinking that a cobra was about to
finish him. He had been worried in his bath by big ants; he had his tea
flavored with little ants that were hidden in the sugar, and his body had been
The

Bishop

was

been bitten

campagna for an army of medium-size ants. He had thrust his foot into his
slipper to find a cold, slippery toad, or a stinging scorpion. He had a big

a

lizard fall

across

his mouth

as

he

was
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taking his

first

moming

yawn. He had
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found his

silk London umbrella riddled by mice, his steamer rug cut up
his
by moths,
writing desk inhabited by grub worms that spent their lives in
the wood and left the desk worthless. His Gladstone bag was ruined by rain
new

through the ceiling, his fountain pen stolen, and his shoes covered with
mildew; his clothes damp, almost wet, when he arose to put them on in the
moming. He cried out: "This is a beastly country. Let's go to America!"
Snakes are never supposed to come into a room at night if a light is kept
buming. The Bishop was living in the great city of Lucknow. Firstakarait
[krait] snake coiled on the wire of the lantem which was buming in the bed
room, the next moming a cobra was in the bathroom but wandered out
while he was hunting a stick. The advantage of being bitten by a karait
[krait] instead of a cobra is slight. The former is warranted to kill in twentyeight minutes and the latter in half an hour.'
Overdrawn
risks. In
his

a more

Life and

Future

as

such caricatures were,

restrained account of the

Work in India: An Account

Prospects

and

Punjab Mission of the
which found that the

careers

leamed

early,

scorpions

Waskom Pickett, it
and Waskom

were

was

in India

Especially

menacing hazards

mostly the latter.'

ordered home after

it

was

as

on

the field

on

a

few years

on

�

were

about

not

both Jones and Pickett

mostly the

former. For

Because of breakdowns in

only

average, less

almost 40 years

to health

sensationalist writers described, but,

Stanley Jones

in the

of North America,^ reported a study

clergy careers in North America lasted

stress and disease. For

health

of Indian service, Robert Stewart, in

of ordained missionaries to India lasted,

the most

new

of the Conditions, Methods, Difficulties, Results,

United Presbyterian Church

longer. However,

the snakes and

hardships

abroad did involve

Reflex Influence of Missionary Labor

than 16 years. In contrast,
80 percent

serving

the field

�

health, both Stanley

although both

also

returned.
As

Stanley described it,

"physical sag."

his

collapse

was

due to

a

"spiritual sag" leading to

a
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I

began

to feel

field of the

pressure from within and a call from without to enter this
intelligentsia of India to present Christ there.
a

�

.

This

.

.

brought
spiritual
aggravated by
that,
passed my examinations in Urdu and Hindi, my use of these
languages was confined to the surface. I couldn't feed myself spiritually by
my own preaching. I preached what I could say, not what I wanted to say.
The depths and the heights were unplumbed I preached surface
things and
my spiritual life became surface.
This spiritual sag brought on a physical sag.
My body did not throw
off disease as before, and I began to have nervous
collapses.
As a consequence, at the end of eight and a half years I was ordered
home to America on furlough. So at the end of my first term as a
missionary I ended up with a call and a collapse."
crisis, h

on a

the fact

was

while I had

�

.

.

.

.

Waskom's refreat to America
first term, he

was

diagnosed with

Even before

diseases behind

came even more

leaving

quickly when,

for the

missionary attrition,

in 1 880, the

subcontinent

was

mortality rate

triple

foreign field,

most

for

the

they were

the rate in the British

tuberculosis.* Of these, tuberculosis
came

to

completion of his

missionary recruits

same

places

knew the

diseases that struck

like India

was

were

was

people

on

the

Isles.'

malaria, dysentery, cholera, and

the best understood.

India, it had been unmasked for

some

By the

time Jones and

time. In fact, less than three

months before Waskom's arrival in Lucknow in 1910, the Indian Witness had carried

lengthy and leamed

article

on

the progress

at

far greater. For

of the wives and children of British soldiers

The most minacious maladies

Pickett

before the

.

tuberculosis.

home. However, the risk of succumbing to them in

example,

.

so

far in

understanding

and

treating it.'

a

The

report described Robert Koch's discovery of the tubercle bacilli in 1882, dispelled the

myth that

the disease

tuberculosis

as

was

"a germ

hereditary,

discussed the

practical importance

of understanding

disease," but critiqued Koch's tuberculin, which had thus far not
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lived up to its

The account also told how tuberculosis

promise.

and what to do if one got it. Still,
It showed up

regularly

even

�

in the Lai

One of the infected there
organ and
a

pumped

understanding

in

one

old

preaching

congested parts

Waskom would go there and attend to him
was

man

the bellows. He had grown up

of the poorest, most

Waskom

the disease had not

mitigated

who, each Sunday,
a

menace.

nominal Irish Catholic but had made

of E.

Stanley Jones.

The old

lived

man

of Lucknow. As his condition worsened,

through the night.'

Before

long, though,

echoing his patient's cough.

government physician who specialized in the diagnosis and
An examination and x-rays confirmed Waskom's fears. Dr.
but when there

was no

news

improvement,

he sent the young

When

Corpron,

a

British

treatment of tuberculosis.

Corpron began treating him,

preacher home "to die."'"

of Pickett's tuberculosis took everyone aback, but

Bishop Frank Wame.
to

its

it,

sat behind the

When the bellows tender died, Waskom consulted Alexander

The

ways to avoid

Bagh Church.*

was an

fresh commitment to Christ under the

spread,

none more so

Corpron reported that Waskom might have

less than

a

than

year

live, the bishop took it hard. On May 10, 1914, he entered the foUowing in his joumal:
missionaries have been ill and among others Rev. J. W.
Pickett pastor of the English church has been told by the best specialist in
India on the subject that he has tuberculosis and is being given tuberculin.
A number

[of]

our

a shock to a young man. I was saying to Edith this moming
that I had built up my life work with the consciousness that I had a healthy
body, but I do not know what would have become [of] me if, when I was 24

This is such

old, I had been told I had tuberculosis. It has not been in our family as
a family so far as I know. And yet my eldest sister died of that disease and
was one of the most terrible sufferers I have ever known. How she got it is
a mystery to me and why none of the rest of us ever got it is another
years

mystery."
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Ironically, Pickett

was

just beginning

leadership

the church

leaderless

congregation was depressed

moming
as

was

attendance had

they had

thriving. Upon his arrival,
and

declining.

three and

a

But within

half years earlier, the

months, Sunday

doubled, and the evening congregations filled the sanctuary just

under Jones." Brenton T.

summarized those

to make his mark in Lucknow. Under his

Badley,

then

a

member of the

English Church,

days:

J. W. Pickett, young as he was, soon made it evident that a real pastor had
come among the people. With his special gifts, his capacity for

organization, and his financial ability, he greatly strengthened the Church
[and] built up a membership roll that reminded one of the "good old days."
His vision and versatility, together with his gifts as a financier, as well as his
unfailing emphasis on evangelism, were all in evidence before he left
.

.

.

Lucknow."
Pickett's flock did not fail to show its
that he had been ordered back to

presented him with

a

cash

gift

America,

on

personal

Pacific

�

shipping

forcing holdups

his joumey and

than

a

dozen families and individuals

was

gift was

about to draw all of Europe into

would be immediate

�

and, for Waskom,

in port after port for the

a

war.

godsend.
The

very

retuming missionary,

both

protracting

inflating his costs.'"

Another

congregation,

more

When their pastor disclosed

for his expenses. As it tumed out, the

Austria's bombardment of Belgrade
effects

appreciation.

expression of appreciation came

who

presented

from the

special tribute

their pastor

a

few

have such

Anglo-Indian

members of the

for his support of "the

English

work."
It has been

given to

men

to

an

illustrious

career as a

missionary in so short a time. Your labor in the land of your adoption has
already received marked recognition by members of your Church and a wide
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circle of friends. The conquest of Anglo-hidia for Christ has been the allabsorbing aim and ambition of your life, and to this end all your splendid
powers of mind and soul

consecrated. No

duty has been too hard and
no cost too great.
By voice and pen you have strenuously and earnestly
desired to uplift a submerged community to their rightful position as
citizens and Christians. Your efforts in this direction have been recognized
by the Anglo-hidian community who comprise a large number of church
Your support
membership and other fiiends, who are here this evening.
in the Anglo-hidian Methodist call for a separate English conference is an
unbreakable tie which has bound not only this Church, but all Anglo-hidian
Methodists fi-om Karachi to Burma and fi-om the Himalayas to our Mission
were

.

.

.

Stations in the South.
The members of your church in Lucknow are not the only ones who say
with painfiil emotion their sad good-bye, but Anglo-hidian Methodists all
hidia join in the refrain. And

we with them earnestly desire and pray
that your sojourn and medical treatment in your native land will enable you
in God's good time to come back to hidia and take up the work you so
over

unwillingly lay dovra."
The term

of mixed

"Anglo-hidian Methodists"

European

and Indian

referred to all

extraction,'* who,

as

the tribute

the northem border country to the "mission stations in the
now

Pakistan

many
one

("Karachi")

Englishmen who

writer put

legacy to

beginning

between those who

in the country. When

south," and

even

in what is

of the British presence in India,

women

of the country, and

they died, they left

their children

England."'*
of Methodist

championed English

Methodist

said, could be found from

to India decided to make the subcontinent their home. As

generation

both India and

From the

Society of the

came

early days

it, "they settled in the country, married the

served their time and

as a

and Burma." In the

English-speaking Methodists

Episcopal

conversion of the Natives of the

Episcopal activity in India,

tension had existed

work and those who belittled it. The

Church said that its "main intent"

Country,

and

was

only incidentally to [reach

Missionary

"the

out

to]

the
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European population

in India"."

Church, felt deeply that
and

Anglo-Indians

to desert

for exclusive

inconsistent. One of the
I

Many, however, including

some

in the Lai

spiritually needy British residents,
ministry to indigenous

disappointed wrote

Bagh

domiciled

Europeans,

Indians was, to say the least,

to the Indian Witness:

unable to

comprehend how it is possible ethically or logically to justify
our church in
carrying on mission work in countries that are nominally
where
Christian,
everybody is a member of the church, and at the same time
to regard money expended in India for the salvation of exactly the same
kind of people as practically misappropriated.�

He

am

pointed out,

as

well, that it had

not

always

been

so:

When William

(afterwards Bishop) Taylor came to this country, he found a
large section of the Anglo-Indian community unevangehzed though
nominally Christian. Their godless lives made them a stumbling block in
the way of the evangelization of the heathen. Under his ministry many of
these people were converted and became towers of strength in the church.
I do not need to enlarge upon the growth of this work, how it spread into
different parts of India, &C., that is known to most of us, but
[the]
investment of men and money our church has put into this work has paid big
.

.

.

.

.

.

interest."
A handful of missionaries

Pickett among them

�

�

agreed.

One of them wrote:

surprising that many Europeans and Domiciled people in India have
a suspicion 'that the American Missionary looks down on them' when they
hear some American Missionaries say that they have been sent to India to
work between
natives and not between Europeans and Christians.
It is not

.

.

.

The writer added, "These American Missionaries make the

Community feel

that their souls and welfare

are

Europeans and Domiciled

of less value than the souls and welfare

of the natives.""
In

1907, Dr. Harvey Reeves Calkins had proposed in the Indian Witness that the

Central Conference

remedy the situation with appropriate guidelines

for

English work."
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In line with

speaking

this,

a

proposal

churches be

although there

surfaced at the Central Conference of 1912 that the

organized

was some

into

mission conference of their

a

movement on the

Waskom's support of the

proposal

missionaries. Most could not wait to

might

as

was

was

genuine

readied to leave for America,
would not

soon

the "real"

interest in their

they honored

to Lucknow's

and

concerns

him with

a

English church,

he

delighted the Anglo-Indian

and

aspirations. Now,

as

citation to remind him that

he

they

forget his support.''

missionary's departure

�

among

going

the circumstances. We pray that he may
one

silver

lining

Evanston. With the distinct

offering to

sadness

the young

over

soon

of Rev. J. W. Pickett and

be restored to

of Waskom's illness

was

engaged,

she

especially under

see

Waskom had

release her from their engagement. Ruth's
to remain

wrote in his

perfect health.'"*

the chance to

possibility of an early demise,

greatest encouragement. She wished
faith he would recover."

expressed

them. Superintendent Stanley Jones, who

conference report: "We regret the home

written to her,

English community to

surprised

Besides those in his church, many others

The

the

assigned

well be content. However, Waskom
a

materialized.'"

never

perfectly content with ministering to English

One may argue that, since he

community by taking

However,

unusual among the younger

beyond

move

work of mission, but Waskom seemed

speakers.

proposal, it

own.

English-

Ruth at

immediately

reply was

his

said, adding that she had frill
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Waskom left Lucknow for Calcutta and America

on or

about

August 2,

London, Calcutta was the largest city in the British Empire and until
been India's

The

capital.

twin

city of Howrah

west

came m.

city was

was on

the

Thomas Cook & Sons. He had

and cost of his return

�

already been

780 rupees

(about

Hong Kong. However,

that the

was now

longer

sail

at

commercial

260

dollars)

as

planned.

office, Waskom,

buildings,

sfreets lined with ethnic

open- fronted

He

vehicles and animals. There

shops,

were

ghats,

which he

tickets, he leamed

him,
was

was

unavoidable.

booked,

would, instead, have

tea

to

so

he could

tranship

ship. Along

new

stalls, and

like the streets,

at

the way

labyrinth of colorfiil

a

side

ships.

were

replete with people,

beggars, buyers, traders, travelers, religious

bathers, the river was filled with boats and ships
passenger

logistics

for passage from Calcutta to San

set out to find his

mendicants, rickshaw wallahs, bicyclists, carriages,

to

to

bazaars, places of worship, religious merchandisers, and vendors

of all kinds of food. At the river, the

clippers,

where the trains from the

when he arrived to collect his

on

The

Singapore.''

From the ticket

were

was

Hooghly River.

in touch with the agency about the

requisitioned the ship

directly to Hong Kong

Rangoon and, again,

Howrah

840 mpees. The increase, the agent told

The British government had
no

the east bank of the

two years ago had

Station, Waskom immediately asked directions

Francisco via

price

on

opposite bank.

at Howrah

Upon arriving

situated

1914. Next to

The greatest

crows, and

of every kind

congestion was

vagabond cows.

�

in the

from

Besides

fishing craft,

to tea

vicinity of the docks.
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where the

Hooghly was

found his

ship.

Waskom had

never

have been to

a

a

veritable forest of masts. Somewhere in that forest Pickett

probably never

damper,

wetter

been to

place

the wind. In

Twain

once

Calcutta, everything

remarked, "enough

therefore, that, for that

reason

It is not hard to
at sea, for

on

on

that

Germany."

day

�

he spent

night,

more

As for Waskom's

than

an

1914

August 4,

day

own

�

an

the

topic

word

�

mushy."�

was

anxious for

slightly below normal,

his temperature

was

and

on

people.

conversations,

drenching comes

humidity is,

on

know for

we

healing. By the

normal, which Waskom took

it

sure

about

evening, however,

was

as a

Waskom's temperature

a

day.

On most

elevated. That

sign that

was

And each

day he

felt

a

little better.

day

war

a

sea,

time he retired that

Waskom had

mornings,

it

evening, though,

God would heal him. On

elevated

again.

the last time. For the remainder of the joumey, the thermometer showed

degrees."

imagine,

day at

the basis of that assurance, he wrote that he fell to his knees and thanked God
The next

Mark

Waskom's first

being diagnosed with tuberculosis,

evenings,

as

in

air.

ocean

earnest talk with God. On that second

most

He may

that Great Britain had declared

been in the habit of recording his temperature three times
was

with

It is not hard to

of conversation

came

hour in fervent prayer for

he knew God's answer.'' Since

teeming

The intense

August.

doorknob

a

more

64 inches of annual

if no other, Waskom

imagine, either,

conversation he had the next

city's

sweats in

to make

place

either. He had arrived in Calcutta in the heart

of the monsoon, the time when most of the
on

a

repeatedly.

But it would be

a

constant 98.6
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Soon Waskom's vessel arrived in

outposts. After
to

some

delay,

he

Rangoon,

able to catch

was

Hong Kong awaited him. However, rough

seas

cargo boat for

connection had

Singapore

passed.'"

At that

point,

far-flung

Singapore,

where

departure

for the switch

warship

�

a

SMS Emden

warning
�

from the

he abandoned the

Crossing

route.

sea

As Pickett's frain

sped

choosing the

south

he must have been stmck

which would not

of the cargo boat about

in the area." However, at the time,

have been the main motivation for

Singapore,

skipper

on

making up

a

as

his

German

time

seems

to

overland route.'*

the 370-mile joumey from

by the exceptional

only have been apparent

ship

time of his

mainland, he caught the first train heading south, hi later years, he gave

reason

a

slowed the small boat's progress, and

time it arrived at the island port of Penang, the scheduled

by the

to the

a

another of Britain's

Penang

mix of peoples

on

to

the Peninsula,

in the variations of skin color, facial features,

dress, and languages of those milling about the stations, but would also have been

telegraphed by the depot signs,
Malay, Chinese,
have

many of which

and Tamil." hi

impressed the 24-year-old.

Orient

steamship routes,

products produced

in the

region,

on

European demand

the southem

a

names

for

were

the

population

entrepreneurial

English,

tip,

were

of just

tropical agricultural

along

the Sfraits of

vital economic centers.'*

more

than

100,000. About

population was Chinese, who had come mostly from the

of China, and who

in

strategic location on the Europe-to-the-

all of the Peninsula settlements

the northem gateway, had

percent of its

station

the number of Chinese and hidians would

Because of their

and because of the

Malacca, particularly Singapore

Penang,

particular,

displayed the

force behind the vibrant

southem

60

provinces

Malaysian economy.
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A rung lower
whom

were

on

the economic ladder

involved in

agricultural

When Waskom's train

station

probably surprised

Next to the

steamships

pineapples

covered

explanation

carried various

spices

and

to destinations in the West.

docks,

less than the fremendous

described the

single platform

waiting

and

fruits

They

rising

a

baggage

railway

simple, one-story

few feet above its

a

areas

was

and

and

In the

a

couple

that the real

docks,

and

also carried rubber."" Once he had gotten

languages

the way. Arthur M. Brilant, who visited
scene

chiefly coconuts

�

the beehive of activity there would have

variety of races

many of

indigenous Malays.''

with

for the diminutive station

fropical

�

on

the

the small size of the

Singapore,

modest clock tower

was a

building were

were

Ceylon,

center of the 217 square mile island was the docks. From those

from the station to the

witnessed

into

him. It consisted of a

of small storage sheds. The

transportation

Tamils from South hidia and

work. Farther down

pulled

building whose only ornamentation

pitched roof

were

surprised

Waskom

many more, even, than he had

�

Singapore

around the

same

time,

like this:

exclusive of the rest of the island, there
Of these not more than twenty- five are

spoken sixty-nine
spoken by more than 500
Babel
is avoided by
than
5000
persons.
persons, and only ten by more
making Malay the lingua franca. In Singapore's hotels one meets people of
all nations, bound for the remotest part of the globe, on business or pleasure
bent men and women, of all degrees.
In its streets and alleys the adventurous Occidental rubs democratic
elbows with an endless and dehghtfully kaleidoscopic procession of Malays:
Filipinos, Moros, Jawi Pekkans and Javanese from Java, Boyanese from
Bawean, Dyaks from Borneo, Achinese from northwest Sumatra, Bugis
all in picturesque sarong and baju; Chinese: Cantonese,
from the Celebes
city,
languages.

are

�

�

Teo Chews from

Swatow, Kehs from the Hakka
Straits;

Hok-Kiens from

Amoy,

country, Hylams

from the Island of Hainan, and Babas bom in the

black Madrassi and Tamils from

closely

India,

lank

shaved heads and muslin swathed

Bengalis, and Chettdies with
limbs; Cingalese, Klings from the
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Cordomandel coast, Armenians, Arabs, Parsees, Jews, Hindus,

Japanese,

Burmese, Siamese, Persians, Egyptians, Aimamese, Afghans,
Somalilanders, and other races/'
Colorful

departure point

as

the street

for his

was, J. Waskom Pickett's focus

scene

When at last he located

ship.

it, the slip

feared, the vessel for which he had purchased his ticket
time.**' Fortunately, though, he
that had docked there

on

speed

run

for it. While

their second

day at
SMS

as

sea,

a

German

Emden).'^^

captain, knowing that

British

on a

ship

The

warship appeared on
signal

British cruiser

a

radioing repeatedly for help,

into view, it tumed

came

Waskom arrived

was

Pickett's

to

was

stop flew

nearby,

steamed full

ship

There was, however,
San Francisco

class passage

on

on

After

safely in Hong Kong

August 28,

on

a

16 for the next

September

Japanese ship, Tenjo Maru,

September

it. Still, how would he get from

nearly a week's wait,

50-mile side

trip

to

ship

�

and

a

Friday. But, though his

days

Soochow

(Suzhou)

that

was

option,

he

was

uncertain.
to sail for

purchased

second-

Hong Kong to Yokohama?

Waskom boarded

for passage to

even

in Yokohama, which

14. Since that seemed the best

he would have to wait several

a

away.""

in port, its voyage had been cancelled. Moreover, Waskom leamed that he

would have to wait until

took

Hong Kong

on

ahead in the cruiser's direction. The German vessel gave chase, but when the

British man-of-war

ship

empty. As he had

two weeks before had sailed

obtained passage to

(which he mistakenly identified

from her foremast, but Pickett's
decided to

finding the

unexpectedly.

According to Pickett,
the horizon

soon

was

was on

a

Japan,

British vessel to

upon

where Bertha

arriving

Attaway,

in

Shanghai. Since
Shanghai,

who

as a

he

student
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had lived with the Picketts in

Shanghai,

Waskom sailed to

Asbury classmates
where

a

was

teaching

Nagasaki where,

ran a

emerged

help

him. However, the

man

From

college.

until earlier that year, two

from the Kobe station onto

the driver to go. He

signaled

Methodist

a

more

by rail

of his

to Kobe

home for missionaries."'

been unable to find anyone in the station who
and

in

had been stationed. From there he went 350 miles

friend of his father
Waskom

Wilmore,

hoped he

pulling

a

street filled with

He climbed into

spoke English.

would

see a

people.

European

or

a

He had

jinrikisha

American who could

the rickshaw assumed he wanted to go to

a

house of

prostitution.
Finally,

Waskom

puller to stop. Catching
someone? I

am a

The

man

spotted

missionary

intermpted

After two

in westem clothes. He

up with the man, Waskom

Methodist

stopped the very man

someone

signaled

asked, "Can you help

the rickshaw

me

find

from India."

him. "Are you Waskom Pickett?" he asked. Waskom had

for whom he

was

days, Pickett went

who invited him to stay with his

looking."*

on

family.

to

Tokyo.

He

was

The stay would

met

drag

by a senior missionary

on

for ten

days."'

Waskom

got word almost immediately that the Tenjo Maru 's departure from nearby Yokohama
had been

last

one

delayed.

Over the next few

days,

indefinite. Rumor had it that the
of the

two

more

Tenjo Maru might

given. First,

owners were

afraid of German cmisers in the area."*

Japan's

declaration of war

on

engines

Germany on

23

was

were

Probably the

August."'

announced, the

not sail for weeks. Two

out of commission.

reasons were

one

postponements

fear

Second, the ship's
was

fueled

by
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Waskom

sought

delay, they advised

the counsel of his hosts. Based

him to transfer to the Pacific Mail's

for San Francisco. The

change

of ships would

on

the indefmiteness of the

Mongolia,

which

require buying a first-class

additional cost of about 75 dollars, but the alternative would

probably be

also headed

was

ticket at

a

an

protracted

wait.'"
Waskom's circuitous route to

one

thing,

a

young

his parents. But,

more

husband,

come

Wilcox,

two years later. Until

had

come

recently,

was

responsibility of helping her

Because

he had

been

so

to

Malaysia

as a

^no

�

on

for the first time since
health

leaving

improved remarkably.

on

the

lay missionary in

doubt

a

was

Mongolia

1910. She

was

herself unwell,

so

was

and

delays,

Waskom

actually underway on

able to relax and think extended

Lucknow. The
He leamed how

were

Waskom

divinely-appointed responsibility."

busy coping with cancellations

the open ocean, he

sailing

and she and her child

quite suddenly,

unable to focus upon his arrival in America until he

Magnolia. There,

For

and her ten-month-old child. Mrs. Wilcox's

forced to retum to her home in Ohio. Mrs. Wilcox

took the

vexing but providential.

she and her husband had been involved in work

in West Bomeo, but her husband had died
now

ship

Waskom leamed that also

[Rita Kinzly Wilcox]

Berton Oliver

a

he met onboard tumed out to be his second cousin and knew

significantly,

Mrs. B. O. Wilcox

was

had

woman

finding

long Pacific

voyage did him

was

the

thoughts

good.

remarkably when he debarked in

His

San
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Francisco and,

provided

free

as

by the

instructed

checkups

for

Board of Foreign

Missions, called

on a

doctor who

missionaries.

retuming

"Who told you that you have tuberculosis?" the doctor asked after he had

listened to Waskom's

lungs.

Waskom retrieved the

envelope containing his

x-rays. The doctor scmtinized

images

and admitted, "Well, you

certainly had

taken. But

something has happened

since then." Even so, he cautioned Pickett to

the

his health

careftiUy in

Waskom's
and

the

for

exfraordinary improvement

bringing

funds for clinics,

doctors,

nurses

establishing

advanced

He

developed

a

and

when these

and medicines. He

ensuing recovery would

lifelong

modem medicine to India. He

hospitals

was

was

interest in the

were

guard

teaching hospitals. Indeed,

healing

a

deep

arts and

a

recmiting the best

relentless in

renowned

have

in his efforts to find

indefatigable

and technicians for service in the field. And he

Indian

case

coming months.''

enduring impact upon him.

passion

an

was

instmmental in

missionary

surgeon Charles

Perrill, who knew Pickett well, would say in refrospect that Waskom Pickett probably did
more

than any other

single

individual of his time to advance the

cause

of medical

missions in South Asia."
From San

Pickett

was

Episcopal

serving

Francisco, Waskom made his way to Topeka, Kansas where Deets
as

Research

Secretary for the Temperance Society of the Methodist

Church. When he got there, Deets handed him

Taylor of the Foreign Mission Board. Taylor

raising meeting

in Boston. Waskom

a

letter from Dr. James M.

wanted Waskom to

replied that he

would be

participate

in

happy to oblige

a

fiind-

if his
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expenses

were

covered but that he felt unwise to undertake any extensive work for

months. All the same, he added: "I feel like
From

were on

a new

furlough." Perhaps it was

that Waskom had returned to America due to

was

years, local
was

On the way, he
that

surprised, though delighted,
voting

officials

were

Ruth and her parents who

stopped

even

willing to

at the North India Annual Conference

"limg

From Evanston, Waskom headed for St.

convalescing."

see

from them that Waskom leamed that his friend Fred

Perrill, district missionary in Arrah, had reported

do his

few

man."'"

Waskom traveled to Evanston to

Topeka,

a

and other affections."'*

Florida where he

Augustine,

in Wilmore. It

though he

was

planned

to

election time and he

had been away for

more

than four

let him cast his ballot.'* His stay in Wilmore

brief, however, for the Pickett family no longer lived there. Father and mother

Pickett, and "the little Picketts,"
moved to St.

Augustine,

When Waskom
who had been

traveling

as

L. L. sometimes called

Waskom's destination.

arrived, he

since

April

greeted by his

was

was

due back in

home for the fiiU month of December."
Anastasia Island where his father owned
rented the cabins to
The

people who

plan was

Waskom read and

was

a

recuperated,

mother and brothers. His

few

days.

Waskom would be

a

large parcel

wanted to hunt

or

fish

for Waskom and Willard Lee to

cooking. They would keep
specialties

them, had, during his absence,

turtle made

an

on

remain at

nearby

of land and six small cabins. L. L.

on

the island.

lodge

their dishes and utensils separate.

large

planned to

recuperating

in

Willard would tend to his small

turtle soup. One

He

father,

adjacent
garden

Among

cabins. While

and do most of the
Willard' s

ample enough batch to

feed the
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whole

family back
as

game

well, for

next door to find

hi

and other
While in

the mainland.

on

one

night

Willard

Waskom

standing

but he

America, he hoped

several schools,

none were

felt that his tuberculosis

to take

ill at

seminary

to his

presented too big

to

Taylor, whose letter he

South America but

Missions.

was

was now

Taylor wanted to

agreeable but

a

resting up. Then,

assigned to

soon

taking advantage

come

He rushed

his

preaching

theological training.

although he applied to
improved health, they

risk.*'

briefly in

Cincinnati with

Topeka. Taylor had been

a

missionary

the New York office of the Board of Foreign

recmit Waskom for

of his

one

plan was

to

fiind-raising

spend the

after the first of the year, he would

South. He would stay in the South until summer, thus
also

But

courses.

coming. Despite

had received in

not until summer. His

sleep by a gunshot.

his lack of formal

ease over

On his joumey fi-om Evanston, Waskom had met
James M.

to hunt other

program of self-education in

a

upon

some

agreeable

equipped

lifeless wild cat that had gotten into his room.*"

over a

was

was

startled from his

was

hidia, Waskom had embarked

pastoral skills,

Willard

Apparently,

teams. Waskom

last two months of 1914

begin deputation work

avoiding

in the

the winter cold, while

of his and his father's many contacts with Southem pastors. Then,

summer, he would join

Taylor

for up to

a

year. After

that, in the

summer

of 1916,

he would retum to India with Ruth.
Waskom also discussed with

Holiness camp

meetings.*'

He

Taylor the possibility of visiting

proposed

to describe the

called "mass movements," in which thousands

were

some

exciting potential

coming

of the

of hidia's

into the church. He

so-

was
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convinced that,
work in

mass

The
the

once

informed, holiness people would be eager

movement

previous January at

J. O.

that it

not

was

yet

caste

there.

meeting

a

Denning

heard the

also

provided

gospel.*"

'mass

detailed

firom

Fred M. Perrill in

momentum

was

village to village

the Chamars.**

of the

mass

responding to

still

was

movement that

was

turning to Christ,

caste

in that

are

Gospel

baptized

community

the second year in

at

is

one

for the

having

that

had

success

along

time, and this

somewhat

a row

masses

rapidly,

Denning had

this

we

offered

it. It

was

apparent fi"om his report that the movement's

that it continued to be restricted to

described how Chamars themselves

were

a

caste known

as

the initiators:

they meet in the bazaars and in their social gatherings they talk of their
religion and of what the Padris have taught them and in that way people of
new villages come to leam something of Christ and are anxious to leam
more. Often people firom new villages where our workers have never
visited, and know only what they have heard fi-om their converted relatives
and fiiends, come to the missionary and beg for baptisms.*'
As

The first

come

experience

in their work among

right there

a

a

movement in his district and the work of H. J. Schutz and

increasing but

Denning

masses were

same

a new

definition of the movements. He cautioned

But he added: "Where the

movement.'"*' This

description

a

example,

Conference, Pickett had heard

of the Tirhoot District, describe

lines, and whole villages of the

spreads

focus of much discussion in hidia. For

of the North hidia

incorrect to say that hidia's

even

movement

call

the

Denning, superintendent

developing

support missionary

areas.*'

movements were the

mass

to

of the Methodists with conversion movements in hidia had

small group called Mazhabi

Sikhs, first contacted in 1859

in Moradabad where, in 1914, the North India Conference

was

celebrating

its
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fiftieth

anniversary.** However,

than that. In all likelihood, the
movement.

lineage

to

conversion movements, themselves,

Syrian

Likewise, almost all the

a mass

movement.

Church of South India

from

a

strong

mass

Roman Catholics in India could trace their Christian

Early Protestant

among the Sambavars and Nadars

came

much older

were

conversion movements had occurred

(then known

as

Shanars) in Tinnevelly

and South

Travancore, among the Oraons and Mudas in Chota Nagpur, among the Churas in the

Punjab,

and among the Mala and

movements

were

not

happened

even on

expressing the

was

groups of the achute

served in Lucknow, and

knowledge

Andhra Pradesh.*' All these

(Untouchables) who

details and

potential

all church papers and in

missionaries with

focused

on

English work,

experience

in

of the movements, for

lively debates

they

were

Waskom had

mass

movement

were

not

most of the Pacific Island

at

they were

was

well

discussed at

practically every missionary

individually acquainted with

Waskom became

Conversion movements

pointed out,

having

of these conversion movements. Nevertheless, he

gathering. Moreover, early on,

has

now

in groups at the bottom of the hidian social ladder. In fact,

the ladder! It

acquainted with the
length in the

in what is

desire to become Christians.'"

Having
little firsthand

Madigas

several

areas."

unique

to the Indian context. As Alan

Christians

came

to faith in Christ that

Tippett

way.''

Nonetheless, the remarkable rise of Protestant conversion movements in India beginning
in

Tinnevelly in 1802, but especially in the

understandably championed

as

late 1800s and

the subcontinent's most

early 1900s,

consequential

was

missional

development." Certainly the numbers coming into the church were unlike anything the
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missionaries had

experienced before,

hi the

Punjab,

in the decade

preceding 1914,

total number of Christians increased from 37,000 to 163,000. hi 1914
were aware

of 15,000 who wanted

in the Delhi

baptism

area.

Disfrict, 1,000 Chamars had been baptized,

there

conversion movements in the

growing

were

fields. Similar interest in

Presidency,

in

Christianity

Hyderabad,

Vizagapatnam

in parts of Maratha country, in

two

hi the south of India,

Telugu, Tinnevelly,

existed in the

alone, Methodists

During the previous

years in the Tirhoot

the

Coorg,

and Travancore

district of the Madras

and in the North Lushai

Hills.'"
The term "mass movements"

Later, probably due

collectively as
there

was no

"the

single

development.

to the number of

mass

or

persuaded

�

unified

mass

movement. Each

and

a

to group conversions until

usually by one

or more

of their

same

local

was

methods used in

when

new

movements

something was already underway

�

areas

the

of them

were

origin
or

and

in which groups

evangelize. However,

were

appearing,

systematic

Christianity.

where resuhs

1892."

came

ready to

for the most

slowly,

one

shift their focus

when the shifts occurred,

something generated

from within the groups in

opening move was

no

were

Westem

emerged. However,

decision-making process. Therefore,

happening. Always,

distinct in

developments

�

did

spoke

movements

to embrace

own

preachers

some

planned, orderly,

time." The missionaries and their co-workers

energies

collective

in any

phenomenon spread

they were spontaneous,

part, they employed the

applied

emerging movements,

missionaries and their teams of Indian

person at

not

movement."'* But although new

Nor did the

way. On the confrary,

was

a

outsider could take credit for what

from within

(or above!).'*

was
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By the time

Waskom Pickett returned to America in 1914, there

depressed-class Christians."
areas

agreed

What is more, missionaries

there could be many

Thousands who wished to be

The bottleneck

more.

baptized had to

working

was a

in

were a

mass

movement

of personnel.

shortage

be put off because there

million

not

were

enough

workers to instruct them.*"

Waskom's

capitalizing

bishop,

movement

on mass

than 30,000 converts

financial

help

to

Frank Wame,

a

year

support

opportunities.*'

came

more

baptize

more, he

workers in

admitted; however,

people you were not equipped

Picking up

on

In the two decades

mass

were

risks in

on a

some

tested,

as,

"Would you cry for
could not train and

Mohammedanism
This

was

plea

for

wamed about

baptizing large numbers

of

mass

movements.

consequent "heathenizing" of the church, Wame

new

behevers in

adequate
a

means

was

to

vulnerable state if their

doubtless, it would be. "What would YOU do?" Wame asked.

help?
mn

as

a

more

physically possible

missionaries criticized the

instmct them and nurture them would leave the

were

bishop

It would be

concemed for the converts themselves. To receive them without

faith

In

superintendency.

movement areas, the

people waiting."*'
there

following 1904,

to catechize.

that very point,

But while their fears focused

of the foremost advocates of

into the church under his

"the grave seriousness of keeping these
to

was one

Would you go

the risk of later

happened

the

on

and

having

baptize unlimited

all your Christians swept off in

in North Afiica in the

predicament Waskom proposed

and in churches. But he would

keep

his

numbers whom you

early Middle Ages?."*'
to accentuate at the camp

presentation positive.

It would include

meetings
a

word of
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encouragement (God
funds and workers

bright

was

was

already visibly at work),

pressing

and

plain),

and

a

a

word of promise

for millions to enter the church in the next few

Besides the controversy the
Methodist
church

Foreign Mission

membership

Board's

in India

was

then

recruit

of the mission board's best

one

retuming missionaries

Although he
Waskom felt well

kickoff banquet

like Pickett who

to be in

Taylor was depending

Elmira,

needs

(those

for

was

given the

threefold

that could not be met out of the

for contributions. The

larger communities,

plan was

to close

on

along with the

a

New York

on

similar

building a

James M.

fund-raising campaign.

January 29.

To

keep

costs

The

down,

missionary meetings along

of providing

a mass

to

winter,*" by mid- January

meeting

area

inspiration, enumerating

regular mission board budget),

with

quick

reputation.

to hold services at each church for two

day three

was

Taylor

of several teams scheduled to visit

goal

fact

faster than the

of such efforts, and he

upon Waskom to arrange for several
one

also added to the

expand appeal efforts.

were

New York

the way. Once in New York, he would join

churches. Each team

advancing

had resolved to stay in the South for the

enough to join Dr. Taylor

was

was

organizers

seemed

crunch. The fact that Methodist

from the poorest of the poor,

American base of support, made it necessary to

need for

(the prospects

generated, they

perennial financial

coming

(the

years).

movements

mass

that, worldwide, the missionary work of the church

was

word of opportunity

and

asking

days and,

in

of those who had been in

attendance. Therefore, team members would need three addresses.*'
For

his best

Pickett, this

gifts.

was more

Waskom had

than

already sat

a

campaign:

it

was an

opportunity to

at the feet of one master fund-raiser

�

hone

one

his father.

of
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L. L.

Pickett, whose efforts helped keep Asbury College

afloat in the

early years.

Now he

would have the chance to observe the methods of another seasoned solicitor. And
letter

following

shows, Taylor was

Now Waskom I

am

more

than

as

the

ready to impart his expertise.

going to speak very

frank with you for I believe you will

appreciate it. I have had years of experience in Missionary Meetings and
the [Mission Board] Secretaries, especially the older ones, tell me their
experience
sermons

the

has been much the

same as

my own,

namely: Missionary

is not the

thing.

thing. Begging money and lambasting the people is not
But short addresses filled with facts and incidents giving the

audience

an

the heart

showing

illuminated version of the Field and
that resuhs

inspiration that gladdens

be had when money and lives

can

are

invested.
You will often be limited to 20
at the session. Have

speakers
(up-to-date)

on

or

25 minutes where there

hand the best

possible

are

other

store of information

India, and with this the most telling incidents expressing
both the needs of the people [and] their eagerness for God after they are
saved.**
In

at

on

March, Waskom participated in the First State Convention of Methodist Men

Columbus, Ohio. The convention, which began

wound up

attended

parade

Friday, registered 3,456 paid delegates.

as

well, but they were

not

a

St. Patrick's

All of them

registered. Thursday noon

and marched to the State House. A

bands, and

on

Day (Wednesday) and

were men.

the

A few

delegates formed

squad of Methodist police officers,

drum corps joined them. When

they arrived, they assembled

on

R.

Challenge

of To-day."

Among

the

speakers were

a

two brass

the State

House steps where the Govemor addressed them.*' The theme of the convention
"The

women

such well-known leaders

was

as

John

Mott, George Sherwood Eddy, and William F. Oldham. Taylor and Pickett each gave

brief "Messages firom the

surprisingly,

Foreign Field," Taylor representing

Waskom stmck the

mass

South America. Not

movement theme. He told the

assembly that.
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initially,

the Methodists had sent missionaries to scattered locations in India but had

little attention to the
of this

change

until recent times. He then summarized the

masses

paid

stunning results

of focus.

In the last

quarter of a century

Methodist Church has grown from nine
three hundred thousand members. Last year more than

thousand to

nearly

thirty-seven

thousand converts

our

baptized by Methodist missionaries and
Dr. Rockwell Clancy crossed the Ganges

were

their Indian associates. Years ago
River and baptized our first Methodist convert in Northwestern India. To
day we have in that territory the Northwest India Conference with a
Christian
we

community

have tumed about

to other

eighteen thousand

of our

baptized

that 37,000

.

.

we are

people

by no

were

meeting

means

our

more,

opportunity in

baptized by our ministers

ministry of the Word."*' However,
said the young

with the

help

were

denied

tragic

baptism

and the

preachers

say, "Give us money to train and support
and to establish schools and churches, and within a decade we

will have

more

Waskom

was

in

intimately

Methodists in India than there

pressed

Wichita,

on

with his

Kansas for

a

deputation work.
convention

Missionary Movement. There, he received
explaining that,
expecting

due to

a

that

of the American churches, that could all

are

in America."

Bishop

Wame says, "Double the amount of money you give to India and
Annual Conferences will win a million souls to Christ within ten

were

over

missionary.

Men who know India

1915, he

although

India. It is

last year, but it is

several times that nimiber who wanted to become Christians

change,

or

converts there

missions.**

"Yet," said Pickett, ".

glorious

of one hundred and fifteen thousand

a severe

shortage

a

Late in the year,

one

of our

years."'"

on

November 1,

sponsored by the National Laymen's

letter from the Board of Foreign Missions

of personnel in the North India Conference,

request for his immediate retum."

they
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Waskom
to India the

was

ambivalent about the prospect. He had set his heart

following August

his retum in order to insure
to review his

good reason
who
he

was

on

retuming

with Ruth. Moreover, his doctor had advised him to

delay

full recovery. Waskom knew now, however, that there

a

plans.

He

immediately wrote

to

Bishop

was

William F. Oldham,

then attached to the Methodist Mission Board's New York office, hi his letter,

weighed

the pros and

cons

of an

early retum

to hidia.

My friends advise me not to retum until next year. My home folks will
sfrongly oppose it. The last physician who examined me wamed that I
ought to be very carefiil with myself and that I should by no means retum

to

hidia this year.

However, the threat against my lungs
have had

seems

to have

serious cold for months and feel better and stronger
previously felt since I started for hidia.

have

I

disappeared.

no

now

than I

If I could stay here until next August I would then be perfectly well and
a reserve of sfrength that would be invaluable to me, probably.

would have
But

might
Waskom also

expects

to

together.

they

suffer

are

tragically short

greatly.''

expressed reservations
in June and

graduate
I would

of men and if I should not retum the work

prefer to

see

had

we

her

about

or

making

hoped we

a

decision without Ruth.

"My fiance

could be married and make the

at least have time to leam her views before

trip

out

a

decision is made.""
Before the week

was

North India Conference had

requesting his

out, Waskom heard that the

come.

immediate return.'" He

November 8, Waskom wrote to Dr.
Dr.

Bishop

Taylor

J. E. Robinson had sent
to be

assigned to

a

from the

cablegram

the Moradabad School." On

for advice.

local expert diagnostician declares that my lungs are now
I also feel in well-nigh perfect condition. But it is only for the last

Purvis,

alright.

was

anticipated word

six weeks

a

or so

that I have felt

so

well.

...

Dr. Coole

strongly advises

me
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stay here until

to

too, but do
on

not

I will

going

next

forbid

The local doctors incline to that

August
me

opinion
My people sfrongly oppose it and if I insist
go directly in the face of my father's

to go.

probably have

to

opposition.'*
Waskom

clearly stated his personal preference

suggested

might

to

Taylor that,

if his

intercede for him with

deputation

Bishops

and

to remain in the States until

He

August.

fund-raising work warranted it, Taylor

Wame and

Oldham,

to whom he would also be

writing that day."
hi his letter to

Waskom restated the

Bishop Oldham,

reasons

for his reluctance

and added:
I have not been home since last

January when

I started north from Florida to

join
Taylor in his work in the Ehnira, N.Y. District, and my people feel
that I have not rested very much. My mother's health is not good now and
D.

she would

greatly regret

hi his letter to

Wame, he

the states until

August."
reprieve.

He

direct in

was

but in Wilmore. Because Ludie

and L. L. had moved north

days

departure.'*

was even more

Waskom got his

however,

my

after Christmas with

again,

a

bad

where

cough.

expressing his preference to remain

also able to visit his

Day's

was

�

health had been

they would remain.
It

family

not from the

so

not in

poor in

in

Florida,

Florida, she

Waskom arrived home three

tuberculosis, however, but "la

grippe."'��
On the

day he

altemative to the

August

to work

appealing,

arrived in Wilmore,

fund-raising

as

circuit. He

proposed

"a kind of sub-assistant

both because young Pickett

Taylor wrote

a

letter

that Waskom

deputy secretary."""

was wom

offering

out from the

come

The

wear

Waskom

an

to New York until

proposition

was

and tear of travel and.
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also, because "it would afford
past year in

valuable

a

Student Volunteer

way."'"'

Avenue in

About 15

an

were

on a

welcome

That

A few

meeting.

SIX MONTHS LATER

Ruth Robinson

me a

days

very hot

later he

July 27,

fathers, along with

officiated. The

took

wedding

Kentucky.'""

followed

Their

weeks in

by two

place

Kong

on

also
The

the familiar

weathering

a

headquarters

and

Sherman

on

while

on

fiirlough.

minister.

two of

Dr. T. P.

Frost,

two-day stay at Mammoth Cave,

Wihnore, thus "making it possible," said Pickett, "for my

acquainted with

they would

one

another."'"'

rendezvous with Ruth's parents, the mother-in-law and

an

Badley,

alunmus of Asbury

Empress of Japan}^'^

and Ruth

College.'"*

From there

Hyneman,

On

typhoon

desertion of the

on

the China Sea

ship's stokers,

(one day);

which meant

a new

missionary to

August 24, they sailed

they sailed to Colombo

for

India

Hong

but not before

�

delays: ship's engine repairs (six-days);
a

wedding was

the local Methodist

honeymoon began with

sister-in-law of missionary Ted
was

for New York.'"'

Wihnore, Waskom and Ruth made their way to Vancouver, British

Columbia. There

who

Asbury

at 6:30 p.m. Around 9:00 p.m., Ruth and Waskom

home-folk and my home-maker to become
From

as

bags

to the

spoke

present, including the Robinsons, L. L. and Deets Pickett, and

Ruth's classmates. Both

left for

using

supplement my work of the

Thursday-Waskom Pickett

married at Evanston, Illinois. The
were

his

packed

1916-a

and

Waskom

Sunday, January 9,

apartment the Robinsons

were

experience

a

late

departure (three days);

holdup

in

Singapore (one day);

navigating with something

less than

a

and

fiiU
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head of steam.'"*

Upon crossing the

frain for Lucknow. The
then

spend

final

leg

a

ending

began.

initial

the

can

glimpse

panoramas, not

of their

as

at the

villages

new

close-ups

a

attested to

a

points,

(English),
played

and

place

that is all frains

was

all

great

they had
even

�

(baseball

pew, and

as

their train

sprinted

of service

can

offer.

provided

the

but

�

only

a

glimpse.

Speeding trains

close-ups

deliver

the chance to

�

they got. Nevertheless, both the wide-angles

contrast between the India to which

come.

to

a

The Methodist

Kentucky boy.

(holiness,

and

tennis),

organ). Bihar,

different India that would take

of anticipation

sense

unsought

toward Arrah. The view from the train afforded them

embraced familiar issues

(pulpit, lectern,

to America and

conversation, sip local tea, and breathe local smells. Yet,

very

been familiar

familiar games

circle, for his two-year ellipse

The station stops

snapshot

and the India from which

many

to see old fiiends and rest up before the

and Ruth's

province

they do,

close-ups.

stations,

full

come

imagine his

observe local dress, hear local

the

long enough

a

days.'"' They would

rails that had taken him to Calcutta when the

same

fields and

Blurring foregrounds

even

�

Waskom had

on

One

through Bihar's
an

Waskom and Ruth boarded

of their journey.""

was

detour

Ceylon,

via Manmaud, would take them two

week in Lucknow

fronically,
back

trip,

channel from

some

on

they were going

community of Lucknow had,

It had

employed

a

worshiped with

the other

time to know.

hand,

was

familiar

at

familiar tongue

abstention from alcohol, and the

and

and

like),

furnishings

another world,

a new

and
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Ruth Robinson Pickett in 1916
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CHAPTER 4: NOTES

1. Pickett

(1980:19).

1.

in A. E. Rassmann's With Jesus in India 's

Quoted

Rassmann

first

gives

the

source as

"Bishop's

Conversion"

Jungles. (19217:149-150)
by Maxwell; he does not give

a

name.

2. Stewart

(1899:364).

3. That is not to say that Jones escaped physical illness. He didn't! For example, in
1914 Stanley was a patient in Miraj, in a famous hospital operated by the Presbyterians.
He had been

operated on twice for a ruptured appendix and for subsequent adhesions.
After the first operation (in Lucknow), he got tetanus (1968:84-85). Afl:er the second (in
Miraj), the wound became infected. See Jones' letters to The Pentecostal Herald,
January 27, 1915, p. 4, and February 3, 1915, p. 10; see also Jones' autobiography, A
Song ofAscents (1968:344). However, it is the stress of overwork and a subsequent
spiritual drain that Jones emphasizes in his spiritual autobiography (1968:86-87). As he
put it in a letter, "The East drags and pulls on the soul." Letter fi-om Jones to The
Pentecostal Herald, April 21, 1915, p. 10.
�

4. Jones

(1968:86-87). Although Jones laid the emphasis on a "spiritual sag" (in keeping
with the nature of his autobiography), it was also the case that he was very much
overworked. For example, many of his letters in the summer of 1914 spoke of the extra
load he had been asked to take on. "I have now the regular work of three men," he wrote
in one of them. And he added, "We have taken no vacation [fi-om the summer heat] this
year." Letter to The Pentecostal Herald, December 9, 1914, p. 10. (Note: Although the
letter appeared in December, it may have been written as early as the previous
September.)
5. MacMillan

(1988:86).

6. Cures remained

elusive, and for many diseases the

causes

remained inscrutable too.

For

example, the experts suggested, but were not sure, that dysentery was connected with
sudden changes in temperature. And cholera, some medical detectives suspected, came
fi-om

and fi-uit, while others wamed that towns and bazaars with poor
sanitation seemed to be "the earliest seats" of the disease. Although malaria transmission

impure water

through the mosquito

had been

only available remedy remained the one
introduced more than 250 years before the ingestion of quinine. And although the cause
of tuberculosis was now known and new treatments were in the works, most of those who
were infected, still died. Cf Murdoch (1889:53-54, 60).
established,
�

7. Indian Witness

4\i36):4-5.

the
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8. JWP, hand-written

autobiographical

notes.

9. JWP, hand-written

autobiographical

notes. ACA 13:15.

10. Recounted

by Ruth Pickett

in

a

ACA 13:15.

letter to Dr.

11. Personal joumal of Bishop Frank W.

Wilhams, June 17, 1950. UMCA.

Wame, May 10, 1914. A copy of the pages

containing Wame's reflections on Pickett is in Appendix A. I found the hand-written
joumal in the archives of the Methodist Center in Mumbai [Bombay], India in March of
1996. However, the joumal, along with the rest of the contents of the archives, was
scheduled to be moved soon afterwards to Leonard Theological College in Jabalpur.
12. JWP, hand-written autobiographical notes. ACA 13:15. JWP gives
growth of the church (1980:19), though they differ somewhat from those

figures for the
pubhshed by the

example, compare JWP's numbers with the statistical table in the
Annual Report of the Board of Foreign Missions of the Methodist Episcopal Church for
1910. P. 222. (The report for 1914 does not contain a comparable statistical table.)
Nevertheless, it is clear that the church grew steadily and substantially during Pickett's
tenure as, for example, the cited quotation from Brenton T. Badley affirms (1931 :95).
mission board. For

13.

Badley (1931:95).

14. Pickett

(1980:19).

15. The Pentecostal

Herald, December 9, 1914,

p. 9.

"Anglo-Indian" has been a moving target. When Warren Hastings coined
the term in the 1700s, an Anglo-Indian was simply a British resident of India. However,
by Pickett's time, its meaning had begun to change. The new meaning got official status
in Lord Harding' s census of 1 9 1 1 Gradually that meaning became the primary one.
hicreasingly, although not exclusively, the term "Anglo-hidian" was reserved for
someone with both British (or other European) and Indian background who spoke
Enghsh, dressed English, and called England home, although they may never have been
there. This use of the term had its roots in the proliferating race prejudice of the British
in India during the nineteenth century. In the hierarchy of that era, the British "varnas"
included the British at the top, Anglo-Indians (or "Eurasians") in the middle, and Indians
at the bottom. More subtle gradations existed too. For those in polite society, such as
those with whom Pickett had dined at the Govemor's mansion, to be really English you
had to be British twice over: by birth and by original surroundings (Chailley, 1910:
534-535). Judith Brown (1994:98) describes this "polite society":
In the later nineteenth century a distinctive new imperial life-style also developed
even in the
among the British in India. The new mlers exported and re-created,
most isolated parts of India, a culture and life-style fashioned in upper middleclass Britain. It was a hfe free from manual exertion, dependent on Indian
servants for its smooth fiinctioning. It was meticulous in its codes of dress and
16. The term

.
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manners, of elaborate social

courtesy, and of appropriate behavior in relations
between dominant and subordinate, male and female. It surrounded itself as far as
possible with all the domestic trappings of British hfe at home, even to the extent
of dressing for dinner in the jungle
.

Interestingly, even that stratum knew a further, internal, social hierarchy. Not
surprisingly, then, some also wanted to distinguished between light-skinned Anglohidians and dark-skinned ones, suggesting that only the latter be called Eurasians
(Gaikwad 1967: 42-43; 173-174).
Ironically, this racial distancing by the British elite of the Anglo-Indian was,

as

Judith Brown put it:
a far cry from the social life of their
had Indian wives and

eighteenth-century ancestors, some of whom
mistresses, and had delighted in Indian culture and habits,

from the

exquisite achievement of Indian
pleasures of dancing girls or the hookah,

art and

literature to the earthier

the 'hubble-bubble'

pipe companionably

shared among friends. (1994:98)
In fact, there was even some monetary incentive for Britishers to marry Indian women.
The East India Company wanted the Anglo-Indian community to grow (Hedin 1934:

167). First, they felt

that the mixed

endure the intense heat of the

offered

a

offspring of such couples

would better be able to

and local diseases; and, second, Anglo-Indians
solution to the difficulties of good communication between two vastly different

languages

and cultures

summer

(Moore 1986:3, 8).

As time went on, Anglo-Indians gradually developed a sense of self-identity,
community, and socio-political assertiveness that helped insure a certain level of
education and government employment. However, they were clearly and consistently
stereotyped as second-class citizens. Britishers took them to task for their cohesiveness
and resistance to assimilation.
look

and

They

faulted their dress, hairstyles, over-use of cosmetics
They fiorther criticized them for putting

their diet.

(to
English),
family before the individual, allowing arranged marriages (although that was not their
usual practice), and deferring to the group in decision-making (Gibson 1987:268).
more

even

But the discrimination did not

incongruous twist,

the

British,

who

stop with verbal criticism. It

went fiirther. In

an

critical of the Hindu caste system, embraced
adopting the policy that the only proper

were so

the role of dominant caste themselves

by

occupations
Anglo-Indians
government jobs like working for the railways, or the
postal and telegraph services, or the customs office. In limiting the opportunities to these
low-paying jobs, the British ironically opted for a position not very unlike that of
for

were

Brahmans who held that Chamars

Sikhs

were

meant to be leather-workers

or

that Mazhabi

ordained to be sweepers.
As a result of this hubristic British stance, not only were educational and job
possibilities for Anglo-Indians restricted, but community self-esteem was dealt a blow.
were

Nevertheless, as much as possible, Anglo-Indians stood up to the prejudice and, as a
community, found ways to weave themselves ever more tightly into the essential fabric of
British-Indian society.
When Pickett speaks of Anglo-Indians, it is not always clear whether he was
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thinking of those of European and Indian descent or whether he was also including
Europeans who were bom in India. Often, he seems to have used the term in the broader
For a list of key Anglo-Indian Methodist workers in India, see the article on India
sense.
in the Encyclopedia of World Methodism.
For more detailed treatments of Anglo-Indian history and the Anglo-Indian
community in India, see the following: "The Anglo-Indian Community" (Hedin 1934);
Hostages to India: or the Life Story of the Anglo-Indian Race (Stark 1936); AngloIndians and Their Future (Snell 1944); These are the Anglo-Indians (Maher 1962); The
Anglo Indians (Gaikwad 1967); "The Anglo-Indians of India" (Gist 1972); Marginality
and Identity: Anglo-Indians as a Racially Mixed Minority in India (Gist and Wright
1973); "India's Christians" (Hiro 1977); "One Comer of an Indian Slum that is Forever
England" (Bose 1979); Anglo-Indians: a Historical Study ofAnglo Indian Community in
19"' Century India (Varma 1979).
part of India proper, it was nevertheless part of the seamless
Empire blanketing
part of the world. Moreover, many Indian workers were

17. While Burma

British

was

not

that

there.

Missionary Society in a paper read before
the North India Conference of Christian Workers at Mussoorie, May 18, 1922. The paper
was reprinted in the Indian Witness (June 14, 1922, pp. 5-6) under the heading, "Place of
Europeans and Anglo-Indians in Evangelizing India."
18. The Reverend E. P. Curtis of the Church

19.

Harper (1936:17).

20. R. H. Baker to the Indian Witness

40(37):9 [September 13, 1910].

40(37):9 [September 13, 1910]. Though
controversial, Taylor was an inspiration and example for a generation or more of
Methodist missionaries with Holiness roots, including James Thobum (who invited
Taylor to India in 1870), John E. Robinson, E. Stanley Jones, and JWP. Robinson
consciously adopted Taylor's theory that it would be through Anglo-Indians that India
would be Christianized, that having deep roots in India, they could be far more effective
than evangehsts fi-om abroad (R. T. R. and R. E. R. 1923:16). Baker's comments were,
no doubt, based on Taylor's autobiographical writings, which included Story of My Life:
An Account of What I Have Thought & Said & Done in My Ministry of More Than
Fifty-Three Years in Christian Lands & Among the Heathen (1895). Cf Paul (1928) and
Bundy(1989).
21. R. H. Baker to the Indian Witness

22. To the Indian Witness

40(36):8 [September 6, 1910]

fi-om

an

anonymous Methodist

missionary.
23. Cited in
24.

Harper (1936:12)

fi-om the Indian Witness,

Harper (1936:120-121, 158).

May 9,

1907.
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25. For

detailed summary of the history of the English work in India and the
connected
with it, see Marvin Harper's The Methodist Church in India
conh-oversy
a more

(1936:17, 18, 24, 54-56, 119-121). The last set of pages describes
English conference proposal and its ultimate disposition.
26.

Fifty-first Annual Report of the North

27.

JWP, hand-written autobiographical

28. For

background

on

Calcutta,

see

India

the emergence of the

Conference (1915:103).

notes. ACA 13:15.

Moorehouse

(1983),

Mitra

(1963),

and

Murphey

(1964).
Many of the particulars of JWP's joumey to America, including the ones in the
preceding paragraph, are preserved in a letter containing a detailed statement of Pickett's
h-avel expenses. JWP to Dr. [William F.] Oldham, November 12, 1914. UMCA. Other
details are preserved in JWP's hand- written autobiographical notes, written in his late
eighties. Where minor discrepancies occur for example, in where a ticket was
purchased, or where certain information was received I have, because of its closer
proximity to the events, considered the earlier document to be the more accurate account.
29.

�

�

30.

Quoted

in Ellis

(1990).

31. JWP, hand-written
32.

autobiographical

JWP, hand-written autobiographical

33. JWP, hand-written
34. JWP to Dr.

autobiographical

[Wilham F.] Oldham,

notes. ACA 13:15.

notes. ACA 13:15.

notes.

ACA 13:15.

November 12, 1914. UMCA.

35. JWP, hand- written autobiographical notes. ACA 13:15. However, mmors of Em Jew
sightings were false. SMS Emden was not in the area in early August, although just a
month later she sailed past Penang, Rangoon, and Calcutta, leaving several sunken ships
in her wake (Forstmeier 1972:9). Nevertheless, the mmors of her presence or that of
another enemy warship were apparently rife. Earlier in the month, Emden had captured
the Russian volunteer steamer Rjesan, out from Tsingtau, and no one knew where she or

might tum up. See Keith Yates' Graf Spee 's Raiders: Challenge
to the Royal Navy (1995) and John Walter's The Kaiser's Pirates: German Surface
Raiders in World War One (1994).
another German raider

36. JWP to Dr.
37. Dennett

38. Brilant

[William F.] Oldham,

(1 91 5a:6).

(1915:3).

November 12, 1914. UMCA.
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39. Annual

Report of the Board of Foreign

Missions

of the Methodist Episcopal

Church

(1914:98)
40. Dennett

of the station is based

(1915a:6). My description

on a

photograph of it

in

Dennett's article.
41. Brilant

(1915:3-4).

42. JWP to Dr.

[Wilham F.] Oldham, November 12,

1914. UMCA.

Holger H. Herwig in 'Luxury' Fleet: the Imperial German Navy. 1888-1918 (1980)
says the following about the light cruiser Emden:
Emden became a legend in her own time. She destroyed or captured 17 British
merchant ships of 68,000 tons, shelled the oil tanks of the Anglo-Persian Oil
Company at Madras, sank the Russian light cruiser Mousquet ]\xst outside that
port, and overall cruised 30,000 sm [square miles?] while an armada of fourteen
warships desperately searched for her. Miiller had fitted his ship with an
additional fourth (dummy) funnel to resemble the British Yarmouth class light
cmisers, and his exploits became a symbol of German superiority. (1980:157)
Perhaps it was this notoriety that caused Pickett to assume the vessel his ship encountered

43.

was

with

SMS Emden. Rumors
an

unidentified

however,
eastem

was

tip

ship

were

is

rife of German cmisers in the

likely to

have

spooked

not then in the South China Sea but

of Java

and any encounter
Pickett's captain. SMS Emden,

en

area

route from the Palau Islands to the

(Forstmeier 1972:9).

44. JWP, hand-written

autobiographical

notes. ACA 13:15.

45. JWP to Dr.

[William F.] Oldham, November 12,
autobiographical notes. ACA 13:15.

1914. UMCA. JWP, hand-written

46. This story was first related to me in India by Douglas Pickett in March of 1996. In
addition, JWP himself recorded the encounter in handwritten notes intended for, but not

included in. My Twentieth

Century Odyssey.

47. 'iWPhm&yNTiU.en Arafi for
48. JWP to Dr.

49. In

ACA 13:15.

My Twentieth Century Odyssey. ACA

[Wilham F.] Oldham,

13:15.

November 12, 1914. UMCA.

making the declaration, Japan was honoring its alliance with Britain. Although the
Japanese had no real intention of aiding Britain in the War, they were more than happy to
occupy the Marshall and Caroline archipelagos and take over ICiaochow (or Tsing tau), a
Chinese port leased by the Germans as their home base in the East. See "What Japan Did
in the War" (Bull 1919:19-20) for a detailed account.
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50. As it

They

happened, however,

the

arrived in San Francisco

on

Tenjo Maru sailed just two days
the same day.

after the

Mongolia.

51. Letter from JWP to Dr.

[William F.] Oldham, November 12,1914. UMCA. Details
about Mr. and Mrs Wilcox are from the Annual Report of the Board of Foreign Missions
of the Methodist Episcopal Church (191 1 :497) and the Annual Report of the Board of
Foreign Missions of the Methodist Episcopal Church (1913:159).
52. JWP handwritten draft for

Mj; Twentieth Century Odyssey. ACA 13:15.

spring, 1995, interview
Retirement Community, Penney Farms, Florida.
53. Author's notes from

a

with Dr. Charles Perrill,

Farms

October 21, 1914. UMCA.

54. Letter from JWP to Dr.

Taylor,

55. Letter from JWP to Dr.

Taylor, October 21,

1914. UMCA.

Taylor, October 21,

1914. UMCA.

56. Pickett

Penney

(1980:19).

57. Letter from JWP to Dr.

58. He says he voted for two democrats and one
My Twentieth Century Odyssey. ACA 13:15.
59. Letter from L. L. Pickett

published

republican.

JWP handwritten draft for

in The Pentecostal Herald, November 18, 1914,

pp. 6-7.

60. JWP handwritten draft fox

My Twentieth Century Odyssey. ACA

13:15.

JWP handwritten draft for

My Twentieth Century Odyssey. ACA

13:15.

61

.

62. See note 13 in

Chapter

63. Letter from JWP to Dr.

1.

Crowther, November 26, 1914. UMCA.

misleading in two ways: first, it seemed to portray
people moving en masse to Christianity (a connotation that played well in missionary
ftind-raising but was altogether inaccurate); and, second, to some it suggested masses of
people giving irrational allegiance to some cause or person. However, as Denning
pointed out, in contrast to those perceptions, the "mass movements" in India were
movements of groups of people of the same caste who had decided to cast their lot with
Christianity. Not their size, but the fact that these movements had become widespread
and were making a substantial contribution to the critical mass of Christians in India were
what caused people to take notice.
64. The term, "mass movements,"

was
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65.

Denning's report, in the Fiftieth Anniversary Report of the North India Conference
(1914:129), is one of numerous contemporary descriptions of the phenomenon.
66. The

Chamars, traditionally leatherworkers,

were a

so-called outcaste

or

untouchable

group. In some places, Chamars were virtual slaves to the landowners. For example, in
the North hidian village studied by William and Charlotte Wiser (1988:25), Chamars
"most

nearly approximate[d] the position of slaves of any menial castes in the village."
In northem Bihar, United Provinces and Punjab villages, in addition to leatherworking,
Chamars sometimes farmed for landowners. And though the landowners treated them
badly, they did not regard them so low as sweepers. As Miriam Young (193 1 : 1 14)
observed, "The Chamar is a serf and a slave, but still a human being. The Sweeper is
hardly regarded as a human being." She added, if a landowner regarded a Chamar as his
property, he regarded a Sweeper as public property.
67.

Fiftieth Anniversary Report of the North

India

Conference (1914: 129).

68. The Mazhabi

Sikhs, reputed to be professional thieves, who presented themselves for
Christian baptism were actually from a village 20 miles away. Their interest in
Christianity had been aroused by the preaching of American Presbyterians at a mela
(religious fair) near the Ganges. The census of 1881 reported that this community had
virtually vanished, but Thobum noticed that the increase in the number of Christians
happened to be about the same as the decrease of the Mazhabi Sikhs!
69. Pickett

(1933b:36-56). For fiuther background on the "mass movements," especially
the Methodist experience, a good place to start are the official reports and minutes of the
Board of Foreign Missions of the Methodist Episcopal Church; the annual conferences in
India; and the Southem Asia Cenfral Conference. The letters of Frank W. Wame,
Wilham F. Oldham, Brenton T. Badley, F. M. North, Frederick Bonn Fisher, and Thomas
S. Donohugh in the United Methodist Church archives offer another help fill path of
inquiry, as do articles in Methodist periodicals, e.g., Indian Witness (e.g., the special
focus issue of October 2, 1913), Methodist Review (e.g., Donohugh 1913), and World
Outlook (e.g., Donohugh 1915). Other helpfiil joumals include: International Review of
Missions (e.g., Wamshuis 1937) and. Practical Anthropology (e.g., Vicedom 1962). In
addition, are various special reports, studies, and addresses relating to mass movement
areas, such as the series of seven studies done by the Church Missionary Society in 1926
and 1927 and those conducted by J. Waskom Pickett and his associates for the National
Christian Council of India in the 1930s. Books dedicated to the movements, or
containing a considerable information on them, include, among others: Indian Mission

of the Methodist Episcopal Church in Southern Asia (Price 1907); Social
Christianity in the Orient (Clough 1914); India 's Mass Movement (Wame 1915); Christ
in the Indian Villages (Azariah and Whitehead 1930); Christian Mass Movements in
India (Pickett 1969[1933]): Christian Missions in Mid-India: A Study of Nine Areas with
Special Reference to Mass Movements (Pickett, McGavran, and Singh 1938); Christ 's
Way to India 's Heart (Pickett 1938a); Wame of India (Badley 1932); Church Growth and

Jubilee
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Group Conversion (Pickett, et al 1956); The Centenary of The Methodist Church in
Southern Asia (Hollister 1956); Twentieth Century Perspectives: The Methodist
Episcopal Church, 1896-1939 (Copplestone 1973:787-833); People Movements in the
Punjab (Stock and Stock 1979); and A History of the Dalit Christians in India (Webster
1992); and In the Shadow of the Mahatma (Harper 2000).
70. In the

everyday experience of village people, castes {jatis) are not, as many suppose,
one
hierarchy of the four traditional divisions {varnas) of the Hindu scriptures:
Priests {Brahmins), Warriors {Kshatriyas), Traders (Vaishyas), and Laborers (Shudras).
Theoretically, everyone belongs in this spectrum, but the reality is more complex. One
may speak of castes in two ways: (1) broadly, as societal categories linking people with
similar characteristics throughout a region; or (2) locally, as the social units around which
village life is organized (Hiebert 1971 : 14). Within the village, resident castes are mostly
endogamous groups that include within them a number of lineal or extended families.
Each village recognizes a hierarchy of its castes. The mix of castes differs from village to
viUage, as do their relative sizes. The status of castes is mainly ascribed. Most villagers
cite permanent ritual purity or pollution as the determining factors. However relative
economic power and susceptibility to discrimination and exploitation are determinants as
in the

well.
The

how the people who make up each caste function in
differ
somewhat between villages. In practice, the
may
than one community. The main community consists of Hindu vama

village caste system

�

to each other

relationship
villages have more
castes
ritually clean jatis

�

�

that fit into the

vama

spectmm. However, ritually polluted

are obliged to live in their own
sweepers, leather workers and the like
on
the
of
the
There
community
margin
village.
may also be an attached Muslim
community. And there will likely be some transient castes or tribal peoples in the

castes

�

�

village.
community. Brahmin castes are most often at the top of the social order (but
not necessarily the economic order), and Shudras are socially at the bottom (though,
again, not in every instance at the economic bottom).
Although some describe a fifth vama {Panchama) beyond the circumference of
the four fraditional varnas, and though, in practice. Untouchables are often treated as
such, it is probably more in keeping with Hindu tradition to speak of Untouchables as
those who belong to subbasement-level Shudra jatis. When villagers refer to a jati as
either chute (touchable) or achute (untouchable), behind their distinction (usually) is a
long-standing consensus on whether that jati 's inherited occupation(s) and/or eating
habits are clean or polluted.
Depending upon the time period, who is being quoted, and certain other
considerations, I use several terms as virtual synonyms for "Untouchables" in this
biography. In addition, the reader may elsewhere encounter other terms.
"Outcastes" is herein used almost exclusively in quotations. It should not be
In the main

�

understood
not
�

as

"no caste" but

as a

term synonymous with

Untouchables,

or

those

included in the ranked castes.
"

"Harijans was Gandhi's euphemism for Untouchables; it means "God's children."
Many Untouchables, however, objected to the term, mainly because they took it as
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patronizing. See Deliege (2001:15).
"Depressed Classes," an official administrative term of the 1920s and 1930s�but
used before then is parallel to Untouchables but puts more stress on economic
status. Also, some may be counted as
depressed classes who are not regarded as

'

�

Untouchables.
"Low castes"

generally refers to Sudras (laborers), the lowest of the four classical
Hindu varnas; but it may extend to Untouchables.
"Scheduled Castes," a more recent term, which after the Government of India Act in
1936 replaced "Depressed Classes," is used by states and the national

�

�

government; it refers

government
"Dalits" is
means

a

to castes included in

castes that

are

a

list

prepared by the

scheduled for affirmative-action benefits

(special

and

protections
�

�

assistance).
contemporary designation dating

"broken"

from 1972. It

"crushed." It is often but not

or

intellectuals

in North

from

a

root that

exclusively used by militant

India) involved in low-caste protest movements,
recently has it gained wider currency. See

(especially
by Indian theologians. Only
Suresh (1998:366-385). The term

and

comes

"Dalif is not

strictly synonymous with
Scheduled Castes or Untouchables however; for example, it may refer to women
from higher castes who are socially deprived of rights.
These are not the only synonyms for Untouchables, as we shall see. For example, there
are an assortment of regional self-designations.
In Moving Millions, J. Waskom Pickett has an entire chapter on Untouchables
(1938a). He says: "The word untouchable means exactly what it appears to mean. Those
to whom the word is applied are not to be touched. Contact with the body or clothes of
one of them causes pollution." In the same chapter, he cites part of an article in the
Indian Witness, in which a young
through as an untouchable:
We

are

man

"of some education" described what he had to live

made to live outside of the

unless it be
well until

our

someone

the washer

men

village.
village we

We cannot draw water from any well

have none, but must wait beside the
consents to draw water for us. The barbers won't cut our hair,

own, and in

won't wash

our

our

clothes, the merchants won't allow

us

to

examine

people avoid us and shrink
even from our shadows. We cannot enter the temples or the schools. The more
religious our Hindu neighbors are the more afraid they seem to be of a touch from
one of us. I have been beaten twice by order of the big men of my village for my
impudence in ignoring my status as an untouchable. My mother was kicked so
severely that two ribs were broken and she had a miscarriage, because she
inadvertently touched a young man when she tripped over an obstruction in the
street. And instead of prosecuting the man who kicked her the police took ten
rupees from my father on threat of charging my mother had assaulted the young
man. (1938a:44-45)
For more detailed treatments of Untouchables, see Ouwerkerk's The Untouchables of
India (1945), Mahar's The Untouchables in Contemporary India (1972), and Dehege's
any

goods

in their

shop.

When

we

walk in the street
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The Untouchables

of India (2001). For a discussion of the history of village studies and
an
can be gleaned from them versus
today's macro-surveys, see the last
of
Srinivas'
collection
of
on
a
chapter
essays
Rampura, village of Mysore (1994). For a
closer look at kin-groups, marriage, and the individual within the jati, see Ostor,
Fruzzetti, and Bamett (1992). For insight into the complex make up, social dynamics and
economic shncture of specific villages, see Wiser (1963), Beteille (1965), Hiebert
(1971), three of many. Collections are plentiful too e.g., Ishwaran (1970). There are
also regional caste studies, such as Blunts's The Caste System in Northern India (1969).
overview of what

�

71. One of them

was

Fred Perrill who

Pickett's

assigned to Arrah, in Bihar. Another was
probably as well acquainted with the

was

bishop, Frank Wame, who was
phenomenon as anyone on the subcontinent.
72.

"The bulk of the church in the Pacific has been

not isolated

individuals,

but

individuals

won

by people movements;

within their

that

is,

social pattems and by
1971:201). See the writings

by
acting
decision-making mechanisms" (Tippett
of Dutch missiologists Alb C. Kmyt (1926:158ff ) and N. Adriani (1932: H, 329ff ) on the
need to respect the collective decision-making pattems among tribal peoples in the
Cenfral Celebes (Sulawesi) and New Guinea. For examples, see Christian Keysser's
recollections of his New Guinea experiences (1980) and Whiteman's accounts of group
movements in Melanesia (1983).

means

of their

own

own

Oldham, in the International Review of Missions, noted that, "The dominant
missionary situation in India at the present time is the widespread movement
towards Christianity among the depressed classes of Hindu society" International Review
of Missions 3 (1914):30.
73. J. H.

fact in the

74. J. H. Oldham in the International Review
75. Pickett

(1933b:21).

76. Wame

(1915).

of Missions

3

(1914):30.

preaching at bazaars, melas, and in other settings where a hearing
might be obtained; organizing camp meetings; conducting personal work, especially
among the educated; and setting up ziyats (reading rooms) for dialoging with educated
77. These included:

non-Christians.
78. As Pickett

(193 3b: 5 5)

would later note:

missionaries and ministers of the Church did not seek them [the mass
movements]
they began through the conversion of individuals who refused
.

.

to

.

witnesses for

separated from their caste fellows and went among them as
Christ. The real founder of the Church in Travancore was not Ringeltaube, but
Vedamanickam. In Kistna it was not Darling, but Venkayya. hi Sialkot it was not

be

Gordon,

but Ditt. Before these movements

began, the missionaries

in every

area
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working primarily for the higher castes, hoping that they might first be won
might then take over the winning of the lower castes. They sought individual
converts and tried to destroy their connection with the castes. They saw castes
only as obstructions to the spread of the gospel, never as channels along which it
would spread.

were

and

79. hi 1914 the Methodists alone
80. Wame

refers to

(1915:52)

a

India which indicates that there

bapdzed

over

30,000. See Donohugh (1915:13).

statement fi-om the Mass Movement Commission in

were

then

a

total of 150,000

"waiting inquirers

who have

waited in vain."
Bom in

Ontario, Canada, Francis Wesley Wame made his mark early as a young
in
missionary fi-ontier Manitoba, where he established five churches in three years. A few
years later he heard Bishop James M. Thobum tell about the need in India. In 1888, when
81

.

33, he transferred to the Bengal Conference and was appointed as pastor of the
Thobum Church, an English-speaking congregation in Calcutta. In 1900, along with
E. W. Parker, he was elected a missionary bishop for Southem Asia. Due to the death of
one bishop and the poor health of another, his responsibilities over the next four years
included the supervision of work in India, Burma, Malaysia, and the Philippines. In 1904

he

was

he

was

assigned

to Lucknow which would be his base for the next two decades. Wame

gave considerable attention to the mass movements and wrote articles and pamphlets
about them. The best-known of these writings was India 's Mass Movements (1915).

Earl and Godbold

(1974a:2454).

82. Wame

(1915:53).

83. Wame

(1915:55).

84. Letter firom JWP to Dr. Crowther, November 26, 1914. UMCA.
85. Letter fi-om James M.

Taylor to Pickett, January 12,

86. Letter fi-om James M.

Taylor to JWP, January 12,

87. Anderson

(1915:248).

88. Anderson

(1915:123).

89. Anderson

(1915:124).

90. Anderson

(1915:124).

91. The letter

[fi-om

[Wilham F.]

Dr.

Oldham

on

Core]

is referred to in

a

1915. UMCA.

1915. UMCA.

letter firom JWP written to

November 1, 1915. UMCA.

Bishop
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92. Letter from JWP to

Bishop [William F.] Oldham,

November 1, 1915. UMCA.

93. Letter from JWP to

Bishop [WiUiam F.] Oldham,

November 1, 1915. UMCA.

94. Referred to in

a

letter from JWP to James M.

Taylor,

November 8, 1915. UMCA.

By Moradabad school, probably the Bishop Parker Memorial High School was
meant, a school with 340 (mostly non-Christian) boys. Annual Report of the Board of
Foreign Missions of the Methodist Episcopal Church (1915:77-78).
95.

96. JWP to James M.

Taylor,

97. JWP to James M.

Taylor, November 8,

November 8, 1915. UMCA.
1915. UMCA.

98. JWP to Dr.

[Wilham F.] Oldham,

November 9, 1915. UMCA.

99. JWP to Dr.

[Wilham F.] Oldham,

November 9, 1915. UMCA.

100. JWP to James M.

Taylor, January 3,

1916. UMCA.

101. JWP to James M.

My

Twentieth

Taylor, November 8, 1915.
Century Odyssey. ACA 13:15.

102. JWP to James M.

Taylor, January 3,

1916.

103. JWP to James M.

Taylor, January 5,

1916.

104. The address
The sfreet number

was

was

given to

me

either 2017

UMCA. JWP handwritten draft for

by Margaret Sagan, daughter
or

of J. Waskom Pickett.

2020. A note to the Board of Missions'

Treasury

Department suggests the former. The other information, about who was present at the
wedding, comes from an entry in John Wesley Robinson's joumal for July 27, 1916.
UMCA.
105. ]WP handwritten draft for My Twentieth

Century Odyssey. ACA

106. JWP handwritten draft forM^ Twentieth

Century Odyssey.

107. Indian Witness

13:15.

ACA 13:15.

46{34y.l0 [August 24, 1916].

108. October 14 letter from J. W. Robinson to the Indian Witness. Indian Witness

46(42):10.
109. Also

The group arrived in Columbo

spelled

on

October 9. Indian Witness

46(41):10.

Manmad.

110. JWP handwritten draft for My Twentieth

Century Odyssey. ACA 13:15.

Chapter

5

Arrah, Bihar
"When

appointed to the small town of Arrah, center of
large and historic district of Shahabad in Bihar,
we dealt with contrasted
sharply with our previous

we were

Government in the
situation that

experience

the

in Lucknow.

�J.W.P.

Even

as

shortly repack.
opened

following Tuesday,

That meant

bungalow

they would have

not much more.

�

time before joumeying
The

from the frain at Arrah

again,

their

bungalow was just

on

time for

a

seven

Church to

Greys

When financial support dwindled,

assume

oversight

took effect in October 1907.

elsewhere, the Greys stayed

were

blitz of the town, and

long a joumey,

and

they

and with

point,
182

Lee

co-workers

of an

a

so

tour

little

agreed.

took up

�

(Arthur

all

independent

asked the Methodist

Although their co-workers
To that

seven

sponsorship

of the work. The Methodists

on.

part,

was a

years old. The Reverend and Mrs. A. L.

to India in 1904 under the

come

so

a

they must

primary interest was undoubtedly the bungalow.

Americans

had

briefing,

However, after

first to live there. The

organization.

the Picketts knew

October 24, 1916.' The Picketts

Lee) Grey had been the
�

Station,

The Tirhoot District Conference, of which the Arrah field

in Ballia the

expected.
of their

they stepped

The

mission

Episcopal

new

arrangement

responsibilities

Grey had been preaching

in melas
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(fairs)

and muhallas

(sections

of a

town)

and had gotten

educational work started. He had also recruited about
whom

was

Brother John

With the

help

the Balha District

especially among
Chamars

were

the

the

Superintendent

lowly Chamars."

buildings. However,

Grey's living quarters)

new

bungalow.
Fred and

appointed

It cost

on

Orphanage

in

coming

Denning

two-week

one

seven acres

and recent converts from

period

began

to

flourish,

in 1909, for

example,

79

to

often 110

on

which he had constructed

had become unsound. The need for

the second

Arrah, he

family to

January

was

came

more

up with the ftmds for

Bihar. In that

capacity,

were

occupy the

bungalow.

of the Columbia

he became

Boys'

chose the

students in Evanston, Illinois.

School. The two

early hour to

degrees by midday.* They left

was

School

reacquainted with

soon

Mary

feU in love, and

moming, they married in the presence of friends
They

Fred

1911. He had arrived in India in

principal

Muzaffarpur's Indian Girls'

children of the two schools.'

of land

due to the incursion of white ants, the structures

whom he had known when both

1911 at 8:00 in the

season was

the best of

rupees.*

were

Miizaffarpur,

his counterpart at

May 4,

hi

to Arrah at Annual Conference in

Mary Voigt,
was

13,000

Mary Perrill

October 1906. Before

and

J. O.

In 1909 the Methodists

acceptable housing was imperative.
the

preachers,

other

baptized.'

several temporary
the

hidian

the work of the Arrah Circuit

Ganges,

Early on. Grey had purchased

(including

seven

Sunday schools and

Sampson.'

of Dishict

across

some

and the

avoid the heat, which in that

for Arrah that aftemoon.
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By

late 191 1, the third year of the Methodist

persons had been

baptized

Fred Perrill. "We

in the Arrah

simply thrust

superintendency,

"The field

area.

was

ripe unto

of a

"To have fifteen hundred

community where

startling,

and the

are

trying to tighten his grip

on

Fred Perrill

three-year-old

son,

As he showed the

developments

�

August.

"We

have been

already been

one

Our task is

.

a

in your

.

.

they drove

filled in

be

and

since then.

with his father-in-

many details of the

can

Mary

reported the surprising

equally remarkable progress

on

who

in Arrah.

to wait out the First World War.

must have

work,

its finances.

even

persuaded to give money for property in

the property but there is

a

Taylor

from Vancouver in

debt of three thousand

on

it

.""
up to the

surprised by the large

bungalow in Fred's

Model T, Waskom and Ruth must

size and distinctive appearance of the brick

typical, square-shaped missionary residence,

roofed Arrah house

in the midst

undisturbed, this is

they arrived

likely from conversations

meetings

on

right

heavy one."'"

remember Arrah," he had written James M.

paid.

In contrast to the

.

and the

most

already possess

which must be
As

early years,

years,

as

wrote. "Even the devil is startled and he is

around, Perrill

�

might

.

has gone

the Picketts' sole host when

newcomers

Waskom had

you

his slaves.

some source

"If you find any

hidia,

startled," he

worship

Charles, had retumed to the States

of those

However, from
law

was

harvest," wrote

unsettling

as

people baptized in three

for centuries heathen

people

the

1500

in the sickle."'

However, Perrill found the inflow of church members

exhilarating.

some

was

rectangular

�

five

rooms

long

bungalow.

the double-decker, flat-

and two

rooms

deep

on

the first
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floor. At the roofline

running the length
level the arches

a

decorative cornice traced the

of the front

rose

were

three-fourths of the way to the tops of the verandahs. The

double-wide entry arch). A similar,

hiside, the bungalow's
the main level, made

The

rooms were

They were

18 feet tall.

(sweep fan)
entered the

that

a

High ceilings

a

rooms

a

Some

long pole.

had

was

water inside one bucket at

Almost
conference

an

and the Southeast

superintendent,

adjacent

comer

led to the next.

were

plastered.

or

ten-foot punkah

verandah.

through
on a

Light

roshan dans

cenfral

pivot opened

removing winter chill.
access

for

cleaning.

Servants carried the

Hot

steaming

Waskom and Ruth had to leave for the district

area on

both sides of the

Ganges

of the United Provinces. H. J.

described it

to those

cooling. They also

by eight

in Tirhoot. Formed in 1913, the Tirhoot

immense

which, added

The walls

that servants had

heating canister.

by a

time."

immediately, Fred,

gathering

District took in

a

so

for

accounted for

one room

summer

windows

smoky fireplaces

a

aid

from the

high glass

were

heated outside in

or more.

to the verandahs and

Bathrooms had inside and outside enfrances
water for baths

rooms,

of a 20-inch

pulled by rope

which

rooms

thought to

one

balcony

the back of the house.

hallways;

square feet

were

through doors leading

large

were no

majestic swing

coolie

punkah

(literally, "light containers"),
with

upper level had four

total of 14. There

space for the

eight (the "missing"

single-story porch graced

immense, containing 300

provided vertical

Beneath the cornice and

upper and lower multi-arched verandahs. From floor

had nine arches, and the lower verandah had

on

perimeter.

as

"so vast

.

.

.

that it took

("place

that included most of Bihar

Schutz,"

more

of the three rivers")

the

new

District

than 24 hours of continuous
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traveling by train
world's

largest

800 to 900

to go from

alluvial

people per

one

plain,

square

end of it to the other."'" Situated in the heart of the

the district contained the most fertile land in India. With

mile, it

was

also the most

densely populated rural

the subcontinent. Methodist work in the district had three main centers:

BaUia, and Arrah. Muzaffarpur and Arrah

having

a

smaller, with only

Getting

third

a

as

to Ballia

they were
many

required taking the mail

furlough

and

to affirm him and

on

the other hand,

much

was

an

train to Buxar, 40 miles away, and

additional 20 miles
the 50

or so

upstream.'*

workers who

and Ruth, but their farewell to Fred

rejoin his family,

of his annual report, the

other,

for

opening day of the conference,

warmly welcomed Waskom
on

part. Ballia,

they were both headquarters

people."

boarding a paddle-steamer riverboat
On the

a

Muzaffarpur,

almost identical in size, each town

also alike in that

population of 46,000. They were

of the civil district of which

go

were

area on

was

were

Perrill, who

present

was

about to

especially moving. Following Perrill's reading

preachers-in-charge

and

a

number of others

Mary and their achievements. Pickett, who

stood,

one

after the

wrote up the

meeting

for the Indian Witness, observed:
Seldom have any of our missionaries been permitted to see the Christian
community in their charge grow to such proportions from a small beginning,
we
as Mr. Perrill has witnessed here. Yet he and all his workers agree that
of the mass movement in both the Ballia and the
are
at the

beginning

merely

Arrah sections of the
Future Methodist

fluently delivered
strong

was

the

in the

district."

bishop, Clement D. Rockey, with his thoughtfiil

vemacular, made

impression

made

by the

a

strong

impression on Pickett.

hidian workers. For

example,

messages,

But just

the last

as

day had
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been set aside for prayer;

time to discuss the

appealed

signing

to those

their

subject

present

The Brother

would have

LMS

commit themselves to

Sampsons

missionary W.

T.

little. As

Grey and
his

Clough had his Periah.'"

many

speeches,

of the hidians wanted

John

Sampson

and to declare it

tithing

congregation

the unsung heroes of the

Ringeltaube had

Ditt, whose evangelistic work

Unfortimately,

were

some

pubhcly by

did so.'*

mass

movements.

whose stories have for the most part been lost, the missionaries

helpers,

E.

meeting opened,

of giving. After several short

to

accomplished

missionary J.

when the

More than four-fifths of the

names.

Without these

however,

Vedamanickam,"

Sampson,

and the American

One of the most famous Indian

forgotten,

in all the

mass

areas.

Baptist

legendary."

but these Indian partners in the

movement

the

so

preachers was

among his fellow Chuhras in the late 1800s is

more are now

indispensably instrumental

Perrill had their Brother

gospel

The missionaries

were

inspired,

trained, and encouraged them. They often accompanied them for short periods.
However, it

was

the Indian

village preachers themselves,

members, who occupied the trenches day in and day

directly responsible

for the

Like Brother

village. They routinely put

description of his sojourns

up with

indigenous workers fimctioned,
village evangelism.

and his wife,

to the

They were

out.

they packed

the

ones

most

their tents fi-om

village

to

heat, dust storms, and other obstacles. Fred Perrill's

Sampson camp

as

accompanying family

of the movements.

success

Sampson

and their

well

as

how

offers

a

glimpse

of how these

they and the missionaries partnered

in
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I have gone out to their camp staying a few days at a time.
I always
have to carry my food with me, for a European cannot find any food
arrangements out away from some European home." All my work is out in
...

the native

villages five to twenty miles away from railways and European
always carry tea and sugar with me so that when I get thirsty I
some water boiled and have a
cup of tea. I never think of drinking

settlements. I
can

have

unboiled water.
Brother

.

.

.

is

shepherd to his flock and is doing fine work.
good
village people depend upon him and listen
to his instruction. And also there are two or three
young preachers who are
under
and
he
is
a
valuable
work in training them."
working
Sampson
doing

It is

to

see

Sampson

a

how the humble

The Chamars, who accounted for almost all the Methodist
were, in Fred Perrill's

words, "a humble farmer

landowners."'" In the villages,
landless." Everything

was

to

own

was

to have

are

weddings,

wood for

almost the slaves of the

over

the

(landlords): employment,

repairs,

even

Moreover, the landowners could be ruthless in their efforts

quo. As William and Charlotte Wiser wrote of their

in the area,

preposterous power

under the confrol of the zamindars

animals to work the fields, loans for
pyres.

land

caste who

growth

experience

in

wood for fimeral

to preserve the status

one

North Indian

village:
[synonymous with landowners] of our village are so sure of
their power that they make no effort to display it. The casual visitor finds
little to distinguish them from other farmers. They dress as simply and
cheaply as their neighbors, and do no more shouting or scolding; they work
as faithfiiUy as any in their fields; the walls enclosing their family courtyard
may be high but are no better kept than those adjoining them, and their
The leaders

often less elaborate. And yet when one of them appears among
of serving caste, the latter express respect and fear in every guarded

entrances
men

are

word and gesture. The serving ones have leamed that as long as their
subservience is unquestioned, the hand which directs them rests lightly. But

let there be any move toward independence or even indifference among
them, and the patemal touch becomes a stranglehold. (1971 : 14)
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The task of ministering to scattered,

believers
been

was

Without the John

mind-boggling.

impossible. Although their pay was

dollars),

in the currency of God's

colleagues

was

It is

incomputable.'*

impossible

for

subjugated and,

a

Sampsons,

the

modest 15 rupees

kingdom,

very

a

often, persecuted

assignment would
month

have

(about five

the contribution of the missionaries' hidian

As Perrill confessed:
to make the rounds of the

forty or more villages very
often. I have had to depend on my native preachers. And I have but a
handfiil of them. I need more before I will be able to develop the work as it
me

should be. But I must have the

ones

I have to hold the work where it is. If

baptize people
them, and when they come to us, sick of
their heathen religion and crying out for the living God, we have no
authority to deny them baptism. But with every new convert the church
imposes a duty upon itself
Any one supporting a native pastor should not lightly esteem the good
being done: I do all I can, but without the help of these native men, I could
do little. I come and preach and give out what advice I can. When I am
gone the native pastor stays, and by living with people is able to amplify the
teaching. May God bless the native pastor of India. With him largely is the
burden of India's evangelization. I have faith in him if only he will follow
in the footsteps of the Master. He needs your prayers for his temptations are
very great. Living alone in the midst of heathenism is not the best condition

we

we

must care

.

in which to grow in

Waskom

and

first arrived.
the

.

.

grace."

Ruth returned to Arrah

They immediately set to

bungalow, assessing

for

on

November 1

work

the situation at the

,

just

over a

week after

they had

procuring supplies, hiring servants, arranging
boys' school,

and

getting to

know the

community.
Arrah

town, but it

was

was

40 miles west of Patna, the

strategic.

For

one

thing,

capital

of Bihar. It

was

the main trunk of the EIR

essentially a rural

(East Indian Railway)
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ran

it.

through

Along those

rails sailed the

frains. Moreover, since Arrah

was

the

Mail and other

Punjab-Howrah

headquarters

of the Shahabad civil

important
it

district,

was

the home of district judges and other officials.'*
Since

miles

was seven

river

no

because of poor

ran

it

east),

through

was an

the

rainy season

to be covered with

came

from

a

Sone

some

60 miles south and

passed through the

long periods

of minor

sometimes lasted two to three months
malarial fever

especially in September

years.

According

ophthalmia

.

.

to

and

.

Pickett, other

even

during

students, the

Arrah
of 1857,

the

during

of the

was a

the

eastem

common

as

plague,

seasons

part of the

and

water for crops

city."

standing water,

which

flourished and

High rodent

and flea

so

did

populations

privies, heightened the risk of other

which had been

commonplace

"spleen froubles

ailments included

assets too. For

city,

one

thing,

the

For the Picketts and their

rainy season.

open location of the

unhygienic part

In other

for that purpose. It flowed out of the

and October.

bubonic

Nevertheless,

.

.

for 15

.

elephantitus" [elephantiasis].'"

However, Arrah had its

day,

flood.

not unusual for much of the

was

flooding

sanitation, including surface drains used

particular menace was

it

major

a

beyond the rains, mosquitos

�

diseases. A

for

ten miles north and the Sone

was

standing water.

large navigable canal, specially buih

Because of the

and poor

(the Ganges

unlikely candidate

drainage, during

country around Arrah

Arrah

compound,

was an

city of some

asset

shone

colleagues,

mile from the most

virtually

every

and for the

populated

and

too."

historical

Anglo-Indian War,

a

sun

importance

50 Sikh

�

police

at least to the British.

and 1 1

Europeans had,

for

In

July

eight
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days, kept 5,000
from

a

of Babu Kunwar

house that still stood and

Singh's mutineers

was

known

at

bay. They had

"the httle house."''

as

Besides the famous house, the town consisted of the
few

grain shops,

some

municipal buildings,

a

church,

a

jail,

a

railway station,

for

oxcart

an

or a

�

Model T. Other so-called roads

were

between the fields.

Elephants

only the well-to-do

had

barley,

fruits, and bajra (a species of millet). Rice

lying
on

some

gram,

areas near

rice

were

the

synthetically,
they had

it

to be

to

church

people

government suppliers of the

officials, their families, and

few

Arrah, and Methodist Christians
consisted of the

following:

an

building

�

The old

man

an

were even rarer.

unordained local

an

were

wheat,

grown in the low-

old

and his wife lived in

product."

were a

The entire Methodist

a

clerk in

a

whose wife worked

a room on

was

only

church that served British

Indian Christians

preacher;

man

opium, although

Pickett discovered that there

Anglican

Anglo-Indians.

the wife and parents of the clerk; and

paths

these, though

Other Britishers grew

community in Arrah,

a

than

since the Germans had imitated it

as

a

wide

like those in South India. Some British

specially licensed

have

a

favorite of the locals. Those who subsisted

high demand.

large enough to

(nursemaid).

a

as

As for the Christian

one

not

indigo, although

longer

over

was

in

was no

just

hardly more

the best form of fransportation

was

be "weak"

still grew

was

to the beasts. The main crops around Arrah

river, but rice

thought

agricultural people

access

were

market,

a

handful of official

residences, and the huddled adobe huts of its populace. The best road

enough

made their defense

rarity in

community

government office;
as an

the mission

ayah

compound.'"
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Among Waskom's responsibilities
Fred Perrill had started the school from

According to Disttict Superintendent
sons

an

of the

Christians in the

new

improved

and

slavery of child

happier

life

rooms

�

two for the

mentioned local

were

villages.

preacher)

the

was

of the district's

served

came

only places

on

to

school.

The

the school

goal

was

founded to reach the

was

to enhance the

them away from their

bungalow,

boys'

surroundings
12

were

consisted of one

chances of

and the

primary

building with

for the teacher.'* The headmaster

(the

above-

as

teacher, warden of the dormitory, and chaplain."

to

Arrah, the boys' school and

12

inadequate village

children could leam to read and write. Of the 2,000 school-

barely literate themselves,

None could be counted

one

boys'

orphanage begun by the Greys."

Schutz,

behind the

and

age children of Christians in the
were

H. J.

by getting

boys

When the Picketts

schools

little

oversight

labor. When Waskom and Ruth first arrived, there

students. The school, which
three

a

was

district, only 143

were

enrolled. Because the teachers

the schools offered, at best,

develop

fiature leaders. There

but families from Pickett's side of the district

(south

of the

a

basic

primary education.

better school in Ballia,

was a

Ganges)

would not let their

children go there.'*
After just two months in
out

Arrah, Waskom had already made

into the district." As he toured the

villages,

boys wanted to

attend the Arrah school. He

and

its program must be top

improving

began soliciting

fimds for it."�

a

good many trips

he discovered that many

immediately saw

priorities.

that

He envisioned

more

young

expanding its capacity

a

40-bed addition and
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The Picketts also realized the need of a school for

girls' boarding

school

was

contacted the Women's

80 miles away in

a

different

Foreign Missionary Society

started, but they were unable

to

The nearest Methodist

girls.

language

area.

for funds to get

a

help. Undeterred, they determined to

Waskom and Ruth

girls'

school

start the school

on

their own."'
Pickett's
about

fund-raising mentor,

for money.

asking

provided by Taylor,

third

quicker

developing

approach,

but

have worried.

enlarging the boys'

project. Upon arriving

need of a
than

Taylor needn't

Taylor had urged him

Waskom wrote at least 15 letters

for the work. Besides

a

James M.

in

Arrah,

he almost

solution to the chronic

leaders

a more

through boys'

immediate

his letters of his desire to start

a

school and

shortage

and

girls'

training

a

day,

little Corona

a

most of them

starting

immediately had become
of indigenous

also

preachers

was a

shy

typewriter

he described

aware

of the

and teachers

good long-term

So Pickett also wrote in

required.

school for

to be

seeking gifts

girls' school,

a

schools. That

prescription was
local

Using

never

village preachers

�

if possible

by

the end of 1917, the conclusion of his first fiill year in Arrah.
The

shortage

Fred Perrill had

of Indian co-workers

struggled with

it too.

was a

Training

existed in other areas, but their students could

proposed

to

bring

into the

training

evangelizing in the villages.
Bible and other

subjects

schools like the

one

rarely be persuaded

school young

There

longstanding problem.

men

who

they would receive

were

at least

a

Lee

Pickett

Grey and

was

proposing

to relocate. Pickett

committed to

year's instruction

in the

related to their task. Because most of them would be married,

Pickett envisioned their wives

receiving the training with

them. His

appeal, therefore,
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included

request for gifts

a

to construct

also asked for donations to build
classroom for

place

assembly hall.

an

training the preachers

worship

in this

city

of 40,000

The time spent in letter

bungalow,

not to mention

Waskom could write:

finding it
tradition

very

"My wife

they would continue)

Robinson

was

able to stay for

again

came

on

(that is,

again

gone

and visitors

on

was on

or

those who

books

�

meeting

the PickeUs'

well with

as a

unpacking

married

man.

and

day after

the

By Christmastime,

in

our new

The presence of Ruth's parents for the

pleasantness.

settling into

home and

are

holidays (a

That first year, 1916, John

but Elizabeth

stayed

Christmas. After two

for

nearly a month.""

days' reprieve,

sister, Louise) for what Fred called "a
came

the

sort of 'off

again

for

a

capital, entertaining missionaries

fi-om the United States became routine for the Picketts, and

candy,

even

on

the

Calcutta and America, where Fred would join his wife and

at it. After

�

the

serve as

Methodism has for its members

fairly established

are now

only nine days,

they were very good
many

only place

the main rail line to the old

their way to

as

presently gathered

visit." The next month Fred and Louise

again'

only

he wrote."'

enhanced the

Fred and his

nine-day visit on their way to
son."' Since Arrah

the

into his role

and I

The Robinsons left the

Perrills

being

writing blended

pleasant indeed.""'

and their families. He

and their wives but would double

people,"

settling

men

The hall would not

of the Methodist Church in Arrah. The church

verandah. "Think of this verandah
to

quarters for the young

eating Ruth's

came

famous fiied chicken and homemade

for business purposes, such

threatened to retum. Fred Perrill

always

as

auditing the

did. Some of his humorous guest book
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alerts

sell

were:

some

"I'll

come

again the first chance I get";

^will be

property

�

thinking of some

other

and "I

this time

on a

scheme to

for next time.""**

excuse

As NEW DISTRICT MISSIONARY, Waskom Pickett's central

evangelizing.'*' Bishop

came

responsibihty was

James K. Mathews has described what that meant for the young

missionary:

Evangehsm meant moving from village to village, often on foot; being
pastor to the already Christian and witness to the not-yet-Christian; it meant
getting to know profoundly Hinduism and Islam and adherents of these
religions. It meant acquaintance with social customs and encountering
intense opposition. It involved organizing schools and securing support for
them; the recruitment and training of local leadership. It involved a ministry
of healing; and dealing with a wide array of social concerns about poverty,
alcoholism, drugs and oppression of outcastes; it involved also response to
the Gospel by groups and individuals; it meant baptism and new life in
Christ; the organizing of new churches. Life becomes very full when the
agenda is set by endless human need and guided by response to these
needs."*
Pickett

was

seems

ready to plunge

to have been undaunted

in. He

current issue of the Indian

of a

to have been

difficulties of the

assignment

especially pleased to be involved

On the frain ride from Lucknow, he may well have read

movement work.

abridgement

seems

by the

Witness, which catalogued

longer piece by Bishop Wame,

contained 50 million

social life. "If we

depressed-class people,

can

win these

on

article in the

movement "facts." An

whom it called the foundation of Indian

fifty millions,"

nearly

mass

it observed that the subcontinent

it asserted "we shall have made the

winning of the remaining millions relatively easy.""'
occupied strategic positions

mass

an

in

and

all the current

The

knowledge

that the Methodists

mass

movement

stages

�

Telugu
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territory

and the

region

of Travancore in the south, the

Punjab,

the northem part of the

United Provinces, and northem Bihar and Chota Nagpur, which included Arrah

�

ftieled

this somewhat naive scenario.
A little

over

two months after the Picketts' arrival in

Arrah, in January 1917, the

Arrah Circuit, which had been attached to the Tirhoot District since 1907, became part of
a new

Ballia- Arrah District, with H. J. Schutz

duties

�

inquirers

more

efficient ways to meet the

^remained

�

addition to these
An

affected

unchanged."

But,

there

were

challenges,

enormous one was

the

escaped none

even

as

configuration,

expectations

the year

also

impact

political

closing

was on

Pickett's
751 in

1917), and

of thousands of

progressed,

Pickett realized

that, in

interfering obstacles.

of World War I

on

mission work in India. It

stances. Isolated

intemational travel,

though it was,

the Ballia- Arrah

war was an

expanded pastoral

load

resuUing

from the

of the German "Gossner Mission." The American Methodist work and the

German work had for years gone
German missionaries

on

in the

during the war,

same

region. However,

to dismiss

the

repatriation of

the fioiit of the Lutheran work in Chota

in jeopardy. Moreover, since the Gossner Mission

support, it had

new

of these effects.

One consequence of the

virtual

new

family life, fimd-raising, costs, communications, workloads,

replacement personnel,
District

around 200,000. In this

The

focus of the mission

supervising workers, baptizing new behevers (there would be

for

looking

numbering

superintendent.'"

district

people, although the

district contained about three million
three castes,

as

nearly all its indigenous

depended

on

workers. The

Nagpur was

Germany for financial

discharged workers had
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ministered in

scores

of villages north of the

Ganges,

as

well

as

frain stop west of Arrah. The abandoned Christians from these
Methodists to

come

but not without

and

even

shepherd

greater sfrain

on

pled

for the

colleagues responded

their resources."

were

not the

with the readiness of Christians from

backgrounds

areas

them. Pickett and his Methodist

Of course, the Methodists

impressed

in Buxar, the next main

to address the crisis. As he

only ones
an

put it in

a

who tried to

help.

Pickett

was

array of national and denominational

letter to John R. Mott:

When anti-German

feeling was running high, and certain British
Government officials were making reckless attacks against German
missionaries, the Society for the Propagation of the Gospel, the Chota
Nagpur Diocese of the Church of England and the Anghcan clergy in hidia
led by the Mefropolitan, who had previously been the Anglican Bishop in
Chota Nagpur, defended the character and political record of the
missionaries. But they did not stop with that. The P.G. [provincial
government] in Chota Nagpur undertook to cooperate with the hidian clergy
and the Church Councils in maintaining their work. The Bihar and Orissa
Council and the National Christian Council offered their services. The
American United Lutheran

Missionary Society loaned one of their ablest
missionaries and made financial grants. An Advisory Council and a Board
of Trustees were appointed and eventually the Lutherans of the area
organized an autonomous church."
A second

Germany from

difficulty of the war was

the hidian economic

items in hidian bazaars

were

inflation. A

picture.

imported

from

available. Moreover, before the onset of the

largest market

for exports,

goods shipped

to Britain. The

crop

prices, including

importing

key factor was

Before the war, many of the most salable

Germany.
war

Now

of this

they were no longer

Germany had become

from the subcontinent

collapse

the removal of

hidia's second

frilly half the

value of all the

important export market depressed major

those grown in Bihar. Britain

compounded the problem by
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requiring huge

amounts of wheat and other crops to feed its

shortages. Profiteering, speculating and hoarding made
noted that certain

With food
with

items, such

as

medicines, could

prices rising more than

higher taxes

to

support the

90 percent and

war

matters still

worse.'" Pickett

longer be purchased

imported goods

effort added to

failure of 1918, many missionaries and

monsoon

no

troops, thereby causing food

at any

price."

than 190 percent,

more

that, and with catastrophes like

village preachers

were

barely

the

able to

hold on.'*
A third consequence of the
from the West. To

a

war was

certain extent, that

was

its role in

drying up missionary support

expected.

It

was

Methodists would choose to divert

some

home front."

financial constraints of the war,

Notwithstanding the

manage in 1917 to erect the

workers.

Although he was

regarded the arrangement
school.'* He could
Most

opposed the

of their

family quarters building

forced to

as

use

it, instead,

not know that the money would

of all

though,

some

conscript

spread the word that

Christians should

for those to be trained

more

was

the

a

a

as

village

boys,

opening

the

war

larger boarding

gave to those who

perfect backdrop

to be used for the

for

mmors

greasing

Indian Christians for the

spreading false

that the British

of bullets in the

religion.

war.

European front." Still

government order had decreed that, because of the

retum to their former

he

never come.

upper class Hindus circulated

planned to meU baptized infants into lard
Others wamed of a plot to

however, Pickett did

to accommodate

work of the missionaries. It offered the

example,

from intemational missions to the

temporary, until money could be found for

disheartening

information. For

others

giving

that American

only natural

Each of these had

some

effect.

war, all
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Particularly troubling to
Christian workers to
threat of violence

off and

on

the missionaries

keep

the fact that there

was

up with and refute the

deceptions.*"

were

Also

Christians. The house of one of Pickett's

against

preachers

Superintendent
He

quoted

masses; but when

we

get the power

another

as

saying,

one

"When

Brahmin

as

saying, "Yes,

will put

we

was sown even

largely isolated

society.

come

to

so we

will have to pay taxes

don't

come

back until the

the shortage

faced yet another
around.

promised

stoned

to

He had intended to

to

purchase

Pickett 50 dollars.

war

on

living quarters

jewels,

a

so

you

can

emerging

Similarly,

he

wane, and

Hinduism."*'

of hidian

women

who

visiting

ladies from the

report it

to

them. We like you and your

the

teaching,

but

is over."*'

effective

bring

�

to

lifting the

all your work."

only one religion

of hidian co-workers and the

challenge

on

are now

These "shut-ins" told

see our

government

Besides

quietus

in the zenanas, the

from outside

mission: "We know you have

a

you

an

get home rule, the English power will

we

then the Christians will be driven out. We have

Distrust

opposed

Schutz noticed among the educated Hindus

"spirit of unrest."

please

was

for several weeks. However, he refused to be intimidated.*'

mission work.

were

the

troubling was

The surge of enthusiasm for home rule also emboldened those

quoted

enough

not

ministry in

Ford

car

it. At the last minute,

negative

effects of the war, Pickett

the district: the

logistics

to hidia. A friend from

though,

the friend

of getting

Brooklyn had

reneged. Instead,

he gave
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Pickett at first calculated that the

villages by

a

third. But after

with

talking

automobiles, he revised his estimate.

car

would abbreviate his travel time to the

of the

some

was no

hope

of getting

have to settle for less

My work

one

at

a

local British officials who had

He became convinced his travel time would be

halved.*" However, though he had already collected
there

eight

fair

price

money towards

until after the

a

vehicle, he knew

Meanwhile, he would

war.

satisfactory means.

extends

over a

very wide

territory. My wife

and I

are

the

only

missionaries of any denomination in the entire Shahabad District which has
a

of almost two million. Our

population

small communities of Christians

railways

the trains

wish to

visit,

time

them. I

three

scattered

over

far apart and our
the district. The two
are

which traverse the district do not reach the communities where

most of the converts live and

on

are

preachers

places

for

now
me

are so

have

to

on

come

even

when

they do

reach

a

community which

I

slow that I have to waste hours of precious
my desk

urgent calls fi-om the preachers in

to them tomorrow. To reach the first of them I

would have to leave Arrah at six in the

moming

on a

combined

freight

and

passenger train and would arrive there at eleven o'clock, having fraveled
just twenty-three miles. If he would wish me to go with him to see the
Christians in his care I would have to hire an ekka and drive from two to

twelve miles

according

to the

.

.

.

community.

The ekka

[a horse-drawn

man has yet
cart]
invented, but it is the only vehicle obtainable in the smaller places and I am
wasting hours every week riding on them. Sometimes I walk for miles in
preference but I don't save any time that way. To reach the second place I
would have to come back through Arrah and go out on the other railroad the
next day on a slightly faster train and repeat the experiences of the first day
while the third place would wait for the third day.
If I had an automobile I would cover the twenty-three miles to the
first place in about an hour for the road there is excellent, would take the
preacher with me in the car to any place on his circuit and going across the
country reach the second and possibly the third place that day.*'

is the slowest and most uncomfortable mode of travel

On his excursions into the
of India, for the

villages

were

villages

of the district, Pickett encountered the heart

where nine-tenths of India's

communities between the fields

which

�

one

writer

people

lived. These

aptly described

as

resembling
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"commodious and

certainly neglected bamyard[s]"**

had

featuring

a

single

the shreet,

street

tight

wealthy and

temple

and empty

place.

It

had

a

some

an

adjacent bazaar, and,
fields

surrounding

called

a

size. Most

either side of

on

were

owned

by the

tank, which would fill in the rainy

the winter. The tank

slowly through

where

villages,

Chamars.

shrine,

large reservoir,

they washed laundry and wagons,

and where, at the end of winter,
hi

or

considerably in

by the poor.

villages

season

was

a

clusters of baked-brick houses. The

farmed

Most

varied

�

they gathered

the tank also served

as

was

where

mud for

the water

the

villagers'

chief gathering

they watered

repairing mortar

or

their livestock,
for

supply for Untouchables

Usually, though, they had their own well,

or

they paid

building.

like the

for water from caste

people.
The interior of a

jars

or

idols,

a

house contained

village

few tools for food

preparation,

a

small, high window,

and rope

sleeping

cots.

clay jars

The

for

family cows
outside for

courtyard was

storing grains
were

and

family room.

spices,

tethered, and

a

It contained

millstones for

sleeping

area.

a

grinding,

mud

a

recess

or

into

fireplace

for

of

a

for

cooking,

manger to which the

Most of the year, the rope cots

were

set

sleeping.

As

one

might imagine,

of their status below
main

the

wall

Drawings

various deities adorned the walls. The entryway opened onto the street

courtyard.

a

village.

recognized

Because of their

Chamar
caste

living quarters

were more

ramshackle. Because

lines, they lived in separate compounds outside the

poverty, they built with mud instead of bricks. They
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worked,

not for

themselves, but

whom Pickett and his

What

as

colleagues

sparked

"so-and-so's Chamar."" Yet, it

found most open to the

the Chamars' interest in

complex. Though they embraced the
groups described

a

taking trains

were

buy

enough

to

benefit

even

trickle

even

small

gains

to

a

or

in

a

a

stayed,
flood

such

as

were

in the

more

as

an

they retumed.

shrinking

labor

brought improvement

these

were

example,

enough to

This

pool

more

new

and the fear that the urban

hopes

seems

that

of many Chamars. No
and their

religion
it

was

improved

social

protection

from

tyrannical

landlords. Moreover,

own

religious beliefs

standing

kept

might

from

Christ, however

strong appeal.

and

eclectic and could differ

and

the offer of fi-eedom in

practices

may also have contributed to their

Chamars identified themselves

strikingly

as

Hindus, in practice their

from that of the ranked castes.�

(Untouchables), they were precluded

villagers, probably accounts

to

in the

religion of caste Hindus,*'

achuts

Chamars

mobility tended

in local wages too.** It

raise the

more

example,

for

had its

and

Some of them did well

identifying with the missionaries
�

certainly

emerging readiness

socially stigmatized, relegated to dmdgery,

Although most

The fact that,
caste

for the

to social progress

The Chamar' s

religion was

however,

of changes. For

of land when

vaguely understood, must have

openness.

is elusive and

Christianity

There was,

better guarantee of police

people who

participating

variety

of them believed that

yet another path

bring,

plots

might become

some

a

gospel.

to the cities in search of better-paying jobs.

those who

modest

doubt,

adopt

the Chamars

Christian faith in groups, individuals within the

variety of motives.

among the Chamars to

was

from social interaction with

for the difference. To avoid

pollution,

Brahmans
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would neither

were

serve as

forbidden

even

their gurus

Brahman

peoples,
beliefs
the

to those at the ritual

to

but that

give rehgious advice,

religion

on

might be persuaded

religion suggests

that it

gospel

more

1920

in

or

On occasion

call out

common

a

demon,

a

or

of Chamar

description

with tribalistic

spirits

have

and who tend to discard rituals and

commonly proved more

open to

change

in

villages

and

On

evangelism.

and Chamar communities afforded Pickett most of

such

one

visit, though, the lesson was particularly

A group of Chamars had invited Pickett to tell them about Jesus.

explained that

some

urging them to

do the

hear him.

worship idols,
old

same.

Trying

untouchable

When Pickett got to the
to

He

explained, alternatively,

intoxicants, gamble,

When he

community,

village, he

target their needs, he spoke for

practices.

drink

age.'*

They

of their caste relatives had become followers of Jesus and

unwholesome Chamar

or

Chamars,

Briggs'

had

hierarchy."

than others."

early lessons

waiting to

for

caste

"saturated with animistic ideas."'" Animistic

was

�

they no longer deem effective,

disease

practices

who live in constant fear of evil

expensive.

not

the extent of it.

that their beliefs and

than with Hinduism

top of the

interpret horoscopes

was

His excursions to the
his

Vedas." Thus, they never acquired the knowledge of the

to hear the

great traditions passed

officiate at their ceremonies." Moreover, Chamars

nor

finished,

asked to

a

speak.

or

Hindu

were

found about 60 Chamars

more

than

an

hour

on

that followers of Jesus do

eat the flesh of animals that have died of

priest,

who sometimes advised the

He said:

missionary has spoken correctly, the gospel is better than I thought.
He said, "Don't drink alcoholic liquors." I thought all Christians drank
regularly. In Calcutta I have seen many Europeans who appeared to drink
If this
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alcohol every day. He said, "Don't gamble." hi Calcutta the Christians have
a race track and
gamble on every race. He said, "Don't eat the flesh of

animals that have died of old age or disease." Which of these things did I
ever tell you to do? I know
you worship idols. I don't object to idol

worship, but I don't tell you to do it. Did I ever tell you to drink alcohol or
gamble or eat the flesh he forbade you to eat? No, I go further than he does.
If you must eat flesh, it is better to eat without having to kill. Does he
prefer
that you kill God's creatures in order to get food? I tell you not to eat any
flesh. I also tell you not to eat tomatoes or beets because they are red like
blood. I tell you not to eat
Pickett knew
Chamars

were

looking

eggplants

because

they

look like

immediately that he had badly mishandled
for

them rules

good

news, for God's way out of the

he had

given

gospel,

but it took two years of many visits and hard work

�

a

litany of don'ts. Eventually,

his

grip

eggs."

of karma. Instead,

most of the group embraced the

much of it

�

Indian co-workers

Pickett that when it

overwhelmingly

to undo the

�

came

to

damage.

The incident

offering up don'ts,

every time. He resolved

never

The

opportunity.

by Pickett's

permanently impressed upon

Hindus and Muslims would win

again to represent

the

gospel

as a

list of

laws.'* As he later wrote:

frightfully easy to be more against a whole assortment of actions or
ideas of secondary or tertiary importance than to be effectively for
something of primary importance. The missionary must be for the kingdom
of God, for the rule of God, the Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, and not just
against what he considers to be evil.
The Christian faith is not a set of denials but a consistent body of
affirmations. No one is made a Christian by what he denies or by what he
refrains from doing. One becomes a Christian by positive decisions.
It is

.

We may break the tyranny of a bad habit or an
a lost and perilous state if we do not

remain in
a

positive

come

we

.

.

will

under the influence of

faith and dedication."

The work of building up
one

untrue creed but

a

village

church

was never

predictable

or

routine. On

occasion, Pickett accompanied several Indian village pastors and three college
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students to

one

of the newest of the dishict's churches. One of the pastors had been

invited the year before to be the

spiritual

advisor and instructor for about

Chamars there. Since then he had visited twice
of the adults and children.

high-caste villagers

�

these

about their decision. Not
the

The others

village.

to the

encouragement

However, for

sure

came

new

discreet, it

was

new

that all of the

to

testify to

surrounded

believers. However,

women

destroyed

precipitated

even

a near

before

men

had

(or

who

their

seemed

were

to)

After

a

family shrines.

Upon hearing this,

would

or

village

almost

few minutes

the

son

always

could

Pickett to

felt that

cause

as a

trouble."

to offer

the pastor

of 2,500 that the group

enter the

village

on

the side

they quickly discovered

though,

one

young

man

hostility. He, then,

of one of them,

But he added that he and his

help,

lives, and

immediately, they were

a new

family now

destroy their

the Indian pastor and several of the others

oblige. They invited
I have

the

and rebuked the rest for their

fiightened because

their

with him to

they got started,

foresight to

stayed home. So,

come

debacle. First, because he had not

idols and would, in fact, be pleased if the group would

[but]

changed

Christians lived. Thus when the party arrived,

by angry, shouting men.

switched sides

how God had

the pastor did not have the

propertied

the interference of some

to express doubts and reservations

begun

already widely known throughout

coming. Second,

where the

two

was

^perhaps

�

hundred

recently baptized most

what to do, the pastor asked Pickett to

made two critical mistakes, which
been

month and had

some reason

believers had

new

a

a

were

described

Christian, had
saw

the

fiatility of

shrines and idols too.

only too happy to

but he declined. He wrote later, "I sensed

no

danger

non-Indian I should not take part in any procedure that
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It

quickly apparent

was

that the invitation to tear down the shrines

embarrass them. When the pastor and the others
woman, whose husband

demanded that

students

ready to

were

knelt and

prayed.

woman

gone

every

�

one

and

in

in India

so

far

so

agitated

a

strong

sense

village.

The

college

of compulsion"

worship

grew calm. Six weeks

for the

new

simply
quiet.

Even

later, Pickett and the

believers. All the shrines and idols

the vicissitudes of the war, the

July 1917,

the results

difficulty of getting about,

Pickett's first full year in Arrah

were

can

be

seen.

We have

a

serious floods due to the overflow of the

baptized

unparalleled

embryonic

Ganges

all of last year and

in this section of the

However, 1917 ended

on a

productive
ever

spent

Mass Movements among two

and Sone

we seem

weeks, despite

Rivers,

we

to be at the

have

most

baptized more

beginning of a

country."*'

Cimmerian note. In November,

Great Feast, violence broke out in the litfle
The annual Muslim

both

real live Mass Movement in this

other castes."*' A few weeks later he wrote, "Within the last six

converts than were

was

and his lack of

he wrote, "This has been the best month I have

Arrah Civil District among the Chamars and

Movement

old

of them.*"

In

as

an

The result

The pastor and several others joined him. The crowd grew

village evangelism,

promising.

Immediately her children began crying.

boh. But Pickett "under

to conduct

Despite
experience

her instead.

who had seemed

pastor retumed

the first one,

to

former caste leader, threw herself in front of it and

Hundreds rushed in from other parts of the

pandemonium.

was

the

they kill

was a

began dismantling

setup

was a

village

during the Muslim

of Pim, 20 miles southwest of Arrah.*'

festival, celebrated by Muslims worldwide, included

the sacrifice of
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goats and
cow

cows.

Although the

Hindus of Piru and

killing, they had been content

However, this year,

on

the

overwhelmed the Muslim

neighboring villages disapproved

in the past to denounce it and let it go at that.

moming of the sacrifice,
community.

a

mob of 50,000 Hindus

Under the pretense of protecting the cows,

looted and bumed houses, desecrated the mosque, murdered
and abused the

viUages

and

Most of the

women.

Hindus to

their

repeated

a

were

some

had been

that, unless

a

moratorium

they were

clergyman

on

to restore

mayhem,

the

men as

Pim, the mob moved

an

were

adjoining

one.

they

they could,

to other

looted

by Hindus.

Thousands of

order.*"

provincial government levied

Christians. Most of them

could vouch

many

all, 124 Muslim villages

thinking of becoming

baptism, they would
a

In

start. From

as

their costs. Since Muslims and Christians

Hindus tried to claim
and

just the

in Pickett's district and

required

result of the

recover

was

mayhem.

rioting occurred

government troops
As

That

of the

were

were

a

special

exempted,

tax

on

the

many

relatives of Christians,

Christians. But the government served notice

they had been baptized

or were

under instmction for

have to pay the tax. Under the circumstances, Pickett decided to put

baptisms

for the remainder of the ecclesiastical year, which

was

about

nine months.*'

"Our first home

together led

in the 1970s. Much of that

Ruth and

me

into

a

vast

area

discovery came during their

of discovery," wrote Pickett

first year in Shahabad, where the
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experiences
Shahabad

contrasted

was

like

hi those

emerging.**
spent their

careers

emphasis

a new

happened

in Arrah

in the cities

and sometimes did, carry

on

�

much

as

lifestyle

those who spent substantial

spells

preconceptions

was

�

mass

in the

were

themselves

and

willingness

how enslaved, how

for life.

depended

for

a

They had

no

could,

�

Methods of preaching, orders

of them needed very much

villages

a

was

like Lucknow

But

adjustment.

changed. Sometimes,

perspectives, they abandoned

experiment

to

and embrace

coming

to

new

Arrah, Pickett had favored encouraging

maltreated, the people of the
as

it existed in the

mass

impoverished,

movements

villages

rights,

status,

no

living, deliberately kept

illness, they had to

pay the zamindar

day�which meant

dawn to dusk

a

hope.

The

The

were

regarded

as

zamindars, upon whom they

them in debt. If they missed

a

day of work

due to

mpee for his losses. If they worked that

they got

�

no

were.

how

hit Pickett hard. Here

human beings who, because of their "imtouchable" birth families,

pariahs

to

in Pickett's case, another kind of transformation occurred:

as

shameless evil of societal stratification

heat

missionary hub

movements, but here in Bihar, he saw, for the first time, how

exploited,

were

a

village pattems, protocols,

though,

coming

the hidianization of Pickett. Missionaries who

none

transformation of heart. Even before

the

the "hidianization" of the church

they had back home.

and found in themselves

ideas. Sometimes,
a

on

especially in

of worship, social pattems,

in the process of leaming

life in Lucknow. hi fact, in many respects,

hidia for the first time.

coming to

days,

What

sharply with

four annas,

a

people like this?" Pickett would ask the landowners.

fourth of a mpee.
"Because

"Why do

they are stupid,"

you
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would

come

could find

the response

was

"dirty,"

or

"vicious."*' But the only difference Pickett

"the cruelties inflicted upon them."**

Here and

managed to buy

a

poverty persisted
a

or

�

there, Chamars

were

bit of land. Overall,
as

though,

before. A firsthand

different direction than he

might

finding ways
such

awareness

to

save a

gains

of this

were rare.

changed

identify itself primarily with

ministry I
or

gave much

in between."*'

more

time to

the

underprivileged,"

people

The

subjugation

change

and

came a

convinced that the Church

he wrote. "So

at the bottom of

some even

Pickett and led him in

otherwise have gone. Out of that

lifelong conviction. "Early in my missionary career I became
should

few annas;

throughout my

society than to

those at the top
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The

Bungalow

at Arrah

Perrill, the height of the upstairs verandah
was about two feet less than the adjacent main row of rooms. This produced a bracing
effect and a better water-shed slope for the flat roof, made of five- foot-wide jack- arches
anchored against stout steel beams. The heavy (jack arch) brick roofing (8 to 18 inches
thick) heated up and cooled down slowly. On torrid summer days the upstairs rooms did
not cool off until well past midnight. If there was a breeze, sleeping on the upstairs
verandah could be tolerable. Otherwise, sleeping downstairs under the punkah was the
Front

(East)

face.

According

only option to sleeping

out

to Dr. Charles V.

on

the lawn.
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CHAPTER 5: NOTES

1. Pickett

(1980:99).

2. Indian Witness

46(46):4.

Denning (1931:694-695). Denning's spelling is "Samsun," but I have used "Sampson"
consistency with the spelling in other sources. Denning also spells
the name of the district as "Tirhut." Again, to avoid conflision, I have used, in accord
with other sources, the spelling "Tirhoot." I have also spelled Denning's "muhalla" as

3.

in order to maintain

''mohalla"
4. As noted in the

menial castes
5. The event

previous chapter,
(Wiser 1988:25).

was

described in

Herald. The letter
Herald
6.

on

was

January 19,

written

some

letter fi-om

on

were

Grey to

closest to slaves of any of the

the readers of The Pentecostal

November 29, 1909 and

appeared

on

page 10 of the

1910.

Denning (1931:696).

7. There is

a

the Chamars

About 4,000 dollars.

discrepancy in the

sources on

the time of the

wedding.

One

source

says

6:00 a.m. However, in a letter to J. Waskom Pickett, dated December 9, 1965, Mary
Voigt Perrill remembered the time as 8:00 a.m. I failed to record the location of the
copy. The original is probably in the Pickett archives at Asbury
For additional details on the courtship and marriage of the Perrills, see Dr.

letter, of which I have

College.

Charles V. Perrill's
8. PerriU

a

Life Line (1992:15-19).

(1992:18).

9. The Pentecostal

Herald, October 18, 1911, p. 10.

10. The Pentecostal
11. JWP to Dr.

Herald, October 18, 1911, pp. 10-11.

[James M.] Taylor, August 23,

1916. UMCA.

My description of the Arrah bungalow is based on photographs and information
provided by Dr. Charles Perrill who was bom in the house, and on descriptions of typical
wrote a
bungalows of that era, e.g., Vaugh (1931). Dr. Perrill and his father, Fred Perrill,
book about building in hidia, describing methods, materials, types of residential houses,
layouts, and maintenance procedures (1954). Additional information was provided by
Douglas Pickett.
12.
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13. During the first World War, when a German name was a distinct handicap in Brifish
India, H. J. Schutz changed his name to Sheets. To avoid confiasion, however, I have
used the original "Schutz" throughout this chapter. Later, Schutz would become a

professor at Leonard Theological College in Jabalpur, but his
He died while he was still in his forties (Pickett 1980:137).
14. hi

was

cut short.

Badley (193 1:700).

15. Annual

Report of the Board of Foreign
(1916:76-77).
16. Dr. Charles

traveling
see

PerriU,

son

of the Methodist Episcopal

(telephone

was

the normal routine for

interview with the author in

descriptive account of river travel
(1960).

in this

region

Church

1997).

For

a

and elsewhere in British

Bernstein

17. Indian Witness

A6{A6):A.

18. Indian Witness

A6{A6)-A.

19. On

Missions

of Fred M. Perrill verifies that this

from Arrah to Ballia

historical and

India,

contribution

Vedamanickam,

see

Pickett

(1933b:38-41).

Periah, see Pickett (1933b:46-48). Cf Clough (1914); Hines (1929);
Rauschenbusch-Clough (1889).
20. On

21. On
22.

Ditt,

see

"European"

Gordon

(1888)

and Pickett

(1933:44-45).

meant any Westerner.

23. The Pentecostal

Herald, October 18, 191 1, p. 1 1.

Herald, October 18, 191 1, p. 1 1. Perrill was referring to the
Chamars who, although traditionally known as leatherworkers, often worked in the fields
and groves. According to Perrill, Chamars were often virtual slaves to the local landlords
to whom they were bound through the jajmani system. For a small plot of land to farm
and meager pay, they were obligated to do most any distasteful, difficult or dirty job their
jajman (patron) demanded. The classic work on the Chamars of this period is George W.
Briggs' The Chamars (1920). The classic work on the jajmani system is William H.
Wiser's The Hindu Jajmani System (1936). Cf Beidelman (1959), Mandelbaum
(1970a: 161ff.), Hiebert (1971:81 ff).
24. The Pentecostal

25. Status and influence in the hidian

villages were

even more

attributable to land

Depending on their economic standing, Kshatriyas of a village
could be more prominent and powerful than superior-caste Brahmans (Majumdar
1955:21 1). Sriniivas even describes peasants in Rampura (in 1952) who were, as the
ownership

than caste.
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chief landowners, the dominant caste
26. JWP to Dr.
year

.

.

June 8, 1917: "When a man's salary is fifty dollars a
who gets a salary of fifteen rupees a month which amounts

[James M.] Taylor,

." and "I have

to five dollars.

(1994:97).

.

.

one man

."

27. The Pentecostal

Herald, October 18, 191 1,

28. The old Shahabad District has

Rohtas and Kaimur. Arrah
29. "Mission Stations

(Ara)

now

is the

p. 1 1.

been broken into the

headquarters

Health Conditions and

�

following: Bhojpur, Buxar,

of Bhojpur.

History,"

handwritten

by JWP

on

History,"

handwritten

by JWP

on

History,"

handwritten

by JWP

on

December 27, 1919. UMCA.
30. "Mission Stations

^Health Conditions and

�

December 27, 1919. UMCA.
31

.

"Mission Stations

�

Health Conditions and

December 27, 1919. UMCA.

(1997:806). Arrah was also the birthplace of Kumwar Singh, whose
exploits against the British during the Sepoy rebellion and afterwards became legendary.

32. Bradnock

assembling this description: area maps, a brief
description of Arrah by Ved Mehta (1970:5 10), the letter firom Pickett cited in the
previous note, information trom the Annual Report of the Board of Foreign Missions of
the Methodist Episcopal Church (1916:77), articles on hidia in the 1910 edition of The
Encyclopcedia Britannica and the 1915 edition of The New International Encyclopaedia,
and the recollections of Dr. Charles V. Perrill shared in one of a series of telephone
33. I have used

a

number of sources in

interviews in 1997.
34. Pickett

(1980:99).

35. Hollister

(1956:325).

36. JWP to F. M.

North, June 25, 1919.

description comes fi-om handwritten notes apparently written
autobiographical address given by JWP. ACA 1:1.
37. The

38. JWP to A. E.

Chenoweth, December 22, 1916. UMCA.

39. JWP to A. E. Chenoweth, December 22, 1916. UMCA.
40. JWP to James M.

Taylor, December 22,

1916. UMCA.

for

an
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Society (WFMS)
part of their work
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serving

as

was

The Women's

notes. ACA 13:16.

of the ME Church

supporting

the natural

was

schools for

girls

organization

Foreign Missionary
contact, since a large

to

in countries where Methodist

women

missionaries.

42. JWPto James

December 22, 1916. UMCA. Despite Pickett's hopes, the
on the verandah for the seven years he and Ruth remained

M.Taylor,

church would continue to meet
in Arrah

�

and

beyond

that. Not until

Indian Witness

meeting place.

43. JWP to A. E.

May 14,
59{\S):9

1929

was

ground

broken for

a new

.

Chenoweth, December 22, 1916. UMCA.

44. Recorded in the

family guest book.

ACA 1:17, Addendum.

45. The dates of the visits and Fred Perrill's comment

are

in the Pickett guest book for

1916. ACA 1:17, Addendum.
46. Arrah guest book: November 6, 1920;
47. JWP's official title

was

January 15, 1921. ACA 1:17, Addendum.

"missionary-in-charge,"

which term he later labeled

"imdisciplinary" and wished to have discarded. Fourth Annual Report of the Lucknow
Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church (1923:24).
48.

Typescript
(1981:4).

of eulogy for JWP, delivered to the Methodist

49. "From 'Mass Movement

Etchings':

Facts Worth

bishops.

Knowing"

Mathews

in the Indian Witness,

October 19, 1916, p. 3.
50. Hollister

by cuttmg

(1956:324-325).

off the southem and westem sections of the

dishict included the Ballia and Shahabad civil districts
old

district),

the

one

created in January of 1917
original Tirhoot District. The new

The Balha-Arrah District

north of the

Ganges

was

(the mass

movement section of the

and the other south. Pickett's

responsibility was

(Shahabad) circuit. See the District Superintendents' Reports in the
Fifty-fourth Annual Report of the North India Conference of the Methodist Episcopal
Church il9lS:3S).
for the southem

51. Annual

Report of the Board of Foreign

Missions

of the Methodist Episcopal Church

Report of the Board of Foreign

Missions

of the Methodist Episcopal Church

(1917:25).
52. Annual

(1916:77).
53. JWPtoJohnR. Mott, August 18, 1933. ACA 2:2. Pickett added that the Rev. J. Z.
Hodge, with whom he would again work in the 1930s in the National Christian Council,
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and who
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then

Secretary of the

active and creative part in the
54.

Bihar and Orissa Christian Council, "took
negotiations that produced this happy result."

a

very

Wolpert (1993:291).

55. Annual

Report of the Board ofForeign

Missions

of the Methodist Episcopal

Church

(1917:26).
56. Brown
57.

(1994:195).

Harper (1936:102).

58. JWP to F. M.

North, June 25, 1919.

59. Annual

Report of the Board of Foreign Missions of the Methodist Episcopal Church
(1917:27). Although the rumor was false, nearly 1,400,000 British and Indian troops from
the subcontinent were sent to war (Brown 1994:195).
60. Annual

Report of the Board of Foreign

Missions

of the Methodist Episcopal

Church

Report of the Board of Foreign Missions of the Methodist Episcopal
(1917:26-27).

Church

62. Annual

of the Methodist Episcopal

Church

Report of the Board of Foreign Missions of the Methodist Episcopal

Church

(1916:78).
61

.

Annual

Report of the Board of Foreign

Missions

(1917:26).
63. Annual

(1917:26).
64. JWP to A. E.

Chenoweth, December 22,

1916. JWP to Dr. F. M.

North, February 14,

1917. UMCA.
65. JWP to Dr. F. M. North, February 14, 1917. Pickett's mild complaint to North about
the difficuUies of travel was a bit overdrawn not surprising in the context of a pitch for
�

a

car! In

fact, the transportation system

line of the East Indian

was

quite

remarkable. In addition to the main

Railway which traced the district's northem perimeter, the Grand
through the south-central section. In addition, a light
60
miles long, ran through the heart of the district, connecting Arrah and
railway,
Sassaram, the two most important cities, and yet another light railway ran from Dehri-on
Sone, some 30 miles to the foothills beyond the historic old fort of Rhotas. Besides the
railways, two large canals with regular steamship service stretched over 100 miles, while
along their banks, and the banks of smaller irrigation canals, were roads that passed
within a mile or two of most of the
villages in the district.
Chord hne

ran

for about 25 miles
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66. Dennett

(1915:8).

67. Wiser and Wiser
68.

(1971:41).

Briggs (1920:58-59).

69. "Caste Hindus" does not

imply that Untouchables were not a caste but is a
for
castes of the four traditional varnas
commonly-used synonym
i.e., all the ranked
castes above Untouchables. The term,
"upper-caste Hindus" is used by some, but since it
can refer to either all the ranked castes or
just those at the top (e.g., Brahmans), it may
also be confusing.
�

70. Cohn
71. The

he took

(1987:184-285).

priest
on

the

who

responded to Pickett's presentation was an exception, h is possible
advisory role when he heard the Chamar group had made overtures to

Christians.
72. Cohn

(1987:185).

73. "The

great gods of the Hindu pantheon

are

scarcely known to

the Chamar."

(Briggs

1920:200)
74.

Briggs (1920:121).

75.

See, for example, Alan Tippett

number of open doors for the

on

Gospel

"The

are

Evangelization of Animists": "The greatest
among animist people." In Winter and Hawthorn

(1992:D-107).

(1961:26) writes: "Before the nineteen twenties and
even later it was not uncommon that the
Gospel was presented against a background of
the errors, weaknesses and abominations of Hinduism." Pickett was, thus, employing
what was, then, a fairly typical approach to evangelizing.
76. Pickett

(1963:82-83).

Estbom

77. Pickett

(1963:83). The eggplants they knew
like
something
eggs (Pickett 1963:83).
78. Pickett
79. From

were a

small

variety that really did

look

(1963:84).

an

address entitled,

"Tyrannies Threatening Missionaries."

No date

ACA 16:47.
80. JWP handwritten draft for
81. JWPtoF.M.

My Twentieth Century Odyssey.

North, July 30, 1917. UMCA.

ACA 15:1.

given.
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82. JWP to F. M. North,
83. JWP's

spelling

was

1917. UMCA.

August 15,

"Piru," but modem maps have the spelling "Piro."

84. Pickett
Methodist

(1918:7). See also Annual Report of the Board of Foreign
Episcopal Church (1917:25).

85. Pickett
86.

Missions

of the

(1980:63-64).

Typical was

this statement

The missionaries

are

by C.

D.

Westem

Esch,

a

Mennonite

foreigners.

doctor:

missionary

The Indian

feels, and often rightly

so, that the missionary does not understand him and is trying to introduce
too many Westem ideas and forms into the Indian Church.
The primitive
.

church had to deal with the
way

as we

do here. Indian

.

.

of Jew and Gentile much in the

question
and foreign

are so

apt

to fall into two

same

divisions,

a

thing which must not be allowed. We must cooperate, fully understand each
other, give and take advice, and build a Church on as purely Oriental lines
possible, incorporating everything Indian into it that we possibly can,
without sacrificing principle and the teaching of the Word of God. (Lapp
1972:173)
as

87. Pickett

(1938:48).

88. Pickett

(1938:49).

89. JWP

autobiographical

sketch

(n.d.). ACA,

1:1.

Chapter 6

Working with
"Untouchables
much

distinguishedfrom their fellows by nothing else as
inflicted upon them. They are sentenced to life
crime of being born of their mothers.

are

the cruelties

by

as

Mass Movement

a

oppression for the

�J.W.P.

As Pickett's District

of the Mass Movement

[were]

and others in their caste,
enthusiasm. As

families to part

colleague
and to

depended

or

of the

answer

a

Superintendent,

they

H. J.

the converts."' As

Schutz, pointed out, "The real leaders

they interacted

shared their new-found faith

consequence, those who heard them

all of a

village caste

upon the

^would invite the local

questions.

a more

complete

The decision to

advocacy of one

or more

convene

trusted and

responsibility of extending the invitation.

Christian faith

might

come

until after several such

all. But, in the Arrah field, many Chamars

including J.

Waskom

Pickett, dared

were

such

ranging

firom individual

missionary or an

an

inquiry

almost

respected leaders,

Indian

invariably

to whom then

A decision to embrace the

meetings.

Or it

might not

deciding affirmatively,

to believe that in the end
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often with great

introduction to the Christian faith

would fall the

not

family members

�

groups

�

missionary to give

their

�

freely

with

they all

and

would.

come

some

at

people,
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This
but

on

phenomenon

groups.

that the

Although village

operative

individuals

unit

was

only as sadhus,

unchanging, all-embracing
was

led Pickett and
castes

intricately

and

even

did not,

on

comprised

of individuals,

villages society,

move

on

individuals,

they concluded

individuals could exist

that involved the renunciation of one's jati
one was

unyielding reality of caste,

religious reforms,

substantial numbers could

others to focus not just

womb of relatives into which

spun that the so-called

made their decisions

were

the group, hi Indian

destined to live and die. The

millennia of invasions,

some

mass

and

as

the

�

bom, and in which

one

which had survived

political upheavals

was a

movements constituted the

web

so

tightly and

only pattem by which

Christward. That did not mean, however, that groups

monolithically,

nor

did it

mean

that

some

individuals and families

their ovra, apart from their castes, decide to become followers of Jesus. As

Pickett wrote: "Some

participated most gladly and

without conviction."' And,

others

and

[more] slowly

apparently

again:

villages in which all the members of one caste or of
two castes have been baptized in a single service, but of many more villages
in which the members of a caste group have been divided, some professing
Christian discipleship and others refiising to do so."
[I have]

known of some

Wherever he could, Pickett cultivated the

friendship

(headmen). They might not personally trigger a jati 's
had leamed well from

Bishop

Wame that their

outcome.' Moreover, they would be the

However,

even more

interest in the

gospel,

goodwill was essential to

most natural leaders in

important than the attention Pickett

attention he gave to his

of village chaudhris

an

a

but Pickett

favorable

emerging church.

gave to the chaudhris,

village preachers. Without them there

could be

no

was

adequate

the
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response

or

follow-up

human element to the

predominance
and

to Chamar initiatives.

by fraditional

wrote

later, "A notable feature of the great
every

case

methods

started the

Chamar movement toward

name was

might be

in

needed.

several such

ponies

large wheels

and

rutted roads that

were

gifted

in

knew when

of those

one

group movement. As Pickett

across

.

.

.

has been that

one man

the river in Ballia, the entire

traced back to

obtaining

and determined to

one

for his hidian co-workers. An ekka

a

preachers

a

give

of his first

one

key leader,

whose

Pickett

hearing.

them whatever

expenditures
was a

was

was

one or

fortunate

help they

the

purchase

of

horse-drawn vehicle with two

raised, canopied platform (approximately three feet square). The high

were

only moderate discomfort,

to

navigate primitive, deeply

impassible by car.

Because the Shahabad District did not

and teachers,

Methodist schools in distant

nearly all

wonderfully competent village

yet have schools capable of producing

Pickett's Indian co-workers

Agra, Oudh,

of some of them got in the way of their
to be

any other

the mission that had in its stable of preachers

was

colleagues

clearance enabled them, with

local

as

open-air evangelizing

one never

a

vital

Ilahi Baksh.'

Thus, upon coming to Arrah,

ekkas and

for

as

movements in hidia

Christianity could be

indigenous evangelists who

having

catalyst

process."* hideed,

Specially blessed, then,
two

the

too. And

as

Moreover, despite the

of group movements, traditional methods such

personal witnessing remained important

nearly

at least

of the church in Shahabad.

growth

drawn

in

They were

and Rohilkhand.

relating to

workers. In

imported

from

Although the baronial bearing

low-caste

fact,

were

people,

four of them

proved

Pickett called them "the main
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strength of the church in Shahabad."* They were
and Ishwar

wing

for

a

already met

Julam

in Lucknow, who had gone

pastor and

Stanley Jones

a

were

a

Emanuel Sukh,

on

the young Muslim whom Pickett took under

to the

seminary in Bareilly.

regarded

and

exceptional evangelist too.'

Julam

was

woman

young

contacted. He

in

a

Methodist

When the need

was

still

boarding

married, and they immediately joined the Picketts

Pickett

Andrias

Qadir,

pastor's wife in Arrah, Julam was

wanted him to meet

dishict. The two

an

Qadir, Andrias,

Dayal.

We have

his

Julam

as an

first

outstanding pastor and

employed by the

When the Gossner Mission decided not to

Gossner

resume

single,

arose

but

school in his

at Arrah.

member of the Annual Conference,

(Evangelical Lutheran)

work in Shahabad

Mission.

following the war,

he enlisted with the Methodists. The number of professed believers in his circuit

increased
a

by

150 percent

during his 15-year tenure.

communion service held for his

understanding of their rights

people,

and duties

as

but

Pickett wrote:

they all

Our first home

together

a

year

was

seemed to grow in grace and

Christians."'"

For the last two of this quartet of workers, Pickett had

In

"Only twice

led Ruth and

and search for

me

into

a

vast

special regard:

area

of discovery.

that would enable

.

.

.

understandings
adjust to
our association with Indian ways and people, two Christian men and their
families were especially helpful. These were Emanuel Sukh and Ishwar
Dayal and their wives. Dr. Polly Sukh and Priavati Dayal."
our

study

Emanuel and

Polly

Sukh

were

from Rohilkhand in what

Provinces. Both had studied in Christian schools. Emanuel had
and

one

year at Lucknow Christian

College's

was

us

to

then the United

completed high

school

School of Commerce where he had leamed
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shorthand, typing
a

district

and

magistrate

in

Hindus

Agra.

a

time, he worked

working

as an

assistant in the office of

in the office leamed that Emanuel's

were

members of the low-caste Mazhabi Sikhs

(a caste

the Sikh

religion but were not socially recognized

as

grandparents
professed

For

bookkeeping.

However, the magistrate refiised
When the call
in the Shahabad

came

District,

for

to

yield to

help

of sweepers who

Sikhs)

Polly responded. When the

potential

several years. There the Reverend Emanuel had
a

licensed medical

strike.

converts

Picketts arrived in

Arrah, the couple and their family had been in Raghunathpur (22 miles

needs, while Dr. Polly,

on

their pressure.

to minister to new converts and

Emanuel and

and went

west of Arrah) for

faithfully ministered to people's spiritual

practitioner,

had ministered to their health

needs.

Pickett's most valued
Priavati. When just

a

colleague was probably Ishwar Dayal, along with his wife,

lad of ten

or

12, Ishwar began

a

long

search for God. His parents

were

good middle-class people but were not particularly interested in religion.

were

his fiiends

yeaming to

nor

close relatives. In Ishwar's

know God, which he believed God had

sensed that the local Brahman

really know

supposed to

so

placed there.

have found God. The

way, Ishwar met

a

was a

At the

strong

same

time, he

and others who claimed to represent God did not

that he could travel to various

disfressingly ungodly.

Along the

priests

heart, however,

God. So he asked his parents to allow him to become

religious mendicant)

seemed

own

Neither

(a Hindu

Much of what he found

"If this represents God," he said, "I
a

sadhu

temples where people were

experience was depressing.

sadhu who had

a

band ofchelas

am

against him.""

(disciples). They all
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claimed to be

constantly in

they described

touch with God. However, what

communion with God tumed out to be

a

marijuana high!

as

Ishwar decided that if he

to find God he would have to search elsewhere. It was not

long, however,

were

before he gave

up his quest.

Because he

heated Ishwar
without

a

was

dressed in the saffron-colored robe of a sadhu, fellow Hindus

This included

warmly.

ticket." Therefore, when he decided

made his way to the nearest
wanted would

depart

Later,

on

about ten hours later. So he

which he had been
for the

woman

the

frain, Ishwar read the

leamed that she lived in

was

lay down

not there.

room

and

Christian,
Dayal

naturally

tract and

come

explained to

to India at her

him the

answer

when he

days

and

German

finally found her house, she

seven

days

missionary in the city and,

to Christ and was

baptized.

Ishwar to forsake his sadhu

practices, accept

Christian

girl to

with the

she would agree to become

a

a

for

finally

later. She gave him

teach him about Christ. When he decided that he must become

a

gospel

Ishwar went back to the station to look

Muzaffarpur. However,

allegiance

marriage

who had

He looked for her for ten

given him the fract.

she took him to

gave his

a

woman

So, he waited for her until she retumed

began to

he

in the shade and went to

tract. It seemed to contain the

searching. Switching trains,

who had

parents' home,

When he arrived, he leamed the train he

railway station.

expense to witness to Jesus. She handed him

message.

who allowed him to travel

to retum to his

He awoke to the voice of a well-to-do British

sleep.
own

railway employees

The German

monthly salary,

whom he had

within

a

few

days,

a

a

Ishwar

missionary persuaded

and enter

formally

into

a

already been married in childhood� if

Christian. She did agree, and they

were

married. However,
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one

day

Ishwar

a

and the

misunderstanding occurred,

immediately

with whom he

left

might

Muzaffarpur

and went

work. He found

one

missionary,

who not

searching

in

a

rage, struck Ishwar.

for another Christian

colleague

in Fred Perrill. Fred wanted Ishwar to work

among the Chamars in the Shahabad District.
to the German

missionary,

However, before employing him, he

only recommended

Ishwar but

went

expressed anguish

for

having unjustly struck him.'"
When Waskom Pickett

(Mr.

and

In fact,

Mrs.) Dayal,

to Arrah and

he found Ishwar to be

throughout his time
I had

village evangelist

came

in India, Pickett

come

Pickett described Ishwar's

to know

adept

began working with

presenting the gospel

at

regarded

anywhere."'*

Shri and Shrimati

Ishwar

In

My

as

to all

castes."

"the best all-around

Twentieth

Century Odyssey,

approach:

began to speak in a village, people from houses all around came
close enough to hear him. He talked about favorite gods of Hinduism and
always in a way that impressed his hearers and did not offend any of them,
despite the fact that he always in a very friendly way introduced a strong
Christian thought

When he

hi just

one

year Pickett

"drawn to Christ

baptized

by the saintly devotion

Christian hfe of the whole

The year 1918

676 persons in Ishwar's circuit.

was one

of their pastor and his wife and

came

he wrote,

by the beautifiil

family."'*

of growth and

change.

family when Ruth delivered baby Elizabeth
and close friends

They were,

enthusiastic

on

One version occurred in the Pickett

February 11, 1918.

From

congratulatory notes. However,

grandparents

from Indian friends.
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came

of sympathy.

expressions

God and

being pmiished,"

were

next year, June

would be

a

our

we

had in

some

displeased

way

said Pickett." The great event would be followed the

8, 1919, with the birth of a second daughter, Miriam Lee. The third child

daughter too: Margaret,

Pickett wrote: "When

were

felt that

"They seemingly

our

clearly distressed

sins for which

bom October 18, 1926.

second and third children

and very frank in

we were

talking

being punished

were

Recalling their reception,

also

girls,

about it. Two said

our

Hindu friends

they were

sure

that

had not all been committed in this

incamation."�
The last of the Pickett children,

time, there

were

not

Douglas,

only congratulations

fi-om

would be bom

grandparents

1929. This

January 27,

and Christian

fiiends, but "a

veritable tomado of congratulations" fi-om Hindu fiiends. "Several persons told
we

should

rejoice

against us,"

in the

proof that

accounts had been settled and the

was

also

occurring

gods had nothing

in the church. Of the 648 adults who

in the Ballia- Arrah District in 1918, most

languishing.

The

growth

missionary the previous

were

were on

year

(on furlough with

sent to Arrah. Pickett

no

closing

figured out

a

were

baptized

the Arrah side of the river. Ballia

effectively arrested

of the church had been

of local leaders." The shortfall led to the

students

that

remembered Pickett."

Change

a

us

due to the absence of

replacement) plus

of the

was

a severe

boys' boarding school;

shortage
the

way to fit 40 of them, but 20 had to be

tumed away.
On

a

brighter note, thanks to

a

visiting missionary lady who

contribution of 500 mpees, Waskom and Ruth

were

able to

made

a

personal

organize the girls'

school they
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had dreamed of." With

serve as

Ohio

Bishop

the school's first

Wesleyan

Wame's

principal.'"

and later became

school in rented property

on

an

funds for

a new

Miss Abbott

Phi Beta

of

exceptional village evangelist." They started

the

a

was a

Monday.'*

The first

year's

Foreign Missionary Society was

girls' boarding school, ongoing support was

to

meet necessary expenses, and the school achieved

school

came

That dream

to be

was

that the

boys'

people

now

�

a

small

living in the compound

hospital building

with money raised in America

materialized." Although
secure a

private gift

Raghunathpur."

no

through

medical

the

emergencies.�

17, 1918, he wrote:

more

as

the

girls'

high

school.

anticipated whenever

facility would be buih
improvements

sick clients that

which showed

He

was

Centenary campaign,

new

at

Sukh's

fiind it

but the funds

in Arrah, Pickett

Polly

one

hoping to

was

never

able to

dispensary at

of two in the district.

year."

Pickett and his co-workers continued to

accelerating mass movement,

unable to

for excellence."'*

coeducational

and 170

dispensary at Raghunathpur was

Together, they handled 33,000

once were we

could be buih, Pickett had in mind yet another

for medical

of 500 dollars for

The

provide

from friends of the

school and the Sawtelle School,
a

was

but not before the end of their time in Arrah."

boys' dormitory and assembly hall

project

reputation

called, could merge someday to become

eventually realized,

With 80
the

hoped

a

enrollment
unable to

come

Picketts in hidia and America. Years later Pickett wrote, "Never

Waskom and Ruth

Edna Abbott to

Kappa graduate

August 12,

limited to 20." Since the Women's

approval, they invited Miss

no

give the bulk of his

signs

energy to the

of slowing down. On

September
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Last week in

a

section hitherto

and where

hardly touched,

we

have

no

resident worker, about eight hundred Chamars gathered and voted by about
790 to 10 or 12
[to] tum to the religion of Jesus for salvation and social
.

.

.

Three of oiu* workers from various distant

uplift.
the proposed meeting,

were

there and

preached

Elsewhere, both in India and abroad, the
debate. Some heralded them

and wamed that

unmanageable

practice

as

into the church. The

Washington, Bishop
low castes. A

influxes would

previous year,

day or two later,

thinking

huge

all

Sherwood

classes create the ideas

bring vestiges

bluntly that

educated classes. E.

leamed of

them.'"

India; others criticized them

at the 1917

Eddy

points, having

movements continued to stir

mass

key to winning

Oldham had asserted

winning India lay in the
that "the

the

to

stated

by which the

of heathen ideas and

in

Laymen's Convention

India would be

won

categorically that

Stanley Jones

as

through

the

said that both

hope

were

lower classes live." He

the

of

right but
argued:

become gurus to the higher classes and change only their attitude
toward Christianity, even if we do not change them into open Christians, if

If we

can

hostility to friendship, we make it possible for low
castes to become Christians without so much opposition. You have gained
an atmosphere in which many men may more easily become Christians,
even if you have not gained a soul."

we

change

them from

For the moment, however, Pickett did not have the

debate. It

was

all he could do to

March 15, 1918,

one

Taylor got

years of preaching and

had

responded to

the

up with the local

month after Elizabeth's

stay. Pickett took his former
November. There

keep

luxury of entering into

mass

birth, James

M.

movement. For

Taylor came

mentor to Pim where the riots had

a

of Pickett's

gospel. Moreover,

there

were

example,
a

on

one-day

begun the previous

glimpse of what Pickett could not ignore.

teaching by two

for

the

village preachers,
also hundreds

After just three

about 800

more

people

enquirers.
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Pickett had

when "a

�

several

Taylor to preach

day's work,"

at

a noon

Pickett

Pickett wrote: "As he
all

.

was

.

spoke

disciples

But

had

was a

more

to the poor

higher

came

now

Such interest
addition to

they gave

from 20

care

Dayal,

man

had

come

insisted that

as was

reign

and

kept

girls

approach to educating the

it for

preach
hour.

an

said."" When Taylor asked

in their hearts, 50 Hindus and several

ten

men

Taylor,

met them and

village

explained that they
meeting would be.
failed to get

Taylor baptize him by the roadside.'*

in the

was on

Pickett knew

responded to

were

and the

specifically to be baptized. Having

found in the mango grove

for those who

whose

villages.

castes seldom let him

assent to what he

railway station,

welcoming these opportunities,

nurture and

villager than

of the love of Jesus Christ and the way in which love should

the

young

into the service, he

Priavati

worth

many miles for the service but had misunderstood where the

One of them

was

harvest time, the busiest time of the

the story does not end there. As Pickett,

responded. Yet,

come

mango grove, h

Taylor got everyone's attention

of Jesus,

preachers walked back to

a

Nevertheless, people

who among them wanted the love of Christ to

Muslims

service in

was

afraid of interruptions, for the

was

disruptive remarks.

distinguish

said Pickett, ".

work in any other season."'*

days

without

for

guess how many would show up, for it

anyone's
year

arranged

new

their

gospel

the increase. But, in

they had to

find better ways to

invitation. So, when Ishwar and

boarding school

in Arrah,

suggested

children of mass movement converts, Pickett

was

a

fresh

quick to

affirm and commend it.
The

about

a

Dayals

were, at the

quarter of a mile from

a

time, living in

a

rented house with three

hamlet of Chamar Christians. Their idea

rooms.

was

to

It

was

bring

12
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into their home. The

boys

boys

rice and lentils to last them until

Pickett's efforts,
the

room

from

in

one

one

enrich the

With

boys'

dollar

a

diet

of the

villages.

On

Fridays,

obligations

successful in

as

month per

a

help

boys

Mrs.

Dayal

would retum

enough

boy, provided through

The

when he

with

would stay in

boys

would direct the

was

not

ministering the

home, which could be

observed, "This simple, inexpensive way of life

teaching boys

to read and to understand and

was

practice their

Christians."" For Pickett, the Dayal' s approach held tremendous potential.

Another idea

primary schools
own

the

Monday moming

substantially.

and be their teacher. Ishwar would

to ten miles away. Pickett

wonderfully

their

Friday.

ordinarily occupied by the Dayals' daughters.

boys' cooking

gospel

they could

would arrive each

in their

homes

or

^Pickett's

�

own

was

�

to

use some

neighboring villages.

ovm or

with relatives and, when school

responsibihties except teaching.
I have worked with the

of the

His

plan was

for the

session, have

in

was

village boys

to teach

boys

to live in

no

He wrote:

village

school

problem

.

.

.

and have met many

I have leamed that it is almost

impossible to mn an
efficient school with imported teachers. My greatest hope for the
development of primary education in this region is in Christian boys whom
we ourselves educate and who while remaining in their villages will carry
on their work. If in the course of years we establish a net- work of primary
schools taught by trained teachers in the region of their own homes I am
confident that we will thereby make a very long step toward the social,
economic and spiritual generation of our village community. One difficulty

discouragements

that young men who read up to the middle in our schools face is that the
income which they can obtain fi-om their land is not sufficient to support
them in the
scale of needs that is inevitably created by their

higher

education. If some of our young men can live in or near their homes,
manage their fields with the help of other members of the family,
themselves working during the most busy seasons, and supplement their
income

by teaching schools it will open up for them a life of greatest
promise that will save them to their communities.

usefulness and
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Pickett

boarding

was

school ended up

routinely "lifted

should remain
and

leaving their villages.

out of the

villages

assets to their

as

have

whereby village boys
He

argued that boys

positions

a

Christian

of salvation and above all

drunkenness and the other sins that

emerged

and among whom

boys,

he

said,

laymen organizing,

so

living pure,

beset the

clean

lives,

iree from

community from which they

they have lived.""'

were

to be remembered

great epidemic of influenza. Among those who became infected was Pickett
in

himself At the time, Ruth

was

Schutz acted

nurse.

as

Waskom's

of-factly in the guest book."'
stricken and

was

That

the

must not be

raised." The

The last quarter of 1918 and the first several months of 1919

for

a

of influence and comfort but,

village must be

villages, going out "as

who went to

superintending Simday schools, praying with the sick, counseling with the

needy, telling the good news
idolatry,

and put into

the whole standard of life in the

through them,

teaching

concemed about the pattem

in bed for

year's

million

were

"The Sahib

was

so

down with the

But that did not tell the

Superintendent H.
flu," he

J.

wrote matter-

story. Pickett was seriously

month.

strain of flu

globe, killing 675,000

more numerous

a

Bombay visiting her parents,

was

especially vimlent.

It

ravaged populations

in the United States alone. However, nowhere

than in India. Of the 22 million who died

Indians."' Perhaps the death toll

was so

worldwide,

were

more

all

over

deaths

than 12

high because hunger had already
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weakened

so

throughout

many. Famine conditions

the

war

one

was

32,195."'

that the

reported

past week."* That

typical

subcontinent. The Arrah District
of them died. Nor

were

schools lost. Nor

whole. However, the
"indescribable

was

that closed in 1919, the number of those in

Because of the

was

of what

high

incidence of influenza

was

boarding

there much loss of life among the
less

comforting.

district. The

Ganges

.

.

.

was

river and

as

hospitals,

holy were compelled

the saddest consequences of the

and other

1929 Indian Witness

to leave their

those

or

to

in

places

the

as a

so

along the banks

of the

homes.""'

epidemic were the

Many of the orphans were brought

places where

schools

There was, wrote Pickett,

of the victims that the Hindus who live

who lost both parents.

four students to

village Christians

congested with the bodies

Among

November 1918, the

being reported throughout the

any of the students in the Arrah

larger picture was

its waters

(and

fortunate in that few of the workers became ill and

suffering throughout the

regard

the Northwest

and several others in the mission had died within the

girls

account was

was

Bareilly Theological Seminary had lost

influenza and that three school

village

by the epidemic

events had to be canceled and schools had to be closed. In

Indian Witness

none

hit hardest

During the quadrennium

the conference who died

plague),

in many sections of the subcontinent

years.""

Of the Methodist areas, the
India Conference.

prevailed

scores

of children

neighbors. Christian

bringing them thought they might be helped,

hi

article, Pickett remembered what transpired.

North
nearly every Boarding School and Orphanage in the
hidia, and perhaps in every part of hidia, people brought newly-orphaned
babies with the plea that they be saved from the death by disease or
At that time to

of

a
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starvation that

surely awaited

such institutions

were

them otherwise, and very few
able to refuse the claim of these little

Principals
ones

for

of

a

chance in life. But

none of these institutions were
equipped to care for the
babies; neither the staff nor the physical equipment needed was available, as
nurses frayed by a succession of
sleepless nights soon convinced nearly
connected
therewith."*
everyone closely

As

a

result, it became apparent

to all that

connection with the Clara Swain
rented quarters. Here,

the

Hospital

"Baby Fold"

at

Bareilly in

was

needed. It would open in

1920 and

a

httle later

move

into

is Pickett's account.

again,

Indian Methodism

a

was

then

Missionary Society and,

celebrating the Centenary of the Founding of
first the North India Conference

.

.

.

and later

the North West India Conference voted to raise money for a Home for these
babies. Bareilly was selected because its location is central to the territory
served and

site

a

Women and

was

available

Picket himself would become
raise the money for the fold's
later became known

Bihar the first
to hold

In January

Schutz

as

baby to

key positions

was

own

"The Wame

Hospital

was

Bijnor where

for

still at its

Pickett

help

baby fold,

brought by train

brought there would

height.

the first Methodist

two-year-old Ballia-Arrah

was

and would

which
from

grow up

government.'"

appointed Superintendent

Perrill's retum in March, he

project

When the

1925).

Some of the babies

in both the church and in

under Thobum in 1868. The

in

in the

Baby Fold," opened,

enter the home.

transferred to

was

the Clara Swain

deeply involved

building (built

1919, when the epidemic

districts. Pickett

adjoining

Children."'

District

mass

field

Superintendent

movement had

was

begun

divided into two

of the Arrah District, and, until Fred

given temporary responsibility

for the Ballia field. The
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new

Arrah Dishict

was

160 miles

long

and 100 miles wide. Its

million. This vast field had just three missionaries
Edna M.

Abbott)

Raj Singh,

and five

and Emanuel

The Christian

were

up. Pickett felt

keep

community in the

plant

for the

boys'

preachers. So,
pleading

for

on

some

more

was

Hem

Sahae, A. Briscoe,

he

ever,

a

long

opportimities

so

many that

facility

as a

letter to B. T.

movement in the matter. As well

letter describes the progress and

than doubled since the

they were

unable to

therefore, the necessity of building

the present

penned

�

more

trend would continue. Pickett

sign that the

thousands of enquirers

freeing up

February 26,

Arrah District had

every

strongly than

school and

D. P.

About 22 other workers assisted them."

Sukh).

enrolling

three

Waskom Pickett, Ruth Pickett, and

village preachers (Ishwar Dayal,

Picketts' arrival. Moreover, there
and his workers

(J.

population was

in the

as

training

York

single document, his

Arrah District at the

new

larger

center for

Badley in New

any other

a

beginning

of 1919."

Pickett

circuit and had

reported

baptized

to

52

Badley that the previous

people

locales followed him all around

in two

begging him to

Methodists had just 50 members in that

members in 24

Dayal)

villages. Available to

in

one

go to their

region. Now,

cover

that

day,

while

men

villages.

In

just

one

from

nearby

1916, the

said Pickett, there

area was

Bikramganj

were

700

preacher (Ishwar

and his son."

The
the

villages

week he had been in the

same

news

from Pickett's

preachers

in the other circuits

was

month, February 1919, Briscoe and Sukh each baptized

Dumraon and

Raghunathpur circuits and,

at

equally favorable.

at least

a

In

hundred in the

Buxar, Sahae had added another 40

or

50.'"
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In

addition, Pickett and his colleagues had just opened

Sone and

Dildamagar. Therefore, argued Pickett,

acute. With

new

churches

now

emerging

two

the need for

in three castes,

circuits

new

at Dehri-on-

boarding

a new

more

�

school

fiiture leaders than

was

ever

had to be tumed away from the schools.

The three castes included:

a

caste of farm laborers and

Chamars

numbering 65,000;

mats

a

had taken to

numbering

�

and Doms, often

agriculture, trade,

over a

a

lending,

about 6,000. Pickett believed that,

year who has not said that within

a

slightly higher

status than the

thought of as vagabond entertainers,

money

matter of time until all the Chamars became

for

with

village watchmen,

�

though most

Chamars, numbering 128,000 in the district; Dusadhs,

and

making

given enough personnel,

it

was

Christians. "I have not talked to

a

Chamar

few years all the Chamars of the District

will be Christians," he wrote." As for the Dusadhs, several hundred had

baptized

and there were, said

Pickett, perhaps

wrote, "Every Dom in the District is
asked

us

to make the entire caste

Given the

an

a

thousand

enquirer.

.

.

.

areas

And of the Doms, he

All of their chief chaudhris have

gathered

Pickett believed

in many districts and

India. He observed that thousands of Chamars from his
Chamars from other

enquirers.

already been

Christians."'*

mobility of many of the Chamars,

Chamar believers could be

only

even

own

in the

hi

groups of

major cities

district worked

for at least part of every year in Calcutta,

Lucknow, Lahore, and Darjeeling.

new

of

alongside

Bombay, Poona,

fact, he had in hand the addresses of 100 Chamars

who had moved from his district�half of them in Calcutta and 29

more

in

Bombay.
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"These
other

people,"

mass

he wrote, "are in better circumstances than the converts of any of our

movements

so

far

I know."

as

As shoemakers

especially in Calcutta and Bombay they earn big money. At
time, they do well at home. Most of them have a little land some
few have considerable holdings of land.
The Chamars are a rising caste.
refuse
to
remain
a
and
a
They
depressed
despised people. We can lift them
up and make them Christians now, but if we delay they will grow impatient
and rise socially, educationally and economically without our help
without

the

same

�

.

.

.

�

our

It

this

Christ."

was

not

long, however,

He wanted to

picture.

see

before Pickett

firsthand the

came

living

face to face with the dark side of

conditions of some of the Chamars

on

his Calcutta address list and to minister to their needs. One of the Calcutta missionaries
escorted him. What

they saw made

We went into

that

we

one

dark

their hearts ache:

room

which had but

one

door, and it

was so

small

small window not

had to stoop to go through. There was one
by 2 feet. The room was 9' by 17'. There were sixteen

than 1 Yi

men

larger

and

They worked there by day, they ate
boys working in there then.
there, and they slept there by night. Their food was cooked by the two boys
The men told us they eamed Re. 1-4-0 or Re. 1on the small verandah.
Within twenty feet firom the door was another
8-0 as daily eamings.
similar house, in the doorway of which, several prostitutes were visible.
Not more than a hundred and fifty feet away was a liquor shop.'*

two

.

.

Pickett observed that while the

portion

of it ended up with the

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

men were

eaming

liquor shop

in the

�

especially venereal

mass

for them

owner or

brought back more money than they could have
ilhiesses

�

�

with the

prostitutes.

eamed at home, but

often

The

a

men

they also brought

diseases. Scores of these Chamars had become Christians

movement, but in the city, he knew of no pastors

committed to

good wages,

helping them gain better living

and

assigned

to their care,

working conditions."

or
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Such

duties

as

came

the state of affairs at the start of 1919 when J. W. Pickett

Superintendent

accommodate
could be

was

more

mailed, it

down with

important

letter

a

and wrote his

long

and cultivate

new

boys

was

misplaced,

progressed,

community persisted. By year's

Sunday

for almost

recovered and sent off, it

was

Every aspect

more

of the work

school attendance

(by 1 1,784 pieces);

end

was

up

the

(by

Badley asking

as soon as

dragged
was

on

a

into the

and emollments in the

spring. By the

Pickett

time the

of the District's Christian

thousand

students);

boys'

writing it,

early May.*"

enlargement
than

he had finished

improved. Baptisms
778

for funds to

pastors. Ironically, though, before the letter

bout of malarial fever that

As the year 1919

the church.

letter to

began his

and

new

believers

were

up

added to

(there were 1,115);

the sale of scripture

girls' boarding

were

portions was

schools

were

up

at

capacity.*'
Pickett's

never

leadership

and work ethic accounted for many of the

called attention to himself or his achievements.

credit to both his

predecessors

and his coworkers.

gains. Yet,

Upon the contrary,

Reflecting

on

he

he gave liberal

the successes, he wrote:

increasingly conscious of the greatness of the work done by
my predecessors. Rev. A. L. Grey and Rev. F. M. Perrill. The former, as
the founder of the work, by rare faith and diligence through much privation
and sacrifice gave the work an excellent beginning. The first converts tell
stories of "Grey Sahib" that make him seem like a fountain from which
flowed streams of energy and kindness. To my immediate predecessor, Mr.
Perrill, many tributes are due. He brought the work to a state of great
efficiency and prepared the way for the large in-gathering now taking place.
I have grown

Another stamp of Pickett's

colleagues.

Not for

a

leadership was his dedication to

moment did he underestimate their

his Indian

contribution, and he told them
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so.

Moreover, he regularly took the time

to encourage them

personally

and to

challenge

them to be their best.*'

Lastly,
the

man

assess

Pickett's

of action,

was

leadership

Pickett, the

was

man

and address the need of the hour

"The greatest missionaries

are

surely

loved God with their minds," he
believed in

a

of reason, hi

was

to whom

missions,*"

we are

themselves to those

sent as

small measure, his

found among those who have most

said, and that

once

and of the

ability to

people

was

assuredly true

conscientiously

of him.*' Pickett
of books and

study of the Scriptures,

to whom

one was

called.

"Study the

missionaries, and how the Bible and church relate

people," he urged

competing for the hearts

no

Behind Pickett,

due to his powers of reasoning and intuition.

life of study that included, for him, the

articles relevant to

people

distinguished by discernment.

group of colleagues.

one

and minds of those to whom

"Study the

forces that

are

to minister in Christ's

we are

name."*'
However, despite his gift of leadership and organizational ability, Pickett

deeply conscious
have

more

of just how thin he

personnel

at his

field, he thought

one

the

were

�

training

two

women

school
who

were

Only one
appointed its
Hyneman

disposal.

each for
in

was

spread.

If only there

He

longed

were

for the

day when he might

four missionaries to

cover

the

Arrah, Buxar, Dehri-on-Sone, and Moghalsarai. If only

place

to

equip

new

fi^ee to itinerate and

lay and ministerial

workers. If only he had

evangelize.**

of those dreams would materialize. Late in 1919, the

first female

was

evangelist.

could contribute to the

Pickett

was

delighted,

district, but because he

not

was

only

new

district

for what Miss

deeply committed

to
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utilizing women
whole of my

ministry I have hoped

rights, including
will

The

a

good

shared the

year.**
"more

election

as

and

bishops.

prayed

for

women

That wonderful

to be

day has

"Throughout the

given

not

full ministerial

yet arrived, but I hope it

soon."*'

come

with

in ministerial service. As he reflected late in life,

new

evangelist,

foundation in the

gospel

accomplished
(who

and

was

women

through

bungalow

as

came

home base, she

every circuit of the district

over

the next

time, she reflected that it had been her best year to date in India:
more

enjoyed."*'

going on fiirlough)

Waskom Pickett dreamed, not
the workers could

With the Pickett

language.

with low-caste

At the end of that

Miss Abbott

who had traveled with the Picketts from America,

help bring

The

Miss

following year,

at the

Hyneman succeeded

girls' school.�

only of more workers,

but of the kind of changes

about. He wrote:

The Chamars, from among whom most of our converts are coming, have a
virtual monopoly of the raw material of the leather industry which is
entering upon a period of remarkable development. Also most of these
people are tillers of the soil and own small plots of ground. I know of no
that are so advantageously situated for rapid and complete economic

people

and social
We

regeneration as they are.

are

convinced that

our

church has here

a rare

opportunity for

raising it within
securing an extensive, compact Christian community
generation to a position of economic prosperity, social independence and
spiritual power."
and

Ever the

optimist,

personnel)
particular

Pickett seldom wrote of obstacles

to his vision of social

�

uphft

aggressive opposition

(other than

limited finances and

for the Chamars. However,

from the

a

one

Arya Samaj and its allies

obstacle in

continued

�

to
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plague

the work and,

across

the

river,

had

brought

the progress of the

gospel

to

a near

standstill."
From

Christians

1915-1920, the Arya Samaj in collusion with the landlords fed the Chamar

across

the

Ganges

in the Ballia field

a

megadose

of intolerance.

tactics, economic squeeze plays, threats, and violence, they conducted
intimidation

against

those fi-om the

depressed

Utilizing

campaign

a

scare

of

classes who had tumed to Christ. Two

years after his Arrah term, Pickett described their tactics:

The

attacked and

beaten, their women folks are insulted, false
charges
brought against them in the courts, their crops are cut and stolen,
their animals are killed, their rights in the community are claimed by others,
they are compelled to work under the begar system without pay or for
purely nominal remuneration, access to their wells is denied them, and they
are subject to innumerable other persecutions both petty and major."
men are
are

At the

that it

was

same

time,

really they,

the

the persecutors

Arya Samaj,

In the words of Methodist historian J.

proclaimed to

the

depressed

class Christians

who had their interests at heart, not the Christians!

Tremayne Copplestone:

lowly Chamars were treated to the extraordinary sight of high-caste
leaders rising to advocate Chamar interests. They heard themselves called
brothers by men who had always treated them as outcastes. They heard
their social superiors flattering them and cajoling them with offers of
schools and social recognition ^benefits that would come to those who
rejected Christianity.'"
The

�

Due to their numbers, this alliance of opposition to Christian

quite

effective. Said Schutz, "Where

we

humanly speaking it was impossible to
opposition
expulsion

as, "thick

fi-om the

as

had

one

cope with

expansion was,

worker, the Aryas had
our

a

in Ballia,

dozen and

foes."" Schutz described the

mosquitoes, educated, powerfiil, rich, employing bribes, threats,

brotherhood, annulling of all marriage arrangements

among the
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Christians (the hardest blow of all to the

privileges

.

.

hidian), [and]

.

The Ballia

However, the

mass

mass

movement

movement

on

sagged

under the pressure. It

Pickett's side of the

several factors accounted for this. Not among them
rumors,

intimidation,

of the church

were

The first

This

and economic pressures that

was

did

fared better.

fully recover.

Probably

any escape from the false

plagued

the Ballia field. The enemies

expansion?

reason was

was

the missionaries to

Ganges

never

active south of the river too. What, then, accounted for the Arrah

District's continued

leadership.

cessation of all social

that, unlike Ballia, Arrah

crucial because the fiiel that

respond

leadership, beleaguered

to

mass

Christian

never

a

void in

missionary

kept the fire buming was

movement initiatives.

villagers

had

the

ability of

Moreover, without strong

did not know where to tum for

Second, Pickett cultivated relationships with the power brokers

help.

as

well

as

the

powerless.
One lesson I leamed

.

.

.

was

the wisdom of maintaining cordial relations

Hearing many complaints fi"om poor Christian
and
fi-om
who
were asking for Christian instmction, I found
groups
groups
it essential that I cuUivate friendly relations both with the oppressed and the

with all classes of people.

oppressors. Contacts with the oppressors enabled my colleagues and me to
contribute significantly to improving relations between the two groups."

Third, Pickett,
As

a

as

always, built fiiendships with

result, various officials sought his counsel

appointments. Through his fiiendship with the
received

a

on

local

government authorities.

policies, emergencies,

Arrah District

Magistrate,

and

even

Pickett

luncheon invitation from Lord Sinha, the govemor of Bihar and Orissa. Lord
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Sinha had just been elevated to the peerage, the

only Asian

time.'* After the luncheon, the govemor took Pickett
emperor had authorized him to

the

depressed

classes to

membership

wanted to know, recommend

immediately suggested
gave him
was

a

generous

expected

at the

appoint

in the

someone

to his office. He said the

representatives

two

to be so honored up to that

of the tribal

provincial legislature.

who could

and

one

of

Could Pickett, he

fairly represent the

latter? Pickett

Emanuel Sukh. Lord Sinha asked Pickett to send Sukh to him and

sum

of money to

cover

govemor's mansion,

their travel costs. Pickett told Sukh that he

but he did not tell him

with the govemor, Sukh showed up at Pickett's house, his face
the

people

king-

After

why.

aglow.

interviewing

He had received

appointment.
It did not take

joining the body,
shops.

long

for Sukh to make his mark in the

he introduced

a

resolution

advising the

assembly.

Just weeks after

govemor to close all

liquor

The British-owned newspapers ridiculed the idea, but, to the amazement of many,

the resolution

passed. Sukh had

received

a

letter from Fred Perrill that said:

The Government officials will argue that the money [liquor revenues] are
used to maintain schools and hospitals. Don't let them deceive you. Our

given thirty pieces of silver
for that vile deed. If he had used that money to serve the needy people
would he have been less a traitor? Certainly not!"

Lord

The letter,

legislature.
in the

was

betrayed by Judas Iscariot,

according to Pickett,
He

member who

reached Sukh just

put it in his pocket and read it

assembly,

he

was

was

who

on

was

as

he

was

leaving

for

a

session of the

the train to Pahia. As he seated himself

shocked to hear the chairman say, "Because of the illness of the

scheduled to present the business listed for

it and will take up instead the resolution offered

today,

we

have to postpone

by the Reverend Emanuel Sukh." Sukh
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had left his notes at home, hi the

of the moment, he could not remember what he

panic

had written down. So, instead, he took Perrill's letter from his

English spokesperson

for the government

Excellency our Govemor,
chairman

.

We

poisonous

us

to

The resolution

Sukh, who
as a

was

and

rose

see our

his

.

.

government betraying the poor by selling

spoke

and all referred to Judas the
The govemor vetoed

it, but,

reputation was made."*"

A few years

a

position.

Methodist disfrict

superintendent,

was

quite

later, when the king granted permission for the

to elect their own

nominated for the

myself,

said, "We Muslims know about Judas.

passed by a large majority.

also to become

legislator.

provincial legislatures
were

Muslim

drinks to them." After that, six others

said Pickett, "Mr. Sukh's

successfiil

a

him and it hurts

befrayer of Jesus.

"I will not allow

and read it. The

and other officials to be likened to Judas," he shouted. The

agreed. However,

despise

protested.

pocket

After

chair,

a

number of maharajahs and noted

eight ballots

representative with the most votes suggested they all

failed to elect

one

lawyers

of them, the

withdraw and elect the Reverend

Emanuel Sukh." Sukh got the job.*'
A fourth

reason

the Arrah District continued to grow

wilhngness

of Pickett and his

opposition.

For

colleagues,

example, during the

opposition both to evangelistic

throughout the

whenever necessary, to

census

year

(1921),

Arrah Christians faced "'terrific'

registration of Christians;

it 'continued

fiiry.'"*'

However, Pickett and his

team stood firm.

Copplestone summarized:

the

challenge the

work and to

year with unabated

As the Methodist historian,

despite persecution was
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Anti-Christian teams devoted their entire time for weeks to

villages

to

try

visiting the

to block the final conversion of
inquirers and to win

Christians back to the Hindu fold.

Community councils were organized to
bring about reconversion of Christian converts. Christians supported by
vigorous leadership by Pickett and his preachers, had to lodge hundreds of
complaints with the police in order to stop the census workers from listing
them falsely, hi the face of the fierce social pressures of the 1921
campaign,
most of the Arrah Methodist
constituency held steady.*'
A final

reason

why the Christian movement was

expansion

of Pickett's stable of workers, which he

fimds and

no

local

training facility. By 1921,

male workers and 44

women

Pickett

brought

out their best. In

enough breathing room to
to

a

take

Centenary flmd-raising

conducting

a

managed to bring

about

was

despite

the

limited

Pickett's district staff included 49 fiill-time

workers (35 of whom

workers). Moreover, they were quite

not derailed in Arrah

effective.

were

the spouse-partners of male

By his support, affirmation,

and

example,

tum, their dedication and hard work allowed him

on some

additional

challenges, including giving leadership

effort in the Indian churches*" and,

as we

shall see,

highly successful campaign against India's big liquor industry.
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Familiar Faces to the Picketts

Front
A. L.

,

left to

Grey,

right:

Fred M.

around 1908.

Herman Schutz

Perrill, J. O.

(Sheets), Grace Bills (about to be married to Schutz),
Denning, and Mrs. Denning. The photo was taken
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eventually ^within a generation or two shedding their caste identity. That those who
migrated remained receptive to the gospel at least initially was clear. Pickett reported
that urban workers in Calcutta had just baptized 20 Chamars from his area. (JWP to
B. T. Badley, Febmary 26, 1919. UMCA.)
was

onto

�

�

�

�

�

�

58. Indian Witness

56{2l):\-2.

59. Indian Witness

56(21):2.

60. JWP to B. T.

Badley, Febmary 26,

1919. UMCA.

Report of the Board of Foreign
(1919:213-218;.

61

.

Annual

62. One of Pickett's workers from

Ruth, upon hearing that he

was

a

later

dispirited

Missions

era

of the Methodist Episcopal

Church

related to the author how both Waskom and
up, came some distance to
and Waskom on the other, each put

and about to

give

encourage him. He recalled how Ruth on one side,
hand on his shoulder, and by carefiil listening and counsel,

helped

him to

renew

a

his

enthusiasm for the work.
63. From

address entitled,

an

"Tyrannies Threatening Missionaries."

No date

given.

ACA 16:47.

time in Arrah, the Indian Witness occasionally Usted books for
of
missionaries, and Pickett may have selected some of these. At any rate, as an analysis
the
that
shows
books he donated to the Fuller Seminary and Asbury College libraries,
64.

During his

lists (see,
genre that appeared in the Indian Witness
books
of
number
for example, Indian Witness, November 12, 1919, p. 8). The largest
donated by Pickett related to hidia and its people (focusing on caste, tribes, customs,

books he chose

were

certainly of the

faiths, festivals, culture, and history); the second largest number related
65. From

an

address entitled,

"Tyrannies Threatening Missionaries."

to

missions.

No date

given.

ACA 16:47.
66. Annual

(1919:215).

Report of the Board of Foreign

Missions

of the Methodist Episcopal Church
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67.
or

Typescript manuscript by JWP.

ACA 13:38a. This

was

written when Pickett

was

88

89.

68. See Robert:
69. Ruth

(1996:167-169)

Hyneman

for

more on

Methodist

in the Pickett guest book,

near

women as

missionary evangehsts.

the end of 1920. ACA 1:17,

Addendmn.

Report of the Board of Foreign Missions of the Methodist Episcopal Church
(1919:213-218).

70. Annual

71. Annual

Report of the Board of Foreign

Missions

of the Methodist Episcopal

Church

(1919.216).
72.

Copplestone (1973:806-811).

73. Indian Witness 5 5{4S):\.
74.

Copplestone (1973:808).

75.

Quoted

76.

Copplestone (1973:809).

in

Copplestone (1973:809).

77. JWP handwritten draft for

78. "Elevated to the

for the

privileges

Mv Twentieth Century Odyssey. ACA 15:1.

peerage": recognized as being on

a

par with

English nobility, except

of heredity.

79. Pickett

(1980:59).

80. Pickett

(1980:58-60).

81. JWP told this story often, ft appears in My Twentieth Century Odyssey (1980:58-60).
There are, in the Asbury College Archives, several more handwritten and typescript
accounts, all of them virtually the same in content.

of the Lucknow Conference (1921 :36). Census
called it,
years were particularly touchy, because "the pride of Hinduism," as Fred Perrill
led many Hindus to extreme measures to insure that the published numbers were
politically favorable.
82. JWP in the Second Annual Report

83.

Copplestone (1973:810).

84.

Planning

would feature

for
a

an

Centenary celebration of Methodist missions, which
fund-raising effort for missions, was begun at the session of the

intemational

massive
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General

that
Missionary Committee in Los Angeles in 1915. There it was "resolved
the General Committee memorialize the General Conference of 1916 to authorize
proper
celebration of the one hundredth anniversary of the organization of the Missionary
the Board of
Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church." The campaign was to be run
.

.

.

by

Foreign

Missions with the

cooperation

and

participation

of the Board of Home Missions

and Church Extension, as well as other church boards. In this way, it would become a
church-wide effort {Annual Report of the Board of Foreign Missions of the Methodist

Episcopal Church, 1915:18-19.) The General Conference's approval of the proposal set
the campaign in motion.
The magnitude of the campaign can be seen in the predicted expenses of $200,000
a month for the first six months of 1919 {Annual
Report of the Board of Foreign Missions
of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 1918:14). However, the results would be another
matter!

India's

parallel campaign,

of which Pickett became financial secretary, got

flilly

under way in 1920, two years after the start of the American campaign. The goal, set in
October of 1918, was to raise in India over the next five years an amount exceeding five
million rupees. All this was laid out for the church in the Indian Witness of October 15,
1919. Thereafter, fiirther details and progress reports of what proved to be a successfiil
effort appeared regularly in the Witness until the end of the campaign in 1925, two years
after its conclusion in America.

transpired in America however, the outcome of the campaign
was bitterly disappointing, not just because, after the war, fimds raised in the American
Centenary campaign for the mission fields were being diverted to recovery efforts in
Europe, but because the funds raised in America were so incompetently managed. This
became abundantly apparent when, in 1922 and 1923, when, instead of increasing, as
expected, assistance for the work in India plunged more than a million dollars. See
Harper (1936:152-156) and official reports.
Because of what

Chapter

7

The Post-War Years
"At about four-thirty in the

morning I was awakened by the sound of

running water. I got

donning a dressing gown

Chitambar

went

up and

downstairs and discovered that

without

water was

awaking Dr.

within about

fortyfeet of our house, flowing rapidly toward the Ganges River eight
east. Where the water had come from I could not imagine.

miles

�JWP

To live in rural Bihar

suffering,

to live around the

among them floods and famines.

into both, and each time
out of nowhere

was

"under the

�

Likewise,

was

he

During his

fmal years in Arrah, Pickett

steady gaze

unanticipated

of a cloudless
famine while

sky,"
on a

1921,

was a

under the

come

Pickett later put it.'

intersection of two recent events.

Episcopal

Church gave

and Northwest India Conferences "to divide their territories and

adjust their boundaries."'
which Pickett

ran

joumey he would never have

hi 1920, the General Conference of the Methodist

permission to the North

The flood seemed to

caught completely by surprise.

literally stumbled upon the

taken apart from the

from various emissaries of

comer

One outcome

was

the formation of a

charter member. It convened in Lucknow,

presidency of Bishop

Wame. However, the
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new

annual conference, of

Tuesday, Febmary 1,

delegates did not

252

immediately settle

its

Ganges Conference.
conference after

The

The hidians, however,

Hindu

on

name

margin,

O.

Denning,

horrified and

so

Ganges

the next

won

by

a

day they

began with eight

Northwest India Conference and

districts

�

six, including the Ballia

protested naming the
Oudh Conference or,

single

Still,

vote.

looked for

a

no one

compromise

and

two

coming

from the

and Arrah districts under Perrill

Pickett, coming firom the North India Conference."
In the heart of Pickett's Arrah District

was an area

of about 20 miles

miles, where the boundaries of all but four of the district's circuits
committed to

rectangle

villages

200

developing this

villages

where

unreached

that had

regular

people.

core

To

services

territory intensively.

sounds

monumental,

were

accomplish

we

conducted, there

the

paid

a

based at

Jagdishpur,

a

town of

still in that small

even

in the

to

develop

preachers would be needed.

new

If the vision

already gone

workers and 1,700 Christians to 13 circuits with 46

Sassaram,

surrounding population

was

tens of thousands of

task, the mission would have

workers and 6,668 Christians. In 1920 alone, five
one

were

church. And,

were

by 30

met. Pickett

must remember that in four short years Pickett had

from three circuits with 17

including

There

hardly been touched by the

circuits. Pickett estimated that 100 additional

and

wanted to call it the

Lucknow Conference.

Lucknow Conference

and

were

by J.

goddess. Alternatively, they proposed

comfortable with the slim

settled

led

missionaries,

Bihar Conference. But the

possibly,
was

a

name.

a

new

circuits had been formed,

historic Muslim center with

a

population of 20,000

of more than 400,000. Another of the

10,000, which by road was about

paid

new

circuits

20 miles from the Pickett

was

at
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The land

bungalow.

on

which the town

miles to the northwest and

Pickett had

was

baptized

formed, there

to the

built, plus swaths of land stretching nine
southeast,

owned

were

Pickett's focus

already 200

new

Christians.'

the heart of the district did not lessen his interest in the

on

10,000)

was

Chunar

�

Although

it

was

20 miles south of Benares

transferred to the

^was

the town of Ahraura, the site of a sizable, but

Missionary Society.*

approached, Pickett was getting ready to

As the start of the hot

after the first annual

loo. It forecasts the

later Waskom read
not

give

it much

meeting of the new Lucknow Conference,

have
and

preferred

was

was

May 7,

of heat, the

flight to

"Today began

the hills. ..." A few

the

days

note in the paper about famine in the area. He took note of it but did

thought.

more

before in 1919, it
On

a

days

season

go there.

William Norton of Evanston, Illinois wrote in the Pickett guest book:

blowing of the

(population,

East India Railroad. Just 12 miles southeast of

�

work of the Church

Exactly a month

was

116 miles west of Arrah, the town of Chunar

directly accessible via the

largely unfruitful,

more

part of the Conference reconfiguration, the Chunar Circuit, formerly

part of the Allahabad Dishict of the Northwestern Conference,
Arrah District.

by an Englishman.

the first converts there in the fall of 1919, and at the time the circuit

were

remote circuits. As

eight miles

was

a

He assumed

serious but not

Saturday,

to drive his

already using.

new

This

that, like the famine reported

two years

widespread.'

Pickett boarded

a

westbound train for Chunar. He would

Ford car, which he had

trip, however,

the

car

recently uncrated

and assembled,

would not be of use, for his ultimate
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destination, Ahraura,

was

"Primitive roads demand

only accessible by foot

of a church, several

been offered

by the

Church

Pickett's belief that the

should establish

was

confi-onted

insignificant.

a

so

by

a scene

As the

bad," he

.

.

.

mass

�

were

enough to

hundreds

the

as

almost

come

more

soon

lying along

its

edge.

feed just

reasons

it

spread that way and that they

was

suddenly seem

staggered by the sight

"I had

day.

fairly good,

no

of

idea of the situation

"The local

people

are

not

but in the mountains back of

failure of the crops for three successive years

complete

here to

school. The property had

of the property

road unfurled to him, he

souls

day

small property

Pickett journeyed firom Chunar in his ekka, he

purchase

the crops have been
an

a

a

buildings were badly in need of repair,

wrote the mission board the next

have

quipped,

which had decided for financial

movement would

By then Pickett had given

brought

houses and

Although

that made the

starving

Ahraura there has been

As Pickett

purchase, inexpensively,

Missionary Society,

rugged

suffering seriously as

and hundreds

to

presence there.' But

dozens of sick and

being

was

preachers'

to abandon its work in Ahraura.

was

by ekka.

primitive means!"*

Pickett's business there

consisting

or

beg."'"

away all he could of the money he had

over a

hundred

people.

But that

was one

meal, and there

there just like them. Moreover, the 12,000 permanent residents of

the town seemed unmoved

by their plight.

The

only beggars they helped were

those

they

bribed to go away.

By day's end, Pickett had lined up

through daily newspapers

for

a

relief center and

was

help. Relinquishing his vacation

planning to appeal

in the hills with Ruth and
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his two infant

going

daughters,

he instead would

come

back to

help

all he could. "I dread

rescue

further back toward the mountains," he wrote, "but will have to do it." He

estimated at least four months of caring for the victims, after which, with

rain, the strong
wrote, "will

[and]

we

ones

could

earn a

probably have

will

little

to

adopt

a

IN 1915 During Waskom's medical

in the next crops. "But some," he

furlough,

his

Prohibitionist." When pressed, he allowed that

drinking

half-brother, Deets,

After

clear-cut

why they would not

in moderation is

the sale and

who tried to be

retuming to

purchase

In "An

Christians have

set the

biblically allowed,

�

Waskom

some

.

and General

a

were

right example.
he

rest of his

was a

family

�

in

passionate

of the best Christians

indulged

in

a

susceptible to addiction, he
To the

responded that

protest of some that

"the dmnkard is

always

a

moderate drinker but failed."'"

India in 1916, Pickett lectured and

of intoxicants. In ecclesiastical

position on the issue,

jeopardized.

era

and soda, but for the sake of those who

man or woman

.

Wilson of the Methodist Board of Temperance had invited him to

fact, like much of the Methodist Chiu^ch in that

could not fathom

.

few dozen famine children.""

represent the temperance board in India if he retumed." Like the

daily whiskey

modicum of

to be cared for until the next rice harvest in December

probably need

Secretary Clarence

by putting

a

the church's

settings,

he

argued that,

reputation and evangelistic

Open Letter to Methodists," he lamented

indulged in drink

preached regularly against
without

a

success were

that "so many nominal

that non-Christians in vast numbers have

thought the
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Christian
from

religion

not

1920, Pickett launched

District. He and his workers

demanding that

all

Methodists'

of a

Buxar

a

for

some

included the

hidian

the local

campaign against

shops

kept many

liquor shops

in the Arrah

and Christians alike to unite in

enough support

to

scare

out of business.'*

finally agreed

to

a

half-time

appointment

for India and Burma." He did

part-time Superintendent would

eight,

he claimed,

opposition to Christianity.

soon

but increased the

so

as

the

knowing that

be ameliorated

District, with Emanuel Sukh in charge. That

by the

the

formation

not

only reduced the number

for

new

potential

circuits, which is

time, Pickett had argued for the move.'*

Besides

preaching

and

lecturing against the hquor frade,

production of various booklets, charts,
The

important of these was
September,

of the

Pickett

of Arrah circuits from 16 to

why,

some

closed. The effort aroused

Temperance Secretary

of being

indulgence."" This,

urged Hindus, Muslims,

some

April 1, 1922,

handicap
new

a

liquor shops be

away customers and put

On

to such

opposed

to Christ and accounted for

turning
In

was

1921

The

by Deets

which

provided him

a

Clip Sheet was modeled

thousand. He added to it various
influence. The response to the

20 newspapers

publications.

after

an

mailing list

opinion

leaders and

came

from the

in India

political figures

from editors, and

The most
out in

approval

printed practically the whole of every issue

government,
more

�

than

from

It received

politicians.

most of them secular

�

a

whom he wished to

fortnightly publication was remarkable.

leaders, acclaim

role

American version that had been

directory of every authorized publication

accolades from church

new

Temperance Clip Sheet, which he began putting

Pickett since 1913. Pickett's

edited

and other

Pickett's

Over
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"

papers.

When requests

edit it. It, too,

was

for

came

Urdu version, Pickett recruited M. A.

Phillips

to

well received.

Items in the

need to crack down

sheet

clip

on

ranged

from reports of liquor raids to editorials

railway engineers

targeted not just liquor though,
two

an

who consumed

but charas

on

intoxicating beverages.

the

It

and heroin too. Here

(hashish), cocaine,

are

samples:
"Double Murder

Bhagwati Prasad,

a

by

Charas Addict"

young Hindu of about

Lucknow with the murder of two old

24,

women

was

charged

at

servants of his

household. This young man was addicted to Charas and
under its influence he conceived the notion that if his owls

given human blood they would tell him how he
might become the king of Ceylon. He was found guilty of
murder and sentenced to fransportation for life. A
could be

recommendation
detained in

a

was

lunatic

made to Government that he be

asylum."
"World Notes"

Several ex-brewers of America

are

reported

as

saying

that

they expect Asia to fiunish them with facilities for
reestablishing their business and with an expanding market.
Are America's outlaws going to be welcomed by the
countries in Asia? God forbid."

Many of the

items

were

substantially longer than the two just cited.

statistical information. Others commended leaders of boycotts

or

Some contained

the sponsors of new

prohibition laws.

Although the clip

sheet lasted

editor feh that it conhibuted
movement in

only a year, until the

substantially to

India." One who

was

the

vitality and

Picketts went

on

endurance of the

impressed with Pickett's work,

even

fiirlough,

its

prohibition

before the
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publication

of the

clip sheet,

He invited Pickett to

the Hindu orator and

was

join him

in

a

politician, Madan Mohan Malviya.

speaking tour of the

United Provinces,

an

invitation

Pickett could not accept because of his other commitments. However, the two did share
in

a

large meeting

what

came

in Delhi and became

good friends.

Pickett described the

friendship

and

of it:

He made various efforts to

persuade his co-religionists to refrain firom
He expressed the opinion that together we
opposition
could stimulate so much opposition to the liquor trade that the Government
would have to reduce the number of hquor shops in every district.'"
to the Churches.

Other

new

fiiends from the movement

the Servant

Yet another

of India.

strict alcohol

regulations

known

as

it did, firom

honorific underscored the broad

one

as

were

the editors of the Indian Social

three-month

including one to

South Indian statesman, Chandra Chakravarti
as

"C. R."

Rajagopalachari, known

"halfway to prohibition,"

a

leading political figure

impact

for

developing

called Pickett "the father of

prior to

the

period he received more than

lectiire at Shantiniketan

Conference

publication
adopted

a

a

"campaign against

.

.

.

liquor

hundred

All

this,

was

his

reputation that

speaking invitations,

("Abode of Peace"),

of the first issue of The

resolution

in the south of India, the

of Pickett's crusade. Such

begun by the Bengali poet, Rabindranath Tagore."

his

Reformer and

prohibition.""
Coming,

in

was

better known

Gopal Rajagopalachari,

Indian

...

an

we

experimental university

should note, occurred

Temperance Clip Sheet] Later, Central

conmiending Pickett
advertisements in the

for his temperance work. It cited

press," his petition that brought an
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end to

liquor

ads in post office

efforts to get anti-alcohol reforms
An

and the

publications,

new

willingness

interesting sidelight to

all this is

that,

as a

non-cooperation movement that worked!'*

Non-co-operation
clarified his

grinding

own

halt

by

result of his influence in the hidian
a

role in the

one

aspect of

As Judith Brown tells it:

set the mold for Gandhi's life and work in hidia and

Indian

But

identity.

withdrawal of Indian

British administration carried
of legislatures

cover

passed."

temperance movement, Pickett may have inadvertently played
Gandhi's

of the press to

campaign to bring the raj to
co-operation it did not succeed.
as a

a

in its usual cumbersome fashion, the work
continued and taxes were collected. Ironically, the one area
on

of financial embarrassment to the

raj resulted from an aspect of the
campaign which Gandhi and Congress had not planned a temperance
movement which hit excise revenue! Several provinces were badly hit and
in late February 1922 the Govemor of Madras admitted that his
government's financial position was 'really desperate' largely as a result."
�

Although,

like

Pickett, M. K. Gandhi

was a

strong opponent of the liquor industry,

Pickett did not first meet him in that connection.� Instead, it
Pickett's

his

�

hi

lifelong

fascination with

politics

1914, when Britain declared

that

�

war on

was

brought

Germany,

another interest of

them

together.

the British

were nervous

they soon

how India's national leaders and the Indian

princes

breathed

the established hidian leaders did not hesitate to

a

sigh

of relief hi the

lend their support to the

crown.

beginning,

In part this

was

due to their conviction that, after the war,

Britain would have little choice but to reward their

logic went like this.
aggression

so

If Britain

was

would react. However,

about

loyalty with swaraj,

fighting to protect weaker nations

they could retain self-determination, and India stood

self mle." Their

from

at her

imperial

side, after the
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war

Britain would do the

Thus, during the

war

right

years,

noncombatants went off to

70,000

were

a

thing

staggering 800,000

war

in

and offer hidia that

same

freedom.

hidian soldiers and 400,000 hidian

Europe. Of them, 26,000

were

killed and another

wounded."

hidian veterans of the

different men,
Rao

and consistent

men

war came

whose vision

was

home with

enlarged

high expectations. "[They]

were

and outlook broadened," wrote Jashwant

Chitambar, Pickett's colleague from his days in Lucknow.

They had acquired a first-hand knowledge of England and of the countries in
Europe, their governments, their economic and social conditions, the status
of their women, and, above all, the freedom which these nations enjoy. They
saw evidences of "liberty, equality, and
fraternity" everywhere. This created
in the hearts of the hidian people the hope of being given an equal status with
the other dependencies of the British Empire. The feeling between England
and India

was

most amicable at that

An announcement made

by British Secretary of State

House of Commons seemed to warrant these
the British Government

time."

was

committed to

a

hopes.

for
On

hidia, Edwin Montagu to the

August 20, 1917,

self-governing

he stated that

hidia within the British

and that it had "decided that substantial steps in this direction should be taken

possible."'"

The announcement

Proposals, which

envisioned

However,
self rule. First,

a

two

a

things

was

followed in 1918

series of gradual
deflated the

as soon as

by the Montagu-Chelmsford

changes leading to

Indian self-rule.

optimism of those anticipating the granting of

Government of India Act in 1919, which

hoped-for direction, nevertheless, offered reforms
would freeze further progress for

a

Bills (named for their

Mr. Justice

progenitor,

Empire

decade. But

that

certainly moved things

were

less than

hoped

in the

for and that

particularly galling were two Rowlatt

Rowlatt)

that let judges conduct tiials
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without juries and let

people

be interned without trial

Instead of expanding liberties, the bills
and the

spirit

of the

when the bills

pending Rowlatt

were

�

steps backwards,

actually proposed

Acts

were an

not forwards.

to curtail them. Both the

insult. All of political India

introduced. Instead of getting concessions,

more

timing

protested
in the

repression was

works.

Against this backdrop,
1920, M. K. Gandhi emerged

as

well

as

the death of long-time

force in Indian

as a

hidia's protests, the first of the Rowlett Bills
response, his strategy of satyagraha
From then until

However,

Movement

In

arose.

more

a

Islamic

holy places

and

was

Sindh, although it

to

letter to Ali:

an

and strikes

as a

the

against

series of satyagrahas,

provoke public

dissent

raj)."

boycotts,

and

campaign was most

was

another

the Khilafat

Muslim

caliph's oversight
were

two

of

brothers,

active in the United Provinces,

certainly not confined

to those areas.

grievances. However,

religious sensibilities had been violated, but

opportunity to pursue

as

was

against Britain's postwar

Spearheading the protest movement

himself with the Ali brothers and the Muslim

provided him

a

Empire, specifically, shifting the

to the Arabs.

because he feh Muslim

enacted, Gandhi advocated,

non-cooperation.

Mahomed and Shaukat Ali. The

Bihar,

against political

shident Muslim protest that became known

Its purpose

in the Ottoman

in 1919,

germane to Pickett's initial encounter with Gandhi

1919-20,

policies

leader Tilak in

politics. When,

(nonviolent protests

1922, Indian activists engaged in

other demonstrations of mass

development.

was

Congress

Gandhi allied

he did so, not

also because

only

doing

his dream of a transformed hidia. As he put it in

so

a
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My interest

in your release is quite selfish. We have a common goal and I
want to utilize your services to the uttermost, in order to reach that
goal. In
the proper solution of the Mahomedan

question lies

the realization of

Swarajya [self-rule].'*
Gandhi's

advocacy of collaborafion

cooperation campaign were
concessions." Instead,

killing,

Gandhi and
the District

could

He

was

see

calculated to be

to Gandhi's

a

nonviolent strategy for

horror, his Satyagraha

was

a non-

obtaining British

spoiled by riots

and

in 1922, he called it off.

so

Sometime

speak.

between Hindus and Muslims and his call for

one

during

this

period,

of the Ali brothers

Magistrate,

most

were

to

Pickett drove to the

likely in August

of 1921, Pickett leamed that

stop in Arrah.'* After getting the approval of
area

placed his folding chair about ten

outside the

feet from the

city where

and

was

to

platform. Looking around,

many Indian fiiends. Then he tumed his attention to the

being introduced. Altemating between Hindi

Gandhi

platform,

he

where Gandhi

English, Gandhi spoke

for 20

minutes." The speech, severely critical of British officials, apparently stirred indignation
in the crowd-

some

point,

ended

enough

�

fiiends

so

that Pickett became

began gathering

irenic note,

on a more

around him,

reminding

control your tempers, but defend your
would

speak

and

At that

staying.

give

point,

them

some

fiightened
as

might

ensue.

Also,

at

if to protect him. Gandhi, however,

the crowd, "I

country."""

of what

am

against

violence and

beg you to

Then he introduced Ali, whom he said

valuable advice. After that, he left.

Pickett left too and followed Gandhi to the house where he

When he asked the host if it would be

was

possible to speak with his visitor, Gandhi,

Gandhi himself came to the door and invited him in.
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Pickett sat

the floor next to Gandhi and

on

focus of their discussion
of run-ins he and his

interfering with

displeasure

and

local Hindu leaders."' The first
Pickett

was on

the

liquor trade. Soon, though,

colleagues

had

experienced with non-cooperators who

their attempts to distribute

they were invoking

some

the

even

name

In

Scripture portions.

of Gandhi. On

hearing this,

agreed to being quoted

Gandhi

so

brought

doing,

up

a

series

were

said Pickett,
his

expressed

favoring the study of Jesus' teaching in the

as

Gospels."'
The last and

longest part

of their

focused

exchange

asked Gandhi if he minded

some

year-old Gandhi responded

that he liked to talk about

if the reports

were

hue

clarifying questions

on

about his

Jesus himself Pickett

behefs. The 51-

religious

religion. Emboldened, Pickett asked

that, in South Afiica, Gandhi had for

a

time considered

becoming

a

Christian.
"What do you
"Have you

mean

ever

"No, because I

Buddhist, and

being

an

a

Jew. I

Indian I

by 'becoming

told India that you

am

not

worship

only

a

Christian?' I

are a

God in the

light

prefer to worship God in the

Him almost every

day, just

When asked what he

Savior, Gandhi said,

as

I do

a

of the

Hindu,

thought

thought of Jesus'

a

teaching

Hindu way,

our

am a

Christian," said Gandhi.

Christian?" Pickett asked.

Christian, but

When Pickett then asked what he

worship

a

Moslem,

a

of all these

especially as

Sikh,

religions.

Ram

or

of worshiping Jesus, Gandhi

Hindu

But

Krishna."

replied,

gods."

claim to be the

"That claim I cannot accept. I

a

am sure

it

one

and

was a

only Lord and

mistake."

"I
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What about Jesus'

like all

sinlessness, the

others," said Gandhi. "His greatest

young

sin

missionary asked.

was

his

approval

"I think he sinned

of the

man

who killed

a

calf to honor his repentant son.""'
Gandhi admitted that he had
interest had

evaporated following

to leave the

worship

the

once

entertained Christian

indignity of being asked,

baptism

because he

service of a well-known South African church.

Long

death, Pickett remembered that the rejection by that church remained
Gandhi. He recalled
several

subsequent settings

Flooding was not

came

hearing

in late

summer

meeting

at

a

girls.

telegram

Ranchi, Bihar

go

was now

together

�

a

He had been there two weeks and

from

Bishop

by

meeting to

principal

was

after Gandhi's

lifelong thorn
over

for

the years, in

far the worst flood

followed

lay over in

bungalow, they met with

deeply troubled by the

planning to stay a

summoning him to

which Fisher had also summoned E.

of Lucknow Christian

from Lucknow and

was

Frederick Bonn Fisher

about

by a

second

College."'

He

telegram

a

Stanley Jones

from Chitambar,

proposed that he and Pickett

Arrah.

Pickett and Chitambar arrived there
the Pickett

around Arrah. But

occvurence

and J. R. Chitambar. Fisher's wire
who

"colored,"

1923. Around the first of August, Waskom Pickett went to Naini Tal

to be with Ruth and the

third when he got

was

well.""

infrequent

an

a

Gandhi tell the story, not just in Arrah, but,

as

but that his

a

on

August 18,

a

Saturday.

dozen residents of the

After supper at

compound who

failure of the seasonal rains. Without rain, the

potential

were

for famine
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loomed

large again.

Before

retiring,

prayed

for the needed

Because of the

heat, Pickett and Chitambar slept outside

verandah. At about 4:30 in the

Since it had not rained

river, 40 feet from the house. It

during the night,

from, he could not imagine

Pickett

certainly not

�

the direction in which it

flowed into the

a

was

on

flowing.

was

from the

part of the public road

Ganges, eight miles

And the Sone

were

half hour later.

a

underwater. As

river,

By then,

the

they watched the

before

though not without rain! Though the

rise

in

fact, by

was

knee

�

seven

inches per hour

in the flow. At that

boys' dormitory,
the

boys,

200

their

yards

all

doing.

were

safe.

possessions,

When

moved the

Finding

sun was

to the

come

east, for that

ten miles to the

southeast,

nearby Mission House

flow from the

shining,

a

they got there,

balcony,

flooding

the waters continued to

until, by midmoming, much of the compound

point,

Pickett waded from the back of the house to the

Phillips,

and all foodstuff to the

and four of the tallest

boys

route where the water

Miss

and

�

away. He instmcted Morris

Pickett, Chitambar, Phillips,
sure

flowing eastward.

Where the river had

mystified.

Pickett told Chitambar not to worry, that he had witnessed similar

move

was

Ganges.

Chitambar awoke about

deep

the second floor

Pickett awoke to the sound of mnning water. He

moming,

went downstairs and discovered

�

rain, Chitambar and

leading them."*

the local pastor

was

the group

Hyneman,

the

was

the school manager, to

bungalow.

waded to the

At about 1 1 :00

girls'

and her assistants had

girls from their quarters to the nearby, four-room bungalow

missionaries. However, it too seemed destined to flood,

school to make

not over their heads took

principal,

so

a.m.

of the

some

already

lady

Pickett and the others attached
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ladders to the flat-roofed house and left the boys

them, though,

that the water had gotten too

was

to assist. The real

for the

deep

boys

reason

to

for

leaving

safely retum.

When the house flooded, everyone climbed the ladders to the roof Just

fell, the

rescued

women were

everyone, the

boys

remained

Pickett's gravest

by boat.
on

the roof

concem was

overflowed the

compound's well,

potable water.

Then

thought

a

Because there

was

not

enough room

They would spend three nights

for

drinking water.

night

in the boat for

there.

Flood water had filled and

and he could think of no other accessible

came

as

source

of

to him:

put in dirty water was supposed to make the dirt sink
the bottom of any vessel, and for some reason my wife had in a closet

I remembered that alum
to

drawer

a

sack

containing

about two

pounds

of alum. We filled the bath-tub

with flood water and put in a handful of cmshed alum. The water soon
cleared. In the kitchen, the stove was still above the water line, so we boiled
water from the bath-tub and

Throughout

impressed by his
water. "He

was

Christian,"

had tea and coffee."'

the duration of the flood, Pickett worked

"cool

courage."

On

Sunday and Monday,

tireless in his efforts to

wrote

On

soon

save

and

help

the

tirelessly. Chitambar was

Pickett spent 15 hours in the

people, non-Christian and

Chitambar."*

Monday,

the second

day of the flood,

Pickett and

a

helper rescued eight

pound sacks of rice and wheat that were beached above the waterline in
small

buildings used

compound,
rescue a

them,

for the

some

Pickett retrieved them and tied them into

group of village

two

boys' school. When

people who

had climbed

a

a

one

railway ties floated

of the two

into the

raft. With the raft, he

tree for

elderly men had already fallen and been swept

safety. By the

away, but he

25-

attempted to

time he got to

managed to get the
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rest onto the raft and floated them to the

bungalow.'" By now,

had joined Pickett and Chitambar in the

bungalow. Altogether nearly

took shelter in the second story of the
For most of two

Sometimes it

was so

days,

deep

Even where it

Snakes

were a

problem

sought

shelter

on

rooms

of the

disapproval.

too.

verandahs

Pickett waded up to his

helping to

"While the flood

in houses. More than

Hyneman

kill

was

people

The

a

in

would be terrible."" And there

by.

place

in the mystery flood.

armpits

to

The current

place.

Cobras and kraits, driven out of their holes
or

a

sought refuge

progress," wrote Pickett,
hragedies.

of the Chota

on

The
for

was

new

refuge

upstairs residents

in the Pickett house

feet of water covered the

compound the water was

numerous

compound
away
on

the

saw

the

along with

body

30

bridge but had

of cattle drowned, the loss

small.

although only two

foundations. To

their

"it seemed that the loss of life

Ganga was washed
take

expressed

her verandah."

ignored the warnings. Merciflilly, though, although thousands
of human hfe

by the water,

"nearly won the 'Kaiser-i-

A resident of the

They had been wamed not to

and their cattle.

was

dozen swept into the downstairs

had been cheered and

cobra that

were

bridge

people

only waist deep. Standing was nearly impossible."

was

In contrast, Miss

of an infant float

hundred

and had to be killed. Two of the rescued Hindus

bungalow

Hind'" medal for

a

compound

large house.'"

he had to swim from

overpowering.

everyone in the

some

six feet

were

ground floor, everywhere

deep. Pickett expressed

extent, they had been

cracks in the walls. At about 9:00

stranded there for three days,

concem

about the

previously undermined,
a.m. on

Tuesday,

one

else in the

bungalow's

and there

of those

were

making rounds
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fell into

an

promptly

18-inch hole at

a comer

of the

kitchen, confirming Pickett's fears. They

filled the hole with 14 bricks. The

temperatm-e soared to 103 degrees. He had
took

same

no

moming,

Pickett became ill. His

choice but to rest. At that

point, Chitambar

charge.
Only on

the fourth

day did

the flood

begin to

had withstood the assauh. hi fact, all of the

buildings

The inundation caved two verandah walls

that

But the

counhyside

same

�

was

recede.

Fortunately,

in the mission

Arrah, the loss of houses was

more

bungalow

compound

survived.

all.

could not be said of many buildings in the

about 65 percent of the stmctures in

the

an area

region,

hi the

of 150 square miles

like 40 percent. Thousands

were

collapsed.

In

left homeless.

Pickett described the situation like this:
Several of the most

densely populated mohallas are on high ground and
escaped,
practically every kachcha house in the flooded area came down,
as did also many kachcha-pakka and a few pakka houses. In the villages,
with their houses, people have lost their year's grain supply stored firom the
last harvest, including their seed grain, many of their cattle and practically
the whole of their standing crops.'"
but

Arrah itself was flooded for

details. Both roads and rails
was

through the water.

The

mass

mainly to

submerged.

One solution that

became "fashionable" for
to leam that the

were

nearly a week before the

men

to

The

caught

only way to get

on was

pilot their women

always stayed to

the east and north.

boat-riding

around in

great majority of the village Christians

movement had

outside world heard the

a

fi-om

place

place

in tin bath tubs. It

tub. Pickett

to whom

to

was

relieved

they related had kept safe.

the west and south of Arrah. The flood

was
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Chitambar and Pickett

never

made it to Ranchi.

By the

time train service

resumed, Bishop Fisher had already left. Five days after the flood arrived, Chitambar was
able to go home

began running.
to the

by ballast

frain. Ruth and the

When the waters

subsided, Pickett

The stmctures had

buildings.

survived, but

Where had the mystery flood

city leam that

a

girls

come

retumed

set about

the British-made

�

from?

Only when

sluice, conducted the

a

irrigation canal

that

Pickett would later put it, the Arrah flood waters

wrought their worst

destruction under the

On Sunday, August 26,

Church of Arrah

a

week to the

as

good

the theme

most generous in the

giving of the

a

gathered,

Simday, though,

previous week,

fimds to make

not without substantial

District. About 50 miles from Arrah, the flow reached

This

finding

regular trains

usual,

on

the ordeal

was over

church had been able to

plain

appeared

steady gaze

more

cover

poured

a

flood

into

�

it

appeared,

Despite

not

a

days

pastor's support

in full.

and

the Methodist

the

total

bungalow.

severity of the

that

day was

anomaly,

the

for the

than doubled that year and, for the first time ever, the

their

as

sky.""

offering given

was

and

of Arrah. Thus,

the commodious verandah of the Pickett

thankfiilness to God. The

valley that

dozen rainless

of a cloudless

many Hindus joined them too.

was

and

"after

day after the day the

did the

water into the Shahabad

passed by the edge

history of the church, although

church had

a

repairs

damage.

fremendous cloudburst, 400 miles away, had caused it. A wide

narrowed for about 60 miles had, like

overflowed

as soon as
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In the weeks to come, Waskom and Ruth

repairs,

and the

replacement

setting

in Shanti

not

only

assembly met under

Bagh. Among

Friday aftemoon, special

cleanup,

3-12, Waskom and Ruth attended their last district

those

a

shamiana

(a large tent)

addressing them were

tribute

was

paid to

the

at

a

picturesque

Fred Perrill and J. R.

Chitambar. Mary Perrill addressed the women's conference
On

faced with

of personal effects due to the flood but with the end of their

term in Arrah. From November

conference in Bihar. The

were

on

topics

Picketts, just

Perrills at Waskom and Ruth's first Bihar district conference

as

related to childcare.

it had been

meeting

paid to

the

in the old Tirhoot

District.'*
From the district
to finish

packing and to prepare

preached 40
made up
met in

one

for their

miles away, in Patna, at the
unit. Lutherans,

a room on

Baptists

successors.

new

and

The

style.

occupying the room

The entire

and the

muUi-denominational and

women

The

congregation

also

room

had been

of about 60 sat

the verandah. Pickett

was

of the church. Both

were

Pickett's

Urdu, he noted that Hindi would have served

in

although the congregation was

From the start of his career, Pickett viewed

handicap.

What he said in his

eighties,

in Arrah

Waskom

he could and

The church

participants.

Hindustani bajhans
sermon

bungalow

following week,

Anglicans were

multilingual makeup

sung. But,

to the

Union Church, of which the Methodists

the verandah of a member's house.

fiimished in tme Indian
men

conference, the Pickett family retumed

on

specially

the floor, the

impressed by the
Bengali

and

able to follow

them

better."

competitive denominationahsm
probably did

say when he

Arrah: "hi the presence of Hinduism, Islam, Sikhism, Buddhism, Animism

or

was

as a

in

any other
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religion,

the differences between and within

insignificance."'*
had been

a

Nevertheless, when it

skeptic.

Just three years

articulated his doubts in

an

Christian churches fade into

to calls for

organic

his visit to the

new

church

union, Waskom

union church, he

address to the Bihar and Orissa Provincial Christian Council.

was

imperative,

dangers." However,

this

new

spiritual

came

prior to

union

While

evangelical

he said,

organic

exposure in Patna

church union

seems

to have

was

fraught

with

deeply impressed him,

and

in due time he lent his unreserved support to the church union movement. As he would
later reflect, "We obtain salvation not
Roman

by becoming Methodists, Presbyterians, Baptists

Catholics, but by faith in Jesus Christ

�

making Him

or

Lord of our lives and

becoming His disciples."*"
In the final

days

of November 1923, Pickett wound up his local

and wrote his report for the fourth aimual
a

meeting of Lucknow

summary of developments in Arrah since his and Ruth's

affirmation of Emanuel Sukh in his
District. He

was

new

especially delighted to

responsibilities

Conference. Included

arrival, including

responsibility as Superintendent

a

was

strong

of the Buxar

be able to report that his and Ruth's "dream of

years" had recently been realized in the purchase of the nearby Solano

estate for the

girls'

school:

magnificent property which has been coveted for the Christian
enterprise by every agent of the Church that has seen it. For several scores
without any
years the property has been in the hands of Europeans who
thought of its uhimate use for the work of the Church have nevertheless
prepared it for our needs. It is beautifully wooded, and 4 wells are located
thereon. One third of the property has been purchased by the Women's
Foreign Missionary Society and two-thirds by the Board of Foreign

This is

a

Missions.*'

of
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December of 1923 combined

furlough

to America.

Bombay

over

needed vacation with fmal

Waskom, Ruth and the girls planned

the Christmas

America, stopping

a

on

holidays. Then, right

the way in

Egypt

and

preparations

to visit Ruth's

after New Year's,

Europe

for

meetings

for the

family in

they would

sail for

connected with

Waskom's temperance work.*'

Leaving the

Arrah

a

doors of the

big bungalow

�

was

hard. On the

needed rest and reunions with loved

anticipating

love

bungalow

including

for the last time meant

hand, Waskom and Ruth were

On the other

enormous

job

barely begim. Nonetheless,
anything but positive terms.

the

potential

for

hand, closing the

leaving behind much they had come to

many fiiends. Also, much remained undone.

growth had been phenomenal,
Moreover, the

ones.

one

the district's

Although

growth was by no

means

exhausted.

of nurturing the district's thousands of new believers had

as

always,

After

Pickett the

setting

optimist refiised to

see

the fiiture in

down his last annual report fi-om Arrah, he

added these words:
I wish to express my

grateful

thanks to God for the

privilege

of having spent

I shall tum the work over to my successor with
years in Arrah.
confidence that the building of the Church of God in this wonderful district
seven

will

...

proceed

As for Ruth

Chapter One.

at

a

greatly accelerated rate."

Pickett, she simply wrote in the family guest book: "The end of

1 9 1 6- 1 924 in Arrah."
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Lucknow Christian
This

College Board Meeting

is

probably of a Lucknow Christian College board meeting, circa 1920. Pickett
are F. M. Perrill (then treasurer of
LCC) and Dr. Wellons (principal of LCC). On his retum to America, Pickett would
represent the financially-strapped school in a fimd-raising effort.
photo

is seated at the far end of the table. Also at the table
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for Vice President

Century Odyssey. ACA

on

the

15:9.

52{\iyA.

Report of the Board of Foreign Missions of the Methodist Episcopal Church

(1920:344).
17. Indian Witness

a few years it [Arrah
District] should be divided into two Districts if proper
is made for intensive development." JWP to F. M. North, October 6, 1921.

18. "Within

provision

52(17):4.
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19. "The

Temperance Clip

Sheet" Indian Witness

53(42):5.

20. "The

Temperance Clip

Sheet." Man Witness

53{42):5.

21.

Reprinted

22.

Reprinted in

in the /�i/za� Witness
the Indian Witness

23. JWP handwritten draft for
24. Pickett

(1980:57).

25. Pickett

(1980:57).

26. JWP to F. M.

27.

Quoted

My

53(42):5.
53(42):5.

Twentieth

Century Odyssey.

ACA 15:9.

North, August 31, 1922. UMCA.

in the Indian Witness

55(2): 10.

When, in 1919, the British advanced the Montagu-Chelmsford Proposals, which
proposed to give Indians more places in the Indian Civil Service, legislative assemblies
and ministries, Gandhi quickly brushed the reforms aside, depicting them as "a subtle
form of emasculation." He urged all Indians to respond by adopting a stance of "noncooperation," which was in fact a non-response. It meant, he said, that Indians should
have nothing more to do with the raj. They should surrender their titles, keep out of the
Civil Service, refuse participation in the legislative assemblies, boycott English, withdraw
from British schools, and refuse to buy British goods. Although the plan eked out a slight
28.

victory in the Indian National Congress, it did not work. Gandhi had hoped to win British
concessions by paralyzing the government, but while some followed his program, the
response was not nearly on the scale that he had hoped for. Before long, the movement
became bitter and violent. It did solidify Gandhi's position and rally support for the
Indian National Congress, but it was unsuccessful in what it set out to do.
29. Brown

(1989:162).

30.

Many Hindu leaders and eventual leaders
on record as opposed to the
liquor trade.

of the Indian

independence movement were

31. The term, swaraj, first emerged as a national goal in the Calcutta session of the
Indian National Congress in 1906. However, the road to independence began long before
that. Some trace its roots

English became the official language
for schools in India. The spread of English education exposed young Indians to the
politically revolutionary ideas (for their time) of Edmund Burke, John Stuart Mill, John
Morely, and others. They not only read them but recited them, especially after Queen
Victoria's proclamation of 1858 which allowed for the participation of non-officials in
legislative debate conceming Indian affairs. Another key step in the emergence of the
as

far back

as

1835 when
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movement for

self-governance was the estabhshment of the hidian Congress in 1885.
The annual congress was founded by educated hidians "to voice the
grievances and train
the aspirations of the people." Through the Congress, these leaders
hoped to achieve a
share
in
greater
government through cooperation with Britain. However, when in 1905
oriental

Japan defeated occidental Russia, hidians took notice and were awakened to the
possibility of one day governing themselves. The defeat of Russia, coupled with Britain's
partition of Bengal in the same year, energized the Nationalist Movement. Curzon's
adminish-ative decision, which gave a Muslim majority to one of the two new
provinces
created by the partition, was rightly or wrongly construed by the Hindu
population of
Bengal as a deliberate move to weaken them politically (the operative description was
"divide and rule"). For the Muslim population, which mistrusted the hidian National
Congress because the great majority of its members were Hindus, the partition was not
only welcomed but it whetted their appetite for even more say in hidian affairs, leading
the following year to the founding of the Muslim League. Hindu leaders were divided in
their ideas about tactics for bringing about political reform. One group, represented by
Gopal Krishna Gokhale, wanted to bring about change through gradual constitutional
reform. Another group, represented by Bal Gangadhar Tilak, called for direct action.
Hindu resentment of the British action finally led to the Swadeshi (of one's own country)
movement in which Indians were encouraged to boycott foreign goods. Bande Matram
("Hail, Motherland") became the national song, and a student movement that sometimes
resorted to violence became prominent. After the Morely-Minto reforms of 1909, which
were constitutional changes allowing for
greater Indian participation in the legislature,
and the cancellation of the partition of Bengal in 191 1, the Independence Movement lost
some

of its steam. It remamed for certain events connected with the First World War and

the emergence of Gandhi

as

leader of the

Congress

to stir the

pot again. (Sources: The

Oxford Illustrated Encyclopedia, Volume 4: World History from 1800 to the Present Day
(1988), Judith Brown's Modern India: the Origins of an Asian Democracy (1994), Bipan
Chandra's India 's

Struggle for Independence (1989), Christophe Jaffrelot's Hindu
Nationalist Movement in India (1996), and Stanley Wolpert's A New History of India
(1993).
32. Wallbank

(1965:123-124).

33. Chitambar

example,
34.

(1933:7).

wanted to start

Quoted by J.

35.

disposed. Ihe Ghardarites, fox
a revolution against Britain (Chandra 1989:146-159).
Not aU Indians

R. Chitambar

were so

(1933:7).

Satyagraha was adopted as a method by Gandhi in 1907 in South Africa. It was not,
dictionary states, "a policy of passive resistance," even though Gandhi himself
employed that phrase; passive is not the right word. Organizing bonfires of registration
documents, as Gandhi did in South Africa, or leading a march into an off-limits area, as
he did in hidia were dehberate and direct acts of defiance. However, although Gandhi led
his followers into direct confrontation with authorities, he did refuse to employ violent
as one
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One hesitates to define

Satyagraha since Gandhi did not. He said that he was
progressively leaming more of its meaning. The word itself comes fi-om satya (tmth) and
agraha (firmly and constantly laying hold of). Sometimes Gandhi spoke of it as a twosided coin, the two sides being ahimsa (gentleness or nonviolence) and satya (tmth).
When Joseph J. Doke asked Gandhi if the Gita was the source of the idea, Gandhi
pointed to Jesus' Sermon on the Mount as the prior source:
No, (...) of course I knew the Bhagavad Gita in Sanskrit tolerably well,
but I had not made its teaching my own in that particular study. It was the
New Testament which really awakened me to the rightness and value of

means.

Passive Resistance. When I read in the Sermon

the Mount such passages
as "Resist not him that is evil but whoever smiteth thee on
thy right cheek
tum to him the other also," and "love your enemies and
pray for them that

persecute you, that ye may be

sons

on

of your Father which is in

heaven,

"I

was

simply overjoyed and found my opinion confirmed where I had least
expected it. The Bhagavad Gita deepened the impression, and Tolstoy's
The

Kingdom of God is Within You gave it permanent form. (Mathews
1989:66)
For more on Satyagraha, see Gandhi's Hind Swaraj, particularly the 1997 edition edited
by Anthony Parel, which is an annotated printing of the original 1910 edition, including
Gandhi's Preface and Foreword, not found in later editions, and Gandhi's Satyagraha in
South Africa (1928). Also recommended is James K. Mathews, The Matchless Weapon:
Satyagraha (1989).
36.

Quoted

in Minauh

(1982:68).

supported first by the Central Khilafat
Committee, then the Bihar Provincial Council, and shortly afterwards by the Indian
National Congress, reckoned on British dependence on cooperation for smooth
govemance. Though the early boycotts of courts, elections, and schools were not
successful, the liquor boycott was, and as I indicate below, Pickett ironically had a hand
37.

Non-cooperation,

hatched

by Gandhi,

and

in it.
38. Pickett said it

was

"Shaukat Ali"

(1980:28)

but it

was

probably Maulana Mahomed

Ah. Between 1919 and 1921, Gandhi visited Bihar several times. But see Pickett's 1926
reference [Indian Witness 56(30):2] to his initial meeting with Gandhi, which he

identifies

as

having

occurred "in the midst of the most intense excitement of the

non-

cooperation movement."
Non-cooperation was embraced by the Muslim leaders and Congress in August and
September 1920, and, in-between, Gandhi made a flying trip to Bihar (Prasad 1949:42).
However, the Gandhi visit Pickett is more likely referring to took place in mid- August,
1921. Gandhi was then campaigning tirelessly for his program though he did not call it
a campaign but a
pradakshina (or pilgrimage), a religious term with deep meaning for
Hindus and Muslims. On his way to Calcutta, he toured Shahabad partly to promote
non-cooperation, but also to avert violence during the upcoming Bakr-Id festival, the
�

�
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festival that had

same

The Shahabad Dishict

sparked

the communal riot and

killings

at Piru

a

few years before.

the "hot

spot," where Gandhi most feared an outbreak of
violence (Prasad 1949:48). Since, on August 16, 1921,
Gandhi, Maulana Mahomed Ah
and Maulana Azad Subhani overnighted 40 miles east of Arrah, at Patna
[Indian Witness
51(34):13], Pickett's meeting with him in Arrah was, likely, on or about August 15.
39. Pickett

was

(1980:28).

40. JWP handwritten draft

forM>'

Twentieth

Century Odyssey. ACA 15:9. This fmal
autobiography but not in the published

statement, which appears in drafts for Pickett's

book, corresponds with Rajendra Prasad's memory of the Shahabad

tour

as an

attempt

to

forestall violence.

Pickett does not offer much commentary, even in personal
correspondence, on his own
politics during the post-war period. For the most part, one has to read between the lines
and look back on the basis of clearer statements from a few years later. It is
fair

probably
generally pro-British and quite uneasy about tactics like Gandhi's
non-cooperation movement. His friendship with Malaviya and others who disliked noncooperation would seem to reinforce that assessment. Pickett, however, does seem to
have approved of a gradual, orderly progress toward Indian self-government, with
dominion status. It is less certain whether he would have gone as far as his father-in-law.
Bishop John Wesley Robinson in espousing allegiance to the British. Robinson,
according to the 1916 Cenfral Conference minutes, opened the annual meeting with the
British national anthem, pressed for the use of textbooks promoting loyalty to the raj,
even urged that students salute the Union Jack once a week.

to state that he

41.

was

My description

earliest is in
refers to

of Pickett's first

meeting with

a

Mr. Gandhi's arrest I talked to him for

attitude toward

our

Gandhi is based

on

three reports. The

letter from Pickett to F. M. North, dated August 31, 1922. There Pickett
conversation sometime prior to Gandhi's detention in March 1922: "Before
a

an

intoxicating liquors

during the course of which I told him of
expressed the greatest appreciation of it."

hour

and he

The second report is in the July 28, 1926 Indian Witness, p. 2. The third, and most
detailed, is the account in My Twentieth Century Odyssey (1980) and drafts for
�

it

which

corresponds closely with the other two reports. For a brief, but incisive,
overview of Gandhi's activities in Bihar in those days, see Rajendra Prasad's Mahatma
Gandhi and Bihar: Some Reminiscences (1949).
�

42. JWP
such

on

Gandhi's view of the New Testament

(1980:29)

is consonant with remarks

"I shall say to the Hindus that your lives will be incomplete unless you reverently
the teachings of Jesus" (EUsburg 1991 :23). "With my known partiality for the

as:

shidy

Sermon

the Mount, and my repeated declarations that its author was one of the
greatest among the teachers of mankind, I could not suspect that there would be any
charge against me of underrating Christianity." Young India, May 7 1931. Another
on

,

example:

"I read the Book of Genesis, and

[it]

.

the Book of Numbers. But the New Testament

.

.

sent

me

produced

a

to

sleep

different

I disliked

impression.

reading

279

especially the

Sermon

on

the Mount which went

straight to

my heart"

(Jones 1948:55).

43. How accurate JWP's reconshiiction

(1980:29) was after all those years is impossible
reporting of the meeting was consistent. Moreover, the
conversation, compared with what Gandhi was saying in
other places in the 1920s, align closely. Take, for example the following Gandhi
statements fi-om Young India: "There was a time when I was
wavering between Hinduism
and Christianity. When I recovered my balance of mind, 1 felt that to me salvation was
possible only through the Hindu religion." "In it [Hinduism] there is room for the
worship of all the prophets of the world." "I will not kill a cow for saving a human life,
be it ever so precious" (1927:473, 807, 409).
know, but,

the years, his
details of Pickett's remembered

to

44. Pickett
45. The

over

(1980:29).

appointment,

which

with which the Indian leader

Chitambar

came
was

two years

held. In the

earlier, spoke volumes about the esteem
college's 33-year history, Jashwant Rao

the first

non-missionary to hold the position. Some thought that no Indian
Episcopal Church was yet up to such responsibility. But Chitambar,
who, in 1905, had been one of the founders of the National Missionary Society of India
and who had been among India's handful of delegates to the great Edinburgh Conference
of 1910, had as impressive a resume as any Westem prospect for the position. He had
served with distinction as the headmaster of Centennial High School, been the successfiil
pastor of Lucknow's Central Church (one of the largest, most influential Methodist
congregations in India), and served as district Superintendent of the large Eastem
Kumaun District. Most recently, he had proved his effectiveness again as general
secretary of the young people's work for the whole of South Asia (Badley 1949).
was

in the Methodist

46. I have

woven

together

several

sources

in

telling the story of the

1923 Arrah flood.

They include: Pickett's accounts in My Twentieth Century Odyssey (1980:39-43) and in
the September 19, 1923 Indian Witness (p. 13); three additional accounts in the August 29,
1923 Indian Witness,

September 19,
47. Pickett

1923

including that of J. R. Chitambar (pp. 9-10);
Indian Witness (p. 12); and several letters.

brief note in the

(1980:40-41).

48. Indian Witness

53(34):10.

49. One account says three

men.

50. J. R. Chitambar in the Indian Witness
51. JWP to the Reverend Titus Lowe,
52. "Flood

a

Experiences,"

53(34): 10.

September 31,

1923. UMCA.

letter firom Mathilde R. Moses to the Indian Witness

53(34): 10.
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53. Indian Witness

53{38yi3.

54. Indian Witness

53{3Sy.l3.

55. Indian Witness

57(3 2):2.

56. Indian Witness

53{4Sy.\4.

57.

"Significant Experiment

58. Pickett

in Church Union." Indian Witness

53{4Sy.5.

(1980:89).

59. The address

was one

Orissa

of several

Union. His

Missionary
although he was careful

given at the

1919 annual

meeting

of the Bihar and

represent the Methodist Episcopal perspective,
out that his presentation really represented the viewpoint

was

to

point
closely reasoned paper, Pickett noted that there was little
enthusiasm in Methodist circles for organic church union. At the same time, he argued,
belonging to separate church organizations ought not to keep Christians from recognizing
the true discipleship of other Christians any more than Britishers are kept fi-om
recognizing members of the opposition party as fellow Britishers. His key argument
against organic union was a version of "absolute power corrupts absolutely." As an
example of a church without outside accountability that became tyrannical and corrupt, he
cited pre-Reformation Catholicism. He also brought up other difficulties of organic
union, such as differences in understanding about church government, holy communion,
the relationship of church and state, and the drinking of alcoholic beverages. However,
despite his personal lack of enthusiasm, he pointed out that the Methodist Episcopal
Church had appointed a standing commission on church union with authorization to
consider any plan of union supported by any evangelical church and to report on it to the
General Conference (Proceedings of the Meeting of the Bihar and Orissa Missionary
Union held at Hazaribagh, October 22-24, 1919).
to

of "one Methodist." In his

60.

Pickett

(1980:89).

have started their

own

possible, of course, for the Methodists to
provincial capital, for the rules of comity adopted by
churches the right to work in capital cities like Patna.

It would have been

work in the

the Christian councils gave all

Report of the Lucknow Conference (1923:28). Cf Yearbook of the
Woman 's Foreign Missionary Society (1922:49).

61. Fourth Annual

62. Indian Witness

53{52y 13.

63. Annual Report

of the Board of Foreign

(1923:362-363).

Missions

of the Methodist Episcopal

Church

Chapter

8

At the Indian Witness
"My

dear Pickett: We have all noticed the improvement in the Indian

Witness since you have taken hold of it. The paper has picked up in
interest and scope and content of both contributed matter and editorials.

"'

R. E. Diffendorfer

�

From 1925 to 1929, J. Waskom Pickett edited the Indian Witness, without doubt
the most visible job in Indian Methodism. But had the Methodist Board of Foreign

Missions gotten its way, the arrival of the Picketts in America in

Not that anyone schemed it. In those

marked the end of their Indian

odyssey.

wiUing budgets,

top-drawer

you

kept

your

1924 would have

early

fimd raisers in the top drawer if you

days

of

possibly

could.
From the start, the Picketts' year off�their 1924 "sabbatical"

^promised

�

rest for

Waskom, for before leaving India, he had agreed

Lucknow Christian

College

to

help

little

raise 100,000 dollars for

and his old fiiend, J. R. Chitambar.

Chitambar, who had become principal of the college in April 1922, inherited
more

than

new

appointment,

enlargement

administrative and academic

the

building

of the main

of a

new

responsibilities.

science hall and two

college building,

In the years

just before his

large hostels, the remodeling

and the addition of new athletic fields had

281

and

282

encumbered the

fast-growing

school with

a

heavy debt

�

one

that would not be

fully lifted

unhl 1942.'
With Wilmore

help

as

home base, Waskom

immediately began collecting gifts

pay the debt. He wrote to anyone whom he

journeyed to
college
names

any church that would hear his

and its need. He

even

plea.

He

produced

designed special stationery.

to contribute. He

small booklet about the

a

The top

comers

contained the

of Fred Fisher, President of the Board, and Jashwant Chitambar, President of the

College.

Then

Methodist

came

College

the centered

name

of the school followed

gave Pickett

as

the

a

on

the

additional notices announced that "S250

"$2,000 endows

a

appeals

matters, without neglecting the

names a room

more

personal,

He carried

on

^though

�

furlough salary.

and to matters such

as

The center

in

a new

or even

dormitory,"

prominent,

to discuss

for the moment less

Pickett

was

free

entirely different

school's need.

actively than

in India

�

with his

Temperance, and Public Morals, which

He also attended to the

urging the Board

and that

College campaign wasn't Pickett's only

work for the Methodist Board of Prohibition,
covered half his

goals.

parallel

school had 964 students

opportunity of making visible the

Of course, the Lucknow Christian

agenda.

three

Only

At the bottom of the letterhead two

With that information made

scholarship."

to make his handwritten

financial

right indicated that the

community of 500,000.

Christian

campaign's

were

"The

in America and included the Board of Foreign

representative

Missions' address. And the block
and served

by the words:

for Men in Southem Asia." Beneath those lines

blocks of information. The left block stated the

one

might persuade

to

recmiting of new missionaries

of Foreign Missions to follow

through

on
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unfulfilled
fi-om

a

of support for certain missionaries. He conducted

pledges

sickbed in San Antonio, Texas, where in

malaria. The onset of it,

probably triggered by overwork,

bout with malarial fever the

previous August

have

too

stopped taking quinine
Pickett's

Taylor,

early June

approach

to

soon," he

raising

with whom he had worked

he suffered

an

of this work

attack of

may have been linked to his

at the time of the Arrah flood.

"I

.

.

.

must

conjectured.'

fimds for India reflected the influence of James M.

during his

missionary hraining

conference at Wallace

raising philosophy.

Here

are some

some

medical

Lodge

In

furlough.

in New

a

September

staff and

York, he summarized his fund-

excerpts:

Our message must not be a calamity howl. There must be a constructive,
inspirational note. If we present a message that informs and inspires people,
have their support.

we

I believe it is difficult to sell any proposition in vague, general terms
very
difficult to sell the Kingdom of God or the work in India until we can make
�

the

kingdom appear at hand, make the people visualize the work of the
kingdom in terms of individuals. For this reason, I feel that we will want to
do a great deal of presentation in terms of human interest stories and stories
of real people.
I have

.

.

.

found that

one

of the most

telling

lines of description of the work

is

putting up anything that shows the way the people themselves are rallying
to meet then- ovm need, the larger efforts of the people in evangelistic work,
the way in which they assume the burdens of self-support, and particularly,
stress on the efforts of the church to provide economic uplift for the people
to

help

solve their material

problems.

.

.

.

instance, I might tell them
made by village converts in

For

that the very shoes I wear on my feet were
factories established to [get] the people on their feet.

people

realize that

our

missionaries

are

.

.

not on the field

.

We must make

permanently with

the aim of financing the native church, but that our very definite purpose is
to help people in the largest possible measure to help themselves.
I have had to present Lucknow Christian College of late and have told the
story of how in the early days it was impossible for the students of the

284
to find employment in government offices or in industries.
We
into
our
commercial
school
and
educated
our
men
got
young
along
commercial lines, giving them shorthand, typewriting, adapting their
shorthand to the hidian vemacular. Our men were given the qualifications

college

which

.

gained

.

.

for them entry into government offices and commercial
one man eams more in a month than his

houses. The result is that

able to earn in several years. This has
contributions for the support of the local church.

grandfather was

brought

up the

Missionaries must be carefiil not to appear petty in presenting merely their
ovm work and appear to think that the work is
We must let
everything.
the people realize that we are presenting a part of the great work of the
.

church, with which we happen
The

impression

has said, but

on

man's message leaves depends not
what he seems to have in reserve."

furlough had begun only a

so

much

disparity between pledges

with the

to the

incompetency of those in charge

promised money was already in
reputation, therefore,
bosses at the board
and

Centenary Fund

urged him

were

and what

was

due in part to

actually came in, along

of disbursements, who

the coffers. Pickett's

what he

on

few weeks after disclosure of

200-milhon-dollar debt at the Board of Foreign Missions. The debt

the

.

personally familiar.

a

The Picketts' American

a

to be

.

operated

as

if the

fimd-raising philosophy and

of transcending interest to the Mission Board. In fact, his

were so

taken

to remain in New

by his

methods that

they mapped

out

a new

role for him

York.' Pickett, however, resisted their revised roadmap

January 31, 1925, he, Ruth, and their two girls boarded the S.S. Aurania

and,

on

first

leg of their retum voyage to India.*
Before

retuming,

Pickett leamed that he had been

Indian Witness, official organ of the Methodist
American Methodists had

Episcopal

begun a publishing operation

appointed

for the

editor of the

weekly

Church in India. In 1861,

in

Bareilly,

which

they moved to

285

Husainabad, Lucknow

(Star

of India)

was

�

in 1866. There The Lucknow Witness�aXong With Kaukab-i-Hind

first

pubhshed by a

1882, the paper was moved

to Calcutta

staff of six

appointment.

Pickett's stint
The

In

fact,

an

new

had

come

to

more aware

now

about India's

of the nature of the

In

was an

35,

bishopric."*

was

much

changed

from the 20-

was now

and pattems. He

and ecclesiastical
and

knowledge, experience,

readily commanded the respect of the most

appointment

of the Indian Witness

people, politics,

missiological

Methodism faced in India. Indeed, his
that he

hand-press.'

pastor the Lai Bagh Church in 1910. Pickett

considerably more knowledgeable
also

editorship

stone to the

editor of the Indian Witness,

year-old novice who

one

early history of Asbury College, published during

editor, called it "a stepping

as

with

and, under James Thobum's editorial direction,

renamed the Indian Witness. In the 1920s, the
esteemed

people

was

challenges

maturity were

seasoned workers,

a

such

fact attested in the

itself

Waskom's

appoinfrnent meant that

the Pickett

family would have

the

happy

opportunity of hving in Lucknow,

for the Indian Witness had been retumed there in 1914.

The Methodist

where the paper

which

was

Publishing House,

developing

House Block,"

as

it

Much of the omate,

midpoint of its

into the fashionable

was

known,

was

just

facade

the store

short

bicycle ride

was a

were

stmcture

grand two-story portico

several

in

Hazratganj,

"The

Pubhshing

was now

shopping area of the city.'

block-long, brick-and-plaster

Laidlaw & Co., which claimed to handle

Flanking

a

printed,

was

from the Pickett

was

bungalow.

rented out. At the

the entrance to Whiteaway

�

general merchandise

from all

awning-shaded businesses, which,

over

like their

the world.

larger

286

neighbor,

catered

mainly to Europeans

and Americans. The

situated to the left of Whiteaway Laidlaw and to the

displayed three painted signboards.
Publishing
notice,

House."

the

on

hnmediately underneath,

awning hself,

hi December

T.

elected

fallen to

a

awning,

preceding Badley."
awaited with

more

read "Methodist

read "Job

The third

Printing."

Stationary."'"

than usual

as

the

For

anticipation.

welcoming him,

arrival,

new

one

the current

only a
a

including Mrs.

The arrival of Pickett

young for the job. In

one

dentist,

1923, the Central Conference had appointed Indian-bom, Brenton

succession of acting editors,

a

the top

larger sign

advertised "Books and

From then until Pickett's

bishop.

of an American

right

then 47, to the post, but his term had lasted

Badley,

was

Above the

Publishing House itself,

few months, for in

period

F. B.

of 17

May he

months, the task had

Price, widow of the editor

editor of the Indian Witness

thing,

he

was

acting editors,

only 35,

which

was

was

R. C. Rankin and

Myron

Insko wrote of him:

His

experience

in various

phases

of missionary

work, and the intense

eamestness which has characterized his connection with his duties of every

sort, are the best guarantee that he will make the paper interesting and
attractive and a real force in the life and thought of India."
Pickett became editor-elect of the Indian Witness while still

October of 1924. His

together each edition
there

was

the

editorship began

the

furlough

following March twenty-fifth.

of the Indian Witness, he wrote

obligatory reading of letters

on

in

Besides

weekly editorials. Then,

putting

of course,

and article submissions.

the desk of the editor of a Christian
Some are formal and
weekly brings communications of many sorts.
flow to the files, to some other desk, or to the waste basket with only routine
The stream of mail that flows

across

.

attention. Some voice criticism and except in

a

.

.

very few

cases are

read with
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profit and gratitude. A few denounce tlie editor, or some recent contributor,
for something written or supposed to have been written or because
something else was not written, and are read with regret. Now and then one
is anonymous and not read at all, unless the fact of its anonymity is not
suspected until a part of it has been read. Many bring help in the form of
articles or reports or news-items or suggestions, and are read with
admiration and thankfiilness for the spirit of co-operation and devotion to
the Kingdom that caused them to be written. But the letters that mean the
most to the editor are those that tell of help received from the paper."
Pickett's work also
whose

proceedings

required periodic travel, mostly to

and decisions he

reported.

temperance work too, and in his

new

role

Council. One red-letter joumey

was

up to

dedication of the
rented quarters.
the

baby fold

�

them

Wame

Only as

soon as

ministry since

its

Bareilly,

Among
book. From the

October 22, 1925, for the

and the transfer of 34 children from the old

Sir William Marris, the

beginning

were

the

readers to do

so.

reading ranged

govemor, declared

appointed Pickett

^who had been

�

epidemic

of 1918-

42,000-mpee stmcture,

but the

stacking up.'"

more

agreeable

day Mama Ludie

items in Pickett's routine

drew from him the

By reserving two

they could read

provincial

in the influenza

week, he had steadfastly sustained the practice. He

them that

on

the 20,000 mpees still needed to pay off the

extra commitments

in connection with his

assignment telegraphed their confidence in his ability to help

financial agent. The
secure

Baby Fold

trips

secretary of the United Provinces Christian

open, the board of govemors met and

alhed with the
19

new

as

But he made

church conferences,

a

hours after

was

promise to

even

unwinding with

read at least

a

book

encouraged his Indian

dinner, four nights

a

a

a

Witness

week, he assured

book of 300 pages each week." hi the 1920s, Pickett's

fi-om Chinese culture to the poetry of Narayan Vaman Tilak. However, he
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read little fiction. The better books he reviewed in

a

regular

feature of the Indian Witness

called "The World of Books." Those with the greatest reader interest, like E.
Jones' Christ

of the Indian Road,

and V. J. Azariah's Christ in the Indian

featured. Of the Jones book, he wrote, "There is not

a

dull

or

conclusions," he was quick

helpful.'"*

add, "we do

Ofthe Azariah book, which

of India's best-known

mass

called "Conclusions." He
the final

to

was

every

on

in it."

number of Dr.

that account find the book less

pointed specially to

missionary to

the last

one

chapter,

read the whole book, but to

"study"

chapter."
Sometimes,

Pickett would feature

with Katherine

as

a

called her, had written

book in

a

in New York,

was

a

partly true,

Mayo's

conXrovQxsidX Mother India

fi-ont-page editorial.'*

muckraking

the horrific conditions in which

account of the Indian

people were subsisting.

but it

"Miss

was

Mayo,"

Her

criticisms

he could have

he

spoken with the
was

pointed to

belittled India

as

were

milder than

time

By the

in India." Even

many.'" Pickett, who

should have been titled, "The Sins of Mother India," wished aloud that

afraid the book

evidence,

respectfiilly

unbalanced and full of inaccuracies.

Gandhi had decried it,

thought the book

he

commentary, first published

already produced bitter protests

although his

as

(1927),

government's apathy toward

Pickett reviewed the volume, it had

was

a

he

of particular interest because it described

movement areas, he

urged

not

Villages,

unprofitable page

And, although he fi-ankly confessed that "we disagree personally with
Jones's

Stanley

not

one

author beforehand "to

only perpetuating

old

American editor who,

give her

another side of India." He

prejudices but sowing new
echoing the

tone of Mayo's

ones.

book,

As
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corrupt, suffering, blasted, enslaved, ignorant, superstitious, hopeless,

beastly, merciless, [and] putrid, its multitudes writhing in a cesspool
of filth, an abode of death, a chamel house, a sepulcher, a shambles for
helpless people, its religion a vampire, its intellect a paralytic, its moral
judgement cyclopean, its affections bestial, and its streets swarming with
sex perverts while its deity poses in the form of a cow."
pagan,

Nevertheless, Pickett thought Mayo's book could possibly do
that, by causing people

already had

done

to pay

more

attention to hidia's

some

emerging

good,

hi

fact, he felt

voices of reform, it

so.

If these influences
mature and result

[for reform] that are now so apparent in their early stages
in hastening the abolition of child marriage, the adoption

of humane standards of treatment for

in

child-birth, the renunciation
of enforced widowhood, the recognition ofthe need to treat animals kindly,
the liberation of the depressed classes from social and economic bondage,
and the development of an appreciation of sanitation, education and
economic

Mayo

prosperity,

women

India will have abundant

and her book with

gratitude, despite

reason

to remember Miss

her mistakes, and

despite

the

book's bad effects."

Although Pickett
her

so

muck-raking style,

unsettled

him

Mayo's penchant

he did not eschew

by directly confronting

for reformers. But he

disliked

the

hesitant to

speak

out. In

eyes to

sordid,

as

well

critique

fact, while Mayo's

suffering

sternly reproved those who thought

and

in

applause

tone

injustice

disturbed

that he should do so!

India, both nationals and foreigners, who do not like to
have social evils in India denounced in a Christian paper edited by a nonhidian. They believe, or pretend to believe, that a Christian from the West
should be restrained by the fact that social evils still exist in Westem
countries. That opinion is utterly repellant to us. We are not in hidia as
Missionaries of Westem civilization, nor to preach the morals of Westem
There

are

people

nations. We

in

recognize

no

obligation

such parts ofthe Christian message

to restrict our

as

as

social evils. Sometimes he did

the offenders. More often, he couched his

was never

And he

turning up

editorializing on

him, those who habitually closed their

even more.

for

preaching in India to

have found fiill acceptance in

some
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Westem land. If we did, we would have nothing to preach. If we denounce
falsehood, it does not imply that every one in America or in England is
tmthful. If we command justice, it is not because

injustice

is unknown in London,

Pickett wrote 150
with the Indian Witness.
sprang from

they
such

as

the

a

or more

encounter

absurdity of faith

as

literature,

the

or

social issues, and

though,

focused

on

or

mere

the

a news

item

a

year

or a

centrality of Christ.

Indian

politicians

recently deceased missionaries.

Others

A very

compassion

"God must love poor folks

smce

he made

great many things for which He is

of poor

people

were

salutes to

large

poor!"

so

as

the

neglect

of

to treat their hired

not

To those who

many of them," he

responsible."

Pickett lobbied for

chastised those who amassed riches

high

people,

share of his editorials,

callously remarked,

rejoined,

"God is blamed

He allowed that "there

are a

in the world and God made them all," but he reminded his readers,

did not make them ah

those "with

matters

for the poor and, in his editorials, summoned the

Bible, church history, and conscience in their behalf.

a

spiritual

on

cases,

and respect.

Pickett had great

for

some

who had taken courageous stands

social issues and matters of conscience, such

dignity

tenure

acceptance of a creed, the spiritual helpfulness

children, education and literacy, the failure of some missionaries
servants with

during his

book; in

Some focused

experience.

and

..."

editorials and short articles

including Indian Christians martyrs,
on

New York.

Many were suggested by

personal

of some Hindu bhakti

or

justice reigns

on

standards of personal

load of poverty." How?

compassionate government.

"[God]

He

the backs of the destitute. He cautioned that

morality

"By sinful practices

...

are

crashing

in industries which

others under

lot

an

they control."'"

even

appalling
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Pickett's editorials

ranged broadly, addressing,

conditions, illiteracy, racism, preventable epidemics,

marriage.

He

cautioned, often, against hatred

ministers to avoid bitterness toward Arya
recant,

or

was ever

toward zamindars

helped by

an

and

inter

alia, inhumane working

treatment of servants, and child

For

hostility.

instance, he pleaded with

Samaj ists who pressured new
who

(landowners)

attitude of hostility and

persecuted new

none was ever

friendliness."" As for war, Pickett, who labeled himself the

Christians to

Christians. "No minister

hurt

next

by

an excess

thing to

a

of

pacifist,

called it the worst kind of violence.'* He reminded his readers ofthe cost of World War
1

�

not just

excuse

financially but

for such

an

in the loss of hfe,

morality,

orgy of violence," he wrote,

and

spiritual

values. "There is

no

adding:

spirit and all
that provokes it and continue that attack until war preparations shall cease
and permanent peace based on mutual respect, tolerance, equal justice and
fair dealings for all people shall have been established throughout the

Men and

women

of every faith should join to attack the

war

earth."
To those who rationalized that

war

had the side benefit of controlling

he countered: "War is the least efficient method

ever

population growth,

advocated for the control of

population."
prevention of births not the destruction of life is the right method to
growth of population. War is not needed for this purpose. On
contrary war is to-day perhaps the most serious obstacle in the way of

The

control the
the

progress ofthe movement for birth control. We see in several countries
propaganda to raise the birth rate so as to be prepared for war."

Pickett condenmed not just

companions
of a

war

but

even

the

of militarization, he asserted,

single battleship,

he

said,

could

save

spirit of militarism.

are

higher taxes

The

unfailing

and greater poverty. The cost

the lives of milhons in China's famine

area,

hi
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the

vein, he excoriated suggestions of mihtary training in schools and colleges.

same

Extolling

Gandhi's

he instead advocated "education for

example,

peace."

India has stood before the world in recent years as a believer in non
violence. Her great son, Mahatma Gandhi has inspired and strengthened
For her own good and for the sake of peace
opposition to militarism.
and right throughout the world, India should remain loyal to the ideal that so
and keep her soul free from
stirred her when Mr. Gandhi propounded it
the spirit of militarism."
.

.

.

.

Although
when he

Pickett

was

.

.

often at odds with Gandhi's

thought Gandhi was right,

he

was

quick to

positions

and

attitudes,'"

affirm him. When, for

example,

Gandhi, in Young India, urged the dismantling of purdah, Pickett not only applauded the
Mahatma but

reprinted his

entire

Not just war, but any

communal strife

Disturbing to
Jallianwala

�

all of it

pointless violence, dismayed

offended

�

all had been the

Bagh,

essay."

an

enclosed

him, particularly when lives

premeditated massacre
public

square, British

effect, laid down the death penalty for
crowd of protesters with nowhere to

individual

was

to establish the

objectionable:
sense

"As

Pickett: riots,

some

run.

long

as

400

were

at Amritsar in

general,

retahation,

endangered.

1919, where in the

Edward Harry Dyer had, in

by ordering his troops to

fire into

But, for Waskom, the execution of even
the State kills," he wrote, it will be

a

one

impossible

life, which is the best protection against

ofthe sacredness of human

murder.""

Waskom's

home,

DAFTAR

his Indian Witness office

�

at 37 Cantonment Road. The Pickett

was

�

not at the

bungalow was

in

a

publishing house but at
cluster of four houses, all
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owned

by the

Methodists. There Pickett wrote and

correspondence

to Mr.

Cornelius, his secretary, and penning personal letters and

hand. There, also, he hosted the many who
The

bungalows,

three of them

lawn with wonderful shade trees

or

�

dwellings,

ttees

just right

similar.'" Each had
of arches.

Rising

house. Farther

a

studied, dictating official

for

came

large,

and

from the

for advice

one

not

was

identical,

the

back, like the top tier of a wedding cake,

kept no

less

a

full

visit."
an

guestroom,"

remembers

expansive

the

bungalows

were

was

its

row

high-ceilinged main part ofthe

was a

busy than her husband.

smaller second

Besides

caring

entertaining

story."

for the children,
visitors. "We

daughter, Margaret.

adept at running the home. It was attractive and
comfortable. She got along well with her servants, as all missionaries had
them in those days. Having lived in India as a child she was good in
Hindustani and in understanding Indian people. Really, she was a great
helpmate to Dad.'*
Mother

Ruth

was

very

managed the household adeptly.

included

keeping daily

She

was a

scrupulous

accounts of each servant's "hisabs"

record

keeper,

which

(expenditures),

writing down in her own special "hisab" books all ofthe transactions
reported by them, and periodically checking in the bazaar to see that their
transactions were reported without padding. At the time of monthly salary
payments she was meticulous in accounting for all advances and for
deducting moneys loaned to the servants for various purposes. Usually
fimds to help support kids in school or college were gifts and not
loans handed as direct payments to the institutions."
�

by

of the children of the

she worked with Waskom in the office and spent much time

always had

to

ten-foot tall flat-roofed verandah whose main feature

above and behind the verandah

Ruth Pickett

just

small, surrounded

perspective

climbing. Although

or

notes
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In 1 926, when Miriam and Elizabeth Pickett

1929, when they were nine and ten, the arrival of a
Elizabeth and Miriam

were

house. Like their older

thus blessed with

guests, and listening

Billy, his goat,

�

Pickett children's

Doug had
on

the

a

own

And

source

and his shrewish wife

�

although
the

In

not

are

the

and

again

at the

playing

compound

friends with the constant

Billy Binkins,

a

fictional

long forgotten,

still remembered.'* So

are

cats named Jinx and Winkie

addition, chickens and rabbits resided in

a

small pen

compound too.
were

at school in the hills.

During

playmates were the Badley children next door

the Wellons and

whose parents

Ballenger children,

remembers Miriam.

were

would bike to Isabella Thobum

following on his bike."

at Lucknow

College, always

was

Pickett).""

located and,

Chand

Bagh (Moon Garden),

consequently,

the destination for

with the

They included Roxanna Oldroyd, Marjorie Dimmitt,

the

area

the locals' familiar

a

chaprassi

faculty,"

Florence Salzer

very dear friend of

where Isabella Thobum

name

for the

and

Christian College.

"We had many 'aunties' among the Isabella Thobum

and, especially, their beloved Aunty Shannon (principal then and
Ruth

the

Poo;

the winter months in Lucknow their

girls

the

part ofthe official menagerie, vagabond peacocks

For most ofthe year, Elizabeth and Miriam

Sometimes the

in

family.

of charges for

themselves have been

pets. Margaret had Siamese

regularly paraded through

making

to Waskom's tales about

goat named Brownie.

premises.

local vemacular,

eight,

sibhng enlarged

convenient

Although the stories

character of his invention.
characters

new

sisters, Margaret and Doug spent the winters

climbing Neem trees, absorbing the
sfream of

a

and

were seven

college itself,

College

was

recitals, Christmas pageants and Sports Day. Other frequent

also
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destinations included favorite picnic sites like Tamasha
moonlit

nights,

estabhshed
Dilkusha

Dilkusha

by one

or

of the nawabs of Oudh

well-kept

was a

(Happy Heart

Heart's

Bagh (Big

Content),

long before

expanse of lawns, trees, and

the

a

Show

Garden) and,

on

huge garden complex

Mutiny of 1 857.

In the 1 920s

flowers, the perfect setting for

a

moonlight Pickett family outing.
Very much
cook, who

was

part of the family were the servants, who included Chedi Khan, the

"a bit of a rascal

children's dear old

remembers, "She
but

[betel leaf],

a

ayah,

we

who had

from

was

a

children

particularly remember
crow." And then there

faithftil and

loyal in

two sons, Kalu and

Douglas

could

village family

Ram

Lai, who

even

like

was

a

from the Arrah

Douglas,

the heroes

Lucknow Women's

.

,

as

eating one

Mrs.

of fairy tales. Of her,

had

a

mouth stained red

wild story about

a

was

rhymes

and

a

for

as

to the

long

as

and who would go

and

anyone

on

with them,
man

scrupulously hard-working."

Douglas,

could

accomplish

hot chilli after another and
it to

by 'pan'
I

she

family

Douglas

family.

as

much

days,

Tika, the

lovable, gentle, quiet-spoken

"a

little older than

unsupported bamboo pole without causing

Among

kitchen," and

with the

completely honest

Behari, both

equal,

.

of her Hindustani nursery

all matters,

never

.

devoted to her

He was, recalls

Bombay.

excellent in the

unending repertoire

an

were as

some

was

poor

living can remember, perhaps
in 1936, to

though

.

.

.

His

feats

climbing up

an

topple!"'

of Methodism in Lucknow,

none

surpassed Isabella Thobum.

Her

was
College�posthumously renamed Isabella Thobum College�

the
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first institution for
Ruth

(who,

legacy was

as a

the

higher leaming
had met

girl,

backdrop

engagement. Ruth was

completed her

for

women

in the Eastem World/' Both Waskom and

Thobum) admired

her

greatly. Moreover,

of fond memories for them

not

only

an

�

especially reminiscences

alumna of Isabella Thobum

first year of college there, but also claimed,

another ofthe schools which Isabella Thobum had

her Chand

as

helped

high

school alma mater,

Wellesley Girl's

in Naini Tal. She and Waskom knew well, therefore, the story of Thobum's
efforts in education for
"six little Christian

in

girls

girls

and

frequent

a man

with

a

Bagh

student

lady of American Methodism

Methodist martyr in India; Lois Lee Parker, whose prayer
ordination

day;

and Clara

pioneering

club outside the door to protect them.""'

salutes to Thobum and other Christian

Clementina Butler, the first

School

India, including her first school, which had begun with

Waskom often addressed the Chand

there. His

fi-om their

College, having

her

start:

Bagh

body or conferences
women

�

including

in India; Maria Boist, the first
was

the capstone of his

Swain, the first woman missionary doctor

�

his and Ruth's unconcealed ardor for

an

enlarged role

for

held

women

in

were

emblematic of

society and the

church."" Thobum's dream of first-rate schools for women ofthe East, and her

philosophy

�

Waskom's

"the best

own

possible

is

always

the

right thing to

do"

^nurtured Ruth and

�

vision for the SawteUe School in Arrah, which

they co-founded

in just

their second year of marriage.

Yet, it

expectation
who, during

for

was

a

another

woman

wider role for

who first nurtured in Waskom the desire and

women:

each of her son's years

as

his

shy and saintly mother, Ludie Day Pickett,

editor of the Indian Witness, not

only edited her
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own

paper, the

liquor trade,

White Ribbon and led the

Kentucky

but

leveraged

Kentucky

in the fashion of a later

as

well

as women

when Mrs. Muthulakshmi Reddi,

Madras

young

Legislative Council,

women

to Hindu

god") they lived

as

temples,

prostitutes,

"Government," he wrote,

purify rehgion,
from

but it

being made

Quaker
female

can

the first time

...

protect its citizens and

victims of degenerate

has

ever

held such

a

woman. Miss Olive M.

a

voice for

women.

ofthe Indian Witness

He

So

girls

and

more

believe,

particularly its

And when Mrs.

was

a

control

or

citizen-children

George Cadbury,

selected

as

a

the first

Britain, he noted: "This is

office in Britain. And

And when

nor

couple

evidently

she is

of months later he read

for the first time, the

degree

of Doctor of

Winchester, he congratulated her and advised

the scandalized of their need of an attitude
to be

an

affirming

("servants ofthe

of devadasis

Cadbury chocolate family,

Theological Seminary had conferred,

Theology upon

of dedicating

ofthe National Free Church Council of Great

a woman

and

Government of Madras to stand with her.

rehgion.""'

filling the post with great credit to herself""*
that Drew

name

by assailing

member of the

woman

practice

in the

making breakthroughs.

were

"cannot dictate what its citizens shall

and member of the famous

president

urged the

He did so, not

by spotlighting

and first

end to the

where under the

Pickett

but

who themselves

an

regularly brandished,

women.

generation,

deputy president

called for

Pickett

inspire him,

Indian Witness, his vision of amplified prospects for

advocates for women,

charge against the

national clout besides.

With this company of women to

gender inequities

WCTU's

adjustment."'

encouraged them to

use

regularly displayed the bylines

Yet Pickett

their

of the

own

was

not

willing just

voices. Hence, the pages

brightest women

in the
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church, including those of hidian

women

like

Satyavati Chitambar,

wife of

J. R. Chitambar.

Although,
Arrah and

as

editor, Waskom

during his

discovering

and

no

longer lived

commending

Here

missiological palates.

West

a

as

he had in

deep

interest in

God's ways to hidia's heart. From communication to

are some

a

smorgasbord

of issues and

insights

samples:

On ethnocentrism and missions

some

evangelism

first term in Lucknow, he nevertheless maintained

contextualization to controversies, he served up

To

and breathed

ardent nationalists in

[October 1927] :

Asia, the sending of missionaries from the

racial

pride and arrogance. He would be a bold man and a
who would say that there has been nothing of that sort among
the supporters of missions. An oft-used Urdu expression fits here as though
imphes

mistaken
it

were

one

made for this situation:

there not

asses

presumably
On

in

Kabul?)

there

"Foreign"

is not

a

"

Kabul

Kabul is known

are some

burying the "foreign

Kyd

humble

asses

in missions

gadhe nahin hain? (Are
for its superior horses but

men

there also."*

[October 1928] :

incorporate in the names of Mission
intemational in spirit and outlook. And unless

suitable word to

Boards and Societies that

are

missionary organizations that work across national boundaries are
intemational in spirit and outlook, they can achieve little in the conditions
that are developing and will shortly prevail."'

the

taught a lesson on the need of inter-racial sympathy and
practical helpfulness he described the good man who helped the needy one
of another race as a "neighbor.
." He did not emphasize the distance
between them in residence and race by calling either a foreigner but their
neamess to each other in common humanity. The church must think ofthe
When Jesus

.

whole world

as a

.

neighborhood.�

for
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As in this selection and the
of special

importance

"foreign"

in

missions, he

Foreign Missions
and heirs

we

Intemational

eloquent

to him.

follows, Pickett sometimes revived themes that were

that

one

In his first

used

a

October

1927)

getting rid

for

funeral motif "We would like to

and the Women's

would propose

plea (

bury the

Foreign Missionary Society.

...

of the

Board of

As their successors,

Board of Intemational Missions and the Women's

a

Missionary Society."

He added that the burials should be

orations of appreciation, but that the Methodist Church

honorable, with

was now

American and

Indian, and Chinese, German, Swedish, Malaysian, Philippine, Mexican, and Chilean.
"The

church," he wrote, "is

understanding."

bond that links countries

a

together

and makes for peace and

"

On open-air preaching

[November 1929] :

majority ofthe people now living in India will never hear a Christian
sermon unless there is a revival of open-air preaching.
Open-air
reason that it is not so highly esteemed now
The
chief
is
difficult.
preaching
that its difficulty has not been recognized. There is a
as it ought to be is
feeling that one can preach in the bazaars and melas and that no sort of
preparation is necessary. Pastors who would not think of appearing before
their congregations without hours of preparation, if they engage in open-air
begin to speak without having more than the haziest idea
preaching at all
of what they will say."

A

.

.

.

On the

same

preaching,

theme,

which he

a

.

.

.

.

.

.

year earlier

urged not

(November 1928),

sound like

a sermon

Pickett outlined

one's

a

plan

for

open-air

seminary professor of

homiletics would approve. Instead, he advocated three to six-minute sermonettes,

conveying

one

proposed that

vital tmth and

an

open-air

avoiding platitudes

service begin with

a

to which all will assent. Pickett

fiiendly gesture

and informal

opening
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remarks, followed by

the

portions, and, then,
and tracts be

a

bhajan

or

gazal,

a

well-spoken sermonette,

repetition ofthe cycle.

He

that

urged

the sale of Scripture

Scripture portions

be sold

but that the distribution of tracts should wait until the conclusion

given firee,

ofthe service."

On intolerant "tolerance"
When in

[December 1928] :

the

hiquisition was committing thousands of heinous
of religion in a diabolical attempt to impose uniformity
of belief, Mysore and many other hidian states were practicing a broad
Europe

murders in the

name

tolerance in matters of creed.
of this record, and should jealously guard it
destruction. The record is in danger now from a quarter from which

hidia has

against

a

right

attack has not been

to be

proud

stolen

manifesting itself in the

hitolerance is

expected,

intolerance exhibited in every
garb and name of tolerance. Pretending
act of proselytizing, some advisers of the nation would prohibit all changes
to

of commuiuty affiliations and all
Here is

a

Pickett's

run.

the

They ranged
gospel

and hidian

as a

see

expression

of changed convictions.

.

.

.

very serious exhibition of intolerance.

missiological
from

interest

"hidianizing"

was

the

also

church,

on

display in

to the

the articles he elected to

villager

in the

story in song. Often, he featured series of articles

rehgions

and cultures.

on

city,

expressing

Christian witness

They included Cyril Modak's insightful

Worship'"" and Gertrude V.

to

Tweedie's

set of pieces

four-part

series

on

"Hindu Bhakti and Christian

on

"The Middle Class Moslem Woman of Lucknow,"" followed five months later

three-part,

"hiter-Penefration of Islam and Hinduism in

articles

indigenous music," culttiral contributions

on

missionary reports
Pickett's

festivals to

by her

hidia.'"* Pickett also published

of the

missionary enterprise,'* and

from other lands."

own

pieces ranged

extolling the advantages

from

maximizing

of drama in

the

symbolism of Christian

communicating the gospel.

"In

India,"
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he wrote, "drama should be able to

countries. It has

serve

the church

been in conflict with

never

even

better than in Westem

religion here." Contrasting drama with

methods of presentation, he asked: "How many children of Christian
parents
unconverted and uninterested in
them has been dull and has

religion because

never

gained

Pickett's articles and editorials

insight.

Take the

following discussion

the

presentation

other

are

of Christian

teaching

to

their attention!"*"

routinely showed the depth of his missiological

of form and

meaning:

Generally speaking hidian Christians are far less inclined than in preceding
years to regard as sacrosanct the forms in which tmth has been
There is a growing appreciation of the fact that the
expressed.
fimdamental hiiths of the Christian faith may be expressed in many different
.

.

.

ways, all of them effective but
with others.
He

was

also

some more

theologically insightful. Consider,

for

effective with

example,

one

group than

this passage

on

the

meaning

of conversion:
The

difficulty [with conversion]

is to frame

a

definition that is

sufficiently

comprehensive and yet definite and concise. Starbuck's famous definition
is that "conversion is the process by which the God-consciousness hitherto

marginal and vague becomes focal and clearly defined, passing from its
former position as an accessory to its new position as the most real and
penefrative influence in life." This is not entirely satisfactory because it is
undeniable that some people have experienced conversion after years of
God-consciousness that was both focal and clearly defined. Paul of Tarsus
is an illustration; John Wesley is another. Religion was the most real and
penetrative influence in Wesley's life long before his conversion
experience, when his heart was "strangely warmed" and he became a new
man

in Christ Jesus.*'

Pickett esteemed

practiced and
wrote:

now, in

efficiency.

print, espoused.

This extended
For

even

to the

missionary methods

example, conceming village evangelism,

he
he
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Village men and women generally have more time for leisure in the
exceedingly hot weather than at any other time in the year. They are very
fond of sleeping in the middle of the day and of sitting around and
talking
until a late hour each evening, particularly when there is
moonlight. The
preacher who conquers the lassitude that the heat inevitably brings and goes
night after night to the villages where his Christians live, to talk with them
and to teach them, is gloriously rewarded, for he finds an
opportunity such
it is very difficult to

as

An

secure

in other

in Pickeft's

ongoing emphasis

writing was

verbal wihiess with acts of love and kindness. He
that Christ had fed the

of this

emphasis,

hungry, befiiended

some

But Pickett refiised to divide the two: "The

out of their material

.

.

.

"Leave the

the counsel

as

sorrowing

imperative

of complementing

tired of reminding his readers

preacher who

attention to social service."*'

fails to

keep

the

spiritual

opportunity of helping [village converts]

troubles."*" Not surprisingly, this complementary emphasis brought

people

to go their

fiiendly and worthy

He reminded the

never

giving "undue

sacrifices his best

salvos firom the other side too. A Hindu

enough.

the

year.*'

the outcast, and healed the diseased. Because

criticized Pickett for

uppermost in his ministry

of the

seasons

man

and fed the

of a

acquaintance

own

way

insisted that Christian service

religiously," he said.*'

Pickett

respectfiil hearing but, ultimately,

as

was

regarded

bad advice.

that Jesus "healed the sick and the afflicted, comforted the

hungry"

^but

�

"[he]

did not leave

people

to go their

own

ways

religiously."**
In

one

about Christ,

editorial, Pickett described

they contacted

a

a

village

of Untouchables. Eager to leam

Christian minister. The minister observed

rightly that they

also had great material and health needs, to which he addressed himself But he
the need for which the

villagers

were

most

hungry:

the

knowledge

ignored

of God, which is to be
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found in Clirist. Pickett

was

of love, "the

obhgation to

quintessence

of evangehsm:

Pickett

never

argued

totally convinced that, along with

reveal Christ is continuous."*' hi

that

other

tangible expressions

fact, for him, that

was

the

"simply revealing Jesus."**
"everyday is

a

good day for evangelism,"*'

and he could

understand Christians who found it distasteful.
A Christian who doesn't believe in
he doesn't believe in

evangelism

for all Christians

is

a

contradiction in terms;

himself,
through
evangelism [nor] does he believe in his Lord Jesus [who] was preeminently
an
evangelist and trained his disciples to be evangelists more than all else.�

To those who found certain methods of evangelism

evangelism

is

more

Evangelism.""

love than

should

apply the test

It is

distasteflil, Pickett argued

He stressed what he

a

great increase in the

quality of evangelistic effort."" By Golden

commitment to sensitive,
one

made

amount and

Rule

non-manipulative ways

that true

called, "Golden Rule

He contended that if Christians shared their faith

Golden Rule, "there would be
the

duty.

are

on

a

evangelism,

the basis ofthe

vast

improvement in

Pickett meant

of commending Christ. He

a

argued that

of love to all methods of evangelism.

deplorable fact that evangelism has seemed to some people an ugly
thing
they have witnessed attempts at it that have not been in
harmony with the Golden Rule. It is possible to make truth horrible and
charity insulting and evangelism repulsive, but it would be as foolish to tum
against evangelism as against tmth and charity."
a

because

For

Pickett,

Golden Rule

emancipated evangelism

evangelism was

from the confines of the

not

restricting but liberating.

pulpit,

the

Sunday school,

and

It

even

home.
The Golden Rule Christian
doesn't confine his efforts at all. He extends
them. He welcomes an opportunity to indicate what Christ Jesus can do for
.

.

.

the
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and

who need him, wherever it comes: on the street, in the
shop or office, the school room or the railway carriage, on the playground
in the drawing room. And in all these places he considers the fitness of

men

He respects

things.
can

women

do

so

without

hi Pickett's

people's opinions and
condoning wrong.'"

even

their

prejudices

where he

mind, Golden Rule standards of evangehsm, which bar pejoratives,

reflise to trivialize others' faiths, and abominate ethnic and racial condescension
also the best response to the

seriously was
mind. But

for selected

along."

to take others

one

He

or

charges

of proselytism." To take Golden Rule standards

seriously

�

including

their beliefs

�

should not go too far, he cautioned: "The mind

truth, but there is

were

never a

time when it

ought to

and to

keep

to be

ought

an

open

always

be open for whatever

open
comes

explained:

There

be

healthy mental or moral life where there
growth depends upon accepting certain approved

can

Mental

to entertain

no

are no

convictions.

facts and

refusing

We accept
grant admittance to any doubts about them.
the axiom that the whole is greater than a part and our minds do not open
for a contradiction of it.'*

In

Liverpool,

on

or

.

the way back to India in the

spring

Allen Parker and his wife, Irene. Like the Picketts,
Parker

was

the

new

principal

arrived in India

as a

institute and

principal

as

.

.

of 1925, Waskom had

run

they were changing ships

into

for

Bombay.

of Woodstock School in Landour, Mussoorie. He had

Presbyterian missionary in 1918,
of Jumna Christian

Woodstock in March 1922. A

visionary,

changes including emended objectives

High School

Parker had

and

a

and after stints at

an

agricultural

in Allahabad, had

already set

in motion

development program.

a

come

to

series of big

Also in the works
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and

building program that, by providing both girls'

was a new

boys' hostels,

Woodstock coeducational. Moreover, the school, which had been

would make

Presbyterian,

was

interdenominational and intemational. All this Parker shared with Pickett

becoming

the voyage to India

along with

�

a

question:

on

would the Methodists be interested in

participating?
The

following year,

when the

financially strapped Himalayan

School in Naini

Tal, with which the Methodists had been cooperating because of its American curriculum,
decided to

proposal

amalgamate

was

with Woodstock, American Methodist acceptance of Parker's

inevitable." On Saturday, June 19, 1926,

a

group of Methodist

missionaries constituted the Methodist Woodstock Association, with Pickett
heasurer.

on

the

They proposed that

same

Disciples,

basis

the

as

the Methodist

Episcopal

already agreed to

come

mpees, most of which

annual

outlay of 12,400

whom

they were expected to appoint.'*
Close to the school,

some

cooperating missions, including

the

large

up with

was

included the

estates

nearly half of the required

were

Methodists, would

Each estate had

a name:

teachers,

for sale. Several ofthe

soon

were

purchase

them and divide the

enrolled in the school. As

result, the Landour community swelled�especially fi-om April

plains."

by then

to cover the salaries of three

houses into smaller units for parents whose children

the

secretary-

the YMCA, and the Mennonites. The five Methodist annual

conferences in India had

season on

as

Church accept Parker's invitation

other invited missions firom America, which

Baptists,

Episcopal

Mt. Hermon,

to

a

July, during the hot

Oakville, South Hill,
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Abergeldie,

and Eastwood, the estate

described it in the

of 1926, before its

summer

It contains 35

purchased by the

fiimiture, including
hundreds of Rupees.

a

purchase.

immediately adjoining

or more acres

wonderfiil house with five

Methodists. Here is how Pickett

or

6 suites

.

.

.

Woodstock and has

hard-wood floors and very fine

billiard table, which may be sold for
piano
Also there is a lovely cottage with ample
and

a

a

some

accommodation for two of our families, a tennis court, electric lights in both
houses, ample servant houses, one additional building site cleared [and]

ready

for construction to

several sites that

can

begin,

another

be made available

building site almost ready, and
by cutting away the hill sides and

erecting pushtas.�
Eastwood

husband, who

was

was an

owned

by a widow.

engineer. Though

and 100,000 rupees, it

was

available for

families, whose children would
was

providential.

improvements,

After

a

only 50,000

easily be

rupees. To the Picketts and the other

covered

some

availability

up-front money for

by rental fees,

which each

family

First, however, the Board of Missions would need

to

On behalf of the Methodist Woodstock Association, Pickett sent off a

formal request. Word ofthe board's

approval

Underestimating the importance

family pilgrimage would be hard.
there, but nearly

reportedly cost the couple between 80,000

modest down payment and

the balance could

plan.

it had

developed by her

be students at Woodstock, Eastwood's

soon

would pay with its hill allowance.*'
approve the

The estate had been

came

two

days

after

Christmas.*'

of Eastwood and Woodstock in the Pickett

Ruth and the children, of course, spent the most time

every year, Waskom himself came for

pattem followed by most missionaries. In Pickett's

a

own

few weeks too. This

was

the

words:

Many needs combined then to draw missionaries from different Churches,
Societies and lands of origin to summer resorts in the Himalayas. Among
these were vacations, respite from the extreme heat of their stations on the
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Plains of India

during May, June and July, visits with their children who
were in boarding schools for nine months of the
year, and need to exchange
and
fears
with
understandings, hopes
people of like motivation and purpose
who were then, or at some time had been, dealing with more or less
comparable undertakings and problems.
Few missionaries spent

more

than

a

month there in any year but a
community gatherings insured

succession of Conferences, and school and
valuable

opportunities

By May of 1927,
House and

Cottage.

Tehri. Fir

Clump

The

was

for all visitors

seven

Methodist families

Picketts, however,

next to Eastwood

Eastwood, Parker consented

to take

families, and allow the Methodists

a

An urgent,

made my fifth

lease

on

the

to rent it at

a

at Fir

served

major job,

plate

as

now

[late June],

Clump,

owned

Raja's house, get

reasonable

Clump,

in Eastwood

by the Raja of

in

price

April,

it set up for three

for

a

prolonged period.*"

Pickett

need had arisen at the

was near

publishing

of editorial and other commitments, Pickett had, for

associate manager ofthe Lucknow

Publishing House.

"That

and for the five months I carried it before Aldrich relieved me, I

hardly knew when night came," he confessed to
"Even

in Fir

though temporary, personnel

house. So, besides his full

nearly half a year,

were

already living

were

Estate, and when the Methodists purchased

By the time he joined the family

collapse.

those three months."

throughout

more

A. E. Chenoweth at the mission board.

than two months after

turning

over

to

Aldrich,

I do not feel

rested."*'
An

important

missionary teachers

item of Woodstock business for the Methodists

for the next school year

science and another who could take
school mathematics in

^preferably one who

�

a

pinch.**

charge

of one of the

One of those

grades

they came

was

to find two

could teach domestic

and could also teach

up with

was

Robert

high

Fleming,

a

24-year-old bachelor. Fleming had
from Drew

outdoors.

University and

classroom

as

his

principal,

experience,

highly recommended.

Fleming would eventually become

Woodstock

an

came

no

A. E. Parker.

as

following Waskom's

years

memorable than

the

family,

the election of his old

opportunity to witness
The year

an

historic

the

seven

plenary address by Clyde Stuntz,*'
in the

be proven that

they argued,
progress
came

�

it

was

some

none was more

roommate to the

personally

episcopacy,

a

loss in

and the

on

the

In

Southem Asia Central Conference,

ongoing

mass

a mass

fact, he featured

which offered

appraisers

supporting

movement

movement

controversy. As

himself, Pickett

one

gave

the entire 4000-word text of a

insights

from Stuntz'

ofthe

mass

movements

group conversions had been

apparent that the

spiritual, cultural,

up in the

lore of

mass

movement

Punjab.

However,
now

history and

thought-provoking mission events,

years of working with

proceedings plenty of coverage.

experience

great love for the

about that later.

more

Lucknow,

began with the meeting of the

after

M.A.

political meeting.

which focused much of its attention

might expect,

two

college

a

an

And, in the 1950s, he would become the key to

retum to

1928, which included

He also had

identified with the

historic twentieth cenfruy missions initiative. But

Ofthe

but he did have

or

masses

were

a

which

it could

mistake. After 40 years,

of village Christians had made very little

economic. The issue of "arrested

Bishops' Address,

claiming that

was

written that year

development"

by Bishop

even

Fisher. The
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address

encouraged

less

emphasis

on

created in the mass," wrote Fisher.
And he

to the many

pointed

gotten enough education,
ascribed

by the

paradigm,

caste

to

numbers and

Pickett, however, feh

move

beyond

system, hi response

the
to

officers, and

demeaning

one

that

a

carefiil

at least 80

study was

existence to which

critic, who offered,

self-supporting city church that was

mind with any conversion movement, Pickett
church's

character. "Character is not
needed.

movement believers who had found the courage,

mass

the emergence of a

more on

pointed

out that the

percent ofthe members had

as an

or

they were

altemative

not associated in his

most of the

pastor,

come

out of group

movements.**

In the spring of

Pickett had been
Tennessee line

1928, word

preaching

near

discussing the

that Waskom's father had died. On

Middlesboro, Kentucky,

the Cumberland

service, they had retumed
hosts

at

came

Gap.

Mama Ludie

to the house where

second

coming

their room, L. L. told Ludie he

was

consciousness.

Forty hours later,

Administration

Building

small

was

with him. When, after the

College,

up with their

they were staying, they sat

feeling numb.
was

She called for
69. At the

Mama Ludie

L. L

community on the

of Christ until about 1 1 :00. When

he died. He

of Asbury

a

May 9,

help,

they finally got to
but L. L. lost

funeral, in the

wore

white,

as

L. L. had

once

requested.*'
After the death of her husband, Ludie

prohibition movement.

In late

June, she went

Day Pickett continued

to

Houston,

as a

to

delegate

give her
to the

all to the

Democratic
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National Convention. In
nominate the
To

doubt
states

on

she wamed, would be

including,

ofthe Intemational
had met

Intemational

she

of New

implored

Spring,

for the party. When Smith

perilous

own

Missionary Council preferred:

on

the Mount of Olives. It

Missionary

In

of them

a

was

not

a

Although he

feature story

surely acquiesce

regard their persistence

was

to

a

men

the first

was

not

and had

are

William Paton"

meeting

expanded meeting

one

begun

as a

clear call from God and he

assembly

and had

not God's will after all. Pickett

bishops

who

eight

of a

of the

of the 240 in

published

details of it in several

to vote for

came

that the General

him, but that Jones had
not "choose to

had

hoped that

a

accepted. However,

mn," he

seeking

are

he got

commented in the Indian Witness:

Dr. Jones would retum to India

the office and

once

to

chance to consider it further, he

of this Church. The Church wants and needs

not

attendance,

draft, they elected him anyway. At first, Jones seemed

Many of our readers
ofthe

was no

by E. Stanley Jones."

bishop

away from the crowded floor of the

concluded that it

as

conference but the

However, reasoning that although Jones did

name.

all but

was

Council since its evolution in 1921 from the Continuation

Conference wanted to make him

would

won

June, however, Jones himself became the story. Word

withdrawn his

not to

state of New York.

Pickett followed the conference with great interest." He
one

delegates

Easter, the Jemsalem Conference (or

over

Committee of Edinburgh 1910.

articles,

the

York, who opposed prohibition.

in the election, Herbert Hoover

even, Al Smith's

Earlier that

council)

assembly,

the first ballot, Ludie went home to work for his defeat.'" She

greatly unburdened when,

�

to the

speech

frontrunner, Govemor Al Smith

appoint Smith,

nominated

a

its

as one

bishops
to
enough
spiritually strong
as
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refuse it. But

a man

would be in

tragic position if he tried to administer
Episcopal office with the conviction that in doing

the

a

responsibihties ofthe
was obeying man rather than God. And the church in India will be
better served by having Dr. Jones retum to his evangelistic work with the
assurance that he did what God wanted him to do than to
episcopal
administration robbed of the strength and glow of his religious experience
by the fear that he had obeyed man at the cost of disobedience to God.'"
so

When,

in

he

August of 1928, the Indian All-Parties Conference assembled in

Lucknow, the

meeting's proximity and Pickett's fascination with politics practically foretold his
presence. As editor ofthe Indian Witness, he wrote in advance for
conference officials

Although

immediately

the conference

Simon Commission, to

1920s, it is useful
Lucknow,

on

sent him

really get

was

a

fix

a

ticket

good

on

its

place

farmers." Although the

event

Nehm.'* As

a

politics

Chauri-Chaura, 80 miles

of the
in the

east of

which resulted in the deaths of 17 constables and 172

was

widely regarded

national leaders,

as an

anomaly,

a move

that

a

shocked Gandhi

disappointed

including, especially,

and

young Jawaharlal

resuh of Gandhi's move, Jawaharlal's father, Motilal Nehm, C. R. Das,

and others who had

into

appointment

in the stream of Indian

abmptly called off his non-cooperation movement,
chagrined up-and-coming

press pass. The

for all the sessions.

in direct response to Britain's

to go back to the terrible clash at

Febmary 5, 1922,

a

hoped

that the

important concessions,

resolved, through the

use

felt

non-cooperation movement would

compelled to adopt

a

replacement strategy. They

of obstmctionist tactics from within the

dismantie what they considered to be Britain's

squeeze the British

self-serving

legislative councils,

to

1919 reforms. However, not
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all

�

including

Gandhi

C. R. Das formed

were

�

a new

convinced this

was

the way to go.

"Swaraj [self-rule] Party.""

Then, in November 1927, Britain announced that
Sir John Simon would tour India with

ironically

though

even

�

�

they presented

united front in

calling

John Simon and his party arrived in
the

city greeted them

shops

with black

and work stoppages

were

for

a

a

for

a

such

mass

from

But,

reforms)

were

Indian voice

single

on

unific occasion. For the first time in years,

boycott

of the Simon Commission. When
the citizens of

protests, and indignant processions. Closed

the order ofthe

�

same

by not making room

on

Bombay in February 1928, therefore,

flags,

Wherever the Simon group went

all-white commission under

had for years insisted

(who

factions with

provided the

an

eye to future constitutional reforms.

the British,

the commission,
a

an

Indian leaders

every which way

splintered

So, Motilal Nehru and

day

Bombay to

�

an

all-out hartal

was

observed.

they got the

Calcutta to Madras

�

reception.
During 1928,

an

All-Parties Conference of Indian leaders met to

affront. The Simon Commission had been

Birkenhead,

who had criticized hidian

supported proposals
hidian

riposte

(Lucknow)

to hammer out

Pickett
son�the

a

privileges
was

appointed by Secretary of State,

politicians

for their failure to

come

February (Delhi), May (Bombay),

response.'*

To witness the Lucknow

the

Lord

up with

for constitutional reforms. The All-Parties Conference

to his insult, li met in

"one of the great

answer

and

was

broadly

the

August

meeting was,

to

Pickett,

of my life.""

especially impressed,

it seems, with the debate between father and

moderate Motilal Nehru and the radical Jawaharlal.

(By then, Jawaharlal

and
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other young lions of the

had concluded that the
were

in order

not

�

radical break with

Congress Party,

Swarajist strategy was

just

a new

post-Independence

a

not

long reach

the

phasing

more

radical

from

My

measures

nonetheless,

a

Twentieth

into Pickett's memory and is colored,

passion ofthe 250 participants

Iyengar

in of dominion status, but

following description

estimation of Jawaharlal Nehru, it,

tone ofthe debate and the

and

working

constitution and the

Britain.) Although

Century Odyssey reflects
his

like Subhas Chandra Bose and Srinivas

no

doubt, by

catches both the

in the conference:

proposals of his group and advocated them with all
the skill and finesse of a great lawyer. Hearing him I thought his report
would surely be accepted and approved. Then Jawaharlal would arise and
begin speaking slowly and in a low voice, very precise in all he said, and
gradually increase the vigor and passion of his speech until the whole
audience began cheering.""'

Motilal

presented

Though they cheered

the

the son,

they

conference, the "Nehru Report,"

followed the father. The official report of the

was

largely the

work of Motilal.""

The report, which would be debated at the All-Parties Convention in Calcutta in

December, defined dominion

principle
as a

status

as

the

accepted goal

for India. It

of separate communal electorates and instead commended

whole. It affirmed

voting privileges

for all adults and

not, however, support reserved seats for Muslims in
the Muslim

community to

Overall, Pickett

withdraw its

�

so

equal rights

for

the nation

women.

It did

of

support.'"'

who in those

skillfiiUy prepared

loyalty to

majority provinces, causing most

days

did not favor

Britain�liked the statement. He said that the country had

has been

opposed the

and represents such

a

a

a

radical break with

right

to be

happy with

victory of statesmanship

over

it. "K
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communal and party

bickerings

had, though reluctantly,
go

as

far

as we

depressed

that

to admire

we

believe many who had

expected

a

chance to

it, have

it."'�' Still, he wasn't completely satisfied: "It does

would like to protect the interests of minorities,

classes

to attack

come

into their

rightful

nor

share of the

not

to assure the

good things

of hfe," he

wrote.'""

Around
As

that same

time, Pickett got

unexpected

an

communication from John R. Mott.

part of an eight-month, globe-circling tour, whose purpose

message ofthe Jerusalem

Conference, Mott

was

coming

ofthe National Christian Council of India, Burma and

NCC had
Mott's

was

Mott

planned

Ceylon

over

New Year's.'"' The

which

emerged

to be in India for three to four months. He wondered

he could meet with Pickett for

meeting,

missions in

India, especially the uncertain
but

meeting

from

in India in 1912.

the Madras

naturally consented,

interpret the

to India for the Madras

replaced the National Missionary Council (1914-1922),

unifying sojourn

to

why Mott

wanted

a

day or two

if, ahead of

to discuss the state of

status of mass movement work. Pickett

a

personal conference

with him

was a

mystery.'"*
A visit from Mott

Missionary Council,
the mission

came

scene.

calling,

Mott

and

was a

as

the

big

deal. As both chair and

key figure

at Jemsalem

One

missionary described him

was

63; Pickett

was

as

symbol

of the Intemational

'28, Mott powerftilly influenced

"the father of us all."'"' When he

38. Mott wanted to know about Pickett's
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in

experience

mass

movement work. Pickett related his

the results obtained in

said that he

was

areas

where Emanuel Sukh and Ishwar

anxious for the church to

movements. Were

they,

main obstacle to the

as some

come

had worked. Mott

Dayal

were

they,

as

others

insisted, the

to conduct

an

impartial,

scientific survey of ten

dozen Christian conversion movements in India. Since Pickett had that very

published two

editorials

probably already knew
needed to

mass

of India? He wondered what Pickett would think of

asking the National Christian Council

fall

highlighting

to one mind about the Christian

said, firom God? Or

evangelization

in Bihar,

experience

underscoring the

need for sound social

to the

and

research,'"* Mott

his answer! The aim, said Mott, would be to

respond, once-and-for-all,

spring

or a

gather the

facts

conflict of opinion about the

long-standing

value of mass movement work.
Mott

was

not alone in

wanting to gather data on the

assembled surveys of its

the Church

Missionary Society had just

the central

Punjab, Travancore, Tinnevelly,

United Provinces.'"' But

surveys in the series

the

although informative,

financial supporters of the mission

as

for those

Telugu

emotion,"""
illustrates:

in

dispassionate

area, Westem

and

hidia, and the
meant

and free from

fact, they frequently lapsed into just that,

"purple patches
the

much for

some

assessment of needs.

as

as

the work. The

descriptive overviews,
an

fact,

movement work in

were

directly connected to

statistics, generalizations about issues and trends, and
to be

movements. In

mass

the CMS surveys

typically included historical

though they purported

mass

But

of eloquence

following paragraph

or
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Would that

we

could transport you

...

to the

of Tinnevelly. There

plains

you would see the long lines of laborers, men and women, in the
fields
their backs bent, their faces to the soil. It is a parable of their life.
�

As

work, the unimaginably lovely lights of early dawn
surround them, but their souls are dark. The singing of birds is heard, but

they

their

go to their

deaf to the songs of liberty. At evening the flags of sunset
stream across the sky and the moimtains stand in holy stillness, but not for
ears are

them!'"
Mott envisioned

to

misapprehension

Survey Movement

employed

a more

thoroughgoing, objective

and distortion in its

was

flourishing.

A

production."'

new

questionnaires
description

and schedules, and

of this

new

�

In the United

kind of survey had

combinations of direct observation,

interviewing,

come

onsite

data-producing experiments."'

kind of survey defined it

one

survey

less

susceptible

States, the Social
into its own,

one

that

data-gathering through
A contemporary

as

cooperative undertaking which applies scientific method to the study and
treatment of current related social problems and conditions having definite
geographical limits and bearings, plus such a spreading of its facts,
conclusions and recommendations as will make them, as far as possible, the
common knowledge ofthe community and a force for intelligent
a

coordinated action.""
h

was

this sort of survey

�

including: (1)

specific issue, (2) tabulating

and

data

summarizing

"findings," (4) making recommendations,
stood to benefit fi-om them�that Mott

was

ofthe board ofthe histitute of Social and

Throughout his
preserving valuable

career, Mott had

data and

and

gathering with
the data,

a

view to

(3) drawing conclusions

(5) publishing the

contemplating,

a

keen

he

sense

was

help

in

or

as

chairman

intimately familiar.

of the

documents, and of doing sound research.

he had asked his friend, John D. Rockefeller, Jr., for

a

resuhs for those who

and with which,

Religious Research,

possessed

resolving

of

importance
As

establishing

a

early as

191 1

missions
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research center. He had

researcher, historian,

already recruited

and

through the

work ofthe Institute of Social and

in New York

Movement's survey

City.

The

department."*

When the IWM closed

for the advancement ofthe

its

history,

was

Mott served

Most of its research

the

department survived,

to

apply "rigorous

as

(1921-1934),

projects

the

Laymen 's Foreign

Missions

Inquiry

ISRR and

Rockefeller money

surveys but

a

in the

reflected Mott's

was

not

promised to provide

global

of the Institute of Social and

the data needed to settle

chair of its

undergirded

the

mass

Fact-findingfor

interests.

projecting the

study that would employ the state-of-the-art

projects

as

involved the Protestant church in the U. S.,

�

So when Mott broached his idea, he

new

well-being of

and moral

president of the

the

as

scientific methods"

of them� the World Missionary Atlas, for instance, and the

some

applied

shop,

religious, educational, charitable,

board of directors. From start to finish

but

personal

in the Interchurch World

incorporators (and Rockefeller),

ISRR.'" Their goal, said the incorporators,

organization.'"

his

Religious Research,

organization's roots lay

vision of Mott and four other

society."* Throughout

as

archivist.'" For the past few years, Mott had realized his fact

finding passion through the
headquartered

newspaperman Charles H. Fahs

CMS genre of

social survey methods

Religious

Research

one

�

being

that

movement fact from fiction

once

and

for all.'�
Pickett's reaction to Mott's scheme
would be invaluable. That

hear. But would Pickett be
editor said he would.'"

was

was

enthusiastic. Such

exactly what Mott wanted,

willing

to

and

a

study,

he

said,

probably expected,

support it publicly, Mott wanted

to

to know? The
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Preceding
11

the December National Christian Council

Cawnpore meeting

scientific
the

one

experience be

a

missionary with

But Pickett had

(or

no

at least

defend)

idea what he

was

the

proposal

getting

into.

at the national

was

mass

added to the staff of the National Christian Council to

study of the movements.'" They agreed there, apparently,

to extend

the October 9-

ofthe United Provinces Christian Council, of which Pickett

secretary. At that gathering, John R. Mott proposed that
movement

meeting was

oversee a

that Pickett would be

meeting

in Madras.'"
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1. R. E. Diffendorfer to
2.

JWP, July 30, 1925. UMCA.

Badley (1949:53).

3. Letter from JWP to Arthur B. Moss, June 24, 1924. UMCA.
4.

Wallace

Typed franscript:
September?, 1924.

Lodge
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Missionary Training Conference,

UMCA.

5. 1 have not discovered how much Pickett raised for Lucknow Christian

1924

^probably not

all that he

hoped

for

though.

At the time there

College

in

great pressure to
the
situation
was so bad that the
fact,
help
Board would be forced to reduce its annual disbursements to India drastically so
�

was

the Mission Board out of its financial hole. In

�

drastically that 1925 was about to become infamous as "the year ofthe cut." Annual
Report of the Board of Foreign Missions of the Methodist Episcopal Church (1925).
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p. 12.
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printings
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a

21.
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book that every Indian
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22. Indian Witness
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before Americans and
can

quotation marks
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�
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in the Indian Witness
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�

�
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each Armual Conference that I administered in what is now India, Burma,

My

Twentieth

and Pakistan.

(1980:106)
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Indian Witness

57(43): 1.
52.

"Open
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Preaching."

Indian Witness

53. "A Plan for Services in the
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Bengali
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have made Bengali the province of their studies. Hindi and Marathi owe

their lexicons to the missionaries; Punjabi is not less indebted to them. And
as for Gujarati, my mother tongue, about which I can speak with as much
confidence

by

Dr.

as on

Taylor,

studies in Buddhism, the very first grammar was written
a relative of his in Ahmedabad gave an impetus to the

and

cultivation of Gujarati, to
In this way he

a

remarkable extent.

Lamin Sanneh's thesis in
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Missionary Impact on Culture (1989).
59.

.

.

.

Indian Witness
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.
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(1954:Xni).

80. Letter from JWP to E. E. Tuck,
81. Letter from JWP to E. E.

July 5,

1926. UMCA.

Tuck, November 25, 1926. UMCA.

82. Letter from E. E. Tuck to JWP, December 27, 1926. UMCA.
83. Pickett

(1973:5-6).

84. Letter from JWP to E. E. Tuck,

May 10,

1927. UMCA.

statement. UMCA.
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85. Letter from JWP to A. E.

Chenoweth,

86. Letter from JWP to E. E. Tuck,
87. Stuntz

June

May 10,

24, 1927. UMCA.

1927. UMCA.

(1928).

88. "The Mass Movements

Consider the

Fragments." Indian Witness 58(1): 1 In North
India, especially, the fatalism of low-caste Christians, the iron grip of caste constrictions,
�

.

and the anti-Christian activism of neo-Hindu groups like the Shuddi Movement
(sponsored by the Arya Samaj) made the task of village uplift an enormous one. But
Pickett was right to point out that for thousands who had become Christians in the

villages

and

left, the

outcome had been much different.

89. From the handwritten notes of one of the children. ACA.
90. Short

(1979:153).

91. WiUiam Paton

(1886-1943), an Enghsh Presbyterian, had succeeded J. H. Oldham as
secretary ofthe Intemational Missionary Coimcil after giving leadership to the YMCA in
India and the Student Christian Movement in England, and after having served as the first
(Indian) NCC secretary (1922-1926). Paton's biographers are: Eleanor M. Jackson (1980)
and Margaret Sinclair (1949).
92.

Among those

in attendance from India

Stanley Jones, evangelist; K. T. Paul,
Indian Christian statesman; P. O. Philip, Indian Secretary of the National Christian
Council; P. Chenchiah, writer and theologian; S. K. Datta, professor and Christian
nationalist; and Miss Tara Tilak, daughter of India's famed Christian poet.
93. Jones

were:

E.

(1928).

94. "The Fourth

Bishop," Indian

Witness

58(23): 1

.

Jones had been in the

mnning

for

four years earlier also. But while the American contingent of the 1924 General
Conference was ready to elect him, the representatives from India were surprised and less

bishop

than enthusiastic

Jones continue in his

unique
(3) the growing
conviction that it was time to elect an Indian bishop. Jones himself�probably for the
same reasons
shrank from the role. By 1928, however, even the Indian representatives
were on the Jones bandwagon, and his administrative strengths seem no longer at issue.
"Is it Bishop Jones?" Indian Witness 58(22):2.
�

for three

evangelistic role; (2)

reasons:

(1)

the desire to

doubts about his administrative

see

strengths;

and

�

95. Stein

(1998:309).

biographers offer much more detail than is possible here. A
biographies of him are accessible. Of them, the most detailed and
Gopal's three volume, Jawaharlal Nehru (1973-84). Others include

96. Jawaharlal Nehm's
number of substantive

authoritative is S.
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Frank Moraes' Jawaharlal Nehru: A

Biography (1956); M. J. Akbar's Nehru: The
Making
(1988);
Stanley Wolpert's Nehru: A Tryst with Destiny (1996).
Judith Brown's shorter biography, Nehru (1999) studies Nehru as a figure of
power.
R. Nanda's Jawaharlal Nehru: Rebel and Statesman
(1995) offers good analyses of
Nehru's thought and character. Not to be overlooked are two
early books by Nehru
himself An Autobiography (1936); and The Discovery of India
(1946).

ofIndia

and

97. Nanda

(1963:205).

98. Nanda

(1963:287 ff).

99. Pickett

(1980:26).

100. Pickett

(1980:26).

101. See B. R. Nanda's The Nehrus: Motilal and Jawaharlal

biography of father and
102.

B.

Chandra

son

that

covers

their lives

(1963) for
through this period.

a

respected

(1989:263).

103. "Pubhc Affairs." Indian Witness

5^35):2.

104. "Public Affairs." Indian Witness

58(35):2.

105. He also

planned to participate in a number of other meetings and conferences,
of NCC provincial councils and the World's Student Christian Federation
mcluding
gathering. See Hopkins (1979:669ff )
some

106. Pickett described the letter

Century Odyssey.
107. Maclean
108. See

as

"puzzling."

JWP handwritten draft for

My Twentieth

ACA 13:16.

(1929:63).

"Wanted, Facts!" Indian Witness 58(1 1): 1 ; "The Need for Sound Social
58(37): 1.

Research" /ni/za� Witness
109. hi

fact, these "surveys" (1926-1927)
(Hare 1927:3).
1 10. In the

Bishop

were

not even the first

of Tinnevelly' s Foreword to the

Tinnevelly

ones

survey

done

by the

(Bennett

and Neill

1926).
111. Bennett and Neill

(1926:11).

1 12. Some would not call surveys of the CMS variety surveys at all but
investigations" See Buhner, Bales, and Sklar (1991 :31).

CMS.

"general
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113. The

combining

of methods did not

most ofthe time the surveys

were

necessarily, or even often, include all four.
the product of several of these. As indicated by

But

Charles Luther Fry, who was for a time director of the Bureau of Standards ofthe
histitute of Social and Religious Research, the majority of the 2,775 studies listed in
Eaton and Harrison's exhaustive

Bibliography of Social Surveys (1930) employed "a
whole series of research tools" (1934:126). This was a step beyond the method employed
in earlier community research studies, in which investigators utilized the simplest form of
survey method: going to the field, asking questions, tabulating answers, and producing a
product that combined straight statistics and description (Brunner 1957:145).
114. Bennett and Neill
115.

(1926:11).

Hopkins (1979:425).

116. Brunner

(1957:9).

incorporators were Emest DeWitt Burton, Charles R. Watson, Raymond
B. Fosdick (brother of Harry Emerson Fosdick), and Chauncy Belknap (Fisher 1934:6).
However, Charles E. Harvey, in his unpublished piece on the institute, figured that John
D. Rockefeller, Jr. was the original stimulus. Cited by Hopkins (1979:603).
1 17. The other

118. Fisher

(1934: 14).

fact. Rockefeller paid its bills from the start (Hopkins 1979:603), and when he
ended his support, the ISRR closed shop (Fisher 1934:7).
119. In

CMS-type "survey" proceeded according to an outdated conceptualization of
the task of social investigation. It relied heavily on annual church tabulations and the
views of a few select informants. It did not fuss much about the agenda ofthe
investigator or the methods of analysis. In contrast, "state-of-the-art" surveys such as
were a new breed.
Mott envisioned though "state of the art" was a moving target
From their advent in the final years of the nineteenth century, they had been continuously
evolving. By 1930, several distinguishing characteristics had emerged: (1) they depended
on field work
i.e., on the on-she collection of data rather than previously published
and
tabulations; (2) they offered a detailed look at personal and group facts
reports
(including family and household data) in place of wide-ranging generalizations; (3) to an
increasing degree, they emphasized quantitative measurement and review; (4) they aimed
to solve a problem, or else affirm or alter extant policies. However, this increasing
sophistication and narrowing of focus is not to suggest that we should, today, read 1930sera social surveys through the lenses of contemporary statistical theory or modem survey
sampling techniques. (For starters, the modem sample survey and the geographically
local survey of the first third ofthe century are distinct.) Nor is it to obscure the fact that
by this time the American Social Survey Movement was beginning to lose its momentum.
Rather, it is to affirm that the kind of survey Mott had in mind represented a quantum
120. The

�

�

�

�
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leap
and

in

applicative value over older methods
Sklar (1991); Piatt (1996).

of social

121. JWP handwritten draft forMv Twentieth
122. Recounted
123. As

a

meeting,

nor

by JWP

non-delegate,

in

a

letter to R. E.

Mott

could he forward

was
a

not

investigation.

Century Odyssey.

Diffendorfer, May 9,

positioned

to offer

an

Cf Bulmer, Bales

ACA 13:16.
1929.

official

proposal

at the NCC

resolution of the UP Provincial Council. He could,

however, persuade the council of his idea's merit and urge it to bring up the matter in
December. That seems to be what occurred. From the record, we know that a

representative

fi-om the United Provinces Christian Council

did, indeed, advance the

resolution, and because of his role as secretary, it was quite possibly Pickett himself In
any event. Picket's account of speaking to the NCC assembly on behalf of the proposal
(1980:35) is consonant with this.

Chapter

9

The Mass Movement

Study

"These movements in the

sub-depths ofIndia are becoming increasingly a
It may be questioned
subject of
throughout Christendom.
whether any situation confronting the Christian world mission presents a
more powerful challenge
for generous, heroic action.
concern

.

.

.

"

�John R. Mott

The

six-day meeting

of the National Christian Council of hidia, Burma, and

Ceylon, got underway on December 29, 1928,
Christian

College

of Madras

a

Saturday.

chosen for its facilities and

�

The

venue was

setting,

but

the Women's

mainly because it

showcased the collaboration of 12 separate missions.' Since this year the program called
for

reviewhig and responding to

the usual four

came

the Jerusalem

from each of the ten

findings,

provincial

usual 20 additional persons, the NCC elected 10

the size of the conference

home and the

remaining

With the

was

60

nine

councils.

more.

were

left with two

days

So, through Wednesday evening,

to wrap up the

ofthe

delegates

went

regular agenda.'

enlarged meeting crammed with

reports and discussion groups, the delegates looked forward
as

instead of

Also, instead of coopting its

doubled to 120. After that, the additional

Monday to Wednesday sessions

framed each day. As much

representatives,

to the

inspirational times that

anything else, they were inspired by the setting itself,
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From the first

college chapel.
West

seems

to have

approached the

evening,

domed

chapel following

Eastem

a

tree and square

curves

an

As the conference

introductory social hour,

participants

conversation broke

and

by which they had to

pond,

but

even

the

beckoning doors

come was a

garden

and

lovely garden with

a

did not distract them from the

porches. Upon entering, they sat,

fashion, directly on the polished floor of black slate and white marble. Except for

couple

of benches in the back there

that traced the

lighted lamp,'
college

no

was a

doubt

motto:

interest

for tmth, he

a

plain,

to

everywhere

as an

Everywhere,

one

eloquent

one

women

who

glow

regularly worshiped

of people

Unprecedented numbers
respond.

of a

there of

It

was

of

were on a

just the

quest

sort of

that he wished every Christian in hidia could have
and much needed counterbalance to the

set the tone for the week. It

but also around the dinner table and in

overheard

subdued

spoke exuberantly of rising tides

had become, in his words, "more endemic

upbeat message

public addresses

subtly accented by the

and the churches must not fail to

heard. It sfruck him

Mott's

thick, blue curtain

decorative additions, hi front of the seated

John R. Mott

he went.

hoped for,

war

a

lighten."

message Pickett had

that since the

were no

wooden cross,

chapel session,

reported,

seats, and except for

reminder to the young

"Lighted

hi that first

religious

were no

ofthe apse, there

curve

delegates, however,

the

charm and winsome mix of East and

"quietness descended.'"*

Next to the colonnade

chapel's elegant

simple

captivated all, Pickett included.'

off and, in Pickett's words,

magnificent

its

glowing

.

.

.

than

pessimism

influenza."*

persisted not only in the

private conversations.

echoes of Jemsalem, and Mott did

everything he
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could to make the present
that there

was no

gathering

disagreement

or

Overall, however, Mott's positive
business sessions, where
and

a

newfound

feel like

debate
note

during the week

�

pervaded

according to reports

optimism prevailed.

extension of it.' That is not to suggest

an

New

the

of the

meetings,

proposals

education and

fresh resolve to tackle racism got their

gospel

both the

plenty of both.

movement

acceptance,*

innovative ideas for Christian

due,'

and

evangelism,

study and the appointment

of a

mass

presidency,

and J. Z.

evangelism

offered

�

seemed, had its

ovm

hope

fact,

as

upbeat

proposal

issue

progressed,

conference

might be

Pickett

the

mass

movements

thought

resolve the

creditable. A substantial

consensus

�

up, the voices

The

spoken favorably,

by no

were

that the

from the chair. Once invited to the

finally to

in the air."

study's rejection.

After two successive persons had

the way

the

�

study came

the debate

recognition

^both of them friends of

that the mood and initiatives would last." Christian India, it

on one

for the

to the NCC

�

rising tide. Sanguinity was

Nevertheless,
When the

secretaryship

for

movement

Moreover, the elections of Bishop V. S. Azariah of Domakal
to the

which the

approvals

secretary.'"

Hodge

the fmal

cooperation

uncommon

had forced to the ropes the past few years, rebounded with

proposed mass

even

for rural reconstruction and

younger churches found

social

was

conference, including

empowering the
a

there

one

means

platform,

signaled
Pickett

perennial mass movement debate.'"

majority assented

and

all

assenting."

In

downbeat intonation of an

thought did

Mott

remained elusive.

not last

long though.

Pickett to seek

pressed

for the

His argument

passed the following resolution:

study as

proved
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The Council considers that

appointed
Councils, a

as soon as possible a
Secretary should be
in
close
consultation
with
Provincial
Christian
initiate,
study of the work in Mass Movement Areas, and asks the

to

Executive to prepare proposals regarding the choice of a Secretary and the
raising of funds, outside the regular budget ofthe Council, for his support."

By their

March 25-26

Christian Council had settled

expected.'*

In

meeting,

on

the executive committee of the National

Pickett to direct the

fact, he had already tentatively agreed

acute financial needs of Lucknow Christian

April,

responsibilities

in

September, provided

The LCC board wanted Pickett to
America
that

College

the Indian Witness Board of Publication went

his editorial

study,

^perhaps

�

up to

eight

"only a conviction that

the

as

�

he had not

represent in the U.S. the still

he had done in 1924. In

along
an

development

early

and voted to release him from

acting

editor could be found."

at least the winter and

spend

months

to

a

"a prospect I do not

college must be undergirded

spring

in

like," he admitted, adding
at

great

cost makes

me

willing to contemplate it."'*
While these

developments

his 13-weeks stay in India,

Philippine Islands,

and

China, he sailed home

was

Japan.
from

were

taking place,

taking his
After

John R. Mott,

having

Jerusalem review to Burma, Siam, the

concluding his Asia tour with visits

Shanghai,

via

concluded

Japan,

on

May 24."

hi New

to Korea and

York, Mott

presented the NCC resolution to the directors of the Institute of Social and Religious
Research.
with
on

a

They agreed to consider a formal proposal

list of questions. Mott decided to take

the mend from

saw

to the

a

bout of illness, and

no

at their fall

meeting

chances. With NCC

and

up

Secretary Macnicol

Secretary-elect John Hodge not yet

production ofthe proposal himself.'"

came

on

the job, he

Later that summer, aboard the
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Mauretania,
prepared

a

he and Wilham Paton, secretary of the Intemational

draft and forwarded it to Macnicol. "Do not be alarmed

nature ofthe

Paton wrote in his

proposal,"

this crowd unless you ask for

think of in

case

it

a

lot, and

might be needed.""

NCC and that, after

cover

Macnicol should

and the NCC executive committee

direct the survey, would

as

Secretary ofthe
business

came

In

movement

Indian NCC

was

meeting

who

on

we

come

could

from the

NCC letterhead and
at both the Madras

at which Pickett was selected to

Missionary

Council be

seen as

just happened

representing

that of an "ex-

to be at Madras when the

up.""

October,

Mott wrote to Paton

study proposal.

"I

am

glad

to

conceming the

planning meeting, preliminary approval had
the ISRR staff for detailed review and

though not guaranteed,

would

Mott would

time in America.

come, and that the

at their annual

disposition

on

the

mass

"that the outlook with

Spelled out,

project blueprinting.

likely come

apprize

ISRR's

report," he wrote,

reference to their uhimate response is favorable.""

Meanwhile,

it

sign

anxious that his role be

(1922-1926),

appeal had to

indisposed Macnicol

head of the Intemational

other requests to the ISRR. He

extensive

letter. "You cannot get money out of

Paton added that the

making corrections,

by the

put down every conceivable thing

we

send it back. Paton, substitute secretary for the

meeting

Missionary Council,

that meant that at the fall

proposal

was now

The board's final

meeting

in late

with

approval,

January."*

Pickett ofthe staffs need to confer with him

during his
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In

the

October 31, 1929 issue ofthe Indian Witness,

Fred Perrill

Pickett's choice

�

years, "On Leave

.

.

�

newly appointed acting editor,

announced that J. Waskom Pickett

was

now, after five

." fi-om the Witness, the Board of Temperance, the United Provinces

Chrisfian Council, the Methodist Woodstock Council, and the Wame

Baby Fold.

However, the whole headline read: "On Leave

put it, Pickett

not

going

on

vacation but

"psychological wizardry"
out

embarking
he

of Wall Street's Black

�

on an

possessed."

just days

economy.'*

away,

a more

to Work." As Perrill

No

doubt, he had in mind

Thursday (October 24)

With Pickett's

was

errand that would call for all the

precipitous plummet that, by November 13,
American

�

when stock

news

stories

just

�

prices began the

would take away 30 billion dollars from the

flmd-raising trip

for Lucknow Christian

College

dispiriting development was hard to envision." However,

although the timing was terrible,

the choice of Pickett

crisis, his "wizardry" would work enough magic

to

was

bring

propitious.

In

of the

spite

in many thousands of dollars for

the debt-ridden school.'*

Upon reaching New York, Pickett went to
in the institute's

Avenue to

begin

methods

^requisite to successfully directing the

a

crash

course

�

the offices ofthe ISRR

policies, procedures,
mass

movement

on

Seventh

and

study.

When he left for

Christmas in Wihnore, Galen M. Fisher, the executive secretary, gave him two

assignments: first,

prepare

proposal, specific

needs the

revised,

more

realistic

a

memorandum

mass

budget.

describing,

movement

more

fully than the original

study would address;

and second, prepare

a
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Pickett's response to the first request included the

paragraph

of elaboration for each item:

movement; (2)
movement's

reversions; (4)

detailed information

more

impact
an

on

them; (3)

divided

on

along

movement

(6)

a

a

better

read

on

an

to which

an

(8)

mass

movement tends to

analysis

and

a

of converts to their

feel for

general public

lapses

and

kin-groups
churches

mass

movement

reaction to

mass

that it

still

conversions."

They enlarged

it further

salary he had suggested.
institute's

mass

for converted

produce

of the influence ofthe

The institute staffs response to Pickett's revised
lean.

a

mass

of group

causes

oppression intensifies

relationship

whether the

Hindus and Muslims;

upon definifion ofthe

understanding of the

degree

lines; (7)

agreed

with

the involved tribes and castes and the

on

review of the

caste and hibal

higher caste

a

assessment ofthe

depressed-class people; (5)
and communities;

(1)

fijllowing list,

�

The

policy of making

^more

move was

sure no

they insisted that the budgets

than

doubling

not

budget was

for instance the

extraordinary;

it

2,500-dollar annual

merely reflected the

study prematurely exhausted

for their studies include such

was

things

its fimds.

Typically,

as:

(1) renting and equipping an office including desks, chairs, telephones,
typewriters, adding machines, filing cabinets, etc.; (2) salaries of workers
and expense of holding meetings and conferences; (3) cost of supplies such
as correspondence
paper, stamps, tabulation forms, printing of schedules
and questionnaires, purchase of maps, books, magazines, etc.; (4) traveling
expenses; (5) special costs such as having tabulations made by a
commercial agency, making of graphs and charts, paying advisors, hiring an
editor, etc; (6) costs of writing and printing the report; (7) expense of
making the resuhs ofthe study known to the public including magazine and
newspaper pubhcity, holding of conferences, etc.'"
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Besides all these, the ISRR

habitually appended

a reserve

fund, amounting

to a minimum

of 5 percent of the total."

Delighted,
institute

project

never

�

�

the

as

much

before

nor

as

astounded, by the generous provision ofthe

afterward, in his view, did he work

Pickett nonetheless held firm
he

higher salary,

on

the pay raise,

on an

refusing the increase.

maintained, would lead his colleagues

funded

adequately

To accept

to think money motivated

him."

By mid- January Pickett
The

was

again

for consultation and

together mission society representatives
respects, this year's conference

were

�

scenario that

a

as

prominent

The

one

woman�Helen

humanism

as a

Haddon Hall

on

In most

faces, the

since among the conference
a

same

speakers

Presbyterian layman

year's

conference

�

professor

of systematic

was

meeting to

the fact that

order in the

Tuesday evening, January

One ofthe addresses

a

same

bringing

Jerusalem.

City's

provoked

�

^the

�

B. Calder�was chair. She called the

Friday noon.

Seminary

familiar

of

ofthe Student Volunteer Movement"" had like

spirit

notable innovation at this

Room of Atlantic

Adams Brown,

at

litany of the

cooperation.

heroes, Robert E. Speer. Speer,

"the incamation of the

Mott been

it up

was a

probably delighted Pickett,

Mott and another of his

known

thirty-seventh gathering

Missions Conference of North America, which since 1893 had been

Foreign

voices

up north for the

given

on

the first

a

Viking

14. She would wrap

moming by Dr. William

theology at Union Theological

comment from Pickett. Brown

form of secularism. While

spoke

underscoring

on

the

challenge of

the inevitable

insolvency of
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secularism, he spoke empathetically of those
their

Given the

principles.

who embraced it without

opportunity to respond,

compromising

Pickett said:

grateful for the declaration of Dr. Brown that we must meet the
challenge of humanism in the same spirit of sympathy in which the
Jerusalem Conference viewed the great ethnic religions. Out in hidia, I have
been compelled to feel very keenly that many of the declarations that are
being made with regard to humanism and the whole wide range of
secularism have hardly been fair. There have been suggestions that it is

I

am

.

.

.

incumbent upon the Christian forces to unite with the forces of other
religions to crush secularism. The fact is that secularist forces, as I meet
them in India, are more akin to us in spirit and in program than the forces of

organized religion with which we are in contact there. Many of the very
finest sprits of India have been driven into secularism by the abuses of
religion, and I feel that it is wrong to call the Christian forces to any alliance
with those forces against which these fine spirits are in revolt, in order to
crush them.

certainly to the dangers of that secularistic outlook, but
let us not be unfair to those people, as I feel and as I know that some others
in India are feeling. We have been unfair in some of our declarations.
More than that, let us not ally, or seem to ally, Christianity with the
forces that have been guilty of oppression. I feel that we can do nothing that
will more definitely check Christian progress in India than to say to India, or
seem to say to India, that Christianity is an alliance with all religious forces,
for India is awake today to the evils that some of these religious forces have
forced upon them. She is in revoh against them, and she will not think more
highly of our Lord because we. His disciples, seek today in our
appreciation ofthe finer things ofthe ethnic religions, and in our
Call attention

�

repentance, shall I say, ofthe older attitudes that we have taken towards
those rehgions to ally ourselves with them now.'"
�

A few

days

ISRR board had

after the

Foreign Missions Conference,

approved the revised

technical consultant

was

mass

study proposal. Selecting

the next step. Pickett's choice

Virginia Polytechnic Institute." However,
had to back out

movement

apparently,

while

Pickett got word that the

was

a

C. H. Hamilton ofthe

negotiations with him were going on,

and Warren H. Wilson

was

chosen instead.

he
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Evidently,
America

in

India,

hinder

might

much

as

much Westem influence

some were

on

as

fetter

[meant to]

conduct of the

studies,

not

or

in

technical consultant from

a

that such

study

�

it. Mott, therefore, wrote to the
a

consulting expert

a

new

was

about

an

advisory capacity. Moreover,

mass

movements

But, of course, Pickett
some

have

supposed,

knew his seven-year

might

NCC

exert too

was

customary and

he

was

too. He

was

the main

reason

For

done.

came

ex-officio chair ofthe

take-charge

a

small

mass

was an

Upon the contrary,

movement in Shahabad

or

was

had read his

a

Why,

reputation

suspects that

one

because John R. Mott wanted him to have it!

Bishop

V. S. Azariah to be

"It does not demand any undue demands

on

will, however, identify the Indian Church with the undertaking

designated

your

time,"

.

.

.

which,

am sure, you will
agree is most desirable. Moreover, it will give added
confidence in many quarters because it is so widely recognized that you are
an outstanding
authority on all that pertains to the Mass Movement."

I

as

anyone who

advocate of mass movement work.

reasons, Mott also wanted

study.

study,

Mott assured him.
It

no

with definite

Also, he had brought the proposal. However,

Pickett got the job

political

"in

directing

not chosen to direct the

because he had been critical of it.'*

history with the

very much

then, did the NCC choose Pickett? They chose him, in part, because he had

getting things

was

motives.''

partial

Indian Witness editorials knew that he

for

V. S.

president,

for twenty years, Wilson had been used to

person. Pickett would also leam after his arrival that Wilson

preconceptions

person

embarrass Pickett and those associated with him in the actual

survey."'* However,

serving

the

help

Azariah, assuring him that appointing
way

concemed that
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Following the Foreign
the rest ofthe winter and

spring

Christian College donors;

Missions Conference of North America, Pickett devoted
to

an

array of tasks:

with

meeting

giving speeches, including

Lucknow

prospective

at the Methodist New

one

England

Conference; guest preaching in Methodist churches; contacting missionary societies with
workers in

mass

movement areas;

becoming,

with the current methods of survey work; and
of the survey in the fall. Meanwhile, Mott,
British Isles

�

gatherings

enlisted Paton to get

mass

Campaign, just beginning

Years

Japan

one

�

of the three greatest

On June 22, 1930, Pickett,

England

and

who, too,

was

venturesome

arranged

Bombay.

In

in

working

on

tour

High Leigh,

�

for the

near

movements in the

D.D. from

Mott

with the Five

Movement in

world."'

Asbury College,

sailed for

London, he converged with his father-in-law, Bishop Robinson,
sail

on

who had missed the Titanic 's maiden voyage

instead to fravel

launch

And at various

along

China, and the Kingdom of God

a

projected

Manchester, England,

retuming to India. However, they would not

bishop,

survey.""

�

freshly honored with

conversant

Greece, Scandinavia and the

movements, which he called

evangelistic

tutelage,

out details for the

again

key endorsements

like the CMS conference at

himself publicized the Indian

under Warren Wilson's

by "air mail," which

forerunner ofthe British Overseas Airways

hnperial had taken over the carriage

meant

together.

by a blink, had

flying with hnperial Airways,

Corporation (BOAC)

and British

of mail to hidia in 1927 and had started

week service in 1929. The joumey would have been

The

long

the

Airways."'
every-other-

and tiresome. The carrier flew
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several types of craft

over

segments ofthe

route and had to resort to surface travel to link

segments together, hi all likelihood, Robinson flew from London
Whitworth

Argosy

and continued

Short Calcutta

engine

by train

to Basel

from there to Genoa. From Genoa, the three-

flying boats operated

the route to Alexandria

�

via Ostia,

Corfli, Athens, Suda Bay and Tobruk. From Alexandria, another train
needed

was

flown in De

leg

Bombay,

the end of

ofthe tortuous route, however, Robinson beat his son-in-law

by thirteen

Havilland Hercules to Karachi and

spite

Naples,

being

down to Cairo, hi 1930, the Cairo to hidia

�

the line. In

by Armstrong

Jodphur.

legs

That left

were

last

one

to

days!"'
When,

July 23,

on

Pickett's

ship,

the SS Pilsna

from the Second Round Table Conference the next year

"great joy" of finding Ruth waiting

at the

Waskom and Ruth retumed to Lucknow

reported to

docked in

�

a

Bombay,

to Dehra Dun and up to the cooler

work

immediately, sending follow-up
for the start of the

responsibilities

as

mass

within

heights

a

few

he had the

brief stay with the Robinsons,

by way of Poona where,

days later, but,

train,

hi

After

which Gandhi would retum

on

the 28th, Waskom

the National Christian Council secretariate"fiill of plans and

The Picketts got home two

arranging

pier.""

on

�

more

days,

were

enthusiasm.""'
off again,

by

of Mussoorie and Landour. Pickett set to

letters to Lucknow Christian

movement survey in

College subscribers,

October, and resuming his

Secretary ofthe Methodist Woodstock Association.

Bombay,

than he had feared.

Poona and

During his

Lucknow, Pickett had found the political air less restive

time in the U.S., the hidian National

with Britain had stiffened. Before his

departure,

Congress' relations

the harsh British reaction to Simon
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Commission protests and the mulishness of British Conservatives toward Indian

aspirations
and

regime
and

a

into

had

an

so

exasperated

October 1929

Indian leaders that

some

pledge by the

new

even a

viceroy (Lord frwin)

soon-to-be-convened round table, could not prevent the

a more

combative form, h

shaped the Congress

was

new, friendlier British

Mohandas K. Gandhi,

of dominion status

metamorphosis

though,

who

of Congress

swayed

and

that met in Lahore in December of 1929. The cheers Pickett had

heard for Jawaharlal when the All-Parties Conference met in Lucknow were, with

Gandhi's

pre-Congress negotiations,

helm of Congress for the first time."*

invitation, Gandhi had forged

a

translated into votes,

Likewise,

set of preconditions for

including Gandhi, expected the British to comply,

thin

excuse

been launched

salt

�

all-out

campaign,

of puma swaraj

the conditions

campaign of civil disobedience.
when

(complete independence).

61 -year-old Gandhi had announced

which, by law, Indians could

March 12

cooperation."' However,

following "Independence Day," January 26,

adopted a pledge
for the

a new

not make

or

at the

in response to Lord Irwin's round table

one,

to launch

putting young Nehru

a

To

The

help

served

long trek got

as a

members

muster the

sea

no

campaign had

Congress

march to the

sell. The

merely

since

masses

to make

under way

on

with the protests of Congress members who considered it rattlebrained, the

�

ridicule of local British officials, and

a mere

79 in the

procession. However,

a

little

more

than three weeks later, when Gandhi and his followers reached the Arabian Sea, the 79

had become tens of thousands, and the whole world knew about it. The salt march
the

signal

happened.

to crank the

engine

of civil disobedience into

Demonstrators placarded for

independence;

high

was

gear and that is what

volunteers screened market carts
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for British

goods; government

British businesses

were

boycotted,

everywhere. However, by the
fade. For
the

one

thing,

dismptions

another

thing,

leaders

�

and

railway workers quit; companies
hi

May,

the

ofthe

initial backers

campaign's

and extra economic burdens it

sixty thousand

and colors of Congress

were

time of Pickett's retum to hidia, the fervor had

even some

the British had

flags

withheld taxes; and

clamped

loading

was

on

to

growing weary of

already hard times.

down hard with arrests,

members of the

were

begun

For

especially of Congress

Congress Party, including Gandhi,

were now

in

jail."* Moreover, many hidians were disposed to believe that the new viceroy was
different from his

through the
father and

round table

son)

�

was

refiised to

list of conditions,

proposal

predecessors

more

that his

�

pledge

genuine. Thus,

participate

of advancement toward dominionhood

even

while Gandhi and the Nehms

in the round table unless Lord frwin met yet another

than 50 hidian leaders decided to go

among them. Sir

Tej

(both

Bahadur

Sapm

along with the

and Srinivas Sastri

representing the

liberals; the Aga Khan and Mohamed Ali Jinnah, the Muslims; Sardar Ujjal Singh, the
Sikhs;

B. S.

Moonje,

representation

the Hindu

Mahasabha; K.

of princely mlers; and Bhimrao

T.

Paul, the hidian Christians;

a

Ramji Ambedkar, representing the

depressed classes.
Since the

Congress-inspired civil unrest was copiously covered by the
populace up

in

histead, he encountered "not the shghtest sign of ill-feelings for Europeans

or

and British press,

Pickett,

on

Americans.""' He observed:

his retiim, had

expected to

find

a

American

arms.
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The most

fact about the present movement is the calmness of the
outward demeanor of people, who have definitely made up their minds that

impressive

India will henceforth, in large measure, rule her
situation is incomparably better than that which

Britain faces

life. In this respect the
prevailed in 1 92 1 While
own

.

very difficult situation, I believe, she does not stand to lose
much if she will definitely grant Dominion Status within a short period.'"

For

Pickett, keenly

cooperation
a

Pickett
Wilson

aware

a

forthcoming mass

Bombay on the

east of Hyderabad

seemed

most

NCC secretary,

planned to

good place to begin, for,

a

was

not just

first. From there he and Pickett would go to the

�

�

new

seeming calm

for October and the arrival of Warren Wilson, the technical assistant.

to arrive in

Domakal diocese
the

movement survey would call for

relief.

was eager

was

that the

fi-om both Indians and local British authorities, the

but

surprise

a

^where

they would begin the study.

J. Z.

Hodge,

meet them there to observe the launch. Domakal

in the words of John R.

Mott,"

it

was

"the

largest,

efficient, and most productive piece of Mass Movement work in India." Also,

Bishops

Azariah and

had just

published

a

Whitehead,

book

on

the

the most visible exponents ofthe
mass

movements that was

Anglican showpiece,

already entering

its second

printing (1930).
In

a

Wilson. As
the SVM

had

way,

a

coming

to India

was

first year stiadent at Oberlin

pledge, dedicating himself,

happened

the

and much had

graduating firom

changed

Oberlin and Union

completion

of a

College in Ohio,

if possible, to
in the

more

vow

for

62-year-old Warren

he had been

an

early signer of

missionary service." However, much

than 40 years since then. After

Theological Seminary in New York,

Wilson had
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pastored two
graduate

churches. His second

courses

in

sociology

church, in Broolclyn,

at Columbia

His dissertation,

"Quaker Hill:

sociology of mral

and

year, he recraited young

had been

a

a

A

lecturer

on

he seemed the

perfect

theological

fit to

greeted him.

off to meet him. However,

October 1.'*

Life of the

was

students to make

a

geographical regions.

help

On

on

with

on

a

study focused

September 23,

In

on

getting the news, Pickett,

superintendent

the surgery and another wire firom Wilson,
the technical consultant

while Ruth attended the

patient,

Wilson

the

of the

Starting that

USA.

religious

addition, since 1926, Wilson

an

village

who

on

organized

American

the

perspective,

India.

But because he

was

the train he became ill and upon

survey. Wilson notified

Giddings.

study ever in

series of social and

Tuesday.

a

Unforttmately, Hodge had already left

Paton, adding that

the

Presbyterian Church,

hospital with appendicitis. They operated

inauguration ofthe

the second

institutes for rural pastors. Thus, from

Wilson landed in hidia

admitted to the

Sociological Study," was

the rural church at Union. For many years, he had

summer

no one

introduced to social

ofthe first students to get his doctorate under

Country

dozen states in nine

Presbyterians'

early,

survey,'" he was

life in America." From 1910, Wilson

Department of Church

surveys in

one

take

opportunity to

University." There, under the tutelage of

Franklin H. Giddings, the dean ofthe modem social
research. In fact, he became

gave him the

was a

week

still in Landour, hurried

arriving

in

him the next

Bombay was
day,

Poona for Domakal and the

Hodge by wire

of Pickett's

condition."

After

Hodge relayed word of Pickett's progress to
was now

was

"at

large somewhere."'* hideed,

getting acquainted with "representative

missions" in Gujarat and Kolhapur, both within easy reach of Bombay."
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When, later that month, Hodge appeared in Bombay, Pickett was looking fit and,
in fact,

just

was

working on

a

away from

day

revisions

being released.

required by the delay.

The

He

reported

plan to

that he had

already been

survey five selected

areas

remained intact.*" Nevertheless, with the postponement, he had found it necessary to
times and

juggle the

move

the initial field

From his room, Pickett had

ofthe American

quickly extend
all

already written

Presbyterian

Provinces for the trial

an

testing

study.

mission
He

was

�

fi-om Domakal to Etah, in the North.

to A. E. Slater and William H. Wiser

both

�

to look into

coming to

Etah in the United

confident, despite the short notice, that they would

invitation, for the Presbyterians had hoped

to be included in the

study

along.*'
Wilson

first

impression

was

from his tour. In

by now back

a

letter to Paton,

Hodge

described his

of him:

very warm day in Bombay and had the rare privilege of
looking for the first time on a "technical consultant" in the person of Dr.
Warren H. Wilson. It was a relief to find him a man like ourselves, a little
a man accustomed to the measuring rod, who at
more

I

spent

a

day

�

a

�

dogmatic perhaps

a

moments notice

There at the

hospital,

can

.

.

.,

reduce

our

muhifarious Christian activities to �.s.d.*'

the three met for two hours,

completing the

revised calendar

through May, when Wilson's advisory connection to the study would
also discussed
Pickett had
visit to

possible side-effects

come

Nagpur,

home to in

ofthe

Bombay, Poona,

had found nationalistic

roundtable discussions

were

political situation, for,

about to

and Lucknow,

they

in confrast with the calm

Hodge,

feeling mnning high.*' Also,

convene.

end. No doubt,

on a

just-completed

in London, the first
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The next

by Wilson.

From

Cawnpore,

In

a

way,

very old:

then

day,

Waskom and Ruth set off for Lucknow, foUowed

there, Pickett

on

to

old

as

of social surveys into which Pickett

the survey of England ordered

recorded in the

Domesday Book,

brought Joseph

and

were

Mary to

as

old

even as

�

begun

Foundation's

theoretical

in 1866

�

conjecturing

new

by

the

was

William the

census

about to

Augustus,

1085 and

which

Charles Booth's 17-volume

sought

about urban social and economic forces with

in many ways the

theoretical and

plunge was

Conqueror in

of Caesar

around 1907, which

collection ofthe facts of labor and hfe in the

with

later

movement conference in

of London's poor, and in America with the Russell

Pittsburgh Study in the years

Survey Movement,

days

Bethlehem. Still, the contemporary survey movement's roots

relatively new, beginning in England with

study

a mass

few

Etah, 47 miles northeast of Agra.

the tradition

as

and Wilson traveled to

a

a

supercede

truly objective

city.*" By the 1920s, the American Social

offspring of the Pittsburgh Study,

methodological

to

Sage

innovations

coming

in

an

was

in full flush,

almost continual

flow.*' The staff ofthe Institute of Social and Rehgious Research kept abreast of these,

routinely seeking
under their

what

the best

possible matches

sponsorship.**

they borrowed to
Pickett's

the

In

of procedures and instruments to surveys

addition, they adopted

specific

help

of Warren

practice

of tailoring

needs and contexts of each survey.

pioneering mass movement

tradition. With the

the correlative

survey would be very much in this

Wilson, interview schedules (questionnaires) modeled

on

suitable American models would be field tested and

Each

day teams

would interview Christians in the

tabulation and review.

They would

censuses, and other

public

compilation books,

which would

provide the basis

for the

each survey

area was

completed,

and their workers

Pickett

and

on

used to tell the story of the survey and

These would be

pubhshed

the book would

the

in book

generalize

the director would prepare

on

form, along with

the overall

special reports

serve as

November 8, 1930,

Saturday,

on

used

The survey staff spent the initial two weeks

only the Household

questionnaires,

Schedule the first week.

still with the

printer,

any

instances

more

than 350

�

and

revamping

participation, religion

�

its

in the

questions

studying
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They expected

as

was

sponsoring

did

to

serve

get

nearby villages. They

two additional

family in the study,

pieces of information,

instrument of inquiry.** hi its revised form

rewriting

as

day.

The Household Schedule, used with each
some

for

sub-Director, and Parker's wife who would

host.*' Additional helpers arrived Monday, the day the field testing

underway.

study,

a

ground.

Wilson ARIUVED in Etah

E. Graham Parker who would

as

and record the responses for

obtain additional information from church records,

eventually be

Although

agencies

villages

to the hidian context.

records. All of this information would find its way into

findings.

set of recommendations.

adapted

all the

covered

would remain the

questionnaires

and

primary

underwent substantial

family members, religious

home, creedal knowledge,

caste

supplying in

status, church

relationships, moral

and
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social stances,

idolatry and superstition,

house and lot, animals owned,

income, record of income, debts, and contributions
Besides the Household Schedule,
each

village

and

a sense

about their Christian

of what

Village

of

church.*'

Schedule obtained information about

class Hindus and Muslims knew and

higher

neighbors.

a

to the

sources

A third schedule collected facts

on

thought

the pastors: their

work, their congregations, their families.'" Besides these, the staff developed schedules
and insertable sub-schedules to obtain data
and their families, and work.

They

also

on

local economic systems. Christian

prepared

a

questionnaire

for

women

superintendents

of

churches and missions.
The first
routine

was

day ofthe Etah

survey

was

mainly organizational.

to divide the survey staff into two

Christians lived, and ask to meet with the

teams, go

men.

Sitting

by car to

After that, the

the mohallas where the

charpoys (lightweight, portable

on

bedsteads) provided by the Christians,

team members used the Household Schedule to

interview the

possible

family heads.

headman of the

Whenever

village, usually a zamindar,

one or

two team members would find the

and interview him with what

they called

the

"Bystander Schedule."

During the

second week the survey staff began the task of transcribing the

information fi-om the
be made

so

questionnaires

into

compiling books.

that the whole array of material could be

convenient for

arrangements

summarizing

and

at the next survey

seen

Wrote Wilson: "These had to

in its correlations, and in

a

form

comparing."" Pickett, who had moved on to make
site, arrived back in Etah

at the end of the third

November 29. By then all the schedules had been transcribed

(except

week,

the most recent

on
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ones), allowing
summaries

Pickett

brought with

him from America

decades and in which he took much

inquiry, developed by
Brunner and H. Paul

Wilson

Although

claimed that, with

However,

even

such persons

Douglas

pride.
as

�

were

Charles Josiah

adjustment,

some

including

Pickett

�

inevitably skew

Because its

adaptations

flexibility,

^that it could be

�

the

were

equally

suitable for India."

devised

on

the field, the
so

indebted to the

with methods. "The method of survey," he

and other

essence

of method is

adaptation.""

Wilson believed with all his heart that his

physical habitat, (2)

in that order.'* This involved

information,

University."

their schedules for mral America, he

applied with equal

organization, (4) community instittitions,

experimental schedules,

two

schedules of

F. Warren of Comell

questioned whether instmments

site, Wilson's approach was

sequence" study of (1)

over

the results." Wilson countered that the missionaries

essence was

inviolable

Once at the survey

subjects,

of what the

that the Indian incamations of the American schedules

assurance

said, "is entirely different from the findings; the

was

preview

ofthe USDA, Edmund deS.

Galpin

George

the schedules

confiasing findings (or preconceptions)

method

a

brought with him

acknowledged that they designed

with his

West would not

far, and

method he had refined

a

He also

of the ISRR and

would sport contextual additions and
missionaries

so

contain.

might

Wilson

overview of the process

an

and

to

effectiveness in any culture.

begin with what he

called

the economic basis of hving,

(5)

"social

(3)

the social

the schools and churches ofthe research

interviewing local leaders,

field

preliminary investigative techniques.

the test schedules would be

a

modified, perhaps

even

testing
Based

rewritten. For

on

that

example.
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when

exploratory conversations

in the

villages

around Etah revealed the

of

prevalence

jajmani relationships, involving the exchange of food production for goods and services,
it became clear that

they would have

to

the Household Schedule.

adjust

They thus sought

the expert counsel of Wilham H. Wiser and John E. Wallace. With their
Parker and M. L.

They then had
Schedule. If,
elsewhere

�

it

printed

members of the Etah survey staff, wrote

single

on a

leaf that

they expected, they

as

for

Singh,

instance,

a

they could insert

encountered

contractual system

a

a

help,

Graham

sub-schedule.

special

into the Household

different economic system at work

they

�

could devise and insert another sub-

schedule instead."
Wilson believed that the
of the jajmani sub-schedule

was

methodological flexibility represented by the

the

key to contextualizing

cultural and otherwise. This freedom to

from bias

�

needed

^based

�

especially,

on

from

Because of his

no one was more

made his method,

�

as

another

experience

people

in the culture

and another

as an

manner

asset in

represented the

in this instance

study of one country

.

himself]
.

.

to

the

[while

of life."" When missionaries cited their

overcoming

Westem

biases, Wilson consistentiy

over

missionary experience versus the impartiality of the scientist
upon

culture but,

this method, Wilson asserted that

launched into this lecture. In fact, he took up this debate

words, "many missionaries."*" And

as

he put it, "of no nation.""

[meaning

need to put aside "the conclusions arrived at in the

studying]

or

single-minded commitment to

sensitive than "the technician"

immunizing them

modify questionnaires

information from those who knew

field-testing

surveys and

addition

the relative merits of

and his methods with, in his

completion of his advisory work

in India, he
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continued to tout the advantages of his method, often
results of the

giving more

time to it than to the

survey!

Wilson insisted that the missionaries confused "method" with
he meant what the missionaries knew

findings

�

the information

"findings."*' By

they brought

from their years of interaction in the culture and with each other.

Method,

on

to the

study

the other

hand, dealt with scientific principles and procedures, which he considered "entirely

different."*' Wilson's argument that the methodological commitment of social scientists
them to set aside internal biases and make

disposed

1920s and 1930s

Wilson's

a common

of his

frequent recitation

distrusted it

even

On the

one

position,

were

and the ISRR's

ready to

as we

with the extent to which Pickett and

make

changes

they finally adopted

Desphe the

to the freshness and

approach, fronically though,

attention

could in

given to

shall see, he

some

ofthe

in the interview schedules. It must have been
at Etah

as

whatever debt the initial schedules had to those Wilson

survey

the

no

brought

way be

that

"radical," indicating
from

regarded

as

America, the

importations.*"

questionnaires by Wilson, Pickett,

and the

staff, weaknesses remained. The Household Schedule for example, the

important
Wilson

from

Pickett and the other missionaries must have

extensive, for Pickett described the revamping

instruments that

in the

was

widely rejected.*' Judging

now

hand, then, Wilson could point with pride

quite uncomfortable

missionaries

but it is

choices

then!

adaptability of his
became

perspective,

dispassionate

ofthe three main

commended,*'

questionnaires,

and

a

model ofthe innovation and

nonetheless had its flaws. For

example,

it centered

on

most

flexibility

the nuclear
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family and practically ignored
recalling

that the

to recite the Lord's

was

not

on

Prayer

were

explaining how
training they

interviewers.*'
how

spiritual

to

use

nor

good

themselves

pastor

or a

an

study

which meant that

faced

some

villages,
Bible

Pickett

design

even

can never

how

they entered

a

the

they needed to

�

^by

village), by how they

influencing the responses they got. Likewise,

likely to

the likelihood

were

at stake.

offer criticism ofthe church if either the

question?**

franslate the

he would

instruction

be better than the

Yet another

of asking their

questions

from

problem the

questions
English

interviewers

in the vemacular,

into the local

English.*'

dfrector, Pickett had to be absent often. When the work in

satisfactorily underway,

emphasis

by whom they were (Westerners, high-caste

frequent need

into

ability

stories).**

reported what

given to interviewers whose reputations

interviewee be

was

the

the

example, beyond

reported how much consideration they gave to

language and the response back
As

(specifically,

of weakness too. For

nor

same

the interview schedules were, the interviewers

missionary was asking the

in the NCC

areas

could not avoid

of a favorable bias in responses

would

and

omission when

knowledge (familiarity with

(for example,

they got,

Wilson

astonishing

But in

Commandments).

the schedules, neither Wilson

strangers)

an

to look at group movements. The

certainly other

No matter how

persons, women,

example,

�

gave the interviewers. Yet, survey

they conducted

neither Pickett

family

achievement to Bible memorization

and Ten

almost

recorded the responses

For

was

Bible memorization but Bible

There

or

overall aim

study's

linked

questionnaire

the extended

hurry off to

would meet with the leaders of one of four

make

arrangements

subsidiary

surveys that

one area was

at the next

were

locale,

conducted.'"

or

he

One
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of his absences

was,

was

for the Central Conference that met at

according to Pickett,

primarily because

ofthe

Cawnpore

in December. It

the best of the five Central Conferences he had

larger role played by hidians.

To

enlarge

hidian

attended,

participation

further, Diffendorfer suggested that the missionaries fransfer their membership

to

America, hidian

his

suggestion

that

a

delegates, however, vigorously dismissed the idea. Likewise,
missionary

from each annual conference be

on

the

Cooperation was soundly rejected by the missionaries." However,
the conference and main

to

elect their

own

impulse
made

bishop,

of the

positive spirit was

possible

for the first time

the

long

doubt in his mind

anyone else's that this would be the time. Nor

question

of whom the

Chitambar

came

new

out on

majority. However,

bishop

top with

as

bishop-elect,

Pickett's advance work

the interview

schedules;

transportation,

leaders

required

arrange for

days before

room

B. T.

lodging

and there

was

of

Indians

was

little

there much

the first ballot J. R.

the two-thirds

Badley joyfully

required

announced the

erupted with cheering.''

superintendents
to serve

on

study

area.

Among

and pastors about the

the staff;

and cooks; find

a

logistics

explain how to

vehicle

or

other

use

two for

purchase of needed supplies.

the survey staff were to

(usually superintendents

on

bishop,

several weeks in each

possible persons

and arrange for the

A few

Bishop

and the

he needed to: consult with the local

ofthe survey; recruit the best

expected,

majority, though not quite

after the second ballot.

election of Chitambar

things,

a

would be. As

key business

of General Conference

in 1928. Pickett had

or

the

Council of

opportunity for the

by vote

advocated the selection of an Indian

proposed

and

pastors)

called

begin their interviews,
on

the

local church

village headmen to explain and
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arrange for the visit of one of the teams. So when the interview team

typically found village representatives waiting
with

a

welcoming band!

lead them

After

greeting the team,

circuitously through the village

they arrived in the Christian section,
them

charpoys

to sit on,

interviewing began,
respondents

were

or

outside the

so

that everyone knew

was

the

and

have seemed

assembling the

on

plus Pickett's rich knowledge
and carried the

available

m

of which

were

those

evidence for

not

When

other way. Then the

each

procedures,

area

since most

studied.''

the prospect of

(ultimately representing 3,800 households)
besides Wilson's

an

accurate

and

interpretation

insights

about the

study out according to

days. By today's standards,

recognized

as

help

on

the

must

field, Pickett

the assistance of ISRR staff members in New York, whose

expertise promised

they devised

they were there.

by the interviewers

general pattem in

overwhelming. Nevertheless,

could afterwards count

statistical

data

some

filled in

Without computers and modem tabulation

transcribing

often

�

the church members washed their hands, offered

questionnaires being

illiterate. This

for them

the local leaders and the band would

made them feel welcome in

with the

village

arrived, they

even

generalizations

problems

what had been available before the

mass

it had several

was

significant weaknesses,
good enough to give

movements that

study was

of mission work in India,

the best social research methods

then.'" Nevertheless, it

about the

ofthe data. With this ensemble,

undertaken.

was more

useful

by

some

Pickett
far than
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After Wilson's departure in

May 1931, Pickett carried

October in the Ghaziabad district
details for their

via

visiting relatives

and former India

mass

Pickett's

7. From there

at General Conference in

May, Pickett intended

to take up the task

report.'*

movement

salary would

continue to

come

from the NCC

study's budget,

fimds

were

exceedingly

scarce

people simply haven't got the

overseas

money to

trips,

give," Diffendorfer wrote Pickett
not to

the Indian Witness, the main

replace missionaries,

plead with the

from

Pickett and

as

Secretary J.
was

Z.

Hodge

in

approaching Mott for help

in

October."

scuttled

severe was

mission board not to

quite relieved

the NCC wanted to extend the

April that

financing it.'*

the direct resuh ofthe All-hidia Conference

on

earlier, in January 1932. Out ofthe conference
secure

Depression,

of Methodism in India.

mouthpiece

Those at the mission board, therefore, must have been
came

in

and slimmed down their annual reports. So

the crisis in New York that Pickett and others had to

drop

which

for all the mission boards and societies. "The fact is the

resuh, the agencies trimmed staffs, opted

already planned

they

colleagues along the

boon for the Board of Foreign Missions in New York. Because ofthe

a

on

mid-February,

was a

As

in

consultations with Warren Wilson and the staff ofthe ISRR in New

York, and attendance
of writing the

finishing

sail from Calcutta in

Hong Kong and Manilla around April

intended to drive to Wilmore,

Following

the survey,

Delhi.'' In December, he and Ruth worked

upcoming furlough. They planned to

arriving in Long Beach

way.

near

on

the services of Pickett for another three

This

study under

development had

Mass Movement

came a

when word

come

Work, three months

resolution calling

on

the NCC to

years." Commenting on the resolution.
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which

passed unanimously, Hodge noted,

was

up this

and he

job

forward his

case.

The

projects,
summer

the

a

1 think

may look forward to

we

chronicle of the Indian

Asbury College provided

mass

a

office in its Morrison

coherent and functional whole, and

overwhehning. When the

summer was over

apartment in Ventnor, New Jersey,

in the

Library. Except

for

a

undertaking than

anyone had

sketched into the

spring

Earlier,
seems

as

proved to

a more

a

missionary

now

had the

formidable

completing the project
into the fall.

they did not meet

that

goal,

study was being collected,

the

secondary role

to have chafed Warren Wilson's ego. hi

America, he vented his finstration in

a

survey had been

ought to

July 1931,

of

after his retum to

letter to Galen Fisher, Executive Secretary ofthe

ISRR.'"" Wilson's letter, offering Fisher advice for

scientific processes involved

be

The timetable for

of 1933 and, when

missionary director of a

it must have seemed

great deal of work remained. Pickett

imagined.'"'

the data for the

interpreting

marshaling its

family had moved into

and the

of Wilson and the ISRR staff Still, the task

a

began writing

The task of assimilating the vast accumulation of data,

material facts into

making

it

movements.'"' As with all ISRR

from the start. Pickett

an

day,

of daughters Elizabeth and Miriam, he worked for the most part

uninterrupted.'"'

advisor

challenging report."'""

and

convincing

with which he put

household word among South Asian Christians. To this

important

of 1932.

a

thoroughness

Christian Mass Movements in India, the book that would

book-length report was projected

daily visit

help

fireshness and

us

name a

remains the most

by the

impressed

"report" would be

make Pickett's

all

"Pickett has grown in stature since he took

an

a

analogous situation, averred that

blunder. "The

responsibility for the

do
be committed to the person who knows how to
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surveys,"

he wrote, "and there should not be left
any

authority over
around in

was one

a

the technical processes involved."

remote

who should have

man

employed

found

over

in

to his

of getting

logistics

taking care

as

of business matters

be left to "the Technical man,"

employed

�

adequacy of

and other

manners

and

Furthermore, he contended, the technical

having responsibility

for the facts, the methods

their "effect upon the mind ofthe reader." Wilson added that

missionary better fitted

for this

for administrative management

it

responsibility"). Rather,

was

("I have

Pickett's say

the technical aspects of the survey that distressed him.'"' Wilson did not mention

how other

skills,

or

ingredients might

knowledge

been about

factor in

choosing

ofthe culture and its

something

else anyway

�

complained that
was

Pickett

due, and given

was

to

an

a

But his true

getting his

due and

acerbic attack

slow to embrace his

adding

director: like relational and

languages.

about

middle of his assertions, he broke into

he

data."

questioning Pickett's competence

not

no

even

the

selection of localities, scope and

securing the

should write up the survey story,

was

insisted, should

number and type of workers to be

used to get them, and

he

he

responsibility for "the

particular studies,
methods to be

itself,

and

possible question,

or

Managing

field, printing the questionnaires,

But the survey

thing.

doubt,

material of his

on

agenda

having his

seems

to have

way

for in the

�

Pickett himself He

advice, unwilling

own

leadership

(though

some

to

give

him the credit

of it, he said,

was

"excellent").'"*
ft

was

probably inevitable that Pickett

thing, they had different ideas
and that of the

NCC,

was on

and Wilson would lock horns. For

about the purpose and

the

use

survey's implications

one

of the survey. Pickett's focus,

for

evangelism.

But Wilson's
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focus

reflecting what

�

he had been

offering useful information
in the most efficient

for

manner

doing

pastoral

for two decades in rural America

�

care

�

was on

"for those who desire to devote their lives

to the office of the Pastor

serving

a

well-defined Parish with

a

certain number of people under his

a

report that would aid pastors and missionaries in their apostolic fimction and help

hi other

care

evaluate the worth of mass movement

words, while Pickett imagined

efforts, Wilson imagined

that would aid

one

pastors and missionaries in their nurturing fimction and help understand the social

dynamics

of village Christians. While

some

perceived purpose of the study was bound
questions and, therefore,
A second

views ofthe

one

area

of the

Pickett

thought

ofthe

missionary

altering the worldview, faith, self-image,

fatalism. Wilson,

on

phrasing

and

introducing changes.

American

"Let

system]

hidia," he wrote after his

no

or

European

divergent

change agent,

and

were no

as

of those who

were

he cautioned

consequently,

their

aspirations

the other hand, reveled in the fact that there
worked. And,

was

as a

gods, depreciated themselves,

villages, that the caste system

caste

the content and

shape

of disagreement between Pickett and Wilson

lived in constant fear, followed false

[the village

aims, the

of the responses too.'�*

missionary's role.

interested in

to

data would be useful for both

shackled

beggars

in the

against

these methods of organization

scorn

the fact that there is

breadline in

until he has

pondered

retum from

India.'"' Similarly, regarding poverty and

no

indebtedness, he wrote:
generally deplored should, I believe,
The money lenders are
be looked at from the poor man's point of view.
has often no
borrows
not the only cunning men in India. The peasant who
The debt situation in India which is

so

.

by

.

.
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intention of repaying until he is compelled. He is the only man in hidia who
gets prompt service under the inflexible and rigid credit system of that
country. His wants are attended to. He gets money when he needs it. He
pays it back when he is compelled. It is true that since the hidian peasant is
a bad risk he pays a
high rate of interest. The principal comes back to the

lender in the form of excessive interest. But it

seems to me that we should
look upon it firom the point of view of the hidian peasant, and not of the
American economist or reformer.""

Wilson

explicit

was more

still in the

following caution conceming missionaries

as

change

agents:
If I may

speak

as an

observer therefore I would desire that the Indian

continue, that the Indian

preservation
which

of it would

men are

village organization be preserved.
mean

that

a

.

.

.

family

The

beautiful and competent culture
preserved for the

by

fed and clothed and housed shall be

future."'
On the basis of these

examples

report had Wilson directed the

Apart

from Wilson's

alone

one can

�

not

experience

own

could

�

letters and reports, almost

responded to

example

then

�

contention that

a

versus

household

quantitative

were

They knew very well

achieved the status of the so-called "exact"
value of quantitative

different

mass

movement

or

ofthe

a

is known of how

mass

only

movements.

themselves well-educated

�

some

of

that the social sciences had not

physical sciences,

qualitative data was
name

nothing

Wilson's assertions that

produce reliable knowledge

However, many of the missionaries and pastors
them in the social sciences.

a

study."'

Pickett and the other survey staff members
science

imagine quite

hotly debated

in educational circles

^was

�

and that the relative

issue. John Dewey, for

well known for his

facts detached from human facts have

all."' What is known, however, is that Pickett's reliance

on

his

no

own

social

meaning

experience

and

at
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judgment continued to
J. Z.

Hodge,

vex

who heard

Wilson

even

"frequently and voluminously"""

to R. E. Diffendorfer in December

missionary

and

purely

Hodge's
been

glad

for

was

more

scientific

that the

point

was

concemed that it

might not meet the

interpretation."*

That

summer

beyond keeping

they had made

a

letter

to reconcile the

him informed, Wilson's letters

he wrote Paton that he

gathered (from

a

Wilson

proceeding with difficulty and that he was

ISRR's standards of investigation and

he echoed similar

letter to Executive Director Galen Fisher. Fisher
worry, that

wrote in

for Wilson's progress reports and would have

February 1933,

of the report

Wilson,

of view.""'

from Pickett too. Yet

writing

from

As

report's preparation.

1932, "I hope it will be possible

undoubtedly glad

also made him uneasy, hi

letter)

in the last months ofthe

every effort to insure

a

misgivings
sought to

and offered

assure

Hodge

suggestions

in

a

that he need not

quality report:

glad to report that we of the Institute had anticipated one of the main
points which you have recommended, namely, that the manuscript be very
thoroughly revised and edited by an expert. We have set one ofthe best
I

am

of our histitute staff for this purpose and the resuhs of his work have
been very satisfactory. I have shared with Dr. Pickett and with

men

representatives ofthe Institute your recommendation about rewriting certain
chapters. I have the impression that if you had in hand the manuscript as
revised by the process to which I have just referred you would probably not
find it necessary.

.

.

."'

How Wilson feh about the finished

had been the

one

responsible

for

gathering the

evidently stuck with a request he had made
not be

product is not

on

facts and

certain. But because Pickett

telling the story,

Wilson

that basis two years before: that his

name

included in the report. "To do so," he told Fisher at the time, "may make it easier

for Dr. Pickett, who finds it difficuh to estimate justly the value ofthe services of an
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associate.""* In all likelihood, that is why, except for
in John R. Mott's Foreword, Wilson's

name

a

brief mention of his contribution

does not appear in the first American edition

of Chnstian Mass Movements in India. In another

edition, however, published in India,

Pickett inserted this tribute:
Dr. Warren H. Wilson

was

National Missions of the

selected

as

technical consuhant and the Board of
Church in the United States most

Presbyterian
a portion

released him with

of his salary for a year. His
generously
experience in survey work in American Home Missions and the freshness
his approach to the Mass Movements in India enabled him to make an

invaluable contribution to the

of

study."'

As it tumed out, much of the value of Chnstian Mass Movements in India would consist

in Pickett's rich

knowledge,

wealth of experience, and astute

insights

would far surpass the limits of the survey data itself Yet, many
book: John R. Mott, the
Burma and

Ceylon;

consultants in India

instigator;

Wiser and

Research staff in America

who

or

helped make

conducted

Wallace);

(including Wilson

responsible

were

the Institute for Social and

and

Fisher);

the

surveys, to whom Pickett gave

ofthe book, and of whom he

study;

for the

interviewed;

special

on

and pastors

the survey staff

tribute in both editions

highhghted the following persons: Bishop

the Reverend and Mrs. Graham

Religious

superintendents

local arrangements; and the 83 persons who worked

supplemental

who chaired the

were

all of which

members of the National Christian Council of India,

the members of the 3,800 households who

(like

�

V. S.

Azariah,

Parker, the Reverend G.

the Reverend C. B. Hill; the Reverend John Patterson; G. S.

Ingram, Esquire;

D. Knox;

the

Reverend A. T. Fishman; and the Reverend M. L. Dolbeer. Nevertheless, because Pickett
directed the study and wrote its story,

interpreting

its results and

making the
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recommendations based

on

them, the

movement survey of 1930-1931 is

name

most

closely

appropriately his.

associated with the hidian

mass
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The Picketts in 1932
The Picketts had this passport photo taken shortly before leaving for their furlough in
America. Waskom had finished his mass movement survey, and his big goal for the
summer of 1932 was turning the data into the book that would be published as Christian

Mass Movements in India

(1933).
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CHAPTER 9: NOTES

1. Maclean
2.

(1929:64-65).

Philip (1929:67).

3. Those

recording the event invariably remarked about the chapel: P. O. Philip: "the
will perhaps never fade from the minds of the delegates"
chapel
picture
(1929:67); J. H. Maclean: "most suitable of aU was the chapel" (1929:65); J. W. Pickett:
"the beautiful little chapel," in the Indian Witness, 59(1):1. Even John R. Mott remarked
that he hoped the chapel would be copied in many parts ofthe world (Maclean 1929:65).
of that

.

4. Indian Witness.

5.

Adapted

.

59(1): 1.

from P. O.

6. Indian Witness.

.

Philip's description (1929:67).

59(1): 1.

buoyant representation of the Jerusalem Conference was not, however, shared
by
example, some Europeans and American delegates to Jerusalem complained
that the program, with its emphasis on social reform and interfaith cooperation, too much
reflected the agenda ofthe social gospel and that these and other prominent lines of
thought expressed there were a sure prelude to syncretistic compromise with heathen
faiths. The soon-to-be-published Laymen's Report would only serve to amplify their
alarm. See, for example, Hutchison (1987:180)
7. Mott's

all. For

8. These included: the

of a secretary for the promotion of rural
invitation by William Paton, in behalf of the Conference of

appointment

reconstruction work; and an
British Missionary Societies, to send

Great Britain

a

mission of help from India to the churches of

(Philip 1929:69, 72).

topic of race relations, Pickett wrote, "No subject was more fortimate in the
treatment given to it." He highlighted major addresses by "Miss [Tarabai] Tilak,"
adopted daughter ofthe late poet, N. V. Tilak; and Max Yergan, an African American
working with the YMCA in South Africa. Indian Witness 59(2): 1 Cf JWP to R. E.
Diffendorfer, January 15, 1929. UMCA.
9. Of the

.

Baago for a summary of the end of the first Forward Movement and the
emphasis on the social gospel in his history of the National Christian Council

10. See K.
to

an

shift

(1965:43ff.).
newly appointed secretary, J. Z. Hodge, a Scot with the Regions Beyond
Missionary Union out of England, was a longtime Pickett acquaintance. They had
worked together on the Bihar and Orissa Christian Representative Council of Missions,
11. The
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regarded liim highly. Of V. S. Azariah, the new president ofthe council,
letter to Diffendorfer said, "You know of his beautiful spirit and ofthe way
has devoted himself with zeal and abandon to the Telugu mass movement." JWP to
E. Diffendorfer, January 15, 1929. UMCA.

and Pickett

Pickett in
he
R.

a

12. After the

beginning to
wonderful.

January 15,

conference, Pickett wrote, "I have never known a conference that was from
end conducted on a higher plane than this one. The spirit throughout was
I am full of feeling about the Council." JWP to R. E. Diffendorfer,

...

1929. UMCA.

13. In fact, Donald A. McGavran recollected that the mass movement issue was
debated, with some Indian delegates of high caste background strongly opposed.

hotly

"'These,' they shouted, [are] giving Christianity the name of an Untouchable rehgion.
Only low-caste people, only Untouchables [are] becoming Christians in large numbers.
All such untouchable movements ought to be immediately stopped!'" Letter from
McGavran to David L. Cook, February 2, 1989. Quoted in "The Americanization of the
Church Growth Movement" (Cook 1998:14-15).
14. JWP handwritten draft for
15.

Proceedings of the

29"' December, 1928

to

My Twentieth Century Odyssey. ACA

Third Meeting
the 4"'

of the National

January, 1929,

13:16.

Christian Council held

at

Madras,

Minute HI.

16. N. Macnicol to Wilham Paton, March 28, 1929. IMC/CBMS Archives, Box 394.
SOAS. No doubt, Mott's voice was heard in this. Right after the NCC adopted the

resolution at Madras, Mott told Pickett he would hke to see him do the study. Pickett
said that if the Executive Committee concurred, he might consider it (JWP to R. E.
Diffendorfer, May 9, 1929). ft has been suggested that Pickett was chosen to lead the

study because he was a critic of group conversions (Wiebe 1988:16-17,
(2000:281). Clearly, this was not the case.
17. Indian Witness

59(15):9.

18. JWP to R. E. Diffendorfer,
19.

Hopkins (1979:669-675).

20.

Hodge had obtained the

with Macnicol

on

cited in Harper

May 9, 1929. UMCA.

consent of his mission to take the job. He

the transition in

August

and

planned to work

officially begin around the

first of October.

Indian Witness.

59(1 5):9.

21. PatontoN.

Macnicol, August 6, 1929. IMC/CBMS Archives,

Box 394. SOAS.

22. PatontoN.

Macnicol, August 6, 1929. IMC/CBMS Archives,

Box 394. SOAS.
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23. Mott to Paton, October 7, 1929. IMC/CBMS
24. This

Archives,

Box 394.

procedure for the Institute of Social and Religious Research: (1)
approval in principle by the board of directors; (2) careful elaboration ofthe objectives,
methodology, scope, field procedure, time schedule and budget, with the board, staff and
project proponent working in concert; and (3) final board approval and agreement on the
project director. At this point the senior staff (about six persons) and the project director
would meet, mainly on technical procedures, which were subject to revision after a "tryout." The project director would then try to familiarize himself with analogous studies
begin devising interview questionnaires ("schedules") for the fieldwork. If however, as
in the case ofthe mass movement survey, correlates were lacking, a trial study was
conducted and reviewed by the senior staff The trial study was especially helpful in
deciding on changes in sample locations, methodology and schedules (Fisher 1934:20).
was

standard

25. Indian Witness
Witness. There

59{AA):\ "On Leave" referred only to Pickett's status with the
was no expectation of his resuming any of the other posts mentioned by
.

Perrill.

rapid expansion ofthe stock market in America crested around the first of
September 1929. Thereafter prices began to drop. The first day of real panic was
October 24, when a record 12,894,650 shares were traded. Despite efforts to prop the
market and end the panic, the market completely collapsed on October 29 in what became
known as the "Great Crash." This marked the end of the "Roaring Twenties" and the
start of the "Great Depression," though the crash itself was not the cause ofthe protracted
depression.

26. The

27. Indian Witness

59(42):9.

campaign goal was 150,000 dollars (Pickett 1980:36). As an incentive to
donors, the mission board and a private individuals agreed to give once the goal was
reached� another 50,000 and 10,000 dollars respectively. Pickett got 30,000 doUars in
checks and was promised approximately 100,000. But since the latter was dependent
upon the less-certain avenue of pledges and estate money, pinning down the final the
eventual total of what his efforts brought is difficuh. It was, indeed, many thousands of
dohars but short ofthe 150,000-dollar goal and even the 136,000 dollars Pickett
remembered in his autobiography (1980:36). On this, see the memorandum from Morris
W. Ehnes to R. E. Diffendorfer (October 15, 1930). offers a more reliable accounting.
28. The

�

UMCA.
29. "Some Problems Connected with the Christian Mass Movement in India," a personal
memorandum from JWP to Galen M. Fisher. January 8, 1930. ACA. Cf Pickett

(1933a:12-13).
30.

Fry (1934:20-21).

367
31.

Fry (1934:20). Policies on expenditures were well thought out too. For example,
money budgeted for the later stages of the study could not be used for unforeseen costs at
the beginning ofthe study. Also, end-of-the-project expenses, like publishing the report,
were safeguarded for that purpose by the creation of a
separate budget (Fry 1934:21).
32. Pickett

(1980:36).

33. Tucker

(1983:274).

34. Moss

(1930:160).

35. JWP to R. E.

Diffendorfer, February 15, 1930. UMCA. The ISRR had eight
members who chose the board of directors (themselves). The members met once a year,
and the board met up to four times. During the last few years, the board found it could
get away with fewer meetings by appointing a smaller "Executive Committee" for ad
interim action (Fisher 1934:9).
36. J. R. Mott to V. S.

Azariah, February 14, 1930. IMC/CBMS Archives,

Box 406.

SOAS.
37. Address of JWP to the North India American

Presbyterian Mission, Mussoorie, India,

June 1931.
38.

Harper (2000:281).

39. J. R. Mott to V. S.

Azariah, February 14, 1930. IMC/CBMS Archives,

Box 406.

SOAS.
40. This

(those

was

largely

for the purpose of promoting the cooperation of various societies
mass movement areas) with the survey.

with work in Indian

a summary of notes taken at the CMS conference, which
1930. MC/CBMS Archives, Box 406.

41. From

was

held

on

April 24,

My information on Robinson's probable route and aircraft is fi-om Ron Dick, British
aviator and aviation historian, who has served as a Smithsonian Intemational Fellow at
the National Air and Space Museum and as a visiting lecturer at the USAF Air
University. Letter from Ron Dick to the author, August 17, 1999.

42.

43. Indian Witness,

60(30):9.

to
says he arrived on the twenty-fifth, but, in a letter
E. E. Tuck JWP says he arrived on the twenty-third of August (meaning July). JWP to
E. E. Tuck, August 16, 1930. UMCA.

44. The Indian Witness

45.

Hodge

to

60(3 1):9

Paton, August 1, 1930. IMC/CBMS, Box 406. SOAS.
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46. The

president ofthe Congress was chosen by the provincial councils from August to
October. Most of them wanted Gandhi, but he persuaded them to choose
young Nehru.
Nehru said:
I have seldom felt
was a

annoyed

so

great honour

.

.

.

and humiliated

but I did not

come

as

to it

I did at that election

by

the main entrance

It

or even

side entrance; I appeared suddenly by a trap door and bewildered the
audience into acceptance. (Nehru 1942:194)
a

47. The conditions

(1) the assumption of full Dominion status for India at the
proposed round-table conference; (2) "a predominant representation of Congressmen";
(3) amnesty for pohtical prisoners; (4) an immediate switch, as existing conditions
allowed, to dominionhood (Nehru 1942:196).
48. Wallbank

were:

(1965:168).

49. JWP to M. W.

Ehnes, August 23/25, 1930. UMCA.

50. JWP to M. W. Ehnes,
51. Mott

August 23/25,

1930. UMCA

(1930:11).

52. For this and the other facts of Wilson's hfe in this

unpubhshed
University, Warren Wilson
Philadelphia.

Drew

53. For

paragraph, I rely on Seth Wilham
(1946), copies of which may be found at
College, and the Presbyterian Church USA archives in

master's thesis

Hester's

training in the

on

Wilson

social sciences, Wilson could not have found

a

better

place.

At

that time, Columbia was the preeminent academic institution in the United States in
statistical social science (Tumer 1991).

Giddmgs (1855-1931) was one of the two leading figures in the
Columbia University social science program (the other was Richmond Mayo-Smith).
Giddings envisioned sociology as a quantifiable subject and impressed this mightily upon
his students, as seen, for example, in the Dedication of Chapin's Field Work and Social
Research (1920): "To Franklin Henry Giddings, great teacher and pioneer leader in the
scientific study of society, whose rare ability to arouse and challenge his student's
thought has stimulated the use of scientific method in the study of social phenomena." At
first, though, the dissertations under him a series of community studies, including
Wilson's Quaker Hill (1907) were mostly observational. Only in the 1920s was the
observational methodology eclipsed by correlational studies (Tumer 1990). Luther Fry, a
Giddings protege who became closely associated with the Institute of Social and
Religious Research, is an example of one who used this new technology, which involved
using a coefficient of correlation to show the degree of association between two or more
variables e.g., size of family and economic stattis (Fry 1934:192-195).
54. Franklin H.

�

�

�
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55. Wilson

(1907).

56. JWP to M. W. Ehnes, October 23, 1930. UMCA.
57.

Hodge

to

Paton, October 3, 1930. IMC/CBMS, Box 395. SOAS.

58.

Hodge

to

Paton, October 10, 1930. hVIC/CBMS, Box 395. SOAS.

59. In Wilson's

"Report to the National Christian Council," the document in which he
reported visiting "representative missions" while Pickett's convalesced, he also wrote:
"After conversations with Missionaries in Gujerat and Kolapur State, I recommended a
schedule of investigations of household [schedules]." Since Household Schedules were
used in the very first survey at Etah, these two missions and the "representative missions"
visited during Pickett's hospital stay are the same. Cf "Report to the National Christian
Council" (ca. June 1931). Warren Wilson Papers, PCUS A-DHRMS. Copy.
60. Pickett says that the aim in each of these areas was "a comprehensive and thorough
study" (1933a: 12). In narrowing down the sites, "care was taken to include various types

[several] categories. They included:
language; caste or tribe and communal occupation; Christian
denominational families; length of time since the mass movement began;
policy as to emphasis in effort, whether it be the selective development of
individuals with a view to the ultimate but indirect development of the mass
or the direct and simultaneous uphft of groups as a whole. (193 3 a: 13)

under each of

The

areas

selected for the intensive studies included:

Place

Kistna Dist., Madras
South Travancore

Presidency

Mission Group

Language

CMS

Telugu

(Anglican)

Tamil

LMS

Society (Lutheran) Hindi
Urdu
Methodist Episcopal
Westem United Provinces
United
Punjabi
Presbyterian
Punjab
Addhionally, supplemental data from the field testing at Etah would be incorporated, as
well as information gathered in sample studies in four more areas. Pickett personally
visited three ofthe four (Vikarabad, Cumbum and Guntur), familiarizing those who
would collect the data with the schedules and techniques of the survey. To Barhan, the
last of the supplemental areas, he sent G. D. BCnox, an Indian who had, by then,
participated in three of the primary area studies (Pickett 1933a:13-14).
Gossner Mission

Chota Nagpur

61. JWP address to North India American

Presbyterian Mission, Mussoorie,

ACA. The switch to Etah

mass

^never a

�

strong

movement

area

was,

�

June 1931.

nevertheless,

possible that Wilson a Presbyterian�joined the others in urging Pickett to
include one of their fields, but Etah's proximity to the mass movement conference
coming up at Cawnpore was probably more influential in choosing it as the test field.
Whatever the logic, though, this need to rearrange the schedule was fortuitous, hi a new
curious, h is

�
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study

area, without

prior data for comparison, the standard procedure was to experiment
(Chapin 1920:187). Since Domakal was a highly important
mass movement area,
researching it later in the survey when the schedules and procedures
had been fine-tuned might yield better resuhs. Etah, on the other hand, with a less
impressive movement, might for that very reason have been regarded as a more propitious
place for experimentation and working out wrinkles.

with hial interview schedules

62.

Hodge

to

Paton, October 24, 1930. IMC/CBMS, Box 394. SOAS.

63.

Hodge

to

Paton, October 10, 1930. IMC/CBMS, Box 395. SOAS.

64. The

Pittsburgh Survey, called by some, "the first survey," (e.g., Eaton and Harrison
1930:xvii and Fry 1934:129), arose from social workers' convictions that social problems
proceed fi-om society, not individuals. It had more kinship with investigative journalism
than modem methods of social research (Chambers 1971 :33ff.; Cf Eaton and Harrison
1930:xxiv-xxv and Cohen 1991). Its sweeping approach soon gave way to more narrowly
focused surveys, zeroing in on specific areas of community life (see Eaton and Harrison
1930:xxvi). Nonetheless, its impact was key to the rise of the Social Survey Movement.
65. This did not include the

contemporary advent of social sampling methods, which did

not find their

parentage in the Social Survey Movement but emerged alongside, in the
milieu of academia (Converse 1 987). For background on the early twentieth century

Survey Movement, see: Martin Bulmer, Kevin Bales and Katherine
Kish Sklar's The Social Survey in Historical Perspective: 1880-1940 (1991) and Jennifer
Piatt's A History of Sociological Research Methods in America: 1920-1960 (1996).

history of the

Social

Fry (1934:25) wrote: "The Institute of Social and Rehgious Research
frequently spent weeks studjdng sources and canvassing various possibilities before
drawing up even the preliminary outline of a project." Note: For the most part in this

66. As C. Luther
has

intentionally limiting my sources on social survey methods to standard
works on surveys from this period, particularly those that mirror the philosophy and
approach ofthe ISRR ^thus, the use of Fry's Technique of Social Investigation (1934)
which contains a substantial annotated bibliography of period texts and sources, and
reflects as well as any other book the methods of the ISRR. See also: F. Stuart Chapin's
Field Work and Social Research (1920), an especially helpful source for understanding
how schedules were used and tabulated by a student like Wilson of Giddings; and
Allen Eaton and Shelby M. Harrison's Bibliography of Social Surveys (1930), containing
the most comprehensive list of significant social surveys through 1928.
chapter,

I

am

�

�

67.

"Joumal of the Mass Movement

�

Sttidy of Etah" (ca. January 1931). Prepared by

Warren for the ISRR, NCC, and others connected with the survey. Warren Wilson
Papers, PCUSA-DHRMS. Copy.
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68. Pickett

(1933a:17). Appendix B contains a copy of a Household Schedule,
subsequent Sudra movements study.

used

by

Pickett in his

69. See Pickett

where the responses to all these are tabulated and/or
summarized, and the Sudra Movement Household Schedule, used in Pickett's next study.
A detailed comparison shows that the Sudra Movement Household Schedule was a near

(1933a),

twin to the Household Schedule used in the
a

photocopy

original study.
Schedule,

of the Sudra Movement Household

See Cook

(1998:204-208)

for

which Cook found in the

McGavran Collection, The Billy Graham Center, Wheaton College, Wheaton, Illinois.
Although I have not yet found any ofthe original schedules, samples were distributed

widely

and

some are

almost

70. Pickett

(193 3 a: 17).

71. After

long search,

a

I

certainly extant.

am

ready to

conclude that the

compiling books

and other

handwritten data from the Pickett survey no longer exist. In fact, I have found only a
small residue of ISRR documents, mostly in New York as one might expect, and mostly

Considering the ISRR's priority of protecting the data that was gathered, even to
the extent of taking out insurance pohcies on ft (Fry 1934:155), the likelihood that none
ofthe original data was preserved is especially lamentable.
letters.

72.

the National Christian Council"

"Report to

Warren Wilson

(ca.

June

1931).

(ca.

June

1931). Warren Wilson Papers,

Papers,

PCUSA-DHRMS. Copy.
73.

the National Christian Council"

"Report to

PCUSA-DHRMS.

Copy.

74. Two first-rate collections of contemporary reflection

cultural social

investigations

are

Social Research in

on

this and other issues in

Developing

Countries

(1983),

cross-

edited

by Martin Bulmer and Donald P. Warwick; and Third World Surveys: Survey Research in
Developing Nations (1976), edited by Gerald Hursh-Cesar and Prodipto Roy.
75.

"Report to

the National Christian Council"

PCUSA-DHRMS.
76.

"Report to

77.

�

Papers,

June 1931). Warren Wilson Papers,
ofthe
The fact that the end
sequence reflected American� and

the National Christian Council"

(ca.

Copy.
villages was not problematical, just

"Report to

June 1931). Warren Wilson

Copy.

PCUSA-DHRMS.
not Indian

(ca.

the National Christian Council"

not

applicable.

(ca.

June

1931).

Warren Wilson

Papers,

(ca.

June

1931).

Warren Wilson

Papers,

PCUSA-DHRMS. Copy.
78.

"Report to

the National Christian Council"

PCUSA-DHRMS.

Copy.
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79.

"Report

to the National Christian Council"

(ca.

June

1931).

Warren Wilson

Papers,

(ca.

June

1931).

Warren Wilson

Papers,

PCUSA-DHRMS. Copy.
80.

to the National Christian Council"

"Report

PCUSA-DHRMS.
81.

to the National Christian Council"

"Report

PCUSA-DHRMS.
82.

Copy.

"Report

Copy.

(ca. June 1931). Warren Wilson Papers,
example, see Wilson (193 1 :2).

to the National Christian Council"

PCUSA-DHRMS.

(ca.

June

1931).

Warren Wilson

Papers,

Copy.

83. See Thomas S. Kuhn
84. Pickett

For another

(1970[1962])

and

(1977).

(1933a:17).

85. Warren Wilson: "I have

never

with Missionaries in

and

investigation

Gujerat

before

surveyed households

but after conversations

Kolapur State, I recommended a schedule of
we have steadfastly followed."
"Report to the
(ca. June 1931). Warren Wilson Papers, PCUSA-DHRMS.

of Households which

National Christian Council"

Copy.
86. The

reality was that, while in some mass movement areas memorization was
emphasized, in other areas content familiarity was deemed more important by church
leaders. See Wilham Dye to JWP, November 10, 1931 (IMC/CBMS, Box 406:104,
SOAS) in response to JWP's report on the mass movement around Ghaziabad. See JWP
toRE.

Diffendorfer, November 5, 1931. IMC/CBMS,

Box 406:104. SOAS.

87. See "Problems in

Kerr, and
88.
89.

Interviewing" by Allan F. Hershfield, Niels G. Roling,
Gerald Hursh-Cesar (Hersh-Cesar and Roy 1976:299-346).

Today, "disinterested"

interviewers would be

Graham B.

required.

acknowledge here, with much appreciation, the help of Dr. Howard
Kauffinan,
expert in the sociology of religion and a highly regarded social researcher.
Dr. Kauffinan examined several key documents, including two of Pickett's survey reports
and one of the survey instruments, and offered me a number of valuable insights, several
of which are herein interwoven or interspersed with my own observations.
I want to
an

hoped that supplementary data could be gathered in ten or 12 additional
areas through the cooperation of local missions and churches. In fact, Pickett was able to
arrange for studies in only four of these locales: Vikarabad in Hyderabad State; Barhan in
the United Provinces; Cumbum in the Madras Presidency; and Guntur, also in the Madras
Presidency. In each case, Pickett visited in advance, explaining the schedules and their
use
that is, except at Barhan, where an hidian
pastor, G. D. Knox who had been on the
90. The NCC

�

,
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survey staff in tliree areas,

91

.

Pickett attributed the

provided

tlie instruction

(Pickett

1933a: 14,1 5).

relations in part to Bishop Frederick Bohn Fisher's
too far away to "poison them" (JWP to E. E. Tuck,

improved

retum to America where he was

opportunity, for the first time, for the
hidian delegates to elect one of their own to the episcopacy and the obvious support of the
missionaries. A comer was about to be tumed. No longer would the Methodist Church
in India be seen as an enterprise ofthe West; it was now becoming their own.

January 9, 1931).

92.

But

more

important

was

the

Badley (1949:60).

93. Pickett

(1933a: 18).

94. See, for

example, "Statistics

Do Not Tell the Whole Tmth"

(Pickett 1933a:219).

95. JWP to Diffendorfer, November 5, 1931. UMCA.

96. JWP to R. E. Diffendorfer, December 31, 1931.
97. R. E. Diffendorfer to JWP, October 23, 1931.
98. J. Z.

Hodge to

R. E.

Diffendorfer, April 1,

1932.

99. Minutes ofthe Executive Committee ofthe National Christian Council, held in

Nagpur,

March 19-21, 1932.

100. J. Z.

Hodge

to Wilham

Paton, Febmary 6, 1932. IMC/CBMS Archives, Box 395.

SOAS.
101.

higleby (2000:226).

accompanying the gift of a copy of Christian Mass movements
Morrison Library, Asbury College.

102. JWP note

the

103. J. Z.

Hodge

to R. E.

in India to

Diffendorfer, December 15, 1932. UMCA.

104. Warren Wilson to Galen

Fisher, July 7, 1931. Warren H. Wilson papers, PCUSA-

DHRMS.
105. Warren Wilson to Galen Fisher,

Warren H. Wilson papers, PCUSA-

July 7,

193 1

July 7,

1931. Warren H. Wilson papers, PCUSA-

.

DHRMS.
106. Warren Wilson to Galen Fisher,
DHRMS.
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107.

to the National Christian Council"

"Report

PCUSA-DHRMS.
108. Another

(ca.

June

1931).

Warren Wilson

Papers,

Copy.

example

of differing takes

the

survey's outcome was that, according to
supposing his chief contribution to
the study would be to question some assumptions that seemed to him to
provide motive
power for the Mass Movements." (Address of JWP to the North hidia American
Presbyterian Mission, Mussoorie, hidia, June 1931) And, as already noted in the text,
Wilson envisioned the report as offering help in nurturing the churches of India, while
Pickett envisioned it as offering help in evangelizing India.

Pickett, Warren Wilson "came

109. Wilson

(1932:222).

110. Wilson

(1932:221).

111. Wilson

(1931b:7).

1 12. The passages

on

out from America

.

.

.

cited are, as indicated in the text, not cited in approval or
of Wilson's point of view but as illustrations of his philosophy on

just

disapproval
introducing change.
113. John

Dewey's

views

The data which

were

the

now are

polar opposite of Wilson's. For example:
so carefully sought and so elaborately scheduled

are

not social facts at all.

For their connection with any system of human
purposes and consequences, their bearing as means and as results upon
human action, are left out of the picture. At best they are mere physical and

external facts.

They are unlike the facts of physical science because the
by methods which make their interrelations and their laws
apparent, while the facts of social "fact-finding" remain a miscellaneous
pile of meaningless items. Since their connections with human wants and
their effects on human values are neglected, there is nothing which binds
them together into an intelligible whole. (Dewey 193 1 :276)
Wilson and Pickett, while not quite as opposite, nevertheless, represented divergent
philosophies. Wilson, the social scientist, was strongly attuned to quantitative methods
that emphasized measurability and precision; Pickett, the missionary, while valuing good
data, was more quahtatively attuned and regarded statistics without the flesh and blood of
attitudes and aspirations as dry and dusty bones. Thus, while using the same schedules,
Pickett's next study (the Andhra Desa Study, reported in Christ 's Way to India 's Heart)
refers only tangentially to a second round of interviews.
latter

are

found

1 14.

"Frequently and voluminously": Hodge to Paton, February 9,
Archives, Box 395:42. SOAS.
115. J. Z.

Hodge to

R. E.

Diffendorfer,

1933. EMC/CBMS

December 15, 1932. UMCA.
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116. J. Z.

Hodge

to William

Paton, February 9, 1933. IMC/CBMS Archives, Box

395:42. SOAS.
117. Galen Fisher to J. Z.

Hodge, August 17,

1933. IMC/CBMS

Archives,

Box 406:104.

SOAS.
118. Warren Wilson to Galen

DHRMS.
119. Pickett

(1969:16).

Fisher, July 7, 1931. Warren

H. Wilson papers, PCUSA-

Chapter

10

and Dissent

Applause
"Missionaries from the West

commonly approach the Christian task in
accessions to the Church.
strong preference for individual
record shows that the Church has grown in India chiefly through

India with
Yet the

a

.

.

.

group accessions. Nowhere does it appear that the Church has become
firmly established in typical Indian conditions, so that it is capable of

living and growing without foreign support, except where group
"'
movements have taken place.
�JWP

While Pickett
Council's

mass

guiding the

it too

Missions

was

Inquiry,

direction

gathered

was

by John

The

investigation phase,

of a

�

in

denominationally representative,

a

Japan.

Jr., had

four stages.

in which "fact-finders" under Fisher's

compressed

but

and

inquiry proceeded through

sociological

administrative information from the four Asian fields. In the second

gathered

the

D. Rockefeller

extensive collection of historical, financial,

the ISRR put what it had

as

guided in part by Galen Fisher and the

Religious Research.'

was an

an

fimded

inspired by John R. Mott,

Institute for Social and

first, in 1930,

kind of missions study, known

underway in India, Burma, China,

was

interdenominational endorsement, and

The

collection of data for the National Christian

movement survey, another

Laymen's Foreign

Ironically,

was

and

digestible

and

phase (1930-193 1),

form

�

into the hands

independent, "Commission of Appraisal,"
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chaired

by Wilham Emest Hocking,

Following its

own

whirlwind tour of the

Commission of Appraisal carried
programs and

Stage

three

policies,

was

himself loomed
issued

large

beginning

and

a

philosophy of religion professor at Harvard.

same

�

in

during which

in

a

book

Re-Thinking Missions,'^

1933

�

at the rate of

one a

�

before

one

four

was a

clever

Re-Thinking Mission 's publication,

series of specially

assessment of

and in

seven

month. The

prepared news bulletins,

follow-up

of its

more

volumes

preparation of Rea

full month

Laymen's Inquiry leaked to

some

volumes

supplemental

publicity ploy. Beginning

the

boards.'

in which the views of Hocking

contained selected information fi:om the field studies used in the

Thinking Missions.^ Stage

an

the

set of recommendations for mission executives and

called

April

four countries,

spate of interviews, it produced

on a

publication of its findings

the

�

idealist

the press

a

On

provocative findings.

level, the publicity scheme worked phenomenally. It elicited sensational headlines

forecasting the complete
church

publications,

sermons

whetted

�

all

interviews with members ofthe Commission, editorials, and

prior to

appetites,

devolution of missions, feature articles in newspapers and

the

issuing

it also raised

ofthe actual

report.*

even

However, while the puffery

eyebrows, diminishing,

for some, their confidence in the

objectivity of the forthcoming Laymen's Report.'
Re-Thinking Missions,
Inquiry after
new

One Hundred Years, reflected,

liberals, and,

theology and

whose fiill titie

on

the other hand,

methods of the

Christian message,

a

a

on

was

the

Re-Thinking Missions:

one

growing appreciation

Laymen 's

hand, the ecumenical ideals ofthe

growing skepticism

missionary movement.*

A

on

the part of some of both the

Doubts about the

exclusivity ofthe

of certain aspects of non-occidental faiths, and

378
an

emerging

vision of a future faith

from various world

rehgions

had been

malcing headway

Die Absolutheit des Christentums und die

questioned the
but

absoluteness and

of a mosaic of the most

consisting

for

some

sapient insights

time. Ernst Troeltsch' s

Religionsgeschichte (1901),

which had

finality of Christianity had foreshadowed the movement,

only in the 1920s, alongside the Fundamentalist-Modernist controversy,

to atfract broad-based notice. In the view of many, the

opening chapters

did it

begin

of Re-Thinking

Missions, written by Hocking himself, fueled that skepticism. For some, his analysis
a

welcome breath of fresh air; for others his encouragement of religious

mutual influence among the world's

religions

was a

betrayal

and

missions. Financier John D. Rockefeller, Jr. in New York and
Pearl S. Buck

(who

had hosted

romantically involved

On the other hand,

respected mission

some

and

threat to the future of

new

Nobel laureate

Hocking in China during the inquiry and would many

years later become

appreciative

a

dialogue

was

with

him)

leaders like

of some parts of the report,

were

lauded

Presbyterian Robert Speer, though

froubled

denominations that earlier had endorsed the

his, and the report's, thrust.'

by its agenda-laden aspects.'"

inquiry now sought to

And

distance

themselves from it."
At the Methodist

generally

Episcopal Board of Foreign Missions,

favorable reviews. Of special interest

were

progress

was

was more

Laymen's Report got

the four volumes of fact finders'

evaluations, which prompted the board and its missionaries
hidianization in the Methodist church

the

to review whether

apparent than real, whether enough

being made toward self-supporting churches,

and whether church

expansion
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had been too

was

rapid

and too scattered.

However, their

Re-Thinking Missions

response to

less enthusiastic.

Pickett
response to

an

publically said

Its

Laymen's Inquiry Report.

from John R. Mott, he related his views

inquiry

auspicious reception.

little about the

on

the

But

later, in

why of its

less than

He wrote:

unsatisfactory results

were

due, I think,

to the

following

facts among

others:

Over-confidence in their

(a)
(b)
(c)

own

judgements.

for their task.

Inadequate preparation
Undue discrediting of the Church as an institution and of its
appointed ministers.
Overestimation of the significance of much of the testimony
received from non-Christians and an undiscriminating, even naive,
acceptance of the testimony of certain non-Christians as objective
and fiiendly, when it was in fact influenced by a desire to weaken

(d)

the motivation for Christian missions.
Too little

(e)

of responsibility, too much readiness to express
reached in their discussions with regard to their

sense

judgements
possible harmfiil effects and without counsel with men and women
who might have helped them to wiser decisions.
The importation of divisive theological issues that should have
been rigorously excluded from the report.''

(f)

Pickett himself had been interviewed in Lucknow

hquiry

as

he

concluding his

own

study.

But if he

the

mass

movements, he

was

evangelism not

as an

opportunity but

as

their report
movement

was

conceming

problem."'"

In

by members

hoped

for any

sorely let

"an

Laymen's

encouraging

down. It

outstanding

ofthe

note in

presented mass

and difficult

fact, they said:

due to
easy to dismiss the whole mass movement as a mistake
to
and
the readiness of missionaries to follow the lines of least resistance

[It would be ]

their zeal for

enrolling large numbers

of converts,

from pressure from the home base for statistical

a

zeal intensified at times

results."
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As if that

were not

ice water

Zeal has outrun

lamentably

enough, they added:

discretion; the work ofthe missionaries has been

over-extended

geographically; groups and individuals have been
taken in wholesale without adequate preparation and, too often, left with
little or no rehgious nurture. Baptism has been used with scandalous
unrestraint, in a fashion without justification in either the theory or the
practice of the Christian church.
A final

dowsing

concluded that the missionaries'

errors

could be

corrected

only by a rigid policy of concentration which seeks quality rather
It is
quantity and does not measure success by statistical results.
significant how many of the best leaders in missionary service, both in India
and in China, have approved the suggestion of a "moratorium on statistics.'*

than

...

With Pickett's Christian Mass Movements in India due in the
final

volley was easily deciphered

On November 29, 1933, five
Missions in

Brooklyn,

in his suitcase
terminus

^he

�

was as

Foreign Missions.
weeks in America

the

implications

gatherings
Pickett's

days

Pickett had

by finding

study.

as

he

was

at

meeting

buoyed,

in progress. But few

input was relegated to

President Arlo Brown of Drew

example,

opportunities
a

single

slot

University,

a

Despite

the smell of fresh ink

him make the most of his last

a

engage

some

church leaders in

series of interdenominational

came, and even at the annual

on

to its

frustrated with the Methodist Board of

public opportunities to

There was, for

day, this

of the Methodist Board of

Abingdon Press having come

hoped they would help

him

any

launch.

after the aimual

gestation period

fi-ustrated

of his

preemptive

J. Waskom Pickett sailed for India.

^his book's

�

as a

bookshops

the final aftemoon

�

meeting,

and that

following

member of Hocking's Commission of
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Appraisal."

When he got to

Their arrivals had not
the

girls

Lucknow, Waskom

long preceded his,

had gone off to

boarding

come

for upon

greeted by Ruth

retuming

and the children.

to India at the end of summer,

school in Mussoorie, and Ruth, with young

had gone to stay with her father and
Ruth had not

was

ailing

mother at the

to Lucknow until December

episcopal

1, in time

Douglas,

residence in Delhi.

to prepare their

apartment for

the arrivals of her husband and children.
From

were

up to

America, Pickett brought along the first notices of his book. Most of them

placed sh-ategically by the publisher
a

fiiU-page

in

a

bevy of other notices

that

together added

ad. One of the notices for Christian Mass Movements said:

We have heard

a

great deal about the Indian Mass Movements and

we

have

heard them connected with the

gibe "Rice Christians." At last we have a
approach
question ofthe Outcastes of India, their
background, their social, economic and rehgious disabilities under
Hinduism during centuries, and their future in Christianity. Dr. J. Waskom
Pickett, with twenty-three years of missionary experience in India has
intensively studied the Forgotten Man of India, as the Outcaste may be
called, and for the first time in centuries we see the Forgotten Man finding
himself in a movement that has challenged the attention of Mahatma
scientific

to the whole

Gandhi.'*
The bit about Gandhi

was

tme. In recent years, his criticism of missionaries,

whom, despite their protests, he persisted

in

insistent. He characterized missionaries and

trying to
others,

convert

from

but of duplicitously

assistance
or

people

as

one

using

religion

labeling "proselytizers,"
some

had grown

Indian church leaders, not

more

only as

to another and of undermining the faith of

humanitarian services like education and medical

bah." What missionaries should he doing, he offered, is

the Muslim be "a better follower of his

own

faith"

to

help

the Hindu

^but, of course, this would imply

�
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belief in the truth of all

religions and, therefore, respect for them. It again
humility, recognition ofthe fact that Divine Light having been
vouchsafed to all religions through an imperfect medium ofthe flesh, they
must share, in more or less degree, the imperfection of the vehicle.'"

implies

hne

When, in 1931, it

by means

was

a

reported

not just from missionaries but

responded

"hysterics" without checking
was

in

"a fravesty of what I have

that "conversion in the

need," but attempting

The

His

proselytize

Gandhi had

one

people

had gone into

from the

[and]

proposed

original.

self realization"

faith to another,

as

to retouch it.

Gandhi claimed

was a

in the Times

the headline

of India

many Christians that Gandhi

though,

caricature of the

what

a

never

preaches.""

under the

heading:

to back

a

legal prohibition

for

Christian

Dictator's Attack."" The article was,

probably disturbed Christians

foreign missionary as caring

a

"Indian Christians'

rebuttal; however, it also expressed

planned

did,

proposed that missionaries "copy Charlie

Joseph's Reply to Congress

suggested, mostly

"crying

the missionaries

Wednesday after Gandhi explained his position in Young India,

appeared

great

quote. He claimed that the supposed

hardly different

of self-purification

a

high-profile Indian

said and held" and

reasoning was that "Andrews

Determination: Mr. G.

moment,

was

always

to win persons from

unacceptable. Earlier,

Andrews.""

as

sense

that certain

out the accuracy ofthe

However, the retouched version

response

Young India

from

even

�

Christians. Gandhi

was

that missionaries who

urged

of education, medical work, and service to the poor should withdraw,

protest emerged

quote

that Gandhi had

the most

concem

of

of evangelism. For the

was

people only in

the

Gandhi's unfair

order to convert them.'"
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What

they didn't

attention to the

know is how

mass

the

earthquake surprised

and

their renewed

week after Waskom's arrival in Lucknow,

signal

magnitude

was a

Seconds later,

falling.

a

city." Waskom, Ruth,

the front verandah when the

rising

becoming with

was

movements.

On Monday, January 15, 1934,

aftemoon. The first

Gandhi

agitated

low

the children, and

8.4 seism struck. It
Then the

rumbling.

they heard

was

a

neighbor child were

on

about 2:15 in the

ground before

the noises of things

an

them

began

inside the

falling

bungalow.'* Although the quake's convulsing carpet voluminously stretched all the way
to

eastem Bihar.

Lucknow, its epicenter was about 300 miles away, in

sketch 80 miles

was

the

miles wide,

long by 20

the Pickett's old

bungalow

in Arrah.

convulsing stopped, nearly 1 1,000

debris." The fact that it had

instead,

at

night,

many times

nothing was

come

when everyone

People

Indians and

inside and

were

was

asleep,

the

a

casualty

substantial too. When

Nepalese lay buried

in the

only solace.

the toll would

quake's

For had it come,

certainly have been

higher.

By mid-Febmary, it had become apparent that Pickett's
different kind of upheaval,
a

One stmctural

standing.

casualties

in the aftemoon

was

left

There, along

though there was

no

sense,

so

far

missiological classic. Although ft had only been available

new

as we

for

a

book

was

starting

know, of its destiny

a

as

few weeks in hidia,

only a few copies

of Christian Mass Movements in India remained unsold. Moreover, the

feedback coming

to Pickett

was

heartening.

For

one

thing,

a

wide range of readers found
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his

offering amenably helpfiil.

equally well

primer

as

As the

following early responses show,

the volume served

and treatise.

Aldine C. Brunk, Mennonite missionary (at the top of a fi-esh page in his
diary):
"Some suggestions for our work
fi-om Pickett's report of mass movements in
.

hidia.
W. D.

.

.

.

.

Schermerhom, Methodist educator: "No

one can

adequately understand the
simply

Christian mission in India without the materials in this book. It is

inescapable.""
Donald A. McGavran, Ph.D., Disciples of Christ missionary (in Sahayak Patrika,
a weekly pubhcation of the Christian Council of
mid-India): "The whole book
should be read with
It is the most

by every English speaking church leader in
significant missionary book ofthe last decade."'"

H. J. Sheets in

India

care

today.

personal letter to Pickett. Sheets, Pickett's Superintendent in
Arrah,
professor at Bareilly Theological Seminary: "I thought I knew
nearly everything pertaining to mass movements, but the fiirther I read the
a

was now a

humbler I become."'"

Barely three months
a name

as one

for itself and

after its

publication.

receiving high praise

reviewer noted, in

light of the

tremendous encumbrance ofthe
That felt need was,

chapter

Christian Mass Movements

no

for its

tremendous

mass

one

as

copies

countries.'" In any number of places, the book

Community Conference,

chapters 2, 7, 8, 11,

and 15."

for

example,

and its

insights.

But

widely felt need.""

publication

offered

chapter-by-

The Methodist Board of Foreign

weU, decided

missionaries and nationals in India and 60

Landour

hidian

nearly 400-page book."

Missions, apparently sensing this

already making

expectations coupled with the

movements, it met "a very

doubt, why more than

summaries ofthe

comprehensiveness

was

to distiibute 140 paper bound

to missionaries on

was

adopted as

five papers

a

were

fiirlough

study book.

presented,

copies

to

and in other
At the 1934

based

on
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Christian Mass Movements in India

and

was

replete with facts, charts, observations,

illuminating anecdotes.'* Though Pickett's bias

evangelism was

concealed, the volume, nevertheless, represented painstaking research

not

of a multi-faceted nature whose aim

mass

movement converts

statistics from

�

was

both the

specific discussions,

including

a

to clear the

good

becoming overwhelming,

India into

The

the

keep

barrage

of facts and

Pickett divided Christian Mass Movements in

broke up facts with illustrative stories, and made lists,

because of its

designation,

unfortunate. For

familiarity,

one

thing,

"mass

Pickett continued to

it had been

reason

integration."'*

he

use

the term "mass

(first chapter,
to 1

variously misinterpreted

"a group decision favorable to

the converts' social

up front

movement," which he dated

Moreover, it was inaccurate. For that
as

and tell in detail the truth about

and the bad. To

movement," he expressed his dissatisfaction with it

defined

fog

set of recommendations.

Although,

sentence).

in favor of mass movement

892,

and

first page, first

was, he

said,

misunderstood."

preferred "group movement," which he

Christianity and

the consequent

preservation of

He observed fiirther:

a measure
group larger than the family, accustomed to exercise
that
individuals
ofthe
life
and
of control over the social
compose
religious
the Christian religion (or a large portion accept it with the
it,

Whenever

a

accepts
encouragement of the group), the essential principle ofthe
is manifest."

hi other words, Pickett

really movements

was

taking note

that started within

untouchable castes.

mass

movement

of the fact that hidia's "mass movements"

existing

social units

�

in these cases, within

were

specific
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A second

insight was that, usually,

a

leader

catalytic

identified with the social network in which the movement
was

not the local

in

one

�

some

emerged, played

way

key role.

a

It

missionary though:

The real founder of the church in Travancore

was

Vedamanickam. In Kistna it

but

Ringeltaube but
Darling
Venkayya. In Sialkot it
was not Gordon, but Ditt. Before these movements
began, the missionaries
in practically every area were working primarily for the higher castes,
hoping that they might first be won and take over the winning of the lower
was

not

not

castes.""
Pickett does not say that the

plain the

fact that the

of the social network

missionary could

history of the
as

the most

not have

Indian movements

likely person to

A third Pickett observation about the

the constancy of alienation and

grievances

movements of Untouchables did not

their caste Hindu

"All

neighbors

were

to

beginnings

provoking

an

were

in

one

respect

or

another

key

established member

as

factors. That is, these conversion

religious
as

and social

attributable to what

to what the missionaries

movements have come, Pickett

underprivileged

was

and had

a

grievance against

were

noted,

the social

they lived.""'

A fourth observation

expectation

role, but, he makes

of conversion movements

in isolation fi-om their

mass

a

fill that role.

doing (or not doing)

Of the groups firom which Christian

order in which

were

happen

pointed

such

Moreover, the Untouchables' interest in Christianity was

contexts.

doing.

as

played

of a

brighter

was on

fiiture

the role of hope

as a

factor in conversion. The

through education, improved

attractions for Untouchables

social status, and the like,

contemplating Christianity. However,

the
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expectation was

rooted in the missionaries'

not

the caste groups observed

over

Related to that fact is

spread

hopeful

words

as

much

as

in the

changes

time in other groups who had become Christians."'
a

fifth Pickett observation

that conversion movements

�

from group to group:
News of the conversion of a group fravels far and fast, hi thousands of
villages, the first word about Christ ever listened to with real interest came
in the report that some group had
group appear to be happy in their

begun

to follow him. If members ofthe

life

new

as

Christians, other groups begin

to consider whether

they would not find happiness in following Christ. To
conscious
group
people the action of a group is incomparably more
important than the action of many isolated individuals, the corporate witness
to Christ transcends in significance the personal witness.
.

Today,

take it for

we

networks, (2) often

at the

granted that: (1)

urging

of some

.

movements start within established social

persuasive individual, (3)

long-standing grievance (or precipitating offense), (4)

at the

in reaction to

point when the members

the group become convinced that substantial betterment is within reach, and

certainly spread along

ideas

missiological landscape.

the

groups but individuals,

While Hinduism

comparable

and

was

to what Christians

apparently, worship

Another

dominant. And it would not

Islam could

were

offered benefits

produce

(5)

of

that the

network lines. But, in 1933, this cluster of

movement will almost

were new on

some

�

paradigm, focusing not
easily give

and sometimes did

bringing about,
even more

�

way.

social

improvements

the survey data showed that,

desirable. As Pickett

reported:

changes appear to have taken place most generally where
Christian worship has been most firmly established.
Where these
converts have leamed to worship God as revealed in Christ and have
Beneficial

.

.

.

on
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established habits of worship,

they have acquired concepts of God and of
themselves in relation to him that have powerfully affected their social
standards, their conduct, and, in the course of time, their status in the
is apparently destructive ofthe
villages. Worship of God in Christ
estimate of themselves that Hinduism had given to Malas and
Madigas,
Chamars and Churas [that is. Untouchables]. Belief in the love of God for
them, enlivened and empowered by their worship, helps to create or to
strengthen a sense of their value. Instruction, unless followed by worship,
...

seems

to achieve little in that

Pickett also attributed to

Worship

worship

the

direction."''

development of "a sense

of mission":

in terms of Christian

teaching has given many of these mass
blessings with their Hindu
This is especially hue in the Telugu areas, where we found
neighbors.
abundant evidence that the sense of mission is prevailing over the sense of
grievance, and results in establishing happy relations between Christians
and higher caste Hindus, and in bringing the latter to Christian faith."'
movement converts
.

One of the great

.

a

desire to share their

.

concerns

ofthe NCC, and

been to understand how much the

Christian church

was a

had

responded to

were

caste

in the

hygiene

the Untouchables' caste

neighbors

converting

those who had worked in

their conversions. In his travel to

forgetting their place? And,
themselves

of Untouchables in the Indian

as a

mass

brutally the Hindu neighbors

improvements

favorably impressed

tme? Or

high percentage

example,

Pickett had in Bihar, knew how

Pickett sensed that

of the purposes of the Pickett survey, had

hindrance to the conversion of caste Hindus. Their

seemed to be mixed. For

sometimes

one

more

even

likely to

if they

see

were

experience

movement areas,

as

of untouchable Christians

Telugu country, however,

and behavior of untouchable converts

neighbors."*
the

But would that

changes negatively,

impressed

as

always be

Untouchables

and not put off, could

they see

result?"' In the early 1930s, the impression of Bishops

Azariah and Whitehead seemed to be that the

new

Sudra movements in

Telugu country
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were,

indeed,

mainly due

been

personal
was

result of the

a

it

changed

lives of untouchable Christians: "The movement has

to the witness ofthe

changed

influence of individual teachers and ministers drawn from the outcastes.'"** But

really the changed

impulse, growing

lives that atfracted them? Or

women.

He wrote: "The

participation

promoted by the development

data

showing

church

was

were

out of worship, to tell others about their

Yet another aspect of worship that

be

lives of the outcaste Christians and the

that where

worship

impressed

experience

Pickett

was

among hidia's

of God?

its apparent benefit to

congregational worship."

depressed

a

comprehensive

�

social, economic and spiritual. As the

culture of hidia from the

but it

in the

was narrow

was

not

that it covered the social,

sense

in the

sense

"really a

was

rehgious point

of view."'�

entirely right.

The book

was

economic, and spiritual life of its

that it focused almost

exclusively on the

lowest

those called "Untouchables."

Because of that, E.

worship

on

broad swath and concemed itself with the whole of life

However, the Cincinnati Christian Advocate

on

to

sfrongest, the general participation of women in the

class Christians

comprehensive study ofthe

�

seems

This he based

Cincinnati Christian Advocate noted, Christian Mass Movements in India

castes

like the

greatest, and vice-versa."'

Pickett's survey cut

subjects,

�

of women in the activities of the church

of regular
was

their other factors

was

(even though

Stanley Jones

took issue with Pickett's

position that where

strong, social and economic benefits accmed, but that where it
there

might be

a

strong social emphasis), resuhs

were

was

weak

meager. "There is

no
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doubt that there is truth contained in this contention, but it is

a

truth at

a

certain level,"

wrote Jones.

Among a people of low culture and education, just emerging from fears and
superstitions and degradations, it is a liberating experience to worship the
one God as Father. It lays the basis of deliverance from fatalism, fears and
filth, and from that the upward rise begins. But beyond that low level, just
to worship is an incomplete thing. It would amount to taking the first
Commandment Thou shalt love the Lord thy God, and leaving out the
second Thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself"
�

�

Pointing to

the state ofthe church in

Europe,

Jones wrote:

Survey has brought out the significance of the First
Commandment of love to God expressed in worship, another Survey must
now be added to sfress the significance ofthe Second Commandment of
love to man expressed in social and economic regeneration. If the second
be used
survey does not supplement and correct the first, then the first may
in a way Bishop Pickett did not intend. For it may produce side by side
vested choirs and vested interests, ministers with surplices and laymen with
surpluses both unrelated to social need.
This movement for developing worship must be accompanied by a
movement to develop social justice; if not, it will end in stately churches

If Bishop Pickett's

�

and stale

Christianity."

Given Pickett's commifrnent to and record

needs, Jones' criticism
have denied him his
that

despite its

honing
and

in

on

must have been

point. But,

one

circuit back home, it
masse.

that defined

appellation,

"mass

was a

None of them

were

addressing social needs along with spiritual

head-scratcher. Certainly, Pickett would not

as

it may, Jones'

comprehensiveness,

slice� and but

occupational layers

contested the

be that

extensiveness and

just

a

on

a

argument did underscore the fact

Pickett's

study was

very narrow,

social
segment of that�of the complex of ascribed

movement."" Good

prevarication.

as

why Pickett

That is

village society in hidia.

it sounded

on

None of these movements

heterogeneous turnings. When

a

Hindu

the

were

fimd-raising
of society

en

"village" became
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Christian, "village" invariably meant

pictured these "villages,"
was

in

worship
were

to which all in the

an

village

American

were

ones

they knew.

with

village,

invited. If, for

a

But the church

centrally-located place

neighbors

village.'"

And

would be

�

Pickett

segregation,
as soon

nobody from

joining

quoted

a

them for

Of the

even

"The

one

their minds about

in their lot with

some

Regrettably, degrees

North Indian

village,

^beneath them

�

the lowest clean-caste

man

residential

bom in the outcaste

as a

of pollution demarcated

example,

on

the

village

pig may think of going to
even

the

group of Chamars

a

because that would have meant

becoming Christians

sweepers

for

mohalla,

inevitability of this

think of building his house in the other group

untouchable castes. In

baptized.'*

�

missionary who said,

live in his master's front room.""

changed

the clean castes

worship.

of

instance, the converted Christians

untouchable Chamars, the church would be restricted to the Chamar

outside the

may

with their churches, like the

like the church in

no sense

the section where the outcastes lived. Americans

pollution

scale

throwing

^who had just been

�

Until Pickett's book, the term "mass movements" obscured these caste

distinctions in conversion movements
south of hidia,

persisted

helped to dispel

One charge

some

that

failed to make

was

not, the converts

into the church. Pickett's

of that

were

mass

objection to

some

places

in the

the term, and his reasons,

fog.

critics of the
that

distinctions which, except for

�

mass

movements

Christian and non-Christian

�

�

movement conversions

motivated

by secular,

not

were

suspect because,

spiritual, impulses.

as

never

often

For that reason,

as

a
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major
for

aim of Piclcett's

mass

movement

becoming Christians. Accordingly,

of converts'

measuring

Pickett's interviewers had assembled

grounds for becoming Christian,

them

with

a

view to

analyzing

a

catalogue

them and

their Christian achievements. Pickett admitted that the whole

against

matter of motives

to look into the reasons converts gave

study was

was a

difficult

one.

He wrote:

Many Christians

think it necessary to examine with great care the motives
of all who seek entrance to the Christian Church.
Others fearful of
.

placing

themselves in the

position

.

.

of a judge, take the attitude that

whosoever will may come, and while trying to stimulate motives they
consider proper, scrupulously refrain firom prying beneath the voluntary
declaration ofthe

inquirer."

Pickett, himself, seemed inclined
Some of us

see

to

grant

a

in the desire of the

good

bit of latitude:

Sweepers

...

to be treated like

respectable people, to secure for their children some other work than the
cleaning of cesspools and privies, and to obtain help against oppression, not
evidence of unworthy motives, but rather, support for their claim that they
the
have admitted Jesus to their midst. From an unexpected source
Census, we glean this gratuitous comment: "The hope of a decent life on
earth is not any more or less a bribe than the hope of a blissflil eternity
.

.

.

,

hereafter.'"*

Having

collected the

the list into four groups:

(4) natal influences,
salvation";
hto

Group 2,

for the

answers

of the 3,947 persons

(1) spiritual motives, (2)

hito

"convinced

reasons

Group 1,

he

placed

by the preacher";
like these:

secular

"sought the help

Group 4, grounds

such

as:

as

the

reasons, and

following: "seeking

God"; and "because of faith in Jesus."

"to know

of missionaries"; "in

children"; and "for improved social standing."

to." And into

motives, (3) social

responses such

replies: "family was being baptized"; "my relatives
me

interviewees, Pickett sorted

Into

were

"my parents

Group 3,

hope

of education

among similar

Christians"; and "my people told
were

Christians when I

was
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bom."" In

way, the range of reasons

a

anywhere.*"

But upon

motives with the

were

similar to what Christians

dividing the inventory

subsequent

and

correlating the

attainments of the converts,
Pickett described

important missiological imphcations.

four

resulting

of them

groups of

tumed up, with

surprises

some

some

might give

as

follows:

will surprise many
margin between Groups 1 and 2
who have not supposed that a purely secular motive, such as the desire
for help against oppression, may lead to conversion and a wholesome,
productive religious experience. Likewise the neamess of Group 3, in many
of these tests, to Group 1 will surprise people who have not already
discovered how God uses social forces to bring men under the influences of

The smallness of the
.

.

words, having spiritual motives for becoming Christians,

development

was

as

happened

the

give

significant advantage

converts any

Christians. What made the difference
after

they were baptized.

was

Immediate and

as

opposed to

secular

or

in their formation and

not their initial motivation but

ongoing post-baptismal training

key.
But how did Pickett

measure

called Christian attainment? Before

Pickett admitted that, "in the ttnest

attainment," nor to devise
become. "But," he

a

argued,

a

spiritual

of Christian attainment."*'

village they visited

sense

it is not

possible to

what he

possible to

measure

Christian

measure

how "Christian"

measure

response to many

a

group has

requirements

interpret the results

as

and

indications

So, he and his fellow interviewers asked the Christians of

about the

their Sabbath observance.

development,

correlation could be made, he needed to know that.

schedule able to
"it is

formation and

recommendations ofthe church, and it is reasonable to

each

.

gospel.*'

social ones, did not

what

.

.

the
hi other

.

creeds, key scripture passages, and the regularity of

They also

watched for household shrines

or

other evidence of
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the

practice

which

they

of idolatry in the homes of the

still relied

on

Christians, tried to ascertain the

charms, and asked them if their faith had helped them

their fear of evil spirits. They also asked them about alcohol

Christians, about improvements in home life (such
and about their present
caste

organization).*'

extent to

relationship

to the old biradari

neighbors what,

since

they had become

greater love and respect for wives),

as

("brotherhood,"

Another indication of attainment

Christians' Hindu and Muslim

use

overcome

if any,

came

that

is, the local

through asking the

changes they had

observed in

them.*"
These and many other kinds of information
allowed Pickett to

come

missionary work with

to certain

gathered

in the survey for the NCC

conclusions and to make recommendations

group movements.

Among

his inferences

were

these:

1. For many, group movements "constitute the most natural way

Christ." While Pickett

fully recognized that

and that group movements

nonetheless
for

village

adopted

were

other forms of evangelism

not the best way to reach all of India's

this inference

as

the central

hidia. As he further observed, "The

Westem countries is not favored

by people

ofapproach

were

to

also needed

people,

principle in his doctrine

more

conceming

he

of evangelism

individualistic way preferred in

trained from

early childhood

to group

action"*'
2.

Group

heart of Pickett's

isolating them

movements

critique

prevent "social dislocation.

ofthe mission station

"

This conclusion

philosophy of winning individuals

from the "heathen" influences of the past. In contrast, Pickett

segregation of converts

from their

people

lay at

as more

harmful than

helpful:

saw

the

and

the
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conversion

Single

unfortunately

leads

usually

to

a

complete

break of the

convert with his group. This involves him in economic loss and mental

deprives him of valuable restraints upon wrong-doing and
supports
right living. Unless he finds compensations in fellowship with
other Christians he is likely to break under the strain.**
and

anguish

to

3.

Group

movements foster

Pickett called, the

Pickett claimed that the

almost

the

product

village

by helping to

overcome

what

Westem social pattems and customs with

"strong tendency to identify

Christianity."
always

churches

indigenous

church

of a group movement and

(unlike

many urban

churches)

was

naturally became "thoroughly Indian

in social pattems and customs."*'
4.

Group

conclusion

movements

winning village

what

today we

went

along

�

levels

recognized

call

spiritual

for whatever

dangers

in the mass-movement

have

an

problem

began coming
a

magic

3. Arrest

formation. Pickett

reasons

Pickett had in mind

deeply concemed that those

of rebirth and be

encouraged to

barriers into the church. As

long

did not show up. But when groups

solvent for

movements slowed to

was

a

was

of the

snail's pace

as

mature

only one

as

disciples.*'

caste

was

representing different caste

apparent that conversion could not be counted

transforming old

retardation

who

with the decision ofthe group to embrace

into the church, it

or

approach to

�

experience

Importing caste

this

upon to be

certain

Among them, he cited these:

India.

Christianity also

involved,

Pickett based this

Neglect ofpersonal religion. By "personal religion"

.

2.

of others.^^

the fact that conversion movements grow group to group.

on

Pickett also

1

aid in the conversion

caste

movement.

or came

to

a

prejudices.'"

Pickett noticed that

halt

as soon as

some

the first

group

wave was
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baptized,

while others grew

people to

take

financial

stability,

ties and

even

faster. One

literacy classes, adopt

obligations, thereby depriving

setting the

group back

encouraging them

the group of needed

by the subtraction

of a

to encourage individuals to grow but also to

related to these three

Closely

factor

were

baptizing groups

the

following: (1)

of converts;

an

dangers

work for

leadership

were

more

or

and

perhaps

family.

even

The trick

was

several other current weaknesses

support." Among these

underestimation of the

(2) inadequate

or

encouraging

stay."

�

weaknesses

that in

also to break their group

capable individual

not in the group movements but in their

Pickett detected

was

sanitary living pattems,

unawares, be

might,

you

more

important

obligations

involved when

contextualization of support and

pastoral

methods; (3) low standards and expectations; and (4) inadequate administration. The
third

so

was

of particular

to Pickett. He

concem

conspicuous between the

wrote, "In

no

other respect is the contrast

most successfiil and the least successful

mass

movement

work.""

In the summer of

in

India,

never a

he

was

thought

1933,

came

Pickett

faced with the
of not

issuing

itself Rather, the issue
he

as

up with these:

was

was

question

a

finishing his

work

of how best to

on

Christian Mass Movements

apply his findings.

set of recommendations and

letting

the

what recommendations would do the most

There

was

report speak for

good?

In the

end,
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1

Clarify

.

aims. Pickett

urged that no

needs. To do so, he wrote,

temporal

without fear ofthe criticism that he
should be

no

advocated

a

2.

beginning,

question

"whole

about the

was

the

baiting

example
them.

of Jesus, who fed the

primacy of the spiritual aim.'""

lay

leaders.

it would be necessary to

bring in

Develop

more

local

lay leaders

(a)

leaders from the

from within

nurture the

for

worship using indigenous forms,

instance); (b)

neighbors; (c)

mission's various ministries;

(e)

allow for

mass

mass

words, he

evangelism.

to

outside, the goal, he said,

movement

movement

groups.''

work. Pickett had in

life of the group

spiritual

movement converts and their

hi other

"there

While Pickett conceded that, in the

Develop programs specially suited to

mind programs that would:

hungry

Nevertheless, he insisted that

gospel" approach but with the priority given

should be to raise up strong
3.

ignores

mission should hesitate to minister to

(through daily

reduce social tensions between

assist with

uplift; (d)

experimentation;

and

mass

better coordinate the

(f)

utilize

more

hidian

leaders.'*
4. Reallocate

that money and
movement

missionary

personnel

areas.

resources

according to receptivity. By this

should be diverted from the mission stations to the

He wrote: "it is

more

important

to take

advantage of mass

he meant

mass

movement

response to the

openings

than to continue in fields where there has been little

gospel."

Pickett

used it."

But, somewhere along way, it had fallen between the cracks of evangelistic

was

not the

originator of this

strategy. Pickett resurrected it.

'*

idea

though.

or no

For

example,

John

Wesley
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5. Work

adjustments
personnel

as

and

loaning

reception
naming

no

with other missions. Here, Pickett had in mind

transferring overloads

reducing overlap

proven

everyone looked

example, Pickett,

personnel

upon Pickett's

doubt,

was

to missions with

and

in order to

findings

either Rockefeller

or

character of the

Thinking Missions

had

line with modem

inevhably

and conclusions

position

that "the next step

modem Hindu idealists and

ought to

be

a

Christian

was

on

less

a

Century piece

review than

religions

a

in caution and

and for

were

an

that

occasion

touting Re-

"statesmanlike and in

expressed with timidity."

cooperative study under the leadership

they might have

The remainder of his commentary consisted of a

[a term he

cool

in America.'' Without

patriots who have caught Mahatma Gandhi's

reconstmction." He added, "Would that

"conversion

For

missionary administration," but they lacked "prophetic

in

imagination." histead, they were "conceived
suggested

^now

�

Pickett's recommendations, wrote Fisher,

thought

approvingly.

affected "the tone of the survey and the

Fisher's review

admiration of Gandhi's

.

in

disappointed (though probably not surprised) by the

findings." Overall,

trumpeting his

available

jump-start flagging ministries.

the ISRR, Fisher inferred in

backing Pickett got

more

competitiveness; cooperating

of his former bishop, Frederick Bonn Fisher

the "lavish"

for

these:

and other resources;

institutions;

Not

such

cooperatively

found

critique

'irritating'], baptism,

and

a

the

same

of

vision of social

financial

of Pickett's

He

narrow

backing!"
focus

on

break with old associations" in

contrast with the "more liberal and humble attitude" of an

interreligious solution.*"
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In

but for

India, tlie Guardian of Madras struck

self-described "discordant" note too,

It confessed that

entirely different reasons.
the

a

collection of facts,

figiures, impressions and opinions leave us
bewildered and the reader can hardly venture to form a judgement of his
own. He has either to accept Dr. Pickett's
judgement or if he is inclined to
be skeptical about it, he is left in suspense.*'
large

The review went

on

to

suggest:

our opinion, a survey should have been the major effort and not a
study.
The former would have provided us with clear and complete pictures of

In

separate

mass

movements

areas

�

the

peculiarities

ofthe

field, historical

development of the work, the policies followed, the methods adopted, their
strong points and defects. Such separate pictures would suggest
comparisons and enable us to assess motives, methods and achievements,
and vmderstand the features of each
The

suggestions

of the reviewer

with Donald McGavran and

reviewer, however,
some

of the

Christian" from

that

good

H.

of each

some

a

a

at

length

book

individual reports for at least

by Manilal Parekh,

a

"Hindu

nearly 70-page chapter called "Christian Mass-Robbery,"

many mass-movement converts

added that missionaries who

Unknown to the

approach.

review of Christian Mass Movements did not

14 years later in

In

produce

book, co-authored

study area.*'

encouraging mass movements, therefore,

Quoting

would take that

the fact that Pickett did

Gujarat.*"

argued that

ones, and Pickett's next

Singh,

thoroughly unfavorable

immediately but

Parekh

George

supervising missions

The most

come

was

were

system.*'

promoted mass

firom Fisher's Christian

Jones' support of Pickett's book

as

were never

amounted to

movements

really

converted at all and

endorsing proselytism.

were

interested

He

only in numbers.

Century review, and criticizing E. Stanley

"inconsistent" with earlier statements, Parekh
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characterized Pickett's

"masterly"

defense

movements of Hindus and others into

...

a

hronically,
Pickett

some

was

of Parekh's

deeply

"a sinister attempt to defend these

Christianity"

of propaganda." Parekh's

masterpiece

example,

as

warning that

thorough-going rationalization

strongly worded review

concerns were

concemed about the

what P. M. Buck had called, "unchristianized

with Buck's

and "a

mass-

shared

held

nothing back.

by Pickett himself

For

of nominal Christians and

problem

Christianity."

He

agreed wholeheartedly

"Muhitudes await the nominal acceptance of the

gospel;

but to

win them to the real life that is in Christ and to nourish them up into the full stature of

manhood is

a

very different

cultivating the

matter."*' That is why he put such strong emphasis

inner life of each

Although Parekh's

new

Christian.

review was, in

a

sense,

had less to do with Pickett than with Parekh's

shong aversion

to

better Hindu, not

proselytism, along with the
a

that while Parekh's
not without

former Hindu, hi

critique

ofthe

on

a

own

more

of an assault than

deeply-held beliefs,

review, it

which included

conviction that to follow Christ

review of Parekh's

spirit,

a

critique,

R. C. Das

was

a

to be

a

responded

motives and methods of modem missions

was

foundation, he ignored "the inherent missionary urge for self expression and

communicativeness in the message of Christianity and

personality of Christ."

Das added:

[Parekh] recognizes this self-propagating character of Christian
life, and its moral right to opporhinities for fiill development in the whole
world, his criticisms, however in order within limits, will remain merely
negative, one-sided, and so unfair.**

Until he
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At the

opposite

extreme was Donald A. McGavran's

near

veneration of

Christian Mass Movements in India. In the months to come, Pickett would

his enthusiasm

close-up.

experience
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John R. Mott
Mott took note of Pickett's interest
movement research and

was

mass

influential

in

getting Pickett appointed as director
ofthe National Christian Council's mass
movement studies. Mott was also

behind another influential missions
study, the Laymen's Foreign Missions

hiquiry,
same

which

time

studies

Social and

Donald A. McGavran
When McGavran, who would become the
Father of the Church Growth Movement,
read Pickett's Christian Mass Movements
in

India, he

wrote "the most

review this reviewer has

extravagant

ever

written." He

would later say, "I lit my candle at Pickett's
fire."

as

were

was

conducted at the

the Pickett survey. Both
by the histitute for

backed

Religious

Research.
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NOTES: CHAPTER 10
1. Pickett

(1938a:26-27).

Laymen's Foreign Mission Inquiry was launched following a January 1930 Mott
address to Baptist laymen in New York City (Re-thinking Missions 1932:ix). But the real
pusher of the idea ^behind the scenes was John D. Rockefeller, Jr. (See Rockefeller to
Albert L. Scott, April 18, 1932. Rockefeller Archive Center, Sleepy Hollow, New York,
Record Group 2, Box 52.) The inquiry was unofficially endorsed by the Methodist,
Baptist (Northem), Congregational, Presbyterian Church U.S.A., Protestant Episcopal,
Reformed Church in America, and United Presbyterian denominations.

2. The

�

�

3

.

4.

Re-Th inking Missions

( 1 93 2 :xi)

.

Re-Thinking Missions (1932).

5. Three volumes

were

by the Appraisal

Commission and four

were

by the

fact- finders.

Petty (1933a; 1933b).
6.

Fry (1934:228-229). Incidently,

Luther

Fry was himself very much

involved and

headed the fact-finder group that went to India and Burma.
7. J. Z.

for

example, wrote to Paton:
I have just got a copy confidentially and in advance ofthe American
Laymen's Inquiry Report. The committee were fools enough to commit to
some professional publicity wallah the engineering of public interest
through calculated publicity measures. The result was that the mission
boards in America are extremely angry, feeling that nothing should have
been said until the conference, which takes place next week [November 18,
1932] at which the Commission would have met the boards and made their
report. There is so much resentment at these snippets of information

Hodge,

communicated to the press that I fear the hearts of the boards will be
hardened, and they will be less willing to listen to whatever constmctive

proposals

the Commission has to make.

(J.

Z.

Hodge

to William

Paton,

November 9, 1932. IMC/CBMS Archives, Box 395:41. SOAS. See, also,
J. Z. Hodge to R. E. Diffendorfer, December 15, 1932. UMCA)

Speer also lamented that while cautioning the mission boards not to reveal any
of the report's contents ahead of time, the inquiry itself did just the opposite. This, he
argued, was not only unethical but put the mission boards in the position of not being able
to respond to criticisms hurled at them for which they had no direct responsibility.
Moreover, because the publicity releases were mainly welcomed by newspapers with a
track record of antagonism towards missions, some indignant mission constituencies were
likely to be blinded even to the good things in the report. Finally, he pointed out that the
psychology employed by the commission to stimulate interest was just the sort of thing
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the report itself condemned in

missionary work (1933:1 1-13).

falling off of interest, support, and recmits for the
missionary enterprise. But, more likely, the falling off reflected the disillusionment and
isolationism that took hold after World War I (Showalter 1990) and the drying up of
financial resources beginning with the stock-market crash in October, 1929, and
continuing through most of the 1930s.
8. It also reflected

a concem

for the

Rockefeller, see Fosdick (1956:214-220); also Hutchison (1987:158-159, 161).
Buck, see Buck (1932); also Conn (1996:149-152, 350-352) and Hutchison
1987:166-169). Most of Buck's Christian Century review consisted of her personal take
on the missionary enterprise, which she claimed the report perfectly mirrored. Identifying
herself as a missionary ("we missionaries")
although technically she was not and
the
initial
fact-finders
she
labeled
as "of rather small caliber") with the
contrasting
(whom
Appraisal Commission (whom she described as "of extraordinary sympathy and keen
intelligence"), she wrote that she had been surprised, even astonished, by what expressed
"too perfectly all that I have known and felt about Christianity in general and missions in
particular," adding, "I can only rejoice that what seems to me complete tmth has been
thus made known" (1932:1434).

9. For
For

�

�

Buck, Speer asked, "Is this a just and tme report?" (1933:8). He
and some of his best
concluded that though the best of intentions lay behind it
fiiends it was neither a laymen's report, nor one drawn from the data. Instead, he
concluded it was "based on broad postulates, such as conceptions of Christianity and the
church, which were carried to Asia" (1933:15). See also Hutchison (1987:169-175) and
Harvey (1982).
10. In contrast to

�

�

11.

See, for example, Gilger (1963)

12.

Harper (1936: 200; 202; 206; 209).

13. JWPtoJohnR. Mott,
14.

Petty (1933:1:83).

15.

Petty (1933:1:84).

16.

Petty (1933:1:85).

too focused

has
are

on

August 18,

the

Baptist

response.

1933. ACA 2:2.

evangelizing groups are
quality, not quantity, should be their aim,

The accusation that those who focus

on

numbers ("statistics") and that
Pickett
believed, however, that his surveys showed that "group movements
persisted.
more likely to produce a strong healthy church than are cautious controlled processes
on

growth." He observed, "Generally speaking, slow growth indicates something
of
wrong with the quality ofthe church" (1963:1). McGavran responded that "Numbers
mere
persons brought into living contact with the Way, the Tmth and the Life are never
of slow
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digits" (1955:97). Concurring with Pickett, he insisted: "Evidence shows that qualitative
advance is best made with socially whole men and women. People movements toward
Christ produce good Christians, better in many instances than the only other method
being used" (97). Agreeing, John Howard Yoder argued, "McGavran is quite right in
saying that it [the accusation] is wrong, h may be that you get better quality when you get
quantity. The church ought to be a missionary community; a non-missionary community
cannot therefore be more faithful" (1973:30).
17. On Pickett's

disappoinhnent, see JWP to R. E. Diffendorfer, November 3, 1933.
UMCA. On the board meeting schedule, see Journal of the Annual Meeting of the Board
of Foreign Missions of the Methodist Episcopal Church (1933:18).
18. Inserted in the International Journal

of Religious Education, December,

Quoting Gandhi, the Hocking Report {Re-Thinking Missions)
criticism {Re-Thinking Missions 1932:68).
19.

1933.

seemed to accept this

March 21, 1929. Gandhi's Young India was a weekly paper, pubhshed
from 1919-1931. He began publishing the Hairjan, the other of his two best-known

20.

Young India,

Enghsh weeklies, in 1933. From time to time, in both papers, he criticized missionaries.
See, for example. Young India, August 6, 1925; and Harijan, September 28, 1935.
Earlier, Gandhi published a similar paper in English when he was in South Africa.
Young India, Am^sX 6, 1925. Quoted in Ellsberg (1991:37). Charles Freer Andrews
(1871-1940), more an icon of missions than a missionary (Yates 1994:74), was an
Anglican missionary who became a friend of Tagore (Indian Christian literary figure) and
an associate of Gandhi. Early in his career, Andrews ministry had a strong social bent.
Later, his writing became more devotional in style. Chaturvedi and Sykes (1949).

21.

22.

Young India, A\x^s\.\\,\921. Quoted in Ellsberg (1991:37).

ofIndia, April 29, 1931, p.9. George Joseph (1887-1938), a Syrian Christian
and champion of Indian independence, who had once edited Young India (while Gandhi
was in jail), would later become one of the earhest Congressmen from the Chrisfian
Conununity in India. The Gandhi article to which Joseph was responding appeared in
Young India, April 23, 1931, pp. 83-84.
23. Times

24. See

Hodge to Paton, May 7,

25. Pickett

(1980:36-37).

Archives, Box 395. SOAS.

occurring at
several letters make it clear that he was referring to the great
See, for example, JWP to Mr. Torrey (?), January 15, 1934.

Pickett remembered the

Christmastime in 1929, but
seism of January 15, 1934.
UMCA.

1931. IMC/CBMS

earthquake

as
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26. For similar

eyewitness

accounts ofthe

seism,

Hatfield in "Scenes of Bihar-Nepal

(1996).

Cf Nehru's account

27. Richter

28.

Earthquake
(1942:481ff)

see

the

1934."

published letters of Kathleen
Geological Society of hidia

(1958:62).

Diaryof Aldine

C. Brunk, 1932-1936. Aldine C. Brunk

Collection, Box 1. Archives
(hereafter, AMC). The heading is followed by four ideas, the
sub-points.

ofthe Mennonite Church
last
29.

containing

seven

Review of Christian Mass Movements in India. The Garrett Tower.

30. McGavran

Fishman

1934.

(1934).

31. H. J. Sheets to JWP,
32.

January,

April 14,

1934. ACA 2:2.

(1934:1 17).

33. The most detailed summaries

were those of (Miss) J. Franklin in the
Sahayak Patrika
(1934) and A. Ralla Ram, editor of The Indian Christian Messenger (1934). A couple of
years later, however, in anticipation of the Madras Missionary Conference at Tambaram,
J. Holmes Smith (1936) would produce a 72-page condensed book version called
Movements of the Depressed Classes into Christianity.

34. Letter fi-om Thomas S.

Donohugh to JWP,

35. The National Christian Council Review

December 21, 1933.

54(8)436ff

36. On

"anecdotes," often overlooked is the fact that the questionnaires used in the
Pickett surveys were filled out by interviewers who were encouraged both in their training
and by the open-endedness of many of the questions to ask for elaborations (see

Appendix B). So, we should not be surprised at the frequency with which Pickett uses
dialogue fi-om conversations with interviewees to illuminate the factual data of his
studies. Interviews were inherent components of virtually all the social surveys of that
era. As Luther
Fry ofthe ISRR stated, "It is hard to imagine a social study that, to some
extent at least, does not make use of the interview" He added that the interview not only
aids in getting "personal factual data." but is also key in "getting at
intimate feelings
and attitudes." He concluded, "Thus the interview is needed in securing data for almost
all kinds of research studies" (Fry 1934:60). The important role of interviews does not
mean, however, the objectivity was compromised. Their was a keen awareness of the
need to watch for rationalizations ("good" reasons versus "real" reasons), unreliable
testimony (including idealization, tricks of memory, testimony designed to please the
interviewer, etc.) and ofthe need to interpret testimony. As Fry put it, "Testimony is not
to be taken at hs face value but is used as a
key to unlock the reality behind if (1934:62).
Whenever possible, one precaution that Pickett took was to interview persons with their
.

.

.
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friends and

neighbors present, whom, he found, were usually more
point out omissions. See Pickett (1933a: 19-20).

than

willing

to correct

mistakes and
37. Pickett

(1933a:2 1-22).

38. Pickett

(1933a:22).

39. Pickett

(1933a:22). Some have critiqued Pickett's "group decision" as
unsatisfactory. More accurate is H. G. Bamett's "multi-individual" decision (1953:1516). But although several have underscored the deficiency including Alan Tippett who
foUowed Bamett in using the term "multi-individual"(1971 : 198-220; 1987:41 1) and,
more recently, John C. B. Webster (1992:37)
faimess demands pointing out that
understood
a
that
Pickett, nonetheless,
"group" decision requires and includes the
participation and resolve of each of the group's individuals, who must each be positively
swayed for a group consensus to occur. For example, in a 1930 memorandum to Galen
Fisher, Pickett described group members who do not go along with the group in
embracing Christianity, those who go along reluctantly, and those who accede over time:
�

�

The writer understands that there

population

of a

of decisions

are very few cases where the entire
has become Christian either at one time or by

village
extending through months

series

a

years. He has known of some
caste or of two castes have been
or

villages in which all members of one
baptized in a single service, but of many more villages in which the
members of a caste group have been divided, some professing Christian
discipleship and others refiasing to do so. ("Some Problems Connected with
the Christian Mass Movement in India," January 8, 1930. ACA.)
Even in his 1933 definition, cited above, Pickett describes the group as having only "a
measure of control" over its individuals and speaks of just part of the group-"a
portion" going along. Donald McGavran, who was similarly critiqued, made this
helpful clarification:
No. There is no
Do people movements rest on "group conversion"?
such thing as group conversion. A group has no body and no mind. It
cannot decide anything whatever. The phrase "group conversion" is simply
an easy, inexact description of what really happens.
He added, "What really happens is multi-individual, mutually interdependent conversion"
(1970:302). Although Pickett did not have Bamett's terminology to adopt in 1933, it is
clear that he understood the necessity of individual participation in what he called "group
.

.

.

�

.

.

.

decisions."

(1933a:55). For a good discussion of individuals who kindle such
movements (their relationship to the group and how they persuade the individuals
group), see Bamett (1953:299-312).
40. Pickett

(1933a:59). On the next page, Pickett quahfies this statement, saying:
is not to be supposed that these mass movements occurred only among the

41. Pickett
It

in the

408
castes and tribes that

being exploited, nor that the castes in which they
occurred were suffering more than others; but it is significant that they
occurred among people who felt themselves to be oppressed and exploited.
(60)
For Pickett's full h-eahnent, see pp.58-76. Cf Smelser (1963); Gurr (1970); Tumer and
Killian(1987).
42. Pickett

(1933a:76).

43. Pickett

(1933a:333).

44. Pickett

(1933a: 128).

45. Pickett

(1933a: 130).

46. Pickett

(1933a: 198-212).

were

47. The

suggestion of William Jones is that Pickett overlooks the possible negative
changes: "Pickett doesn't seem to consider that this is usually seen by
"neighbors" as bad mannered haughtiness and thus a negative trait of converts." Jones
also asks what effect that would have had on their neighbors' view of Christianity as a
viable option for themselves. W. W. Jones (1994:141).
effects ofthe

48.

Azariah and Whitehead

49. Pickett

(1930:61).

(1933a:134).

50. "Christian Mass Movements in India." Cincinnati Christian Advocate,

January 25,

1934.
51. Jones

(1939:147-148).

52. Jones

(1939:149).

53. Pickett

(1933a:22).

Depending upon where you are, different words define the sections of a village
occupied by a caste: para; mohalla; basti; tola (or toli, the feminine form). The
untouchable area(s), however, is outside the village, not a section but its own self54.

contained unit.
55. Pickett
56.

(1933a:63).

Young (1931:144-145).

57. Pickett

(1933a: 155).
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58. Pickett

(1933a:157).

59. Pickett

(1933a:164).

60. Pickett

(1933b: 160).

61. Pickett

(1933b:164).

62. Pickett

(1933a: 178).

63. Pickett's review of what kind of Christians

fomid

on

pages 169-197

64. See Pickett

mass

movement converts become is

(1933a).

(1933a: 198-212).

65. Pickett

(1933a:330-331).

66. Pickett

(1933a:330-331).

today, the visitor to India is struck by the contrast
between the Westem ways of worship in most Indian city churches and the more
indigenous expressions of worship found in village churches.
67. Pickett

(1933a:332).

68. Pickett

(1933a:332-333).

69. Pickett

1933a:335).

70. Pickett

1933a:336).

71. Pickett

1933a:336-337).

72. Pickett

1933a:338-343).

73. Pickett

1933a:340).

74. Pickett

(1933a:346).

75. Pickett

(1933a:347).

76. Pickett

1933a:350-354).

77.

Even

(Hunter 1987:51-53).

78. Pickett

(1933a:354-355).

like Pickett and Jones, an Asbury alunmus, went
to the 1920 General Conference from the state of hidiana at age 38. There he was elected
79. Frederick Bohn Fisher

(1882-1938),
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bishop and sent to Calcutta. (He had earlier served for two years at the English Church in
Agra, but had then retumed to America.) It was he who summoned Pickett, Chitambar
and Jones to the summit in Ranchi just before the devastating 1923 flood in Arrah.
Although a big man, with a big voice, and widely respected for his preaching, some
missionaries, including Pickett, lamented the regularity with which, even in the church,
his outspokenness, particularly with regard to his strong critiques of the British and the
West, provoked dissent instead of cooperation (see JWP to E. E. Tuck, January 9, 1931.
UMCA). In 1930, after just a decade in India, he shocked everyone by resigning and
retuming to the US. Except for health reasons, Fisher was the first bishop in the history
ofthe Methodist Episcopal Church to resign. Sighting the "distress, grief, and slavery"
brought by his episcopal duties, he said he wanted to retum to the great evangelistic
opportunity in America. He went on to have a distinguished, though brief, pulpit career;
he died just eight years later. Earl and Godbold (1974a:846); Fisher (1944).
80. Frederick Bohn Fisher

(1934).

81. Guardian 12

(March 15, 1934): 163.

82. Guardian 12

(March 15, 1934):163.

example is Pickett's report to R. E. Diffendorfer in New York and William Dye
Ghaziabad (near Delhi) on the Ghaziabad Distiict Survey. JWP to R. E. Diffendorfer,

83. An
in

November 5, 1931. Archives, Box 406. SOAS.
84. However, the

same

author did offer

a

review in the

Reformer.
85.

Quoted by James

86. Das

(1948).

K. Mathews

(1955:90).

July 13,

1935 Indian Social

Chapter

11

From Mass Movements to the

Episcopacy

"The

establishing of an indigenous Church is incomparably the
valuable result offoreign missionary efforts in evangelism. "'

most

�JWP

Waskom Pickett's retmn to India in
year extension of his NCC

up

on

Christian Councils with their

Telugu

which

movement research.

his earlier cursory encounter with

regional
the

mass

was

January

Telugu

mass

brief visits to the

a

department

Anglican,

During that time,

movements,'

movement work. In

Christian Council, he had spent ten

inaugurating

Sudra

1934 marked the start of a three-

days

at the Lutherans'

was

off again, this time
near

traveling to

Hinduism, the Reverend

of those areas,

was

E. A.

were

recommending

was

surprised to

find that all the

was

in Guntur,

followed by

Baptist,

and

Belgaum

and

^part of the

�

supposed

to have

once

been the

that the Methodists withdraw. At

baptized people
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help

at the behest of

college

Seamands, who had

the mission board's request, Pickett looked into the situation,
He

the

the Westem Ghats

Methodists' old "Kanarese Mission." Because the districts

villages.

March,

of extension and research. This

Gokak Districts, 240 miles south of Bombay

preacher-in-charge

and he would

British Methodist, Canadian and American

Methodist fields.' In June, he

reverted to animistic

he would follow

visiting

the Christians in ten

identified themselves

as
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Christian;

moreover,

life of Christ, and

lived

were

�

The idol

schools

was

are

they

they had

temples
in

ordinarily

by their neighbors

as

Christians. More than half

Commandments, they had

worship

services

reverted to Hinduism?

a

good knowledge

had Seamands

regularly. Why, then,

Perhaps

it

was

of the

because in the Christian

the communities where these untouchable castes

�

that resembled

small

a

Ten

attended

Holeya kheris

and

Madiga

loiown

Prayer and the

knew the Lord's

concluded that

they were

room

churches, providing

in the back. Pickett

conducted in these

temple

a

reported

wide verandah for

assembly.

that "our church services and

verandahs." He added:

Where all the group who own the temple have become Christians, they can
remove the idol. I was told that it has been done in several villages, though

temple from which the idol had been removed before our coming.
But in one village on a challenge from us, the people removed the idol and
asked that the temple be rededicated as a Christian church. I suggested a
service of purification and several architectural changes and a
whitewashing, to be followed by a big service of dedication in which
Christians from other villages would be invited to participate, and such a
service has been arranged to take place next month."
1

saw no

Pickett, who did
traveled

not agree that the Methodists should withdraw from those

miles

Pickett

anxious to get back to the Guntur

on

that

he had

nearly 2,000

trip, just

as

on

his

previous

one

districts,

to Guntur in

March.

was

Nizam's dominions

surrounding Hyderabad

movements he and the NCC

from the

poshive

were

were

�

area.

Nearby

several of the

�

new

attracted to.' Observers claimed

and also in the

conversion

they had resuhed

influence of untouchable Christians upon Sudras, the castes

immediately above them.*

But the southwest

monsoons

had set in,

softening the dry land
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and

making

Surveys

to

it difficult to get about

verify the reports

Pickett spent
came, he

September
territory,

July

by motorcar. Besides,

Among

and

August

headed, first,

McGavran's first

the

to central hidia. There he led

large

was

group of helpers

opportunity to

was

area

that

some

"I HAVE

India

supporters: "Our

by Dr.

potential

group

Donald McGavran. hwas

conducting

for afterwards he disclosed in

Chattisgarh [the Disciples

a

a

circular

of Christ's

Bilaspur

amongst the Satnamis with definite expectation

J. W. Pickett to be

to accompany him in

Christianity m

a

I wiU be

one

of two

study of a movement

representafives

of the middle class

fi-om Mid-

(caste) people

South India," wrote A. C. Brunk of the American Mennonite

started and directed and thus

work

in

movement work

Mission. "We feel that this will be

was

survey of Satnami

entire group of 600,000 will decide for Christ."*

BEEN INVITED

area

toward

day the

season.

observe Pickett's method of organizing and

letter to American

a mass

a

to test the waters for a

promising,

calls for

planting

with Ruth and the children in Landour. When

survey. The results must have been

District]

was

would have to wait for the cold season.'

south of Raipur. The purpose

movement.

it

a

we

splendid opportunity to

leam how the movement

may leam better how to direct

leaving tomorrow.

.

.

The letter

was

our

evangehstic

dated October 12, 1934,

one

month after the Satnami survey.
A. C. Bmnk and four other Mennonite workers from the Dhamtari area,

Raipur, had just retumed

from

hearing

Pickett

speak

at

a

meeting

near

ofthe Mid-India
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Christian Council.'" So far, mid-India
like McGavran,

George

J.

Lapp,

they hoped
who

Hyderabad

might

Brunk's

was

does not that sort of thing

Pickett to

that it

was

soon

bishop,

be, they were,

had asked at the

happen here?""

and Andhra Desh,

not mass movement

and

territory,

at the

although,

moment, frustrated.
"Dr.

meeting,

Pickett, why

Now Brunk, with the chance to accompany

hoped

some

light might be

shed

on

his

bishop's

question.
Brunk had little time to get
rain and clouds,

a

week of bright

activities of all kinds

picked up."

conversion movement

completed
No

areas

saw

sun

but the moment

marked the

approach

The team's first stop

they would visit

their circuit, Pickett

doubt, what he

ready,

was sure

in

was

right.

After months of

ofthe cold season, when

was

in

Hyderabad,

Telugu country." By the

"a remarkable work of grace"

reminded him of the revivals of his

youth

in

one

time

was

of three

they

in progress.

Kentucky,

for he

declared:
Some of the stories of conversion

are as remarkable as any in church
A
emotional
element
is common to many of these
history.
strong
conversions. Visions, dreams, intense consciousness of wrongdoing and

ardent

longing

for

a sense

of God's presence and favor

are

frequently

encountered.'"
The

district,

largest

of the three centers

was

in the northwestem

where American Lutheran and American

converts from caste Hindus exceeded

special interest

to Pickett

untouchable movements

was

were

how often the testimonies and

the

Baptist

comer

missions

were

10,000 there, with many more

frequency with which

at work. The

inquirers."

caste movements

already established. Along with that,
changed

ofthe Guntur

Of

emerged where

he wanted to know

lives of the Untouchables had been, for the Sudra
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Christians, the initial draw. If he found
Hindus

throughout
With this

Pickett

paid

a

pattem, it might reveal the key

Christian

nohced

a

"trickle-up" theory (which he

neighbors. Frequently he got

shared with Azariah and

change and,

yes,

the

they were impressed.'*

Muslims, for example, whom Pickett quizzed in
did he expect, however, that
more

reaching

caste

India.

close attention to what Hindus and Muslims

Madiga

to

Muslims to ask for

a

Their

spokesman

knew

more

shortly

afterwards

teacher! Pickett

thought

answer

Such

he

was

of the

one

they would

in

mind,

about their Mala and

expected: they, indeed,

had

the response of three

villages

near

retum with

a

Guntur. LiUle

delegation

of 1 8

reported:

declared that

about the

others)

they had no mosque, no priest
Christian religion than about their own,

or

teacher, and

and that

they

felt it would be better for them to throw in their lot with Christians and

begin to worship

God under the direction of a Christian minister whose

character showed that he had

an

The other two centers visited

by the

November of 1934

were

experience

with God."

Pickett group in October and

the CMS work in the Kistna area, which

was

early

less than 50 miles

from the Gunttir district, and the British Methodist work in the north of Hyderabad where

they had
was

gone first. In both centers, the number of converts from among caste Hindus

7,000

to

8,000.'*

due in part to the
an

In each

changed

place,

he

again

found

high

interest in the

lives of untouchable Christians. The

account of a conversation he had in the Kistna

gospel

following,

for

that

was

example,

area:

[two men] whether any significant changes had occurred in the
outcastes of their village because of their conversion to Christianity. The
men replied that a complete change had taken place in the outcastes ofthe
village, making them radically different in every respect from what they had
been as Hindus. Then I asked whether they had seen any change for the
I asked them

is
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better in the
one

people

of their

own

castes who had been converted. To

this,

of my informers

replied: "Yes, the change is even greater in them, for in
have changed as much as the outcastes did in five years."

year they
Then I asked if they had
one

known such

changes in character to take place
within Hinduism. Both men thought carefially and answered, "Never."
Then I asked if Hindus generally needed to have their characters and their
mode of living changed. They answered, "Yes." I asked if ?/zey needed to
be changed, and they replied, "Yes, we do." Then I asked if
they wanted to
be changed, and they said, "Yes." I asked if they had any hope of
change
except through the power of Jesus Christ. They replied: "None whatever."
Then I asked if they would not seek the help of Jesus Christ and
openly
confess him as their Lord. One immediately responded, "Yes," but the other
said: I would like to do so if my family would agree." Both of them
ever

"

consulted with their families with the result that both
their families

Pickett's
had

was

Since

that it fiuther

enrolled

as

enquirers

empirical studies, published

already proved

movements.

were

a

useful

one

apologetic

ofthe most

vexing

evening."

mass

criticisms of encouraging group movements
as an

outcaste

new

of surveys

in 1938, Pickett felt he

the

with members of

for him and other defenders ofthe

stigmatized Christianity

published

men

in Christian Mass Movements in India,

greatly encouraged by this
were

that

religion,

phenomenon. Indeed, by the time

validity of the trickle-up theory. Bishop

was

able to

Pickett was,

so

far,

the results of this series

substantially demonstrate

Azariah summed up the

reasons:

large majority attribute their first interest in the Christian religion to the
changed lives of outcaste converts; some to Scripture portions lent to them
by Christian teachers or their own Christian laborers; some to their early
education in Christian schools; and some to help received in mission
hospitals. But the first reason is what is given by a great majority ofthe
converts. This is proved by the fact that in a large majority of instances,
caste converts have come out precisely in those villages where there are
already Christians of outcaste origin. Dr. Pickett mentions an area where
out of 187 villages with caste converts, 170 villages had already Christians
of outcaste origin. In a neighboring mission district, it has been seen that
A

caste conversions followed outcaste converts in 69 out of

villages.

In the Domakal Diocese there is

where there

were no

no

Christians of outcaste

a

total of 76

caste convert in any

origin.'"

village
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Although Pickett described
begun

in the castes that

noted,

as

strong

�

well, that the
a

(the feet); only

closest to the outcastes

In the

Untouchables

are

is, Sudras

caste" Sudras

was

^he

�

also

having

curiously

becoming

are

lower

(the

dust around the

are

feet)." But,

at

as

This also clears up Brunk's

that "the factor that

during the

last 50

reasons

growth

lessons

just

dealing with the
caste church

though,
as

all Sudras! More

"people

important

were

was

of comparative

who have

come

good

poor and rich among

Brunk's corroboration

chiefly influenced these [Sudra] people

other

important

into the church in

imbroglio

long,

for

verifying

thing,

in

a

studying

for Christ is the

large numbers

these Sudra movements in the

the "masses before the classes" notion of

situation

as

novel

They would likely come

inscmtable social
so

reasons

as

one

to be leamed.

where, for

^was an

�

observation that

into the church." Yes, there

people

of the church. For

were sure

well-to-do."

years.""

There were,
�

are

to have

lives ofthe outcaste

changed

South

they were

seems

caste Sudras the land

some

corresponding

position [were] coming

converts, but

new

artisans, the higher

eighty percent of the Hindu population
Sudras. The Telugu country is unique in that respect. The
are Sudras; they are the real men of power, the ruling

class, and many of them

financial

the

Telugu country

is made up of the
landowners there

at that

that

as

explained:

owners.

the

"upper

�

Telugu country

make about Sudras, for in the caste system, Sudras

to

The lower caste Sudras

the

movements in

new

movement among

strange assertion

the bottom
Pickett

were

the

as

fi-om the cauldron

complexities presented by the

there had been

though,

new

for

emergence of a multi-

only a mono-caste

of formidable dimensions. For

this one, valuable

church

example,

�

you

and outcaste

now

had

a
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situation in which untouchable Christians
their social

worship

superiors

was

in the

and former oppressors

Madiga kheri,

respective backgrounds,

the

villages

�

were

political

these social distinctions

the

place

of

in the Hindu

were

a

�

not

worldview, and

far and away

likely to

more

recede

the

complex

anytime

soon.

magic solvent, immediately dissolving

of thinking caste and of living with the embedded socioeconomic and

manifestations of caste. Nevertheless, how the

to caste differences at this

a

church into which

a

coming. Moreover,

ofthe social infrastructure

Salvation could not be counted upon to act like

generations

to

Mala kheri, where the outcastes lived. Given their

intractability of caste

labyrinthine complicatedness
than Westem

or

giving leadership

were

early stage would be

sponsoring missions responded

cmcial. It would

likely set the

course

for

long time.
That is not to say that there

As Pickett noted,
converts

even

were

not

reasons

for

optimism

though they could be severely critical
[had]

1 have had interviews

with almost

[in

28

villages]

times, the

Telugu

context.

Sudra

new

the power of Christ":

insisted "that the converted outcastes

seen

at

in the

a

thousand ofthe middle

caste converts in which 1 have asked them what led them to

Christ, and they

replied that they have been convinced of the reality of Christ's claims
by what they have seen in the outcastes. I found great numbers who have
not yet become Christians who said something like this: "It looks as though
the virtue has gone out of our own gods. We have lost our faith in them.
The future is with these Christian people. They are God's people."'"
have

Nonetheless, perplexing problems had already surfaced in these
movements, for which there seemed

to be

no

that follow, Pickett unmasks several of them:

easy solutions. In the

new

Sudra

searching paragraphs
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is to get the new [Sudra] converts into the church and to
enable them to feel at home there. When first converted, the high caste

One

problem

man

to hold aloof from the church and to tie himself up with the

is

disposed
missionary or the

hidian minister for

spiritual

sustenance. More than

that,

the church made up of these outcastes does not always give him a hearty
welcome. With the background they have, the depressed class converts

tendency to oppress others. They sometimes take the position that
now the higher caste convert is in their control.
The church is in the outcaste quarter, and the higher caste converts have
a feeling that they should no longer have to go there. They ask that the
church be located over in the caste part of the village.
Are we going to recruit only these outcaste people to become ministers
and school teachers? We cannot discriminate against the Christian of high
caste origin. Yet, if we recruit these as evangelists, what work are they to
do? When one of them enters the ministry he is likely to assume that he is
to work among some higher caste people and not among the outcastes.
They believe that because they have a background of privilege, they can

have

a

.

.

.

the minister from the outcastes cannot,
and sometimes they take very unchristian attitudes toward their fellow
ministers of outcaste origin, and yet with no element of conscious guilt

present Christ

to the caste

man as

involved.
These caste converts do not support the church as the outcastes do.
They do not average as much in per capita giving as the older Christians
from the

poverty-stricken outcastes. They think the preacher is

outcastes

and is taken

care

ofthe

one

extremely difficult to establish
responsibility for supporting the

of by them, h is

them in the church and have them

assume

from the outcaste groups.
There is the matter of social relationships among these groups. Many
converts from the higher castes rationalize so that they come to feel that in

preacher

order to win other

higher caste people

to

Christianity it

is well not to have

Christians from the outcastes, and outside
of the church they don't want to have any social relationship with them.
Must these groups merge socially, must we work toward a unified

too much to do with their fellow

social life? Is this part of our social obligation, or shall we be happy when
one man thinks of himself as a redeemed outcaste, while the cast convert
of Christian consciousness altogether? We do have
has a different

pattem

our

different pattems here in this country.
What will be the ideal of Christian consciousness before

There

are

certain social customs that the

new

converts

are

us

here?

bringing

over

incompatible with Christianity.
cooperation ofthe mission boards here even
to think these things through, to do research, to challenge
some pressure
assumptions, and to solve some of these comphcated problems."

from Hinduism that

are

The church needs the
�

�
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The

questions

disciples

Pickett raised

remain, both in evangelization and in the formation of

and the church: How do Christians with distinct

differences demonstrate the

scriptural phrase
thoroughly

"one

unity of the

body"

in

a

church? And what is the

was

involved with his Andhra surveys,

new

they had

worked for many years without

the

one

hand

other and

of employees and

alongside

time between

dependents

each other, but

made it

movements

studies of situafions

urged

viable church. So,

a

were

investigating

during

Sudra movements

soon

of the missions. At first, the two

they were

brought together a single research project,

along with Pickett's recommendations,

were

hi addition to these

focusing on mid-hidia.
Bishop Lapp

merged studies,

to

Pickett

a

a

sequel

each

to Christian Mass

India 's Heart }^

agreed to

question, "Why not here?"

24-person

complementing

1938, the lessons of that study,

The Mid-hidia Christian Council had

had asked his

the Council had set up

hi

seen as

published in

Movements in India which he called Christ 's Way

when

so

and, in contrast, studying fields where, after decades of effort, the church

essentially consisted
studies existed

dividing his

establishing

developments

no mass

A number of NCC-related churches and missions

1934-1935 Pickett ended up
on

of the

country where the reality of caste relationships

necessary for him to tum his attention to other fields where

where

meaning

dominates every aspect of life?

While Pickett

occurring.

and cultural

language

a

separate series of surveys

proposed the study in 1934,
hi the

Mass Movement Continuation

same

annual

meeting,

Committee, with
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Donald McGavran
Movement

as

its chair. McGavran also edited

Bulletin, which

Pickett who

was

to

help

came

lead

a

out

monthly, and,

in

a new

stencil-duplicated

Mass

addition, he kept in touch with

planning retteat during the

first week of April 1935 at

Chhindwara, located 62 miles north of Nagpiir.

Including
prayer

�

prayer. Pickett

especially group

revivals in other
"that

the leaders, 34 persons

we were

places.

"It

listening to

a

"Over and

is wise? How shall

over

we

modem Acts of the

the

was

came a

not its

decisive

With

on

questions

amazing

findings

so

much

as

every meeting in

to, but "the

about

Apostles.""

seven

exciting

On the third

evangelistic strategies

confi-onted

us:

'What shall

opportunities?'"'*

Sudra movements of the

its role in

helping

1935, the demands

bishops

on

focus

was

stories of

day ofthe

for mid-India. Hill

we

do about it? What

On the final

day of the

Telugu field."
importance

Out of the

of Chhindwara

to envision the survey that would mark

Pickett

Secretary for the

prevailed

seem

to grow. In

prevailed upon him.'"

upon him too, which meant

weeks of village-to-village

January, he took

Lucknow Annual Conference. He had

and the brethren" had

Mid-hidia Christian Council had
year with

major

for both Pickett and his protege.

the duties of Corresponding

new

the group with

substantial document of findings. However, the

turning points

not wanted

thinking

make the most of our

retreat, Pickett described the
reheat

regaled

in the retreat. A

seemed," reported the Reverend T. N. Hill of Jubbulpore,

reheat, Pickett led the group in

reported:

participated

peregrination.

And

now

the

inaugurating the

This bundle of fi-esh
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commitments
Pickett

reported

make its

sooner

two

apparently made

the NCC Executive Committee

bit nervous, for when

his Sudra movement progress at the end of April,

completion his

the better

�

first

a

What he

priority.

if possible,

reports by then:

by year's

scientific and

a

was

leaming

end. In fact,

popular

and the latter for mission boards and the
go back to

a

needed to be shared

they decided

that he should prepare

one, the former for workers

feedback

his

on

the

�

on

general public. They thought, too,

Telugu country beforehand to get

him to

they implored

findings

the

ground,

that he should

from the local

leaders.''

When

he got

back to Lucknow, Waskom leamed that Ruth's mother, Elizabeth, whose

health had been

to

a

Delhi

precarious

hospital.

The loss

On

was

for

some

time,

Monday moming,

deeply felt,

not just

was

gravely ill.

In late

June 17, she died.

by the family,

but

by dozens

Lucknow, Bombay and Delhi. Elizabeth Fisher Robinson had
she had lived it

splendidly.

and

a

was

few

thankfiil to know he

days

"His wails

later she

were

most

He would stop and

saw a

was

son

hear

as

carrying his

dead

baby.

of friends in

an

easy

nearly 44

got dysentery and died. It

safe with the Father. Cholera

Hindu father

pitiful to

uncover

not had

She had been married to John Robinson

her second year of marriage, their infant
but she

May, she was admitted

was a

was

life, but
years. In

great loss,

very bad

She wrote to

he cried out, 'Mera baba, Mem baba

mar

then,
a

gaya.'^^

the child's face and kiss him and then his wails would

afresh. I wanted to tell him of our

hope

in Christ." Twelve years later, her

friend:

begin

youngest
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daughter, Miriam, got dysentery too,
But Elizabeth's faith and constant

sacrificed

a

great deal

help

to

and for

care

a

while it seemed she would not

brought her through.

work." One of Elizabeth's great loves
away

women

as

�

the

same

at the

though,

the Picketts'

Indian churchmen who

were

her

soon

summer

preaching

path,

more

than

and

sermons.

whom shall

we

go?

The text ofthe first

movement

Timothy: "Keep

enough

reports.

brought

a

summer

he had

Pickett had

agreed to

lecturing

Bombay to

summer

heat to

preached regularly

serve as

acting pastor.'"

to the many missionaries and

a

few weeks each

September 1,

he would

Simon Peter's affirmation: "Lord, to

that which is committed to

on

the

aspect of their ministry, and he would

one was

seclusion to work

by

give

check which

thou hast the words of eternal life."" The text ofthe last

Paul's admonition to
also gave Pickett

on some

when invited

out of the fierce

part of that congregation for

forty of them

she loved to

fi-om Lucknow to

^well into the 1940s. This year, between June 30 and

counsel with

Robinson in his

Bishop

follow.''

previous

�

she

bishop's

WCTU," she smiled. That's

to the

Robinsons'

�

preach 19

birthday,

path took them

Church in Landour. This

He would continue in that role

summer

along the

with

legendary. Once,

birthday gift

their Mussoorie retreat. The

Kellogg

was

Picketts would

path the

For now,

Clump,

her all

was one

growing flowers, which

surprise tea-party on

she left. "This is my

people remembered

Delhi

Fir

a

was

in fact,

generosity,

ofthe church to

she gave them
how

Her

even more.

Mrs. John Robertson

her husband in his difficult work. As another

wife, Satyawati Chitambar, wrote, "Mrs. Robinson

recover.

his

one was

thy trust.""' Mussoorie

heavy correspondence

and

mass
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in the

Although
he had

no

idea just how

able to continue in the

put it

summer

pivotal

of 1935 Pickett

giving

some

thought

to the

the next few months would be. He knew he

movement

mass

was

future,

might

not be

work, but he connected it with finances. As he

to R. E. Diffendorfer at the Mission Board:

I desire

that my service to the church in India may be in the position in
which I may do the best work for the kingdom as a whole. Whether that
.

.

.

field of service will lie in
Since

cannot say.

church

a

our own

church

in interdenominational work I

I have received fi-om
retuming
ofthe mass
presentation
...

response to my

is most

or

.

.

.

all branches of the

study that
discouraging handicaps
for my salary and
be forthcoming to carry
movement

but I have labored under the most

gratifying,
I have
financially.

often had to wait for weeks

...

expense bills. Whether it is likely that money will
on this mass movement work much longer is I think doubtfial.
As for the

possibility that he might be

With

elected to the

episcopacy,

.

.

he very much doubted it.

possibility that Central Conference may ask me, as you
suggest,
episcopal office, I believe that is not likely to happen.
While I have not been in a position for many months to leam much of the
talk among our people on the subject, I understand fi-om the few who have
spoken ofthe matter to me that there is general feeling that the Central
Conference is not in a position at this time to commit itself to the support of
a second bishop.
Also there seems to be considerable doubt whether the
Central Conference
ought ever to elect non-hidians.'*
regard

to the

to enter

the

.

.

.

.

On October 13, 1935,

.

.

something happened

that set hidia abuzz,

including

missionaries. In the little town of Yeola, 131 miles northeast of Bombay

flies, where

the

conference.

Dr. Bhimrao

depressed

classes ofthe

Ramji

Bombay Presidency were holding

y^mbedkar made

an

startling

The very fact that 12,000 Untouchables had

for

although,

as

come

all the
the

crow

their annual

announcement.

together was startling in itself,

in recent years, such convocations had become

more

common, this was the
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largest

ever

w^itnessed in the

in the untouchable

This year,

Bombay Presidency.

community that

declaration, which would put

their leader

caste Hindus

on

planned

however,

to make

notice that

a new

an

the word

was

out

unprecedented

day had arrived.

As

Pickett put it:
To the

depressed

classes' leaders who

in the confidence of Ambedkar

were

in every part of hidia, it was known that he was about to make an epochal
statement. They had been secretly informed.
As he spoke, a group of
...

thirty

men

order that

of the United Provinces
as soon as

[were]

...

in session in Lucknow in

Ambedkar made his declaration,

resolution of agreement with him. Several leaders in
prepared a statement in advance.''
B. R.

fortunate for

Ambedkar, the fourteenth child of a Mahar family, had been unusually

someone

of untouchable

parents and the patronage of a
had

come

into the

public

he

�

eye at

a

background. Through the

was

of the Mahar caste

pay caste Hmdus

obtain their

their

rights

had heroic

heavily to

tank,

own

in

a

as

it

water.

way

was

as

was a

�

in other

Bombay barrister who

places.

was

held at

Untouchables had to

draw water form them from the local tank. Since, however,

called,

was a

technically public tank, they had

So, Ambedkar led the 5,000

they had been told

from birth

impact. Delegates went back to

themselves. Many of them

efforts sacrifice of his

similar conference in 1927. The conference

Mahad, about 70 miles south of Bombay. There,

the Chawdar

they might pass a
sympathy with him

persuaded

touchable Hindus and to stop

begging

their

to the

places

with

some

to assert

do. The little rebellion

a new

their fellow Untouchables to
for bread, hi

legal right to

tank, helping them

they could not

own

a

vision of

begin dressing

places, they started

like

schools, hi

others. Untouchables demanded that existing schools take their children. Meanwhile, the
Sanatanist Hindus in Mahad purified their invaded tank by drawing from it 108

ghagars
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(jars)

of water, which

manh-as over it

they mixed with

poured back

�

dung

cow

into the tank. The

and

�

once

then

priests

Brahman

priests

had

pronounced the

tank

spoken

"purified,"!""
Over the next several years, and
be

recognized

as

the

over

leading spokesperson

against

Gandhi's claim, Ambedkar

throughout

India like

Ambedkar addressed his Yeola audience for
lack of movement

now

were

time to make

on

a

outside

the

�

an

definitive step. And since the
their Hindu roots

course was

�

and

a

came

a

half underscoring the

changes.

indignities

were

thunderbolt.

hour and

the part of caste Hindus to accept any

directly related to

to

for the Untouchables. So when he made his

announcement, which had been rumored in the press and which Hindu leaders
fearful he would make, it reverberated

came

He said that it

was

Untouchables had to endure

from within Hinduism, not from the

inevitable. In his words:

The

depressed classes have been unsuccessful in their efforts to bring about a
change of heart and it is futile to waste our energies and money in further trying to
get redress and work in harmonious cooperation. After deeply pondering the way
out, I have come to the conclusion that the best way is complete severance from
the Hindu fold."'

Ambedkar then said that he
that. But he could do
you, I will not die

a

was

bom

a

Hindu and there

something] Taking

a

was

deep breath,

he

nothing he

could do about

boomed, "I solemnly assure

Hindu!""'

Ambedkar concluded his

speech by calling

on

Untouchables to separate

themselves from Hinduism. After discussion, the conference delegates unanimously

passed

a

resolution

instmcting the depressed classes

to abandon the

stmggle

for

equal
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status within Hinduism and to commit themselves to

a

fiiture apart from its

indignities

and indifference/'
As director of the National Christian Council's Mass Movement

was

much interested in Ambedkar's statement. He leamed of it while

in South hidia.

Donohugh

Upon retuming

Study,

on a

Pickett

speaking tour

home to Lucknow at the end of October, he wrote T. S.

at the Mission Board:

You will have heard of the sensation that has been created

throughout

India

by the

declaration of Dr. Ambedkar, national leader of the depressed classes, before an
audience of 10,000 of his followers in a big conference near Nasik in the Bombay

Presidency, that he had determined that he will not die as a Hindu and
recommending that all of his followers renounce Hinduism and try to find
elsewhere a religion that will meet their needs. The conference unanimously
adopted his recommendation and since then the depressed classes have been
meeting in hundreds of places all over India and adopting resolutions of
agreement or disagreement with him. Hindus are maneuvering desperately to stop
what may well be a general exodus of these classes from Hinduism. The
Mohammedans are making desperate efforts to capture them, the Sikhs and the
Buddhists are also competing for them, but there can be little doubt that Dr.
Ambedkar's own purpose is to tum his people towards Christianity. He is quoted
as having said privately to several people that he is personally a firm believer in
the gospel of Jesus Christ and plans to confess the Christian faith and seek
admission to the Church

sooner or

later.

parts of India I am being urged to drop other work and go to
in order to help direct these people to Christ and help the Christian

From many

Bombay

Unfortunately the Church in the Bombay
spirit and staff to meet this challenge.**"

Church to fit itself to receive them.

Presidency is poorly equipped
With his letter, Pickett enclosed

a

in

number of related

The prospect of any substantial

turning en

masse

to

Christianity was

Organizing to receive them
one

they knew

would be

a

and to

as

help

clippings.

part of India's 60 million low-caste people

unnerving

as

it

was

them understand

monumental task

a

exciting to Christian

faith

greatly different

requiring personnel

and financial

leaders.
from the

resources
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not

presently available. Moreover, they had

commonly

encountered

reinforced

by

the

so

such

paganization

a move

could

of Christianity

from the

depressed

of the church. Even

in Constantine's

people

perception

even

reminded everyone, is

a

a

as

low-caste

so

abandoning

"It

matter of personal decision.

an

M. K. Gandhi

embracing
was

Others

questioned
a

hi 1932

had

Stanley Jones

never

Gandhi's

approach was

envisioned this

to

soon

having

to

come

oppression that were

they were engaged

in

happening through voluntary reform

loggerheads

untouchability.
words, will they

What

or

we

will

not interested in

a

long

run

on

they not give

us

social

They

of untouchability. He

^through

�

in

to

untouchables. But

doing

away with

do away with caste, hi other

equality?""*

Ambedkar and his followers did not trust the hidian National

Gandhi to represent them because ofthe

peoples.

into Ambedkar.

the part of caste Hindus

they will

how

conversation at the jail gate.

temple-entry or

want to know is whether

over

the lot of India's low-caste

repentance, deeds of love and service, and the opening of temples
are

more

to terms with Ambedkar's

purify Hinduism through the removal

Ambedkar told Jones; "We

the motives of

of Christianity.

had gone to visit Gandhi in jail and had

before met, but

faith, they

move, it would be

announcement too. For years, Ambedkar and Gandhi had been at
to deal with the humiliation and

It did

certainly might.

decision and be real Christians. Christian

of Hinduism than

Meanwhile,

would be

again.""' Many doubted whether masses of

Ambedkar, suggesting that if he and his followers made such
an

religion

classes. Others resurrected the old fear of

Stanley Jones admitted,

time, and it might do

make such

lots of questions. Some worried that the

paucity of their efforts

Congress

or

in the past. Gandhi's
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protectionist approach
depressed classes,

�

insistence

refusal to

on

voluntary change,

recognize Untouchables

Muslims), advocacy of symbolic change
elimination of caste

over

^was, in Ambedkar's

�

nothing
the

at all.

Yet, Gandhi would

only acceptable path

provide

the

Congress.

cure.

and

not

as a

structural

mobilizing the

minority (like

change,

mind, pious idealism,

budge.

that, since

aversion to

and

Sikhs and

antipathy to

h would

the

accomphsh

He insisted that reform from within

caste Hindus were the cause,

Untouchables, therefore, should

do

only they could

nothing-except trust him

Proof of their trustworthiness would be the

opening

of the

was

temples

and

to

Untouchables.
Like

Ambedkar, Pickett regarded Gandhi's position dubiously. As he wrote

to

the Mission Board's R. E. Diffendorfer:
In South

India,

Mr. Gandhi's

campaign in behalf ofthe Harijans is getting
underway.
quoted yet but I think it is clear that the main
body of Gandhi's associates have a religio-political purpose which is stronger than
all their other purposes. They are driving to get Hindu temples open to the
Harijans. But the men who are doing that are themselves not in the habit of going
to the temples for worship. The orthodox, devout Hindus who go to the temples
want to keep the Harijans out. But the secularized politicians who want to keep
the Harijans within the Hindu fold to increase or safeguard Hindu political power
are demanding that the temples be
opened. They are working hard in areas where
the Harijans have become Christians and when occasionally they get some temple
opened to the Harijans, then they put pressure upon Christians to go there to
worship. In some cases they have printed postcards renouncing Christianity and
have put pressure upon men in their power because of employment, or debts, or
for some other reason, to sign those cards. Most of those who have signed have
immediately informed the Church that they did so under compulsion and want
I would not

their renunciation to be

care

to be

ignored."'

Pickett continued to hear from those in the church who

everything

and go to

Bombay to

meet with Ambedkar.

thought he should drop

Among them were Jones,
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Azariah,

and

Hodge/*

with his letter

a

current studies.

leaders in
the

man

early November,

he

agreed

and wrote to

copy of Christian Mass Movements in India and

However, he thought it

Bombay

who

hi

as

important

brief account of his

a

to confer with church and mission

about the church's readiness to receive

might bring

Ambedkar, sending

a

large

influx

as

it

was

to

see

it about."'

Meanwhile, Ambedkar's

movement continued to

gather

steam. On

Monday,

November 11, Pickett wrote to Diffendorfer:
This

Harijan movement away from Hinduism is assuming huge proportions.
Nothing quite so far-reaching has happened in India in generations. The
accompanying clipping will give you an idea of the intensity of feeling and the
absoluteness ofthe break with Hinduism.'"
Pickett's observation

came

not

just

from the newspapers

he had gone to Jones' Lucknow ashram to hear

Ambedkar's

reasons

untouchable but
the

grievances

was

of the

for

turning

in the Hindu Mahasabha and hi Mr. Gandhi,"

spoke

and

the

one

a

was

not

an

on

of their "utter lack of confidence

accusing Gandhi

force that had eased their burdens and

Afterwards, in

who

explain Dr.

eloquently in Hindi

and those

temple-entry and anti-touchability of being politically motivated.''

Christianity as

previous Saturday

spokesperson,

origin, spoke passionately

classes. He also

The

leaders of the movement

from Hinduism." Their

of upper class

depressed

area

though.

given

advocating

The group affirmed
them

hope.

five-minute conversation with two of the leaders, Pickett

mentioned his book, his current studies, and about the

changes Christianity was making

in the lives of many untouchable Christians. The two

men were

and wanted to

come

by his

house the next

day. When they came

immediately interested
to the door at 10:30 the
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next

moming, they had

and four

general secretary,
Provinces
to

Hodge

four

Depressed

more men

more

with them. The six

men

included the president,

members of the executive committee ofthe Umted

Classes Association.

They met

for two hours

as, "in some ways the richest two hours of my

life," and

best two hours of my life."'' He related the details of their time

�

to

described

by Pickett

Diffendorfer

together

as

as

"the

follows:

They wanted to discuss certain matters out of my book and certain other
issues. They were thrilled when I told them of my more recent study of
middle caste conversions in the Telugu country and said "that is what we
want, not a mere change of rehgion, but one that will make us and our
people leaders of a new movement for the regeneration of India." Their
chairman said, "You must put these facts before Dr. Ambedkar." They then
telegraphed to Dr. A. to fix a time.
These men said they were clear not only that they must leave Hinduism
but that they must become Christians, that, however, their goal must not be
publically revealed until they have a million people in India ready to move
together into the Christian faith. With a million people pledged to a joint
declaration they say they can carry the overwhelming majority of the 70
million of their people with them. There will be an All-India Conference in
Lucknow Dec. 25-27 and they have asked me to serve with a small secret
Committee of their leaders in arranging for the Conference. They also
suggest that a Conference be arranged to take place a little later between
.

.

.

their leaders and leaders of the Indian Christians and British and American

missionaries.'"
Pickett also reported the meeting to Stanley Jones, adding

to what he had told

Diffendorfer:

They confessed that there is some sentiment among their people in
becoming Mohammedans, but all these men agreed in saying that

favor of

been concemed about their troubles, or helped them
in any way, while Christians had already helped them immensely and were in their
judgement entirely responsible for the present awakening."

Mohammedanism has

Despite

never

his excitement about the

Pickett continued

to be

troubled

potential

by the ill-prepared

of this ultimate

mass

movement,

state of the church to receive such
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large

numbers should

they follow

he wrote the

example,

following

Ambedkar into

Christianity.

On November 21, for

to Dr. W. A. Wilhams in New

Jersey:

This appears to be a situation of unrivaled importance. We spend hundreds of
thousands of dollars spread over a generation to try to get the people of a single
like Calcutta

Bombay interested in the Christian Gospel and now when the
leaders of 70 million people determine to abandon a religion of idolatry and caste
to seek one that offers reality and equality, we do not have the funds to provide
literature and few men to warm their hearts with personal testimony and service.
One ofthe most serious handicaps is the immobility of missionary resources;
people and funds are bound down to specific purposes and the biggest and best
opportunities pass by neglected.'*

city

The

depressed

or

big meeting

came on

November 24. Pickett,

accompanied by two

class leaders firom Lucknow, met with Ambedkar from

seven

ofthe

to nine in the

evening."
Pickett
of the

began the

conversation

depressed classes, his

leading

to the Poona

gracious.

third, fourth, fifth, eighth,
planned to

work at the Round Table

Pact, and his

He said he had

by complimenting

chapters

finish the book in the next few

leadership

Conference, his negotiations

recent declaration. Dr. Ambedkar

already read with interest
and last

Ambedkar for his

was

equally

and encouragement the first, second,

of Christian Mass Movements in India. He

days.'*

Pickett asked Ambedkar if he'd had much contact with Christians. Ambedkar
said that, while in London, he attended church often
While

a

doctoral student at Columbia

with the librarian and
and he studied the

a

couple

of the

�

in fact,

regularly,

University in New York,

professors

history ofthe papacy.

at

a

year.

he had become friends

nearby Union Theological Seminary,

He also mentioned Isaac Foot,

member of Parliament who had assisted him

for about

greatly at

a

Christian

the Second Round Table
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Conference. And he said that he had

recently been studying

the

Gospels

and the letters of

Paul.
From there Ambedkar's conversation tumed to Christian missions. He asserted

that missions had

First,

poorly represented

Jesus in hidia. He adduced three

many missionaries had

compromised

with Brahmans,

respect it didn't deserve, histead of always listening
like Jesus, been attimed to the cries ofthe

Second, Christians in hidia were

to the

reasons:

giving Hinduism

a

Brahmans, they should have,

oppressed.
too

"otherworldly."

kinds of human need, but missionaries seemed

more

Jesus

was

interested in all

concemed with salvation from

a

speculative hell.
Third, missionaries had
social order and had,

not

adequately adapted their methods

consequently, produced

leaders with httle social conscience. He

described church leaders in Maharashtra of being
of obhgation to anyone, "not
would not

care

But

to

even

their fellow Christians in the

Christianity in the New Testament,

what Ambedkar had

places.

completely self-centered with no
villages."

He

said,

sense

"I

accept responsibility for producing any more Christians of that type."

it has the sort of dynamic that my

some

to the hidian

seen

He gave

people need."

said Ambedkar, "touches
Pickett

responded that,

in Maharashtra, New Testament

examples

caste Hindus into the church and

of converts from the

even

serving

as

me

deeply

.

.

in contrast to

Christianity was working

in

depressed classes bringing higher-

their ministers. Ambedkar

"That is what I want� equality and the removal of all discriminations based

rejoined,
on

caste."

.
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Ambedkar said that he
the

about the

gone to

see

and the

Pope had responded

Pope

Ambedkar said he left

not interested in

was

complaints

that those

personal

which my

live." When Pickett

can

that the Christian church could do

to

their

promise

him

because his

turning

would take

generations

prepared

was

responded

anything to

people's

that

end his

no one

could

hidia,

to resolve.

in heaven and

on

troubles than what it

people's

was

glad

to meet

earth. Pickett asserted that

already being

"I want

said,

possibly promise

escape from their troubles would

Christ, Ambedkar said that he

deeds

once

to do to remove the disabilities under

what he couldn't deliver. Certain Mohammedans, he

everything

promises

to

problems

do and is

Christian

on

of the Adi Dravida converts in South

assessment of Christianity, Ambedkar

to know what the

aheady doing,

He had

disgusted.

As to Ambedkar's

people

evolutionary change.

done. "That would

mean

a

him

was

ultimately depend

someone

who hesitated

offered, had promised

better

measure

than

Christianity surely,"

said

Ambedkar.
Ambedkar sfressed that he could not

it would risk
"but not

an

alienating

People

who

were

friendly to

him. "I have

never

remain

a

open

people,

Hindu. "Hinduism is not

of every caste should flee from it

extracted nectar from

to lead my

an

was

his

goal,

because

mind," he said,

but I

might

and go elsewhere if they would not go with me." He underscored,

that he could

Hinduism."

state which faith

empty mind. I know where I would like

possibly compromise
however,

some

now

poison,

let them

as

from the

begin to

plague.

a

religion but

a

disease.

When Hindus have

talk of extracting salvation from
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Pickett told Ambedkar that he had heard he

responded, "Sometime

was an

ago I would not have been insulted

atheist. Ambedkar

by

such

a

statement, but I do

not think it is correct."

Pickett said, "Your opponents say you

are

not interested in

religion but

are

playing politics."
Ambedkar answered

quietly, "Yes,

have attacked the central need of my

that is the Hindu line to discredit

people,

which is

a

decent

religion,

and

me.

one

But I

that has

the power to lift."

Ambedkar

momentarily shifted

influence of shrewd Hindu
said.

Especially C.

politics

could be

separated

from

way, and I

am

am

that

sacrificing them
ever

not

pray?"

a man

like Gandhi and

What could I

a move.

not to

some

no one

but

under the

He

pitied them,

he

my people

gain in a pohtical
point

sense,

as

the other

for the sake of religion."

asked Pickett.

themselves,

some

were

compelled

against him,

to

But at the

pray."

the Muslims

were

Englishmen kept their sympathies quiet

and Gandhi would grant him

power outside of myself came to my

help."

like that." But he seemed uncertain whether his
weakness.

or

of prayer, but sometimes I feel

antagonize the Hindus,

Natarajan.

All of my personal interests

Round Table Conference�when the Hindus

interested in

come

Then, rehiming to Pickett's question, he added, "What

way?

religion, by such

"Do you
"I

propagandists

F. Andrews.

played

to missionaries who had

He

nothing

�

"Then 1

so as

prayed,

and

added, "Several times it has been

resorting to

prayer

was a

sfrength

or a
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Twice Ambedkar asserted that he
want to

save

my

hell to which the

religion

a

people

from the hell

theologians

that works to

uplift

may

was

not interested in

they are living

assign them,"

and free,

just

as

in and

am

theological religion.

not

worrying

"I

about any

he said. Then he added, "We must have

Hinduism works

to debase and

...

enslave."
Ambedkar affirmed the value of churches and pastors: "The church is essential,

for

a

our

rehgion must be

communal and social, but every

frained man." Then he retrieved

the

a

became

as a

fragedy if millions

Buddhists,

and missions make

Arya Samaj ists.

contacts with his

may have to go with them in

a

with him.

Unity was

In

light of that,

people, adding,

he

Christians this

year."

said, "I'd be glad

of

that churches

"I can't carry them alone. I

people were

250,000 have become

to hear that

himself, he said, "I might have difficulty in being

orthodox Christian." However, he added that he had

philosophical difficulties

spoke

direction I do not choose."

every year, he
As for

leader,

vital. He would

urged

When Pickett asked Ambedkar if he knew that 125,000 of his

becoming Christians

a

of his followers became Moslems, while other millions

and still others

more

need

theme from earlier in the conversation and

necessity of carrying the majority of his people

regard it

congregation will

no

wish to

an

promulgate his

either.

Pickett felt Ambedkar had been frank with him. As he finished his summary, he
also noted that Ambedkar

been

given the privilege

special destiny.

"He

apparently

feh

keenly that

of an education and other

beheves,"

wrote

his life

was

advantages

not his own, that he had

for

a reason

...

for

Pickett, "that the hand of God is upon him."

some
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Both Pickett and his two

leaning toward Christianity.
Ambedkar.

When his

They came

train

out

companions thought

The next

saying,

day the

"We

see no

arrived in Lucknow, Pickett

summary of the interview. A few

two

days later,

men

that Ambedkar had hinted he
had another
in

hope except

packed

meeting with

Christianity.'"'

immediately dictated
he

was

from his notes,

for another

trip

a

south. From his

calendar he calculated that between December 15 and March 1, he would have just four

days

at

home, including Christmas. Then, about March 10

Conference
who

were

he would be

�

about to enter

Pickett's

Singh.

leaving

for America,

�

in time for General

accompanied by Elizabeth

big post-Christmas

quadrennial

Conference had been
Chitambar. With
consensus

that

event

was

to be the survey with McGavran and

bishop was

on

the

elect its

Robinson's retirement

bishop

January 6, 1936,

session ofthe Central Conference met. In 1928, Central

given authority to

Bishop

a new

was

own

bishops

anticipated

and it had elected J. R.

in

1936, there

agenda, they were

sure

the Conference would

�

had been

�

of which Pickett had for years been

progressing very expeditiously.

thirds ofthe votes would
would

come

come

up, but neither he

strong

In

fact,

at this

from Indians.*" Pickett knew there

nor

Ruth

were

hospitable to

such

a

choose

and should

�

�

was a

needed. When the Picketts leamed that the election of a

hidian. The hidianization of the church

advocate

Miriam,

college.

In between Christmas and the survey, from December 28 until

the seventeenth

and

a

conference,

was a

fervent

two-

chance his

development.

an

name

With

a
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bishop

in the

family, they knew

too well the demands and sacrifices of the office. And

with the memory of Elizabeth Robinson's
would make

family life were

on

when the time came, the

There

people

still fresh,

passing

inevasible. However,
were

of one mind

as

thoughts

according to

to the person

of the exactions it

the Indian

they

Witness,

should select:

several present in the conference who might have been chosen
and who would have filled the office with credit. This was widely
were

but there

very general agreement that in a very special way,
"The hour and the man" had met. On the first ballot the Reverend

recognized

was

J. Waskom
votes cast

When the result

Pickett, D.D., received more than the necessary two-thirds of the
and was declared elected.*'

was

announced, it

was

except by Pickett. But, though he had
withdraw "since the election took
than

eight votes."*' Reluctantly,
On

received with great enthusiasm and

place

on

he went

the first ballot with

Sunday evening, January 5, 1936,

delegates

and fiiends. The service

occasion. While the

procession

of those

in

taking part

E.

Badley, Bishop

Stanley Jones,

Fred M. Perrill.

as a

"How Firm

J. R. Chitamber and

then

Methodist

was

packed

dignity befitting the
a

Foundation," the

pairs to

Bishops

getting more

began to cry.*'

The church

bishop.

in the service marched in

leading,

else

Jubbulpore's Enghsh

conducted with

congregation stood, singing

On Kin and the Reverend Amar Das
B. T.

was

no one

When Ruth heard, she

along.

Church, Jarrell Waskom Pickett was consecrated
with

for the job, he felt he could not

appetite

no

rejoicing,

the front: Reverend U

J. W. Robinson and

Bishop-elect Pickett,

Drs. L. O. Hartman and

and the two presenters, the Reverends S. K. Mondol and

Upon arriving

while the rest went onto the

at the ahar

platform

rail.

and stood

Dr. Pickett and the

facing

presenters stopped,

the audience. Then

came

another
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congregational hymn,

"The Church's One

Collect, led by Bishop Robinson, and

hymn,

Foundation," led by Bishop Chitamber; the

so on

until the

"All Hail the Power of Jesus' Name," led

L. O. Hartman

them

making

presented

a

message

on

of hands and the fmal

by Bishop Badley.

preparing

for greater

After the service,

spiritual triumphs,

Christ

possible.*"

Despite the moving service, however,
the Conference
in the

laying on

was

the

special

tribute

given

to

in

some

ways the most

Bishop Robinson,

poignant part

who would be

of

retiring

spring.

A WEEK LATER,

McGavran and

as

promised,

George

H.

Pickett

Singh

was en

route to central India to

join Donald

in what looked to be his last survey. Due to his

responsibilities, though,

he had to shorten his commitment from six and

five.

pressed him very hard

Stanley Jones

had

The Mid-India
Harda

on

the

helped nail
percent

as

it

came

to be

of January 13 and ended

down the

over

that looked

night

Study,**

study

areas:

the past decade

(1)

on

give

to

up all but three

or

February

(2)

new

half weeks to

weeks.*'

called, began with the team's arrival
18 at

the rate of conversion

(1921-1931);

a

A.

Champa.

at

Two criteria had

growth had to

be 200

the mission needed to be in

a

or more

situation

highly promising.*'

With Pickett's

enormously frill schedule

during the previous months,

of writing,

speaking,

and

it had been left to McGavran to do most ofthe

work. However, because of his

experience with the Satnami

consuhing

organizational

survey, he knew Pickett's
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routine. To

finance the

help

study,

each mission

paid

one

half of 1 percent of their

evangelistic budget.**
The

38-day tour would be

an

exhausting one

interviewing, evening conferences, debriefing

�

typical day unfolded
1

.

The

would arrive and

2. The first set-up

the situation with the

census

English speakers,

many had been reached
was

so

far, how

hi this

many castes

see

careful

was

distributed

through the

logistically reachable,

and distributed.

about failures

fiiture.

analysis

of

meeting they reviewed population maps,

or

and how the

They were

reversions and their causes, how

they were progressing spiritually,
They

area, how

The team wanted to hear

and about the

also asked in advance for maps to be

prepared indicating where the growth was taking place, for
on

full. A

to understand where the caste under

were

in the church, how

conceming the

a

documents to support the statements.

history ofthe work,

were now

mission's estimates

many

presently organized

statements about the work and to

interested too in the

packed

meeting would take place. This involved

consideration lived, what its numbers were, how it

force

be

unpack!''^

statistics, and mission records in order

missionary

day would

follows:

as

team

every

for all. Travel, set-up,

accurate historical statements

past attitudes of the mission toward group movements, and for records showing how

they used their evangelistic
firom their

villages,

if leaders from among the converts

were

being organized,

there

were

for

money. The team also asked if converts

what methods of instmction

baptism,

and whether there

were

were

were

any

were

being used,

being used,

how the churches

what

giving requirements.

being removed

requirements
Some
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information would have been mailed to the team ahead of time:

work, communications with the sponsoring board
reports

�

anything

that would "throw

sent to McGavran who made

a

light on

the

or

.

.

print materials about the

society, policy papers, regular
history

.

of the work." These

checklist of each item received

so

that

were

all

they could be

retumed upon the team's arrival.
3. The second set-up
with Indian co-workers in

additional

questions

4.

to selected

distance,

or

was

essentially a conference

Hindi, during which Pickett and other team members asked

about the work and the field.

Village visitation

villages

meeting would happen. This

would get

and conduct their interviews.

road conditions,

or some

inaccessible to them, arrangements

With their

underway.

travel

Where, because of geographical

other reason,

were

helpers, they would

important villages

made ahead of time for

would be

representatives

to

come

to the interviewers.

5.

possible, but

the schedule did not

6. A

During

that

would be conducted. These took

Inspirational services

always

whenever

allow for it.

The

debriefing would occur.

place

debriefing meeting usually lasted an hour.

time, they reviewed the interview schedules, shared impressions, and

discussed questions that had

come

up

during the day.

After Pickett's election to the

episcopacy,

rework the schedule, but with ten fewer

important fields remained.
surveys later on.�

It

was

days,

there

McGavran had done his best to

was no

agreed, therefore,

way to do it all. Two

that McGavran would

oversee

those
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The reports of the mid-hidia team

enormously useful analyses

principles

and

strategies

and

insights

provided

many of them, not

�

are some

the need to mobilize and concentrate

.

Using the

ofthe famihar

resources

the

advisabihty of focusing

3.

the

advantage

4.

the drawbacks ofthe mission station

5.

the

damage

6.

the

importance

7.

the

advisability of establishing daily worship (92)"

The
have been

significance

of using

done

of the

mission where A. C. Brunk and
A.

Lapp

as

analyses

For

help

which

was

blaze

fresh

a

something,

path.

And

(p. 51)

Pickett-McGavran-Singh

the

study made

(p. 75)

research team

ofthe American Mennonite

ministered has been since described

sober, penetrating critiques ofthe

produced."''

McGavran, the mid-hidia

onto

(p. 32)

But the best

measure

of their value

participating missions took the

was

counsel ofthe

they obtained.''

meant that it revealed many fi-esh

Pickett

of the

Bishop George Lapp

ever

Christian

points:

groups instead of individuals

example,

the apparent seriousness with which the
team and the

on

"one of the most

American Mennonite Mission

castes

of

approach (p.43)

social dislocation

For

with

unpaid lay evangelists (p. 32)

of focusing

recognized by many.

by historian John

by

receptive

area

(p. 22-23)

2.

on

study

surprisingly, applications

Pickett had laid out in his first volume.

Missions in Mid-India edition of the reports, here
1

the missions in each

that

although

survey

proved to

opportimities.

by questioning
it would be

But the

old

be "most

revealing," by which he

experience

assumptions,

also confirmed that

he had

nearly two decades until

managed to

McGavran
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published his Bridges of God,
world, had he

the book with which he

not realized the value of Pickett's

began

insights,

discovered their intemational relevance, and had he not

communicating
Pickett's

powerfiil

Pickett's ideas,
ideas

the concepts until the

we

ideas would

probably have

might

have known

might never have

into the

going to

never

met their

potential.

demanding adminisfrative
take

than that, to

a

McGavran to

bring

keep

for

Bishop

and invited guests

and

and had he not, later on,

tirelessly worked

world could

no

at

and

refining

longer ignore them,

died in 1930s India. Thus, without

McGavran, but without McGavran, Pickett's

With Pickett

moving

oversight responsibilities

Pickett's

missiological

budding insights

away from his research

ofthe

from

episcopacy,

fading

away

it

and,

was

more

them into frill bloom.

On February 29, the Methodist

reception

missiological

to stir the

Episcopal

Church of Lucknow held

J. Waskom Pickett and his

were

family.

there to greet them when

they

a

congratulatory

Between 400 and 500 old fiiends

arrived. Afterwards, Fred Perrill,

editor of the Indian Witness, wrote this:
The welcome extended to

Bishop

and Mrs. Pickett in Lucknow is

typical

of

regard in which they are held by all members of the church in India.
They will be welcomed in Bombay and should some future day bring them
back to Lucknow, as it very probably will, they will discover that their
the

welcome has grown with the
ft

was

of Lucknow

years.'"

understood that Pickett would be

assigned temporarily to

the

supervision

Conference, but with his father-in-law's retirement from the episcopacy
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coming

up at General Conference in

to the Delhi area, the Pickett

May,

family would

and

Bishop Badley' s consequent appointment

soon

be

moving to Bombay.''

The
On

Enghsh

Church at

Sunday evening, January 5, 1936, in this place,
as a Methodist Episcopal bishop.

consecrated

Jubbulpore
Jarrell Waskom Pickett
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Chapter

12

Politics and Conversion
But whatever Dr. Ambedkar may do, the Christian church has
perform and an opportunity to utilize in connection with the

a

duty to

Untouchables. Neither

began with Dr. Ambedkar 's declaration. The
always needed Christ and whenever the gospel has
'
widely proclaimed among them some have accepted him.

Untouchables have
been

�JWP

Thursday, May 7,
10:00

Fraternal

given,

The business

a.m.

greetings

and

Bishop

from

1936: the sixth

day of General Conference, just after

session, with Bishop
a

A. B. Leonard

is well

messenger ofthe Korean Methodist Church have

Pickett has been

given the

floor. Pickett unfolds

him from the office of the AU-hidia Adi Hindu
Lucknow. It is dated "4* March, 1936." He

declaration,

Presiding,

Depressed

explains

a

underway.

just been

letter addressed to

Classes Conference of

that the letter contains

a

which he has been asked to share with General Conference and leaders ofthe

MC while in America. He

begins reading:

Christian missionaries have
received the

gospel

come

and embraced

Many of our number have
Christianity. Some have reached high

to

our rescue.

positions and are looked on with respect. The rest of us who have received
education, and are now at the forefront of the fight for the rights of our
brethren, are largely the product of Christian missions.
Caste Christians, seeing the great work of the missionaries, have started
institutions, styling them for the uplift ofthe depressed classes, but the work
of these institutions is just the same as to depute the lion to educate the
452
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lamb,

or

the cat to reform the mice. These caste Hindus want

us to remain
when
tries
to
us.
Their religion is a
They object
anyone
help
sham. We renounce Hinduism as the inshnment of our
sufferings. Wewih

their slaves.
not remain

subject to it.
Reverend Sir [Pickett], we bring our condition before you with the
humble request that you place the same before the General Conference and
the Christians of America, appealing to them to help us from their vast
resources of
understanding and sympathy and material possessions. We are
sure that the liberty of our dumb millions can come
only through the grace
of the Lord Jesus Christ. We

see

in the Bible that He served the poor and
cause. His followers are bound to

needy

all His life and at last died in their

be

friends and

our

In conclusion

helpers.
beg to

ask that the General

Conference, the
Missionary Council, and the Christians of America pray the almighty Father
to save us from our oppressors and to enable us,
realizing his will for our
lives, to achieve in Jesus Christ the destiny for which God made us.
we

tells the session that the group is

Bishop Pickett, then,

now

enrolled in Bible classes

taught by Methodist laymen.'

May 22-24, 1936: two weeks later in Lucknow.

gather in

another national conference

Depressed Classes Association)

�

a

rambunctious

ofthe conference is

Hinduism
is

one

are

a

gathering

supposed to

by the

14

of the All-India

guest speakers

condemnation of Hinduism. Some of the

as

Indian provinces

in America. In fact, sometimes it is

Most of what is said

of intense detestation

seven

(The All-Religions Conference

"poison," "chloroform,"

duplicity on the part
was

rally.

from

the first of its kind. It does not boast the order and

decorum ofthe General Conference

like

Delegates

"a

on

metaphors

the

a

public day

used of

chain," and "traffic with. the devil." The mood

person after person describes acts of oppression and

of Hindus and Hindu reform movements.' The clamorous

have been

more

assembly

forum in which untouchable leaders could hear the

case

for
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alternatives to Hinduism. The

meeting was overly ambitious

But the

speech.

Moreover, Ambedkar (who
Prince"

precipitating event,

commented

�

predominated to

.

ill)

was

and not

not there

.

.

[what transpired was]

gathering

two:

of Untouchables

(1) they affirmed their
and

Hinduism;

conference also

question
at

a

was

a

added, "What

appointed

a

was

noisy mass meeting,

days

Harijans

for

was a

wherein Moslems

were

that followed the 14

number of resolutions,

hoped

largely

at

a

presentations,

including the following

confidence in Ambedkar and his declared exodus fi"om

(2) they resolved
a

to follow Ambedkar out of Hinduism themselves. The

study

they would hold

One of those
He

adopted

of conversion to another

conference

"Hamlet without the

the extent of 75 percent of the audience, and

numerical discount."" Nonetheless, in the two
the

adequately thought through.

�

editorial writer. The writer

one

responsible panchayat.

was

of course, had been Ambedkar's Yeola

appointed

probably one of the

committee to make recommendations

religion.'

The idea,

apparently,

was

on

the whole

to make

a

decision

in mid-1937.*
to the

several

study committee

depressed

was

B. Baldeo Pershad Jaiswar.

class leaders Pickett had met at Jones'

ashram, whose All-Indian Depressed Class Conference sponsored the All-Religions
Conference. It

was

Conference. At the

appointed

All-Religions Conference, Jaiswar, along with

to arrange for the

supporting

publishing

of a

new

several others,

was

Adi-Hindu Joumal and other literature

the Adi-Hindu movement.'

When the

leadership

fi-om him that Pickett received the letter to be read to General

All-Religions

ofthe NCC

were

�

Conference

dubious about

was

announced,

some

�

including the

getting involved. They were

afiraid

a
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Christian presence would ultimately do
Christian faith

were a

commodity in competition with

Christian leaders, however,
show

sohdarity with

the

than

more

mass

movement

especially

in

issues to it.' And

a

the conference with
NCC leaders,

a

use

"Harijan"

the term. The

same

as

up, if only to

latter group

The

was

ofthe 14 presenters at the

was

Christianity offered

equally part

of what it had to

significant enough to
including Ingram

was

got lots of

Fred M. Perrill, then the editor ofthe

dedicate the bulk of two
and McGavran,

promulgation

"the Lucknow

Conference

success, it

and action.'"

abhorrent and

came

out of

Among

group."

notable not

only for

its strong anti-Hindu

rhetoric but, also, for its anti-Gandhi sentiment. One of its resolutions

Gandhi's label

off as if the

commodities. Some

passed

he showed that

great

set of recommendations for

All-Religions

religious

come

fuse both these methods into one," he said.*

conference

they were tagged

It would

Among the

was one

that social transformation

group of missionaries,
a

other

classes.

study,

rehgious publications.

thought the

good.

that should not be

depressed

the conference itself was not

�

The

of the

glory of Christianity to

Indian Witness,

some

opportunity

Methodist pastor, who

personal salvation,

Though

publicity

a

Using Pickett's

"It is the

give.

saw an

plight

Reverend John Subhan,
conference.

harm than

more

insulting, along with

a

was a

rejection

request that others

of

not

resolution added: "This conference fiirther expresses its

dissatisfaction with the Harijan Movement launched by Mahatma Gandhi."" Not

surprisingly, therefore,
than

ever

Hindu criticisms of Ambedkar and his movement became harsher

in the weeks that followed the

All-Religions

Conference.
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The General Conference in America confirmed what every American Methodist in

hidia

already knew, that,

of September,

as

ofthe

Bombay Area, consisting

Conferences. However, the

Bombay, Gujarat, Hyderabad

family would not actually move

retum from America in late October

number of big

gatherings

�

The

trumpeted

venue was

Archbishop

of these

early November."

Philadelphia

Collegiate

Church

assemblages, though,

to be Cenfral

on

as a

and the

Mildmay "Movement

ftmd-raiser for

supporting

to the

there until after Pickett's

In the

meantime, Pickett told

all about the

including

mass

to be in London

was

Hall, Westminster,

�

assigned

and South India

and New York,

en

one

a

at

movements. The

route back to India.

October 8, with his Grace, the

of Canterbury presiding. The event, which

Missionary Council
conceived

or

in Boston,

Norman Vincent Peale's Marble
most

Pickett would be

Bishop

was

arranged by the Intemational

for World

a successor

Evangelisation,"

to Pickett in the

mass

was

movement

work of the NCC."
William Paton introduced the

Untouchables

as a

problem

and

meeting.

challenge.

The

that the movement of Untouchables to Christ

had read in the papers about the
"We

are

not

of India's

going

people," he

mass movements

the

mass

to take

and

new

Paton

depicted

Archbishop

was

prior to

political movements

the situation among the

of Canterbury made it clear

and

independent

of what

they

in behalf of the Untouchables.

part in any auction among political parties in India for the souls

declared. Then he told about Pickett's years of work

praised

his 1933 book.'" Pickett's

movements. He said

speech was

that, like the Archbishop, he had

no

studying

the

filled with stories of

desire to

see

the
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"wholesale and indiscriminate

Neither would he want to

referring
12,000

to the Yeola

baptisms"

multitudes taken into

see

event, he said that he

to leave the Hindu faith. For 45

blend of facts and anecdotes ofthe

every

ofthe age of Charlemagne

saw

a

repeated

church unable to

care

in hidia.

for them. But,

great significance in the decision of

minutes, Pickett mesmerized the audience with

mass

movements. Wrote

one

a

reporter: "We drank in

word."" Most ofthe hidian church papers, including the October 16 issue of the

Church Times,

reported

the

The Times

speech.

Souls of hidians.'" When Gandhi read it, he
The

hnperial Airways.'*

on a

slow-flying H.P.42

probably flew

was

was

indignant.

Croydon Aerodrome

He had left London's

^pilots

�

the route: London

titled, "No 'Auction' for the

in the Church Times, Pickett flew into

day his speech appeared

on

Karachi
before

same

piece

used to talk about its "built in

(Croydon),

Paris

(Le Bourget),

drag"

Basle

days

seven

�

and

(Birsfelden),

Genoa, Naples, Corfii, Athens (Phaeron Bay), Tobruk, Alexandria, Gaza, Rutbah,

Baghdad, Basra, Bushire, Lingeh, Jask, Gwadar,
included

overnight stays

and

stops

and

After

a

drove to

ship

on

was

bishop

called it "most

by today's

enjoyable."

hills, Waskom, Ruth, and Douglas left for

Bombay.

where Pickett

there. So

November 6. At the

flight

Landour to be with Ruth and the children.

their effects to

Bombay via Jubbulpore,

Council. McGavran
arrived

directly to

week of relaxation in the

Lucknow to arrange to

The

at unattended fuel stations in the desert and

standard would have seemed interminable, but the
From Karachi, Pickett went

finally Karachi."

was

The date

October 26.

They

spoke to the Mid-hidia Provincial

John R. Mott

meeting, plans

was

were

(in

hidia for his fifth

visit)

who had

made for McGavran and the Indian
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Church Committee to continue the work
in the

begun by Pickett, McGavran,

new

Memorial Church

Robinson

on

�

Pickett residence

was

in

one

ofthe twin towers of the Robinson

^named for John E. Robinson and buih

�

Sankli Street in

Byculla. Byculla was

northwest part of Bombay. The decade-old church

offices, residences for
were

a

missionary family and

passing through the city,

service, and

a

worship

speaking three
high

Singh earher

year.'*
The

who

and

a

was

city made

unusual in that it housed church

hostel for young men,

it

seem

rooms

rooms

for

for missionaries

community social

by three separate congregations,

languages: Marathi, Kanarese,

cost of housing in the

middle-class enclave in the

several pastors,

space that would be shared

different

a

by John Wesley

and

Telugu.

wise to include the

The

scarceness

and

episcopal residence

as

weU."
Whatever leisure time Pickett got in November
December. His December calendar included three round

miles. Three

major meetings

were

on

trips by train that

Mass Movements in

would attend the South hidia Aimual Conference at
And fi-om December 29 to

Meeting in Nagpur.

replaced by

a

full

totaled 3,000

involved. From December 3 to 4 he would go to the

National Christian Council's Conference

Bangalore.

was soon

Nagpur. Mid-month,

Kolar, about 40 miles fi-om

January 1, he would be

at the NCC's Biennial

he
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By

all

accounts, the NCC's Mass Movement Conference

meeting,
few had
Pickett

even

though

pushed

for

agreed that,

it

regulars,
their

the

partisan gathering

restricting the meeting
with

some

Ambedkar movement, what
influential

quite

not

was

opinion both

were

Andrews, be invited

to mass movement

was

called for

was

fruitful

positive,
had

some

NCC leaders dubious about the

hoped

for. While

a

workers, Hodge, Mott, and

spiritual validity of the

"well-informed, representative, and

in church and mission." So, in addition to the

all of the NCC Executive and "a

community"

was a

seasoning

mass

movement

of Indian leaders who carry

weight in

invited.'" The suggestion that Gandhi's fiiend, missionary C. F.

was

C. F. Andrews, asked to

tumed down

come as

however,"

and when

part of her efforts

conversion Hindus and Christians, Mott

began

presiding." Forty- five delegates were present,
was

ease

explained that

The Mass Movement Conference

delivered three luminous messages,

to

on a

no

Agatha Harrison,

assistant to

tensions between antivisitors

were

allowed."

Thursday with Bishop

Azariah

and 120 persons in all. John R. Mott, who

in top form

as

the

keynoter.

Also there

was

Alexander McLeish ofthe World Dominion in London, the main sponsor of Pickett's
second stretch

NCC Mass Movement

as

opening remarks

underscored the

the issues raised

by Bishop

among the

one

a

of reaching

extra

import.

report by Pickett

by Hodge

on

a common

was

Besides Mott's

on

the NCC's

his

new

mass

Bishop Azariah,

mind

Pickett's research. He added that the

depressed classes, heightened by B.

deliberations

included

goal

Secretary. Presiding

R. Ambedkar's

conceming

widespread

declaration,

speeches, highlights

some

of

umest

gave their

of the conference

movement research in the Andhra

Forward Movement in

whose

Evangelism.

country and
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Although mass
Forward Movement

larger.'"

was

movement work was

high priority,

That meant

for missions that

Pickett's report

Way to India

emphasis

an

on

's Heart, to be

were

was

little

a

classes. Pickett

pointed

not

just

a

responsibility

theological persuasion

year later. It

ofthe

was

through

greater emphasis

the

on

mass

movements.

indigenous worship,

Donald McGavran also

the embarrassment of many,

McGavran

pointed to

and

were

as a

raising

up

more

a sense

key to

India's

cooperation,

Indian leaders.

the recent mid-India

study,

and to

John Mott to go home and tell the

three fiiU-time

mass

central lesson of the survey, he

said,

was

movement

secretaries."

cooperatively by a

the rebirth of hope

movements.

The overall mood of the Mass Movement Conference
seemed to be

Christ 's

in substantial

more

model of what could be done

through embracing the reality of group

a

highlighted the

coming

end, he pled for

spoke, summarizing

required was

the survey

provincial council. The

To that

directly challenging

mission boards that what India

but

lives of Christians from the

changed

out that caste Hindus

preview of his

a

numbers to the Christian faith, and he reiterated his constant refrain that the
heart

was

to encourage church-centered

study was really

over a

widening opportunity created by the influence
depressed

five-year

serious about hidianization.

the Andhra country

published

was

the mantel of evangelistic

purposefiilly placing

upon the Indian churches. Such

pressing necessity

new

its affirmation that the full scope of evangelistic work

The chief aim of the Forward Movement

evangelization.

the NCC's

that the church in India

was on

was

expectant. There

the threshold of great

new

advances
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for the

Kingdom

reported

on

of God. Those present listened with

the movement of God's

With the Biennial

month, it

was

decided that

Spirit

in various

Meeting of the National
Azariah and

Bishops

deep emotion

areas

of the south.

Christian Council

Pickett,

Azariah and others

as

and Mr.

coming

within the

would prepare

Hodge,

a

report of the Mass Movement Conference and its resolutions immediately after its
conclusion.
To the

question,

"What

can

be done to stimulate greater interest in the

movements among the churches?" the

hading

stories and lessons leamed

leadership; publicizing the
students involved in the

visits to

mass

The

delegates

accurate in

more

mass

At the

responsibility and

surveys; and

was

firom

mass

movement

happening

and

in

they

mass

exploration,

should be

provincial

prepared a resolution

areas

to the

city

movements.

affirmed the need to be

movement

and

cooperation,

areas.

Indian church.
he

said, but the

and local.

of several pages for dissemination to the

churches and missions in India. Among other things, it affirmed the
holistic witness and condemned

encouraging

mass

evangelism must uhimately rest with the

responsibility of making policies

Indian

city churches; getting

literature about the

illiteracy,

ideas:

of the conference. Dr. Mott reiterated that the

The NCC should be available for council,

The Conference

following

of vemacular literature;

producing more

accounts of what

initiative for

use

sending delegations

Friday conclusion

up with the

movement work in

work; making greater

also discussed how to combat

published

came

through inter-visitation; strengthening

needs of the

movement areas;

churches; doing

delegate body

mass

using economic

or

importance

material advantages

as

of

bait to draw
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people into
mass

the church, but affirmed

movement

evangelism

as a

evangelization

priority component

A week after the Mass Movement
In his paper the

surprise.

and

Christian
reason

answer

mass

the church's

of the

mass

format

�

movements"

the

�

Conference, Pickett was in for

movement

and

an

unpleasant

of a series of broadsides

on

work, and upon Pickett in particular. Using

questions having

come

a

firom "visitors interested in

Gandhi said in response to the

for Christian workers in the West to

primary duty,

larger evangelism.

Harijan, Gandhi launched the first

missionaries involved with

question

as

question,

"Do you

see a

here, and if so what is their

come

contribution?":

they [missionaries] are working, there would seem
harm to the whole of India. They
to be no room for them.
They do
present a Christianity of their belief but not the message of Jesus as I

In the

manner

in which

.

.

.

.

.

.

understand it.
To the

question,

"What would

happen

if there is

an

increase in the process of multiplying

Christians?" he said:
the process of muhiplying
Christians"] there would be blood feuds between the Harijans themselves,
more savage than the feuds we have in Bombay. Fifty per cent ofthe
If there is

an

appreciable

increase

["in

Segaon [a small town 260 miles northeast of Bombay] are
Harijans. Supposing you stole away 10 Harijans and buih a church for them,
and you would
you would set up father against son, and son against father,

residents in

find texts in the Bible to support your action. That would be

a

caricature of

Christiaruty.
At this

point,

the reader

was

told:

Gandhiji explained that the whole story of the sudden uprush of spiritual
hunger among the millions of untouchables was absurd. A speech at
Central Hall, Westininster, made by Bishop Pickett, of which he had read
report in the Church Times, had greatly shocked him. He said:

a
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"He has made such extravagant statements that I would want
demonstration of them even ofthe statement that millions were
�

a

seeking to

be converted."'*
hi the next issue of the

Harijan, Gandhi again criticized Pickett. Quoting

the Church Times report, Gandhi commented
I have

rarely

seen so

much

conceming
is

exaggeration

so

Pickett's

from

figures:

little space. A reader ignorant
figures relate to the

of the conditions in hidia would conclude that the

conversions due to the movement led

by Dr. Ambedkar.

I

am sure

Dr.

Pickett could not have made any such claim. He had in mind the figures to
date commencing from the establishment of the church in hidia hundreds of
years ago. But the figures are irrelevant to the general claim said to have
been advanced by the Bishop. Where are "the multitudes in hidia who

marvel" at the fransformations in the lives of "four and

depressed
more

classes?" I

am one

of the multitude

than half a dozen times all

fransformation

on

a

half millions ofthe

having practically traveled

hidia, and I have not seen any
the scale described by Dr. Pickett.
I should like to
over

...

know the Brahmans "who have testified

�

albeit

of Christianity to fransform the characters and

reluctantly to the power
lives of people whom they
�

But if it is of any
consequence, I can show many Brahmans who can testify to the power of
the reform movement to make a radical change in the lives and outlook of

once

thought incapable

of religious

feeling."

neglected by caste Hindus. I must pass by the other
unbelievable generalizations. But 1 should like to know the hundreds of
high-caste Hindus who "are now coming into the church in areas where this

Harijans

who

were

transformation of life has occurred among the untouchables." If all the
astounding statements Dr. Pickett has propounded can be substantiated,

tmly it

is "one of the great miracles of Christian

history,"

nay, of the

history

of man."

Gandhi's criticisms of Pickett cannot be taken

religion

and

proselytism,

for there

about which Gandhi cared
and

a

fighting and riots,

and 1932. In those

also

as a

disagreement

about

powerful political implications involved,

great deal. Smoldering communal tensions between Hindus

Muslims, which in the late

street

were

entirely

1920s and

early

had not been eased

meetings,

1930s had sometimes flared into

by round-table discussions

Muslim leaders made it clear that

bloody

in London in 1930

they would support

an
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Indian federation
Hindu

only if there were

stranglehold

built-in

political safeguards

that would prevent

a

government. But others wanted such safeguards too, among them,

on

Ambedkar, in behalf of the Untouchables. Gandhi, however, insisted that since the
Untouchables

therefore,

no

were

special representation

When

British

came

Hindus, only he and Congress had

resolution

no

up with their

on

own

for Untouchables

political protection

plan,

to be

right

a

was

were

represent them and,

necessary.

for minorities could be

in the

incorporated

detailed how various minorities and communities would be
assemblies. Included

to

new

achieved, the

constitution. The

represented

in the

plan

provincial

Muslims, Sikhs, Anglo-Indians, Europeans, Indian Christians,

and Untouchables.
When Gandhi leamed that Untouchables

separate electorates, he

was

were

to be

separated

from Hindus in

incensed. He dashed off a letter to Prime Minister,

Ramsey

McDonald, demanding that the plan be rescinded. McDonald replied that only the
Untouchables

were

in

a

position to

September 18, 1932, Gandhi
It

move,

the

a

was a

veritable

announced

brilliant trap.

piece

do that. So,
a

month after the announcement,

described it

as

"an almost Machiavellian

making Ambedkar [as

the

now-recognized

Untouchables] directly responsible for Gandhi's life."'* Gandhi's

Ambedkar

no

choice. Even Gandhi's

life. To refiise to concede

was

on

fast unto death.

Dehege has

of blackmail,

a

son was

pleading with

move

leader of

gave

Ambedkar for his father's

to be forever the villain.

Gandhi's fast ended when Ambedkar

complaining of blackmail

�

^worked out

�

concessional agreement with the Hindus that allowed Gandhi to call off his fast. The

a
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accord, called the Poona Pact
canceled the

goal

which

was

same

depressed

electorates, allotted

was

Hinduism

�

erase

limited

as

a

for Ambedkar

victory

keeping

�

Hindus and

quota of seats in the provincial

assertions that Gandhi's Hindu reform

nothing more than cosmetics,

such

a

class candidates for the next decade.

Against Ambedkar's continued
movement

still

of separate untouchable electorates but, while

Untouchables in the
assemblies for

�

Gandhi

temple entry for Untouchables

�

pressed

on

for

within

changes

that he believed would

ultimately

the stain of untouchability. hi his Yeola announcement, however, Ambedkar,

and for all, had made it clear that Gandhi's tack
caste

system, the very heart of Hinduism,

Untouchables out of Hinduism. That is
and infijriated Gandhi

If,

so.

as

was

was

why talk

He believed that the

unacceptable.

to blame.

Therefore, he planned

of Christian

the result of Ambedkar's

once

mass

to lead the

movements alarmed

stand, there should

come a

massive exodus of Untouchables from Hinduism into the Christian fold, the result would
be increased Christian

representation

Congress Party's powerful
claim that his

objections

in the

provincial assemblies,

and Gandhi's and the

voice would be threatened.'' So while Gandhi continued to

were

altogether religiously grounded

and

were

not

political,

it is

unreasonable to concede him that claim.

After Christmas,

the

Biennial

Meeting of the NCC got underway.

thought Ambedkar's move would result
work

were

disappointed,

hi that

in

a

But those who

strong mandate for boosting

mass

movement

respect, the mood of the assembly was decidedly
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different from the

Agatha Harrison

one

was

at the Mass Movement

there. And this

were

in the

once

dominated the NCC

delegates,

more

(ICG).''

meetings

than half were

putting

was, with

and

hidians,

money and

Mr. and Mrs. Carl

In the

a

hidianization,

probably kept
To

the

meeting

all but

was

sympathizers

"wanting us to

is his

source

take

work had limited

was

in attendance,

Although Bishop

directions from Mr.

our

movement

purple robe,

hi

appeal,

including

Gandhi,""

as

chair, he

The

the resolutions of the Mass Movement Conference seemed

explanation

offered

of disappointment

pushing

a

special

was

was

that this

focus

too much attention to

absence of a

some

meeting's

others

new

were

on

appointment to

lobbying

to

idea,

nor

did

they like

evangelism,

specialized

areas.

But

Pickett's former

get McGavran

Mass Movement Board. The Executive

did not like the "board"

was

city

Azariah disliked the

Committee,

the idea of McGavran in the

Pickett role. And since Frank Whittaker, whom they did want, had
action

from

advocates, despite having Bishop Domakal chairing

post. G. S. Ingram, McGavran, and

however,

were

the sentiment to himself

some mass

and

Ofthe 60

Heath, representatives of the India Conciliation Group

broader, which required avoiding giving

appointed

more.'"

that

sessions, they questioned the wisdom of evangelizing the depressed

ignored.

another

no

evangelism

missionary voice

significant number of those

classes in the midst of internal Hindu reform."
notion of their

movement

The strong

personnel into village

handful of non-Indian Gandhi

a

delegates,

time, supporters of mass

minority, numbering perhaps only a third.

churches where

addition,

Conference three weeks earlier. This time

not

yet agreed,

no

taken.'" On the last day ofthe conference, Azariah happened upon Ingram,
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McGavran, McLeish and Thomas Donohugh, who
of Foreign Missions in New York. They
was

were

NCC Executive Committee for funds to

"seriously exercised"

by the NCC
eamest

Executive for

appeal

and also to

to the

no

help

British

clear

now

find

recognition

was

an

of the

replacement

But Azariah had

the lack of an

financing

as

change

Pickett

successful."

of the

meeting, he,

position and,
for

"We

funding.
were

like

and

Hodge

as

Donohugh,

in response, had made
Paton wrote to

help

a

an

Azariah,

specific plan,"

rather vague and indefinite,

of policy involved."'* Thus, to

president,

Azariah tried to

for he, too, had been asked

asked to

proposed,

Donohugh

request from the

successor.

appointment,

else has been

Donohugh

and

secretary, had deliberately let

for Pickett fall between the cracks.

an

explanation.

in the process of negotiating with

lobbying

the

explanation.

something

Paton, it seemed that Azariah
the matter of a

in

Hodge's report

a

a

the matter.

not

was

missionary sociefies

Hodge, demanding

he bristled "and
with

over

responded to

help support

smooth the frusfration of those in the huddle but
When Wilham Paton got

from the Methodist Board

visiting

intensely discussing

Methodists had just

clearly agitated because the

became

was

for the post and had

some

He said that the NCC Executive Committee

someone

and that

backing, they were

although McGavran had been

clear that he

was

not their choice.

In Azariah's words:

He has not done any Mass Movement work himself in his own mission. He
has made a survey ofthe mid-India area; but when he introduced the report
ofthe survey, he used language that would estrange anyone from the cause
he advocated.
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Pickett had

anticipated

that this

A month and

might happen.

a

half before the

meeting he

had told Diffendorfer:
I think it is doubtful whether Dr. McGavran will be invited to

of the National Christian Council. He has been
considerate of work and workers not

Personally,
unfair,
In

but it cannot be

not

a mass

Livingston Wamshuis, co-secretary with J.

Hodge,

Azariah and he

faimess, there were

were

being subjected

is

ignored.''

having appointed

NCC had been criticized, in

as

related to Mass Movements.

I think most of the criticism to which he is

support of the NCC's

to A.

directly

regarded

join the staff
insufficiently

agreed

on a

movement

secretary, Pickett

H. Oldham for the IMC, that
not

wrote

though

yet sufficient funds in place, and

candidate if he

was

able to accept, and

a

backup

candidate, if he declined. However, he added:
I regret that neither Hodge not Azariah considered McGavran as acceptable.
I recognize, however, that some of McGavran's pronouncements during this
year have given cause for fear that he would not be able to command united
support for any program that he would project.'*

On the last
Harrison. The next

day of the NCC meeting,
day,

Pickett

was

approached by Agatha

he described their conversation to R. E. Diffendorfer:

If you receive "The

Harijan," you will

discover that in three recent issues

Secretaries, and the Bishop of
Domakal of exaggeration. His personal representative. Miss Agatha
Harrison, was present throughout the session of the Council and on the last
day told me that she had become fully convinced that Mr. Gandhi was in
Mr. Gandhi has accused me, the C.M.S.

error.
was

She showed

apology.

On

hand- written statement from Mr. Gandhi that if he

convinced of the incorrectness of his
She has asked that the

next week. I
see

me a

agreed

charge he would offer

a

handsome

of Domakal and I meet Mr. Gandhi

Bishop
Bishop

to do so if the

of Domakal agrees, but I will not

him alone."

January 17, Bishop

Azariah sent

a

thank-you

the

to Miss

Harrison and indicated that

Secretary Hodge was already at work arranging to bring the Mahatma to Nagpur.

His
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letter contained

a

strong and unapologetic defense of the Christian position

on

conversion. He stated that he realized that Mr. Gandhi did not agree with conversion but
that "since

impossible
about

a

.

.

[conversion]

.

for

us

to alter

is

our

a

fundamental characteristic of Christianity, it is

position."

conversation with hidian

hi response to comments Harrison had made

politician C.

Mr. Gandhi and Mr.

R.

Azariah wrote:

Rajagopalachariar,

see that thousands are accepting
Rajagopalachariar
the Christian faith and transferring their allegiances from their ancestral
Hindu religion to Christianity. Mr. Rajagopalachariar intensely dislikes
this. Since 1932, i.e., since the report of the census of 1931 was published,
he has publically urged Hindus to wake up and give up their social
inequalities in order that the depressed classes may not be driven from
...

Hinduism.

Rajagopalachariar vehemently attack missions and
redoubling their efforts at such a time as this. It is realized
that the possibility of conversion of large numbers to Christianity is even
greater today than ever before. They therefore attack foreign money, the
foreign missionary; and not only these but also all indigenous propaganda
work as they have never done before.
What, I ask, is our duty at this time as followers of Christ and as
Indian nationalists. First and foremost it is our duty to be loyal to Christ,
and therefore we must proclaim Him to all our people as the Way, the Truth,
and the Life. If while doing this our national leaders oppose us and
misjudge us we must bear it all even as the early apostles did. Christ
and His message always arouse opposition. He came not to send peace (in
Mr. Gandhi and Mr.

missionaries for

�

�

�

sense) but a sword. Conflicts are inevitable when His followers are
loyal to Him. On the other hand, if unworthy methods are used in this work
by any particular mission or church or in any particular area, it is our duty to
discover these and rectify blunders. But the remedy for a mistaken method
this

of work is not to stop the work!
My conclusion is therefore this. Mr. Gandhi and Mr.
must first abandon their attihade of

such. Each

religion stands

antagonism

to

change

for certain truths. When

Rajagopalachariar
of religion

a man

as

genuinely seeks

point where truth must win his obedience.
abandoning one religious system and uniting
with another. If a man fears this result, he will either effect a compromise
with the truth as he sees it, or yield to an unreality, professing to see in his
old religion the new truth he has found in the new religion.
after truth, he will come to
This obedience must mean

a
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It is

our

love of country and countrymen that makes us redouble our
help from Christians all over the world.

efforts at this juncture and call for
If Mr. Gandhi's

objective is the uplift of the village, the removal of social
disabilities
and not merely the propping up of Hinduism
let him show
his greatness and genuineness by sympathy with us in our effort. Hating
conversion, and hating the Christian propaganda are not becoming of a true
�

.

.

.

lover of India's poor.
It is this point of view that I shall make clear in

On the
the

following

same

day,

our

interview.""

from his office at Robinson Memorial Church, Pickett wrote

to Wamshuis:

The Hindus

every movement of the Christians with the
greatest concem. Mr. Gandhi is devoting a very large part of his energy to
an effort to hold the depressed classes in Hinduism. He has attacked me
are

watching

.

.

.

Bishop Azariah and the Church Missionary Society. These attacks, first
published in the Harijan, have been copied very widely by the Indian press.
Mr. Gandhi has interpreted all effort to win converts from the depressed
classes as a political movement to sfrengthen the Christian community and
to weaken Hinduism as a political force. Some politicians have gone as far
as to threaten to make all efforts to win converts illegal as soon as they have
achieved

power."'

Pickett indicated in the letter that he and Azariah

Febmary

17

(although the meeting

seems

to have

were

to meet with Gandhi in

actually occurred

five

Nagpur

days earlier"').

He added:

Fortunately Mr. Gandhi's attacks on Bishop Azariah and me can be easily
disproved. He accused me of exaggeration because I said that in the Telugu
country the transformation in the character of many of the

depressed

classes had

so

converts from the

that many neighbors ofthe
Christians. To this he replied that he

commended the

middle and

Gospel

high castes are becoming
has met very large numbers of Indian Christians and that they are not better
than the Hindus. His attack upon Bishop Azariah is based on the latter' s
statement that 40,000 of the middle and upper castes peoples have become

Christians. He argues that since he had not known this it couldn't be tme."'
In addition to

meeting:

John Z.

Pickett, Azariah and Gandhi,

Hodge

and Mrs.

Hodge,

four observers

were

present

Miss M. Reid, and Gandhi's secretary.

at the

on
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Mahadev Desai, who took notes of the

has,

so

far,

meeting,
next

not been

located,

all that is known

couple

meeting

and since the

comes

from

"for his

parties agreed

the London-based
three articles

publication

entitled, "The

that the present focal

decided,

not to

piecing together what

was

enveloped

Since Desai's report

publish

any reports ofthe

details leaked out

in scandal. More than

World Dominion, Donald McGavran

Battle for Brotherhood in hidia

described the evils of the caste system and the battle to

point

of the battle

was

the Christian

a

year

published

Today.""'

keep

over

the

a

by "where 70,000,000

it alive and well. He averred

factor, and underscored the

a

dramatic account of the battle of words

between Pickett, Azariah and Gandhi in their

recently came

to

largely be

'Untouchables' go in their search for

brotherhood.""* The series concluded with

Mr. Gandhi

series of

McGavran

of Gandhi. The outcome of the battle and the fate of Hinduism will

he wrote,

later, in

ingathering of Untouchables

conversion movements, introduced the Ambedkar

opposhion

files."

of years.'*"

Part of what "leaked" out

through

own

meeting

Nagpur to

see

at

Nagpur:

Bishop

V. A.

Azariah, the great

Christian Indian leader ofthe Christian forces in India, and Bishop J. W.
Pickett, the author of that epochal book Christian Mass Movements in India,

in

regard

annum

to the movements to

from amongst the

Christ

oppressed

hundred thousand per
classes. "We shall not allow

numbering two

conversions to continue," Mr. Gandhi exclaimed in conclusion of a three
hour conference. The Christian leaders pointed out to Mr. Gandhi the

unquestioned improvement which had come to the oppressed classes people
who became Christians, and tried in every way to induce him to say that he
was in favor of any amelioration of their lot. But his position remained
adamant, namely that it was better for the oppressed classes to suffer in
Hinduism than to be relieved in Christianity. Of course he would not say
this. He simply refuses to admit that the oppressed classes who have
become Christians are at all improved. At the conclusion of the conference,
Mr. Gandhi said to Bishop Azariah, "You Christians must stop preaching to
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and

making disciples amongst the Depressed classes. If you do not, we
shall make you. We shall appeal to the educated Indian Christians; we shall
appeal to your home constituency; and if those fail we shall prohibit by law
any change of rehgion, and will back up the law by the force of the State.'""
McGavran's account ofthe heretofore shrouded

quoted

in the Madras Guardian. It

Stray references have
speeches and papers.
what

we

access

have

was

accompanied by

meeting
an

editorial note, which stated:

been made to the Gandhi-Domakal interview, in
The foregoing report is a more coherent account than
other occasions.

seen on

...

Dr. McGavran has

to information that has been denied to the

published point

immediately

was

to serious

developments

public.

.

.

in the future that

.

evidently had

The statements

are

far-reaching

in

consequences to many interests. It is unfair that secrecy of this kind should
be maintained on this issue, while a few people are at liberty to publish

were

disjointed versions

of the interview."*

When Azariah and

Hodge became

incensed. Azariah wrote

substance at to the

quotation

a

aware

strong letter

of what McGavran had written,

to the Guardian

denying that

there

they

was

any

attributed to Gandhi:

Every statement without exception attributed to Gandhiji by Dr.
MacGavran is wholly and absolutely untrue.
[Gandhi] did not say or
suggest, directly or indirectly, anything like what is attributed to him in this
article. The whole, as far as our interview in March 1937 is concemed, is a
�

�

.

.

.

cmel fabrication."'

Hodge

confided to Paton that, "This

my association with the

was unaware

meeting, acknowledged

that his account of the

worried

me more

of the

agreement

in the Guardian that the

meeting was pieced together "from

But Pickett indicated to

than

anything

else

during

NCC."'"

McGavran, who said he
said in the

thing has

Hodge

that he

was

the

a

not to

publish what was

quotation was made up
dozen different

likely source,

and

sources.""

"that McGavran may have

laid hold of something he had said at the Landour Conference the

previous year.""
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McGavran received
the last

severe

intimating that without

an

said that

because it sounded

although he

reprimands

acceptable apology,

in jeopardy.'' And, in fact, neither

acceptable

written

they nor Gandhi

more

defensive than

fi-om

Azariah, Hodge, and Paton,

McGavran's entire

career

deemed the first draft of his

apologetic, (hi

had invented the quote, he had not

of brotherhood to Untouchables, which had been his

would be

apology

essence, McGavran

misrepresented

the Hindu denial

when Gandhi's

point.) However,

secretary, Mahadev Desai, judged McGavran's revised apology adequate, everyone
breathed

a

sigh

papers that had

of relief

�

quoted the

although

Gandhi

McGavran

Although Hodge backed up
on

several

points,

it

apparently wanted

published

in all the

piece.'"

Azariah's

pointed denial,

he confirmed McGavran's statements. For

Pickett

never

example,

did. In fact,

Pickett wrote to

World Dominion 's Alexander McLeish:

"Confidentially, I am ofthe opinion that the Bishop of Domakal has deah
severely with him [McGavran] and also that the Bishop of Domakal's
denial has gone considerably further than the facts justified. Three ofthe
four statements attributed by McGavran to Gandhi were, in my judgment,
reasonably fair indications made by him in the interview, but the Bishop of

too

Domakal, in his eagemess to prevent a clash on the eve ofthe Tambaram
Conference, has declared that none of these statements were either made or
suggested directly or indirectly. I have entered an emphatic protest against
the statement which he has sent to the press without consuhation, and have
insisted that any subsequent statement be issued after agreement between
us."

Pickett went

without
an

on

getting

adequate

to say: "He should not have

our

permission

and

making

published anything
sure

ofthe facts, and what he wrote

account." But he also indicated, "Poor McGavran

humiliated.""

about this interview

ought

was

not

not to be further
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After Pickett remonstrated with Azariah for his harshness with McGavran and

his overstated denial, the

"Evidently Dr.
letters
letter 1

Pickett's protest

reaction seemed to mellow, for McLeish wrote:

was

made to the

got here [from Domakal]. I

we

am

stmck

Bishop
by the

of Domakal between the two
very different tone of the last

got.'"*
What

to

bishop's

was

really

said in the

meeting with

Gandhi? Several years later in

Gandhi, Hodge suggested that the Gandhi who showed up that day was

a

a

tribute

disputatious

Gandhi:
There

came a

day when

the Mahatma and two eminent

bishops

met in

our

meaning and implications of Christian Mass
Movements, with special reference to proselytizing. I saw then the wellbriefed advocate and practiced dialectician in action a formidable
adversary. But the bishops held their ground.

bungalow

to discuss the

�

.

Similarly,
about the

J. F.

.

Edwards, the English editor of Dnyanodaya,

meeting

and who

was

who seemed to be informed

the first to let Paton know about McGavran's

mistaken" account, called the debate

a

"partly

"stiff one.'* The tone of the discussion

by their

statements is not out of line with what Pickett wrote

Gandhi

meeting:

only a month

suggested

after the

Bishop Azariah, Hodge and I had on the
12* Febmary, he intimated that if we continue seeking conversions from the
depressed classes, he will draw away from the Church many educated

In the interview with Gandhi which

Indian Christians who share his aversion to the conversion ofthe

Untouchables."
More

arresting, however,

is the likeness of what Gandhi intimated,

with part of what McGavran gave in his
the educated Indian

Christians").

synthetic representation (".

according to Pickett,
.

.

we

As for McGavran's most controversial

shall

appeal

to
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suggestion

�

tliat Gandhi ttireatened

Mahatma said

such

no

that

thing

day.

from what Gandhi said in another

legislate,

I should

certainly stop

Why, then,
why was
And

it

more

why did

was

Azariah

to

all

But if he

so

upcoming

certain that

Hodge's

than

Certainly Gandhi

anything

"I

am

still

Tambaram. We have been
and this kind of thing is

much

offense. That is

due

an

apology,

as

thing has

apprehensive that

answer

is that

they were

the controversy and succeed in

was

queer

what

why Paton, Hodge,

discuss the McGavran

me more

its

studiously endeavoring

likely to
it

worried

piece

h."*' It

and Azariah

in their papers

than

Hodge,

such

not

a

offending

for he

on

for Tambaram,

Gandhi that concemed

if Gandhi made

immediately tried

not just editors in

�

was

lay behind

may react

good pitch

sinking

a

anything else,"

repercussions

to prepare

was

might happen

but

he'd faced in his years with the NCC?

go too far in his denial? The

exploit

was

Azariah's excessive reaction. Likewise, that is what

confession that "This

them, nearly as

the

have been the ultimate embarrassment and disaster. Pickett

explained

immediately added,

^perhaps

had, how different would it have been

IMC Conference at Tambaram. For Azariah and

development would

�

in 1935: "If I had the power and could

nervous?

afraid that Gandhi and the Hindus would
the

stop conversions

to

proselytizing."*"

Hodge

apparently

means

meeting

everyone

upsetting

legal

a

big

to

deal ofthe

notify

editors not to

India, but in Britain

too.

As J. F. Edwards wrote to Paton:
If any British papers were to discuss openly the issue raised in McGavran's
unfortunate article, the discussion would be bound to reach India with fatal
consequences for the Tambaram Conference which we all hope and pray
may mean so much for the Christian movement in India and the world
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Although

Pickett

Azariah and

was

Hodge

indicated to R. E.

deportment

also upset

by the

McGavran

incident,

he

apparently considered that

gave too much deference to Gandhi and his

Diffendorfer,

he had been

supporters. As he

disappointed with Azariah

and

Hodge's

since December:

Let

quite confidentially that neither Bishop Azariah nor Hodge has
advantage in recent months. Their leadership at the last
session of the N.C.C. was halting and uncertain. My judgement is that P.O.
Phillip and others who represent the detached, non-typical hidian Christian
attitude of hostility to the depressed classes and of a deference to Gandhi
and the Hindu Communalists had frightened them rather severely."
me

say

showed to their best

A

FEW DAYS AFTER

meeting with

Gandhi and Azariah, Pickett got

Ambedkar. Over the next few years, this would be

period

of time, Ambedkar

In

conversation, Ambedkar told Pickett that

one

diverting letters
In

came

to the Pickett

a

together with

regular occurrence.

apartment for dinner about
Mr. Gandhi's

men were

In

fact, for

once a

month.

regularly

addressed to him. Pickett listened with interest but doubted the story.

early July,

Pickett

Classes Conference. It

doing and, particularly,

was

opened

a

letter fi-om the office of the All-India

Depressed

from Baldeo Jaiswar. He wanted to know how Pickett

about the letter he had sent in the

spring

July 8, Pickett responded

My dear Baldeo,
I was happy to receive

as

follows:

your letter of July

yesterday,

and thus to

reestablish contact with you after a period of 15 months.
Your statement given to me on the eve of my departure for America
was

was

of 1936 for Pickett to

read to the General Conference.*"
On

a

read to the General Conference and released to the Press. It created
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very great interest throughout the United States. I am
of America are remembering hidia's oppressed castes

sure

that the Churches

continuously in

their

hoping that the next few years will bring a decision to
prayers and
follow Christ made in deep sincerity by millions of them. I may tell you
that in my Episcopal Area thousands of your people are now deciding to be
are

disciples of Jesus, hi one small area 700 people were baptized in six
quite recently.
I hope that you will soon make your decision and will seek an
experience ofthe redeeming grace of Christ Jesus.

weeks

With best wishes,
Yours

sincerely,

J. W. Pickett

hi

Warda. fr

a

August,

was

note from

Pickett received another letter, this

dated

July

Gandhi. The

Dear

31

.

hi h

was

one

from Gandhi's ashram at

Pickett's letter to Jaiswar! hi addition, there

was

note read:

Friend,

evidently by some error at Delhi at the
office ofthe Harijan Sevak Sangh [Harijan Service Organization]. The
receiving clerk in the usual course opened the correspondence that came
under his charge, put the enclosed before the secretary and the secretary
finding that the letter was not meant for him but contained what appeared to
The enclosed

was

delivered

be sfrange statements sent it to me, or to be more accurate, to Mahadev
Desai whom you met with me at Nagpur, who in tum has forward it to me.
Does not the letter contain very strange statements? Can I make public
use

of them either with

or

without your name?
Yours

sincerely,

M. K. Gandhi

Whether Ambedkar

impossible to

was

right,

and Pickett's letter

say. The incident may well have

Pickett, however, Ambedkar's

tale

was

deliberately intercepted,

happened just

suddenly had the ring

as

is

Gandhi said. For

of tmth.
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In early

1938, Pickett's book emanating from his 1934-1936 surveys finally appeared.

Pickett called it Christ 's

India, it

was

Way

diminutive book

India 's Heart. Unlike Christian Mass Movements in

to

117 pages. Yet, many have considered it Pickett's

just

�

best book.*' Donald McGavran wrote that it

philosophy of missions
Seldom does

find

one

which is

.

.

philosophy

was

"a

sparkling presentation

capturing the minds

.

as

of a

of the leaders of Christian India.

readable!"** He added:

Pickett's great contribution to Christian thinking is that he has
theory which lies back of the growth of great churches and is

Bishop

formulated the

to a considerable

degree responsible for it. Without using the following
making the following claim, he has in our estimation written

terminology
a "Philosophy ofthe Growth of Churches Which Grow." He has contrasted
it with the "Philosophy ofthe Growth of Churches Which Do Not Grow."*'
or

R. E. Diffendorfer read it and

little book.

.

.

.

immediately wrote

to Pickett: "I have

The book should be in the hands of every

Indian Christian leader. It must be

given to

just

missionary to

every candidate for

finished your
India and of every

missionary

service in

hidia."**
As

surveys

bishop

were

of the

Bombay Area,

applied by the workers under his charge.

Every-evening worship

services

were

inter-caste brotherhood took hold
20 schools for the first time. All

missionaries,
church

Pickett worked hard to

that District

so

building

they were paid

was

well that

village day

villages

Sweeper

schools

children

were

villages. Teaching
were

put in the

could be freed for

�

on

admitted to at least

care

of the

evangelism

churches and parsonages

for and erected

that the lessons of his

pleased with the resuhs.

established in many of the

Superintendents

activities. New

record pace, and

so

He

see

were

lady

and other

erected at

a

except for the roof, which Pickett found
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funds for

never

by the villagers

�

in their lives eamed

nine dollars each for

they attach to

a

themselves. Pickett exulted: "When

as

much

church in their

of the

membership.
But

as

fifteen cents for

village,

convincing

Hyderabad Conference,

he

baptized

both dollars and

personnel

were

was

the Bowen Church. "He has made

in short
much

a

were

not

less; (2) support

years.""

impressed

on

was

beginning,"

and

the

one

surprising growth

Hyderabad Conferences, perhaps

keynoter

at the

opening

strength

session

high point

delegates
was

At

preached

the best

like

transit costs

the field

was

were

halved; and

of the churches he visited in
of 1938

Missionary Conference.

conference. Four hundred seventy

to

already adjusted had many advantages."

and

the

(1)

reported

(3) they adjusted more quickly; (4)

danger of their leaving

who had

Madras for the third Intemational

the

the

to have

reasons:

Mathews,

Pickett

getting missionaries who,

less of a burden for the church;

the field to

Beyond

Pickett liked

James K.

was

markedly increased.

yet married. He gave the following

they leamed the language faster; (5)
(6) marriage

a

supply.'"

very fine

"Attendance at the church services has

heard there in many

Mathews,

On

care.

222 and received 310 into Ml

Mahabaleshivar, where he attended language school, he is said
sermon

to

evidence of the value

spent touring the districts under his

was

One young leader, with whom he

Donohugh.

day's work, give fifty cents

From dozens of villages, he received oral and written requests for teachers.

always,

assigned to

there is

a

have

gospel."*'

the

Much of Pickett's time

spring tour

as

village men who

was

It

was

from 64 countries

his

Gujarat

year-end trip

to

his first IMC

came.

To Pickett's

liking,

John R. Mott. One reporter described Mott's
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address

one

"a

as

worthy product

who "stood like

a

sentinel

feature of the conference

prepared book.
to be

a

views

were

was

The Christian

response to

of fifty

years' intemational service,"

wearing his seventy-three
its focus

on

Message

in

Re-thinking Missions,

polar opposites.'"

mantle of youth."'' A

a

Non-Christian World.

everyone considered it

Latourette,

one

of the

as

was

specially

Although

not

such, for the

claiming
two

the church in the

planners

of the

missionary

ancillary to

effort of the

movements was Frank

work at the NCC.

the churches which

Whittaker, Pickett's

Mass Movements in India in

were

several

colleagues
them to

a

paper

on mass

secretary of mass

digest

movement

form.
Pickett headed for the Central Conference

Methodist Church in

Hyderabad. Traveling with

from the Tambaram event. So that

could have the benefit of hearing them, he had

speak

to

introduced to the conclusions of Pickett's Christian

to be held in the

key figures

"It

out of the Protestant

Giving

successor as

Immediately following Tambaram,

were

growing

preceding century-and-a-half

Delegates

Meeting which was

were

non-

meeting:

attempt, in the face ofthe passing of Westem imperialism and colonialism,

make missions

him

as a

Professor Hendrik Kraemer's

The conference's central theme

Westem World. Wrote Kenneth Scott

was an

years

and Mott himself as

at the Central Conference

gathering

as

more

of his Methodist

arranged ahead

of time for

well.'*

After the Tambaram IMC Conference, John Mott solicited Pickett's assessment

ofthe

meeting. Although he had long been

a

champion of the

hidianization, Pickett highlighted other aspects ofthe

event:

conference's focus

on
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In my judgement the things that gave Tambaram distinctive values were (1)
its ecumenicity, (2) the contributions of the delegates from Asia, Africa, and

America, (3) the respect shown by European and American delegates
superior qualities of experience and understanding of delegates from
what were formerly called "mission fields," and (4) the clarity with which

Latin

for the

the need for union

was seen.

Of the many next steps that

priority

should be

given to

four:

.

were

of every institution of the church and

(2) seeing

the

of an

conference, Pickett thought

indigenous ministry

adequate

for

task

as

Christian
the

evangelism

responsibility

"without

advantage; (3) giving priority to

for the cities; and

in every land."'*

an

evangelistic

combining resources

considerations relative to denominational

developing more adequate programs
fraining

at the

proposed

(1) cooperatively producing

literature for the nonoccidental world;

regard to

.

(4) giving

more

attention to "the

Robinson Memorial Church,

Bombay

The

church, shown here right after its completion in 1926, was built by Bishop John
Wesley Robinson, Ruth Pickett's father, but it memorialized another bishop with the
last name, John E. Robinson. Below are some photos from the Pickett era. The
Picketts moved here in 1936. The episcopal residence was in the tower on the right.
same
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13

Birth of a Nation
"The

day demands of us a humble devout radicalism. We cannot
afford to be bound by traditions whose only value is their antiquity. We
must be prepared to modify our methods, change our emphases,
redefine
our goals.
Our Christ does not change but methods ofpresenting Him
and making Him more attractive
must change.
new

.

.

.

.

.

.

�JWP

World War II

On

was an

September 3, 1939,

be at

war

with

the Indian

Lord

Germany,

people's,

a

unsettling

time for residents of the Indian subcontinent.

Linlithgow, Viceroy of India

decision that Gandhi and

not Great Britain's.

Congress'

since 1936,

Congress

response

leaders

was

the

proclaimed

thought

India to

should be

following:

If Great Britain

fights for the maintenance and extension of democracy, she
must necessarily end imperialism in her own possessions, establish full
democracy in India, and the Indian people must have the right of selfdetermination by forming their own constitution through a Constituent
Assembly without external interference, and must guide their own policy. A
fi-ee democratic India will gladly associate herself with other firee nations for
mutual defense against aggression and for economic co-operation.'
Britain, however,

was

too absorbed with the

concessions to what many

17, it

announced

thought of as

that, following the

an

Continent's

opportunistic

darkening

skies of war to make

demand. Instead,

on

October

war, the Government of India Act would be modified

and that steps would be taken toward eventual dominion status. The indefmiteness ofthe
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announcement resulted in

another

Congress ministers quitting their provincial posts.
offer the

equally unacceptable

launching

a

satyagraha

following

to underscore their

summer, Gandhi led

displeasure.

And after
in

Congress

In response, the British intemed

thousands, including M. K. Gandhi, Jawaharlal Nehru and the radical Subhas Chandra
Bose, who advocated the violent overthrow of imperial rule. Bose escaped and
welcomed to Germany
a-half months before

by Hitler.

Japan

The rest

entered the

were

war

released at the end of 1 941

and, with breathtaking speed,

,

was

just

two-and-

overran

much

of East Asia.
For the missionaries of India,

like

waiting

but

kept

for

They and

storm.

a

then, the early part ofthe 1940s

the Indian church leaders went

alert to the volatile conditions.

anymore, but

reduction in

was

being

felt

more

designated gifts

German missions

now

palpably

from

since, for

a

furloughs

long time

fiirlough got back,

"Hank,"

principal

the

and

and

at Parker

not just

High

a

in the papers

substantial

guardianship

impact were

ofthe non-German

the extra risks and secret routes involved

except for the further depletion of the missionary force,

missionaries

no new

to Pearl

came

nobody who

went

on

either.'

Harbor, the Picketts' daughter, Elizabeth and

married the year before

�

grandson

news

America, slow mail, and the additional burden of

after Pearl Harbor in December of 1941,

Henry A. Lacy
son

war was

�

However, four days prior
her husband,

the

something

with their business

in the cost of commodities,

under the temporary

denominational missions. Of less
in voyages home for

By then,

on

was

�

arrived in India

of longtime missionaries to

China,

was

as

missionaries.

to be the

new

School in Morabad. However, later in the war, he would be
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called up

by the

agency

because of his

�

Office of Strategic Services

knowledge

of his missionaries until after the

�

U.S. government

a

intelligence

of the Foochow dialect." Pickett

war

was

to lose another

too, James K. Mathews, who enlisted in the U.S.

Army.'
Despite
of his

their small numbers, Pickett

missionary associates

nearly every district
Christian
with

in the

community,

and their Indian

Bombay

was

very

gratefiil

colleagues.*

It

for the

was

typical

Area to report increases in church

and collections.

Despite

the

pleasure, therefore, "Everything considered,

impact

accomplishments
of that

period

for

membership.

of the war, Pickett could report

the church is

standing

the test very

weU.'"
Pickett's

only

ocean

travel

during the early years

ofthe

war was

to General

Conference in 1940, which also gave him the chance to visit Elizabeth and Miriam, and
his mother in

Kentucky.

His retum

ship's

covert voyage

brought him

Honolulu, Tahiti, Pago Pago, Fiji, and Auckland. Sydney he found
an

American

City

�

Hollywood movies

apparently all

American songs

on

to

Sydney via

to be very much like

the radio, American funnies in the newspapers,

in the theaters, and American

eager for closer relations with the

goods

in the stores. "The

U.S.A.," he

people

are

wrote. When he arrived

there, he leamed that his ship for Bombay had been diverted for military purposes and
that

no

flew to

one

other

ship

would get him back in time for

Rangoon and,

day after the

after

a

brief stopover,

death of his old fiiend and

on

to

key meetings. So, despite the risks,
Calcutta.*

He arrived

colleague. Bishop

on

he

September 5,

J. R. Chitambar.
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the most worrisome

Perhaps

occupation of counhies
ease

poured
shU

in Southeast Asia,

and pace with which the

quite alarming.

into India

more

them

As

to

most

The

was

those

Methodist

leave before their

invasions,

through

Burma

bishops

India,

evacuees

the jungles to India.

and the other

are

bombing

eventually, India would

regular furloughs.

independents

was, in

including Singapore,

many believed the

pressed to retum,

be interested to know that the

overheated

neighbors

The

produced
Among

gave

whose husbands,

by

work, became prisoners of war.'

imminent and that,

had been

already complete.

missionaries, including wives

Americans in India had heeded State

they, too,

Japanese

Japanese' subsequent incursion into

many of whom made their way

to abandon their

was

these Asian

overrun

the

war was

which, by 1942,

result of the invasion of Malaya,

escaping

Following
the east

in the

Christians, including missionaries. Pickeh

appointments
refiising

Japanese had

by boatloads.

refugees,

were

a

development

of India's

fall too.

Department advisories

By the
and

May, Pickett bragged

summer

were

of 1942,

ready to

to Diffendorfer: "You may

holier-than-thou, emotionally high-pressured

mnning

cities in

left.'" But although

few of the Methodist missionaries
In

big

and

faster than any others. The steadiest missionaries

represent the denominational bodies.""

Pickett,

it seems,

was more

immediately concemed with rising tensions between

Hindus and Muslims, which had been
middle of a
stresses

on

Bombay riot

one

day.

highlighted by his accidently getting caught

Not

surprisingly,

Gandhi. He wrote, "Mr. Gandhi

talked of 'Ram

Raj.'

some

in the

Pickett blamed recent communal

years ago

openly

and

This aroused the fears of the Mohammedans and

persistently

a

section of them
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countered with the demand for Pakistan, h also aroused the

are

determined that

as a

national

entirely due

religion

shall be established. I consider that the present

place where

some

hidian leaders

of the

�

for

Conference

large meetings,

example,

there

meeting

was no

over

in

easing was

there had been

disputes

missionary decisions

dying

down

ever

attended.""

�

to

sell

bishop

was

some

even

ways,

one

properties.

some

recent

leadership

conferences,
was

stronger

ofthe best conferences I have

early 1940s, except

those

days

was an

in the hills

"alleged"

were

vacation. But,

for when

as

Pickett wrote to

a

"frill with sermons, addresses, conferences,

committees, interviews, social occasions, letter-writing, and
of a

church

in America, Waskom retreated with Ruth and the younger children to

Landour, Mussoorie. The aim

friend,

some

for instance at the 1 940 Central

About mid- June of each year in the late 1930s and
the

is

between missionaries and

Delhi, of which Pickett wrote, "Unlike

before." He described it as, "in

ever

tragic situation

within the church, hi recent

clash between Indians and missionaries and Indian

than

they

followers.""

tensions seemed to be

now, tensions seemed to be

But,

classes and

national government committed to the enforcement of Hinduism

to Mr. Gandhi and his

One
years, in

no

depressed

study."'"

Such

was

the life

bishop.

In 1944, Waskom Pickett would be the

Conference.

only

active

bishop

from India to attend General

Accompanying him to America would be his daughter, Margaret,

who

was
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now

17 and

ready to begin studies

Waskom put their

at Ohio

list for passage, he knew there

names on a

for the duration ofthe war, passenger

did not know that

a

sunk HMT Rohna,
had died in the

German

a

Wesleyan University. When,

ships

homing bomb,

�

launched from

nor

a

aware

However,

134 British and Ausfralian officers and Indian

Pickett

that every vessel that went to sea, alone

as

was

Heinkel 177

in

or

aircraft, had just

that 1,149 soldiers and civihans

and 1,015 Americans, the greatest loss of American lives at
well

danger, because,

had been converted to troop transports. He

froop ship bound for Bombay,

tragedy

was some

in late 1943,

a

sea

in the

convoy,

crew

war

members,

but he

�

was

was

subject to attack."

Jashwant Chitambar discovered in the great Arrah flood of 1923, J. W.

not

not reckless at

a man

lacking

all; but he

Because ofthe

in courage. He

never

risk,

secret. One wasn't told it

hid from

the

was

never

and

he

was

either.

danger

comings

sought dangerous situations;

goings

time to go until it

was

of troop transport

ships

were

kept

time to go. As it tumed out,

Waskom, Ruth, Margaret, Douglas, and Grandfather Robinson could spend Christmas

together,

but not New Years. On New Years Eve

daughter slipped quietly out
Besides

day,

retuming military personnel,
were

However, after days of zigzagging. Cape

not

there

Toward the end ofthe month, the
The

days

shipped docked

on

were

privy to

Town

18 civilians

their route

appeared,

would, in all likelihood, land in New York, Miami,

'*

carrying

father and

of Bombay Harbor.

them missionaries. The passengers

New York!

the vessel

or

or even

and the

Los

aboard,

mmor

Angeles

most of

their destination.

spread

that

they

via the Panama Canal.

be
grew colder and everyone knew that it would

January 30, 1944.
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Delaware, Ohio,

the start of a very full

Kentucky were just
occupy him

the location of Ohio

throughout

the

General Conference, from

South Carolina

spring,

for the

itinerary

summer, and fall.

26 to

April

Wesleyan University,

May 6

a

one

�

Wilmore,

that would

However, the main

in Kansas

speaking tour and, before that,

bishop

and

event

was

City, Missouri, preceded by a

debriefing appointment with the

mission

board's Executive Committee.
To the Executive

Committee, Pickett reported

hidia, the devastating famine in Bengal, and
He

spoke appreciatively of the

of his hidian ministerial

of ministers

food

special affection,

Carolina Conference. The

shortages

war

upon

elsewhere.

colleagues

and said he

encouraged by the quality

was

�

especially important with

personnel."

Pickett's South Carolina

evening engagements

of the

he described the devotion and

being produced by Leonard Theological College

recent reductions in missions

several

widespread

impact

assistance received from MCOR, the Methodist

Committee for Overseas Relief With

good work

the

the

on

speaking tour was

at local churches and

bishop

was

a

in

early March.

Included

were

series of addresses at the South

in top form, at least in the view of L. D. Hammer,

Associate Editor of the Southern Christian Advocate, who judged his every utterance

worthy of superlatives.
same

conclusion

But not everyone who read Hammer's

^particularly with respect to

�

In his messages

Bishop

Pickett

the

glowing report

came

to the

following:

thoroughly "debunked"

the Gandhi

myth.

There have been many in this country who have regarded the so-called
Mahatma (Great Soul) as one of Christianity's foremost leaders, who have

endeavored to raise him to sainthood.
who wish to

conscript

and

compel

to

.

.

.

it seems,
into the Christian fold all who

There

come

are

always those,
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have any element of greatness about them, whether or not they accept Christ
as their Lord and Saviour.
Bishop Pickett clearly pointed out that, to the
Christians of hidia, Gandhi is "Pubhc
the Christian leaders to

cease

wants the outcasts to remain

Enemy No.

1." He tried to

compel

their efforts for the Untouchables of India. He

outcasts, and

not be

given

the

privilege,
through Christianity, of rising above the level to which they have been for
generations condemned.
And the bishop showed that the Indian Christians are loyal to Great
Britain and the war against the Axis powers. Of the Indian army of
2,500,000 volunteers who have rushed to take arms against the Axis, a very
large part is Christian, a part of which seems unusually large when the
proportion of Christians, 8,000,000 to the total population of India is
considered.'*
A few weeks after the report

Jones, in New York. Jones had apparently

Century

article

on

public

actually said was

enemy number

Hammer's

one

responded with

that

of their

"depressed
people."

Jones, suggesting that Jones might

recently in

seen

Gandhi and missions, had commented

Gandhi. In response, Pickett had
what he had

Pickett heard firom

appeared,

India and that it

the situation."" In his

was

not be

important

reply, Jones,

a

a

letter

an

piece and,

on

annoyed Stanley
in

a

Christian

Pickett's characterization of

containing the

clarification that

class leaders in India called Gandhi the

In the

letter, Pickett had asked

fully cognizant

to meet with

of all that had been

going

on

that he and Jones "know each other's minds

longtime

admirer of Gandhi, did not mince his

words:

Waskom, that you were leading the missionary movement
head-on collision with the national forces of India working for

It seemed to me,

into

a

freedom. That would

mean

that the

missionary movement

would have

no

part in a free India.
But I should think, Waskom, that it is just as important, and more
important, for us not to allow antagonism to grow up between nationalist

belongs to nationalist India and not
British Imperialism, you are backing the

India and America. For the future

British

Imperialism. If you back
day is about to be

wrong horse. Its

ended

as

far

as

India is concemed. A

on
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part of our job,

as

I

see

it, is

to

the hidian Christians to orient

help

themselves to that free hidia in which

they will have to live and ftmction.
progressive
thought would agree.
I am sorry, dear Waskom, to have to be at seeming odds with you on
vital a question. I love and admire you and have stood by you. But your

The

Indian Christian

so

attitude has froubled me.'"
Jones'

abandon

tiptoe approaches

Predictably,
renew

to

sfranding him

India, he refused
a

to relent.

mouse-frap. I

new

outspokenness,

in New York."

"My heart

conceming

believed Gandhi

than the

Gandhi. Pickett, however,

was

about Britain's resolve to grant

complete ingenuousness.

the British Government refrised to

Though

Jones wanted very much to retum

is there," he told Waskom. "But I don't want to

on

convictions.""

the current intentions ofthe

assessments of Gandhi's

more

for

Pickett's Carolina statements tumed, it seems,

key differences: first, disagreement

second, confrasting

consistent with his recent decision to

must be free to express my

Jones' irritation

two

was

discussing the British Raj

to

in response to his

his visa,

work in

of his old friend

critique

present initiatives." Or

British; and,

one

British, while Pickett believed the British
not

anti-independence;

independence

nor

on

could say, Jones
more

than

would he have had any doubt

after the war, for the

Cripps declaration,

in

March 1942, made the British intentions clear.'"
Not

disposed to working

fighting a war,

Churchill's government had sent Stafford

independence

after the

invasion,

comparing

and

Gandhi had

out the details of independence while

war.

spumed the

the

But

arguing

Cripps

Cripps

with

a

they were

promise

that the British presence invited

offer to

a

postdated check

offer and announced his

from

a

a

to

grant

Japanese

failing bank,

"Quit India" campaign.

The time for
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over, he

negotiating was
mass

movement

saying:

".

.

.

the widest scale

on

it

imprint

The mantra is: 'Do

When

declared, adding: "This is

or

on

possible."" Then,

your hearts

...

die.' We shall either free hidia

Congress supported

Gandhi's

a

passions

even more.

wrecked

railway stations

telephone

proposed campaign,

and

and government

telegraph wires

in

Bombay,

entirely on the

Mahatma' s threat to make the country
denounce the

escalating

buildings,

the British arrested

got out, widespread retaliation

violence had

was

inspired

and American newspapers

U.S. Government

urged

We

are

all

might be

a

an

uprising

a

means

since the

of the most volatile

more

its share ofthe

were

the British to let him

Gandhi's

one

civil

derailed trains, and

fast of 21

recently,

mayhem
days,

demanding

places.

view, the
his refiisal to

When,

too.

a

few

and doubts about his

hartals and protests, Pickett raised

eyebrow. British

on

largest

ungovemable and,

brought India-wide

nevertheless, frowned

in

bridges,

British. But, in Pickett's

later, in early in 1943, Gandhi announced
survive it

bombed

in what became the

living

Gandhi put the blame

ability to

news

attempt."'*

Convinced of the misfreatment of the arrested leaders, rioters

rebelhon of 1857." Pickett,

months

die in the

it.

fatal heart attack in the first week of the internment aroused anti-British

suffered

cut

or

give expression to

from students. Word that Gandhi's secretary, Mahadev Desai had

especially

�

I conceive of a

...

Gandhi offered this mantra,

let every breath of yours

Gandhi, Nehru, and other party leaders. When the
ensued

open rebellion.

a

skeptical

Gandhi's release. Even the

go.'* Though also concemed, Pickett,

of gaining what he wanted:

btt anxious about Mr. Gandhi's fast. If he should die, there
outbreak of violence. We fear, too, the effect on America's
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attitude toward her British

government.

It is

...

What accounted for the

ally. Mr. Gandhi is attempting
camouflaged violence.
.

bishop's

to

compel

South Carolina remarks,

therefore,

was a

dishoist of Gandhi's recent tactics.'" Because of them, Pickett had just left
was, in his

mind, unnecessarily in

In his letter to

tempered

if he

a

the

.

distaste for and

an

India that

turmoil of disarray and duress.

Jones, Pickett had intimated that Jones' zealousness might be

were more

real roots ofthe past two

fully apprized

years'

You suggest that I
in India.
." The

of British intentions for after the war, and ofthe

civil unrest.

Jones, however, remained unmoved:

"not

Mly cognizant ofthe situation as it has unfolded
only unfolding of the situation I can see is that
is
more
imperialism
firmly in the saddle and Indian aspirations for fi-eedom
are more suppressed than ever before and the situation more muddled and
hopeless than ever before. If you feel that is an encouraging development,
then your sympathies are with British imperialism. That to me, Waskom, is
not a development but a degeneration. And the worst of it is that we are
tacitly backing it."
.

There is

no

Despite

such

years,

.

evidence of any

illustrates the

am

pique

disagreements,

their

sharp divergence

summer

replete

with

the

part of Pickett

fiiendship

never

over

Jones'

vigorous criticism.''

faltered. This debate,

of opinion that existed

dividing not just expatriates

After a

on

though,

during the pre-Independence,

and friends of India, but Indians themselves."

meetings, fund-raising,

and

family visits,

Pickett left for

India at the end of September 1944. But his travel, via the Mediterranean and Suez

Canal,

did not end in

Bombay.'"

December conferences,

"large

war

After

arriving

and small.""

in

India, he

was

off to

a

string

of
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Because Pickett did not

became alarmed that
word

came

immediately report his

something may have happened

safe

to him

arrival,

en

some

in America

Soon, however,

route.

that, although the voyage had been "exciting in spots" the delayed report

the resuh of an

immediately

full schedule.'*

Bishop

meant that Pickett would be transferred to the

therefore, he

anxious to

was

for Christmas in

dispose

B. T.

capital

Badley's

year's

at

December retirement

end.

Understandably,

ofthe loose ends of his current

Delhi, especially since Ruth and Douglas

were

was

assignment

already there

in time

and

unpacking."
Pickett's

new

assignment

included

Indus River Conferences. It would prove
the

territory was

so

vast, but because the

However,

momentous.

retirement: "Pickett's
The

Clementina

as

events of the

coming

(Rowe) Butler,

not

seemed to be 'for such

initial

an

property's

first

school under the

years

not just because

were

time

to prove

so

this.'"

to live

missionary couple

to

making

included

a

India, in

there, however, the Reverend and Mrs.

purchased

the northmost spur of the Aravalli Hills.

the next year,

some

as

until 1910. Five years later, the Methodists

buildings

temporary chapel, and

a

American Methodism's first

come

adjacent parcel

coming

�

in Delhi went all the way back to William and

parcel of land adjoining Delhi Ridge,

bought

Delhi, North India, and

John N. HoUister'* would write in 1956, the year of Pickett's

history of Methodists

Wilson, did

of the

responsibility

an awesome

1856.'' The first Methodist missionaries
F. M.

supervision

a

total of nine and

house for the District

a

They

half-acres.""

Superintendent,

The

a

storage sheds. The second property was intended for

sponsorship

of the Women's

Foreign Missionary Society."'

a

a

girls'
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In

new

1924, recognizing the growing importance ofthe Methodist presence in the

capital,

the Methodist General Conference formed the Delhi Area. To commemorate

the work of William Butler,

Church," they planned
The five and

a

to call

half acre

The first

Robinson, who

they bought more

plot

episcopal

came

was across

residents

"temporary"

but the other

the

new

site

on

church

on

1924.

church

Battery Lane,

(Rowe)

Butler.

Butler],

a

Thompson,

prime

was

the

take

laid

on

supervise
move

the

building

into the

of

new

longer.

April 6,

congregation
was

already overseen

1930. After

of 400 walked in

Clementina Butler,

a

service in

procession

to

daughter of William

wife of J. R. Chitambar unveiled

[the new name

had been

suggested by Miss

memorial to Dr. William Butler, Founder ofthe Methodist Mission in India,

1856-1864. Dedicated to the
John

who had

would also

Satyavati Chitambar,

the cornerstone. It read: "Christ Church

bishop's bungalow.

previously purchased parcels.

Bishop Robinson,

buildings would

new

("Butler Memorial

Ruth Pickett's parents, John and Elizabeth

Boulevard Road. With them

and Clementina

church

By August 1 5, he and Elizabeth could

The cornerstone ofthe
the

the road from the

were

May

a new

parsonage, and

key Methodist structures,

the houses and church here.

episcopal residence,"'

it), community center,

to Delhi in

the construction of several

land for

Glory of God,

Chief Commissioner of Delhi,

location at the north end of Delhi

Christ Church

December 20, 1931.""' At the ceremony, Sfr

was

of both the old and

visible for

new

city.

congratulated

the Methodists

Ridge."" Indeed, when finished,

miles, and from

its top,

one

could

see a

on

their

the tower of

surprising

expanse
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In December 1 944, when the Picketts moved to the Boulevard Road

the jungle lands ofthe escarpment still
contained

compound

a

lot of "mutiny

ran

In

history."

road."' The

up to the

right

fact, just

area

to the north

compound,

around the
the

was

Mutiny

Memorial."* Boulevard Road, which traced the northem boundary of the compound,
ended

on

the

additional

property's

West

side, where, like

spokes. Moving counterclockwise,

a

spoke

in

and fruit market.

Beyond

(or "GT"),

India's version of Route 66,

The fourth

spoke,

final

spoke,

while,

south and

the market

Hamilton Road, traced the southem

city of Old Delhi."'

connecting Boulevard

Road. So, the

on

and Hamilton

housing.

It

compound

was

provided

additional

Sabzi Mandi,

was

with many

of the radial

along the

more

spokes,

but

east side ofthe

compound

tales to tell.

was

stone

parcel was
formed

on

Butler

by
the East."*

bishop's house,

wall, with

privacy walls enclosed the

a

running north to

the south, and Butler Road

by a six-foot-high

a

wide

houses and their

elaborate set of perimeters. Choukidars

north, along Butler,

around the

comer on

were

Boulevard

(watchmen)

the parsonage and Christ Church.

was

a

the famous Grand Tmnk Road

security after dark.

From south to

hnmediately

north,

ofthe property and led, after

Christ Church

enhance in front ofthe church. Additional

an

spoke

went

south toward New Delhi. And the

edge

on

next

Ridge Road,

contained the church, parsonage,

surrounded

gardens. Together, these formed

ran

one

the north, Hamilton Road

The Christ Church
and servants'

Not

triangular perimeter of the

Boulevard Road

was

only much older,

the lower end of Ridge Road,

to the walled

wheel, it intersected with four

the first of them.

past the Mutiny Memorial. Between Ridge Road and the

large vegetable

a

the

gated

entrance to the

episcopal
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grounds.

The

bishop's bungalow

generous lawn.

outside

Along

were more

In front

brick

flowers and

were

It contained six

the

fi-ont, and

the back. From each room,

The back verandah

a more

was

tolerable

a

low

gate

one

300 shidents. A small

where the District

could go

path behind

from the gate,

one

sandwiched

directly to

a

see

one

the road,

could

one

see

they had remembered

Robinson, who had buih the house,
Ruth

everything,

kept the house

and

everything

was

was

building,
It

the

quarter-mile
now

housing

Battery Lane Compound,

located just up Boulevard

was a

also

morgue."'

fitting that

again living there

immaculate. She

in its

and

other missionaries and church workers.

another

it. It

more

ofthe house's

in 1932 and

From the start, Waskom and Ruth found 12 Boulevard Road

as

by two

barsati suite for guests. The roof

the school led to the No. 4

could

office, living room and

building, completed

Superintendent lived, plus

and from

by a breezeway to the kitchen

Road, opposite the wall behind the servants' quarters.

family.

a

in hot weather.

across

drive to the Butler Memorial Girl's School

inviting place

a

hedge. Along the

entertaining guests,

dining room,

connected

sleeping place

out fi-om the front

Looking

Looking west

a

containing

driveway passed through

rooms: an

garage. Stairs at its west end climbed to the roof and

provided

for

bungalow was perfect

plenty of them.

laterally across

across

two verandahs.

also

circular drive,

was a

flowers and taller shrubs and trees. The

were

master bedroom

bedrooms,

the inside of the drive

vine-draped,

the start, there

set back.

at the center of the front verandah.

porte-chochere
The

was

was

as

as warm

the retired

and

Bishop

part of his daughter's

fond of the

saying,

"a

place

for

place.'"" Throughout the house and on the verandahs
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were

potted gardenias

fiimishings
In the

and other

and fabrics decorated the

living room

was a

bungalow.

come

Most ofthe furniture

to the house and

neighborhood

not! The incredible array of responsibilifies

was

senior Methodist

bishop

demands

enormous," he admitted. "I can't begin

...

from her parents. Local

are

was

cane-seated.

fireplace.

Getting oriented
the work

plants. Many had

were, to

Pickett,

was

yoked

administrative

an

easy;

getting

oriented to

to the role of India's

phantasmagoria.

"The

to do all that needs to be

done."" With its 300,000 members, preparatory members, and baptized children, the
Delhi Annual Conference contained the
States.

Conceming the

small, but the church

largest Methodist constituency outside

75 million non-Christians in the

was

Bombay Area)

in connection with

reminded the local Methodist

By

any measure,

constituency was

a

and

more

ministering to

prodigious challenge.

than that

were

and pastors

the

the

addition, food was

previous

three years

scarce.

�

ever

In

that number

spiritual

and

(as

was

he had 26 times in

At dedications, he

only foreign help

physical

always

had been for the roof

needs of this

growing

The conference's Methodists included

some

of them well-off But at least 65 percent

very poor.

were

Seventy percent had no church building

within five miles of their homes. Another three- fourths had
In

often

�

building dedication."

community that

thousands of highly cultured Indians,

illiterate,

a

even

Pickett did not settle into his office but

growing rapidly.

immediately began visiting his superintendents
the

region,

the United

no

nearby medical services.''

fact, famine had threatened much of India in each ofthe

since 1942, when

Japan

overran

Burma and cut off one of

hidia's chief sources of rice. Within the first year of that event, five milhon Indians had
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starved, and another 20 milhon

slightly better when
As

equally

Bishop

aware

were

close to

The food situation,

Pickett arrived in the

capital

Pickett

the churches and missions of the

ofthe

began touring

escalating political

"riots and mutinies." Nevertheless, the
summer

perishing.'"
in 1945,

of great

was

strife in the land. There

bishop

was

were

only

concem

region,

constant

publically optimistic,

to him.

hi

a

he

was

reports of
1946

newsletter to American pahrons, he wrote:

Politically this may be a year of glory for India. Independence has drawn
near and will likely be established
during the year. A National Constituent
will
meet
before
this letter reaches you to prepare a
Assembly
probably
constitution for the future government of India."
Besides
the

facing

responsibilities

end of 1945, he

Bishop

a

ofthe

plateful

of new

episcopal challenges,

presidency ofthe
that

National Christian

Indian

hoped

to

resign

S. K. Mondol,

or

B. L. Rallia Ram. "Both of these

making good notably.

.

.

.

effectively that in our own

Both

so

are

an

doing

president

Quartermaster

and other churches

Assam,

was

term under Pickett in

in U. S.

we

with him

Council, although, by the

could be chosen

�

^perhaps

men," he observed, "are

spirits

and

so

hear fine tributes to them."""

was

impressed was

Bombay, had,

James K.

since 1 942, been

serving

as a

Army." Major Mathews, who was then stationed at Chabua,

being considered,

and would

the mission board in New York

as

soon

Associate

two terms in India would have been

wrote: "I vote for his

brought

their work with humble Christian

Another young leader with whom Pickett

Mathews, who after a

Pickett

be

appointed

�

in mid-June of 1 946

Secretary for India

required

appointment anyway.""

for the

position,

and Burma.'*

but Pickett

�

to

Ordinarily,

enthusiastically
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Through Major Mathews,

military supplies
n

was

winding

fi-om the U.S.

Pickett

Army

alerted to the

was

after the

war.

So, in February 1945,

down and the National Christian Council

postwar relief projects, Pickett encouraged the council
and charitable distribution of whatever leftover
Government of hidia,

might

be

disposed

The Government of hidia had
NCC asked about its
civilian

hospitals

plans,

war

was

World War

considering prospective

to pursue the

supplies

as

leftover

the

possible purchase

Americans, and also the

to sell.

already established

the board said that what

and government

possibility of buying

organizations

was

was

a

Disposals

not absorbed

likely to

be

Board. When the

by provincial

negligible.

Nevertheless, the NCC could submit specific requests if they wished. How the American
army

proposed to dispose

of its

war

surplus though was, so-far,

The NCC chose two actions:
Indian

Disposals Board; second,

it

first, it solicited requests for submission

appointed Bishop

Pickett and

John B. Weir to try to find out the American authorities'

interested in what the Americans
and

supplies.

Perrill,

were

May 1945,
not

planned to

time, Fred Perrill's

assigned to

Pickett

ready to

talk.

At that

the Clara Swain

dispatched

act while the

war

unclear.

plans.*"

do with their

son. Dr. Charles

Hospital

in

Presbyterian leader.
Pickett

was

Dr.

particularly

remaining medical equipment
Perrill, and his wife.

Bareilly.

Soon after V-E

"Dr. Charles" to look into the matter. The

with

to the

Dr. Wilma

Day in

generals were

Japan persisted.*' They were, however, willing

to
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By September, preliminary discussions

Liquidation

Commission. On

negotiations
We

were

September 11, 1945,

underway

with the American

Pickett described the progress of the

to R. E. Diffendorfer:

busily occupied just now in the negotiations for surplus war
supphes. As chairman ofthe N.C.C. it falls to me to present the needs of all
the Churches. We are trying to set up a Committee to handle all supplies.
To do the job correctly and secure the maximum benefits we would need to
organize a corporation and run two or more warehouses. That, of course,
we can't do, but we are hoping to secure considerable benefits for all
missions. [E. C] Bhatty, one ofthe newer N.C.C. Secretaries is to be with
me tomorrow interviewing various Govt. Officers regarding the remission
of duty, transportation charges, term credit for purchases, etc.*'
are

Two

commission." They met with
authorities had

already come

fear of hurting the economy,
open market.

E. C.

days later, Pickett,

a sense

to

an

Bhatty,

and E. M. Moffatt got

of urgency.

They had

surplus

materials from the

let dovm, Pickett

month, he and Weir arranged

to

was

to insure

met

1945. After

September 25,

a

thoughtful,

would not be

dumped

on

the

hearing

"United Committee"

including

�

of surplus

supplies

they also

to

an

could still

a

informal conference with broad

they developed

They counseled the appointment

should there be the

an

something

not scheduled to meet for

from Pickett and Weir,

Roman Catholic

recommended that

was

that

well-balanced response. The group of eight

and recommendations for the NCC.*"

the situation,

war

cautiously optimistic

present their report

enough representation

purchase

Army

agreement with the British Indian Government. For

be worked out. Since the National Christian Council

findings

leamed that the U.S.

Instead, they would be destroyed.

Despite the

on

together with the

representatives

opportunity.

a

set of

of a

to handle the

�

In view ofthe urgency of

interim committee be formed to get

a

head
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start. There

would act

could

was no

telhng when

quickly to dispose

serve

immediately as

h would set up

an

a

the

war

would end, and

liaison between the churches and the

office in Delhi, to be staffed

the repayment

open the office in
In late

October, the NCC

committee with Pickett

brought

aboard

as a

(through

and

Delhi,

a

plan

met and

a

by workers

for

on

purchases)

storing, distributing

approved

the

plan.

were

underground. They

exorbitant wages to cut up

until

was sure

to

hospitals

as

banking

delivering the purchases.
a

seven-person

Perrill, who

were

Pickett had

Perrill and the others

almost

some

was

as

were

an

and

paying daily laborers

were

unexpected act of Congress,

were

in,*'

the destmction of

allowed, from late 1945

and the tools to maintain them,

more.

institutions. In

who served

Left behind

immediately bulldozed

behind-the-scenes part

purchase medical supplies, jeeps

numerous

quickly withdrawn.

mosquito nets.** However, by

Pickett's United Committee for

Presbyterian,

and

also discovered that the Americans

tmcks, motorcycles, and much

umbrella for

missions

of the Rs. 5,000 needed to

Dr. Charles

halted and civilian charitable institutions

April 1946,

by participating

appointed

were

huge stockpiles. Pickett,

heartsick to leam that whole field

equipment was

authorities.

technical advisor.*'

in Assam and Calcutta

which Perrill

It

seven was

When V-J Day came, the American troops

buried

lent

liquidation

addressed such matters

proposal

surcharge

chair. One of the

as

it did, the authorities

ofthe war's remains. Once formed, the United Committee

and churches. Other recommendations in the

procedures,

once

Surplus Supplies (UCOSS)

charge

ofthe Delhi office

went to work

were

adminisfrator, and Ralph C. Kaufman,

a

as an

Harold Shaw,

a

Mennonite, who
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served

as

purchasing agent.

leaming what supplies

were

popular

items

UCOSS

representatives

were

the

propositions were

less

we

available, but quickly getting the word
trom the U.S.

out onto the fields at

"Which

"Until

purchase-and-distribution process involved,

jeeps. Sergeants

jeeps, they asked,

apiece.

The

ones

�

for

Among the

out.

Willington Airport. Pointing to

example,

some

the offer of 500

got them distributed, how would

of the

most

took

Army Surplus Supply

do you want?"** However,

appealing

not just

a

hundred

army's

other

for

dollar

donkeys

a

feed them?" asked Shaw and

we

Kaufinan.*'
Dr.

Perrill, who

was

scouring massive catalogues
had to decide, for

screening.'"

example,

The

it

war

or

its

When the

�

seemed

furlough

Douglas

"whether

May,

was

given the job

or

not to

order, sight

even

whole field
in

early

more

hospitals,

was

unseen,

new;

'75,000 yards of nylon

no one

in the office

were

a

remarkable

was

purchased

than four million dollars in

freshly graduated

at

accomplishment.

greatly reduced

summer, 115 charitable groups

from Woodstock

�

particularly delighted with the medical

�

Christian,

purchases."

Pickett,

also aided in the effort,

finds: the generators, x-ray machines,

medicines, clothing, and linens bound for hospitals and clinics.''
The

war

surplus project was just

advancing medical

of

properties.'"

^had made

�

in

and endless hsts of supplies for the most useful items. He

project ended

Muslim, and Hindu
whose son,

on

surplus enterprise was, by all accounts,

All sorts of equipment,

prices.

go

time, nylon (invented in 1938)

At that

acquainted with

getting ready to

care.

His kinetic

one avenue

of many that Pickett found for

leadership (1936-1956)

of the Medical Council of
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the Methodist Church in hidia

was

widely admired,

hi his

episcopal role,

he

was ever on

the lookout for the best obtainable doctors, nurses, and technicians for Methodist medical
institutions. Over

lifetime, he raised millions of dollars for Indian hospitals and clinics.

a

Some of them, he aided in

extinction. Pickett
for health

fraining
urged

"a

new

In

new

saved from

new

responsibilities

in India upon medical work, both curative and

emphasis

some areas

single-handedly

initiatives in health care, and better

workers. As he assumed his

emphasis

of this

Typical

also keen to promote

was

care

he almost

starting; others,

was

his

plea

two-thirds,

or

for

quality health

are

Delhi, he

preventative."''

care nurses:

more, of all Indian

Christians. But most of them

in

women nurses are

very inadequately trained. Few were high
nurses' training schools. They were the

graduates before entering
day of fraining, but better qualified candidates are
Public health nursing is a new field for which training of
essential now.
a high order is required.'"

school

best candidates in their
.

Many instances
in

or

aspiring to

youth. When,

(Licentiate

of the

scores.

the

scholarship
�

a

could be cited also of Pickett's interest in individuals involved

after

high school,

College

was

Muslim

For

example,

Emest

missionary, William Carey,

a

who

was

lower-ranking Hindu student.

had dreamed of a medical

scholarship

Surgeons) certificate,

to

a

awarded to another student

�

Sundaram, whose family traced its
career

from

he took the state examination for the L.C.P.S.

of Physicians and

That insured him

top

shident

.

medical service.

Christian roots to the
his

.

to receive

a

medical

�

a

second

college

�

he

supposedly! Instead,

Hindu. Another

scholarship

When Pickett heard about the

emerged with the

was

top-scoring

also

injustice,

passed over for a

he took it to his
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friend, Rajkumari Amrit Kaur, the Minister of Health. With her help, both boys
awarded

scholarships

and admitted to

a

medical

college

in Calcutta.''

It is hard to overestimate J. Waskom Pickett's overall

ministries of healing. In the words of Dr. Charles Perrill, "No
to advance health

care

on a

son

20-day tour

more

Douglas,

and District

Superintendent

ofthe Kumaon District in the

than 150 miles,

Along the way, they dedicated

dried up
was

was

to

a

study the reported

food

Himalayan

impossible to buy,

the trio survived

ofthe United Committee's

war

and

did

on

the church's

more

than Pickeh

surplus

on

�

effort!

foothills. In all,

accomplish was

government monopoly and

supplies

were

were

places

many

and

they walked
in the

Katyur

Champawat.

However, the main

they

reason

found acute. With fields

scarcity of food being

Army K rations

areas

set out

Singh Chowdhury,

with food

one

�

Upon their retum,

of Methodist leaders to discuss relief options for

that what the church could

which

and the

U. S.

in the mid-90s,

Baijnath), Almora,

shortage,

especially in the higher elevations

and meats

Dhan

remote mountainside church.

�

vegetables

one

were

visiting Naini Tal, Ranikhet, Dwarahat,

Valley (including Phatgale, Dangoli, Charson,

for the trek

impact

in India."'*

Tuesday, April 9, 1946, when temperatures back in Delhi

Waskom, his

were

of the

such that it

acquisitions

Pickett called

a

meeting

shortages. They agreed

limited. For instance, since

grain was

now a

rationed, they could buy no grain. However,

not rationed. And what about all those K rations!
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The NCC executive committee

urge

regional

up with

those

felt handcuffed. Under the

They too

areas.

was

Christian forces to work

also

days

�

long-term

from

them,

measures

for

or

together

for starvation

the denominations,

or

to

India in 1910"''

�

headed north for the

Waskom

quaint

work

surplus

the state

�

"my busiest

ready

Kashmiri

for

village

a

and

there

was

to

they came

was

any consideration

not, in

given to

episcopal responsibilities,

�

was

in famine

famine.

reducing vulnerability to

war

prevention,

Unfortunately,

After months of unrelieved immersion in his

Christian Council, and

help

circumstances, about all they could do

few ideas for intervention in extreme crises.

a

for ways to

searching

respite

National

and hardest year since I first
In

mid-May, he,

Ruth and

came

Douglas

of Pahalgam, nestled 400 miles away

along

the Liddar River. On

May 20, they impacked their suitcases, removing, along with their

civilian clothes,

surplus

some

GI

apparel

�

"just right

for

a

vacation in this

quiet place,"

beamed Waskom.

Except
in

Pahalgam

in

for

a

a

few

tent owned

enchanting. Pahalgam 's
shepherds

and

more

He

"But to be

than

added,

a

in

by

river

a

houseboat

a

fiiend. Few

was

on

Srinagar's

places

on, to the north and

honest,"

change

east,

of location and

an

a

an

wrote Pickett to James

"We have been here 19

Dal Lake, the Picketts

were more

photographic

stayed

or

filled with rainbow trout and, in summer, its hills with

sheep. Surrounding the village was

mountains, and farther

peaks.

days

array of resplendent

snowcapped

Mathews, "[Pahalgam]

opportunity to

days, including

circle of soaring, fir-covered

concentrate

three

Sundays.

on

means

writing

I took

one

and

little

reading."

day off for
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climbing
other

By

days

a

1,600 feet high [about

World War

a

2,500 foot climb], along with Douglas. The

[my] 360*

I have worked. This is

the end of

and

1

peak

a

letter

�

all hand-written.'"*

II, hidian nationalism had become

host of concomitant reasons, not the least of which

weariness with the burdens of maintaining the

ready to

offer India its release.

simply.

In

empire,

the

1945-46, Muhammad Ah Jinnah's Muslim League

juggernaut.

mounting British

not

rejection

an

independent

of attempts to find

a

won an

and threats of months of debate between

ugly communal

bloody riots broke
and

August 1946,

Congress

more

the

to

Jinnah, whose party
determined in his

inflammatory rhetoric

and the Muslim

League

August 16, 1946, designated

out in Calcutta. At the end of the

day,

as

escalated into

their Direct Action

there

were

early 1947,

riots and

killing broke

out in the

Punjab

as

Day,

4,700 dead, 15,000

150,000 fleeing the city. From Calcutta, the violence spread

and Bihar. In

73

violence. The Muslim League had decided to abandon constitutional

methods for direct action. On

injured,

In

overwhelming

electorate, vindicating Jinnah's claim

Muslim state of Pakistan, grew

compromise.

was

happen cleanly or

for India's Muslims. As the fact of independence drew near,

had called for

For that

Labour Government

new

However, quitting India would

of 78 seats set aside in Parliament for the Islamic

speak

was a

a

to east

well.

Bengal

By then,

12,000 had been killed.

By this time,
On

the British

February 20, 1947,

were

the British

determined to step up the process of quitting India.

prime minister,

Clement Attlee announced that the
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British would leave India
Mountbatten

as

the end of June the

by

viceroy in

March would

speed

communal violence underscored the fact that
nationalism

integrate

sufficiently strong to get

the Muslims.

The arrival of Louis

it up still more.'' But the

Congress,

Britain to

Independence would

following year.

while successful in

quit India,

had not

^but with

come

escalating

�

a

shaping

out how to

figured

partition.*" Despite the

great changes that lay just ahead, and his great interest in politics, Pickett's letters
show
In

a man

one

sense, that

at hand.

image

is not far off. Pickett

Nevertheless, he

was

at the end of

in

a

was

1946, with Pickett

given,

as

well,

Self-Goveming India";

as

task

was

the

the other

personnel decisions, meetings
a new

example,

added:

on

were

an

filled,

new

as

from the business

the horizon,

commissions

nor

of the

meeting

"The Church

usual, with oversight responsibilities,

problems

correspondence. But,

was

was an

in

emergency

trip

to

and the church schools could

pay their teachers. On

Rangoon with relief fimds and the
the bank sittiation

one on

�

errand. The errand

cash-flow

they needed to

having

on

at hand.

"Christian Education in the Future India."*'

unexpected

not withdraw the money

Thursday noon,

changes

with district leaders, official

were

there

easily distracted

to

chair, beyond the ususal agenda, substantial

Burma, where the banks

Pickett flew to

not

seem

changes

the NCC met for its tenth biennial

to the work of two

The winter and spring of 1947

April,

was

not unmindful ofthe

need to prepare for them. When, for

attention

does he allude to the

utterly undisttacted. Only occasionally

a

April 2,

a

Wednesday,

offer of a loan. However, when he got

already resolved.*' So,

after

a

weekend blitz.
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including getting together with
visiting

all the church

moming, meeting
Rathnam ofthe

all the

missionaries, preaching

properties, preaching

with Burmese national

Telugu Church,

matters, Pickett, at 4:00

Calcutta, he hoped

a.m.

and

in the

at

length

with missionaries

left for the

airport

Friday service,

and Chinese churches

English

leaders, consulting

conferring

Monday,

Good

a

with Pastor

several other

on

and his retum

flight.*'

to catch

a

late train to Delhi, but he got there after the last

gone and had to check into

a

hotel. After dinner, he

phoned

an

Sunday

old fiiend,

In

one

had

railway

a

official whose children had been in school with the Pickett children. The friend invited
Pickett

driven

was

Since there

over.

by

a

taxis outside the hotel, he hired

were no

a

carriage

driver tumed off Chowringhee two

or

three streets

shortcut, he told the bishop. However, when he tumed the carriage
Pickett demanded he go back. Then
Pickett to be

quiet

Pickett, who had

(about

or

more

375

man

so

money

dollars)

brandishing

a

large

on

him than he had

onto

knife

over

an

something

early

pockets

appeared

all his money.

nose.

Fearing

for his

1200

life, Pickett hit

Then he wheeled and kicked the

with the knife. When the knife fell fi-om his hands into the street, Pickett

man

managed

to

began pushing him toward

they intended to

a

and told

�

and took the money.

hard that blood streamed from his

the three robbers

�

unlit street,

before carried in India

ever

was

refused. The driver stmck him in the face and made him stand

would escape, but the third

sure

a man

be killed. The driver ordered him to tum

up. He searched Pickett's

the driver

which

tall Muslim and his assistant. Soon, however, Pickett sensed that

amiss. The

mpees

phaeton,

murder him.

grab him
a

around the

lumberyard

Finally, though,

he

legs

thought he

and hold him. As

about 20 feet away, Pickett

managed

to tear away and

mn

was

to
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the

safety of a

crowd drawn

by the

commotion. Members of the crowd walked Pickett

back to his hotel. The thieves had gotten all but 30 rupees. The
missed Pickett's throat
"That is

an

Delhi, Waskom

In

the first time,

was

met

now

by Ruth

granddaughter, Jessie

a new

prevailing

and her father. A few

Louise

Lacy.*'

A few

driving (80 miles), riding horseback (50 miles),

the Kumaon hills,

just

he had the

as

Chowdhury had accompanied him.

previous

On his retum,

on

and

April 27,

and

a

Shahjahanpur

week, he participated in

Executive of North

Board, held

a

cabinet

membership,

foundation for
addressed the

a new

education conference, chaired
over

the armual

meeting

meeting regarding the reshuffling
(fellowship gathering)

interviewed young
church

there for

more

and he

was

Douglas

and Dhan

Singh

he set out almost

included

building,

Bareilly and

a

meeting

of the

a new

village

of the Educational

Bareilly Seminary

of some ladies'

appointments;

of 300; received 60 persons into full

people regarding

did

a

marriage

Christian service, laid the

ceremony at

Lodhipur Community School; conducted worship

helped with plans

days

later he met, for

and Jalalabad, 45 miles farther south. All in the span of

India, presided

addressed aPrem Sabha

church

an

days

walking (100 miles)

year when

immediately for a whirlwind tour of the Bareilly District that
nearby Tilhar,

knife had

in India."*"

�

through

waving the

inch. Afterwards, Pickett wrote to James Mathews,

indication of the lawlessness

an

off again

by only

one

center. "Life is very

at

Shahjahanpur;
Tilhar, and,

fiill," he

as

well,

wrote upon his

retum.**
In

gratified to

Bareilly,

Pickett

was

saddened to hear of recent communal

leam that the Christian

community had organized

rioting,

but he

was

itself for relief work and
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had been

given passes

into every section of the

serve," he observed. "They
did not focus

on

the

When the

rioting

bishop

While he

was

fiiU-time

guesthouse

gone, she

passing through

�

seem

went

his

was

for

to have risen to the situation

and the

on

politics

but

tour,

he

right

as

hand.

on

so

Besides

managing

especially fiill day,

guilty

for

a

reported

of this for

our

May

�

of 1947

granted.

the house, which

The

Methodist

furlough. They are

did

�

bishop

was

getting ready,

was

day

quick to

correct the statement. "The fact

Missionary Society ofthe

Rev. and Mrs. I. B.

for the first time, to send

they

are now

in India

several

new

additions,

Pickett

was

buildings

an

sent one minister to

planning yet

Fiji

room

at

a

parts of

before I

came

to

and

so

Fiji

another tour that would include

in the mountains,

operating

on

Khristmukti."*' Pickett added:

happened that he got most of his support completely in
never regarded as a missionary of the Methodist Church.'"

early June,

is," he

Central Conference of Southem

India. It

two school

everything

Pickett leamed that the Ecumenical Press

Africa, and the Methodist Church

dedicating

anyone

He wrote to Ruth every

Even earlier the Church of England had sent Indian ministers into

For

was a

he dictated his letter to Ruth. He

Asia sent its first missionaries to Afiica ten years ago, and

was

suitcase.

�

that the church in India

missionary overseas.

wrote, "that

As usual, he

days.**

Around this time

Service had

on an

can

�

he

feh

packed his

letters, managed accounts, filed carbon copies

Once, though,

who

and visitors from America

none

away.

splendidly."*'

often did, Ruth

but write his letters. Waskom took

was

only ones

Christians and their response.

missionaries, church leaders,

she read

the

city. "They are

including

leper asylum,

two

and

a

churches,

two

schools,

generator plant.
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However,

on

May 30,

word

came

from the

Ramsey Hospital

in Nanital that

Bishop

Robinson had died of heart failure.

Since Elizabeth Robinson's

retired,

had not been idle. He

managed

the

publishing house,

and

through 1946,

traveled to three

Methodism,"

continents, filled

Temperance News, created

spoken

in

English

churches.'' Even retired bishops, it

obituary in the

an

as,

great Christian he

was.

unconscious. His

knew

so

well

as we

I doubt if any

humility was

as overseer

man

who
in

at times

were

our

a

scores

grand

of conferences

old

letter to James

so

days!

man

An

of Indian

Mathews, Pickett

closest to him what

time had

of the

index to the Indian

seems, knew well how to fill their

indeed, he was.'' Two weeks later, in
one

in

and in Hindustani at

New York Herald Tribune called Robinson "the

wrote of him, "No

was

and

Bishop Robinson, though

had, in those twelve years, edited the Indian Witness,

Lucknow area, edited the Indian
Witness

in June 1935,

passing

a

great

man

and

much greatness of which he

positively startling.""

In the

summer

of

1942, the family had helped Grandfather Robinson to celebrate 50 years of service in
India. As

a

remembrance

they gave him

a

about his admiration for his father-in-law,
What

can

book of tributes. Waskom's tribute said much

as

well

as

his love for Ruth:

I write that will do justice to the tributes of love and

gratitude that

my heart and mind continually pay to you and mother? More than any other
who will write, I am indebted to both of you. For Ruth, who enshrines in
her character and personality so much of you, my debt is immeasurable. For

of you in my children I am unspeakably gratefiil. In the church
that I serve in Bombay Area and beyond, in and out of Methodism, I am

what I

see

continually discovering

evidence of your influence

making my task

easier

and the rewards of my office richer. And when I tum my attention within
myself, there, too, I am reminded of my debt to you. I like to believe that I
have responded to your influence and have taken into myself something of
what I have admired and loved in you. Friends sometimes

delight me

with
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intimations to that effect. My fondest
years of service in India.'"

Meanwhile,

the

British

were

hope

packing their bags

is that I, too, may

to go home. After

Delhi in March, Lord Mountbatten, India's new, and final,

viceroy,

nearly

would rather

every

see a

key leader, including

bloodbath in

a

Mushm state.'' In

May,

as

no

communal

in New

sprinted through

by April 5,

a

he had

Gandhi and Jinnah. Gandhi told him that he

united India than

odds. Jinnah insisted there could be

arriving

had

succession of meetings and discussions with Indian leaders. In fact,
met with

complete fifty

an

India without

rioting

India and Pakistan

a

interminably at

"surgical operation" resulting

escalated in the

Punjab,

in

a

North-West

Frontier Province, Central Provinces, and Calcutta, Mountbatten retumed to London.
When he retumed to Delhi

preference
decide

for

a

possible.'*

awaited bill

June 2, he

They had

in their hands.

One month later, the Brifish House of Commons

granting independence.

to

called

it, "the noblest and greatest law

League joumal,

By this time, however,

irreparably split that partition
hidia. A Partition Council,

passed the long-

Both the Hindustan Times, the paper of the

and Dawn, the Muslim

was

was

Indian leaders of Britain's

for the British wanted to transfer power and grant dominion status

Party,

Partition

immediately informed

united India, but he said the decision

directly though,

as soon as

on

ever

gave the action

enacted

by the

the Hindu and Muslim

high praise.

for

formed, with Mountbatten

as

political

factions

were so

given up

administratively overseeing the
chair.

The former

British Parliament.""

seemed inevitable. Even Nehm had

responsible

Congress

They roughed

out the

on a

united

details ofthe

plan ofthe
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Partition

quickly, but,

trying to

settle

Muslim

upon

on

the

not

Independence Day came, they were

boundaries.'* The plan called for

majority areas

a

Pakistan

sliced from northwest and northeast

receiving independence

Pakistan whether to

When

completely.

keep

or

consisting

comers

still

of two

of India, h stated

and temporary dominion status, it would be up to India and

cut ties with the British Commonwealth of Nations. To these

conditions, both sides reluctantly agreed. For the Muslims, who wanted control of each

province where they were the majority,
proposal

did not offer

enough.

For the

even

winged" Pakistan ("moth-eaten," Jinnah
he

was

stalwartly

plethora of questions

and

a

for

a

publically

called

it

was

only

51 percent, the

it gave away too much.

about the

proposal with

its "two-

it)." However, philosophically and

united India. The prospect of partition raised

paucity of answers.

the mission board be forced to

Bengal)

Congress Party,

Pickett did not have much to say

practically,

if (as in

adjust

its

a

In what ways, and to what extent, would

policies

and

procedures?

What would become of

the Indus River Conference? What other ecclesiastical boundaries would be affected?
How would Jinnah's Muslim state look

even

to

on

Christian missions? Would they allow them

stay?
When Mountbatten announced that the time for the transfer of power to the

governments of the
fellow

bishops,

two

who

new

were

states

was

to be

August

14 at

midnight,

Pickett and his

already weighing the long-term implications

decided to tum their focus to the event itself. Pickett

of that moment,

explained their preparations:

busy making arrangements for the celebration of Independence Day
and the founding of the two Dominions. The National Flag will be raised on
our schools, hostels, etc. But a few of the Christians are protesting this on

We

are
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the

ground that symbols in the flags carry so much of non-Christian
meaning that Christians cannot accept them. 1 am strongly advising that all
Christians desist from that attitude, for there is nothing in the mere symbols
.�
necessarily evil or anti-Christian.
.

A statement from the
about

Partition,

to

.

bishops urged individual Methodists,

joyfully welcome independence

as

church

a

�

in homes

all the Methodist schools to have

prosperity and progress"
they proposed

ofthe

the

with

�

any other suitable

flag-raising
over

The session

whom the

was

a

special

to climax at

^besides the members

even

midnight with

their

�

bishops

flags

would

also

no

urged

"peace,

fly. Additionally,

families, plant

two trees

as

living

deep-toned "oooom"

a

applause.

was

the members

packed,

the

assuming authority

galleries overflowing

the

tolling ofthe

clock

ticket. At

midnight,

assembly.

As the last chime rang out, the

of a conch shell sounded,

some

Assembly of the

families, special guests, diplomats, various officials,

evoked the silence and attention ofthe entire

cheers and

where

session in the circular hall of the State Council

Dominion of India. The chamber

to witness

The

or

pray and

ceremony and to pray for the

institutions, and

the press, and anyone else who could rustle

gods

setting.

at 1 1 :00 p.m., the Constituent

August 14, 1947,

new

a

feelings

day.'"'

Government of India met in

over

or

peoples

that all Methodist

memorials of the

building.

responsibility to

service of thanksgiving and intercession at every church

building existed,

On

matter what their

"a great advance toward the

democratic ideal." It reminded hidian Methodists of their

encouraged

no

as

they do

in Hindu

temples

"to call the

august occasion."'"' With that, the brightly-ht hall erupted with

After that, the

Assembly members

stood and

repeated

after
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Constituent
new

Assembly president Rajendra Prasad

India. That

was

filled the air with

they became

listened in

high-decibel

hoarse. "It

friend, "Time Square
as

on

was,"

wrote

New Years

across

Eve.""" At home, those with

the BBC and All India Radio

the time

comes

when

we

night sky. Factories,

trains and

competed

Chicago Daily correspondent, Phillips Talbot,

relayed

longed

the

for had

summation, spoken just before midnight, "Long
now

the

wails and whistles. Delirious crowds

airwaves. The moment all Indians had

and

oath of dedication and service to the

inside.

Outside, rockets streaked meteor-like

ships

an

shall redeem

speeches
finally

years ago
our

we

pledge."

access

to

and cheers

come.

made

a

to

a

radio

over

In Nehru's

a

until

the

grand

tryst with destiny,
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Bishop

John

Wesley Robinson

The

passing of Ruth Pickett's father,
Bishop John Wesley Robinson, in
1947was a great loss, not only to the
family but to the entire Methodist
Church.

Four Methodist

bishops

from the 1940s:

Bishops Robinson, Subhan, Badley and
Pickett.
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CHAPTER 13: NOTES
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p.l.
This was not the first time Pickett had so characterized Gandhi,
he
that
claimed
although

it

not so much his

stamp as an echo of what he regularly heard from Ambedkar
and other Untouchable leaders. Indeed, similar characterizations of Gandhi had been part
of his repertoire since at least 1939. Compare, for example, the following remarks fi-om
"Mr. Gandhi & Dr. Ambedkar," part of a 1939 series of Pickett addresses:
was

I

regret that I

that he is

own

cannot confirm such

"second Christ"

[high] estimates

of Mr. Gandhi

[i.e.,

"the greatest contemporary Christian"] as
some American Chrisfian leaders were
saying. In many ranges of his hfe
he is a noble man, but he emphatically denies that he is a Christian. In
a

recent years he has become

Christ and

or

more

and

antagonistic to the church of
the spread of Christianity in

more

is

today working hard to arrest
publicly denounced statements which I and others have
conceming the transforming grace of Jesus Christ among the

India. He has
made

Untouchables

Mr. Gandhi wants to hold the Untouchables within

Hinduism and with that

hope he is frying to lighten the load of their
oppression.
opening the temples to them, but the Untouchables do
not regard Mr. Gandhi as their fiiend. Many of them refer to him as "our
public enemy number one." (ACA 16:43)
He is

19. JWP to E.

Stanley Jones, May 18,
Theological Seminary Archives.
20. E.

Stanley Jones

to

1944. E.

Stanley Jones

papers,

Asbury

JWP, May 31, 1944. Quoted in C. Chacko Thomas (1955:290-

291).
21. ha Jones'

cramping
this I

was

own

words

(1948:6):

"When the

war came

on, I felt I should throw aside

a

discretion and expose my heart. I did so in many addresses in the West. For
refused a visa when I wanted to retum to India in 1944."

22. E.

Stanley Jones to JWP, May 31,
291). Cf Jones (1948: hifroduction).

1944.

Quoted

in C. Chacko Thomas

(1955:290-

discreetly articulated his crificism of British mle and advocacy of self mle
at least as early as 1925, saying, "good government is no substitute for self-government"
(1925:37-38). As time went on, he became even more sympathetic to the Independence
Movement, and more vocal in its behalf As for his assessment of Gandhi, he wrote: "A
little man, who fought a system in the framework of which I stand, has taught me more of
the spirit of Christ than perhaps any other man in East or West" (1 948:8). A few pages
later, he described Gandhi's assassination as "the greatest tragedy since the Son of God
died on a cross" (1 1). Dick Taylor summed up Jones' estimate of Gandhi like this: "He
reverts again and again to comparing Gandhiji to Christ and concluding that in the sphere
of life and action Gandhiji was second only to Christ" (1973:29).

23. Jones had
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24. The

offer, which Sir Stafford Cripps brought from Great Britain in 1942, had

declared: "The

object is the creation of a new Indian Union which shall constitute a
Dominion.
." It specified, however, that the change would not come until after the war,
until
that,
then, Britain had the responsibility for the defense of India. However,
immediately after the war, Indians were to draw up a constitution for an Independent
hidian Union. If a state chose, however, it could become an independent state. The
declaration also provided for India's leaving its dominion status if it wished.
Though many, including Nehru were at first inclined to accept the declaration, it was
problematic for a number of reasons, including the fact that it left the door open for
Muslim majority states to go their own way. However, it did show that the British
intended to grant India's freedom at the soonest practicable moment, and it opened the
door, if Indian leaders wished, to immediate negotiations on the matter.
.

.

25.

Quoted

in

26.

Quoted

in Read and Fisher

Hartog (1944:96).

27. BoseandJalal
28. Chandra

(1997:329)

from Gandhi
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76:384-96).

(1998:160).

(1989:464-465).

29. JWP to R. E. Diffendorfer,

February 20,

1943. UMCA.

sfretch to suppose, as well, that Pickett's personal encounters with
Gandhi contributed to his suspicions about the Mahatma's motives.
30. Of course, it is

31. E.

no

Stanley Jones

to

JWP, May 31, 1944. Quoted in C. Chacko Thomas (1955:290-

291).
32.

Pickett confirmed my sense of this in a November 30, 1999 letter to
Since I never heard Dad say anything that could be interpreted as pique

Douglas

about
or

Stanley Jones' opinions of the Raj,

me:

its attitudes about

independence,
opinions from his about the
Stanley's criticisms against him. I do

about missionaries who held different

Brifish,

I cannot beheve he

held

great admirer of the British, and it is

know that Dad

was

that he

India's best interests would be served

thought

in

ever

some

ways

a

by the

true

inclusion ofthe

country in the Dominion after Independence. He was a strong critic of
Muhammed Ali Jinnah, whom he perceived as a small and bitter man, a
rabid hater of Hinduism and

a

proponent, for selfish political

reasons, of

Pakistan's creation, which he (Jinnah) thought would give him long-lasting
power after partition. I think Dad, while he admired many ofthe

attributes, nevertheless viewed him as much a very clever,
sometimes unscrupulous politician, as a truly spiritual religious leader. I
think he felt that ofthe two men, Gandhi and Nehru, Nehru was the real
giant and hero of the Independence struggle. There was certainly a great
Mahatma's
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admiration,
evident to

me

interacting.
33.

affection, there. I thinlc the feehngs were mutual, as it was
in the three meetings in which I witnessed Dad and Nehru

even
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.

.
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rise even in the church. The fast-frackers felt let dovm. Moreover, many of them were

increasingly froubled by the missionary domination ofthe church, which to them seemed
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the leadership of the church, but the changeover was leaden, and the power of the purse
remained largely in American hands. On the other hand, those advocating a step-by-step
approach to independence felt let down too. For one thing, they resented being
characterized as anti-national. A few were Johnnies-come-lately, but many had long been
advocates of self-rule. An example was the constemation of mission executives in the
U.S. and the embarrassment of the missionaries who recommended them when

some

Scholarships vented anti-missionary
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those who
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by Gandhi, which had for years flown over events associated with the independence
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of the Storm

"People have been killed by sword, by spear, by gunfire, by clubs, by
kirpans, and byfiire all around us. The death toll is many times higher
than the official estimate.
.

.

.

�JWP

Sometime

during

grew dark and there
and

a

rainbow

appeared.'

freedom. But just

as

storm of communal

came

was a

that first

shower of rain. However, before
To many,

shops

and smoke

doubt, the bow

violence threatened the
scores

in the famous Anarkali

rose

no

�

shopping

above hundreds of Punjabi

and the

discovery of stockpiles

fasting to

end the

killing. So,

together

the

�

sun

on

the

one

the

sun

God's seal

sun

center.

villages.

including

on

From Calcutta

of arms in the very

hand, there

shining through.

was

area

dancing

But not far

approaching.'
531

broke

again,

was

came

sky

through

their newfound

so a

rising

From Lahore

five Sikh

Amritsar, too,

temples

under

siege,

word of a bomb

where Gandhi
in the streets

was

�

Muslims

off, the clouds had tumed to

smoke, and their initially-pale cannonade of thunder had begun
was

the New Delhi

Independence Day euphoria.

of buildings ablaze

explosion

and Hindus

was

long,

fresh storm clouds threatened to shroud the

reports of 153 dead and

and 23

hidependence Day celebration,

to crescendo. The storm
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Although
to

in the

reign

Gandhi's

risky

Punjab. Barely two

James Mathews of what Mathews

to say,

Punjab

"

fast worked
weeks after

a

miracle in Calcutta, barbarism continued

already knew

he said, "that the communal frouble has

is in

a

Pickett

hidependence,

Sikhs,

informing

from the New York papers. "I

again

increased

terrible state of conflict.'"* hi Pakistan's half of the

five million Hindus and

was

.

.

am

and the whole of the

.

Punjab

were more

pure"

�

one

side, mihtant Muslims wanted their

to indeed be

moneylenders,

purified

of the

exploiting ways

new

Pakistan

against the

Muslims.

�

of Hindu

and Sikh zamindars. Across the border, the

harbored similar attitudes

a

shopkeepers

and

large Sikh community

Though the phrase,

"ethnic

cleansing,"

invented, the deed had. The forced evacuations and killings that

followed left

doubt.

As

news

only escalated.
illiterate

Soon millions

were on

�

November,

refiigee

of atrocities

the

move

on one

side reached the other, the frenzied

fortunate ones.' Most

the rich and the poor, the educated and the

in

a

desperate two-way

evacuating by ship (133,000)

people

exodus. From late

and

joumey,

safety, they

August to

as

had to take to the roads where

anything

formed convoys. "You had to

were

could

the

happen,

and emaciation and

see

historian. "You had to be there to understand the confusion,

late

would 783

by plane (32,000)

including ambushes, thefts, accidents, contagion, exhaustion,
starvation. For

bloodletting

�

convoy after convoy would make the treacherous

trains. Those

volatile

"land of the

had not yet been
no

than

in India's half a similar number of Mushms. On both

sides, the corrosive chemistry of commimalism, fear, and old grievances proved
mix. On the

sorry

it to believe it," wrote

misery

and

pain

ofthe

one
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uprooted millions who clogged
contained half a million
oxcarts

was

vengeance
came

Punjab

�

people.' Among the

or more

the risk of encountering Goondas

on

in the

the roads."* Some convoys extended for 50 miles and

their minds. No less

night

and

trapped

"land of five rivers"

great fears of those

(bandits)

lethal, though,

were

the

monsoon

�

the

grimy garments,

cars

jammed

clinging to

the

was no

less

the roof

desperate not

was

the

the

sharp

vividly the

many Muslims the last

Muslims

refugees,

scene

they spilled

numbing

over

into

awfulness of the

stones and

buming asphalt,

diet, the flies, the vultures, the corpses.

scores

of others

to be left behind.

hanging

at Amritsar

old

photos,

one sees

onto the sides

or

Life photographer, Margaret

White, who witnessed the epic tragedy of those days through her
remembered

riding

hi the

they slept,

perilous. Looking back, through

fiill of refugees, with

or

the flash floods that sometimes

swelled all five until

parched throats,

the bread and water

Train travel
hain

trudge,

foot

communal gangs with

and drowned hundreds where

the worst flash floods in memory. Yet hardest to bear

march itself: the endless

or

on

camera

Bourke-

lens,

Station, the last stop before Pakistan

^but for

�

stop, period. She got there just after the slaughter of a thousand

but the camage

was

not all she saw:

seeing a row of dignified-looking Sikhs, venerable in their long
beards and wearing the bright blue turbans of the Akali sect, sitting crosslegged all along the platform. Each patriarchal figure held a long curved
saber across his knees waiting quietly for the next train.*
I remember

�
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The fate of Sikhs and Hindus

Pickett would write

longest

going

the

September 2,

on

opposite

"There is

Delhi, tensions began

to build

Thousands of inflamed Sikh and Hindu

were

beginning to

Muslims clashed

meeting
a

of the

telegram

neighborhood.

arrived from

place?

a

swell the

population.

more

each

fiercely

governing board
fi-om Ruth,
He

stopped

the

family hiding

a

wherever

a

was

but the

the first of many

from the morgue

across

killed in Delhi

That

throughout

city are

on

which

first

proved

in his jeep under

orphans

our

a

India,

at

a

he

the

plane

no

was

home.

easy

task,

a

note

they get him to
heap

a

of sheets and

On the way,

a

roving

fugitive under the laundry remained
of the storm rescued

and Sikh bands

day Pickett wrote

the road from

yards

in South

terrified Muslim. How could

man

300

while Pickett

College

government-designated sanctuary.

interrogated him,

they found them.

continued:

Airport,

of August.

and finit market, Sikhs and

outbreak of violence

an

days

from their homes in the

day.'" Monday, September 1,

By Thursday, September 4, Hindu

men

produced

August 24-27, just

of Vellore Christian Medical

reporting

and headed for

undetected." He

the final

immediately excused himself and caught the

Christian

and

From

vegetable

Pickett drove there, concealed the

dirty clothes,
gang

gruesome. As

side has

refugees, forcibly driven

Soon after he got home fi-om Delhi

safe

telling which

conspicuously in

behind the Pickett house at Sabzi Mandi, the

got

no

equally

list of murders."'
In

north,

way could be

servants

view there and

were

to James

killing

Muslims

Mathews, "I have just

quarters. A

more are

by the bishop.

score or

being brought

come

two of bodies of

in

right now."

He
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One ofthe worst features is that the mob is in control ofthe roads and

railroads. Thousands of Moslems have been pulled out of trains and killed.
A passenger who has just arrived by train from Ajmer says that Moslem
bodies

are

piled

up in all stations and lie

the track for

along

fifty miles

out

from Delhi."

Friday,

Sikhs and Hindus stormed the Muslim

Saturday aftemoon, they besieged
killed

Methodist

was a

approximately 50
servant,
and

occupants

saw

Christian families in

Sikhs and Jats

razing

war zone.

night

In the

�

nearby Karol Bagh.

sword

or

Waskom

axe."

stayed put

over

to check

pastor, J. W. Singh,

were

safeguarding. When,

�

Sunday, September

local Hindus

was a

7

murdering

were

area

a

Muslim

their mission, he

upset. For

around the

the

their

great embarrassment

the

�

on

the

on

nearby Karol Bagh. They retumed with

"savagery" (Pickett's word)

That

a

Muslim houses and

men, women, and children

�

witness such

split by

went with his

of several local Christians

one

Singh

his skull

worsening by the moment,

weekend, except Sunday when he

at

Muslim mill hands back of Sabzi Mandi. One of those

lay member,

With the situation

community

a

to

non-Indian to

them.'"

compound became

a

moming he wrote:

city is having its great killing, modeled on what happened in Calcutta
last August, with this big difference that Calcutta's horror was
unpremeditated, while this has been deliberately planned by Sikhs and
executed by them and Hindus. The aim seems to be to exterminate the
The

Muslims."
A

couple

of hours before

writing those words,

Christ Church and climbed the tower. He counted six
the

city buming,

it

appeared

promised. Later, he

went

the looters

over

were

Pickett had walked next door to

big

fires

raging.'*

having their way, though

With

more

so

much of

troops

were

to the morgue and counted about 200 bodies. As the

day
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Christian

progressed,

refugees straggled in.

situation. One said gangs

for Muslims had

looking

miles. He described hundreds of corpses
accounts

shuffled

were

equally horrific.

by. They were

the walls of Purana

women

gunfire

six-o-clock

news

the

stopped

newspapers

As Pickett

forthcoming.

guessed,

were

column of perhaps 10,000 Muslims

fort. Most ofthe

abating,

but not the

The readers of Tuesday

killings,

the uncontrolled fires that lit up the

"wholly sympathetic"

to the

Gandhi had arrived. Pickett

overseas

morning's New

to be

was

By dusk, the
The

buming.

Later that

night,

night,

the

police officers,

he could do

a

me

from

were

helping Moslems

incident he describes in

mass

some

good,

was

were more

killings

many of whom

and

were

word

railway

looting,
reported

came

that

that his moral influence

was

too out of control for

visit to "one ofthe bloodiest areas," Pickett himself

shot at twice. "I think the shots

keep

papers

bloody retribution." Tuesday night,

hoped

after

fraction of what

York Times read about the

would work the miracle it had in Calcutta, but the situation

same

set up behind

procession

had been killed."

men

but could not know,

the indifference of Hindu soldiers and

and to

being

camp

equally laconic, telling only a

even

was

larger

day.""*

happening.

opthnism.

the

the tracks and in the stations. Other

four-century-old Mogul

was

on

his train nine times in 50

safety of a government

of the aftemoon hours

updates

mentioned neither. All it said was, "There have been isolated incidents

Tuesday's

station

a

and children. Pickett surmised that the

continuous

during

a

along

At 5:00 p.m.,

headed for the

Qila,

From them, Pickett got

to

not aimed to kill but to

escape," he wrote.'"

fiighten me

This

My Twentieth Century Odyssey^^:

was

into silence

probably the
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We had invited Christians in

dangerous

for several

two hundred or

there

situations to

come

to

our

house and

nights
people
They were
sleeping on the floor, on rugs, on beds and under beds. Our house had one
room upstairs. My wife and I
slept there. We had agreed that no light would
be put on upstairs, but I had to go into the bathroom and absent-mindedly
switched on the electric light. A shot was fired at once, hit the window sill
and shattered the pane so that small pieces of glass struck my right hand, but
I managed to reach up and tum off the light.
On the

evening

of his

were

there.

more

arrival, Tuesday, September 9,

conferred with the leaders ofthe

new

a

weak and weary Gandhi

Dominion Government and with Govemor-General

Mountbatten." Wednesday, he toured the refiigee camps. Delhi contained five camps,
two Muslim and three non-Muslim, hi the

coming days,

presence, the arrival of additional troops,

government waming

dereliction of duty, and

evacuating

a

Muslims to

Yet for now, the situation remained

refugee

the combination of Gandhi's
to soldiers

camps would

extremely grave. Killings

bring

were more

against
some

order.

isolated but still

occurring.
On

September 10, Wednesday,

three Muslim

women were

beaten to death

five Sikhs in front of Christ Church. A fourth woman, left for dead,

St.

Stephens Hospital.

Five

Nevertheless, the doctors

days earlier she

at St.

troops

By now,

came

Thursday,
others

women were

they

and carried the bodies away, but

shot.

added to hundreds

the stench had become unbearable. That

the killers murdered six

They killed two

�

all

men.

of them

taken to

had been stabbed and thmst into

Stephens thought they could possibly

The bodies of the three

morgue.

was

on

more

corpses

day

the back

edge

more

nearby

fire.

her.

piling up

at the

several lorries of army

replaced

Some of them

save

a

by

them. The next

they clubbed

of the

to

day,

death; the

compound. By Friday,
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the cleaned out morgue

was

Yet, overall, the

again full of bodies

storm

was

beginning

services remained closed, thanks to the U.S.
to R. E.

50 of them.

�

to break.

Embassy,

Though

Pickett

the

postal

managed

to

get

Diffendorfer at the mission board. However, he cautioned, "If
you

of what I have

written,

have been wamed to

let it be

give

out

published without credit

no

news." hi all the

to either

suffering,

me or

and

a

telegraph
letter off

give

out any

yourselves.

Pickett did find

one

We

bright

spot worth highlighting: the courage and restraint of the hidian Christians. "Our people
have behaved

wonderfully well,"

he wrote.

The courage and spirit of service of many of them has been
very
encouraging. The case for the Gospel could not be better demonstrated than
it has been in the contrasted behavior of Christians and non-Christians in
these terrible

days.

However, Pickett reserved special commendation for his pastor, the Reverend

Singh.

"His courage has

never

J. W.

left him," he wrote."

Back ON September 1, when Ruth sent her emergency cable to Waskom in Vellore,
E. C.

Bhatty of the

representative
Constituent

had

National Christian Council had been in town. He and another NCC

come

Assembly

to New Delhi

about

concerns

a

few

days

earlier to talk with members ofthe

that had arisen in consequence of assembly debates

clause. As

to leave for

Karachi, his

on a

proposed religious rights

next

stop, the Christian representative in the interim Government, John Mathai, urged

him to stay three
back from

a

more

days,

until

Bhatty was preparing

Thursday (September 4),

tour of strife-tom East

Punjab.

when Nehm

was

With the communal situation

expected

worsening

in
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Delhi and East and West
about the

storm

Punjab,

government's plans

was

descending

Minister, they

working with
The

in frill force

the Government

day,

same

arrived the next

day,

a

request, he formed

including

a

help

convened the

willingness
was

help.

in

and the

an

on

Bhatty to

hear from Nehru in person

By Thursday, though,

Delhi and

though Bhatty got

for Nehru to urge

Bhatty

to

the communal
the weary Prime

see

and the NCC to consider

refugee relief"
summoned Govemor-General Mountbatten
situation under control. Mountbatten

getting the worsening

conferred with

following moming, Saturday, September 6,

Deputy Prime Minister, Sardar Vallabhbhai

Emergency Committee, which

two-hour, whirlwind session in which

the formation of a relief committee under

The

aim

on

relief

dejected Nehru had

Prime Minister Nehm and

�

reftigee

only long enough

met

from Simla to ask his

aftemoon

for

Mathai wanted

had its first

a

Patel. At their

meeting

dozen items

were

at 5:00 that

handled,

Lady Mountbatten.

following Monday aftemoon, September 8, Lady Edwina Mountbatten
representatives

to work with the

to set up

a

Present also

central

were

of 14 volunteer

refiigees

organizations

^but not,

�

organization to

far,

signaled their

to work with each

coordinate the work of NGOs

Health Minister Amrit

other government officials. After much

so

that had

promising to

Kaur,'* herself a Christian,

haggling,

"The United Council for Relief and Welfare"

other!" Her

the group

agreed to

and several

call the alliance,

(UCRW). Lady Mountbatten

herself would

chair the Council.
The next

day, Bhatty and representatives

including the YMCA, YWCA,

from other Christian

and Friends Service Unit

appointed

a

organizations,

provisional Refiigee
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Relief Committee for Delhi and East

However, due
the

to the curfew then in

effect, there

was no

was

telling

to be

a

member."

they could inform

when

all

members, much less get them together.
Pickett had gotten word that

relief work in the

obligation

to

from joining

protect and feed the 250 Christians

Bhatty.

with J. S.

He did not leam ofthe

a

Nagpur, probably to

whatever details he gave, Mr. Aiman

responded

the roads

bicycle, probably opting

was

going.

was

to

were

pedal

On the way, Pickett
"To New

home. You have
and

trying to

on

in the

came

the

^particularly Pickett's

�

compound

committee
to tell

or

arrange for NCC

of his

prevented him

�

appointment

until

him." Alam, who worked

committee,

no

doubt also told Pickett

confer with other leaders ofthe NCC. But,

clearly anxious

for Pickett's

help,

and Pickett

that very aftemoon.

Ahhough

pefrol."

was

now

new

Mr. Nasir Alam

Aiman, the YMCA representative

of Bhatty' s retum to

in New Delhi

Bhatty was

camps, but the situation at Sabzi Mandi

refiigee

Monday, September 15, when

he

of which Pickett

Punjab,

no

was

At the

Pickett set out for New Delhi

driving his jeep

stopped by

business in New Delhi."

stopped him. They threatened

city and

over

dangerous,

a

because ofthe

found

a

a

his

growing scarcity of

Turning around,

Pickett tried another route

third time, he encountered the

to kill him if they

caught

him

you go back to your

same

again.

gang who had first

This time he rode

safe route.'"

YMCA, Aiman told Pickett that the relief committee

fimctional. He and Alam

on

gang of Sikhs who wanted to know where

DeUii," he responded. They said, "No!

again stopped. Trying

East of the

still

were

doing what they could,

he

was,

so

far,

non-

said, but with no conveyance
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they were limited.
Pickett

was

committee,
have

For those reasons, he

Nehru told him he did not like the prospect of a

despite

the

Taylor,

physicians.

day, Pickett

write

With

after another

the

�

in

set about

camps.''

access

physicians,

henching equipment,

to do all he could to

already helping

Nagpur and refugees pouring into

organizing the

doctors,

side, he

met with

going

one

D. E. Alter and

mobilizing

the camps

Christians of Delhi for

With Ruth at his

was

We

help."

two medical

a

role for the NCC,

listed and

arranged

spray guns for

for

arranged

for

supply needs

volunteer

by the

refugee relief,

government official

railway passes

for the camps

Rajkumari

Amrit Kaur and Dr. Jiwa

on a

for workers, got

(spades,

DDT, much more), and estimated the

director of the Medical Service, he and Ruth worked

focusing on

bishop getting killed.

and make government contacts for

the camps. With Health Minister

cost of running

Raj Mehta,

list of medicines needed,

essential medicines not manufactured in India:

a

thousand, million-unit bulbs

of penicillin; two million American units of anti-tetanus serum; and

antigas

day

that he attributed to Nehru's assistance." With them, he and Ruth

discussed needs, clarified
cards for

same

he said. But when Pickett insisted that he

promised

was

proposals

Bhatty

thousands, Pickett

especially in

Nehru

danger,

The next

John C.

Pickett to take the lead. The

able to meet with the Prime Minister. When he informed Nehru ofthe

enough bad pubhcity already,

ahead

m-ged

one

million units of

gangrene serum.'"

Within two

days

of Christian volunteers

of Aiman's

were

urging

at work. In the

him to take the

days

offered medical care, set up tents firom the army,

to come,

lead, Pickett's initial corps

they worked tirelessly. They

dug drains, improved sanitation,

and
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distributed food." The
letter to E. C.

Bhatty

following day, Thursday, September 18,

and

Murray

Titus at NCC

headquarters

in

Pickett dashed off a

Nagpur.'* Describing his

conversation with Aiman and the initiatives he had taken since then, he wrote, "I
you will agree that I have acted
the National Christian

here." He

rightly in taking

considerable

hope

responsibility in behalf of

Council, being the only member ofthe Executive ofthe N.C.C.

explained:

I have dared

the

urging of Mr. Aiman and Mr. Nasir Alam to go ahead
lay the groundwork for our Relief Programme. I believe Bhatty ought
to retum to Delhi very soon and plan to stay here for some time.
The
fact that Delhi is cut off fi-om Nagpur by telegraph, and that mails are most
on

and

.

uncertain, necessitates this bold
Pickett

Friday,

prepared

Mission Board. It included

a

few requests.

an

a

cablegram

update

Sending it, though,

course

on

was

Pickett

appealed

to the

fledgling

they responded wonderfully."

most of the medicines

anticipated the

missionaries,

a

report of the conditions, and

Upon reading

want medicine to

save

the message,

telegraph

these damn Moslems?

Church World Service in New York for

Within

out

situation that had

an

appeal

now

a

few

killed, nearly

for

days,

a

planeload

of supplies,

help,

including

Amrit Kaur had arrived.

more

developed.

refugees had doubled the city's population.

150,000

following."

for R. E. Diffendorfer at the Methodist

requested by Rajkumari

Delhi, Pickett put

who had been

.

So, the American Embassy became Pickett's backup telegraph office.'*

Let them die!"

In

am

not easy.

operators asked him incredulously, "You

and

the

I

.

In

At the

all of Delhi's Muslim

Christian volunteers. No

days,

same

one

had

the influx of Hindu and Sikh

time, except for the thousands

population

Pickett estimated it at

�

^had been forced from their homes. Thousands of them had streamed into

�

one
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of the two
for

more

refugee

camps for

doctors and

Mushms, and many more

nurses was

.

.

much

worse

When

than

war

showing

up

daily.

The need

especially critical.

The conditions in the camps

.

were

were

dismal. Pickett called them "undescribable

was.""" On September 1 8, he

Lady Mountbatten

wrote:

asked

yesterday, the Commandant told her that he
estimated the number in the Camp [Humayun's Tomb] 35,000. They have
streamed in today all day long. We have had teams dealing with food
supplies and distribution, medical work, samtation, tents, etc. The first
Camp [Purana Qila] was started by the High Commissioner of Pakistan, h
grew beyond his resources. The Government of hidia then undertook to
manage it. But the Hindu and Sikh representatives of the Government of
hidia could do nothing. Christians had to take over. The Humayun Tomb
Camp was started to care for an overflow firom Purana Qila. hi the Hospital
Section we have a Maternity Department. Several babies were bom today;
more are due tomorrow. There are cases in the
Camp of mothers who had
babies at home and got up immediately after the birth and walked for miles
to the Camp. We have treated hundreds of wounds today, men, women, and
little children with bullet holes through legs, arms and other parts ofthe
body, and hundreds more with sword cuts. Dysentery is rampant and soreeyes are epidemic. Fortunately cholera has not appeared yet, nor has small41

pox.

Humayun's Tomb,
like the

Taj Mahal,

expansive
in just
with
the

a

a

lawns and

few

patched

comers.

days,

grounds,

the

park

in

surrounded

had

Mud

was

everywhere.

lingua

mouming.

by a high

morphed to

sides and bamboo center

Grief was the real

were

Encompassing the pink,

mausoleum.

Not all the volunteers knew

All

where Waskom and Ruth themselves

So

a

were

the

vacuous

Urdu, the language ofthe

franca.

Most had

was

like

a

city of canvas

poles; most, though,

volunteering,

sandstone tomb

wall. It

makeshift

were

with flat

was,

were

park, except that,

shelters

ceilings

�

some

and

poles

at

eyes of heartbreak and boredom.

camp, but

they didn't need to.

Everyone brought stories of lost fiiends and loved

planned to stay in the new India,

in the homes

ones.

they had
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always known. Now,
hope.
on

For everyone

for many, Pakistan seemed their

only hope

�

if they retained any

victim and volunteer�the old tomb had become the saddest

�

place

earth.

Because Sikhs and Hindus
thousands threatened to do

facto

source

than

�

were

on

set more on

in

serving

storming the

of volunteer relief workers. But in the tent

were

young

men

and

women

city's early days,

nearby

St.

channels

Stephen's hospital,

were

of September, it rained

�

Adding

and he and Ruth.

several hundred.

sometimes

might

were

being

was no

YWCA, members of Christ

that he had

managed

Slowly, though,
new

there

de

closed. So Pickett's first

as

to recruit from

communication

volunteers showed up, until

Many of them put in 18-hour days.

was

the

knowledge

that

swarms

storm the camps at any moment, and that their

the presence of Indian Christians

mobs of

Most

torrentially."'

to the strain of the workers

Sikhs and Hindus

themselves

nurses

restored and word of the need got out,

finally their numbers reached

were

from the YMCA and

Church and other local churches, doctors and

as

�

them, the Christian community was the

effective way to broadcast the need. The usual channels
workers

camps

regiments

of angry
shield

only

was

from the South. Moreover, the volunteers

threatened. Both Pickett and

Bhatty were

killed. When Gandhi heard about the threats, he issued

a

wamed to

quit or be

statement of condemnation. So

did the Government of India, which wamed of severe consequences for those who tried to

intimidate relief workers."' Pickett's response

appointments

and focus

Delhi, working

even more on

to the threats

the needs of the

was

to cancel his

September

refiigees."" Bhatty, now back

out of an NCC emergency rehef office set up in Consfitution

House,

in

was
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no

less defiant.
On

and

flooding,

October 1, Pickett

Wednesday,

equally devastating floods

leave Delhi would take at least three
to

contemplate. Having

pneumonia in the

more

no

refiigees

end to

would

also need to

due to Delhi's worst-ever

Punjab, evacuating

weeks. The

suffering?"

The volunteers knew that

enough. They would

in East

survived vicious attacks

camps, the

cold weather. "Is there

reported that,

on

now

implications

the

most

were

unpleasant

their homes, and disease and

have to contend with another

menace:

asked Pickett."'

providing food, medicine,
help

those who wished to

refiigees

pass the

and medical

long days

help

and

was

not

nights.

Therefore, they also got involved in educational work, occupational therapy, and
recreational activities. For
at the UCRW's

So,
an

example, they soon

leamed that the

suggestion, they starting showing

elaborate set of hardware,

including projectors,

nights

were

films. This involved

microphones,

screens,

the hardest.

rounding up

and

gas-electric

generators, but the temporary "therapy" offered by Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck, Our

Gang,

and the "Careless Charlie Health Films"

reducing boredom."*

Relief workers also set up

find lost relatives in the
where volunteers

hospitals.

helped

children

providing

�

and

as

working

well

an

invaluable in

40

tension and

enquiry center to help

The Friend's Service

Ruth Pickett had been

food and sheher in her home for

as

easing

even

organized

the

a

refiigees

post office,

the illiterate to write and send letters."'

Throughout September,
husband:

was

men on

the verandah;

as

deeply involved

over a

hundred

as

women

accompanying her husband

to

her

and

meetings;

in the camps. When October came, she wrote to James Mathews,

"My
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husband and I

are

She added that

things

papers and radio

burdens

were

still

completely occupied
were

say?!"

quieting down,

she asked.

doubly difficult.

in the work out at

".

Coming

.

.

on

but how

can

Humayun's Tomb Camp."

they be

"normal"

the heels of her father's

She and Waskom, however,

were

as

passing,

relieved about

the

the

new

one

thing:
For the first time

we

have been thankful and

glad

that he is not here. The

terrible

happenings ofthe past month in Delhi and the acute feelings of
apprehension would have been very hard on him, and our anxiety for him

would have been very

great."*

On October 14, Waskom and Ruth left for nine

District, including: Almora, where Waskom
Tuberculosis Sanatorium and

unbounded"); Someshwar,

22

baptized

met with the

(including

where he dedicated

rest," he wrote, "except for

one

days

a new

day in Naini Tal,

but

15

of visits in the Kumaon

governing board

lepers,

whose

ofthe Almora

"joy was

church; and Naini Tal. "We did
our

spirits rose

as we

not

got away from

the sfrain of Delhi.""'
While the Picketts

calling

on

were

hidian Christians to

and

some

"political

Christians

passed

a

resolution

the NCC to dissolve its relief committee and leave all relief activities to

Gov't and the Red Cross."

Christian"

gone,

danger!

responded to

announce

that

American with

They contended
Pickett

the resolution

happy to report that Christians who

by calling

they would be presenting

long experience

from New York to

was

oversee

that relief work in Muslim camps

a

a

meeting

to

purse to E. C.

meeting,

subjected

were

"more

publically thank the NCC

Bhatty and

E. D.

in hidia, whom Church World Service had

the relief effort.'" The

[the]

on

Lucas,

an

dispatched

November 1, overflowed

the St. James Church Parish Hall and led Pickett to declare: "There is

no

doubt that four

fifths of the Indian Chrisfians of Delhi have followed their Church and not their self-

appointed political leaders.""
That month Pickett received letters of thanks firom the Town Hall

Emergency

Committee of Delhi and the Minister of Health for what he, Ruth, and the NCC had

accomplished.

He also received

expressions

of gratitude from the NCC Executive

Committee and the Methodist Board of Missions."
remembered for other

things

followed, his influence
United Mission

to

on

Nepal

^his surveys ofthe

�

September

one

wrote of those

movements and the books that

and October of 1947 were,

h, "Pickett's finest hour."" As Donald

efforts,

mass

Donald McGavran, and his later work in

�

F.

Ebright,

to

helping

to

shape

the

James Mathews put

as

early relief

chronicler of the NCC's

stormy first days of the crisis: "J. W. Pickett

non-government person

and will be, best

Though Pickett is,

did

...

more

than any

organize voluntary relief in Delhi."'"

However, the real legacy of those days, and the work of Pickett, Bhatty, Lucas,
and the hundreds of Christian volunteers who

responded to

of their courageous and selfless love, but their role in
Christian relief which continues to this
Church's

Auxihary for Social

NCC's executive committee

appointed

a

Action

inaugurating

an

expression of

day through the organization known

(CAS A).

expressed

the call is not just the memory

its

At the

gratitude

same

1947

meeting

to Pickett and the

as

the

in which the

others, they

Central Relief Committee to continue the work in India and Pakistan. When

E. D. Lucas left to

join Baring Christian College

in Batala in late 1948,

Bishop

Pickett

became its liaison between India and Pakistan, and the Church World Service, hi mid-
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1949, the committee

was

and

were

one

work

for Pakistan

expanded by

dissolved and two separate relief organizations
formed. Under Donald

1950 to where the need for

recognhion, today's

CAS A

By November

a

Ebright' s direction,

permanent setup

was

one

�

the hidian relief
realized. From that

emerged."

1947 the madness had

dissipated enough to

allow Pickett to think

of it in the past tense. He wrote to Diffendorfer in New York, "As difficuh

experiences
�

were we

have

a

number of happy memories." He hsted them

"the way in which most Christians

responded

pressure and threats to make them

quit"

"the response of Gov't officials and their manifest

�

"the

�

"the courage of Rev. J. W.

Singh

less

places where

of the American

danger than they)

reassure

frightened

into

"the

�

"the heroism of Helen Buss in

amazingly quick response

from their families and

follows:

gladness

to have

help"

our

Embassy"
one or

two

murders

laymen to
were

me

accompany

being

(I being

in

committed in order to

of the Church World Service to

looking

Hospital

our

in

for

help"

isolating them

them medicine and water and

sending them

in vehicles which I sometimes 'commandeered'"

"the devoted way in which my wife cared for the wounded in the

extraordinary success

plea

after the sufferers from cholera,

neighbors, giving

to the Infectious Diseases

their

as

Christians"

�

�

and

as our

to the call for service and withstood the

�

ready assistance

for India

saving lives."'*

dressing

station and
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The

main

Muslim sanctuaries, Purana

Qila

before with tens of thousands of occupants,

frightened
was

and

too far

they were

or

as

edgy inmates
too

as

Humayun's Tomb, bulging just weeks

were now

nearly empty."

Droves of their

had headed north. But many thousands, for whom Pakistan

uncertain, clung

fearful

and

to Delhi. Their homes

those who had left. What would

innumerable company of their relatives and friends,
storm, but it had made of them

orphans.'*

destroyed,

they do

they had

their fates uncertain,

now? Unlike

an

somehow survived the
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Christ Church, Delhi

(1947)

From the tower, Pickett
could see six major fires

blazing during the
communal riots. The

episcopal residence, to
right, is not visible in

the

this view.

BuOtrMennritI
Gifts' School

Area Around Christ Church and the Methodist

Episcopal Compound

Ruth Pickett's

Garage

School for

Refugee Children
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CHAPTER 14: NOTES

1. JWP to M. T. Titus and E. C.

Bhatty, September 18,

1947. UMCA.

The report ofthe shower and rainbow: Official Minutes
of the Delhi Annual
the
Methodist
Church
in
Southern
Held
at Meerut, December 10-14,
Conference of
Asia,

2.

1947, p.22.
3. Details

from: Robert Trumbull, "India and Pakistan Become Nations; Clashes
Continue," New York Times, 15 August 1947, 1; and "Rioting hicreases," New York
are

Times, 15 August 1947, 2.
4. JWP to James K.

have been

Mathews, September 2, 1947. UMCA. This development must
prior to Independence, he had been on episcopal duty

for Pickett. Just

painful
Punjab. Hearing that Hindus were uneasy and were beginning to flee from the
he had helped organize a committee to work at decreasing tensions and encouraging
positive relations between the various religious groups (Pickett 1980:25).
in the

5.

Ebright (1954:43-44).

6.

Ebright (1954:41).

express it the

same

Those who volunteered in the

way. For

example,

one

camps and with the
of those I talked to, Menno Diener, a

refugee

area,

caravans

Mennonite Cenfral Committee volunteer, who worked in Delhi, East Punjab, and
Pakistan, said plaintively, "When I tell people what I witnessed, I can hardly get them to
believe me." Interview with the author,
7. "It

August 9,

2000.

Happened in the Punjab." Typescript by Martin Schrag.

November 1947. MHA,

XI-28-MCC hidia 1941-1948, Box 2, Folder 22. Collins and Lapierre (1975:330-331)
describe a convoy of 800,000 and a pilot "flying for over fifteen breathtaking moments at
200 miles per hour without
8. Bourke- White

11. Pickett

the end of one column."

(1949:6).

9. JWP to James K.

10. JWP to R. E.

reaching

Mathews, September 2, 1947. UMCA.

Diffendorfer, September 12, 1947. UMCA.

(1980:27).

12. JWP to James K.

Mathews, September 4, 1947. UMCA.

13. Most of the details in the

paragraphs that

from JWP's letters to James K. Mathews

on

follow

the

twelfth. Some appear in both letters. UMCA.

through September

�

eighth

12

come

�

and R. E. Diffendorfer

on

the
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14. JWP to R. E.

Diffendorfer, September 12,

15. JWP to James K.

1947. UMCA.

Mathews, September 8, 1947. UMCA.

16. One British press report described a half million people
of Delhi. This was not the case. The buming, looting, and

fighting in the blazing streets
kilhng were more of a hh and

run

character

(Campbell- Johnson 1986:183).

17. JWP to James K.

Mathews, September 8, 1947. UMCA. Cf Robert Tmmbull,
"Moslems Take Refuge," New York Times, 9 September 1947, 12.
18. JWP to James K.

Mathews, September 8,

1947. UMCA.

19. Robert

Tmmbull, "50 Moslems Slain in Delhi's Station,"
September 1947, 1.
20. JWP to R. E.
21. Pickett
22. After

1948).

Times, 9

1947. UMCA.

(1980:66).

Independence,

Mountbatten

stayed on as govemor-general (August 1947-June
request, he took charge of restoring control in the terrible days that
capacity, he also helped induce the Indian princes to merge their states

At Nehm's

followed. In that

into

Diffendorfer, September 12,

New York

one

ofthe two

23. JWP to R. E.

new

dominions.

Diffendorfer, September 12,

1947. UMCA.

24. For the details of E. C.

Bhatty's Delhi vish and subsequent efforts to organize NCC
"Report on the Visit of Mr. E. C. Bhatty to Delhi in Connection
with the Reftigee Rehef Work," Indian Witness 77(40):l-2,4; Bhatty (1947:609-618);
Minutes of the Executive Committee of the National Christian Council of India, Burma
and Ceylon (1947:11-14); and Ebright (1954:67-68).
rehef work in Delhi

25. Another

see:

(Campbell- Johnson 1986:182) says there were
present. That number would eventually grow to 29 (1986:209).
source

at least 15 NGOs

Rajkumari [Princess] Amrit Kaur (1889-1964), a key figure in the hidian National
Congress, disciple of Gandhi's (and, for a time, his secretary), president ofthe Indian
Women's Movement, and first woman cabinet member in independent India, was the
only daughter among the seven children of Raja Sir Hamam Singh. When the
raja whose princely titie was inherited, not just an honorific and his family became
Christians, they had to give up their right of succession in Kapurthala State. Deeply
spiritual, but also practical, Amrit Kaur became close fiiends with the Picketts. Bishop
Pickett had considerable correspondence with her over the years and, in the Pickett guest
books, her name frequently appears as a dinner guest. There was always a touch of
26.

�

�
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elegance in her manner and speech, yet much of her energy was given to helping the poor
and dispossessed. "Until hidia has atoned in full for her many sins of omission and
commission against the harijans," she said, "she cannot hold up her head and fearlessly
face the world" (Quoted in "Princess in Khadi [cotton cloth, hand-loomed in hidia]" by
Shanti Rapaj, published in India in 1947 or 1948; the clipping does not reveal the article's
source). Amrit Kaur was educated in England and was an accomplished musician and
athlete (as a young woman she played tennis at Wimbledon, and she started the National
Sports Health Club of India). She was the force behind the All India Institute of Medical
Sciences and became the first Asian, and first woman, president ofthe World Health
Assembly (1950). For other background, see Grover and Arora (1998), an edited
collection of Rajkumari Amrit Kaur's writings, correspondence with Gandhi, and brief
articles about her, which offers insights into Rajkumari Amrit Kaur's personality and
character.

discrepancy in the sources on this date; the other date given is one day
later, September 10. Final action on taking on the relief effort came at a September 29
meehng of the NCC, when an executive committee consisting of Bhatty, Pickett, and E.
D. Lucas (of Church World Service) was approved. By then, most of those named to the
committee were already immersed in the effort.

27. There is

a

28. JWP to M. T. Titus and E. C.

Bhatty, September 18,

1947. UMCA.

possible reason for going by bicycle was that, by then, jeeps may have been
forbidden. Nehru and Patel wanted them banned from plying the streets, Nehru calling
them "a source of much mischief (Campbell-Johnson 1986:182).

29. Another

30. Pickett

(1980:64-65).

31. Pickett

(1980:65).

32. JWP to

November 4, 1947.
pastors and members ofthe Methodist Churches in Iowa,

UMCA.
33. Pickett

(1980:65).

34. JWP to M. T. Titus and E. C.

Bhatty, September 18,

1947. UMCA.

35. JWP to pastors and members ofthe Methodist Churches in Iowa, November 4, 1947.
UMCA.
the senior secretary of the NCC when the riots broke out in
Delhi. The Executive Secretary, Raja Manikam, was in Canada.
36.

Murray T. Titus
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37. JWP to M. T. Titus and E. C.

Bhatty, September 18,

1947. UMCA.
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38. See

Aprem (1979:18)

and Pickett

(1980:65).

Ambassador

Henry Grady himself

facihtated Pickett's relief requests.
39. Church World

Service, a post- World War II enterprise, was formed by several
hungry, clothe the naked, heal the sick, comfort the elderly, and
shelter the homeless. In 1946-47, it delivered 1 1 million pounds of food, clothing, and
medical supplies to war-torn Europe. Together with Lutheran World Relief, and the
National Catholic Welfare Program, it also began its Christian Rural Overseas Program
CROP) also in 1947. Considering the scope of the young organization's commitments
that year, its ability to respond so efficiently and fully to Pickett's request was nothing
short of amazing.

denominations

to feed the

�

40. JWP to M. T. Titus and E. C.

Bhatty, September 18,

1947. UMCA. After

visiting

the Muslim camps, Gandhi came to the same conclusion. On September 14, he gave a
long speech at his prayer meeting on the need to clean up the "squalor" in the Muslim
camps. CWMG 89:183-187

[September 14, 1947].

41. JWP to M. T. Titus and E. C.

published in the National Christian
a handwritten postscript, Pickett added: "Small pox is

description was
In

Bhatty, September 18,

also

1947. UMCA. JWP's

Council Review

here. I discovered three

this aftemoon." However, as it tumed out, that information was
Small-Pox Case Report" in the Statesman, November 21, 1947.
42.

cases

incorrect. See "False

Morgan (1991:409-410).

Ebright (1954:65); "Waming Against
September 25, 1947.

43. Cf

44. Indian Witness

hiterference in

Refugee

Work." Statesman,

77(40):7.

45. JWP to James K.

46.

67(1 1):53 1-532.

Mathews, October 1, 1947. UMCA.

Ebright (1954:62-63).

ofthe Executive Committee of the National
Ceylon (1947:13).

47. Minutes
Burma and

Christian Council

of India,

48. RuthRobinsonPickettto James K. Mathews, October 2, 1947. UMCA.

49. JWPto James K.Mathews, October 28, 1947. UMCA.
50. JWP to R. E.

Diffendorfer, November 5, 1947. UMCA.

51. Indian Witness

77(45):7;

JWP to R. E. Diffendorfer, November 5, 1947. UMCA.

52. Indian Witness

77(45):7;

R. E. Diffendorfer to

JWP, October 10, 1947. UMCA.
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53. Interview with the
54.

author, 1996.

Ebright (1954:94).

55.

Aprem (1979:23). Donald Rugh, an American Methodist missionary who for several
months was in charge of the team that put on movies in the
refugee camps and who
became overall director of the relief work
upon his retum from furlough in 1952,
provided helpful corroboration and details for this chapter, particularly conceming the
official organization and expansion ofthe relief effort. Phone interview with Donald E.

Rugh, November, 1996;
56. JWP to R. E.

letter from Donald E.

Diffendorfer,

Rugh

to the

author, November 11, 1996.

November 5, 1947. UMCA.

57. One ofthe limitafions of looking at

history through the

eyes of one individual is that

of losing

proportionality. While I have, for an obvious reason, focused on the plight of
the Muslims in Delhi and the work in the Muslim
camps, it should be pointed out that
Christians served in camps for Hindu refugees as well,
some in Delhi. In fact,

including
organizations were 160 camps! Some were
very large, like the Kumkshetra Camp, 50 miles from Delhi, which, for a time, sheltered
300,000 refugees. (One must remember, this was the largest transfer of population in
human history. Sixteen million people were uprooted in this "storm, of whom seven
percent (more than a million) starved or were massacred en route!") Besides those inside
the camps, thousands more, including many Indian Christian refugees, took refuge in
other places: schools, hospitals, and private homes hke the Picketts'. Although I have not
focused on NGOs either, many were involved, including various national Red Cross
societies and a substantial number of Protestant and Catholic relief agencies. In other
words, I have here painted but one or two scenes of the total NGO response. For a muralsized representation, see Donald F. Ebright's Free India: The First Five Years (1954).
Other books focus on the history of the Partition of India, or on stories of the Partition
and its effects. Still others take political sides and freely offer blame. Quite a few, like
Collins and Lapierre's Freedom at Midnight (1975) offer general accounts. But, to my
knowledge, only Ebright's volume comprehensively sums up the participation ofthe
various NGOs, including Christian ones. Beyond that, one must go to the records and
archives ofthe individual organizations involved.

under the

care

of Lady Mountbafren's UCRW

58. I have borrowed the title for this
on

the Partition. Saros

chapter from a collection of fictional
Cowasjee and K. S. Duggal, eds. (1995).

stories based

15

Chapter

Friends in

High

Places

"Unexpectedly and undoubtedly in part because of my attention
least of men I became well acquainted with many top leaders.

to

the

�J.W.P.

As the

key non-government rehef organizer

commimal crisis.

Pickett met

Bishop

members of the government

�

Rajkumari
plus

Amrit Kaur.

their visits in the camps,

frequently with Lady Mountbatten

including

Though

he

in the first weeks of the 1947
and various

Prime Minister Nehru and Health Minister,

already knew Nehru

and Amrit Kaur, those

undoubtedly reinforced their friendships.

meetings,

Gandhi also

visited the camps that fall.
While Pickett

was

communal strife. As order

normal

episcopal

attending to

retumed, both were able

duties and Gandhi to

From October

relief efforts, Gandhi

thoughts

struggled to

to shift their focus: Pickett back to

of preventing another

held

�

trains and buses

were

not

mnning.^

In November he traveled to

Lucknow to address the United Provinces Christian Council, and to

Hospital

emption.

28-30, Pickett attended the Delhi District Conference

successfully even though

graduation exercises

reduce

of Clara Swain

Hospital's nursing

school and

Board of Managers.' hi December he went to Lahore,
557

Bareilly

a

now

for the

meeting

ofthe

part of Pakistan, for
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a

meeting of church

and mission

representatives;

united Qiristian effort in Pakistan and East
As for

an

was

only the

displaced

key community

and

their all-out commitment to
rife of another

were

on

the need for

a

Punjab."

eye of the hurricane

he redirected his

energies

�

to

accord among the communal factions. Gandhi wanted Hindus and

abiding

Sikhs to welcome
wanted

centered

agenda

Gandhi, plagued by the letdown of Partition and its aftermath, and fearful

that the present lull

securing

their

big

Mushms back to their communities and homes. And he

governmental
an

attack

leaders to get behind reconciliation

hidia for those of every
on

religious persuasion.

Muslims. He took them

worried, "There is much tension in the city and

more

Still, because the situation seemed improved,

most

Rumors

So did Pickett, who

seriously.

trouble is

by pledging

likely."'

were

caught off-guard by

Gandhi's January 13 announcement of another fast, this time for the united support he
wanted. The initial response to his announcement

Many viewed
after

a

few

it

as a

days, though,

shifted. However,

nothing
Gandhi,

pro-Muslim

less than

on

assurance came

hidia that included

a

negative,

or

at least

was

from all

place

for

dead serious,

parties

Muslims,

that

too

two

was a

sentiment

settle for

much-weakened

January 18, willing to call off the fast.*

was a

spacious large

lawn and

arriving Gandhi

garden where, except when he was fasting

weak, Gandhi conducted his daily prayer meetings.' Remarkably,

days

general

they would

Behind the Birla mansion, where Sardar Patel had taken the

September,

skeptical.

Radical Hindus called it treason. When,

it became clear that Gandhi

only when

an

maneuver.

was

after

ending his fast, Gandhi himself was again addressing

on

the

in

and

January 20, just

meeting. While
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he

speaking,

was

dais

a

homemade bomb

which he sat. The blast

on

was

exploded
intended

near

as a

the

compound wall,

distraction

so

50

yards

from the

that, in the ensuing

chaos, the bomber's co-conspirators could assassinate the Mahatma close up. But the
attempt

was

botched.

Though the bomber was caught,
grave

danger,

hi the

coming days,

others close to Gandhi fried to

was

not

sfrong enough

his confederates

Jawaharlal Nehru,

persuade him

to seek in Pakistan

to

escaped.

Rajendra Prasad,

Amrit Kaur, and

safer

But until he

decamp

to

a

agreement like the

an

Gandhi remained in

one

setting.

in New Delhi, he would

budge.
On

attempt

�

Waskom and Ruth

coming up

stepping
door.

Tuesday night, January 27
were

exactly

�

getting ready

a

week after the assassination

for bed when

they heard

the front steps. From the bedroom window, Waskom

onto the verandah.

Standing there

was a

Donning

high-ranking Delhi police

in, he immediately sought

assurance

wife, in the bedroom,

the

was

his bathrobe, he

that

quickly went to

dark

the

figure

livingroom

official. When Pickett asked him

they could not be

only other person

saw a

someone

overheard. Pickett

in the house and

said, his

that, since they were

a

team, he would tell her anyway. Thus assured, the visitor confided that another attempt
on

Gandhi's life

were

was

committed to

imminent,

assassinating him,

resided in Delhi. He had
the

one

that members of a secret

person who

come

might

to

and that

perhaps

society in Bombay and Poona

600 members of the

Pickett, he said, because he

induce Gandhi to move, did not

was

society

convinced that Nehru,

fully appreciate

the

danger.*
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Pickett wanted to know what this had to do with him. The official said he
Pickett could

persuade

immediately withdraw

the Prime Minister to

more

assertively press

hoped

Gandhi to

to the hills. He wanted Pickett to have the conversation in the

morning.'
Pickett

high police

was

completely nonplussed.

official conclude he could get Nehru to act, if the Delhi

could not? Nonetheless, at
Nehm's secretary, and
taken aback when

him, if he

The situation seemed surreal.

came

six-thirty the

requested,

next

if possible,

Mathai, whose office

was

moming,

a

Prime Minister is

right here!"

asking him

Then Nehm

phoned

in Nehm's residence

danger

Rajkumari
the

and had

pleaded

Amrit Kaur, he said

night before.

Nehm

came

When,

�

Birla mansion, he

few minutes

was

days

same

more

regard

somewhat

York Road, told

and confirmed the invitation.'"

to retreat to

time Pickett

that Pickett, himself, drive

said, had

from the Prime

a

in fact, at the

proposed

talk to Gandhi. Gandhi, he

suggestion

with Gandhi for three

was

Mathai,

think, he replied, "The

banana, repeated the pohce official's plea. Nehm insisted that he

the

He

on

Pickett arrived at 17 York Road just 15 minutes later, and
a

M. O.

(early breakfast) with the Prime

what Nehm would

came on

over

knew

a

safe

was

over

tea, chapati, and

only too
place.

well

So had

receiving his

visitor

to Birla House and

for him than he knew. Since the

Minister, Pickett agreed

to

try.

later, the bishop pulled his jeep into the driveway ofthe

surprised

to find the

a

police themselves

speedy appointment.

now, he could have choti hair hazri

Minister. When Pickett balked,

Pickett

Why would

gate open, for it

was

still very

early.

He

was
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even more

to

surprised

to

frail, but smiling, Mohandas Gandhi

see a

emerge from the house

greet him. Evidently, Nehru had phoned.
"To what do 1

owe

this honor, that Your

Excellency

is

giving

me"? asked

Gandhi.
Pickett
who

was

replied

that he

was

very concemed for him.

not "Your

' '

Excellency" but just

Together, they walked

to

a

a

large

Methodist minister

room,

probably one

ofthe four that constituted Gandhi's suite. Gandhi lowered himself to the floor and

gathered

around him several
When Pickett

explained,

to die?" he asked. "All my

dead will be

more

pillows. "Why did

Gandhi became
for

hopes

respected

a

than Gandhi

exchange conceming

had showed their

that he

for

Gandhi to

three-quarters

his words, "I failed

are

serious.

to

a

should I be afraid
Gandhi

Gandhi's

he remembered

that,

safety, they discussed how well Christians

The

meeting

days. Gandhi indicated

ended with Pickett

again

safer location. After that, he went home. He had

of an hour to convince Gandhi not to wink at the

danger. But,

in

completely."'"

safety. However, beyond prayer,
experience

"Why

meeting with Gandhi,

and commitment to peace in recent

move

he wanted to know.

being destroyed. Perhaps

Waskom and Ruth, like many others, remained

his sad

you?"

alive.""

planned to publically acknowledge this."

pleadmg with
sought

patriotism

more

better India

In Pickett's reconstmction of this last

besides their

Jawahar send

to

there

was

deeply concemed

nothing more they could

do. After

Ruth, Waskom spent several hours that day with

Following that he took a night frain

to Lucknow for a

for Gandhi's

two

recounting

secretaries.

two-day meeting with

the Executive
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Committee of Central Conference." On the first
and

reported his conversations with

committee
the Lai

completed

Bagh

Church.

approached

the

Pickett. He

was

meeting
that,

as

over

he

thought

Bishop

to

was

a

young

He had been asked to

Pickett, who

in

participate

During the meeting,

in tears.

was

an

man

the pastor would be

day,

aftemoon student

a

about to address the

man

message to

the

Friday,

gathering

entered the church and

relay an urgent

Mondol and followed the young

walking by the

the situation in Delhi

Nehru and Gandhi. On the second

its work in time to

platform.

day he reviewed

at

briskly

Bishop

congregation,

tumed the

outdoors. He told Pickett

parsonage next door, he had heard the

phone ringing.

He

if he answered it. However, the caller

was

Nehm's

secretary, M. O. Mathai, asking for Bishop Pickett. When told that Pickett

was

speaking

pleased

in the church, Mathai instmcted the young
and killed

fly to

a

to inform him that Gandhi had been shot

half hour earlier at 5:07 p.m., and that Prime Minister Nehm wanted him to

Delhi to

speak

for the Christians at

immediately informed the congregation
decided to

man

adjourn until

nearby Central

a

national memorial service. Pickett

and conferred with the other

10:00 p.m. when the

they would hold

adjournment

and the memorial

Nehm. He told the Prime Minister that he could not

was

not

an

Indian. Instead, he

Kaur. Nehm said that wouldn't work: she

proposed
was

to

�

spoke

of the

inspiration

service, Pickett phoned Pandit

speak

for the Christians of India

that Nehm ask

Rajkumari

Amrit

represent the government in another

service." At the memorial service, all four bishops
Subhan

memorial service at

Methodist Church.'*

Between the

because he

a

bishops. They

Pickett, Mondol, Rockey, and

�

of Gandhi's life and service. Much of the time

was
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reserved for prayer and

adopted

a

formal

meditation, but, with the bishops' help, the congregation also

expression

of sorrow and loss to be sent to the Central and Provincial

governments. Two days later,
memorial service

was

Bombay

a

�

eulogy

giving

at the

held, with Bishop Subhan

moving eulogy.

for the members ofthe Lai

time for Gandhi's cremation at

CoUege. Gandhiji,

Ten

days later,

and

Lady Mountbatten

Cathedral. John

singing

Febmary 12,
had

Mathai,

delivered the message;

�

Pickett's

A few blocks away.

Bishop

Sikhs

�

not of

was

one

an

age, but

was

of Gandhi's favorite

Pickett

participated

the

moming

in

for all time. The

one

was

in most

you know it

all

was a

was

was

mostly toward

the militant

else, he had held his breath after the assassination,

knowing who

by a

at Birla house

scaremonger, "It

had fired the shot, but

lost anyway, Mountbatten had

Hindu."^"

Delhi

minds, for Gandhi's death and the killings ofthe

ofthe assassination, Mountbatten had been told

responsible,

packed

lessons; Bishop Mukerji

spate of violence against the Muslims. Upon arriving

was

a

Pickett offered prayer.

responsible,

Moslem who did it!" Not

meeting

Kindly Light."'*

held in

fearful of a

night

was

last memorial service. Lord

service. It

and Lord Mountbatten read the

"Lead

hymns,

But like everyone

the

similar

to the students of Isabella Thobum

spoke

previous fall."
new

a

he

Mahasabha, the Rashtriya Swayam Sewak Sangh, and

groups held

in

Pickett offered

By now, Pickett was convinced that the residue of ill feelings
the Hindu

second

The next aftemoon at 3:45, when it

requested

Bishop

successor

a

Bagh Church.

Rajghat,

he told them

closed with the students

on

regular Sunday night meeting time,

knowing that

snapped back,

on

was a

if a Muslim

"You fool, don't
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Following the Thursday service with the Mountbattens,
packed
there,

their

bags

for America. On

Pan Am, to

on

Bangkok, Hong Kong, Shanghai, Tokyo,

Island, Honolulu, and, finally,
was, for

them,

garlanded

"thrilling" trip.

in class at

February 21�after a

At

Angeles, they were

fiiends, Stanley and Juha Clemes,

they were intending
driver, looking back

to

over

Three

�

was

on

some

he

who had been

Monday

suggested to

of his fiiends and

Besides

met

by eldest daughter,

east to Ohio in their

on

some

new

on

the passenger side

�

was

shot at

Offering

Mathews that "a little
lead to

some

was

But

Bill), longplanned

to

a

drunk

new car

reported the

attacked

by Sikhs

through the windshield.

by Muslim

in

accident to
robbers in

September last,

but I

that he had 22 stitches and 69

squib"

in the Advocate

might

interest

checks for the work in India!

minor surgery connected to the accident, the remainder ofthe

Picketts' American stay consisted ofthe usual schedule of preaching,

recruiting.

Elizabeth

his son-in law. Bill Gould

for two hours. His head had gone

last year, and

even

furlough

ft

Dodge, which

March 5, in Fresno,

his face covered with bruises and stitches, he

Easter

flight�Los Angeles."

Miriam and her husband.

India. However,

not touched in either of those efforts."

abrasions,

13-hour

Island, Midway

and Robert Williams." The Picketts

James Mathews. He remarked: "You know that I

Calcutta

Wake

his shoulder, crossed the center line and smashed the

lay unconscious

days later,

(daughter,

weeks, then head

bring back to

beyond repair. Pickett,

driving

two

flew to Calcutta, and from

Honolulu, the sister of thefr son-in-law. Hank Lacy,

the Goulds

USC),

stay with the Goulds for

was

on

them with lilies. At Los

(Hank was
hme

a

Monday, February 16, they

Waskom and Ruth

duties did not

preclude furlough joys,

like

fund-raising,

unwinding

at

a

and
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borrowed cottage in New York,
the

physician missionary to
John

Sagan

Ruth

were

aboard the

the grave of Dr. Clara Swain

attending

Norwegian

Mathews, "Never have

afforded Pickett
the Urdu

the Picketts'

cargo

we

commodity:

a rare

an

article, he

would call, "Hinduism is
ideas too,

perhaps

even

replacement

ship, Hoegh Merchant,

enjoyed

Upper Room, several

Witness, and

book

a

After

for

a

key series

he would

so

too much leisure, ft took 26

leamed that

on

Bombay,

via

days

was

was

starting

bishop

preach

a

docked in Tacoma,

at sea, Pickett wrote

finishing

15 lessons for

was

another article, which he

working

on sermon

few months later. It would

"confirming

the

gospel,"

to

opportunity to relax,
get

to

as

Christians

the voyage, in the

Manila, and the

more

next

day they

in hidonesia. That meant that the

December 7, but Waskom had

November 24, and it had

Reluctantly,

which

baggage

Singapore, they would make unanticipated stops

in ftoilo, Cebu, two ports in Bomeo, and two
now

and most of their

impressively done the previous year.

end, offered

the way to

car

devotional meditations for the Indian

No doubt the

and Ruth relished the

Though Waskom

Bombay was

some

of what Pickett called

in the relief camps had

benefit.

to

more."" The leisurely voyage had

voyage

reviews,

Changing.""

volunteering

on

Margaret

October came, Waskom and

nearly three weeks

wrote to Mathews that he

importance

Conference

of daughter

time to relax and write. After

deal with the

ETA for

marriage

(first female

to be back in Delhi.

Washington." They sailed that Sunday.^*
to

the

Jersey.^" Nevertheless, when

By Friday, October 8,
were

and

Orient),

in Ventnor, New

ready

visiting

promised to

attend Delhi

already been postponed two-weeks

he and Ruth decided

they had better

leave the

ship

and

for his

fly from
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Manila. While there,
and

though,

brought greetings

timing,

not

the

bishop preached

from hidia to the

preplanning, precipitated

Philippine

at

crowded Knox Memorial Church

a

Cenfral Conference. Fortuitous

the visits."

PICKETT WAS pleased with the 1948 Delhi Conference.

first year of independence,
number of enquirers
letter from

an

had at its top

on

than 600

a

crest,

elephant

an

head

perimeter were the

the bottom. The sender

you

at

are

came soon

after his arrival in

background

H. C.

Mookerjee,

Assembly.

"I

was

fully recovered through the

recently moved

Grace of God

was

of the

of a

mid-December,

a

very

Bengali
glad

the top, and

on

Christian who

to hear

.

.

.

that you

you had while in the

that you

might have

was

the

are

States,

privilege

Mookerjee

of

said

"because I found life difficult at Constitution House."'" That

far from

delegates billeted there,
meetings

Assembly"

which you have devoted your whole life."

would not have been hard for Pickett to

military barracks,

so

and the

map of India. On the wreath that

words "Constituent

was

baptized

pleased, too, by the receipt

Delhi," he wrote, "and that in spite of the accident

continuing the good work to
he had

on a

the turmoil of hidia's

Christians had been

He must have been

growing.

then Vice President of Constituent
back

new

old fiiend. The letter, which

formed the crest's

"India"

was

more

Desphe

a

luxury hotel.

it afforded little

Assembly's

imagine,

sessions.

for Constitution House,

a

series of

Since the bulk of Constituent

Assembly

privacy, especially for one chairing most

ofthe
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The Constituent

mid- 1946,
its job

the

was

body charged

was even more

Indians

signified

Assembly,

elected

with

primarily by the provincial legislatures

framing the

weighty than that,

constitution for free hidia. However,

for the creation of a constitution

by and

must themselves

determine the system under which

they would be governed had become part

Freedom Movement

was

�

in

a sense

it

though the resulting constitution has

was

the

essence

been faulted

amended, the fact that it evolved from

nearly

important

as

as

a

creation of Pakistan

a

ofthe

of that Movement."" Thus,
too

as

Westem,

process

too

even

voluminous, and

entirely overseen by Indians

the document itself

The work of the 389-member Constituent

product was

for

the fulfillment of a national dream. As the Indian commentator and

author, Arun Shourie, has observed, "The demand that hidians

too-often

in

took 165

�

days

over a

Assembly

reduced to 299 after the

�

period encompassing

almost three years. The

constitution that mirrored the Westminster type of parliamentary

democracy, along with
British educational

they adopted was

some

augmentations

such

as a

Fundamental

history of many ofthe Assembly members,

not

Rights."

Given the

the form of constitution

surprising: secular, democratic, federal."

It

was

not the constitution

Gandhi wanted: his state would have been rooted in the grassroots and would have been
de facto Hindu.'" However, it

guaranteeing

a

place

was

for all of hidia's faith communities. It

many ofthe missionaries wanted

in

a

land that

was

85 percent

religious equality."

the constitution Nehm wanted:

�

secular in nature

Hindu,

^because

�

a common

civic

was

decidedly

secular but

also the constitution

they were convinced that,

identity was

the surest

path to

As part ofthe dehberation process, committees ofthe
H. C.

Mookerjee's Subcommittee

on

constituencies. Protestant Christians,

minorities, nevertheless
represent that

colleagues,

were

though

not

and Professor E. C.

session ofthe

Bishop

Bhatty to

Shot Mondol,

Delhi

Assembly

�

chief among them

Assembly members:

more

of Pickett's Methodist

proposed

Bhatty,

who

come

up for debate in the

amendment

were

in

discuss

Assembly to

liberty had

a

To

prohibiting

guests ofthe Picketts

Bhatty even

book."

Pickett himself had been

recalled

one

discussed their errand at the Pickett home,

it in the Pickett guest

Constituent

for

immediately after Independence

the conversion of anyone under 18. Mondol and

referring to

to the interests of various

twice with Christian members of the

during their mission to Delhi,

as

favoring special dispensations

worries that had surfaced when the issue of religious

spring

such

deeply concemed that religious liberty be protected.

concem, the NCC sent

August 1947.'* They met

Minorities, listened

Assembly,

engaged

in

a

series of informal

B. R. Ambedkar and H. C.

exchanges

Mookerjee.

with two

As Pickett

than 20 years later:

being formulated my good friends Dr.
H. C. Mookerjee, a devoted Baptist layman who was Vice President ofthe
Constituent Assembly and its presiding officer at most of its sessions, and
Dr. B. R. Ambedkar, chairman of the Drafting Committee, several times
joined us in our home for dinner and after-dinner consuftations.'*
While the Constitution of India

But that

was

not all!

of the section

Assembly

on

and

"Some of my

was

suggestions," he alleged, "including

Religious Liberty, were incorporated

accepted.""

in the draft

the exact words

presented to

the
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The "words" to which Piclcett
Article 25.1 ofthe hidian
of conscience, and the

see

If the

Assembly
was

not

of Article 25.1

wording

Ambedkar. Created

Drafting

Assembly were faithfully reflected

Drafting

Committee

were

seem

were

(draft Article 19)
or

Mookerjee,

on

and his secretary

his draft revision, it didn't

at work on,

an

other

Because

come

Assembly's

the process, which

opportunity to

by Nehru

promise

^but not

�

community was

long

after

over a

sure

afterwards

alleged,

it

Independence,
out constitution

roughed

that the decisions ofthe

subsidiary and necessary
some

to

of the members of the

Delhi,

died,

or

or

some

much

resigned,

ofthe called

for it

on

include the

was

language

already in

come

of propagation in

the draft he received.

from? It

was

not in the

December 13, 1946, the third

day ofthe

first session. That statement, the heart of Nehru's contribution to

was a

faith, [and] worship"

Of

showed."' Nevertheless, though the circumstances

Where, then, did the surprising language

Conshtuent

"

to the Constituent

came

Ambedkar himself. In fact, at

happen that way,

Resolution moved

to freedom

religion

the Christian

Pickett

as

making

it, and that

sometimes unable to

to have offered Ambedkar

Objechves

and propagate

August 29, 1947, just

in

equally entitled

are

appear in

ultimately

protect.""

suitably included.

ofthe burden of the revision fell

meetings, only he

"All persons

Committee had the task of going

Assembly had afready been

constitutional details

which would

intriguing is "propagate," which

from Pickett via Ambedkar

Ambedkar's
that the

Constitution, said:

included and wanted to

through

referring,

right freely to profess, practise

these "words," the most
relieved to

was

as

much

as a

plan, spoke

of "freedom of

"propagation.""^ Only the following April,

.

.

.

behef,

when it

was
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introduced

come

to

by Sardar Patel 's Advisory Committee,

to the

Assembly:

"the

public order, morality
The full

name

Advisory Committee

of the committee headed

on

Fundamental

The statement

conceming

Besides Patel,

they included

chaired

by J.

B.

the

Partially Excluded Areas,

by

no

Assam),

chaired

suggested

that

Assembly for

Pickett the constitution's Fundamental
And had Pickett

Rights

I

back, but

diminish that likelihood."'

have at last

passed

our

congratulate myself that

Christian in the Chair.""*

the

(1) Fundamental rights,

Partially

and

(4)

Mookerjee.

Mookerjee

was

section and the

directly involved

religious

1948 letter to

to ask when he

might

liberties clause?

in the draft

and,

Pickett, which he

come

by

for

a

visit, does

"The papers have told you that

Rights including the right to propagate

the whole of the Fundamental

in

actually discussed with

wording that appeared

Mookerjee wrote,

Fundamental

Excluded and

debate. But had he

in that context the

wrote not just to welcome him

we

was

from its members.

by A.V. Thakkar;

H. C.

later, the constitution itself? Mookerjee's December

nothing to

came

by Gopinath Bardoloi; (3)

those in

to the

Chapter.""'

North-East Frontier Tribal Areas and Assam Excluded &

question, therefore,

bringing this language

of this

religion subject

Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel""

one's faith

Minorities, chaired by Pickett's Christian fiiend,
There is

provisions

the heads of four sub-committees:

chaired

(other than

and propagate

Minorities and Tribal and Excluded Areas.

Rights,

right to propagate

Kripalani; (2)

Excluded Areas

and to the other

of "propagation"

language

right freely to profess, practise
health,

or

did the

Rights

was

our

passed with

an

faith.
Indian
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The

Assembly Vice president

also described

how,

as

chair, he had guided the

debate:
What

was

most wonderful

that

though attempts to either curtail or to
regard as the most precious of our rights were
strong bias towards Hindu Mahasabha mentality, the
was

totally deprive
made by people with a
stoutest champions on our side were in all cases drawn from the Brahmin
community. I picked out Brahmins from every part of India deliberately and
did not allow a single Sikh, Muslim or Christian to speak, because I was
quite confident that the goodwill we had acquired through giving up
voluntarily all claims to special treatment would be quite sufficient to rally
them to our side, and I am more glad that my confidence was not
us

of what

we

misplaced."'
As with many national

language borrowed

documents, much of India's constitution contains

from elsewhere

most

�

Government of India Act, from which
members of Constituent

notably,

in its case, from the 1935

250 clauses

some

Assembly committees

are

taken."* Moreover, the

listened to ideas and

many quarters, from which additional clauses may well have
the

language

of Article 25.1

was

first

suggested by Pickett,

suggestions

But whether

come.

�

Hindutva

dear."' Yet,

(a retum

to this

to Hindu

day it remains

principles),

it is

or

not

for Indian Christians and

Indian Muslims, its guarantee of freedom to tell others about their faith,
remains

from

was

�

and

controversial. To many proponents of
an

eyesore that licenses

aggressive

and

manipulative proselytism.

The NEW YEAR, 1949,

dilemma

^new

�

only

opportunities. And,

was

among the most

in scale

was

�

as

the year

the

began,

demanding

widening gap

of Pickett's

between

both finances and

career.

resources

personnel were

The main

and

stretched to the
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limit. Therefore, when

allowances" for hidia

a

late-January

were

threatened, Pickett reacted

allowances," often called "DAs,"
for Overseas Relief (MCOR.).

economic relief in
the MCOR

might

came

inflationary times."
eliminate them

years.""

He

from grants

passionately.'"

provided by the

They were salary add-ons,
Mathews' letter

Methodist Committee

meant to

suggested

"Deamess

bring some

that there

was a

chance

altogether.

Responding immediately,
have read in

letter from James Mathews wamed that "deamess

Pickett called the prospect "the most

it to the massive

compared

paring

disturbing news

I

of appropriations 1 8 years

before, during the Great Depression.
If now the deamess allowances from the MCOR are stopped while prices
are still at their current level, and the shortage of food supplies, clothing,

present severity, and the Board does not provide the
continue them, there will be a train of tragedy that I shrink from

etc. continues with the

money to

contemplating."
The deamess allowances had been used to

teachers, and others

to

not have survived at

Americans

were

buy food

help village pastors, Christian

for thefr families. Without the

help,

many of them would

all, and basic Christian services would have ceased. Pickett

greatly concemed

about the situation in

Europe following the

new

that

war, but

no

five million people
country in Europe had suffered like hidia. hi the 1943 Bengal famine,
had starved.

Plan,

no

Every year since then, millions

army of charitable

organizations

more

at work

instead of being reduced, the deamess allowances
The

bishop

wrote his

plea from

had

as

perished,

hidia had

in Europe. Therefore,

no

Marshall

urged Pickett,

ought to be doubled.

the fridus River Conference, then in session.
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In the Conference

I have listened to the

today

preachers

.

.

.

give

their

reports. These brethren have

passed through a succession of turbulent and
dangerous experiences. Practically every man has been in danger of losing
his life and the lives ofhis dear ones. All have suffered
hunger. Most have
seen neighbors slaughtered or driven in terror from their homes. Their
congregations have been threatened and persecuted because of being
Christians, have lost jobs or had wages withheld or have been looted. Yet
these men have brought their congregations safely through every sort of
peril and established them more firmly in Christ than they ever were before.
If the MCOR grants had not been available these pastors could not have
continued their work and hundreds of their people would have starved or

been driven from their homes
to escape death

compelled

or

to

renounce

their faith in Christ

exile.'"

or

The

previous week, Pickett

that

scene

had

presided

over

the North India Conference. He

painted

similarly:

I have
those

faced

never

men

through

at

men

for whom my heart ached so much as for some of
They have been heroes in sticking to their work

that session.

flood and famine and dire

disturbances. Without the

political

help

ofthe MCOR, they could not have carried on, and, believe me, thousands of
those whom they served would have been ruined."

Pickett's entreaty for those
the

scores

Accounting,

area

conference

T. C. and Mrs.

before the end ofthe year; J. N. and Mrs. Hollister

Conference for their work
to leam the

paucity of personnel

was

opportunity was greater than it had

missionary presence was greatly depleted.

stmggling

17

at the

language,

threatened

days

represented just

Ingram Institute
not well

a

ever

largest

or

in

was

the

membership

due to retire

loan from the North hidia

Ghaziabad; others

physically,

of

been, the American

Badley were

were on

at

the

one

of Febmary, he would

in part, for this excessive load of correspondence

missionary shortage. Although the Delhi
outside the USA, and the

deamess allowances

January. During the first

of letters he wrote that

write 395 more.'*

receiving

on

planning not to

the

scene were

retum. This

financial breakdown. The inevitable failure to hold

designated gift

donors made it all but certain.

other matters of importance to concentrate
The
the

rioting

in 1947, thousands of terrified Muslims had

interest in

enormous

were

shedding

With

In March of

many

new

expressing

were

full and

they would restore

personnel

mission board program which

news

a

that the MCOR would

cut made in the fall of

gap. For that reason, Pickett

promised

some

open the door of short-term service
year, in New

opportunities

to recent

1948." But

was

hopeful

relief At the last Central

Conference, the Executive Board of Bishops had enthusiastically approved

previous

of

enquirers, they needed help.

there remained the dilemma of the

a new

height

complicated by the already

was

1949, Pickett received the good

continue its India grants and that

at the

Hinduism. Now, with

their skins of expediency and

Christianity. Follow-up, though,

so

letters.

example,

professed

burden of the Indian pastors, most of whose churches

overflowing.

about

writing designated gift

of missionaries had other effects too. For

shortage

order restored, many of them

genuine

on

Pickett, therefore, temporarily put aside

a

proposal

college graduates.

York, the Board of Missions had embraced R.

to

The

E. Diffendorfer' s

idea of sending out groups of young, short-term recruits for service in various world

settings.
gone to

Asia

The first group of 50,

affectionately known

as

"J-3s" and "K-3s," had

Japan and Korea. Pickett hoped that perhaps they could

during

each of the next three

already

invite 25 "I-3s" to South

years.'*

However, while Pickett and his episcopal colleagues
not. When the board

agreed

were

enthusiastic,

to send the 1-3 s,

one

some

missionary

longtime missionaries

were

wrote to New York to

'lookprotest their coming for what she deemed "a three-years'
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see.'" She described

think how

a

confab of like-minded missionaries in which "not

one

of us could

could put them to work at all!"

we

They will
they have

not have the

language

and will not be

trying to get it. Neither will
any proper preparation for any particular type of work which they
could do without the language. WHAT CAN
they do? We don't know!
On the other hand, its no wonder
they 'take it into their hands and ask to be
sent out' in this way! h's a wonderful
trip for them, why wouldn't they
want to come

out?"

Pickett, however, could think of plenty for them
and office secretaries. He wasn't the

stenographers

There

correspondence!
Pickett
need.

have

hoped

journalist

plenty of work to

every

day, people

come

to send to their homes

and

India."*" He

also

that several 1-3 s would be

"Nearly
no one

was

photographer

was

among

certain that

for deamess allowances

or

was

disposed

to

to

me

give

to

to do. There

only one

enquire

time to

hospitals

evangelism

about Christ

helping them."

the MCOR

was

thinking

far better at

doing

"Send

with joumalistic

allowances have

accomplished

Contrary to
and fretted

over

commitment to

urgent

an

His Church. I

He also

hoped

for

a

of stopping its grants

the work than

they written more, they would have

people

or

�

the missionaries' lack of time and temperament for

about it," he wrote, "and had
young

and schools.

them, "who could take good pictures and write well of

one reason

publicizing their work. "They are

us some

need for

inundated with

be done in

to work in

was a

training

and the present

the grouses and

gmmbles

they are

at

writing

done less." He added,

to write up what these deamess

questioning will cease."*'
of those who could discem

the cost of signing up those who would be

language leaming, college graduates

were

coming

not

on a

flocking

no use

lark with

for I-3s,
no

to the board for
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short terms abroad. That is not to say that there weren't
motivated to

graduates,
them

on.

As for

serve

funding,

"threes'" support would

where it

young

mattered, but it took serious recruitment

the cost of I-3s would not

come

plenty of idealistic

compromise

from their home churches and

special gifts

and would

money that would not otherwise have gone to missions. As for the

leaming,

before

included

an

Despite
undergo

the Delhi Area

group

the

...

best

on

were

to

get

a

their

fraining

and

and, within just

come

summer

six -week orientation that

surprised,

by the bishop

than most

for he had

they were

20

or

"a

to

grand

missionary recmits

like the young James Thobum, Benton

to the field while

as

come

of

long before concluded that the

Jones, Clement Rockey, James Mathews, and Roland Scott (not
came

with

to hidia and Pakistan. Fourteen would

few months, be described

a

He must not have been

those who

through

the first group of "45-day wonders"

equipped spirittially and otherwise

missionary candidates,

were

language

the field.*^

the protests of a few, that

far better

past.""

India, short-term recmits

introduction to Hindustani and encouragement to follow

language acquisition

would

to

sign

normal allocations. The

likely be

going

to

to

Badley,

E.

mention

himself.),

Stanley

21 years of age. He wrote:

advantage of sending candidates to the field to begin their service
(1) They are
before they take postgraduate courses are in my judgement
able to leam the language ofthe country more quickly and to acquire a more
than at any later period of their lives. (2) The
effective use thereof
church receives them more happily because they make no pretense of
[They are] endeared to the hearts of the people by
superior attainments
able to
[their] freedom from pretension. (3) The young missionaries are
more
much
easily
form fiiendships with nationals of their own age group
educational
with
in
the
than they could if arriving
higher
country
attitudes.*''*
social
and
more
mature
qualifications
The

�

.

.

.
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Pickett estimated that three- fourths of hidia's eminent
from the one-fourth who arrived at the youngest

In early

Spiritual

May, Waskom spoke

Life at Kodaikanal.

at

Kodaikanal,

a

intemational

boarding

school and

frails. Like Naini Tal in the north, it
missionaries in the

Convention for the

established

Confirmation of the

a

by Americans

Gospel."

as

the

lake and

From

it, he would, the

he focused

What first got him to

early preaching.

exaggerated

on

ofthe

in the 1800s,

it

the

was

was

setting

with wonderful

the

for

hiking

favorite vacation spot for

develop

series, "The

a

book which,

synergistic approach to
Monday, May 2.

gospel

(physical,

sermon

In it he

needs to be confirmed."

mental and

spiritual)

confirm

the confirmation of changed lives. In his final

he described confirmation

depended heavily on contemporary

own

was a

next year,

of Jesus makes clear, "the

he showed how ministries of healing

presentation,

high,

by woods

remains the best statement ofhis

ministry

gospel. Wednesday,

ofhis

mile

and social service.** He gave his first message

asserted that,

the

was on a

a

title he had used in 1944, Pickett called his

though never published,

Tuesday,

surrounded

Deepening

region.

Retrieving

evangelism

was

emerged

ages."

most beautiful of the southem hill stations. More than

an

leaders had

missionary

through the

church.

Throughout

the series, he

illustrations from the life ofthe church in India.*'

thinking along these

When he

lines

was

the ineffectiveness of some

began his missionary work,

idea ofthe effectiveness of preaching

as an

it

was

with "an

evangelizing force."**

But he
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was

not very successful.

And, in fact, the plainer he made his message, the

his Muslim and Hindu hearers dismissed it. The effect

was

slowly

that seemed to

gave way to "the realization

appealing
on

the

was

must, in

cure

.

to most of my hearers

synergistic

form of a

.

.

that the

some

in

�

blending of sermon

it dawned

Delhi

by May 8,

which

attended the service at Christ Church. All

their mothers

him that the

on

was

were

Mother's

given

^red flowers to those whose mothers

�

those whose mother had
Ludie Day Pickett had
As the

passed

on.

The

bishop

dividing them between

China who

were

summer

sign-often

preaching

Day.

were

still

red

That

wear

living,

in the

ofthe

night

gospel

he and Ruth

in remembrance of

and white flowers to

Still in

one.

of 1949 grew hotter and other missionaries

letter

writing

and

One issue faced that

good health,

housing having

of 1949, several

logical

shrunk

meeting

with

summer was

evenings

scores

of callers

to the

hills,

in the office,

seeking help

with

what to do with missionaries to

sweep to the

and wise; however, there

by two-thirds

escaped

bishop spent most days

being displaced by Mao Zedong's

them to work in India seemed
available

beautiful and

recently begun her eighty-second year."

summer

problems.

and

flowers to

wore a

Waskom and Ruth decided to stay in Delhi. The

various

me so

fashion, be confirmed.�

some concrete

Pickett was back

affliction

disillusionment, which only

entirely incredible."*' Gradually, through reflecting

benefits of Jesus' routine

from

Gospel

firmly

more

in just five

south." Putting

was a

some

housing shortage,

years." Throughout that

each week, Pickett visited Methodist services in the

of
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city or

a

which

were

nearby village.

when the

320

On

Christians,

Friday, May 27,

all Untouchables. He

leading zamindar ofthe village,

paid high tribute

to the

but honored them

he drove to

Christians,

by requesting

a

astonished, but deeply moved,

was

who aUended the

of whom he said, "there

one

of them to

about ten miles away in

village

bring him

a

meeting
are none

glass

that

night,

not

beUer in the

only

village,"

of water, which he drank

pubhcally.'"
Another

for

reason

remaining

in Delhi that

the

summer were

ongoing needs

From the time ofhis retum, Pickett had been the Central Relief Committee's

refogees.

liaison between hidia and Pakistan, and the Church World Service in America.

by mid-year, separate relief organizations
India

responsibilities,

destined to live

a row

on

the streets.

Along Boulevard
now

traced the

over a

Don

Ebright taking

million

refugees,

Road in front ofthe

compound wall.

over

most of them

episcopal residence,

In them the Pickett's

new

^battered and scattered remnants ofthe storm, many of them widows with
�

stmggled

to exist. Waskom and Ruth visited with

stories, became their friends.
never

knew where,

Ruth set up

there

�

left

on a

professorship

them, heard their

school for the children in the

the dormant

potential

in

one

Baby Fold had proved that decisively.

winter's

Pickett's secretary and, later
Testament

a

properly nurtured,

take them. The Wame

orphans

formed, with

Although

�

their children

might

were

Delhi remained flooded with

of lean-tos and cubicles

neighbors

One

of

day in

on, would

at Leonard

a

basket

on a

missionary's

receive several

In

ofthe little

fact,

one

verandah

graduate degrees

Theological College.'*

family garage."

ofthe

^was now

�

and

ones

an

Old
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The presence in Delhi of so many victims of Partition, and the bitter

Muslim state in what had
tensions. Many Hindus
wanted

this

an

hidia ruled
the

viewpoint,

akin to Hitler's

once

committed to Nehru's secular state. Others, however,

were

by Hindutva.

yet

prison of its leader,

come.

reception

Given its way,

M. S.

In support of that

of the

far less any

some

contention, they pointed

missionaries think that

to events like the

reverence

temptation

August 21,

1949

said that non-Hindus in

a

hero's

to

welcome.'* The Statesman

quarter of a million showed for the reception. Pickett heard
was

against Muslims." Nevertheless, despite

for many embittered Hindus to

day might

religion," and, indeed, ought

Hindu

estimates�up to 400,000. He heard, also, that there
fresh violence

dislodged

claiming nothing, deserving no privileges,

preferential treatment,"'' was given
a

once

more

after the release

reemerging popularity,

Golwalkar, made

subordinated to the Hindu nation,

that

organizations promoting

whose vision seemed for many

for Golwalkar, in Delhi. Golwalkar, who had

"wholly

reported

Its

packing.

India "must leam to respect and hold in
be

one

dream than the diverse Hinduisms of India, would have

all the missionaries and sent them

from

of a

been home for many of them, made for continued

Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh,

Aryan

pill

larger

talk in the crowd of organizing

the

large

show of support and the

replace democracy with

totalitarianism, Pickett was convinced that, uhimately,

even

sectarian

most Hindus would refuse to

align

themselves with the RSS.*�
Part of Pickett's

was

growing

too. In

optimism resided

fact, Pickett had

among educated Hindus and

in the

knowledge

never seen more

that the Christian movement

interest in the

gospel, particularly

in
Muslims, and many Sikhs. He had recently reported that,
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the year

following the

(mostly Sikhs)
churches.

up

�

eve

something

next Delhi

he had

of 1947,

massacres

in Pakistan.*' But

By the

of an

terrible

everywhere he went, he found

Conference,

never seen

unprecedented turning

they had baptized

in

before

January 1950,

scene

and the

threat,

to work out

he would be convinced that hrdia

to

good

deal

plans

and

was

crucial. India's

projections,

a

trade

once

more, of widespread starvation.

ever

trip

some

ofthe strain

the 1939 level,

by importing

shategically, thereby keeping
With Mao

distress

over

anxious for

with

sent his

was

and

the

the

October 1 1,

a

was

"on the

escalating

When, in October

States, his main priority

storing

a

prices.*'

Nehru

on arms

a

had

which had

hoped

million tons of wheat and

Getting

Unrealistic

agricultural production,

food

worsening

avoid another famine.

success

dominating

with India

and, in

an

the

gains

to reheve

selling

news

in Asia

elegantly appointed Independence,

19-gun artillery salute greeted him,

Army Band.*' Afterwards, President

�

and

it

widespread

President Truman

�

unprecedented gesture

stopover in London.*" When the Prime Minister arrived
on

India's

Pakistan, and huge expenditures

the prospects for further Communist

personal plane,

was

its cost down.

Zedong's great

friendly relations

to the United

help

throttled the economy. A concomitant decrease in

plummeted below

was

pecuniary position was suddenly perilous.

war

and full

Christ."*^

deal for low-cost U.S. wheat to

a

enquirers

�

1949, Prime Minister Nehru made his first
was

many

than 10,000

when every statistic

Another contributor to the renewed interest in the RSS

economic

more

of welcome,

to retrieve Nehru after his

at National

Airport

at 4:30 p.m.

and ''Jabna Gana Mana,"

Truman received the

was

played by

prime minister with these
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words:

new

"Destiny willed

route to yours.

I

it that

But

we

"I have

some

come

from

to

here

our

Congress

on a

thought his speech

have achieved

country should have been discovered in the search for

that your visit, too, will

hope

America."** In his address

speech:

our

two

a

sense, a

discovery of

Nehru echoed the

days later,

through

a

touch of arrogance: "Like

revolution, though

a

our

he

you,"

methods

were

"

said,

different

yours."**
Two

Secretary's

later Nehru met

days

home.

They

privately with Secretary of State Dean Acheson

conversation

by broaching

the

as

though I were

a

public meeting,"*' began

possibility of buying American wheat

prices.

Acheson answered that any wheat deal

he had

already been working

on

was

up to

President Truman, with whom Nehru met the next

day,

wanted

Kashmir.)
no

But for

business

As the

Kashmir

though

Nehru, Kashmir was

interfering with.

combination of public

an

internal matter, which the U.N. and the U.S.

opponents.""

Nehru insisted that, from the

perspective

of a secular state, the

partition

highest levels

on

ofhis

hidia

after

focus

deep dislike

of Kashmir should have

even

only to

(Similarly,

His response, therefore, seemed to Acheson "a curious

religious makeup
�

�

and flashes of anger and

speech

Secretary hstened,

that

it. But Acheson seemed little interested in India's food
another matter!"

on

the

Congress, adding, however,

was

Nehru's stand

as

at lower than world

that

shortage.

at the

did not hit it off Nehru, whom Acheson said "talked to me,

Queen Victoria said of Mr. Gladstone,

had

president's

voyage of discovery ofthe mind and heart of America."*'

also contained

freedom

be, in

a

had

�

a

large

no

bearing

Muslim

at all on Kashmir's

disposition,

that

population well-represented at the

of government. Acheson, however,

was

unmoved

by the logic

of "the great
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man,"

he caricatured him. And he

as

which he

interpreted

meeting ended,

the

destined to have
Acheson' s

surprise

a

as

Nehru

when he

on

was

And, of course, he

was to

Constituent

be

a

brighter day

Assembly's

observed the moment with

the

speech

a

26, when,

days

after his

inaugurated

formally ushered

in.

Back in

author of a

came

as

to do research for

a new

comes as no

promises conceming hidia's

food

empty-handed.

was

the

Assembly President Rajendra Prasad

on

by its touching

the vote, followed
was

tribute to M. K.

by lengthy cheering

to come two months

called for in the

hidia's first

novel

to diminish

Kashmir and his stance of non-alignment

president,''

March, Pickett had welcomed the

popular new

intractable and aloof, it

as

made memorable

election,

Prasad would be

failing, then,

for Nehm�in fact, for all of hidia. That

of desks. But the real celebration

two

With Nehru

were

four years of hard work ended. Under the dome of

the father ofthe nation. Then

pounding

not

went home

Parliament House's Central Hall, Constituent

Gandhi,

convinced that Nehru and I

failed to exfract any
on

conversation,

night

of him

misunderstood

as

rest of their

various world issues. As the late

pleasant personal relationship."'^

prime minister

came.

November 26

day the

"I

already congealing perception

that the

put off by most ofthe

lecturing him

Secretary concluded,

needs. Nehm went home
as

was

new

and the

news

that

later,

on

and

January

constitution, Rajendra
new

republic

Dorothy

would be

Clark Wilson,

Moses, The Prince of Egypt, would be coming

to hidia

book.'" The Picketts had already met Dorothy Clark Wilson and
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hked her.
her

Upon hearing

headquarters.

had in her

bag

she

was

coming, they immediately agreed

When Mrs. Wilson arrived in Delhi

on

the

letter from Ruth Pickett. It said, "I shall be

a

night

to make their home

of November 8, she

waiting

office. Don't feel anxious at all.'"'

Nevertheless, because her plane

Ruth, who had gone home,

immediately at

The author
would be

was

reassured

staying at,
On

was

not

though,

when upon

was

in

telling

hnperial

one

was

the

three hours late,

Hotel rendevous

point.

ofthe officials the address she

he said, "Ah, 12 Boulevard Road? But that is the

Wednesday, January 25,

Clark Wilson

the

for you at the airlines

Bishop's house!'"*

day before the presidential swearing in, Dorothy

Allahabad, gathering

material for her book when

a

telegram

came.

Of it she wrote:
The most wonderfiil

president

I

surprise!

of India! I received

am

an

to

see

the

inauguration of the first
Bishop Pickett today telling

invitation from

of my invitation to attend the ceremony at Government House
tomorrow, the day India officially becomes a republic."
me

But that

was

not to

be her

only surprise.

At the Pickett residence the next

Pickett had yet another announcement for her.

grand parade

They had

moming,

Ruth

also gotten her invitations to the

at the stadium in the aftemoon and to President Prasad's

reception

the next

day.'*
The

swearing-in ceremony took place

Government House. It

Rajagopalachari
and

a

stop

at

began

at 10:15 with the

and President-elect

Rajghat to

in the great, round Durbar Hall at

arrival of Govemor-General Chakravarti

Rajendra Prasad,

who had

begun

his

day with prayers

honor the memory of Mahatma Gandhi, who had envisioned this
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than

day more

a

quarter of a century earher. Dorothy Clark Wilson summed up the

ceremony like this:

The Chief Justice

swore in the President, who then made a short
speech,
first in Hindi, then in English.
all
went
to
another
room to
Presently they
swear in the ministers.
we
all
moved to the big ballroom and were
Finally

presented by name

to the

newly

sworn

of hidia and then served

president

refi-eshments. ..."
She

forgot, however,

the

only swearing-in

speech,
Prime

he

was

to mention that the

that

swearing-in

moming, though

conducted to the

it

was

of India's ceremonial head

the focal

one.

was

After President Prasad's

Upper Loggia, followed by the Prime Minister, Deputy

Minister, Chief Justice, Speaker, Cabinet Ministers, Judges of the Supreme

and Auditor General,
That
ceremonial

not

who, after also being

swom

in

were

presented

aftemoon, the Picketts and their guest headed for

parade commemorating Repubhc Day would

take

Court

to the President.

Irwin Stadium where the

place.

At 3:25 the

trumpeters sounded "Markers" and markers and massed bands marched

onto the

parade

grounds:

precisely the moment scheduled, the band, crimson coated and
resplendent, marched onto the field and started the national anthem, the
signal for countless ranks of soldiers every branch ofthe military
including picturesque Nepalese Gurkhas with their curved kukris entering
at six different points and marching toward the center to form a solid line
across the field. Presently [at 3:45] the official party appeared. The
President was riding in a landau, horse-drawn, with a gold umbrella over his
head, and preceded by gorgeously clad lancers on horseback.
At

�

�

After the National Salute the
Then

came

With

that, the parade

the

firing

new

president inspected

ofthe feu-de-joie and another
gave the

president

the

parade

and retumed to the dais.

playing of the

three Jais and

National Anthem.

beginning with the Navy Band

�
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and

with the Police Band

ending

regimental

colors

The

president

at

came

�

marched past, the guests

standing

whenever

by.'�^

two-day celebration

ended

on

Friday with

a

large garden reception

for the

Government House. There the American author, with Ruth Pickett's

encouragement, gave Prime Minister Nehru
second time she had

seen

a

poem she had written about him. It

the

was

him up close, but not the last. Two weeks later, in

Viruthampet,

North Arcot

had been to

luncheon at Nehru's house. She wrote: "We asked the Prime Minister if

a

he'd not like to meet the

not far from Vellore

�

lady who

comes.""*' The invitation

came on

the Prime Minister would be

Tuesday, the 21" March,

his years

at

pleased

of being

a

about him.

if you would very

.

.

.

Well,

you

are

Dorothy Clark Wilson,

kindly have

in Delhi,

Bishop

Pickett

brought

high

many

guests

lunch with him

fiiendship

of fiiendship. His

with the

refugee,

or

to breakfast

officials without

Dorothy Clark Wilson met Rajkumari Amrit

also

letter from Ruth Pickett, who

on

his house. Please confirm."""' She did.

thoroughly enjoyed that aspect
was

a

I'm to let him know when the time

however, did not think ofhis fiiends in high places

example,

got

March 20. It said: Dear Miss

the Prime Minister's table. Other visitors met
Pickett house.

she

given him her poem

special invitation when you get back.

to have a

During

had

�

as

ever

or

leaving the

Kaur twice that way.

social fiiends,

leper,

or

Pickett,

though he

fiiendship with Amrit Kaur,
the

lunch at

for

the student who dreamed

doctor, because cooperatively he and the Health Minister could help them in
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ways that neither could alone.

how he could
hidia.

help

Right

now,

friendship with Nehru meant thinidng

the Prime Minister convince the Americans to sell

Lately, Pickett

had been

thinking

a

lot about that wheat.

surplus

about

wheat to
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Bishop
By birth

Pickett with

Rajkumari

Amrit Kaur

Heahh Minister Amrit Kaur, a former secretary of Gandhi's,
hidia's first woman cabinet member. She and the Picketts were close friends.
a

princess,

was

free
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CHAPTER 15: NOTES

1. JWP

autobiographical

2. JWP to James K.

3. Indian Witness

Typescript.

ACA 1:1

Mathews, December 20, 1947. UMCA.

11{A8)1.

4. JWP to James K.

5. JWP to James

sketch.

Mathews, December 7, 1947. UMCA.

Mathews, December 20, 1947. UMCA.

6. Gandhi's list of conditions

actually numbered

fiiture in which communal differentiations

were

seven.

But his main

distinct from national

concem was

identity

for

a

and

Hindus, Muslims, and Sikhs could live peaceably.
7. Birla

named for its owner, industrial magnate, G. D. Birla, was an
stately residence, the ultimate contrast to the hovels of the Delhi

House,

expansive

and

so

untouchable

community where he usually stayed. However, since the untouchable
community was flush with Punjabi refugees, Nehm and Patel had insisted that Gandhi
accept Birla's hospitality.
My account of Pickett's final meeting with Gandhi, the quotations, and the events
precipitating it, depends substantially though not entirely on Pickett's reconstmction
in My Twentieth Century Odyssey (1980: 149ff.). Because none of the actors are now
living, and because not uncharacteristically Pickett did not then record it, the details
are impossible to fully corroborate. However, the story is well-established in Pickett
family lore, going back to that period. Moreover, Pickett did relate it, in briefer form, in
an earlier autobiographical sketch (ACA 1:1), though the date and intended audience are
not indicated. Most ofthe place details in the 1980 reconstmction check out. No account
of Gandhi's last days cites the Pickett visit, but it was brief, spontaneous, and very early
in the moming. I have twice visited Birla House and queried some ofthe old-timers on
the staff about the story's descripfive details. I have found one discrepancy (conceming
the presence of an elevator), which, in itself, is not surprising since Pickett was trying to
reconstmct an event that took place more than 30 years before. There is also a minor
difference in Pickett's two accounts. In the earlier one, Pickett has "high police officials"
8.

�

�

�

�

instead ofthe "Commissioner of Police." For that reason, my paraphrased version is less
specific about the identity of the Delhi pohce official. Pickett's report of their
conversation must be taken
and flow of the

exchange,

as a

loose reconstmction,

but not

reflecting

providing

a sense

ofthe substance

actual statements.

extraordinarily receptive to Pickett's requests for meetings.
During his last decade in Delhi, Pickett often arranged for visiting church dignitaries and
others to meet the Prime Minister. Pickett's son, Douglas, for example, told me he recalls
9. Nehm

seems

to have been
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having had three opportunities, in the company ofhis father, to meet Nehru, hi this
chapter, and the next, I che some instances of Pickett meetings, or Pickett-arranged
meetings with the Prime Minister. And when Pickett had something important to ask
Nehru, getting an audience with him was a fairly routine matter. Very likely, it was his
of Pickett's unusual
Pickett with his urgent request.
awareness

access

to Nehru that led the Police Commissioner to visit

10. Pickett

(1980:150).

11. Pickett

(1980:151).

12. Pickett

(1980:151). Pickett's depiction

of Gandhi's

depression

is also reflected in other accounts of the Mahatma's mood in his last
13. Pickett

14.

sketch

(1980:151).

(n.d.).

The Executive Committee consisted ofthe

Society of Christian

16. Pickett's "9:00

p.m." (1980:152) is an hour off
Gandhi." Indian Witness 78(6):6.

17. The service Nehru asked Pickett to

Pickett

of failure

ACA 1:1.

treasurers ofthe mission board and Women's

Mahatma

feeling
days.

(1980:151).

Autobiographical

15. Pickett

and

speak

in

bishops

and

Service.

See "Christians Mourn the Death of

represented

the non-official

public.

(1980:56).

18. Indian Witness 7 S{6y6.

19. JWP to James K.
20.

Mathews, February 12, 1948. UMCA.

Campbell-Johnson (1986:275-276).

21. Indian Witness

78(6):10;

JWP to James K. Mathews,

22. JWP to James K. Mathews,
23. JWP to James K.

February 22,

February 12,

1948. UMCA.

1948. UMCA.

Mathews, March 9, 1948. UMCA.

24. JWP to James K.

Mathews, March 16, 1948, UMCA; wedding
John Sagan and Margaret Joy Pickett; Indian Witness 78(37):1 1.
25. JWP to James K.

Mathews, October 8, 1948. UMCA.

26. JWP to James K.

Mathews, October 10, 1948. UMCA.

announcement of
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27. JWP to James K.

Mathews, October 29, 1948. UMCA.

28. JWP to James K.

Mathews, October 29, 1948. UMCA.

29. JWP to Albert E. Beebe, November 9, 1948,
UMCA; JWP to James K. Mathews,
November 9, 1948. UMCA.
30. H. C.

Mookerjee

31. Shourie
as

not

a

gift

to

JWP, December 16, 1948. ACA 2:4.

(1998:400). Shourie may have in mind Gandhi's 1922 envisioning of swaraj
from Parliament but "a declaration of hidia's full self
expression."

32. The Westminster

model, which emerged in former monarchies, includes a
(in hidia, the President) and an amalgam of the
executive and legislative branches of government.

ceremonial

or

constitutional head of state

33. See Austin

(1992)
34.

on

India

(1966)
as a

for

background

on

the

constitution;

see

Smith

(1963)

and Prakash

secular state.

the 1951 census, India had 361 million "Hindus," 78 million scheduled
members, and 50 milhon Muslims, Christians, and Sikhs. In a Gandhian

According to

caste and tribal

state, the 85 percent Hindu majority would almost certainly have forbidden any

evangelistic activity by the

Christian

minority.

Consistency demanded that the Christians' desire for civic equality be accompanied
by
opposition to communal representation. But this would be nothing new. Most
Protestant leaders had always taken that position.
35.

their

36.

"Quarterly Notes, Being

1948,

the Bulletin of the Intemational

Missionary Council," July

p. iv.

in the guest book: "To see the Christian members
of the C.A. and Indian leaders in connection with Religious liberty" (ACA, Addendum
37. On

August 18, 1947, Bhatty wrote

2:3).
38.

Typescript (n.d.)

College.
h

was

quotation comes is
early 1970s at Asbury

ACA 1:1: The document from which this

undated and untitled memoir that

read

Pickett in the

an

by
Asbury president, Dennis Kinlaw leads me to believe
(Author's interview with Dennis Kinlaw, Spring 1996).
was

An interview with former

written in the

early

1970s

Typescript (n.d.) ACA 1:1: Pickett told Dr. Dennis Kinlaw (see previous note) that
he had long kept this to himself, because earlier it would have been inappropriate and
unwise (Author's interview with Dennis Kinlaw, Spring 1996).
39.

40.

Baago (1965:68).
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41. Keer

(1971:401).

42. Constituent

Assembly Debates (1 :59).
(1: 240-244).

For Nehru's

Jawaharlal Nehru
43. Constituent

Assembly of India.

Volume 3.

speech,

see

Selected Works

of

[http://alfa.nic.in/debates/vol3p2.hhn].

44. Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel

(1875-1950), once a brilliant trial lawyer, is remembered
long-time Gandhi loyalist, Nehru's first Deputy Prime Minister, and especially as the
one most responsible for
bringing India's princely states into the national fold.

as

a

45.

Apparently Mookerjee and Pickett decided on February 22, 1949, for on that date,
Mookerjee's signature appears in the family guest book (Pickett Guest Book: ACA,
Addendum 2:2.) Although there is no hint in the guest book of what
they talked about,
Mookerjee had indicated in his letter that he was interested in feedback from Pickett on
book he had lately published on Prohibition (H. C. Mookerjee to JWP, December 16,
1948. ACA 2:4).
46. H. C.

Mookerjee

to

JWP, December 16, 1948. ACA

a

2:4.

47. H. C.

Mookerjee to JWP, December 16, 1948. ACA 2:4: By "special treatment"
Mookerjee was referring to supporting separate electorates and reserved seats for
minorities.
48. Brown

(1999:82-83).

49. Whether to

keep

the word

out that it did

pointing
speech, and,

"propagate" was debated, with,

nothing
negative side,

more

than reaffirm what

was

on

the

positive side,

some

said elsewhere about free

speaker going so far as to suggest that it would lead
vigorous debate had to do with another
proposed clause: "conversion from one religion to another brought about by coercion or
undue influence shall not be recognised by law." K. M. Munshi proposed making it even
tougher with an amendment that would also ban converting anyone under 18. Ambedkar
argued against Munshi 's proposal, pointing out the legal quandary it would create in
deciding what to do with young children who might want to follow their parents in
converting to another faith. (Munshi 's proposal, incidently, was a key factor in leading a
concemed NCC to send Mondol and Bhatty to Delhi during the fifth session of the CA)
Although I cannot here describe the whole debate, which continued through several
sessions and the reading of several drafts, in a nutshell, the results were as follows:
Although many of the Hindu majority had misgivings, there was enough good will
towards Christians for Article 25.rs passage. As for the second clause, including
Munshi's proposed amendment, they were ultimately set aside. See Constituent Assembly
Debates (1999), especially these dates: May 1, 1947; August 30, 1947; December 3 and
on

the

one

to Hindu culture's annihilation. But the most

6, 1948.
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50. JamesK. Mathews to
for Overseas Relief

Herbert Welch

on

JWP, January 11, 1949. UMCA. The Methodist Commhtee
(MCOR) was formed as the resuh of a plea fi-om retired Bishop
April 26, 1940. Moved by the suffering of World War II, he urged the

Methodist General Conference to form an
agency that would "act as a voice of conscience
among Methodists." The MCOR's aim was to identify urgent needs around the world,
report them to local churches, and administer the funds received through various church
agencies and networks. By the time Pickett wrote his letter of concem about the Deamess
Allowances, the organization had already distributed around nine million dollars for
worldwide relief
51. DAs
DAs

regions

or

similar

to

COLAs

"cost-of living allowances" in the U.S. Like COLAs,
pegged to reflect differences in the cost of living or inflation between given
stations. It is still used widely in India and other
ofthe world that used to

were

were

or

parts

be part ofthe British Empire. U.S. agencies use the nohon
extensively, sometimes with
sttict economic implications and sometimes for the purpose of "equahzing" employee
remuneration to reflect different service conditions rising from post-specific health or

polifical dangers.
52. JWP to James K.

Mathews, January 22, 1949. UMCA.

53. JWP to James K.

Mathews, January 22, 1949. UMCA.

54. JWP to James K.

Mathews, January 22,

1949. UMCA.

55. JWP to James K.

Mathews, January 22,

1949. UMCA.

56.

"During this month I have written 395 letters--this one
Barney and Emma Thompson, Febmary 17, 1949. UMCA.
57. James K. Mathews to

58. See Mathews

included.

.

.

." JWP to

JWP, March 4, 1949. UMCA.

(2000:216-218)

for

a

fiiUer account ofthe

adoption

of

R. E. Diffendorfer' s program.
59.

Quoted in

a

letter from James K. Mathews to JWP, March 31, 1949. UMCA

letter to Mathews, JWP outlined not only the rationale but the locations where
I-3s would likely be able to serve. JWP to James K. Mathews, March 17, 1949. UMCA.
60. In

a

61. JWP to James K. Mathews,
62.

January 22,

1949. UMCA.

According to James Mathews (2000:217), the training emphasized disciplined living
practical matters. There were visits to the UN, input on local customs and dress, and,
for the first India group, valuable interaction with E. Stanley Jones. However, much of
the six-week boot camp consisted of lectures from high-powered professors on such
and
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subjects
a

Indian

religions, Communism, and Indian Christianity.
missionary to hidia, was the language teacher.

as

former

Dr.

Henry Scholberg,

The first two groups sent to South Asia were not
groups of 25, but of 50 each, though
the final two slots of the second
group were filled late (by Douglas Pickett and Peggy
Moffatt, both already fluent in Hindi and Urdu). One of those in the first group of I-3s
was Asbury
Seminary student. Colleen Gilmore, who would become Pickett's secretary.
The I-3s were employed in just the kind of roles Pickett had
as staff in the

imagined�
hospitals and sanitariums, as teachers at Woodstock and other schools, in local
churches in a variety of capacities, and as rural
development workers.
The "threes" were, in a way, like a Christian Peace
Corps. In fact, Mathews even
suggests that the program, in part, inspired the Peace Corps. As with Peace Corps
recruits, who eventually made up the bulk of government overseas workers in
organizations like USAID, many of the I-3s became regular missionaries.

Methodist

63. JWP to R. S.

Smyres, January 5,

64. Memo firom JWP to
65. So convinced

was

consider it for his

or

Eugene

L.

1950. UMCA.

Smith, May 11,

1950. UMCA.

Pickett of this that he

her thesis. JWP to

thought some doctoral student
Eugene L. Smith, May 11, 1950.

should

66. The book

manuscript (Box 13, folders 1-8), as well as the Kodaikanal Convention
(Box 19, folders 57-60) are in the Pickett Collection in the Asbury CoUege
Library. The book manuscript emerged in the preparation of lectures on the topic, which
were given at McMurray College, Abilene, Texas, in March 1950. The Asbury College
tape library also contains recordings of Pickett on this theme at Lake Junalaska, North
Carolina. The sermons were given in 1950 also.
sermon

notes

67. JWP to Lola E.

Shaver, May 14, 1949; JWP

to James K.

Mathews, August 23, 1949.

UMCA.
68. From the introduction to "The Confirmation of the

typescript

Gospel."

ACA 19:57. Note: the

is not numbered.

69. "Confirmation ofthe

Gospel,"

introduction. ACA 19:57.

70. Note, for example, the following passages from the King James Bible: "And they
went forth, and preached everywhere, the Lord working with them, and confirming the
word with
(Mark 16:20). "And Judas and Silas, being prophets also

signs following"
themselves, exhorted the brethren with many words, and confirmed them" (Acts 15:32).
"Even as the testimony of Christ was confirmed in you
(1 Corinthians 1 :6). "How
shall we escape, if we neglect so great salvation; which at the first began to be spoken by
the Lord, and was confirmed unto us by them that heard him; God also bearing them
witness, both with signs and wonders, and with divers miracles, and gifts ofthe Holy
Ghost, according to his own will?" (Hebrews 2:3-4).
"
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71. JWP to Lola E.

Shaver, May 14,

1949. UMCA.

72. Since

early 1946, China had been locked in a mighty power struggle. The
Kuomintang (KMT), backed by the U.S., controlled the cities; the Chinese Communist
Party (CCP), led by Mao Zedong, dominated in the rural areas. In 1948, having won
Manchuria, the CCP began its march south, forcing mainland missionaries to decamp.
73. JWP to James K.

Mathews, December 3, 1948. UMCA. hi Batala, for example, 24
miles northeast of Amritsar, in the wake ofthe
post-partition disturbances, the
had
taken
over most of the
government
as an
measure.

missionary housing

JWP to James K.

74. JWP to James K.
75. hi

emergency

Mathews, March 28, 1949. UMCA.
Mathews, May 29, 1949. UMCA.

photo of the children of Ruth Pickett's garage school,
visible, along with Mrs. Tara James who helped run the school.
one

76. Pickett

(1980:74, 116).

77. Brown

(1994:347).

78. Besides V. D. Sarvarkar

(1923),

Golwalkar

(1939)

was

the

there

are

25 children

leading exponent of this

vision of a pure Hindu state.
79.

Pickett, the RSS had abetted Sikhs in murdering Muslims in the
communal riots. JWP to James K. Mathews, August 23, 1949. UMCA.

According

to

recent

80. JWP to James K. Mathews, August 23, 1949. UMCA. Although Pickett was right
and India continues to uphold democratic practices, the RSS
which supports the current
�

(Bharatiya Janata Party) government continues to have a strong voice, and its
support of a Hindu state remains popular with many adherents of the Hindu religion.

BJP

81

.

�

World Outlook,

82. JWP to R. S.
83. Wallbank

April 1 949,

p. 1 0.

Smyres, January 5,

1950. UMCA.

(1951:88-89).

1, 1949 ten days before Nehru's arrival in Washington with the KMT
in
trapped Taiwan, Mao Zedong had established the People's Republic of China.
84. On October

85. ''Jana Gana Mana"

Rabindranath

�

�

It

firom the pen ofthe Nobel Prize winning poet,
sung first on December 27, 1911 at the Calcutta session of

came

was
Tagore.
Congress. It was not quite, as the New York Times reported ("Nehru
Forecasts Firm U.S.-hidia Tie," 12 October 1949, p. 18), "the hidian national anthem," for
it was not formally adopted by the Constituent Assembly until January 24, 1950, three

the Indian National
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months later.

Though the complete song has five stanzas, the national anthem contains
only the first. Its ascription of praise was not for the emperor (King George), as many
originally assumed, but for God.
86. Details of Nehru's arrival from: "Nehru
Forecasts Firm U.S.-hidia
York Times, 12 October 1949,
8.
pp. 1,1
87.

Tie," The New

Wolpert (1996:452).

88. Adams and Whitehead
89. Acheson

(1997:152) quoting British Movietone News,

December 1949.

(1969:335).

90. When

independence came, the full disposition of hidia's princely states had still not
retaining their wealth, most ofthe princes had waived their ruling
status and stayed in the new hidia. But two
states, Hyderabad and Kashmir, were
vacillating. Hyderabad's Nizam was a Muslim, but most ofhis subjects were Hindus.
Kashmir's maharaja was a Hindu, but most ofhis subjects were Mushms. When a Hindu
peasant maneuver against the State of Hyderabad was met with oppression, Nehru seized
the opportunity, in September 1948, to dispose of the matter with the
army. That left
Kashmir. When fribesmen from Pakistan invaded, the maharaja swiftly notified Nehru's

been achieved. While

government of Kashmir's accession
borders of what
on.

to India. That let Nehru send

troops

to defend the

national

territory. But Pakistan sent troops too, and a war was
Conversations with Mountbatten persuaded Nehru to let the recently- formed United

Nations

help

was now

settle the

dispute.

Nehru

agreed but regretted

it. As Judith Brown has

written:
To

Nehru, Kashmir was a much-loved ancestral homeland. But, even
more important, the fiiture of Kashmir as
part of India was a vital part of
his project of creating a non-communal nation in which Mushms would be
secure.

If Kashmiri Muslims became Pakistanis under duress then India's

claims about her

own

secular national

identity would

be

a

hollow

mockery. (1999:77)
The debate

deeply about,

over
as we

Kashmir is
shall

see.

one

that both Waskom and Ruth Pickett

came

to feel very

And the pot still seethes. For brief descriptions of the

Kashmir situation, then and now, see any of the general histories of modem India, e.g.:
Brown (1994); Bose and Jalal (1997); Keay (2000); Kulke and Rothermund (1990); Stein

(1998);
(1997);

Stem

(1993); Wallbank (1948; 1951); Wolpert (1993). Cf Bhinda (1994);
Lamb (1966) and (1994); and Rahman (1996) for fiiller treatments.

91. Acheson

(1969:336).

92. Acheson

(1969:336).

93.

Popularly known

Bose

"Raj en Babu", Rajendra Prasad (1884-1963), the interim
for food and agriculture, was among the most respected leaders

as

government's minister

of
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the

hidependence Movement. A four-time Congress President, he lilce many other
Congress members was trained as a lawyer, hi 1917, when he lived just 40 miles from
Arrah, where Pickeh was then assigned, practicing law in Patna' s High Court and editing
the Bihar Law Weekly, Gandhi asked him to
help in his protest against the indigo
plantation owners in Bihar. Prasad joined Gandhi's Noncooperation Movement in 1920
and from then dedicated himself fully to the cause of Indian
independence, most notably
through his joumalistic efforts and Congress leadership. Prasad was also instmmental in
organizing a splendid relief effort in Bihar, following the great earthquake of 1934 (the
same one the Picketts felt in
Lucknow). And he began the campaign for making Hindi
the national language. Congress' election of Prasad as hidia's first president in 1950 was
unanimous. And when the first general elections came in 1952, he was overwhelmingly
elected again. He remained president for another decade. See Prasad (1957).
94. James K. Mathews to JWP, March 4, 1949. UMCA. The Prince of Egypt, Wilson's
third novel, was well on its way to selling a half milhon copies. Later, it would serve as

inspiration for Cecil B. DeMille's film, "The Ten Commandments" and, also, the
1999 Disney Film with the same title as the book. Pickett felt that whatever she wrote
about India would help to publicize the dedication of the missionaries and Indian church

the

leaders.
95. Wilson

(1954:13).

96. Wilson

(1954:13).

97. Wilson

(1954:93).

98. Wilson

(1954:95)

99. Wilson

(1954:95)

Programme of Swearing-in Ceremony of the President
Thursday, 26* January, 1950.
100.

101. Wilson

of the

Republic

of hidia

on

(1954:96).

Programme for the Ceremonial Parade,
January 1950.
102.

103. Wilson

(1954:105).

104. Wilson

(1954:121).

to Commemorate the

Republic Day.
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Chapter

16

End

Odyssey's
"Never have I received

an

enjoyed every job I have

appointment that I wanted.

ever

had.

seventy years spent in the ministry,
whole

being.

.

.

Now

.

a sense

"'

...

Yet I have

the age of ninety, with
of wonder sweeps through my
at

�J.W.P.

With the threat of famine
determined to engage in

the power to

friendship
senior

emancipate

some

some

looming,

unofficial

in India. He

diplomacy.

of America's wheat

with Vice President Alben

bishop

J. Waskom Pickeh

planned

to

Barkley
appeal

For

came

leverage

surplus,

in

he would

and his moral

to America in 1950

getting to

to the churches too

Methodism's

not for

�

contributions to anti-tuberculosis work. In recent months there had been
surge in TB in India
summer, travel to

His first

�

itself evidence of the

congregations

priority, however,

was

worsening

in 32 states with his

his mother's

use

authority as

those with

wheat, but for

an

food crisis. Pickett

alarming

would, that

remarkably successful plea

for

help.

to somehow induce the U.S. Government to reconsider its

D.C.

meeting

with anyone of importance in government who would listen. He went with the

blessing

refiisal to sell wheat. So, in

early July,

he spent five

days

in

Washington,

ofthe Methodist Board of Foreign Missions and with the encouragement ofthe Indian

embassy and

India's health

minister, Rajkumari Amrit Kaur, with whom he kept in touch
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by phone.^ During that week,
times and

addressed

he met with

small luncheon in

a

representatives

one

the Vice President. Besides Vice President
were seven

others

ofthe State

ofthe Senate

Barkley who

present.' They were Special

rooms

Department

that

convened the

was

three

arranged by
there

meeting,

Assistant to the President, Averell

Harriman; and Senators Douglas (Illinois), Lehman (California), McMahon

(Connecticut),

Thomas

Green

(Utah),

(Rhode Island), and Humphrey (Minnesota).

Afterwards, Pickett reported to Mrs. Nehru by phone." All but
their support. Senator

lobby

for wheat and

Humphrey urged

help

him raise

In mid- August, the

a

bishop's

conversation with President Truman,
that Pickett ask Nehru to

issue
made

sympathetically.
a

by turning

Communist

agitators.

4,000,000 surplus
Two

initiatives

were

people

her back the year

Rajkumari

a

string

Society to

a

half-hour
Truman

suggested

for New York and London, Pickett

surplus grain with India.

before, the U.S. had given ammunition

reporting his remarks

22 arrival in

more

of natural calamities

�

a

to India's

that America's

Delhi, Pickett reported

to James

pleasant, although "tiring." Nevertheless,

Amrit Kaur to report

He

used.'

fiiUy on

confirmed his fears that the need for American wheat
the summer,

rewarded with

to share their

He also reminded those

had been

Friends of India

arranged by Averell Harriman..*

tons of wheat would rot if not

trip

a

million dollars for tuberculosis relief'

boarding his plane

days after his August

Mathews that his
met with

Before

organize

said, had offered

for wheat. He also assured Pickett he would revisit the

the American

public plea to

added that,

reapply

him to

one, he

he had

already

his efforts. The health minister

was more

failure of the

urgent than

monsoon

ever.

During

in the southeast,

600

floods

in

four provinces in the
north, and, at about the

with President

Truman,

huge earthquake

a

measured�had made the situation

unharvested food grains had been

give Pickett

a

more

their rehef efforts and put

more

in Assam, in

perilous yet.

desttoyed.*

statement that he could

use

pressure

same

After

time

as

Pickett

fact, the largest quake

hi

all,

more

briefing him,

would

Department

reapply for the

had become

U.S. Ambassador

more

on

Amrit Kaur offered to

the U.S. Government.' Kaur did not

hidia.

was

sale of wheat. His

fraught

with

one

for

George

ever

to encourage the American churches to

relationship with

step up

think,

to hidia's

the U.S. State

misunderstanding that no good would come

Loy Henderson agreed and,

clear cut than the

that it

so

meeting

than six million tons of

however, that Nehru, who had been deeply hurt by America's indifference

suffering,

was

and

out that the need

pointing

C. Marshall's

of it.

was even

European Recovery Plan, opined

the U.S. that should take the initiative and make

an

outright gift

of wheat to

'�

Word

soon

got

Deputy Commissioner

out about Pickett's

representations

of Delhi, with whom Pickett had tea

of India's needs.. The

one

day,

thanked him and

told him that his initiatives had touched the hearts of more

people

kind of service he could have rendered. Still, months went

by without

Washington.

In late

January,

Waskom and Ruth had supper with

than

a

a

year of any other

breakthrough

Evelyn Hershey,

in

the

U.S. Government's social work attache in Delhi. She told them that food rations in
several

failed

provinces

to

back for

respond
a

had just been cut
soon,

generation.

by another 25 percent

friendship with India would
The conversation with

be

and worried that if the U.S.

lost, and democracy would be

Hershey inspired

Pickett to try the next

set

day
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to

phone Vice President Barkley, President Truman,

mailed

fresh circular to hidian work donors in
America,

a

gravity ofthe situation,

Diffendorfer, who,

Foreign

Missions

before."

Other

news

of the death of Dr. R. E.

Congress, including
urged

heartening.

was more

Senator Hubert

him to recommend that

wheat to India." A short while later, Truman did so,

Beheving that if they kept
pay

h, their efforts

at

to

pressure. A late-March newspaper

current

Efforts to

barrage

Speed Up

of cablegrams

clipping,

great

had met with

Congress

to act would

applying

over

At the

urging

of James Mathews and

the U.S.

joined

Pickett's cause."

that

expedite

the distribution ofthe wheat, the Indian Government

India the

that 23

Food Aid" described both his earlier efforts and his

urging quick action.'"

came

came

group he knew to continue

reported

word

Word

years

send 2,000,000 tons of

the U.S.

in late

throughout

was a

although holdups persisted.

Finally,

red

due to the

found in his effects, entitled "U.S.

the Board of Missions, Methodist churches all

spring,

only two

Humphrey,

Congress

persuade

off, Pickett urged every influential person and

Missionary's

Diffendorfer, which

Pickeh could remember, had retired

February news, however,

President Truman and

pleading with them,

He also

it seemed, had been Executive Director ofthe Board of

longer than

members ofthe U. S.

Humphrey."

to redouble their efforts.

February brought
shock.

and Senator

that Wheat for India bill had

news

passed Congress.

had been welcomed with great

agreed

Pickett

gratitude.'*

To

to cut all the usual

tape."
While India's needs

campaign

for

were

fresh

on

American minds, Pickett intensified his

help in combating the tuberculosis epidemic. With the encouragement and
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endorsement of Amrit Kaur, he conducted
Bowles

(the

new

American

ambassador)

fund-raising

for Point Four

efforts

Program'* help

sanatoriums whose board he chaired, and followed Senator
an

American

were a

society charged with raising a million

by post,

soliched Chester
for two

Humphrey's urging

to found

dollars for the sanatoriums. There

dozen such facilities in hidia, but the two whose board Pickett chaired

were

the

leading ones."

India

had no more

loyal

a

than Pickett. As

patriot

regarded by many government officials, including
before

example, just
secretary for

a

busy catching

moming

at

a

trip

to

a

days

appointment

an

influential

to be

Early in 1952,

Although

Parliament

was

warmly
for

he

in session and Nehru

okayed

King George.

politician

That very

day,

meeting

a

10:15, three quarters of an hour before he and his cabinet

the paper that

were

was

for the next

due at

a

Pickett read with interest in

from the south had been

to see the Prime Minister. Aad while Pickett was

trying,

without success, for

waiting

for his

in the office of Nehm's secretary, he overheard the secretary decline several

requests for appointments and tell
out of town in two

Pickett's

Pandit Nehru.

just-finished election campaign,

memorial service for the late

several

result, he continued

Ludhiana, Pickett phoned the Prime Minister's private

brief appointment.
up after

a

days,

agenda was

so

he

twofold.

was

one

individual that the Prime Minister would be

limiting himself to

First,

he

was soon

"matters of first

retuming to

going

importance."

America for the Methodist

General Conference and wished to know how he could best represent current Indian
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needs and concerns.

Second,

he wanted

centerpiece Methodist Church
a

suhable location and

He left the Prime Minister's office with

Ludhiana, where Pickeft

would

apply

school,
works
the

a

for 50

fund-raising was

not

a

at the medical

During the

site for

a new

impossible

without

where, in 1894, Edith Brown had

was

in all of Asia.

doctors. In 1953,

well and

was

college,

leverage.

of help.^�

about to go,

and

scheduled for

some

finding

By 1952,

over

completion in

committed to

Dr. Ron

college

had

2,000 would-be doctors

health

public

a

the

help.

were a nurses

department.

training

In the

1954. Pickett knew that
That commitment would

Garst, former head of the orthopaedic

described Pickett's efforts like this:

late 50's the Christian Medical

ends meet. As

raising

was

promise

leprosarium,

hospital,

going

a

be maintained well into his retirement.^'

department

obtaining a

Associated with the medical school

hospital,

500-bed

to build

women

women

openings.

tuberculosis

was a new
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was

for

college

graduated approximately

if possible, in

in the heart of New Delhi. He had discovered that

getting clearance

started the first medical

help,

soon as

College was struggling to make
retired as a missionary he started

Bishop Pickett
college. With his

fimds for the medical

contacts in the U.S.A. he

raised several million dollars.
On their way to the 1952 General

Kong, Tokyo,

and Honolulu. While Waskom went

Arizona, Ruth remained in Honolulu for

family.

Conference, the Picketts spent time in Hong

a

few

on

more

days

After General Conference, Waskom and Ruth

daughters,

as

well

as

Waskom's

mother, who

was now

with Ludie Day Pickett; she died March 1, 1953.

to

a

bishops' policy

with

conference in

daughter Miriam

expected

and her

to visit their other two

85. It would be their last visit
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Through much

ofthe

and

spring

summer

of 1952, Pickett conducted his usual

barnstorming tour, ranging west

to east from California to New

from

on

he

Michigan to Arkansas.

hoped

to

stimulate

a

raise funds� again,

Pakistan, Kashmir,

a

two-fold aim. First,

mainly for medical work. And, second,

"misunderstanding

and the Umted

pressing than

was even more

appointed

his last American tour, he had

to south

he

hoped

to

climate of good will for India.

Due to much

aims

As

York, and north

and concem" about hidia's relations with

Nations, Pickett

This

was an

discovered that the second ofhis

he had guessed. So, he said: "I became

ambassador for India and did my best to

misunderstanding.""

soon

remove

"appointment" he

the

would

causes

never

self-

a

of

relinquish

�

even

in his

retirement.
On

a

cracked

Waskom and Ruth retumed to India via Newfoundland

September 6,

cylinder in

one

engine kept their plane

arriving back on September
that

found,
out to

although

it

12. When their Pan Am

1 :00 a.m.,

a

large

hours)

and

London,

Clipper landed, they debarked

group of ministers and

lay persons

and

had

come

greet them.^"

Upon

retumed to

his absence. Since he
events

was

at Gander for ten

(where

�

desk

planned to

piled high with business
visit several

areas

that had accumulated

missionaries to be

�

a

that had accmed

appealed,

were

and at least

chapter for Roland

Scott's

during

for church dedications and other

all before Delhi Conference in December, he wasted

Among the worked

agreed

a

no

time

getting

into it."

letters to be answered, refused visas for

one

writing assignment

forthcoming book.

Six

to which he had

Ways of Evangelism.

new
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Pickett
to all

began his chapter by affirming that

churches, regardless

receive

an

of location, age

obligation to proclaim

experiences

the

or

sfrength.

those that "do

for themselves

they give;"

as

something

and

obhgation to evangelize belongs

To receive the

evangel." He, then,

three responses of village churches:

responsibility; (2)

"the

for

(1)

evangel

outlined from his

those that

own

happily accept

evangehsm but require

as

is to

the

much service

those that get in the way of evangelism. He called

(3)

them, respectively, "spontaneous," "dependent," and "impeding" churches, and he offered

examples

of each. Some churches in the latter

wrote. He credited such tumarounds

Pickett's main
first

place.

concem was

One

immediately

keeping

primarily to

were

renewed

churches from

he wrote, is to encourage

key,

categories

new

getting

able to tum

around, he

spiritual vitality. However,
into the latter

Christians to

categories

begin telling

in the

others

about what Christ has done for them. In his words:

The Christian who has gone but a short way on the long road toward
To
perfection may make his friends eager to join him on the way.
become
a saint
he
has
first
unless
that
one
cannot
be
an
evangelist
suppose
...

is to

reverse

has been

an

the tme order, for

evangelist. Bearing

to receive Him into their hearts

experience

certainly not become a saint until he
urging one's fellows
aids in the development of Christian

one can

witness to Christ and

are

and character.^*

Pickett's recommended that church councils and administrators, therefore:
attention to ways and means of using the asset ofthe new convert's
influence with his family, neighbors and caste fellows. The segregation of
the new convert, whether to protect him or indoctrinate him, should be

give

recognized

as a

deterrent to

evangelism.^''
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In early

Pickett

1953, Ruth Pickett required

was

Khatauli, only

That winter and
the

newly elected

hinted at his

leadership
meant

new

the

U.S.

policies

a

little

presumably "to

woo

working

towards India and Pakistan. A

embassy,

a

new

president

John Foster Dulles, who, Pickett

14

times,

noted,

over

plan

accounts of

also meant

a

change

of

was

a

about to vish India,

the next few years, he would meet with

that it would not take

nor

foreign policy was

focused

on

democratic India and armed

game

High

India and Pakistan into the Westem defense block.""

some

was so

Pickett Junior

prospect Pickett found uninviting, because it

more

for him to decide that disliked both Dulles and his

Because he

a

missionary at

Leeder,

ofhis friend. Ambassador Chester Bowles. There would also be

assessment of Dulles'

such

to marry Ann Stewart

soon

50 miles from Delhi.

over

Pickett could not have known that,

Secretary Dulles

1-3

as an

close to home. Another

spring, Waskom followed with interest newspaper

at the American

departure

was

stayed

President, Dwight David Eisenhower�especially stories that

Secretary of State,

meetings

Waskom

so

available to offer support too.
Douglas,

another child of missionaries,
School in

surgery,

was

to decide that Dulles'

not

stopping

despotic

that it

just umeasonable,

�

myopically

�

a

two of those

Pickett's

one-dimensional.

ignored

all because of geography. To Pickett,

but unconscionable. It did not take him

self-serving nationalism,

Pakistan three times tumed its U.S.

policies.

one or

the advance of Communism, Dulles

Pakistan

made the secretary "unfit" for his role

was

than

combined with his mulish

long

intractability,

view which, in the years that followed, when

supplied

arms

against India,

was

only strengthened.^'
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Pickett missed

for

opportunity

no

indicting Dulles' policies, and,

political connections,

his opportunities

were

Humphrey, who,

Pickett, opposed

the Pakistan Pact

like

to air his concerns

opportunity

Committee.'" And just

managed

to

get

informally with members

Pickett had gotten

as

the Pakistan Pact. Pickett

In

to about

late

an

with President Eisenhower

one

Pickett's case, Eisenhower asked him for

ran

extraordinary.

a

responded with

Nepal."

the Methodists

"Dr.

Bethel,"

as

Relations

audience with President Truman,
on

1954.

Upon hearing

detailing

his arguments

August 4,

a

visit to

outline ofhis

of Woodstock School. He had

were

gotten him there. Now Pickett
Over the years Bob

come

so

he

against

position

that

was

his

Fleming

new

her,

Pickett and handed him

was

there at the end ofthe 1920s when

bishop.'"

had become

a

favorite fixture at Woodstock. His

specialized in beetles. Fleming himself cultivated

Himalayas

and was,

For years, after he

came

by

the 1950s, known

back from

not lose face

united venture." Pickett's request had

students became enthusiastic collectors of ferns, butterflies and snails
Pickett

a

the wife of Dr. Robert

quota of teachers and

to meet their initial

desperate

Bishop

most everyone called

with their denominational partners in their

of the

Foreign

3,000 words."

("Bob") Fleming

Douglas

Senator

offered him the

ofthe Senate

closely reasoned

May, 1953, Dr. Bethel Fleming paid

letter from

example,

proposal,

memorandum

a

For

thanks to his

Chicago

as one

with

a

of the top

though

�

an

young

interest in the birds

ornithologists

in Asia.

Ph.D. in 1937, he had trekked into the
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mountains of North hidia

during

collected bird

which

specimens,

U.S.�mainly at
Dr.

fact, she
the

Chicago's

Bethel,

was

in

a

hunting into Nepal,
able to

permit
two

he wrote to

six-month

a

another

letters:

one

requesting

other for

Fleming

an

additional

assistant to

1949-1950. Dr. Carl

was

Bergsma,
needed

of the

a

see

permit

if there

came

permits:

who had

equipment.'*

was an enormous

While

married,

and she became school

extending his

way he could

discussing

one

bird-

for

a

once

get permission. He

immediately."

it at

length,

Chicago asking

first

been

a

for

brought

and

to

backing,

emergencies

was

the

helped him

for financial

boxing

expedition

He

Pickett

medical doctor for

specimens

accompanied

draft
and

and the

shipping.

Nepal

took

place

student at Woodstock and

was

in
the first

him. The rest ofthe party consisted of T. R.

and also

a

teacher at

school student who retumed from

hunting

were

Community Hospital.

back almost

Norwegian Baptist mission

high

place,

hi

Presbyterians,

But when she and Dr. Bob

was a

granted, Fleming's

Taylor,

Woodstock

display in the

closed. On the off chance the U.S. Government

prepare bird

help

health doctor in hidia,

Bergsaker

and

There he

February).

had been interested in

to the Field Museum of

With his requests

public

hospitals.

letter to Pickett in Delhi and, after

more

study

to

to hidia to work for the

come

surgeon at Landour

but the border

help,

astonished when

a

years, Dr. Bob

some

had

hidian doctor to take her

at Woodstock and

For

might be

an

off for

shipped

doctor,

of one of their

Presbyterians found

physician

were

(December

Field Museum.

medical

charge

school vacation

for bird

specimens,

need for medical assistance. When

Woodstock, and Harold

furlough

in the U.S. with

the party discovered that there

people

leamed that

a

doctor

was

in
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the group, hundreds of
them, whh all kinds of diseases and
On

subsequent

Carl

freks into

Fredericks,

a

former

Nepal,

with Dr. Bethel and the

afflictions,

Fleming

Presbyterian missionary in China)

apparent. Each time, they encountered

a

children

the need

seeking help.

came

was

along (and Dr.
equally

host of sufferers, many with serious medical

conditions.
As

a

result, the Flemings became interested in establishing

Nepal. They sought Pickett's
to draft letters

seeking permission.

Fleming posted

a

second

so

a

small

much human

Mussoorie to

on a

see

ttagedy on

already

negotiations
a

trip

Dr. Bethel

was

positive!

to

Nepal,

was an

discussed with the

was

year,

child welfare

Fleming had

important trading

Fleming had come

down from

Nepal

Pickett told Dr. Bethel that he had

to New York with an idea he

John Weir. Pickett's idea

boards in

the first

them

following

matemity and

in Tansen." Tansen, where

commit the Methodist Mission Board to the

immediately write
he had

to open

helped

Pickett. She and Dr. Bob had at last heard from the

Government. And the response

authority to

them but

ministry in

capital.

May day in 1953,

Bishop

medical

The first letter went unanswered. The

hospital

center about 150 miles west of the

Now,

only encouraged

letter, requesting permission

centers in Kathmandu and

encountered

counsel and he not

a

Nepal project

no

but that he would

thought they would respond to

Presbyterian Commission Representative

�

for

an

idea

India,

to invite the various mission and church boards affected

for church union in North India to

joint mission to Nepal.'*

join with

As he put it later:

the Methodist and

by

Presbyterian
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I wrote to the United Methodist Board
of Missions telling them that 1 hoped
that we would not
to
establish
a Methodist Church in Nepal but
attempt

rather to

secure

the

participation of missions

missionaries and finances for

of many Churches in

sending

wide non-denominafional program of
service to God and to the
people of Nepal."
James

indicated
could be

Mathews,

responsiveness
a

joint

one.

now a

on

a

corresponding secretary with

the Board's part

When the United

if,

as

Pickett had

Presbyterian

the Board of Missions,

Board of Missions and the

Beyond Missionary Union (chiefly Brifish) agreed, followed by
Pickett also got the

backing

Pickett had gone
conditions:

(1)

of the NCC to

over

all ofthe expenses for the

home

by the sponsoring boards; (2)

much

as

possible,

and

convene a

the letter from

several

more

and

the staff would be drawn from

the

would be free."' Pickett

the last two items, and at the end of June the
The

Flemings

asked Pickett to

Prime Minister of Nepal and to address
When Pickett

Nepalese

who

American

was

speak

come

an

hospital

suggested

Government

citizens

as

and welfare

(4) distribution of
modifications in

agreed.

to Kathmandu to meet and confer with the

small audience of friends of the

introduced, he began with

were

Nepal

centers would be

Nepalese

centers would be tumed over to the Government of Nepal in five years;

patients

boards,

It contained four

matemity welfare

they would be given proper training; (3)

medicine and treatment of all

Regions

provisional committee.""

Nepal carefully.

hospital

the venture

proposed,

a

enterprise.

short statement in Hindi. Most of the

present knew Hindi, but they had

never

heard

a

European

or

it. Pickett wrote:

The result

shifted to

exciting. People sat forward and listened eagerly and when
English because there were twenty or thirty Europeans and
was

Americans present who did not know Hindi their interest held.

I
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The Prime Minister leaned over and asked how
long I would remain in
Kathmandu. I replied "By your orders, Sir, I must leave in three
days." He

replied,

"O No, Please stay at least

Pickett agreed to

repeated

his

plea

airplane,

an

American

reported

that such

were

the

Bhaktapur,

unique

pilot,

and

an

year

start of

rent

a

1954,

church and mission

organizational

longer.

a

He

of how those

offered to

even

one

example,

ofthe

provide

royal

the

the

an

Pickett

mission

proposed

Flemings

He

were

families.

director had been chosen, the first clinic had been set up

on

the

of the UMN,

Nepal (UMN)

was on

ground since

(1)

its way to

then has

usually been

the idea of creating

all the

parties together, (4)

so

becoming

formerly closed country.

a

an

well for

the wise

the focal

a

But

point

in

umbrella under which 39

organizations eventually would cooperate, (2)

brought

day.

by his government.

representing

weeks later, for

structure that has allowed it to function

that

minister's office the next

successful Christian presence in

ahhough what has happened
success

prime

palace belonging to

and the United Mission to

recounting the

at the

or

help.""^

year. We need your

Indian cook�all financed

early days. Several

enormously

negotiations

and

a

hospitality was typical

opportunity to

By the
in

for Pickett to stay

treated in those

given

appointment

an

a

the

so

unique

long, (3)

securing

of the

the

early

imprimaturs

of the Executive Committees of the National, Utter Pradesh and Delhi Christian Councils,

(5)

the

calling together

regular board

provisional

for the first three years,

churches, and (8)

thinking

of the first

many ofthe

board of managers,

(7) keeping

the

leadership

ofthe

the mission free firom the control of the

early organizational chores,

and hard work invested in the

(6)

organization by J.

all go back to the creative

Waskom Pickett.
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AT ABOUT THE

time

same

as

the

Nepal opportunity began

to

develop,

McGavran

exchanged

writing,

which he wanted Pickett's feedback. Pickett wrote:

on

I shall be

...

now."'

see

manuscript

your

glad

am so

on

to know that you

a new

book McGavran

was

how
are

people become
emphasizing and restating

underlying principles that I declared in my books of 17 years
ago. It is interesting that you and McLeish are both doing that

for The

manuscript
I

1

conceming

some

ofthe

20 years

With the

letters,

delighted to

Christians.
some

several

Pickett and Donald

Bridges of God came

or

McGavran's announcement of a

plan:

planning to give the rest of my life to a promotion of the People
point of view. Just what that will mean I do not yet clearly see.
But for the next 18 months or two years, it means living near New York,
and by every way that I can, pressing this point of view on the boards at
am

Movement

home.

Now, I shall need major support from the field from someone who
believes in People Movements, and from one who has sufficient experience
to know that

shift in

emphasis such as I propose can possible [sic]
For
brought
slowly and that by hammering away at it.
this major support, I tum to you who lit my candle in the beginning, and
who has been such a source of encouragement through the years.""

be

no

huge

about except

Pickett

responded

with

meet him in New York in the

.

an assurance

summer

to

also gave McGavran generous feedback
would

"prove epochal."

if McGavran

in

a

less

McGavran's bold statement and

approach
before

to

winning new

by John Mott:

the

dogmatic

challenge

further about McGavran's
whose effect he

manuscript,

Pickett did suggest that

phrased them

some

way,

sentences

are

going

of the traditional

to do much

might

an

offer to

plans.

He

thought

have

more

impact

but, in general, he affirmed

one-by-one, mission-station

Christians. He recounted the advice

"If you

.

of support and endorsement and

converse

on

.

good in

given to

him many years

the church in India you must
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challenge the assumptions
assumptions
divert

are

thinking

right,

which you find your associates

on

find out

like

and if they

are

not

right,

If those

prove them wrong and

and work into other directions.""'

By this time, Pickett
others. For

were

why,

working.

example.

Asbury College

was

beginning to

Dr. J. C. McPheeters of
Asbury

located in Wilmore,

was

mid-term

think about his

consenting to

a

some courses

there. But he also had

furlough

Brother Seamands
Board of Missions

.

.

.

as

well, and

so

to thank Pickett for

that Seamands could teach

proposal:

advises

following

so

future

Theological Seminary�which

Kentucky� wrote

for J. T. Seamands,
a

own

that you expect to be connected with the
your retirement in 1957. I wish h might be
me

possible for the board to release you to head the department of missions in
Asbury Seminary. We are looking forward to building a school of missions
time progresses as an outgrowth ofthe department. If you could head the
department you could be released from our campus for considerable work in
as

the field at

large."*

While Pickett did not decide to head the missions

department,

for

which

a

quarter in the

autumn of

the school.

According

two

("The

courses

Tomorrow") and

though,

Pickett's

to

1962,

an

experience

Asbury Theological Seminary's

he would teach at

Asbury

greatly delighted both him
1962-63

he

catalogue,

and

taught

World Mission of the Church" and "Potential Christian Nations of

led

a

seminar

course

on

"India, Pakistan, and Adjacent Countries." Curiously,

titles suggest that he

when he received McGavran's

manuscript

was unaware

for The

gave him too much credit "I think you have been

ofhis

own

Bridges of God,

excessively

he

genius."' Indeed,
thought

generous to

me

McGavran

in the

various references you have made to my books," he told McGavran."* Later, he

was

astonished to leam that McGavran told others that he lit his candle at Pickett's fire.
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McGavran responded, "Yes, 1 tell
people that I lit my candle at your fire�which is

literally true.

Your

people

movement

emphasis

back in the mid-thirties

came

to

me

the force of a revelation from

God, which perhaps it was."'

As THE MIDDLE of the decade

approached, the work ofthe church in the Delhi Area

continued to go well, hi the cities, many educated Hindus
The

village

churches

were

also

growing.

Christ Church

were

still the

was

the Methodists owned in Delhi, but the prospects seemed

becoming

bright

for

although

had

an

Mrs. Pickett's

Garage

School for

refiigee children,

attendance of 80, had since dwindled to 20. But

for it meant that the

There

Minister's

new

were

two

city's

a

new, well-located

troubling developments,

policy of denying

these

pointed to

changes,

the need for

however.

visas to missionaries

and

ever more

not criticize the

visas for entry and

that

permits

sign

was a

doing well

of progress,

to live and

rapid

First, there

designated

some

were

leverage

for

was

the Home

evangehshc work,

in the

right places but

hidianization of the church. In the face of

Pickett recommended that missionaries:

controversy; (3)

were

social fabric.'"

policy that might be temporarily eased by applying
which

Chrishans.

which in the late 1940s

partition refiigees were gradually finding places

into the

being integrated

even

with

only church building

church in the heart of New Delhi. The Methodist schools and seminaries

too,

quite

(1)

not

panic; (2)

avoid

government; (4) faithfully persist in the effort

for residence for all missionaries whose services

(5) cultivate good public relations."

Even

more

troubling, though,

was

public
to

are

get

needed;

the rise of a

a
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virulent

campaign against foreign missionaries

that

was

led

by the Arya Samaj

and the

Hindu Mahasabha. As Pickett told Mathews:

They are creating

great deal of prejudice against Christianity
They
Christian center, denounce missions, accuse missionaries
of all kinds of horrible crimes
against hidians, threaten the Christians with

come in

force to

a

a

troubles of every conceivable sort unless
Hinduism by a purification rite, hi this

they consent to be restored to
way they are said to have converted
hundreds of our Methodist rural people
They staged a demonstration at
the higraham histitute
demanding that the foreign missionaries leave and
that the school release the Hindu children which it was
alleged to hold
their
will."
against

Nineteen fifty-six

was

to be the

diminishment of work. Nor
25 to

as

May 7,

he

was

at

was

bishop's

the whole year spent

the General Conference in

"incomparably better than

any other I have

the Conference's endorsement of continued
Asia and its decision to admit

men.

His

only regret,

final year in hidia, which did not

he

said,

women

was

on

the subcontinent. From

Minneapolis,

ever

mean

any

April

which he later described

attended."" Pickett warmly approved

negotiations

for church union in Southem

to the Armual Conference

that "I will not be able to

on

the

appoint

same

any

basis

women

as

to the

pastorate of churches in hidia before my retirement."'" Pickett especially prized the fact
that

bishops

elected in Central Conferences became for the first time fiill

ofthe Council of Bishops and

Episcopal

address.

Reversing

constitutional

there

was no

from

presiding

were

an

allowed to

earlier

reason

for

participate

in

deciding

voting members

the content of the

decision, the Judicial Council also mled that

bishops

elected at Central Conferences to be barred

at the General Conference. The Committee

on

the Selecfion of Presiding
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Officers followed up
he would have been

by selecting

more

Pickett to be the first to be

gratified if it had been

a

national, but his hidian colleagues

among those who wanted the distinction to be

were

to be hidian

by chizenship,"

he wrote

afterwards,

given

to him.

India

wound up his U.S. stay with

on

July

1

and

a

from his Indian

his final

The

hundredth

odyssey.

was

Centenary Cenfral

a

chairing the Centenary Central

Committee

ambitious. It consisted of:

led

by J.

rally at which Pickett spoke;

was

responsible

for

two films

("India:

an

a one-

arrival of William and Clementina Butler, which

College

in Lucknow. The

inspirational services; dignitaries
presented

Wagner presented

an

his

a

from

America;

Centenary of the Methodist

original painting

music festival that included

entitled ''Jai Krisf;

family;'* a youth

"Centenary Bhajan by M.

Cmcible of Freedom" and "Transformed Lives," shown

McEldowney, longtime professor

centenary pageant,

to

Committee and

overseeing

T. Seamands of the remarkable Seamands

a

bishop

he had to tum down most of them.

for October 3 1 to November 3 at Isabella Thobum

testimony meeting

J. E.

The

in Glendale, California. He left for

final vish made it difficuh for the

historical session in which John. N. Hollister

Utarid";

largely hidian.""

But with lots of last minute loose ends to attend to,

episcopal address,

Church in South Asia and Paul

a

India for

anniversary celebration of the

planned

program
a

over

number of fixed commitments like

preparing

was

family visit

me

.

hivitations from all

disengage

a

"While I cannot claim

"I do claim that in heart and mind my

four and one-half decades of ministerial service have made

bishop

honored. Pickett said that

so

historical drama

at Leonard

Theological College);

by Helen Cady Rockey,

and

R.

by

even a

wife of Bishop Clement
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D.

Rockey. Called "The Promise,"

the

promise recited by

Joel Janvier

the five-act pageant showed how God had fulfilled

during the frightening

flock, for it is the Father's good will
celebration also included exhibits

on

to

you the

give

medical

Kingdom

not, little

of God."" The centenary

work, the urban church, the rural church,

the

seminaries, technical

and

handicrafts, and Methodist history in hidia

and

events of 1857: "Fear

agricultural work, youth work,
�

all of them

educational work, Indian art

quite elaborate,

some

live demonsfrations.

The medical exhibit, for

and

models, and graphs that, together, portrayed the spectrum of

pamphlets,

maps,

Methodist medical work in India

fraining
cane

�

from the

center. The handicrafts exhibit

example,

included

village dispensary to

with

photographs, posters,

the

large hospital

and

featured, among other examples: book binding,

craft, ceramics, fancy work and sewing, metal craft, painting and lettering, scrap

craft, toys, woodwork, and weaving. The historical exhibit included important

documents, diaries, pictures and charts; lots of photos, including

photos

of all the

bungalow;
teeth; and

bishops;

woodcut and

William Butler's Bible;
a

a

Bishop

collection of Indian Methodist

store. There was also

poured

a

tea stall where

Wame's

gavel;

one

Eugene

could

L.

board of missions. He wrote, "Several have

more

impressive than those

H. J. Adams' coat and set of

publications. Many of the photographs had

from the historic Butler "Tea Set.'"* The

letter Pickett received from

time line that had

blotter made from the roof beam ofthe Butler

duplicated and, along with various handicraft items,

been

by a

a

a

were

purchase
success

for sale in the centenary

cold drinks, snacks, and tea

ofthe Centennial

was

attested

Smith, the General Executive Secretary ofthe

reported

that the programs

ofthe General Conference at

were

Minneapolis.""

considerably
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Many of those

who

the

came to

Centenary

Celebration remained for the twenty-

third session ofthe Central

Conference,

Episcopal Address, Bishop

Pickeh spoke ofthe need to

which

ran

from November 3 to 1 1. hi his

adjust

to the

changes that were

occurring:
The

but because the mind of man, both the
Gospel changes not
individual mind and the mass mind, are forever
we must seek
changing
fresh methods of sharing the
and
those
methods
to the widely
Gospel
adapt
.

.

.

...

levels of understanding and bodies of experience of those to whom
the Father has sent us.*"

differing

Pickett also

spoke

of the

ongoing duty

of evangelization,

conversion "cannot be forced but must be
their duties

as

citizens,

he

Five

days later,

missions,

J. Waskom Pickett

Christians must also be mindful of

word of thanks from

Bishop Rockey (also

they had been privileged to

officially retired

serve.

*^

at the end of the Central Conference.

in what would be the first of several ambassadorial tours for the board of

he left for Bomeo.

He retumed to India

good

a

and himself for the kindness of those

Bishop

that

said, including that of "serving those of all faiths with

unselfish affection"*' He concluded with

retiring)

permitted."

cautioning, however,

deal of mail had

piled

He and Ruth had lunch that

on

up,

the

moming of December 1,

though Ruth

day with

a

Saturday.

As ususal,

and his secretaries had handled much of it.

Health Minister

Rajkumari

Amrit Kaur and her

brother.*' That evening, the Methodist churches of Delhi gave the retiring couple
farewell. After the farewell message, Pickett

home,

but

we are

leaving

home and

a

affectionately responded,

going to America."*"

"We

are

a

not

going
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On

Sunday moming Pickett

laid the foundation stone for his

Methodist church in New Delhi, which

Church, hi the aftemoon he dedicated the
Church�-conceived in 1924 but

which he retumed

Lacy

children,

though, his Indian

a way

seems

that India

at Boston

was

University

Anderson, working
Pickett

as

strong voice and

prepared

to

a

always

just the expected

of family time. Thus

ended.

very

was

in

lively,

India

was.

one

missiologist

way. He

students). But,

no

was

full of rich

of note, Gerald

village India,

to

as

adult illiterate

a case

topic,

"He had

experiences

humor

was

on

or

the

the mission

usually got

was

sweeping, including not

("Jesus did not die

he

that he

a

and notes taken in his

descriptions

The orbit of topics

matter what the

taught missions

eloquent." Says Anderson,

course

but such exotic rendezvous

educating the

it

ofhis seminars. Anderson remembers

and very

A review of Pickett's

and

came

Throughout Pickett's retirement,

his mind. For the next several years, he

his doctorate,

prominent

days

discussions of the biblical foundations for missions

beauty in poverty,

movements in

on

for five

46-year Indian odyssey.

winsome, personable

theology of missions,

told his

Douglas� left

odyssey never

vigorous,

share."**

classes reveal how

Centenary Methodist

After another brief trip, from

School of Theology, where future

on

"still very

the

Robinson Parish Hall at Christ

only now completed.*'

and

the end of J. Waskom Pickett's

In

Bishop

as

December 21, Waskom�along with Ruth, Ehzabeth and Henry

on

and their five

to be known

was

long-dreamed-of

history and

field, finding

for the literate!" he

around to India

study of John Wesley Robinson,

�

or

to group

to British
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impenahsm
Not

m

India. And

surprisingly,

his

Pickett also
His first

wiien the

bibliographies

authors too, but there

reason.

even

were

other

and

in Boston� 106

America

(1958);

160

Board of Missions

days

what he

in connection with his

found,

places.

Another

Japanese Americans,

Tokyo

or

that the
done

or

to

over

bishops

get ideas

and

and Asia

conceming
�

say, from
some

superintendents

as

would

was so

hospitable.

In

one

good

a

99

days

on

in Africa and South

hi addition to

these tours

heritage.
as

facilitate

came

was

were

Japanese Christians

productive

not

was

to leam the

in

applicable

on

�

ways to win

But whether in

possible.

that,

the

advising

as

He assumed

he and Ruth had

to India.

However,

not

abroad, let it be known ahead of time that he was upset by

plane. Nevertheless,

place,

no one

in most ofthe

pleased with the opportunities given him,

experience.

always

instance, the American bishop, already tired of the

the prospect of Pickett's visit. In another
meet Pickett's

was

the months when he

(1959).

the years when officials of the mission board

and

Bridges ofGodl

group movements

help

topics

were.

observer-adviser role for the

other ethnic

to make each visit

sheam of church visitors from

his rich

(1957);

Pickett interest

one

Americans from

Nairobi, his aimed

area

everyone

was

new

globe during

in Asia and Africa

extent to which the lessons from India

other

McGavran's

hidia� several times. There

days in Latin America

on

featured hidian

reading assignments

Board of Missions, which took him around the

teaching

wasn't hidia, the illustrations often

possibilities�like

journeyed back to

hip back was

topic

remembered

places

or

�

bothered

he visited, Pickett

was

to

�

well-

both to leam about the work and to share from
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In

August

h-aveled to

of

1959, having just completed

especially anxious

to

the church there. As

and Delhi

get

to

on a

the institutions

always,

his great

particularly the

�

coming years,"

he

meantime to

concem was

adequate

schools and

for the

as

was

critical in the life of
of a stronger

development

funds from abroad to reinforce the work of
In

hospitals.

hidia, "the greatest stmggle in

feh, would be "between Chrisfranity and Vedantic Hinduism."

And the result, he believed, would

sfrengthen the

depend

in

large

measure on

what

was

Indian church.*' While in India, Pickett not

leaders of the Methodist work but found

just

America, Pickett

tour that would last until December. He

hidia, because he regarded those days

corps of indigenous leaders and for

Delhi

tour of Latin

Tokyo, Hong Kong, Manilla, Singapore, Sibu, Rangoon, Calcutta, Patna,

Kathmandu, Lucknow,

the

a

time,

as

well,

done in the

only visited key

to meet with Nehm. He arrived in

ahead of President Eisenhower's visit and discussed with the Nehm recent

improvements

in Indian attitudes toward the U.S. and the arrangements that

being

were

visit, including free trains into Delhi for those who wished

made for Eisenhower's

to

greet the American President.**
Pickett's work
Missions ended,

as

as

planned,

board wanted him to go to

repression

consultant

on

evangelism

in 1960, but Pickett

Angola,

of Angolans that he

but he

flatly

so

with the Methodist Board of

rejected

despised

the

their final

assignment.

The

Portuguese government's

dismissed the idea:

doubtful whether I could get into Angola, or should go if
I am so completely out of sympathy with the Portuguese
allowed to do
colonial administration, that I fear I might add to the troubles of our people

It

seems

to

me

so.

in

Angola.*'

help
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He suggested alternatives

Smith, decided

acceptable
causes,

to

but, in

to end that

Pickett who

phase
was

raising

general secretary,

of Pickett's work for the

anxious to dedicate

including paying off the

in New Delhi and

the end, the board's

debt for the

funds for the

new

Eugene

church.� This decision

was

ofhis time to hidian church

more

Centennial Methodist Church

and medical

hospital

Dr.

college

building

in Ludhiana.

From Boston, the Picketts moved to Glendale, California, close to Ruth's sister
and her

husband, Miriam and Jack Hedenberg. There they lived from

While he

was

there, Waskom

Donald McGavran to

went up to Northwest Christian

inaugurate

the annual lecture series

McGavran's institute. Pickett's lectures,

Growth,

were

in 1963

�

expressed freshly,

that

is, by group

strong, healthy churches than
fashionable to affirm the

are

with

new

movements

insights.

as

Dynamics of Church

or

that

impression?

psychologically.

his "case for

likely to

more

of slow

movements

many ofhis

are

resuh in

growth."

It is

"hysterical,

But upon what is that notion

wrong with the

such urge into effective endeavor." He made his

were

was

Pickett's counter-claim

churches that lack either the urge to make

and

example

^which he said is

popular religious

often, slow growth "indicates something

sociologically,

An

"cautiously controlled processes

opposite,

data and observation,

�

"produces

Church Growth at

�

shallow, and destructive of spiritual values," he said.
based

at the invitation of

College

filled with lessons and stories from India. Back in focus

older themes, but

rapid growth"

published

on

1960 to 1967.

quality ofthe

disciples

case

or

was

that,

most

church" and

the faith

...

bibhcally, statistically,

to translate
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Pickett's other retirement
writing included the publication of numerous articles,

chapters
for the

in

two

books,"

and

number of items

a

Encyclopedia of World Methodism

worked with M. Elia Peter
Pickett received

on a

a

hi

small book

second

on

on

the hidian church and hidian missions

1964, the year Jawaharlal Nehru died, he

Methodist work in hidia."

honorary doctorate

Wesleyan University.

The

close to their youngest

daughter, Margaret,

following year,

in 1966, this time from Ohio

he and Ruth moved to

Dearborn, Michigan,

and her

final visit to hidia in

On

family.

a

1969, with Bill and Miriam Gould, Waskom and Ruth visited old colleagues and friends,

including Indira Gandhi,
Douglas

was

headquarters

who had succeeded her father

director of the Peace

Corps

in India and

with him and Ann. In 1972,

they lived

as

Prime Minister. At the time,

Nepal. They made their

at the

Wesley

Glen Retirement home

in Columbus, Ohio.

Through

the refinements

continued to have

an

impact.

Mass Movements in India

Growth, which
books
in

�

was

and elaborations of Donald McGavran, Pickett's ideas
In

was

1970,

one

year after

to become the standard work

his old mentor.

Indian edition of Christian

released, McGavran published Understanding Church

especially Bridges of God and How

crediting

a new

"My interest

on

the

subject.

Churches Grow

As in his earlier

McGavran

�

in church

growth,"

had

experienced

an

average church

growth

generous

he recalled, "was first roused

when Pickett's survey showed that 134 mission stations in mid-India

missionary)

was

(where

I

of only 12 percent per

was a

decade,

or

624

about

one

percent per

year.'"

quoted his mentor, but
hi

more

service at

in all his

1974, when he

public

In McGavran's

was

books,

nearby Linden
and

84, Pickett endured

making phone

College,

it were," he said. "I
was

set back

an

all in order yet. Also I
On

underwent
But it

was

progress

put in only

can

by

am

Church,

illness. He would make

spoke

even

Pickett

Douglas,

two

or

a

order of service

oppressed milhons,

no

Sunday worship
active

kept

"My health is

as

not

he wrote to Dennis

quite

three hours of hard work

good

as

daily and

as

I wish

my written

good many pages.""

hoped

sixty- fifth anniversary,

it would restore

intensely painful days,

us.

3:20

he

family members

were

given

hymn was,
was a

Waskom

a measure

passed

ofhis health.

away at age

August

91, Ruth

17 square of her 1981

p.m."

all the way from

those in attendance
the first

at the

although,

hand. When she arrived home, she wrote in the

Appropriately,
printed

slow.

was

surgery. He and Ruth

Twenty-two
�

his memoirs,

on

Waskom and Ruth's

wall calendar: "Waskom left

weekend

long

calls in behalf of Ludhiana and other needs ofthe

re-writing

not to be. After ten

holding his

a

(see Appendix E).

accident that scattered the pages hither and yon. I don't have it

August 7, 1981,

cancer

in the older ones, he often

United Methodist Church. In his fmal years, Pickett

church abroad. He also set to work

Kinlaw of Asbury

as

hears echoes of Pickett

appearances until June 22, 1975, when he

by writing letters

work

one

book,

new

a

came

Nepal.

printed

"Oh for

a

poem, written

for the memorial service that

At the

Maple

Grove United Methodist

"Service of Thanksgiving and Praise."

Thousand Tongues to

by Waskom

Sing." Alongside

and dedicated to "India's

the Untouchables. He called it, "Whose Are These, Lord?"'*

the
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Whose

are

these, Lord, whom

men

oppress?

To whom do

they belong?
men of might
Call them knaves, make them
And do them every
wrong?

By what right

Whose

do

slaves

these. Lord, whom men deceive?
they belong?
hi Thy sight, O God of
right,
Are they bad or are they mad
To suffer yet so long?
are

To whom do

Whose

these. Lord, whom men disown.
they belong?
hi the light, the golden light
Of Thy throne, dost Thou not own
That they to Thee belong?
are

To whom do

Whose

are

these. Lord, whom

To whom do

men

mislead.

they belong?

Need the truth from them, forsooth.
Of Thy love, here and above.
From them be

Who

are

we.

kept

so

long?

Lord, for whom You care?

To whom do

belong?
health, though not
we

in wealth.
What now do you want us to do
So each may have his own due share?

We live in

Lord, whom Thou has made.
Are we now fully Thine?
On Thee we call, who lovest all.

Whose

are

we.

Forgive

our

sins both

and small

big

And grant us grace that one and all
We may serve Thee wherever we may be.
Ruth Robinson Pickett died at

October 8, the

family had

a

Wesley Glen

small

two years

grave-side

later,

on

October 3rd, 1983. On

service for her in Wilmore,

Kentucky.

Ruth
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had
at

requested

that the service be

Maple Grove, Columbus,

simple, and

had included

a

for

family only,

because Waskom's

service

lot about her. That, she felt, had been

enough.
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Bishop

J. Waskom Pickett and Ruth Robinson Pickett
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CHAPTER 16: NOTES

1. Pickett

(1980): 110.

2. JWP to Dr.

Beebe, July 7, 1950. Archives ofthe General Board of Global Ministries,
Church, New York (hereafter GBGM, UMC).

the United Methodist
3. JWP to Chester

4. JWP to Dr.

Bowles, February 18,

1952.

GBGM, UMC.

Beebe, July 7, 1950. GBGM, UMC.

5. JWP to James K.

Mathews, August 15, 1950. UMCA. I found conflicting information
meeting with Truman. His memo to James Mathews, dated
August 15, indicates that the meeting took place the previous day. However, the
published reports I've seen all give August 16.
on

the actual date of Pickett's

6. JWP to Chester Bowles,

February 18,

7. Christian

Century, September 6,

8. Wallbank

(1951:189).

9. JWP to James K.

destructive

quake

1952.

GBGM, UMC.

1950:1037.

Mathews, August 22, 1950.

and

flooding

in four

provinces,

In addition to the

there had been

enormously

a monsoon

failure in

parts of Madras.

Mathews, August 23, 1950. Henderson added his personal appeal
Pickett's, asking Washington not only for wheat but a grant of assistance.

10. JWP to James K.
to

11. JWP to James K.
12. For

a

Mathews, January 23, 1951. GBGM, UMC.

tribute to Diffendorfer,

13. New York Times,

see

February 16,

Mathews

(2000:193ff ).

1951:4. Miss

Colony at

the mission board sent JWP

clipping.
clipping of this article from
(March 28, 1951) but not the source.

14. On Pickett's

date

15. James K. Mathews to JWP,
16. JWP to James K.

17. Fact Sheet

on

April 20,

one

of the American papers, he wrote the

1951. GBGM, UMC.

Mathews, June 23, 1951. GBGM, UMC.

Indo-U.S. Agreement Conceming Voluntary Relief Supphes.

Washington, D.C: Embassy of hidia.

a
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18. The Point Four

Program,

novel U.S.

foreign-aid program, was proposed by
the fourth point in his Jan. 20, 1949,
inaugural address and was later
approved by Congress. It was a technical-assistance program designed to improve living
standards m poor nations, h's
purpose, however, was less philanthropic than it sounds,
for it was largely
to
forestall
Communist inroads. Daniels (1951).
designed

President Truman

19. JWP to Chester

Bowles, February 18,

20. JWP to James K.
21. Mathews

Aligragh,
(38):7.

author, November 18, 1996.

82(23):7; (34):7; (38):7.
Almora, about 170 miles northeast of Delhi, not far from Tibet,
city. Indian Witness 82(23):7; (34):7;

about 70 miles southeast of the

26. Pickett

(1953).

27. Pickett

(1953).

28. James K. Mathews to JWP,

(1980:85-86).

discontent with
with

31.

one

January 16,

1953. GBGM, UMC.

Dozens of Pickett letters contain passages that express his
or another. Though Dulles always wanted to meet

Dulles decision

Picket, Pickett claimed that Dulles

30. Hubert

GBGM, UMC.

(1952).

25. The h-avel included

29. Pickett

1952.

(1955:142)

24. Indian Witness

and

1952. GBGM, UMC.

Mathews, February [day illegible],

22. Ronald J. Garst to the

23. Pickett

a

as

was

Humphrey to JWP, February 13,

bent

on

course

he had

already set.

1954. ACA 2:9.

JWPtoDwightDavidEisenhower, August 9,

32. JWP to James K.

staying the

1954. ACA 2:9.

Mathews, May 26, 1953. GBGM, UMC.

33. See p. 309 of the present volume.

following narrative is mostly based on Pickett's own account ofthe beginnings
of the United Mission to Nepal, which are found in handwritten form in the Asbury
College Archives, mainly in Box 15 (however the pages are not together). Pickett
intended for this account to be included in his memoir, My Twentieth Century Odyssey
(although, unfortunately, none of it got into the book). Other sources, providing
additional detail or corrections to inaccuracies in Pickett's telling of the story are cited in
34. The
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endnotes

subsequent to this one. However, I have not indicated every
for the purpose of
corroborating the accuracy of Pickett's details.
35. Fletcher

36. Lindell
37. R. L.

source

consuhed

(1964:17-18).

(1979:136).

Fleming

and B. R.

38. JWP to James K.

Fleming to

K. A.

Mathews, May 26,

Dikshh, February 13,

1953.

1953. ACA.

GBGM, UMC.

39. JWP handwritten memoirs. ACA 15.
40. JWP to Charles

Ranson, September 5, 1953. Archives ofthe United Mission

to

Nepal (hereafter UMNA).
41. See attachment to JWP to James K.

Mathews, May 26, 1953. GBGM, UMC.

42. JWP handwritten memoirs. ACA 15.
43. JWP to Donald A.

McGavran, April 14, 1953. BGCA.

44. DonaldA. McGavran to

45. JWP to Donald A.

JWP, March 21, 1954. BGCA.

McGavran, April 20,

1954. BGCA.

46. J. C. McPheeters to JWP, October 19, 1954. Pickett file. Archives of Asbury

Theological Seminary, Wilmore, Kentucky.
47. 1

am

indebted for this

48. JWP to Donald A.

insight to

Dr. Eunice Irwin.

McGavran, April 20, 1954. BGCA.

49. Donald McGavran to

JWP, September 19, 1968. ACA 4:18.

50. New Delhi News Letter

\{\yA.

51. See JWP's "Indianization and

Missionary Recruitment,"

an

address

ACA 16:32.
52. JWP to James K. Mathews,
53. Pickett

(1956b).

54. Pickett

(1956b).

55. Pickett

(1956b).

September 20,

1954. GBGM, UMC.

given

in 1954.
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56. The Seamands

mother,

family, consisting of a father (E. A. Seamands, known as "Tata"),
(J. T. and David) and two daughters-in-law (Ruth and Helen) gave
spiritual awakening that Pickett said led to the development of many new

two sons

leadership

to

a

congregations and what Pickett called "the greatest church building program
history of Episcopal Methodism in hidia." Pickett (1980:97).
57. Helen
based
58.
59.

on

Cady Rockey (1956). Mrs. Rockey also
experiences in hidia and Pakistan.

wrote

a

in the

number of books of stories

her

Centenary Handbook {1956).
L. Smith to JWP, November 23, 1956. Archives ofthe Board of Global

Eugene

Ministries.
60. Pickett

(1956a:2).

61. Pickett

(1956a:3).

62.

Although the episcopal address reflects themes deemed important by all the bishops
and bears all their signatures, it is traditionally composed by the senior bishop.
63. JWP to

Eugene Smith,

December 3, 1956

(dictated December 1).

Archives of the

Board of Global Ministries.

64.

"History of Christ Church,

Delhi." Presented

by the Social

Service Committee

on

the

Service Committee

on

the

Occasion of Silver Jubilee, December 20, 1956. Pp. 21-22.

"History of Christ Church, Delhi." Presented by the Social
Occasion of Silver Jubilee, December 20, 1956. Pp. 21-22.
65.

66. Interview with Gerald Anderson, November 18, 1996.
67. JWP to James

Mathews, May 1, 1959. Archives of the Board of Global Ministries.

68. JWP to James K.

Mathews, December 5,

1959. Archives of the Board of Global

Ministries.
69. JWP to

70.

Eugene Smith, May 12,

Eugene Smith

to

1960. Archives of the Board of Global Ministries.

JWP, December 20, 1960; JWP

Archives of the Board of Global Ministries.
71. Pickett

(1957);

72. Harmon

(1974)

Pickett

(1973)

to

Eugene Smith, January 6,

1961.
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73. Pickett and Peter
74. McGavran

(1964?)

(1970:53).

75.

JWPtoDennisKinlaw, January 24,
becoming discouraged with the writing.

1976. Kinlaw papers, ACA. Pickett was
He even thought of trying to record it instead.

Finally, in 1980, with the help ofhis former secretary. Colleen Gilmore, and Dr. Charles
Reynolds, it would be assembled and published as My Twentieth Century Odyssey.
76. The poem

(1980:165).

came

from Waskom's

published memoirs. My

Twentieth

Century Odyssey

Epilogue
"J. Waskom Pickett

stated

of him,

.

'All the

well.""

.

possessed such varied gifts, that as a colleague
things a bishop is supposed to do well, Pickett did
.

�

"There is
m

1 841

.

properly no history, only biography." So

hi recent years, the value of reading missions

gotten overdue recognition. That is
overlooked

genre.

James K. Mathews

indeed,

�

Rather,

as

many

a

not to say that

missionary has heard

Darrell Whiteman has

be of great benefit in

missiological

said

Ralph Waldo

history through biography has

missionary biography per se
God's call to missions

written, it is

to

acknowledge

community is
dates,

a

expansion

of the Christian church into the world's

organizations.

legacies."

Neely,

not the

of Missionary Research, has

The October 1999 issue of Missiology

theme of missionary biography
of Missions, Alan

by the telling of lives,

out for years

largest

faith

amassing

of names,

Another voice has been that of Gerald Anderson

editor ofthe International Bulletin

"mission

biography can

research and reflection.^ One of the most articulate

human story, best told

events and

has been

through that

that

proponents of this position has been Ruth Tucker, who has been pointing
that the story of the

Emerson

as

missiology.

showed how

even

In that

was

for years been

as

publishing

entirely dedicated to

the

issue, former Princeton Professor

hagiography can be profitable
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who,

if handled
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nghtly,

and Ruth Tucker wrote about

mining missionary lives

effectiveness, hi addition, the issue carried
E.

Stanley Jones,

Sue

McBeth,

Valignano, Minnie Abrams,

Anna

Emerson added that "all
stout and eamest

Bartholomew

Semisi Nau, and Leslie

Ziegenbalg,

vignettes

itself very

on

Alessandro

Newbigin.

"properly no history, only biography, Ralph

history resolves

persons."

collection of eight illustrative

a

Dengel,

To his assertion that there is

for clues to cross-cultural

easily into

This has been the story of such

a

the

biography of a

person: Methodist

Waldo
few

Bishop

J. Waskom Pickett.

Before
and

practice,

know. The

more

than

as

summarizing
I will

do, 1 would like

corollary to

an

Pickett's valuable contribution to

help

us

to affirm that his life has more to teach us than

Emerson's famous

developments

why,

�

for

thought and said

and did.

causes

example,

a

and forces behind

Pickett, and later

a

missiological developments.
new

a

For

missiological paradigm was

laboratory of new

rooted,

�

as

of village India whose whole social fabric is

forced to ask whether

very

it was, in the
woven

they

McGavran, began to think in

information for

example, noting how

A

place.

evaluating
Pickett's

culture-specific

deeply embedded worldview

with the threads of caste

^we are

�

missiologists have had adequate justification for adapting it,

Church Growth Movement has, to the

a

missiological

terms of the conversions of homogenous groups of people in the first

biographical study also provides

They give us

ofthe individual's historical context. Moreover,

xmderstand the antecedent

we

line, cited above, is that biographies offer

account of what certain persons

unique ground-level perspective

missiological thinking

highly individualistic

as

cultures of the West. To

the
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what extent do

they embrace

Westerners,

Jesus

as

for

example,

take into account their group identities when

Savior and Lord? Do

level of group consciousness

as

members ofthe Chamar caste in hidia? Based

laboratory of new information provided by this study,
was

well justified in

if not,

one

might

So far,

Well,

not

Indian

extrapolating Pickett's paradigm

decide that Westem

and McGavran in

missiologists

employing empirical

though,

only because

we are

of the

odyssey paralleled

in America have the

baby-boomers

range of cultural contexts. And

are

a

at least

generalizing. Why focus

Bishop

on

philosophy of mission he developed,

Jones, had
like this:

empire

as

free

through the

offers

a

impact

principles

on

including Mott, Paton,

and, in the Indian national context, Gandhi,

American, and

the

we

get

no

are

a

other

only knew

missionary,

ground-level perspective

missionary enterprise,

involved in the

C. F. Andrews, for

ground

intimately

was

to these leaders. Another way of describing the

Of course, Pickett's

perspective.

but because Pickett's

Pickett

in both these movements:

to them. No other

eyes of Pickett

in India and its

close look at the

J. Waskom Pickett?

and every member of Nehm's first cabinet. He not

access

answers.

the devolution ofthe modem mission movement and the

the mission movement,

access

to follow Pickett

obligated

research in search of more relevant

leading figures

but had unusual

decide that McGavran

to

acquainted with

Ambedkar, Nehm

the

might

Independence Movement. Moreover,

Jones, and Azariah in

on

one

evolution ofthe Indian
all the

same

not the

forging

as

well

who

was

the last

days

missionary's

of

up-

of a national ethos.

only eyes through which we

example,

even

foregoing goes

on

as a

them all

could obtain such

closely associated with Gandhi,

level view. So does E. Stanley Jones, who

was

nearly as

a

also

well connected
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as

Pickett,

next

and who Icnew well the minds of hidia's intellectuals. But that underscores
my

point. Pickett, with his lifelong passion

Untouchables
for

�

affords

us a

although Pickett knew

although

he

was

nevertheless,

not

more

to

work, he

unsympathetic

concemed

Arrah, then,

could

never

came

as

work

as on

leam from

to hidian

with, and

to know

well

as a

his surveys,

more

and, in India,

Jones could,

self-determination, he was,

plight ofthe

missionary in Bihar and, later, through his

we come

now

call "Dahts."

By following him

to understand all sorts of things

eyes

we

absorbing

also get

not just the poor, but

Stephen Neill

Pickett in Arrah and others in

mass

a

ground

into the church

we

was

were

level view of the

large numbers

impoverished

from birth to believe that their poverty and low status
the deeds of a former life.

or

distant observers.

immense difficulties involved in

�

for

Andrews

of political leaders, and

focused upon, the

more

district

an

generation

aspirations

intimately those we

Moreover, through Pickett's

ofthe poor

marginalized�hidia's

different frame of reference than

many of free India's first

dispossessed. Through his
survey

for the

ofthe poorest

souls who had been

taught

the inevitable consequences of

describing perfectly the challenge faced by

movement work when he wrote:

personally engaged in the task of instmcting illiterate
adults can have any idea of the difficulty of making even the simplest
religious tmths intelligible to them. And the raising up of intelligent
leadership among them is not a task that can be accomplished over night.'

No

one

who has not

Looking
get

a

firsthand

at the life and work of Pickett also has other benefits. For

glimpse

of the courage that is

physical dangers (floods, epidemics,

required

communal

example,

we

of missionaries: the courage to face

riots, personal threats, and the like), and
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the courage to take clear
to

baptize Ambedkar,

editonals,

positions

or as

he did

on

issues of importance,

weekly as

provided with windows

we are

the 1920s and 1930s

many of which

�

pluralism, opposition

balancing evangelism

to

many ofthe issues that

still face

�

compassion,

the

(Hindu)fundamentalists.

through his
ministries

played

creating positive

biographical approach

movements.

more on

in

funds

Christianity as

a

people,

low-caste

religion,

we are

�

course, how Pickett answered their

Looking back

can

efforts in

we are

together work

establishing,

and schools in India

particularly

�

reminded of the vital role such

helps

us

understand the themes of critics ofthe

group conversion

encouraged

a

produced

an

emphasis was

low-caste church and

that it cultivated

likelihood of self-support, and that it

and the

attitudes toward Christians and their faith.

even

that it

evangelize,

forming the United Mission to Nepal,

They argued that Pickett's

numbers than

faced in

From Pickett's involvement in the

preserving medical clinics, hospitals
raising

being

ways to

problem of illiteracy,

illustrations of how diverse Christian groups

tireless efforts at

The

mass

and

were

like the dilemma of rehgious

effectively for kingdom purposes. By remembering his

strengthening

Through his

editor of The Indian Witness.

on

National Christian Council and his work in

provided with two

Pickett did when he refused

conversion, appropriate and inappropriate

and social

intolerance of religious

we

as

a

focused

stigmatized

church of the poor with httle

ill-educated church. We also leam, of

complaints.

at missions and missionaries

through biography helps

us see

their

humanness and the contribution of family and friends to their achievements. Of Pickett's

fiiendships,

the most

enduring were

those with his

wife, Ruth, and his college roommate.
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E.

Stanley Jones;

each lasted 65 years. Pickeh's

consistently included

By living honorably, Pickett

Nehru said to

"If at any time you think I

will be

impact

on

the

people

evoked

am

grateful."" By modeling sensitivity, he

doing wrong, please

rebuke me, and I

lowered cultural walls. As

sit next to him at dinner. Culture

conversation. He asked

spoon and fork. He himself used his

others

to

me

considerately

servant. Ram Lai, said upon

use

and

agreeing

ma

baap

hain. Main kaisa nahin Ja

can

I not

go?").* By attending to

the

son

or

to

move

with the

his workers'

and widows."'

came

under the

care.

From

topic

"'

fingers
a

are

of

By

Lucknow

to mera

my mother and father. How

needs, he inspired loyalty and service. As

During his episcopal

bishop's

hidian

family to Bombay, "Ap

"

sakunga? ("You

one

was our

their affection. As

won

of one Indian minister put it, "He took great

ministers,
leaders

he

respectfully,

As

accountability in others.

remembered, "Once 1 happened to

tteating

in his hfe

clear witness to his faith in Jesus Christ. But he influenced them

a

in other ways too.

him,

own

ofhis

care

career,

January

a

village ministers, retired

good many of India's Methodist

1945 to November

other. Bishop J. Waskom Pickett had oversight of every

one

1956,

at

one

time

ofthe annual conferences

of India, Pakistan, and Burma.
All that said,

Pickett, which has

missiology.

we come

been to

The obvious

to the most

explore

important reason

and understand his

starting point is

the

Mass Movements in India. To exaggerate the

India

on

the Indian church

scene

writing this biography of

personal contribution to

publication
impact

for

ofhis celebrated Christian

of Christian Mass Movements in

would not be easy. It may not go down

missiological book of the century

even

�

for that part ofthe world

�

as

as

the

Donald McGavran
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once

dubbed it

certainly gave

(although,

at the

time, only

a

third ofthe century had

the work with conversion movements the

caused many mission boards and churches to alter their

validity it

priorities,

come),

but it

deserved. And it

with

mostly good

results. A review of social
surveys up to that time also shows it to be the most ambitious

shidy of that
conducted

kind

by Pickett

Daht Christian

on

ever

and his

outside the West. The thousands of interviews

on

colleagues

hnportance. Up

social sciences for

to that

to have

a

role in

and

putting the missionary enterprise

facts dovm

were seen as

fimdamental ideas had not been
lot to do with

fiuitful

Beyond
not

as

its

ever

amassed

on

legitimizing effect

missiological

eyes, he

as a

Up

false

to that

assumptions

time, those

Christian Mass Movements in

wake-up call, alerting churches

often very destructive mistakes

�

and the

�

was

path

to

anticipating the testimony of many.

South Asia and the mission boards

overnight

laying bare

viable foundation.

It served

evaluation. And research

in the future. When Donald McGavran said the book

fully appreciated. But,

household word

on a

changing that.

evangelization

suddenly opened his

was

that gave it

essential tools for

widely acknowledged.

and missions to mistakes of the past
more

itself, it

evangelistic thinking, plaiming and

getting the

a

the survey

kingdom research

data base

largest

time, theology alone mattered. Now, however, the social sciences

and

India had

resulted in the

society. However, regarding

employing the

were seen

carried

on

the Indian church scene, Pickett's

^much

�

represented there,

as

McGavran's

name

Pickett's book

name

became

a

would become such in the

missiological world during the

fmal decades ofthe century. In India, mission after

mission asked for his services.

Using the

interview schedules

was

developed by Pickett

larger

and
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Wilson,

some

groups, like the American Lutherans at Guntur, conducted their

surveys, then tumed their data
elected

bishop,

he would

invhations he had

organize

a

study

over

in China. But

already accomplished

for

to Pickett for evaluation. Had Pickett not been

undoubtedly have

already received

mass

own

�

even

been

including

kept busy

one

for years

following up

on

from the Catholics, and another to

with his removal to the

movement work secured

a

episcopacy,

what he had

prominent place

in the National

Christian Council's Forward Movement in evangelism and, also, the commitment of large
numbers of India's chm-ches and missions to re-evaluate their

budgets,

and

evangelistic strategies,

personnel deployments.

However, perhaps of greater significance than all of this
Pickett's ideas and

philosophy made

on

was

many have

mentor. And

thought McGavran was overstating

some

for concepts that

of those

were

writing

impression

Donald A. McGavran. On the surface, that

observation is old hat. McGavran himself acknowledged the debt

Still,

the

or

about McGavran

fully articulated by Pickett

just being

long

ago

�

generous to

and often.

a

favorite

routinely give him the recognition

in the 1930s.

accentuations in Christian Mass Movements in India and his

The number of Pickett

subsequent writing that

would later be absorbed into the corpus of Church Growth literature is substantial.

Among them

are

such Pickett themes

facts; (2) giving missional priority to

identity (homogeneity); (4)
social networks;

mission station

(5)

as

these:

group

(1)

the need for research and

(people) movements; (3)

getting the

the power of group

the destructiveness of social dislocation and the value of

the hazard of Westem

individualism; (6) the need to abandon the

approach; (7) [redemption and] lift; (8) reallocating resources according
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to

receptivity; (9) critique

of "mass movement"

and

encouraging indigenous

and

(11) focus

original

on

the

masses as more

day,

receptivity.

John

receptive

in the

lihirgy and worship

And

advocating the
day,

he

missionary strategy from the
however; and Pickett

application to
emphasis

on

than the classes. How many of them

of indigenous forms

use

was one

of the

exceptions

results of social science

without

was

missions

thinking

group conversions

philosophy of missions,

a

us move

fresh

question

of this

was

was

in

certainly no

investigations was

among the

pioneers.

And

The

sum

church scene, which

around

of the parts in Pickett's

example,

as was

his

radically new

importance

is not limited

good

Any influence Pickett may have had
was

certainly

Methodist church

on

due to such

"patriotism,"

on

or

settings,

bad,

was

as was

land in the heart of

overturned

his

to alter the

the content of

relationships,

prime government

ability to get missionary visa denials

occasions. Pickett's Indian

a

model for other missionaries in other

Article 25 in the Indian Constitution
a new

panoply

another of Pickett's contributions to the Indian

cultivation of friendships with persons who had the power, for

permission to build

a core

paradigm.

can serve as a

context of missionary work.

thing,

a new

certainly his

particular panoply of principles

imique.

thing,

new

advocating it.* Developing

on, for that which is of missiological

to ideas and innovations. For

New Delhi,

were

example, long before

McGavran noted in his review of Christ 's Way to India 's Heart,

But let

ofthe church;

Wesley had grasped the principle of allocating resources according to

in Pickett's

although,

as

symbols

with Pickett is harder to
say�perhaps not many. For

Pickett's

was,

forms and

terminology; (10) avoiding foreignness

on numerous

shown in his efforts to get America to send
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surplus wheat to India,

was a

powerful testimony of Christian compassion; however, it

would not have been
possible without his established network of friends in

Without his
have

friendships with Jawaharlal

accomplished

Independence.

all he did in relief work

Had Ambedkar chosen

led his followers into
ahnost

Nehru and

Christianity,

as

a more

had unusual

access

Pickett's

to two of the three most

creativity and leadership

The

cooperation of so

on

the hearts of people

positive
one

on

as

so

growing

his overall

appreciated by not separating the
J. Waskom Pickett's

a

important Indian political figures
in

organizing the
a

Christian
of that

United Mission to

era.

Nepal

is

missionary enterprise been designed

a new

missionary endeavor was unique

its ministries of concem, it may well be

churches than is

J. Waskom Pickett's

paradigmatic whole,

hot and

was

however, Pickett's longtime

cultivation ofthe soil, the UMN has had much

Just

the iron

in the

the subcontinent. And after many years of positive

through

of the world's fastest

path while

Partition and

extensive and diverse group of missions and churches.

many groups in

annals of missionary work

days following

that, in crisis and opportunity,

not to be overlooked either. Never before had

an

courageous

As it was,

and Nehru meant

from scratch to include such

cruel

it sometimes seemed he would, the church would

certainly have gained substantially.

friendships with Ambedkar

Amrit Kaur, he could not

Rajkumari

during the

high places.

missiological

impact

man

on

more

impact

that, through that

to do with the emergence of

generally recognized.
ideas

are

best

appreciated

as a

twentieth century missions is best

from his

legacy in print.

preeminent aspiration was,

in his

"Christ's way to India's heart."' For Pickett, this

own

meant

As

a

missionary,

memorable words, to find

more

than

engaging

in
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missionary work in the traditional sense,
For some, Pickett's
surveys,
movements� are the most

or even

observations,

making new missiological discoveries.

and fresh

important things

insights

�

about him.

McGavran lit his candle. However, to
Pickett, who had

inventor, his fresh ideas

were

God's love,
fire.

They were
no

but outcomes. Behind them

word to become flesh in the lives ofhis hidian

contextually expressed,

neighbors.

would do. This

especially on

was

the fire from which

ambition to be

lay his buming
To that

Pickett's

group

a

missiological

desire for the

end, nothing less than

buming desire�his
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EPILOGUE: NOTES

1. Mathews

(2000:332).

2. "hi this Issue."
3. Neill

Missiology 27(4):

hitroduction.

(1957:115-116.).

4. JWP handwritten

autobiographical

5. Letter from Lawrence Silas to the

notes for

a

speech.

author, April 21,

ACA.

1996.

6. Ram Lai and his sons, Kalu and Bihari (his wife had
died), stayed with the Picketts
through their stay in Bombay. When they moved to Delhi in the winter of 1943-44, they
went back to Ram Lai's

Interviews with
7. Letter from

8. The

village, which Douglas Pickett remembers
Douglas Pickett, February 20, 1996; May 5, 2001.

Christopher R. Christy to

sovereignty

the

of indigenous Christian

as

being

in Bihar.

author, April 25, 1996.

expression has been guaranteed

and observed

at least from the time ofthe Jerusalem Council's

decree, which liberated Gentile
requirement of circumcision, but from the
imposition of any other non-Greek cultural requirements (See Acts 15:6-29). Although
Christians,

not just from the Judaizers'

many cross-cultural missionaries have found it difficuh to untangle the gospel from their
cultures, there have been, in every generation, cross-cultural evangelists like Pickett who

have

encouraged indigenous expressions

9. Pickett

(1938).

of Christian faith.

Appendix

Bishop

A

Frank Wame's
May 10,

1914

In these two pages of Bishop Frank Wame's

diary,

that the Rev. J. W. Pickett has tuberculosis.

Pickett, who

engaged
would

he describes the "shock" of leaming
was

and had been in India less than four years. At the

recover.

Both Pickett and E.

Stanley Jones
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Diary

24, had just become

time, it

was

not known if he

served under Wame in Lucknow.
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Appendix
A
In Pickett's

were

Sample Questionnaire

mass

employed, including

factual data about the

thought

B

movement surveys,

one

villages

a

number of schedules

for interviews with Christian

that

about their Dalit Christian

were

households,

was

those where

a

neighbors,

and

one

the so-called "Household Schedule."
different economic system

questions were inserted,
all three surveys. The

for

securing

to

produce information about

prevailed

Except

in certain

^where

�

most

new

extensively used
areas

�

leaves with

for

example,

special

the Household Schedule would have looked very much alike in

one

reproduced here would have been used in Pickett's

country surveys of Sudra Movement
Household

one

visited and to leam what Hindus and Muslims

pastors, including their famihes, work, and congregations. The
schedule

(questionnaires)

Schedules, like

the

one

to

Christianity.

reproduced here,

fill out.
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Andhra

Each of the thousands of completed

took interviewers

an

hour

or more

to

Sudra Movement
Where
to

(2)

extra

the

When

"yes"

1.

Serial No.

2.

Church

3.

Area No.

4-

Da'e

5.

Recorded by

or

sign.

information would provide valuable material and explain a situation, this should be written In, in addition
Space on the sides or on blanic pages may be used for this purpose.
or

"no" is

a

sufficient answer, the

symbol

for

Mission__
^

10.

A.
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Schedule

Household
Note:� (1)

Study

to

Residnt house.

-T.

_>

,

for "no" X

.

Write

6.

Informant
Former Caste of household

8.

Village

9.

Civil District,

Eelationshp

mebr.

Chris

after

by

rites.

studie
tian Litera .
b
a
p
t
i
s
m
.
Baptized. Church Maried Maried Has

of

head

c
(S

;hteri
daug
m

*
"��

0
00

[nolu
B.

Accessory.

�
-

Age
C.

at

The dead children.

death

1

�

If

more

space be

required

fold

over

not in

how

DQ

e

English,

7.

house.

in
Sex

is

vernacular.

FAMILY ANALYSIS

this

Living nuclear family.

"yes"

the sheet and write

on

the

reverse.

schol. schol.

in

in

far

Now

650

2

11.

Why?

RELIGIOUS CONDITION: (a) Head of family became Christian when?

[The recorder should

seeking salvation,
�children

have in mind the

family

was

following

being baptized

.for improved social standing

Christians

desired such

"help"

.

^

^

aad check the
�

castefellows

had obtained

other motives

"help"

or reasons

indicated by the answer]:

one

for education

were

of

missionaries

or

the

one

indicated]:

a

Christian?

foreign

[The

recorder

should

have

in

ordained Indian minister of depressed class origin

�Christians

others

(classify)

_

What

does it

mean

to

does

his wife

.(/)

origin?

were

it

mean

to

to be a

you

Have

to

be

you

a

becoming

a

Christian ?

experienced it?

Christian?.

Has she experienced it?

have taken place in his conduct since he became

a

who

_

(</)

Has becoming

Sudra

unordained

castefellows

.

(e) What

check

unpaid lay Christian of Sudra origin

_(c)

�class

following and

unordained paid worker of

unpaid lay Christian of depressed class origin

(jhanges

the

your

ordained

paid worker of depressed class origin,^

(h)

mind

missionary

Indian minister of Sudra origin

origin

other

(state)
(6) Who chiefly influenced

decision to become

of

(g)

What

Christian?

Christian made any difference in his attitude towards Christians of depressed

(/) What difference?

.

.
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0) In wife's attitude?

(/) In children's attitudes?

(k) What

difference?

(m) What difference?.
(n) In his attitude towards non-Christian depressed

classes?

(o) What diiferenoe?

.

�.

In wife's attitude?

(p)

.

ir) In children's attitude?

,

.

(q) What difference?

(,) What difference?

12. CHURCH RELATIONS: (a) When did head of this house last take communion?

(i)

His wife ?

depressed
he

an

(c)

classes?

His

officer of the Church ?

�services

.(/)

often ?

(n)

(/)

Describes himself

as

a

(s)

a

How often?

(/,)
Ji)

_

(m)

(p)
{r)

To

How

or one

public

(i^)

How

To his

non-

often ?

(o)

pastor

or

(q)

In the Lord's

In pastoral calls in his home?

In

evangelist of depress

of his family ?

(/)
(u)

a

Is

Does he attend

members of his former caste?.

Has he accepted the ministry of

wedding ?

(J)

His wife?

Christian to ministers of the Church?

ed class origin in baptism of himself
In

children?

His

What office?

His children ?^

Christian neighbours ?
official records ?

worship locally with Christians from

(e)

wife

(g)

regularly?

Does head

Supper ?

652

Av) Has he

13.

(b)

RELIGION IN THE HOME

To members of his

bers of the

family
pray

Has his wife?

(a)

Does he read the Bible in private devotions ?

(,)

family?

together

D^es any

one

in

State whom

else read the .Bible to

W

When?

(^)

the home daily?

(A)

.

Are

mem

Does he

Do members of the

the children taught

to

?
CREEDAL KNOWLEDGE

wife?,

(c)

Can

he

repeat

the

15.

a

(1)

(2)
His

(e)
(3)

His wife ?

(4)
�)

RELATIONSHIPS:

(a)

submit to the rule of the caste In any matters ?

On

old?

Lord's prayer ?_

(3)

wife?

(g)

(i)

(4)

(/)
Can

His

he

children

Any

repeat the

Any children above 8 years old?

Ten

(I)

(4)

CASTE

since becoming

Can he repeat the

years

(2)
(A)

(3)

(a)

Apostles' Creed?

(I)

Commandments?

(2)

:

Any children above 8

above 8 years old?

^

_______

Who?

(f)

pray

14.

(</)

:

State whom

iw)

family ?

alone?

pray

tried to win anyone else for Christ?

ever

a

general

Christian
Christian

panchayat?

Does

he

still

observe caste ?

(b)

(c)

What matters ?

(d)

Has

(e)

With non-Christians ?

(g)

he served

on

a

caste

Does he

panchayat

When the caste and the Church

are
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5
in conflict to which is he

loyal ?

teachers of depressed-class

(h)
(i)

origin?

his

In

If any

16.

of his children

Have he

(4)
or

his wife

is

right

for

given opium

(/)

Does he think

a

or

on

young

man

(unmarried)

to any

of

above

do

so

IDOLATRY

his house?

AND

(4)

a

Are

baptism
(A)

,

(<)

day"

Who ?

of Hinduism

?^

(</)

(J)

,(g)

?

How

Which ones?

or

how.

intoxica

Since becoming

Does

Which,

(j)

Does he work

he

if either,

signs of

been

Sunday?
in

or

or on

his

idolatry

Any marks in

prefer

has

on

it

Does he fear evil spirits?
Has he

long since

Does he celebrate

.

note

use

(/)

any

any

Does he think

(A)

Does any member of his family

(j)
(k)

_..(e)

(c)

worship ?

_

or

gamble?
(g)

there

Does any member of his family fear evil spirits ?

of sorcery in his home since his

Does he

(a)

?

Elsewhere under his control ?
or

?

village

own

Does he

Christian ?

(a)

With

(j)

his sister's daughter ?

SUPERSTITION:

pastors

questions differently,

(c)

to

with

eaten

their children?

it wrong

to marry

house associated with non-Christian belief

(e)

any

the

the cremation of the dead?.

�done in his family since he became

17.

of

Any intoxicating drug?

ever

�Christians ?

the burial

ik)

answer

his

In

MISCELLANEOUS MORAL AND SOCIAL QUESTIONS:

ting liquors ?
id)

would

he

village?

own

other Christians of depressed-class origin ?

(/)

Has

ever

last

allowed the practice

practice of sorcery?

wear a

charm

or

observe any festival

(0

How?

talisman ?

or

"special
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18.
land

on

HOUSE AND LOT;

which it is built ?

rooms are

(c)

Oxen

(e)

sheep

(A)

Roof is made of what ?_

many windows

[If

Buffaloes,
(/)

hauling?

3

are

full

grown

are

many

used by the family?

Walls

(g)

(/)

and 2 young, write ihuv.

(2)

female.

(])

(g)

are

butter

or

or

(d)
_(A)

make butter

ghee ?
(m)

for hire?

3-2] {a)

male

poultry

this family drink milk

Sell milk,

made of

what?

Total

area

Ik)

or

Use animals

in respect to

giving

own

use?

ploughing

Of what animals?

(n)

change

for

.

now

for their

ghee

.

goats

How many

Eat meat?

Has any

Cows

meat-eating taken

becoming Christians ?

SOURCES OF INCOME:

(4)

Land owned?

acres

id)

Land held

mortgage?

if)

Land farmed?

acres

rooms

How

(/)

(o)

20.

How many

in the house

pigs

Does

(j)

place since

(d)

house?

the

in

of house and lot ?

(c)

(/)

rooms

(e)

How

il>) The

the house in which he lives?

How many

(/)

19. ANIMALS OWNED:

(W

own

occupied by the animals?

(outside measurements)

or

(a) Does he

on

acres

(a)
(c)

acres

occupation

Chief

of head of

family?

Conditions of tenure?

(e)
.

Land held

on

(g)

lease

or

rented?

Land leased

acres
or

.

rented to others?
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Rs

21.

RECORD OF INCOME:

{a)

Wages

for

[Note: Gioc dclails

on

opposite

page]

:

ooolie. husband
wife

children
others in home

(b)

�(c)

Land rented out

Crops

gross__

costs

(t/)

Animals sold_

(e)

Animal's labour and hire_

(J)

nett., /.

e.,

less costs..

Animal products

(g) Anything

made

(h)

Money lending

(0

Other sources,

name

them

(2)_
(3)__
(4)_

(5)_
(6)_
(7)_
(8)_
Total
*

Datail crops, and mclude food eatsn by the family.

A

P

656

8

22.

23.

DEBTS:

(a)

Total amount

(e)

Amount of

interest

^(4) Interest

rate

charged

paid during last 12 months

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE CHURCH
{during pa,l 12 monihs.)
Rs.

(fl)

Support

(6)

Harvest festival

(c)

Sunday collections

W)

Other

(e)

Other

(f)

Other

of Pastor

A.

P.
�

Total.

Appendix

C

McGavran's 1934 Review
The appearance of this review of J. Waskom Pickett's Christian Mass Movements
in India in the

February 21" edition of Sahayak Patrika

Donald A. McGavran's

career as a

missiologist.

under Pickett and twenty years of field
McGavran went

on

From his

experience

as

subsequent apprenticeship

missionary

and researcher,

to found and lead the famed Church Growth Movement.

McGavran's full review appears

�

of Jabalpur marked the start of

on

the

following page.

Christian Mass Movements in India By J. W. Pickett.
D, A, McGavban

�'^^^"tu^" i�f

^

""^
Q^*^' "^^d its name ia
"Ohnstian Mass Movementa io India."
This Bignlfloant work is the outcome of the
action taken by
the National Christian Council in December
1928 initialinff ii
Btudy of the group converaiona which have marked the growth of
Ihe OhriBtian movement in India. The research commended
itself
to leaders of the Ohriatian Movement In the West
and funds were

Printed and Publiihad for the Chrietiaa ConncU
of Mid-indi

657
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qfw, anagt,

Jubbulpore, Wedauday,

February, 1934.

2Ul

at the Miiiioo

Pnii, Jabhalpors, C. P.

aoder tht aatharitr of the Chrittlao Conocil of Uld lodla.

labjcr^plioa Priea� P� Copy Rt.

SJyo

p�t year, to Mluioaaria, ucU

paid

aad to aU peraoat whoM miuioo doca nal iab�i4la� tha paper.
CoaccaafDo Xataa� Available 9tUy to low paid Indiaa mcmbcra ofcontribat.

Indiaaa,

log miaaiona

la

ooc

�abaeribcra

chaicbea; Single copy Ra. 3-0-0, On eix copica
wrapper, Rf. 1.0.0.
or

wbaaacDdiof

remittance will

pleaae

mention

name

or more

of their miialon.

Rar. B. C. Da-ria, U.K.

i.3�odMU Bdhor:

RcT. P. D. Gottlieb.

Ta� akkftyak r>txlk> aoa.

aoc

Mia* V. Rinman.

Mwn�mrHr uderac

the KBiiB.at.

ofaaeuibmtora.

�01 he r.twm.n to .etaori ��!��� a�eanv�u.a ay mU writt.a
�aOr.M aad .taHp. fof latara na.tai*.

BkaaMrlat

}4ewt Concerning Miisionariet
'Rav'. F. B. LiTengood and. lira. Llrangood will sail from'
Bombaj for Amarlct Fab. 17. on S. B. Jinjpitbma, P. 0, Llnei.
Tha; haro had ohirga of tha Damoh Boyi Boarding Bohool and
the ovaralght of the Ulailoa'i Icdnitrlal and -Agrlonltnral Work
lo Damoh.
Mr. Llrengood hal also larved .oa the Mlisfoa'i
ExeentlTe Oommlttea, been Ohalrmaa of tha''dbln\ 'Oonnoll of
tha Mlaalon'and Indian Oharohaa and Ohalrman of the Promotion
^'Ommittee of the Mlulon.
Thay have one child, a danghter,'
who la
lalling^Vltb tham. ^a wlah thaip. Bon Voyage, a happy
and profttable home stay and a ipeedy retnrn to India,
'

,

.

-

Bey, T. HIU and Uri, Bill and ohlldran arrived in India'
on Jan. 18.
They have bean located la Damoh tof
tha work of Ut. and Mra. LIvengQod.
They have had
�xparlance in this work before and alao in GvangellBtlo, Ohnroh.
and Bohool Work tn Jhanal. We give them a moit hearty, weloom^

frqm America
take

the aaperatnctnre.
As one reads' tha book he fiuda It convlnoing.
One cannot quarrel with facta gathered and interpreted with an
Aa John R. Uott aays, **It ia a notable
eye aingle to truth.
summary ot tha aohlevementa, valoes, weakness, and posaiblUtlaa
of this great human and divine enterprise.*'

Strangely enough neither the underlylnga iclentifio metho
dology nor the gathering of tha facts by a oommlsslou, nor tlia

funds from a research foundation have vitiated the usefulness ot
the book, Publlo ooofldenca amongst Ohrlatlans. In atodies by

EDITORIAL STAFF.

�B/ltor^in^aW.

over

back Jo India.

Mil from Bombay for An Jtralia, Maroli 15 on 8. B.
F. 0. Llnea.. BInoa hia retnrn to India in 1923 Mr. Davit has
been
Edltor-in-Ohlof of the Sabatxz Patbika and anparlnlendent o(
the Mlltlon Praaa, Jabbnipore. Be hal had
charge of thia work at
other tlme^ alao during hia aerrlcea in India. Hia work In tha Preaa
baa been a' great (Inanoial incceta tha reoelpta from It,
being one of
the Inndi that haa made it poialble tor the Mlaalon to
carry on dnr.
Ing theae laat yean ot tinanolal depraaiion. During the lait few

commissions and In lasaaroh projaota will be aon^awhat raatorad by
"Ohriatian Mass Movements in India." The credit la probably
largely doe to the author, who knowing India thoroughly, wal
able to diatlngulih' between the wheat and tha- ohatf on the
threshing floor of truth, and haying ooUeoted tb� pertinent facta
wu able to Interpret them aright.

Againat a background ot the Indian |oolal and. reiiglop.l
system, Mr. Flokett has described mass movementa. There is 'a
-/The aodaV
short history ot some ofthe more important ones.
economlo and rellgloos oondltions ot mass movement- oonverts are
tl
a
There
discussed In an Illuminating -way.
gripping chapttr
There la an enor
on th^. motlTSS of masa movement oonvarta.'
.

.

mously important chapter
ment converts, where

yaara Mtl. Davia haa been

aiiiiting in

tha Ulaiion Office in JnbAnalralla fora two month! reit
only.
health aince lait anmmer, but it ia
hoped that tha voyage to Anatraila and back will reatore him to
hia
ntjBal health. Our beat wiihei go with them,

Thay

are

going

to

Ur, Davla haa been in poor

'MllaaMary Thompaon la an Anatrallan, but has been aiaoelated with lha American Diaclpiea In India all ot her
mlaaionary
Bhe ia the Senior missionary ot the Ulsaion and this
life.
.

year

oompletea torty-thrae yeara ot service tor her all in Barda, She
ii going home on tnrlongh and hopaa to roiurn and and har
days
Wa hops aha may'reallza
among her beloved people In Barda.
har wish and will be spared for many more yeara of work in India.
On Feb. 11 Mta. Qeorea Springer of Unugsll was
operated
Oil tor appandloilli and Intestinal obstrnetlona.
The operation
was performed In tha hoapital in Uiraj.
A telegram slates that
the operation waa anooeaatul.
We aend bar our oongratnlationa
anil asaura har ot onr sympathy and prayers.
She hopes to leave
(or America In April and to go home 'via Ohiua,

Ohriatian Maaa Movements in India By J, W. Pickett.
D. A. McQatban
has

ooma

Priatrf ami Pahlieied for tt. Cimatia. Coaacil

Ohristian attainments ot

mass
'

Pickett

tha

answers

'question

movf-.

"What'

-

flood oMight on a dllflQult problem.
But the reviewer most oontess that by no auoh detailed
description of this volnnie is it possible to give an adequate seuKa
ot its importauce. The atndy yindloataa the Ohriatian movement.
After making all allowance for reaction, breakdown, ffrls^sua
�

cssta

a

�r�

a

-

rasolt of

�

maag-moTemanta.

insdequate leadership

Buring fact standing
outlook ot these

out

aun oittyr

and follow

Qieappolnlmeots

as

np 'work, ine^reaaand
after Christ and bis

in this snrvey is that tha condition

depressed communlttaa
messengers have broken in upon them.' In contraat to their' state
before, are as the break of dawn tallowing upon the daep darkness
ot the night. The countless Iransformatlona in individual
lives
and In social conditions and
relationships are proof positive that
the living loving Heavenly Father Is
brooding over these most
needy and neglected ot his children, creating in them hopes and
aapirations tor larger lite and liberty and by His Spirit moving
them to WiU and to do."
Mr, Pickett's
oonoluslons will inspire
'
and encourage Ohrlstians from Eaahmlr to
Oapa Oomorin. -Hia
book will undo moat ot the damage doiie by
"Rethinking Missions."
II provides a poailive forward- looking program for mlations.
II
leaves a poignant sense ot lbs
tragedy of life amongst those
millions who have not heard the goapal. Ita sober
atatemeiit of
fact ia more ImpreaslvB^defense ot the
missionary movemant than
anything the reviewer has seen in ten yeara. _Hers ia-a boeik
which ahonld be read by every mlniater and. church leader
Bast and in Ibe West. At hs rsada It bis vision will
widen, hia
heart win loip tor Joy, he will see the world
Ihrongh the eyes ot
Ohrist, -mlBBloaary enthnslasm will be kindled, and missionary
support will be renewed.
.

'

inibS

Ia this extravagant praise t It Is the most
extravagant review
thla reviewer has ever wrillea, but ho believes thst when tha book

Is read, readera wlU concur in tb�,
judgement re;orded abofb. Tha
BABATAK Patrika will oarry a. aerial ot articles
reviewing-Impot
Untaspeoli ot tha- findings, but the whole book ahonld be 'read
with care by every English speaking ohnrch leader In
India toSay.
It Is the most llgnlf leant
mlaaionary book ot tha last
"

a book sent
by God, and its name is
"Ohriatian Uus Movements In India."
Thla algnlf loant work is the ontooma ot the aotion takoD by
tha Mallonal Ohriatian Ooancll In December 1928 initiating i
Btndy of tha group oonvaraioos whioh have marked the growth ot
lha Ohriatian movement in India. The research oommended Itself
lo leaders ot the Ohrlalian Movement in tha West and tundi ware

There

on

Mr.

The
kind of Qhriatlana do mass movement' oouya'fta become
marked infiueuoe for good of Ohrlatlanjty on the economlo. lite ot
the people will be a snrprlse to some readera. '-The Importanoe of
worahip as a leavening factor |n the Ufa ot the village. Ohriatia'a
should be a productive idea in the minds ot Ohristian workers.
The chapter on the support ot the ohnroh' In mass moveme'ljt areas

Slratn^mtrSJrj-

bnlpore.

i

made available by -the Institute ot Social and Itellglous Besearoli
of New York Olty. The Investigation la a scientific one. It^
sohadolea and fact finding machinery were oritlcalty'reviewad by
The factual
Bome of the leading rnsearoh aoholars of the world..
foundation thus achieved Is broad and authentio enough to aopport

SAHAYAK PATRIKA
FablUhed iTery Wcdoeiday

<f^^i\,

rwn:,

decade.

Bible Sunday, March 4th 1934.
Fbibhds,
In asking tor the support ot Indlvldnala and
oongregatloDS
the work of the Society, may I mention tha fact
that last year
( Oarritd lar:>i on pai/t 7 )

Dbab
to

of Uld-tadla

'

'

b, �, C. Davi.

at the lll-lo.

Pre.., Jabh Jporfc C. P.

.
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Appendix E

Echoes of Pickett in McGavran
One way to show the influence of Pickett

on

McGavran is to compare their

statements on common themes. The chart below cites

used

are

BOG for The

a

few

Bridges of God (McGavran 1955),

Church Growth

(McGavran 1970),

(Pickett 1933b),

and CWIH for Christ's

examples.

UGC for

Understanding

CMMI for Christian Mass Movements in India

Way

to

India 's Heart

McGavran

On

The abbreviations

(Pickett 1938a).

Pickett

Group Consciousness:

"A

homogeneous unit of society may be
said to have a people consciousness when

"The

its members think of themselves

member of a group. Ask him who he is
and he will not tell you his name, but the

separate tribe, caste,

or

class"

as a

(UCG:190).

typical

of himself as

name

Hindu
an

villager doesn't think

individual at all, but

ofhis caste"

as a

(CMMI:26).

On Westem Individualism
"In the West Christianization

...

is

extremely individualistic process."
(B0G:9).

an

surprising that missionaries
preferred separate individual

"It is not

have

accessions

...

for

an

extreme

individualism underlies much
about

religion
(CWIH:27).

661

...

.

thinking

in the West."

.

.
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On

People Movements

"[People]
without

like to become Christians

crossing racial, linguistic,

or

class

barriers" (UGC: 198).
On

"Religion spreads most naturally and
commonly on social and occupational
lines" (CMMI:26).

Homogeneous Units

"Unless churchmen

the lookout for

are on

changes in receptivity of homogeneous
imits
they will not even discem what
needs to be done in mission" (UCG:232).
.

.

.

"Had it been understood that the so-called
mass

in these movements consists of

homogeneous
would

On

Terminology:

"A

people

movement is not a mass

movement. This imfortunate

should

never

entirely
happens

is that

.

.

.

relatively small,

instructed groups

.

.

.

"The choice of the term 'mass

term, which

have been used, gives
idea.
What

erroneous

.

thoroughly
joint action, this criticism
not have arisen" (CMMI:22).
groups,

accustomed to

an
.

.

movements'

.

.

.

was

unfortunate.

.

.

.

A wiser choice

movements'"

might have been 'group
(CMMI:21).

well-

become Christians"

(UCG:297).
On

Receptivity:

"An essential task is to discem

receptivity.

.

.

."

(UCG:232).

important to take advantage
mass-movement openings than to
"It is

more

continue in fields where there has been
little

or no

response to the

(CMMI:342).

gospel"

of

663
On

Indigenous

Movements:

"Indigenous movements aid greatly in
establishing healthy people
movements
They lead Christians to
go to their

own folk
They lead
chiu-ches to choose pattems that feel good
to them.
They use arguments that
.

.

.

.

.

.

appeal" (UCG:350).

"The

growth ofthe church is retarded by
the aspect of foreignness and promoted by
the evidence of being Indian and
Church polity, orders of
indigenous.
worship, architecture, policies with
reference to festivals, social customs,
discipline and leadership [should] be
adapted as much as and as speedily as
possible to national and local conditions,
subject, of course, to the preservation of
.

.

.

Christian character and values"

(CWIH: 109).
On

Redemption

and Lift:

"If the church is to be faithful to the

she must reach the

masses.
Gospel,
and
lift
will
occur, eventually
Redemption
making men and women middle-class"
(UCG:283).

On the

Folly of Social

"To Christianize

thing

not to

of it into

a

a

increase the scale

which the

on

transforming, enriching and upward
lifting grace of Christ is demonstrated
the depressed classes" (CWIH:96).

in

Dislocation:

whole

people,

the first

do is to snatch individuals out

different

"The surest way of multiplying
conversions of higher class Hindus is to

society" (BOG: 10).

"The process of extracting individuals
does not build a
from their setting
.

.

.

[sacrifices] much ofthe
convert's potential evangelistic influence"
(CWIH:27).
church.

...

It

On Research:
"Research

on

all kinds of People

Movements should

(BOG: 153).

immediately begin"

emphasize strongly the need for
further study.
Inquiries along the lines
followed in this study, but with improved
technique, should be made" CMMI:347).
"We

.

.

.

Glossary of Terms
Wherever hidian words
the

English language,

employed that have not already found their way into

I have translated and italicized them.

with words that have become

convenience, the

are

Used

words

are

common

coinage in the

compiled in the

West

However, I have

not done

(such

For

as

list below. The words

"sari").

are

so

spelled

phonetically.
Other words in the list
have the

one

a

longer

sixteenth of a rupee

objects and

Ashram:

or no

person of English and Indian ancestry

Animism: belief m
natural

that have fallen into disuse

same name.

Anglo-Indian:
Anna:

help clarify terms

a

place

spirits, including those of ancestors
other natural phenomena

of religious retreat, reflection,

study,

and those contained in inanimate

and

fellowship

Hindu reform group which looked to the Vedas for support of educational
and social reform

Arya Samaj:

Ayah: nursemaid

or

nanny

Avatar: the incamation of a Hindu

deity

Bagh: garden
Bajra: cat-tailed millet (a species

of millet)
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Bande Matram: "Hail, Motherland," national song of hidia
Barsati:

one-room

Bearer:

a

Bhakti:

devotion,

Bhajan:
Bhakti:

domestic

loving

two-room habitation for

guests

or

renting

out

servant

utter self-abandonment for love's sake

rehgious

a

Biradari:

or

song of praise

devotion

means

"brotherhood" and refers to the local caste

organization

highest division of Hindu castes, traditionally associated with the
priesthood (Cf Kshatriyas, Vaisyas and Sudras)

Brahmans: the

Caste Hindus: Hindus other than untouchables, that is, Sudras,

Chamars:

a

Hindu untouchable caste of leather workers

farm

Chand

(in Bihar, however,

some were

laborers)

Bagh: literally "Moon Garden" [In Lucknow, the area where Isabella Thobum
College is situated and, consequently, the locals' familiar name for the college
itself]

Chaprassi: an office errand runner, used for a variety of jobs such as delivering notes,
mailing letters, and carrying files and supplies around the office; sometimes used
for depositing and/or cashing checks at the bank, or watching for the safety ofthe
children as well as other such jobs demanding more trust
Charas: hashish

Chaudhris:
Chela:

a

village

disciple

Choti hair hazri:

Choukidar:
Churas:

a

leaders

of a

religious

teacher

early breakfast

guard or watchman

Panchama (untouchable)

caste ofthe

Punjab

666

Chutiya:

hair tuft which indicated caste

a

Communahsm: strong devotion to the members of one's own rehgious or ethnic group
rather than society as a whole (e.g., allegiance to fellow Muslims, Hindus, Sikhs,
etc.)
Coolie: an, unskilled day laborer
Daftar: office
Dakhma:

cylindrical
departed
a

Dalits: those who
once

are

fimeral

building used by Parsis

for the

disposal

broken, oppressed; contemporary designation
or Harijan

ofthe bodies ofthe

for those who

were

called imtouchables

Darbar: court
Deccan: the

Devadasi:

plateau region

Dancing girl

in South Mdia between the Narbada and Krishna rivers

attached to

Dharma:

religious duty, law,

Dhoti:

long

a

Dhusiya:

a

loincloth

wom

or

a

temple,

a

courtesan

custom

by men

sub-cast of Chamars

Dilkusha:

literally, "heart happiness" of "heart's content" [In Lucknow, it is a huge old
garden complex near the British Residency ruins. It was established by one of the
Nawabs of Oudh long before the Mutiny of 1857. The Picketts used to go there
for moonlight picnics in the 1920s and early 1930s. It was a beautiful, well-kept
expanse of lawns, trees and flowers in those days.]

Dravidians:

a

dark-skinned

including Tamils
Ekka:

aboriginal people of southem

hidia and parts of Sri Lanka,

and Kanarese

pony-drawn vehicle with large wheels, smaller than a tonga [Pickett and his co
workers used them extensively during his Arrah days; though uncomfortable, they
were especially useful in traversing narrow, deeply mtted roads.]

a

Ghagar:

water jar

667

Ghat:

a

range of mountains

Goondas: bandits

Group

multi-individual decision of persons who have chosen to convert
from their old religion to a new one (Cf people movement)

movement:

Guru: Hindu

religious teacher

Harijan: ("child
Hartal:

a

a

of God") Gandhi's

closing of shops

Hindustani:

a

standard

Westem Hindi

Hindutva: Hindu
Hisab:

euphemism for untouchables

and stoppage of work

as an

expression

of protest

or

mouming

language and lingua franca of northem India based on a dialect of
spoken around Delhi

principles (derived

from Hindu

Tattvd)

expenditure

Holeyas:

Hindu imtouchable caste of farm and

a

known
Kanarese:

a

bonded laborers

Dravidian

Karma: action

Kayasthas:

as

or

plantation

seen as

bringing

handspun

Kheri: in

Telugu country,

formerly

state of Kamataka, in southwest India

upon oneself inevitable results

members of a caste of people who

Khaddar:

were

(also Holaya)

people living mainly in the

works

laborers who

once

(bad

or

good)

served the Muslim mlers of India

cloth

a

section of a

village;

see

mohalla

members ofthe second of the four divisions of recognized Hindu castes,
above the Vaisyas and below the Brahmans; the royal and warrior caste (Cf

Kshatriyas:

Brahmans, Vaisyas, Sudras)

Jajman: patron

Jajmani system:

a

network of reciprocal

which is the
Lai: red

exchange

of food

relationships between families, at
production for goods and services

the heart of

668

Landour: the section of Mussoorie in which the Methodist (and other) missionaries Hved
and the location ofthe

Kellogg

church at which Pickett

preached

for many

summers

Lok Sabha: the

body representative

Madigas: the leather workers'
Maharaja (or maharaj):
Mahasabha: great
Mahatma:

a

of the

caste in the

people
Telugu coimtry (like

the title of an Indian

of orthodox Hindus

highly regarded for his wisdom

Malas: the weavers' caste in the

north)

prince

assembly; political organization

person

Chamars in the

and

saintly character

Telugu country

multi-individual decision of persons
who have chosen to convert from their old religion to a new one (now called

Mass movement:

an

outdated term used to describe

people movement,

group movement,

Mazhabi Sikhs:

a

or

a

conversion movement

caste of sweepers in the United Provinces and the

professed the Sikh religion but were not socially recognized
Mela:

fair, often held in connection with

a

Mohalla: section of a tovm
on

the

area

Mogul:

a

�

and in

Telugu

or

village;

a

rehgious

also basti, tola

Punjab
as

who

Sikhs

festival

(or fern., toli)

and para,

depending

country, kheri

dynasty of Muslim mlers that dominated N. India and parts
the sixteenth to the early eighteenth centuries

member ofthe

the Deccan from
Monsoon: the

season

during which the

southwest

monsoon

blows, bringing with it the

rains

Mussoorie: the location of Woodstock School, 170 miles northeast of Delhi in the
foothills of the
Nabob: any wealthy,

Nawab:

an

Himalayas

powerfiil,

or

influential person

(see nawab)

honorary title, often conferred upon Muslims of distinction (see nabob)

Nizam: the title of the

hereditary mler of Hyderabad

of
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Noncooperation:

a

form of civil disobedience established

government

policy by refusing

to

participate

by Gandhi of opposing
political life or to obey

in civic and

governmental regulations
Padri: cormption of padre
(Portuguese),
Pan: the leaf of the betel, which
for chewing

was

a

Christian minister

used to enclose slices of areca nut mixed with lime

Panchama: untouchable

Panchayat:

an

elective

Pandit:

a

Pariah:

an

People

movement:

title of respect and honor,

one

especially for one's wisdom

a

fourth of an

religion

to

a new one

(Cf

group

Prem Sabha:

fellowship gathering (love gathering)

the Hindu

swaraj :

Pimdit:

see

worship

of a

the call for

particular god

complete independence

from Britain

Pandit

large, swinging, screenlike
pulling an attached rope

Punkah:

movement)

aima

pilgrimage

Puma

knowledge

multi-individual decision of persons who have chosen to convert

Pradakshina:

Puja:

and

"outcaste"

from their old
Pice:

council

village

a

fan

Purdah: the seclusion of women from the

hung from the ceiling

sight

of men

or

and moved

by a servant

sfrangers, practiced by

some

Muslims and Hindus

Raj:

the British

Rajah:

a

prince

Rajkumari:

an

imperial
or

mle of India

king

Indian

princess

prior to Independence ("Raj"

is Hindi for

"mle")
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Rupee:

Indian monetary unit, silver coin

an

Roshan dans

(literally, "light containers"), high glass windows

that

provided light and

cross-ventilation

Sabzimandi:

a

vegetable

Sardar: (1) title for
Sahib:

Sadhu:

military or political leader; (2)

a

Sikh

gentleman

a

Sahiba:

a

and fruit market located behind the Pickett residence in Delhi

a

a

Sanskrit:

lady
Hindu

an

religious

ancient

mendicant

Indo-European,

Indie

language,

used in Indian

religious

and classical

literature
Sanatanists:

a Hindu sect (if a Hindu performs or believes in puja, Krishna, Ram,
Hanuman, and other avatars, karma, and reincarnation, then that Hindu is a

Sanatanist)
Santmiketam: abode of peace

(a school

started

by Tagore)

policy of non- violent resistance inaugurated by Gandhi in 1919 as
political reform (literally, "Tmth-force," or
derivatively, "soul-force")

Satyagraha:

the

a

method of gaining social and

Sepoy:

an

Indian soldier in

a

European

army;

an

Indian

policeman

Shamiana: tabemacle
Shri and Shrimati: Mr. and Mrs.

Station

(e.g., hill station): the
of a garrison resided

Sudras

(also Shudra):

"of one's

own

area

in which the British officials of a district

or

the officers

(lowest) division ofthe recognized Hindu
(Cf Brahmans, Kshatriyas, Vaisyas)

members of the fourth

castes, the laborers

Swadeshi Movement:

(Also, sri)

political movement that encouraged Indians to buy only goods
country" and to boycott British goods as a step toward home mle
a

Swaraj: self-mle, self-govemance
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Sweepers:

families whose work consists of sweeping and scavenging jobs,

to castes

Thakur:

a

Telugu:

a

a

belong

Kshatriya caste (chief; master)

Tamash: [or tamasha] means a big show and may describe
a circus to a riot, a
temper tantrum to a gala party

Bagh:

who

traditionally thus employed

term of respectful address among the

Tamash

or

garden

Dravidian

in Lucknow

a

wide

variety of events,

from

[see "tamash/tamasha"]

language spoken mainly in the Andhra country of southeast

India

Thans: Hindu shrines

Tonga:

a

light two-wheeled horse-drawn vehicle

United Provinces: old

name

for Uttar

Pradesh; included Agra and Oudh

Upanishad: ("to sit down in front of) Hindu philosophic texts, usually in dialogue form,
composed between the eighth and sixth centuries B.C.
Vaisyas: members ofthe third division of recognized Hindu castes, the mercantile and
professional class above the Sudras and below the Kshatriyas (Cf Brahmans,
Kshatriyas, Sudras)
Vama:

("color")

any ofthe Hindu social

Vedas: the oldest Hindu
ritual texts in the
Zamindar:

classes;

scriptures (veda means knowledge) comprised ofthe hymns and
Rg-Veda, the Sama-Veda, the Atharva-Veda, and the Yajur-Veda

hereditary landlord

Zenana: the part ofthe house in which the

Ziyat:

caste

a

among the

missionaries,

a

women

and

city reading room

girls were

set up for

secluded

contacting educated Indians
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